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To illustrate key considerations of PBCC program organizational structure and the types of 
organizational structures for PBCC programs. While most platform structures are already in 
place, this module will help to determine if any changes may be necessary. 
 
 

In this module, you will find: 
 
 What is an organizational structure and why is it necessary? 
 The factors that should be considered when establishing a PBCC program organizational 

structure 
 Key functions that should be in each PBCC program 
 Types of PBCC organizational structures 
 Examples from various country platforms 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Considerations for Organizational 
Structure for PBCC Programs 

 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Identify factors that should be considered when building PBCC program structure 
2. Define the functions that should be in each PSI PBCC program structure 
3. Understand the types of PBCC organizational structures and the pros and cons for each 

 

 Purpose 
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 Organizational structure aligns and relates parts of an organization so it can achieve its 

maximum performance. It is the method by which work flows through an organization. It allows 
groups to work together within their individual functions to manage tasks.  
 
It is important that the organizational structure is aligned with the business strategy as it plays a 
key role in the organization’s success in carrying out its strategy and objectives. It lays the 
foundation for the necessary job roles, the workload model, selecting the right people, and 
effectively developing staff.  The modules entitled “Job Descriptions” and “Workload Model” as 
well as all the modules in “Management and Coaching of Field Staff” further explain these 
concepts and provide guidance on how to apply them to effectively drive the business. 
 
The key to successful performance is aligning the following four business elements: 
 
Leadership: Responsible for developing and deploying the strategy and monitoring results 
Organization: The structure, processes, and operations by which the strategy is deployed 
Jobs: The necessary roles and responsibilities 
People: The experience, skills, and competencies needed to execute the strategy  
 
At PSI, social marketing is used to improve health for Sara and her family. In order to execute 
this, the right organization and job roles have to be in place to implement Provider Behavior 
Change Communications programs. It is also important that both home office and field staff 
have the appropriate training and coaching to strengthen their communication skills for 
effective interactions with providers. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

P B C C  

The mission of PSI is to measurably improve the health of poor and vulnerable people in 
the developing world, principally through social marketing of family planning and 
health products and services, and health communications. Social marketing engages 
private sector resources and uses private sector techniques to encourage healthy 
behavior and make markets work for the poor. 
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http://www.shrm.org/hrdisciplines/orgempdev/Pages/orgstructure.aspx
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 Factors to consider In Organizing Your Country Field Personnel: 

(References work done by David Valentine in Cambodia) 
 
Every country will be unique in terms of the health care needs that need to be served.  
However, the following factors should be considered when developing the optimal 
organizational structure for each country.   
 
 
• Disease Burden  
Disease burden may vary across different regions within a country. For example, Cambodia is 
complex with a high burden of disease for malaria in forest fringe districts, which have lower 
populations and are harder to reach.  The overall burden and health impact potential relating to 
some clinical practices (e.g., unsafe abortion, family planning needs) is high across the country. 
 
• Health Impact of Planned Services 
Before defining PSI Representative territories, it is good practice to analyze Demographic 
Health Survey (DHS) data and assess which geographical areas have the highest health impact 
potential for all the clinical practices and diseases you plan on addressing through a PBCC 
program.  This process can help guide you through tough decisions around size and boundaries 
of territories.   
 
For example, cumulative disease burden might be highest within densely populated and easily 
accessible districts whereas some diseases of interest to PSI might have a high incidence in rural 
hard-to-reach districts. 
 
In such a case, assumptions have to be made about whether coverage and reach across all 
disease areas of interest to PSI will generate more profit (DALYs) than focusing resources on 
sparsely populated areas with a specific and localized disease burden.  
 
Questions to consider  
-Will you generate more DALYs at a lower cost and with fewer human resources by seeing 15 
providers a day in urban and peri-urban hubs or more DALYs by traveling long difficult journeys 
to see a key provider at the end of the rural track? 
 
-If the highest unmet need for a service is within a sparsely populated and remote district, can 
working in this area generate a larger return on investment than by covering a more populous 
and accessible district that has a slightly lower unmet need per population? 
 
• Donor Deliverables 
If resources are cost-shared between donors with differing interests and areas of focus, then 
this requires that sacrifices be made on a program design and geographic territory selection to 
balance donor interests, targets, and the health impact potential across the portfolio of 
products and services. 
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 Example: Some donors are interested in improving equity of access rather than total return on 

investment (total DALYs produced by dollar inputs).  This consideration should be thought 
through when defining territories and designing PBCC programs. 
 
• Range of health services provided 
Typically, the more health services utilized by a provider, the more the Representative’s time is 
required during each provider interaction. This will determine how many representatives are 
needed for provider interactions (more information on the “Workload Model” module). 
 
• Number and type of providers 
The total number of physicians, nurses, clinical officers, and pharmacists will determine the 
number of representatives needed and the workload model (more information on the 
“Workload Model” module). 
 
• Geography 
Urban and densely populated territories often have a higher density of providers with higher 
client flows per clinic.  More providers can be seen in a single day by Reps in urban versus rural 
territories. 
 
• Transportation & Infrastructure: car, train, bus, drivers 
Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC) programs can be expensive.  However, there 
are ways to minimize costs and maximize the return on investment.  One of the major costs 
associated with PBCC programs is transportation - especially if PSI Field Staff operate using a 
4x4 car with a driver.   
 
If the program focused on hard-to-reach rural areas, these costs might be unavoidable or can 
be reduced slightly by hiring PSI Field Staff who can drive.  However, if the program has 
significant disease burden(s) for particular diseases within urban and peri-urban areas, using 
other forms of transportation such as motorbikes can dramatically reduce costs.  It is feasible 
that urban-focused PSI Field Staff can use motorbikes, and rural-focused PSI Field Staff use cars. 
 
PSI Field Staff should be ideally based in the geographic area in which they work. This alone 
will significantly cut transportation costs as well as maximize time in the field by eliminating 
drive times to and from the platform home office and the geographic area to be worked. 
 
• Talent pool 
Consider the type of candidates you can recruit in your local market. What skill sets, training, 
education, and motivators do they have?  
 
 
 
 

Example 
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 Attached is an example from Cambodia on designing territories. This example shows how 

population statistics can be used to determine the number of providers that should be reached 
per region. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Key Job Roles for PBCC: 
 
Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC) are one-to-one interactions between PSI 
Field Representatives and providers that are designed to positively influence provider 
behaviors by providing individualized solutions to both needs and barriers to behavior change. 
The overall vision of PBCC is called the “Provider Experience.” The Provider Experience 
between the PSI Representative and Providers is one that is consultative in nature, anchored 
upon open, two-way dialogue and assists the provider in delivering high quality, optimal care to 
Sara and her family. PBCC is more than providing product information or selling products. 
 
A platform does not have to have a franchise in order to conduct PBCC program with 
providers. ALL field staff that interact with providers can and should utilize PBCC skills during 
their discussions with providers. There can be numerous titles across country platforms that are 
all oriented toward facilitating Provider Behavior Change Communications with both PSI 
franchisee and non-franchisee providers. Platforms may have a distinct field team that only 
visits franchisees, they may have a team that visits franchisees and non-franchisee providers, or 

How? 
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 they may have a distinct field team that only visits non-franchisee providers. Key functions that 

need to be covered by provider focused field teams are explained below. These are further 
described in the next module, “Job Descriptions.” 
 
PSI Field Representative (other titles may include medical detailer): The PSI Field 
Representative visits various cadres of providers in the provider’s own work setting (e.g., Clinic, 
pharmacy, drug shop, etc.) Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC) are one-to-one 
interactions between PSI Field Representatives and providers that are designed to positively 
influence provider behaviors by providing individualized solutions to both needs and barriers 
to behavior change. The overall vision of PBCC is called the “Provider Experience.” The Provider 
Experience between the PSI Representative and Providers is one that is consultative in nature, 
anchored upon open, two-way dialogue and assists the provider in delivering high quality, 
optimal care to Sara and her family. PBCC is more than providing product information or selling 
products. 
 

o Primarily focuses on non-franchisees, but may also visit franchisees in coordination with 
PSI Franchise Officers 

o Includes one-to-one interactions with providers that drive behavior change utilizing 
PBCC skills such as open-ended questions, value propositions (solutions), role-plays, and 
overcoming barriers to behavior change 

o May include inventory management and sales of PSI products 
o May include tracking & distribution of provider incentives 
o May include supervision of Community Health Workers (CHW) or their respective 

supervisors 
o May include identification and recruitment of potential Franchisees 

 
PSI Franchise Officer (other titles may include: Health Services Officer, Supportive Supervision 
Visit Agents, Clinical Quality Officer, Regional Services Director): The PSI Franchise Officer is 
responsible for supporting PSI Franchisees.  The nature of the PSI Franchise Officer’s work is 
more clinical in nature, and the duration of a visit with a Franchisee is often longer and more 
technical than that of the PSI Field Representative.  For this reason, PSI Franchise Officers are 
responsible for supporting fewer providers than PSI Field Representatives. 

o Assures provider quality of care through provider behavior change clinical discussions  
o Provides on-the-job coaching of clinical skills and supportive supervision visits 
o Conducts internal quality audits 
o Reviews client records for accuracy and the collection of data from franchisees 
o Utilizes PBCC skills such as open-ended questions, value propositions (solutions), role-

plays, and overcoming barriers to facilitate provider behavior change 
 

In some countries, depending upon the factors outlined above, these roles can be distinct or 
consolidated.  Platforms with longer tenure are moving to more distinct roles, i(.e., separate 
roles).  In many cases, PSI Franchise Officers are focused on improving quality of services and 
are more clinically minded whereas the PSI Field Representative is a communications specialist 
who is more skilled in addressing provider motivations and biases and persuasive techniques to 
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 improve quality as well as productivity of franchisees. Given the complexity of the two roles 

and skill sets needed for each, best practice suggests that roles should be distinct and 
separate.   

 
 
 

Types of Organizational Structure, Pros and Cons for each 
 
There is no single organizational model for PBCC programs that fits all platforms. However, as 
you begin developing or evolving your structure, you may want to consider the following pros 
and cons.   

 
Consolidated Structure (combined role of PSI Franchise Officer and PSI Field Representative)  

Pros:   
• Less headcount overhead for the platform 
• One point of contact for the provider or clinic (provider-centric) 
• High level of accountability for the Rep 
• Flexibility to add services  

 
Cons: 

• Requires small provider call decks (total number of providers each representative is 
responsible for) 

• Increases potential for attrition due to burnout 
• The heavy workload associated with data collection may detract from the 

Representatives' time available for PBCC interactions 
• Requires an individual with advanced skill sets – clinical as well as communications 
• Less time for Representative to develop expertise on PBCC 

 
Distinct Structure (teams of PSI Field Representatives separate from teams of PSI Franchise 
Officers) 

Pros: 
• Manageable workload 
• Enhanced ability to focus on provider behavior change to improve patient outcomes 
• PSI Field Representatives can have larger provider call decks, including non-

franchisee providers and pharmacies 
• Offers career development opportunities 
 

Cons: 
• Coordinated effort between PSI Field Representative and PSI Franchise Officer on 

PBCC activities 
• Potentially requires more overhead due to larger headcount for Reps 
• Some duplication of efforts 

How? 
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 • Management challenges with potentially 2 PSI field staff supporting each 

provider/clinic 
 
 
 
Case Example:  PSI/Myanmar 
The following is an example of how Myanmar is evolving its organizational structure to 
effectively execute Provider Behavior Change Communications.   

PSI Franchise Officers are called Health Services Officers in Myanmar. Health Services Officers 
(HSO) were tasked with all franchisee support functions (consolidated approach). HSO 
responsibilities included:  Behavior Change Discussions with providers, Quality Checks, Audit, 
Data Collection, Incentive Management, and supervision of the managers for Community 
Health Workers (CHW).  The time and effort involved with data collection left insufficient time 
for the HSOs to engage providers in behavior change discussions.  Compounding the issue is a 
turnover rate that the Myanmar leadership team recognized as a workload challenge.  PSI 
Myanmar is addressing these issues with the following solution: 

• They divided the responsibilities of the prior HSO position across two roles (HSO and Junior 
HSO).  They hired a team of Junior HSO’s to take over responsibility for data collection. This 
frees the HSO to focus on developing their skills in PBCC to execute that priority for PSI.  
This change to the field organization required adjustments to headcount and size of 
geographies for the HSOs.  

• Additional benefits:   

- The new Junior HSO role provides an entry-level job for field activities and a step in a 
career path for potential promotion to HSO.  

- As they focus on PBCC, the HSOs spend more time applying their medical training and 
communications skill sets with providers, rather than chasing down data.  This should 
improve job satisfaction and retention rates in the metropolitan areas of Yangon and 
Mandalay where turnover was high.  

In Myanmar’s new structure, under Deputy Director (Operation), there are 6 Regional 
Managers, and each Regional Manager has 2 Senior HSO who supervise HSO and JHSO as team 
leader of the assigned territory. 

 

 

Example 
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 PSI Myanmar’s Organigram for Provider Behavior Change Functions 

Deputy 
Director 

(operation) 

Manager 
(Operation) 

Leading the 
assigned 

region 

Sr HS officer 
as team 
leader of 
territory I 

HSO 

JHSO 
HS supervisors 

for SPH and 
Product 

promoters for 
malaria drug 

at pharmacies 

JHSO 
JHSO 
JHSO 

HSO 
JHSO 
JHSO 
JHSO 

Sr HS officer 
as team 
leader of 

territory II 

HSO 
JHSO HS supervisors 

for SPH and 
product 

promoters for 
malaria drugs 
at pharmacies 

JHSO 
JHSO 

H SO 
JHSO 
JHSO 
JHSO 

Main responsibilities of the Sr HSO –  

o Assist the managers with business territory management of both Sun Quality Health 
Franchisees and Sun Primary Health channels and pharmacies  

o Supervise HS supervisors and Product promoters (PSI/M staff)  
o Provider Behavior Change 
o Quality assurance 

 Main responsibilities of the HSO – 

o Provider Behavior Change Communications 
o Quality Assurance 
o Supervise JHSOs 

Main responsibilities of the JHSOs –  

o Product sales  
o Collection of monthly program data  
o Financial transactions 

 Main responsibilities of HS supervisors –  

o Monitoring Sun Primary Health providers who are rural based private health care 
providers 

 Main responsibilities of the Product promoters –  
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S&D Director

National Sales Manager

Sales Supervisor 
PP central

Vacant
FSR 1

Vacant 
FSR 2

Vacant
FSR 3

Vacant
FSR 4

Sales Supervisor
Southern Region

FSR 1

FSR 2

FSR 3

FSR 4

Sales Supervisor
Eastern Region

FSR 1

FSR 2

FSR 3

FSR 4

Trade Marketing Manager

Sales Supervisor
PP central

HRM 1

HRM 2

HRM 3

HRM 4

Telesales

Medical Detailing Manager

MDP Coordinator

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer (Franchise)

MDP Officer (Franchise)

MDP Officer

MDP Coordinator

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Coordinator

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

MDP Officer

Sales Assistant

o Health education and product (PSI’s malaria product) promotion at non-traditional 
outlets at rural and outreach areas 
 

Case Example:  PSI/Cambodia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management of PSI Franchise Officers usually sits within Health Services Departments and 
Franchising Departments.   

Management of PSI Field Representatives may sit in a variety of departments, depending on 
platform needs and capacity as well as whether they are responsible for franchisee or non-
franchisee providers or both, such as a Health Services Department, a Franchising Department, 
a Sales Department, or a Social Marketing Department.  In Cambodia, Field Representatives 
work closely with Sales Agents and are housed in the Sales and Distribution Department yet 
they focus on behavior change and do not sell products. 

A key job function of Supervisors or Managers of Field Teams (either Franchise Officers or Field 
Representatives) is regular and routine on-the-job coaching and training of Field Teams during 

Example 
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 field visits to ensure optimal Field Team performance and to establish a feedback loop to the 

platform. This is discussed in more detail in the “Workload Module.” 

Management of Field Teams requires teamwork across the platform functional areas: 

o Communication of a clear strategy and priorities from senior management team to the 
field teams regarding their goals for each product and service area 

o Representatives with the proper training and scope of responsibility allowing time to 
focus on PBCC 

o Managers of PSI-Representatives who have MBOs specific to coaching and developing 
their Representatives’ PBCC skills. (More information on “Management by Objectives” 
and “Coaching” modules) 

o Clinicians who understand the expectations and desired clinical behaviors of a 
franchisee 

o Marketing personnel who can design the materials for the provider channel to support 
provider education and high-quality PBCC interactions with Reps. (More information on 
“Communication and Materials Development” modules) 

o Researchers who can design and conduct research to monitor and evaluate the 
program 
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Self-Learning Questions: 
 
 

• Why is it important to have the right organizational structure in place? 
 
 
 

• How is the organizational structure related to the business strategy? 
 
 
 

• What type of PBCC organizational structure does your country platform have right now? 
Is it distinct or consolidated with respect to the provider representatives?  

 
 
 

• Have you seen the organization chart or organigram for your country platform? Can you 
draw it? 
 
 
 

• Based on the factors that should be considered when building PBCC organizational 
structure and the examples provided, do you see any areas of opportunity in your 
current organization structure? (This should be considered especially by senior 
management and Human Resources. However, any staff member that has input can 
provide this to their supervisor and appropriate management). 
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Action Items:  
  
Within one week of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 
In order to better understand PBCC organizational structure and how it is implemented, it is 
recommended that you read the “Job Descriptions” and “Workload Model” Modules.  
 
 
Due Date: Enter the date one week from today here and mark your calendar. 
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To provide job descriptions templates to define responsibilities for new and existing 
PBCC field staff  
 
 
In this module, you will find: 

 
 Job description definition and uses 
 Sample job descriptions for the following roles: 

 
- PSI Field Representative (also known as Provider Representative, 

Medical Detailer, PSI Medical Consultant, MDP, DPO, MDC) 
- PSI Field Supervisor (also known as Provider Representative Supervisor, 

Provider Representative Manager, PC, MDP Supervisor) 
- PBCC Manager (also known as Medical Detailing Manager) 
- PSI Franchise Officer (also known as Health Services Technical Officer, QA 

Officer, SSV, Regional Service Delivery Supervisor) 
- PSI Franchise Officer Supervisor (also known as Health Services Technical 

Officer, QA Officer, SSV, Regional Service Delivery Supervisor) 
 

 A template that can be used to build job descriptions 
 General Recommendations for Field Staff Job Roles 

o Recruitment and Interview Guides 
o Background checks 
o Sample on-boarding checklist 
o Ways of checking in with Field Staff 

 
 
 
 After completing this module, you will be able to: 

1. Define/modify your own PBCC job descriptions 

Job Descriptions 
 

 Purpose 
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WIIFM? 
 What’s in it for me? 

 

 

A job description is a useful tool that describes the tasks, duties, functions, and 
responsibilities of a position. It outlines the details of who performs the specific type of 
work, how that work is to be completed, and the frequency and the purpose of the work 
as it relates to the company’s mission and goals. Job descriptions are used for a variety 
of reasons, such as recruiting, determining salary levels, conducting performance 
reviews, clarifying missions, establishing titles and salaries, career planning, training 
exercises, and legal requirements for compliance purposes.  

 

A job description gives an employee a very clear and concise resource to be used 
as a guide for job performance. Likewise, a supervisor can use a job description 
as a measuring tool to ensure that the employee is meeting job expectations.  

 
 
 
 

PSI Field Representative  
 

 
Reports to:      PSI Field Representative Supervisor 
Liaises with:    Other field PSI staff, e.g. IPC Agents, PSI Franchise Officers, PSI Sales Representatives 
Supervises:      N/A 
Location:    100% field-based 
Working hours:  Full-time Regular hours 
 
Job Summary:   
The main responsibility of the PSI Field Representative is to utilize Provider Behavior Change 
Communications (PBCC) techniques to positively impact provider behaviors to ensure proper use of 
PSI products, counseling, and delivery of services across assigned health areas to improve client 
health outcomes. The PSI Field Representative will visit a variety of providers at their place of work, 
including but not limited to, private sector clinicians, public sector clinicians, pharmacists, and drug 
sellers to identify provider needs, biases, motivations, and barriers to performing the desired 
behavior, and offer relevant solutions. PBCC interactions may be accomplished through the use of 
tools, role-plays, performance data, ongoing training, use of clinical experts and thought leaders, and 
where appropriate, on-the-job instruction.  
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

• Effectively manage assigned geographic territory through planning, territory analysis, 
segmentation, and targeting and adherence to routing schedule to ensure appropriate 
coverage of providers. Works from a pre-planned routing schedule and organizes daily 
itinerary to avoid waste of time and travel. Complete a minimum of 90% of scheduled visits 
each cycle. 

Example 
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• Utilize PBCC skills to uncover provider needs (opportunities, attitudes, and motivations) 
across health service areas and provide relevant solutions to meet needs and overcome 
barriers to behavior change. Each provider visit is fully planned beforehand with a specific 
objective and using full provider information. 

• Deliver accurate product and service delivery information. 
• Develop plans for each provider that outlines their current situation, needs, and an action 

plan to further develop their awareness, and ultimately, proficiency for PSI products and 
services. 

• Complete Territory Management Tools, including accurate visit notes, on a regular basis for 
each provider to ensure continuity and progression. 

• Rapport and trust-building with providers to enable a favorable relationship with PSI. 
• Maintain knowledge on product and service information, PBCC skills, current marketing and 

behavior objectives, visual aids, and other information required to achieve the project goals 
established for the territory.  

• Effectively implement marketing strategies through training and distribution of promotional 
materials. 

• Organizes clinical meetings, round table discussions, and other activities to create 
opportunities for providers to share experiences with their peers. 

• Ensure that all activities comply with relevant legislation, ethical standards, informed choice, 
and other PSI policies. 

• Maintain feedback loop with management by submitting activity and results reports, such as 
weekly visit reports, weekly work plans, and monthly and annual territory analyses. 

• Liaise with PSI Sales Representatives to ensure adequate stock levels. 
• Liaise with PSI Franchise Officers and other relevant PSI Field and Home Office staff. 
• Conduct ongoing assessment of providers in geographical territory for new recruitment to 

the franchise model 
 

Qualifications/Experience: 
• Degree in health sciences/higher national diploma 
• Prior work experience in pharmaceutical sales and marketing industry or interacting with 

providers and provider behavior change  
• Excellent communication, interpersonal, and organization skills 
• Persuasiveness and ability to influence without authority 
• Computer skills:  Word, Excel, Powerpoint 
• Located in assigned territory 

 
Competencies: 

• Medical knowledge of disease states and therapies 
• Communication skills, particularly the ability to customize an approach to positively impact 

provider behavior change 
• Business acumen and critical thinking in order to analyze business potential and target time 

and resources to the best provider opportunities to improve health outcomes 
• Customer service orientation in order to understand how PSI can best meet client needs 
• Quality management and understanding of the protocols and procedures that enable 

providers to meet these standards 
• Ethics and integrity in order to work remotely with less day-to-day supervision and also 

professionally represent PSI 
• Passion for improving healthcare in alignment with  the mission of PSI 
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PSI Field Representative Supervisor  
 

 
Reports to:       PBCC Manager (or Sales Director or Health Services Delivery Director if no PBCC Manager) 
Liaises with:     Sales Supervisors, Franchise Supervisor, other supervisor and Marketing 
Supervises:         PSI Field Representative 
Location :   70% field-based 
Working hours: Full-time, Regular hours 
 
Job Summary: 
The PSI Field Representative Supervisor/Manager’s primary responsibility is the management, 
development, training, and coaching of PSI Field representatives through on-the-job visits in the field.  The 
PSI Field Representative Supervisor/Manager serves as a liaison between the Field Representatives and 
PBCC Manager, providing information and feedback on situations in the field. The PSI Field Representative 
Supervisor/Manager is responsible for ensuring territory analyses, territory routing plans, and marketing 
messages are carried out and implemented by PSI Field Representatives. 
 
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 

• Responsible for achieving project goals in assigned PSI Field Representative territories 
• Conduct regular and ongoing field visits with each PSI Field Representative to provide on-the-job 

coaching and training. Each PSI Field Representative should receive at a minimum one field visit 
per month. 

• Conduct ongoing performance appraisals of PSI Field Representatives. Proactively identify 
problems/opportunities and solutions for performance improvement. 

• Hold regular skill-building meetings and workshops to sharpen PSI Field Representatives’ ability 
to positively impact provider behavior change. 

• Maintain a fully staffed and productive team, by managing vacancies and turnover though active 
involvement in the recruitment and targeted selection of qualified candidates in conjunction with 
PBCC Manager. 

• Manage budget as required. 
• Manage the timely and accurate completion of all territory management tools by PSI Field 

Representatives, including pre-call planning, territory management, expense reporting, material 
inventory, and management communications. 

• Develop and actively utilize monitoring reports to manage team performance  
• Actively participate on the platform leadership team by sharing best practices, creating new 

approaches to PBCC, and contributing ideas to the business planning process. 
• Ensure representatives’ compliance with relevant legislation, ethical standards, informed choice, 

and other PSI policies. 
• Maintain knowledge on product and service information, PBCC skills, current marketing and 

behavior objectives, visual aids, and other information required to achieve the project goals 
established for the territory.  
 

 
Required Qualifications/Experience: 

• Minimum degree in health sciences 
• Advanced degree is desirable 
• 4-6 years work experience in pharmaceutical sales and marketing or interacting with providers 

and provider behavior change 
• Previous people management experience 
• Excellent communication and facilitation skills 
• Situational Leadership skills 

Example 
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• Strong writing, analytical, and presentation skills 
• Strong computer skills in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 
• Located in territory 

 
 
Competencies: 

• Medical knowledge of disease states and therapies 
• Communication skills, particularly the ability to customize an approach to positively impact 

provider behavior change 
• Business acumen and strategic vision in order to demonstrate a clear understanding of the role 

of the PSI rep in relation to provider behavior change and how to build an organization to 
accomplish the platform goals. 

• Leadership in order to empower people, to make them change  
• Coaching skills to maximize the performance of each PSI rep by customize their approach to each 

PSI rep and assist them in problem solving their provider challenges. To develop them and 
manage performance issues 

• Technical knowledge in the health areas that PSI competes in to assist the PSI rep in ensuring 
quality standards 

• Manage complexity in order to manage multiple priorities across health areas, manage in a 
matrix organization, and make timely decisions based on available data and feedback 
 
 

Provider Behavior Change Communications Manager 
(if there is no PBCC Manager, the Sales Director or Health Services Director or other 

designee will need to assume these roles and responsibilities) 
 

 
Reports to:      Sales Director or Health Services Delivery Director  
Liaises with:    Franchise Supervisor, Marketing Team, Research Team, Health Services Team 
Supervises:      PSI Field Representative Supervisor 
Location :    50% field-based 
Working hours: Full-time, Regular hours 
 
Job Summary: 
The Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC) Manager is responsible for providing leadership 
and strategic direction to the PBCC team, including PSI Field Representatives and their Supervisors in 
order to meet or exceed established provider behavior change goals. The PBCC Manager District Manager 
will accomplish this through effective coaching and mentoring of the team; managing PBCC business 
operations (e.g., policies/procedures, budgets, account data, etc.); utilization of resources; establishing 
and managing relationships and strong collaboration with internal cross-functional teams including Health 
Services, Marketing, Sales and Distribution, and Research. The PBCC Manager participates as an active 
member of the Sales and Distribution/Health Services Leadership Team and shares best practices, creating 
new approaches to the marketing and contributing ideas to the business planning process. 
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 

• Responsible for achieving project provider behavior change goals in assigned area. 
• Provide leadership and strategic direction to PBCC team. 
• Ensure alignment of PBCC performance plans and strategies individual goals with individual 

project deliverables.  

Example 
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• Implementation of health product and services strategies and PBCC goal achievement through 
the development of effective tactical plans and by motivating the PSI Field Representatives and 
Supervisors to implement those plans.  

• Lead development of PBCC messages, communications components, visual aids, and other 
resources in conjunction with Health Services, Marketing, Sales, Research, and other relevant 
departments. 

• Appropriately mobilize and allocate time and resources to meet program objectives. 
• Understand the workload of the team and design a territory specific provider coverage plan. 
• Maintain a fully-staffed and productive team, by managing vacancies and turnover though active 

involvement in the recruitment and targeted selection of qualified candidates in conjunction with 
Supervisors. 

• Conduct regular and ongoing field visits with PSI Field Representatives and Supervisors to provide 
on-the-job coaching and training. 

• Conduct ongoing performance appraisals of PSI Field Representative Supervisors. Proactively 
identify problems/opportunities and solutions for performance improvement. 

• Conduct coaching skill building workshops with PSI Field Representative Supervisors. 
• Develop training plans for PSI Field Representatives to improve ability to positively impact 

provider behavior change. 
• Manage budget. 
• Develop and actively utilize monitoring reports to manage team performance.  
• Actively participate on the platform leadership team by sharing best practices, creating new 

approaches to PBCC, and contributing ideas to the business planning process. 
• Ensure representatives’ compliance with relevant legislation, ethical standards, informed choice, 

and other PSI policies. 
• Maintain knowledge on product and service information, PBCC skills, current marketing and 

behavior objectives, visual aids, and other information required to achieve the project goals 
established for the territory.  
 

 
Required Qualifications/Experience: 

• Minimum degree in health sciences 
• Advanced degree is desirable 
• 4-6 years work experience in pharmaceutical sales and marketing or interacting with providers 

and provider behavior change 
• Previous people management experience 
• Excellent communication and facilitation skills 
• Situational leadership skills 
• Strong writing, analytical, and presentation skills 
• Strong computer skills in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 

 
 
Competencies: 

• Business acumen and strategic vision in order to demonstrate a clear understanding of the role 
of the PSI rep in relation to provider behavior change and how to build an organization to 
accomplish the platform goals. 

• Leadership in order to empower people, to make them change  
• Coaching skills to maximize the performance of each PSI rep by customize their approach to each 

PSI rep and assist them in problem solving their provider challenges. To develop them and 
manage performance issues. 

• Technical knowledge in the health areas that PSI competes in to assist the PSI rep in ensuring 
quality standards. 
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• Manage complexity in order to manage multiple priorities across health areas, manage in a 
matrix organization, and make timely decisions based on available data and feedback 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 PSI Franchise Officer  
 
 
Reports to:  PSI Franchise Supervisor/Manager 
Liaises with:  PSI Field Representative, Marketing Directors 
Location:  100% field-based 
Working hours: Full time Regular hours 
 
 
Job Summary: 
 
The PSI Franchise Officer is responsible for managing a territory of PSI providers and ensuring adherence 
to clinical quality standards.  In collaboration with health service marketing teams they ensure that 
technical content and standards are up to date.   
 
Duties and Responsibilities: 
 
• Regularly (specify frequency) visit providers to ensure adherence to franchise protocols and 

standards 
• Utilize PBCC skills to uncover provider needs (opportunities, attitudes, and motivations) across health 

service areas and provide relevant solutions to meet needs and overcome barriers to behavior 
change. Each provider visit is fully planned beforehand with a specific objective and using full 
provider information. 

• Conduct bi-annual quarterly quality skills assessments on each provider 
• Review results with manager and develop an action plan to help providers meet the minimum 

standards 
• Provide ongoing clinical training opportunities for providers 
• Identify new providers for the franchise via the selection criteria 
• Function as a feedback mechanism between PSI and providers on ongoing needs and challenges 
• Manage partnerships with other NGOs in local geography 
• Collect monthly service delivery statistics 
 
 
Required Qualifications/Experiences: 
 
• Medical Professional Degree:  Physician, Nurse, Nurse Midwife, Clinical Officer, Pharmacist 
• Previous clinical work experience in a clinic or hospital 
• Strong communication skills 
• Strong interpersonal skills and ability to build relationships 
 
 
Competencies: 
 

Example 
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• Clinical/medical knowledge in all disease areas in which PSI operates  
• Quality management of protocols/procedures to ensure that providers are meeting these standards 
• Communication skills to ensure provider behavior change interactions  
• Business acumen/critical thinking to ensure that the Officer is critically analyzing the business 

potential of each provider and allocating their time and resources effectively 
• Analytical skills in order to effectively utilize data on provider quality metrics and develop action plans 

to improve performance 
• Building strong work relationships: Develop and sustain positive relationships with others based upon 

an understanding of their needs and concerns  
• Passion for improving healthcare in alignment with the mission of PSI 
 
 
 
 
 

PSI Franchise Supervisor/Manager 
(Health Services Technical Officer Supervisor/Manager, QA Officer 

Supervisor/Manager, Regional Service Delivery Manager) 
 
Reports to:       Health Services Delivery Director 
Liaises with:     Other PSI Franchise Supervisor/Managers in other regions, Technical Services Managers,  
             Marketing Managers, IPC Agents 
Supervises:      PSI Franchise Officers 
Commitment:    Full-time (80% field-based, 20% office-based) 
Working hours: Regular hours 

 
Job Summary: 
The PSI Franchise Supervisor/Manager is responsible for the design and management of the Clinical 
Quality team calling on PSI franchise providers.  In collaboration with health service marketing teams s/he 
ensures that technical content and standards are up to date.  The vast majority of his/her time is spent in 
the field managing the PSI Franchise Officers.  

 
Duties and Responsibilities: 

• In collaboration with Marketing, establish standards and protocols for quality service provision in 
the franchise 

• Conduct monthly field visits with PSI Franchise Officers to observe provider interactions 
• Coach PSI Franchise Officers on provider behavior interactions   
• Review individual and aggregated provider quality audits and problem solve with PSI Franchise 

Officers on actions to improve provider performance 
• Work with health area marketing teams to identify and develop comprehensive suite of materials 

and services through the franchise 
• Collaborate with relevant health ministries 
• Manage the budget for the Clinical Quality team 
• Build skills through conducting training and best practice sharing sessions with the Clinical 

Officers  
• Develop a capacity plan and assess that Clinical Officers are allocating their time appropriately to 

their base of providers 
 
 
Required Qualifications/Experiences: 

• Health science degree, Physician, Nurse, Clinical Officer, Pharmacist 

Example 
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• Advanced degree desirable 
• Previous management experience preferred 
• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills 
• Strong written and verbal communication skills 
• Strong computer skills, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint 

 
 
Competencies: 

• Business acumen and strategic vision in order to demonstrate a clear understanding of the role 
of the PSI rep in relation to provider behavior change and how to build an organization to 
accomplish the platform goals. 

• Leadership in order to empower people, to make them change  
• Coaching skills to maximize the performance of each PSI rep by customize their approach to each 

PSI rep and assist them in problem solving their provider challenges. To develop them and 
manage performance issues 

• Technical knowledge in the health areas that PSI competes in to assist the PSI rep in ensuring 
quality standards 

• Manage complexity in order to manage multiple priorities across health areas, manage in a 
matrix organization, and make timely decisions based on available data and feedback 

 
 
 
 
Job description for your country: Role ……………… 

 
Reports to:       
Liaises with:     
 
Supervises:       
Location:  xx% field- or office-based 
Working hours:  
 
Job Summary:   
Overall summary of job description, including major priorities 
 
Duties and Responsibilities:   Tasks to be completed 
 

• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
 

Template 
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Qualifications/Experience:   Appropriate education and skills 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 
• … 

 
Competencies: 

• Medical knowledge? 
• Communication skills?  
• Business acumen and critical thinking 
• Customer service orientation?  
• Quality management?  
• Ethics and integrity?  
• Leadership? 
• Passion?  
• Others? 

 
 
 
 
 
General Recommendations:            
 
Country Platform Considerations: 

• The platform structure of field roles will dictate which job descriptions will be 
utilized or modified to meet the local environment. 
 

Recruiting/Hiring/Onboarding: 
• Recruiting: Job descriptions should be used when posting an open position either 

internally or externally. The selection of candidates and the questions during the 
interview should be focused around the qualifications, competencies, and 
responsibilities listed in the job description.  There are 11 key attributes that 
private sector pharmaceutical companies deem requirements of successful Field 
Reps. These are: 
 - Persuasiveness 
 - Planning and Organization 
 - Work Standards 
 - Job Fit 
 - Communications 
 - Impact/Rapport-Building 
 - Learning Ability 
 - Decision-Making 
 - Resourcefulness 
 - Tenacity/Perseverance 
 - Adaptability 

How? 
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Recruiting Tip: Recruit for potential and not current skill set. Determine which 
skills and attributes can be learned and which are more innate and cannot be 
learned.  
 
Should I hire doctors and nurses to be PBCC Reps? It depends on your country 
context. In some countries, only medical professionals will have credibility in the 
eyes of providers. In other countries, a non-medically professional that is 
extremely knowledgeable and well trained on the health areas and services will 
have credibility with providers. In either case, potential candidates should posses 
the key attributes listed above, in addition to medical or technical knowledge, in 
order to be successful. 
 
At the end of this module are Sample Interview Guides that help explore these 
Dimensions with questions that should be added to interviews that are 
conducted in country. 
 

 
• Hiring Background Check: Given the autonomy of the PSI Field Roles, it is 

recommended that you complete a background check on each candidate prior to 
extending a final job offer.  This could prevent potential episodes of fraud.  
 
The background check will vary by country, but if possible, a background check 
with the following elements is preferred: 

 
o Verify employment history 
o Verify educational credentials 
o Check for criminal record 
o Credit check 
o Driving Record 

 
• Onboarding: When a new employee is hired, a comprehensive onboarding 

process should take place to ensure that the new employee understands their 
job description and responsibilities and the organizational structure. They should 
be notified of all company policies and informed about any administrative 
procedures they will need to follow. They should also be informed of the training 
courses they will have to complete.  They should be introduced to the colleagues 
that they will be interacting with. It is also recommended that they are assigned 
a peer, often referred to as a “buddy” that they can ask questions or request 
assistance if needed. Below is a recommended checklist of items to be covered 
during onboarding: 
 

Onboarding Checklist: 
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Company profile 

- Mission, vision, values of the organization.  
- Organizational culture.  
- Organizational chart.  
- Directory.  
- Tour of facility. 

Legal and policy  

- Personal information sheet.  
- Tax withholding.  
- Benefits enrollment.  
- Policies (e.g., anti-harassment, non-discrimination, email, dress code, telephone, etc.)  
- Non-competition agreement 
- Security information 

Work group  

- Meeting with supervisor 
- Meeting with co-workers 

Job Description, Responsibilities and Standards 

List of Training Requirements 

Tools and supplies (business cards, email account, computer, printer, keys, etc.) 

 
 
Field Staff: Ways of Checking in 

• The most effective way of checking in to ensure everything is going well with 
field staff is to make sure the supervisors are in the field conducting coaching 
and motivating staff. (More information on the “Management and Coaching of 
Field Staff” modules.) 
 

• As Mobile technology continues to evolve, you may be able to utilize GPS (Global 
Positioning System) capability to monitor Field Rep activity in their territories.   
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Self-Learning Questions: 
 
 

• What is a job description and what purposes is it used for? 
 
 
 

• What are some of the main responsibilities of the PSI Field Representative? 
 
 
 

• What are some of the main responsibilities of the PSI Field Representative 
supervisor? 
 
 
 

• What are some of the main responsibilities of the PBCC Manager? 
 

 
 
 
 

• What is the recommended percentage of time that the PSI representative 
supervisor/manager should be in the field? 
 
 
 

• What are some of the main responsibilities of the PSI Franchise Officer? 
 
 
 

• What are some of the main responsibilities of the PSI Franchise 
Supervisor/Manager? 

 
 
 

• Prior to hiring a new employee what process should be conducted? 
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• Upon hiring a new employee, what are some things that should be discussed 

during on-boarding? 
 
 
 
 

 
Action Items:  
 
 Within two weeks of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. In order to better understand the job roles of key PSI field staff, it is 
recommended that you read the “Workload Model” Modules.  
 

2. Using the examples and the template provided, define your own job role. Keep 
in mind the needs and priorities of your own country’s PBCC program. If you 
already have a job description, review it carefully to ensure that it is 
comprehensive and reflects your priority tasks accurately. If there is need for 
modification, take note of any necessary changes and discuss them with your 
supervisor and HR. 

 
3. If you are a supervisor, use the examples and template provided to define the 

job role of your staff. Schedule discussions with your staff explaining their key 
responsibilities and priorities and how much time they should be spending on 
each.  
 
Recommendation: This is a topic that can be discussed during one of the next 
monthly/quarterly staff meetings. 
 

 
Due Date: Enter the date two weeks from today here and mark your calendar. 
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Explain the importance of developing a workload model for your staff 
Describe the factors that should be considered when developing a workload model 
Provide examples of workload models for field staff 
 
 
 

In this module, you will find: 
 
 Workload model description and importance 
 Factors that should be considered when developing a workload model for your staff 
 Examples of workload models for field staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Develop an appropriate and effective workload model for your field staff 

 

Developing a Workload Model 
 

 Purpose 
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WIIFM? 
 What’s in it for me? 

 
 
 
 
Once the organizational structure and the job roles of field teams have been defined, the 
workload of each individual must be determined. This can be done by developing a workload 
model which consists of information on how many providers a PSI Field Representative will be 
serving.  
 
Whether your organizational structure embraces a Distinct Structure (teams of PSI Field 
Representatives separate from teams of PSI Franchise Officers) or Consolidated Structure 
(combined role of PSI Franchise Officer and PSI Field Representative in one position), will 
significantly impact the Workload Model and the number of providers to be included in “call 
decks” (or total number of providers serviced by one Field Rep) and frequency of visits. In the 
Consolidated Structure, Field Reps will have fewer providers in their call decks due to the more 
complex tasks of supportive supervision that need to be conducted during each provider visit 
and should strive to see each provider once per month. In the Distinct Structure, Field Reps will 
have much larger call decks, including pharmacies, and develop visit cycles and frequency based 
on the Prioritization Matrix and Segmentation of Providers (See Provider Segmentation 
Module). 
 
 
 

Establishing a workload model is important for efficient and effective resource 
allocation. It is also critical in focusing the PSI Field Representatives’ time and 
effort on the appropriate activities. 

 
 
 
 
Workload Model Considerations 
 
 

 Organizational Structure 
 Distinct Structure Consolidated Structure 

Universe of Providers Total number of providers 
and pharmacies in the project 
implementation areas – how 
many personnel are required 
to ensure optimal reach 

Total number of providers in 
the franchise – how many 
personnel are required to 
ensure optimal support to 
franchise providers 

Emphasis on Growth Opening new outlets may 
take more time versus 
maintenance of current 
outlets; product/service 
launches 

Opening new franchise clinics 
may take more time versus 
maintenance of existing clinics 

What? 

How? 
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Desired Visit Frequency Recommended: Once per 
month for High Potential 
Providers (A & B); once per 
quarter or less frequent for 
Low Potential Providers (C & 
D) 

Recommended: Once per 
month 

Number of possible provider 
visits per day per 
Representative 

Varies widely depending on 
the following factors, 
generally Field Reps are able 
to visit an average of 6-7 
providers per day 

Varies widely depending on 
the following factors, 
generally Franchise Officers 
are able to visit an average of 
3-4 providers per day 

Range of health services or 
products per provider 

More services or products 
may require higher frequency 
of visits in order to provide 
support on all desired 
products and services 

More services or products 
may require higher frequency 
of visits in order to provide 
support on all desired 
products and services. May 
reduce provider ‘call deck’ per 
Field Rep 

Geographical Conditions and 
Road Conditions 

Urban – easier to visit more 
providers/day 
Rural – fewer provider 
visits/day may be possible 

Urban – easier to visit more 
providers/day 
Rural – fewer provider 
visits/day may be possible 

Level of Effort devoted to 
other job functions 

Example: 
Number of outreach events occurring in a calendar year 
Data collection with providers / clinics 
Validation of Incentives for providers, mobilizers, and clients. 
 

Technology Plans to leverage efficiencies offered by technology (i.e., 
computers, phones, etc.) 
Whether technology can be used to ease data collection 
burden 
 

 
 
 
Calculating Provider to PSI Field Representative Ratios and Size of Field Staff Teams 
 

  Adoption Ladder (Behaviors) 
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(A: Question Marks) 

  High Potential/                
High Behavior           

(B: Stars) 

  Low Potential/                 
Low Behavior               

(D: Dogs) 

 Low Potential/     
High Behavior          

(C: Milked Cows) 

Examples 
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Example 1: 

Distinct Structure: PSI Field Representative (visits providers and pharmacies for PBCC) 
Provider Universe: 2000 providers and pharmacists in project implementation area 
Emphasis on Growth: Maintenance 
Desired Visit Frequency: Once per month for High Potential Providers (A & B); once 
per quarter or less frequent for Low Potential Providers (C & D) 
Range of health services or products per provider: 3 health areas, possible to address 
all three in a single provider visit 
Geographical Conditions and Road Conditions: Varies by Field Rep Territory but 
generally peri-urban and fair road conditions. 
Level of Effort devoted to other job functions: 0%; 100% PBCC exclusively = 260 days 
per year minus 40 days for holidays, etc. = 220 days 
Technology: none 
Possible Number of Provider Visits per Day per Field Rep: 6 visits/day/Field Rep 
 
Calculation: 
NEED GRAPHIC HERE: 
Taking into consideration the Prioritization and Segmentation Matrix and the 80/20 
rule:  
20% of Providers are in Segments A&B = 400 providers 
80% of Providers are in Segment C&D = 1600 providers 
Segment A&B providers visit frequency 1/month x 400 providers x 12 months = 4,800 
visits per year 
Segment C&D providers visit frequency 1/quarter x 1600 providers x 4 quarters = 
6,400 visits 
Total visits per year = 11,200 visits per year  
Working days per year 220 days  
11,200year visits/220 days in year = 51 visits/day 
51 visits per day/6 visits per Rep = 8.5 or 9 Field Reps needed 
Each Field Rep has average of 222 providers in “call deck” 
 

Example 2: 
Consolidated Structure: PSI Franchise Officer (franchise support and PBCC) 
Provider Universe: 200 providers in Franchise 
Emphasis on Growth: Maintenance 
Desired Visit Frequency: Once per month for all Franchise Providers 
Range of health services or products per provider: 4 health areas, possible to address 
all three in a single provider visit 
Geographical Conditions and Road Conditions: Varies by Field Rep Territory but 
generally peri-urban and fair road conditions. 
Level of Effort devoted to other job functions: 100% Franchise Support = 260 days per 
year minus 40 days for holidays, etc. = 220 days 
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Technology: none 
Possible Number of Provider Visits per Day per Field Rep: 2 visits/day/Franchise  

  Officer 
 

 
Calculation: 
NEED GRAPHIC HERE: 
Taking into consideration the Prioritization and Segmentation Matrix and the 80/20 
rule:  
ALL providers in Franchise should be Segment A&B 
Segment A&B providers visit frequency 1/month x 200 providers x 12 months = 2,400 
visits per year 
Total visits per year = 2,400 visits per year  
Working days per year 220 days  
2,400 visits/220 days in year = 11 visits/day 
11 visits per day/2 visits per Rep = 6 Franchise Officers needed 
Each Field Rep has average of 33 providers in “call deck” 

 
 
Field Reps in the Distinct Structure may often have several health services or 
products to promote. It may not feasible to cover each with the same level of 
effort during a provider visit. In this case, it is helpful to designate primary, 
secondary, and reminder focus for products and services. Primary and 
secondary health services or products receive full conversation, and 
reminders, as the name implies, are brief reminders to the provider. 
Designation can be based on location, project priorities (e.g., new launches), 
or donor priorities. 
 
For example, in Cambodia, Field Reps have 3-4 health services or products. 
Field Reps located in the urban capital of Phnom Penh have Medabon as 
Primary, a new, mid-priced oral contraceptive as Secondary, and general 
Family Planning as a reminder. Field Reps located in the peri-urban and rural 
provinces have Family Planning services as Primary, Orasel as Secondary, and 
Safe Water as reminder. Field Reps in rural forest fringe areas, where malaria 
is endemic, have Malaria diagnosis and treatment as Primary, Orasel as 
Secondary, and Safe Water as a reminder. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note! 
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Considerations for Supervisor to PSI Field Representative Ratios  
 
 

• The most important consideration in Supervisor to Field Rep Ratios is the time spent 
by Supervisors working in the field with Field Reps.  

• 60-75% of a Supervisor’s LOE should be spent on leadership and development 
responsibilities of their team. This includes field visits with Field Reps as well as 
continual training of teams during routine team meetings.  

• Supervisors should conduct at least one field visit per team member per month. New 
employees may require more intensive support compared to more tenured team 
members. 

• Geography and travel time should be taken into consideration.  
• Tenure of the team.  There is a greater workload associated with managing and 

supervising new employees versus those with greater experience and tenure. 
• More information can be found in the “Job Descriptions,” “Management By Objectives”, 

“Coaching,” and “Field Visit Management” modules.)   
 
Example: 
Number of Field Reps: 9 
Average number of days per month for field visits: 20 days/month – 1 day/month average for 
meetings (e.g., 4 meetings per year, 3 days each) = 19 days 
19 days * 75% LOE = 14.25 days working in field 
14.25 days/9 reps = 1.5 days/month per rep 
1 Supervisor Needed 
Depending on the Geography of the Implementation, it is more likely that 2 Supervisors will 
be needed in order to visit all Field Reps monthly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How? 
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Self-Learning Questions: 
 
 

• Why is it important to establish an effective workload model? 
 

 
 

• What are factors that should be considered when establishing a workload model, 
including the frequency of provider visits, for PSI Field Representatives? 
 
 

 
• What are factors that should be considered when establishing how many PSI Field 

Representatives a Supervisor should oversee? 
 

 
 
 

 
Action Items:  
 
Representatives: Within two weeks of completing this module, complete the following 
activities: 
 

1. Time management activity: List all the tasks that you conduct and the hours that you 
spend on each of the tasks per month. After listing all tasks, highlight the three most 
important tasks that are critical to fulfilling your objectives. This will help gather 
information on your current workload and how your time is currently distributed. 

2. Calculate your PSI Field Representative to provider ratio. Calculate your PSI Field 
Representative to pharmacies ratio. Finally Calculate your total “Providers + 
Pharmacies” ratio. In other words, how many total providers + pharmacies do you visit 
every day, every week, every month? 

3. Read the “Provider Segmentation” module. 
4. Discuss your current workload and provider ratio with your Supervisor. 

 
Due Date: Enter the date two weeks from today here and mark your calendar. 
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Supervisors: Within two weeks of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. Time management activity: List all the tasks that you conduct and the hours that you 
spend on each of the tasks per month. After listing all tasks, highlight the three most 
important tasks that are critical to fulfilling your objectives. This will help gather 
information on your current workload and how your time is currently distributed. 

2. Conduct any necessary conversations with your Supervisor regarding your workload. 
3. Read the “Provider Segmentation” module. 
4. Schedule meetings with each of your PSI Field Representatives to discuss their current 

workload (tasks and hours per month) and the number of providers they visit per 
month. Ensure that they are spending the right amount of time on each task. If not, 
have a discussion to determine the reasons. Ensure that you clarify which are the 
priority tasks for their job role and objectives. 
 
 

Due Date: Enter the date two weeks from today here and mark your calendar. 
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Explain why it is necessary to segment providers 
Learn how to segment providers based on behavior and potential 
Provide call planning strategies for each of the four provider types 
Develop provider visit routing cycles to maintain optimum frequency of visits 

 
                                                     

In this module, you will find: 
 
 Provider Segmentation Matrix (adapted from the Boston Consulting Group Matrix) 
 Factors that should be considered when segmenting providers 
 Call planning strategies for each of the four provider segments 
 Links to the Provider Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop designed to develop 

provider visit routing cycles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Segment providers based on their business potential AND behavior 
2. Develop routing cycles to achieve optimal frequency for each provider segment 

 

Provider Segmentation and 
Prioritization 

 

 Purpose 
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WIIFM? 
 What’s in it for me? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Provider segmentation is a classification of providers based on business potential and behavior. 
This classification system is then utilized to determine which providers to target and frequency 
of visits.  
 
Each provider is unique in terms of their adoption of the desired behavior change.  For these 
reasons, it is important to invest time in segmenting your providers for a baseline and continue 
to update their segmentation over time.   
 
 
Effective segmentation will: 
 

• Allow PSI Field Representatives to appropriately allocate their time and other 
resources to those providers with the highest opportunity to improve patient 
outcomes (return on investment or ROI) 

• Inform the development of optimal visit routing schedules and visit planning to 
ensure productive provider visits 

 

 

The Provider Segmentation Matrix should be used to segment providers.  
 
Provider Segmentation Matrix 
                                   

  Adoption Ladder (Behaviors) 
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(D: Dogs) 

 Low Potential/     
High Behavior          

(C: milked cows) 

What? 

How? 
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X Axis: As you move toward the right, this indicates where the provider is on the adoption continuum: 

Awareness, Interest, Trial, Adoption, and Advocacy 
Y Axis: As you move higher, this indicates the potential, which is related to the number of clients seen 

by the provider or clinic. 
 
80% of clients receive their health care from just 20% of providers.  
Segmentation can support productive use of time and resources to drive the business. 
Low-performing providers with low business potential may need to be removed from PSI 
franchises or removed from PBCC call decks.  
 
A provider’s “segment” may differ according to health area. For example, an OB/GYN may be in 
segment A or B (high business potential and low or high behavior) for IUCDs but a segment D 
(low potential and low behavior) for tuberculosis treatment. 
 
A close look will be taken at each of the segments, with respect to provider potential, behavior, 
and recommended strategy. 
 
Segment A Providers (“Question Marks”):  
 

  Adoption Ladder (Behavior) 
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  High Potential/                   
Low Behavior          

 (A) 
“Question Marks” 

  High Potential/                
High Behavior          

  (B) 

  Low Potential/                 
Low Behavior         

       (D) 

 Low Potential/      
High Behavior         

  (C) 

 
o Business Potential: High (Client Load) 
o Behavior: Low (Awareness, Interest, and Trial on Adoption Continuum; not using PSI 

product or offering service or performing desired behavior) 
o Segment A providers have a large client base but are providing a low volume of PSI 

product/services or the desired behavior to appropriate clients. This is considered a 
“Large Treatment Gap” meaning many of the provider’s clients could benefit from the 
product, service, or behavior if the provider was in adoption. There is a large potential 
to grow the business with this provider. 
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Strategy: 
o Segment A providers are high priority providers due to potential for business if progress 

is made along the adoption continuum for the desired behavior. 
o Segment A providers should receive a high frequency of visits, about 1-2 visits per 

month. 
o PSI Field Representatives should seek to understand the underlying reasons for the 

“Large Treatment Gap” and provide tailored, relevant solutions to drive change 
towards the desired behavior. 

 
Segment B Providers (“Stars”):   
 

  Adoption Ladder (Behaviors) 
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  High Potential/                   
Low Behavior          

 (A) 

  High Potential/                
High Behavior         

   (B) 
“Stars” 

  Low Potential/                 
Low Behavior             

   (D) 

 Low Potential/      
High Behavior          

 (C) 

 
o Business Potential: High (Client Load) 
o Behavior: High (Early Adoption, Adoption Advocacy, Interest, and Trial on Adoption 

Continuum; using PSI product or offering service or performing desired behavior) 
o Segment B providers have a large client base and are providing PSI product/services or 

the desired behavior to appropriate clients. This is considered a “Small to Medium 
Treatment Gap” meaning many of the provider’s clients are already benefiting from the 
product, service or behavior. There is small to medium potential to grow the business 
with this provider. 

o Segment B providers may be vocal advocates for PSI products/services or the desired 
behavior. 
 

Strategy: 
o Segment B providers are high priority providers due to the current amount of business 

they deliver. 
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o Segment B providers should receive a high frequency of visits, about 1-2 visits per 
month. 

o PSI Field Representatives should seek to understand the underlying reasons for the 
“Medium Treatment Gap” and provide tailored, relevant solutions to drive change 
towards the desired behavior. 

o PSI Field Representatives should reinforce the providers’ positive behavior to maintain 
business.   

 
Best Practice: Segment B providers are often the best advocates for PSI products/services 
or the desired behavior.  Many PBCC programs invite Segment B providers to serve in Key 
Opinion Leaders programs, such as technical meetings and roundtable discussions. These 
venues provide Segment B providers a vehicle to share positive experiences among their 
peers as well as technical updates and guidelines. The recognition of being a featured 
presenter has several benefits: it motivates Segment B providers to remain in the network 
as well as encourage other providers to offer products and services or perform the desired 
behavior.  

 
 
Segment C Providers (“Milked Cows”):  
 
 

  Adoption Ladder (Behaviors) 
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  High Potential/                   
Low Behavior          

(A) 

  High Potential/                
High Behavior           

(B) 

  Low Potential/                 
Low Behavior               

(D) 

 Low Potential/     
High Behavior          

(C) 
“Milked Cows” 

 
o Business Potential: Low (Client Load) 
o Behavior: High (Early Adoption, Adoption Advocacy; using PSI product or offering 

service or performing desired behavior) 
o Segment C providers have a small client base and are providing PSI product/services or 

the desired behavior to appropriate clients. This is considered a “Small Treatment Gap” 
meaning most of the providers’ clients are already benefiting from the product, service, 
or behavior. There is small potential to grow the business with this provider. 

Strategy: 
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o Segment C providers are low priority providers due to the current amount of business 
they deliver. 

o Segment C providers should receive a moderate frequency of visits, about 1 visit per 
quarter. 

o PSI Field Representatives should reinforce the providers’ positive behavior to maintain 
business.   

o Based on Segment C provider’s interest and ability, PSI Field Representatives should 
discuss solutions grow client base: 

 Activate mobilizers and referrals to drive more clients into the provider 
clinic; 

 Consider leveraging the provider as local Key Opinion Leader to facilitate 
peer interactions with providers who have large treatment gaps; 

 Interaction with PSI Marketing for expert input towards strategy 
development may be mutually beneficial. 

 
 
Segment D Providers (“Dogs”):  
 

  Adoption Ladder (Behaviors) 
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  High Potential/                   
Low Behavior          

(A) 

  High Potential/                
High Behavior           

(B) 

  Low Potential/                 
Low Behavior               

(D) 
“Dogs” 

 Low Potential/     
High Behavior          

(C) 

 
o Business Potential: Low (Client Load) 
o Behavior: Low (Awareness, Interest and Trial on Adoption Continuum; not using PSI 

product or offering service or performing desired behavior) 
o Segment D providers have a small client base and are not providing PSI product/services 

or the desired behavior to appropriate clients. This is considered a “Large Treatment 
Gap” since most of the provider’s clients are not benefiting from the product, service or 
behavior. But there is low potential to grow the business with this provider. 
 

Strategy: 
o Segment D providers are lowest priority providers due to the current amount of 

business they deliver. 
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o Segment D providers should receive a low frequency of visits, about 1 visit every 6 
months to one year. 

o Based on Segment D provider’s interest and ability, PSI Field Representatives could 
discuss solutions grow client base by activating mobilizers and referrals to drive more 
clients into the provider clinic while simultaneously working on improving Segment D 
providers’ behavior. 

o If Segment D provider is a franchisee, consider defranchising provider. 
 
 
Annex 1 contains an example from Nepal in how they provided detail to their field staff on how 
to segment providers. 
 
 
 
 
 
The Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop contained in the Advanced PBCC Skills Building 
Curriculum provides step-by-step guidance and activities to assist PSI Field Representatives in 
segmenting and prioritizing the providers in their geographic territory. It is recommended that 
PSI Field Representatives play an active and lead role in segmenting and prioritization to foster 
deep understanding of the concepts and ownership of the outputs.  
 
Once PSI Field Representatives have segmented and prioritized providers using the 
Prioritization Matrix, the Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop provides step-by-step 
guidance and templates for the development of a visit routing cycle, taking into consideration 
the geography of the territory, workload model, and frequency of visits required. 
 
 
 

Self-Learning Questions: 
 
 

• Why is it important to segment providers? 
 
 
 

• What percentage of providers will 80% of the business (clients) come from? 
 
 

Example 

How? 
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• What is the Provider Prioritization Matrix (Boston Matrix)? Draw the grid with 

description of the X-axis, Y axis, and the four segments A, B, C, D. 
 
 
 

• Describe the providers in Segment A.  
o Is their potential high or low? Is their behavior high or low?  

 
o How often should providers in Segment A be visited? 

 
o What is the recommended strategy for Segment A providers? 

 
 

• Describe the providers in Segment B.  
o Is their potential high or low? Is their behavior high or low?  

 
o How often should providers in Segment B be visited? 

 
o What is the recommended strategy for Segment B providers? 

 
 

• What segment contains the lowest priority providers?  
 
 

Action Items:  
 
Within two weeks of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. Conduct the Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop with PSI Field Representatives 
to develop a visit routing cycle which prioritizes Segment A & B Providers.  
Please Read the Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop Facilitator’s Guide NOW – 
Field Representatives may need to collect updated information from their providers in 
order to inform the segmenting activities. 
 
 
 
 

Due Date: Enter the date two weeks from today here and mark your calendar. 
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Provider Segmentation  
 
Section A: Background 
 
 
 Provider Name and Identification Code: __________________________________________ 
                                                   
 Sector: _________________________  District: __________________________________   
 
 DPO: __________________________ Date: _____________________________________ 
 
 
Section B:  Potential 
 
 
Number of FP clients per month _________________________________________________ 
 
 
Section C: Behavior 
 
Awareness 
 
1. Have you ever heard of an IUCD?        
    a. Yes   (1) 
    b. No    (0) (If no, end the interview) 
 
2. What is an IUCD?      
    a. FP Method  (1) 
    b. Others         (0) 
 
Score: _____________  
Score 0 = End interview 
Score > 0 = move to next section 
 
Interest 
 
If you know the provider is already trained, place a tick on ‘Already Trained’ and proceed 
to question 2.  
 
1. Would you like to get the training in an IUCD?   
    a. Yes                        (1)  
    b. No                         (0)  
    c. Already Trained    (1) 
 
 
2. Would you like to serve the clients for IUCDs?    
    a. Yes    (1) 
    b. No     (-1) 



 
3. If No, give a reason: __________________________________________________________ 
 Score: ______________  
Score 0 = AWARENESS 
Score 2 = move to next section 
 
Trial 
 
1. Have you ever done an IUCD Insertion?  
    a. Yes    (1)  
    b. No     (0)  
 
Score: _______________  
Score is 0 = INTEREST 
Score is 1 = move to next section 
 
Adoption 
 
1. On an average have you been inserting 5 IUCDs per month in the last three months?  
    a. Yes    (1)   
    b. No     (0)  (If no, stop here TRIAL) 
 
2. How confident are you in inserting IUCDs?   
          0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  (circle one) 
not at all                 somewhat             very confident, do on my own 
 
Score: ___________  
Score > 6 = move to next section 
If in adoption, tally score and assign level of adoption 
Score > 7 = High level adopter 
Score 3-7 = Medium level adopter 
Score < 3 = Low level adopter 
 
Advocacy 
 
1. Do you suggest to your colleagues that they should insert IUCDs as their FP method of 
choice?  
    a. Yes    (1)   
    b. No     (0)  
   
 
Score: ___________ 
Score 0 = ADOPTION 
Score 1 = ADOCACY 
 
 
Behavior: Provider Stage on Adoption Stairway: 
Awareness       Interest        Trial      Adoption    Advocacy    



 
Potential: Number of Family Planning (FP) clients per month: _____ 
(for other health areas, determine potential number of clients for that health area based on 
demographic information, disease burden/incidence in geographic area, etc.) 
 
 Platform to assign potential according to total number of FP clients per month according to 
country context. Eg. High Potential = x # FP clients per month; Low Potential = x # FP 
clients per month 
 
Place provider in appropriate segment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 

                                                   

 
Segment A 

Question Marks 
 
High Potential: ______ 
 
Low Behavior:  Awareness 
                           Interest 
                           Trial 
 
 
 

 
Segment B 

Stars 
 
High Potential: _____ 
 
High Behavior:  Adoption 
                             Advocacy  
                    

 
Segment D 

Dogs 
 
Low Potential: ______ 
 
Low Behavior:  Awareness 
                           Interest 
                           Trial 
 

 
Segment C 

Milked Cows 
 
Low Potential: ______ 
 
 
High Behavior:  Adoption 
                             Advocacy  
 



 
 

        Targeted Provider Profile 
       For Medical Detailing Program 

 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 

 Collect baseline information of targeted private health providers in order to: 
o Get background information of provider to be added into DATABASE 
o Determine current practices in specific health service areas related to PSI’s products/services  
o To assess and categorize base on business potential & behavior 
o Identify gaps in these services in relation to information/counseling and provision of PSI brands 
o Assess needs for training and, in response, plan MDP strategies in terms of sharing of technical 

information through visits, training and special projects. 
 

 

Name of Medical Representative  

Date of Interview             ….……/…….…./……….. 

 
Provider Primary Secondary Third 

Name     

Gender    

Qualification    

Phone #    

Owner (Y/N)    
 

Outlet name  

Outlet type 

 

 Clinic/hospital       Cabinet           Health care room      Clinical Pharmacy   
 Pharmacy            Drug Store      Mobile provider       Village shop 
 Mobile provider    _________________ 

Address  

 
#............., St. ..............., Village: ……….………………………………...…......………  
 
Commune: ......................................................... District: ...........................................  
 
Province: ..……………............................ 

Best time to visit   

 
 

”z” means not interest in providing product/service 
at all eg. I don’t like to offer birth spacing or abortion 
product/service because I am Catholic or I don’t 
provide malaria service because there is no malaria 
in this area...   

 
Safe Abortion Service; Total Score: ____________ 
 

Do you have any moral objection to providing MA or referrals to safe abortion services?      
(If Yes, quit this section and mark a ‘z’ in the table of total score above)  

 Yes 
 No 

Do you offer safe abortion products/services? 
(MVA: Manual Vacuum Aspiration; MA: Medical Abortion)  MA               MVA              Both MVA & MA      

    

Scoring 1 2 3 4 

Do you think there is potential in your community? (ie, are 
women seeking abortions in community) Not at all Not so much Yes A lot 

GPS Code  

N  

E  

 Medical 
Abortion 

Birth 
Spacing Malaria Child 

Survival 

Total Score:      



How many abortion clients did you see per month? 0-4 5-9 10-14 >=15 
Current position on Behavior Adoption Ladder (define 
desired behavior). Aware Interest Trial Adoption 

With proper support (eg training on knowledge and clinical 
service guidelines, supervision and/or visits from PSI 
representatives), would you be willing to offer additional 
options and counseling to your clients in the future?  

No Sometime Yes Always 

 
Birth Spacing Service; Total Score: ___________ 
 

Scoring 1 2 3 4 

What do you think there is potential in your community? Not at all Not so much Yes A lot 

What proportion of your clientele is WRA? Not at all Not many Some Many 

How many birth spacing clients did you see per month? 0-9 10-19 20-29 >=30 
Current position on Behavior Adoption Ladder (define 
desired behavior). Aware Interest Trial Adoption 

With proper support (eg training on knowledge and clinical 
service guidelines, supervision and/or visits from PSI 
representatives), would you be willing to offer additional 
options and counseling to your clients in the future? 

Not at all Sometime Yes Always 

 
Malaria Service; Total Score: __________ (If not in the endemic areas, quit these & mark “z” in total score) 
  

Scoring 1 2 3 4 

What do you think there is potential in your community? Not at all Not so much Yes A lot 

How many malaria clients did you see per month? 0-4 5-10 11-19 >=20 

Current position on Behavior Adoption Ladder (define 
desired behavior). Aware Interest Trial Adoption 

With proper support (eg training on knowledge and clinical 
service guidelines, supervision and/or visits from PSI 
representatives), would you be willing to offer additional 
options and counseling to your clients in the future? 

Not at all Sometime Yes Always 

 
Child Survival Service; Total Score: _________ (If not in the program areas, quit these & mark “z” in total score) 
 

Scoring 1 2 3 4 

What do you think there is potential in your community? Not at all Not so much Yes A lot 

How many clients asking for diarrhea treatment for children 
<5 years old? 0-4 5-10 11-19 >=20 

Current position on Behavior Adoption Ladder (define 
desired behavior). Aware Interest Trial Adoption 

With proper support (eg training on knowledge and clinical 
service guidelines, supervision and/or visits from PSI 
representatives), would you be willing to offer additional 
options and counseling to your clients in the future? 

Not at all Sometime Yes Always 

 
Conclusion 
As I talk to you previously that PSI has established a Medical Detailing Program to ensure products are dispensed 
correctly and end-user-consumers are given enough information to take the prescribed medicines correctly and/or 
consistently. I, one of 10 PSI medical representatives will visit you once or twice a month to introduce the clinical 
service guideline, updated medical information on product and service. Also, I would bring you sample, promotional 
items, detailing materials, leave-pieces, point-of-sale materials. 
 

Would you like to learn more and have time for me to visit you 
regularly talking about products/services related to PSI?                   Yes                     No 

 
Thank you very much for your valuable time in sharing information. See you next week. 
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Overview to 

Provider Behavior Change Communications Framework  

& Marketing Resource Creation  

 
Welcome to the Guide to the Provider Behavior Change Communications Framework and the Guide for Marketing Resource 
Creation!  
 
In this module you will find a Facilitation Guide for Creating PBCC Communications Framework for any given health area, product or 
behavior and a Guide for Creating Visual Aids and Marketing Resources.  During this collaborative session, you will create PBCC 
communications messages to convince providers to adopt the desired behavior and messages to overcome provider obstacles or 
objections to performing the desired behavior. This overview is divided into three key sections: Introduction and Goals, PBCC 
Communications Framework Facilitation Guide, and Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources.  The Facilitation Guide 
includes a step-by-step breakdown of the talking points, activities, exercises, and tools needed to facilitate each session, and the 
Guide for Creating Visual Aids and Marketing Resources is intended to serve as a step-by-step best practices approach for creation of 
marketing resources. 
 
Through your role as Facilitator, you will have the opportunity to develop and build upon the communications skills of platform staff 
to change provider behavior, improve health outcomes, and achieve project goals. You will engage in didactic and interactive 
learning activities to guide your colleagues through the development of specialized communications focused on changing provider 
behavior and through resource creation to further support changing provider behavior.  
 
Be sure to read through the entire overview before conducting the meeting to develop PBCC Framework and Messages. Depending 
on the size, scope, and stage of your platform’s provider behavior change communications program, preparation work can take up 
to two days to complete before a workshop can be conducted.  
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1. Introduction and Goals 
 

i. What is Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC)? 

PBCC is about persuading or convincing providers to adopt a desired behavior. We can do this by using proven communications 
techniques used by top private sector pharmaceutical companies designed to influence provider behaviors. PBCC provides solutions 
to provider needs to motivate/persuade/convince providers to adopt the desired behavior. Communications are usually delivered in 
a one-on-one interaction between the PSI Field Representative and the Provider.  As a result, PBCC techniques take an individualized 
approach to changing provider behaviors by identifying where individual providers lie on the behavior change adoption ladder and 
their individual needs, motivations, and barriers to adopting the desired behavior.  PBCC techniques also prioritize providers based 
on business potential and current behavior to optimize reach and frequency to the highest potential providers and maximize 
resources and return on investment.  You will know you have successfully implemented PBCC when you are driving provider 
behavior change in a way that improves client health outcomes. 

Provider behavior change communications (PBCC) is also referred to as medical detailing but goes beyond basic product selling to 
address provider behaviors and healthy outcomes. 

PBCC is only one part of comprehensive provider behavior change interventions, which may also include training, supportive 
supervision, non-monetary incentives, time of service delivery reminders, and local opinion leaders programs. 

Do I need to have a dedicated team of PSI field representatives to use PBCC skills? 

No, PBCC skills can be used by any PSI staff who interacts with providers. 
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Familiarize yourself with the 4 pillars of PBCC: 

1. Knowledge – Knowledge can refer to both product knowledge AND provider knowledge.  It means you possess a high level of expertise, 
in both therapeutic knowledge (product and disease) and provider knowledge, and you are recognized by your providers as a valuable 
resource to them and their clinic.   

2. Relevance – Relevance means that we interact and share information in a way that shows that you understand what is meaningful to 
the provider when trying to improve client outcomes.  You will need to leverage your product/provider knowledge to ensure the 
information you discuss is meaningful and leads to advancing providers on the adoption ladder. 

3. Balance – Balance is defined as aligning our needs with providers’ needs, while ultimately focusing on their clients’ needs.  In order to 
gain credibility, you must proactively share where our product/service might be most useful as well as where our product/service may 
not be the best choice for a client.  Being balanced ultimately means you are recognized for being a credible and reliable source of 
information committed to helping providers with their client health outcome goals. 

4. Service – Service means you consistently anticipate the needs of your providers and exceed their expectations regarding the timeliness 
and quality of the solutions you provide.  

Why is cross-functional collaboration important when developing PBCC Frameworks and marketing resources? 

It is important to collaborate throughout this process in order to create and deliver the best PBCC and marketing resources.  
Collaboration allows knowledge as well as resources and skills of the team members to flourish.  Working together also provides an 
opportunity for each individual’s interests to be heard and allows each individual’s interests to be accounted for in the agreed upon 
overarching strategy and any resources that are created as a result. 

ii. Curriculum 

There are two main components to messages and resource development:  Creating PBCC Framework and Creating Visual Aids & 
Marketing Resources.  The PBCC Framework Facilitation Guide is divided into 4 activities (shown below). For each activity, 
comprehensive instructions are included in the Facilitation Guide.  Each activity builds off of the skills taught during the previous 
session.  The Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources is divided into four sections as shown below. 
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Sample Meeting Agenda 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PBCC communications framework Facilitated Meeting  

• Opening the Meeting (50 mins) 

• Activity 1:  Identifying Features and Benefits (1 hr) 
 
• Activity 2:  Uncovering and Prioritizing Provider Needs 

(2.5 hrs) 

• Activity 3:  Creating Value Propositions (1 hr) 

• Activity 4: Creating Solutions to Obstacles/Barriers       
(1.5 hrs) 

• Closing (10 mins) 

Estimated Total Time = 7 hrs 

 

    
  Day 1 

 

Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources 

• Section 1:  Fundamentals of Visual Aids 

• Section 2:  Step-by-Step Process for Determining Visual 
Aid Content and Flow 

 
• Section 3:  Considerations for other Marketing Resources 

• Section 4:  “Pulling Through” Resources in the Field 

 

 

    
  Day 2 
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iii. PBCC Framework Meeting Goals 

The goal of the meeting is to improve the quality, consistency, and efficiency of the platform through a collaborative approach to 
developing Provider Behavior Change Communications messages.  

Skills Strengthened Through Participation in the Process 

Upon completion of the facilitated meeting, participants will have strengthened their skills around: 

1. Creating individual Provider Behavior Change Strategies  
2. Uncovering individual provider needs 
3. Developing and delivering effective solutions to the most common provider needs 
4. Overcoming most common barriers to the desired behavior 
5. Building appropriate Provider Behavior Change Communications resources 
6. Reinforcing the positive benefits of provider behavior change communications to the broader platform team 

 

NOTES:  

The Facilitation Guide focuses on IUD Insertion and TB Screening 

The activities, examples, and job aids in this facilitation guide are focused on the desired behavior of 
IUD insertion service provision as well as tuberculosis screening.  
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These can be adapted, however, to any health area, service, or product by identifying those features and benefits, common needs, 
and barriers to the desired behavior for that health area, service, or product and having participants develop solutions. 

Meeting Participants 

This meeting is designed to be interactive and to foster collaboration amongst colleagues in order to deliver a more collective and 
unified outcome focused on provider behavior change.  The goal is to ensure that every person involved in the building of behavior 
change strategy and pull-through of behavior change strategy work together to make sure each of their program’s needs and 
objectives are met.  The recommended participants should each have responsibility/expertise in the specific program health area: 

• Provider Behavior Change Communications Manager: brings firsthand knowledge of how PBCC is 
conducted with providers 

• Marketing Manager:  brings insight into the core marketing strategy 
• Research Manager:  brings knowledge of market research insights 
• Technical Advisors:  brings in-depth technical knowledge to ensure accuracy 
• Sales Manager:  brings understanding of sales goals and objectives 
• Health Services/Franchise Manager:  brings insights related to overall franchise strategy 

 
iv. Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources Goals 

The goal of the Guide for Creating Visual Aids and Marketing Resources is to strengthen a platform’s ability to create marketing 
resources through a collaborative, cross-functional approach to visual aid and resource creation.  Through utilization of the guide, 
your platform will participate in a working session where you will be able to systematically think through and create marketing 
resources (i.e. visual aids, patient brochures, etc.) intended to be used in conversations with providers. 
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2. PBCC Framework Meeting 
 

a. Meeting Structure 
 
i. Time Requirements 

Preparation: To maximize effectiveness, up to two days of preparation time is required. This includes pre-meeting assessments and 
preparing flipcharts, handouts, and activities, as needed. Much of this work can be done remotely.  You will also need to allow for 
translations in local language(s), if necessary, for slides, job aids, and handouts used in activities. 

Meeting: The Meeting is designed to take place over 2 days. This includes 1 day of facilitated training to create PBCC messaging 
(features and benefits, value propositions, and objection handling), and one day dedicated to resource creation. The length of the 
meeting will vary depending on the number of participants, time available, and needs of your provider behavior change 
communications program. As a Facilitator, you will work with managers and supervisors at the platform to identify the needs of the 
platform and adjust the curriculum as needed.  

Maximum number participants are suggested at 5-8 participants to ensure effective practice sessions and optimum flow of the 
meeting. 

 
b. Planning and Preparation: Before the Meeting 

 
i. Pre-meeting Desk Review 

In addition to the information collected during the assessment, you should also collect and review relevant program 
documents (listed below) BEFORE conducting the meeting.  It is also important to have all of your participants review 
these documents BEFORE attending the meeting. 

• Program Logframe or Health Impact Plan 
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• DELTA Marketing Plan 
• Proposal (new programs only) 
• Program Workplan and Project Deliverables 
• Any existing provider and consumer research 
• Adoption Stairway handout 

 
ii. Included Reference Materials – Sample Job Aids 

Sample Job Aids are included in this toolkit.  Sample Job Aids include examples of Features and Benefits of IUDs, Value Propositions 
to the most common provider needs related to IUDs, and sample responses for Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling to the most 
common provider objections to providing IUD services. These Sample Job Aids are intended for the Facilitator to assist he/she in 
more effectively facilitating these sessions. Do NOT distribute the Sample Job Aids to participants. During the meeting, participants 
will develop in their own words Features and Benefits, Value Propositions and responses to Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling 
that are appropriate for their context. The Facilitator should then collect the participant-developed Features and Benefits, Value 
Propositions, and responses to Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling and type these into the Sample Job Aid template. These 
customized job aids resulting from participants’ own work should then be distributed to meeting participants at the end of the 
meeting as reference tools. Additional reference items to be distributed to meeting participants include the Adoption Stairway 
resource. 

 

1. Identifying Features & Benefits (Activity 1) 

A Features and Benefits Job Aid is included as a reference for Activity 1.  This Job Aid should NOT be shared with participants.  

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand the Features and Benefits of the IUD to assist in the facilitation of this 
meeting and share one or two examples with participants.  The Facilitator should NOT distribute the Features and Benefits Sample 
Job Aid included in this toolkit.  Participants will identify Features and Benefits in their own words related to their specific PBCC 
platform program.  
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At the end of Activity 1, the Facilitator will collect the participant-created Features and Benefits and create a job aid using the 
template used in the examples.  The Facilitator will then distribute the customized Features and Benefits Job Aids to all participants 
at the end of the meeting as a reference tool.  It would be helpful to print each slide of Features and Benefits on a 4”x 6” card and 
laminate and bind them for easy reference. 

 

 

 

2. Uncovering and Prioritizing Provider Needs & Creating Value 
Propositions (Activity 2 & 3) 

A Value Proposition Job Aid is included as a reference for Activity 2 & 3.   This 
job aid should NOT be shared with participants. 

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand the Value 
Proposition to assist in the facilitation of these sessions and share one or two 
examples with participants.  The Facilitator should NOT distribute the Value 
Proposition Sample Job Aid included in this toolkit.  Participants will create 
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Value Propositions in their own words using the resources available to them to address the most common provider needs in their 
context during this activity.  

At the end of Activity 3, the Facilitator will collect the participant created Value Propositions and create a job aid using the template 
used in the examples. The Facilitator will then distribute the customized Value Proposition Job Aids to all participants at the end of 
the meeting as a reference tool. It would be helpful to print each Value Proposition on a 4”x 6” card and laminate and bind them for 
easy reference. 

 

  
3. Creating Solutions to Obstacles/Barriers (Activity 4) 

An Objection Handling Job Aid is included as a reference for Activity 4.  This Job Aid should NOT 
be shared with participants. 

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand Objection Handling to assist in 
facilitation of this meeting and share one or two examples with participants.  The Facilitator 
should NOT distribute the Objection Handling Job Aid included in this toolkit.  Participants will 
create responses to Objection Handling in their own words using the resources available to 
them to address the most common provider Obstacles/Barriers in their context during this 
activity.  

At the end of Activity 4, the Facilitator will collect the participant created Objection Handling 
responses and create a job aid using the template used in the examples. The Facilitator will 
then distribute the customized Objection Handling Job Aids to all participants at the end of the 
meeting as a reference tool. It would be helpful to print each Objection Handling response on a 
4”x 6” card and laminate and bind them for easy reference. 
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iii. Logistics (Materials, Equipment, Slides and Translations) 

For this meeting, you will need the following: 

Materials 

• 2 Flipchart Books 
• Markers (at least 1 per participant, plus extra for Facilitator) 
• Post-It Notes 
• Tape (You will hang up all flipchart pages and written work of participants on the walls to refer to throughout the training) 
• Writing utensils (pens or pencils) at least 1 per participant, plus one for Facilitator 
• All necessary handouts 
• Blank white paper (at least 1 per participant) 

Equipment 

• Projector for Slideshow 
• Computer 
• Necessary IT equipment to connect computer to projector 

Slides 

For the meeting, there is a set of slides that can be used to guide your discussion and provide a visual for participants. You may need 
to have these translated into local language – allow for ample time. Review all slides before sending for translation and using during 
activities. You might need to update some slides to reflect the specific country and program.  
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A best practice for this meeting is to use flipcharts and slides – to illustrate and build upon concepts with participants rather than 
telling participants to enhance learning and retention. Instructions for doing so are in the Facilitated Meeting Guide.  

Translations 

All materials, handouts, activities, and slides provided in this How-To guide and Facilitated Meeting Guide are in English. 
Translation of all materials may be required depending on the working language of your platform. Factor this into the timing 
when planning your meeting.  

iv. Room Set-Up 

This is a very interactive meeting requiring extensive group work, activities and discussions. The preferred room set-up is 1 or 2 
round tables seating 5-8 participants each or smaller.  U-shape can also be used if necessary. Avoid classroom-style rows. 

v. Meeting Tips 

Tip 1: Morning Recap Activities 
If the meeting is conducted over sequential days, it is suggested to start the second day with a recap of the lessons learned from the 
previous day.  
 
Tip 2: Daily Agenda 
At the beginning of every day write the agenda for the day on a flipchart, including duration of each session, morning and 
afternoon tea breaks, and lunch.  
 

3.  Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources 

PSI has created the Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources to help you walk through a working session designed to 
create effective visual aids and marketing resources for your program and to consider how they are best utilized in the field by PSI 
representatives.  Included is a step-by-step process for planning the content of a visual aid and other marketing materials (i.e., 
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patient brochures, reminder items, etc.) that are well-aligned with the PBCC foundational elements for your program (i.e., Features 
and Benefits, Value Propositions, and Objection Handling.)  A working session works best for creating visual aids and marketing 
resources.  A working session is intended to have the same participants as the facilitated meeting, but instead of having a facilitator, 
the team will all work together using the guide to create the desired marketing materials.   

What makes an effective marketing resource? 

Effective visual aids and marketing resources are ones that reflect both PBCC communications framework and key marketing 
messages for the program in a compelling manner.  Additionally, the guide includes helpful hints and best practices regarding the 
visual presentation of data and other content that can be applied to the creation of both the visual aid and other marketing 
resources beyond the visual aid. 

How long is needed for the creation of effective marketing resources? 

The amount of time required can vary based on what resources you are creating and how many resources need to be created based 
on identified provider needs.  A best practice is to prioritize all of the resources that you need to create and start with the highest 
priority.  For example, the visual aid might be more important to create first and a patient brochure.  Use your best judgment, and 
gauge your time appropriately.  

Is marketing resource creation a working session you will only do once? 

Not necessarily.  Multiple sessions might be necessary to create every marketing resource that your program might need.  The most 
important session will include the creation of the visual aid.  In this session, the same participants from the creation of the PBCC 
communications framework facilitated meeting should be in attendance.  In addition, you might realize at a later date that an 
additional resource is necessary.  The Guide for Creating Marketing Resources can easily be referenced at a later date for further 
marketing resource creation. 

How should marketing resources be pulled through in the field? 

Now that you have created a visual aid and other marketing resources, it is important to consider how it should be pulled through in 
the field to maximize its impact.  You can create the best resources in the world, but if nobody looks at them or uses them, they will 
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have little to no impact.  Although the creators of the resource will have a deep understanding of its intent and value, someone who 
is getting it for the first time, may not fully understand its purpose.   

For PBCC communications framework and the visual aids that help communicate them, it is important that they align with Four 
Pillars of PBCC which are Knowledge (product and provider), Relevance, Balance, and Service.  In order to achieve this full alignment, 
effective pull-through of the resources in the field must take place.  The last section of the Guide for Marketing Resource Creation 
covers the major considerations for field pull through of resources. 

Overall, this module will get you on the right path for setting your PBCC program up for success!  Remember that it is important to 
collaborate throughout this entire process; it will ultimately give you the best PBCC communications framework and marketing 
resources for use in your country program. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Provider Behavior Change 
 

Provider Behavior Change Communications Framework 
 

Step One: Identify project objective. 

Step Two:  Identify the behavior you want to change/influence. 

Step Three: Develop general features and benefits for your product, health area, service or   
   behavior. How will the provider benefit? How will her clients benefit?  

  Prepare job aids for Field Reps. 
 
Step Four: What does the Adoption Stairway look like for this specific behavior? 
  How would you describe provider at each step on the Stairway? 
  Develop strategies to move a provider from one step to the next. 
         

  

 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
Step Five: Identify the 5-8 most common needs of providers that must be addressed to move a  

   provider up the Adoption Stairway.   
  Develop Value Propositions for each need.  

(Solutions to address needs and how to convey them, focusing on benefits to provider.) 
  Prepare job aids for Field Reps. 
 
Step Six: Identify the 5-8 most common barriers/objections/obstacles to moving along the  

   Stairway. 
  Develop responses/ways to handle for each barrier/objection/obstacle. 
  Prepare job aids for Field Reps. 
 
Step Seven: Develop Visual Aid to support Field Rep conversation with provider. 
  Develop any supporting materials, leave behinds, time of service delivery reminders to  

   be left with provider. 
 
 
Step Eight: Roll out to field staff and practice, practice, practice, practice.  

Awareness 
 Interest 

Interest 
 Trial        
 

Trial  
Adoption 

Adoption  
Advocacy 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CREATING PBCC Framework and Messaging 

Adoption Stairway, Features & Benefits, Value Propositions, Objection Handling 

 

 

 

 

Population Services International 
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Before the Meeting: 

  Participants should review the DELTA Marketing Plan for the given health area, product, and/or service delivery areas prior to the meeting. 

 A prerequisite to this meeting is identifying the Key Behavior you want providers to adopt in order to achieve market plan objectives (e.g., screen clients 
for TB). If more than one behavior is identified, an adoption ladder and PBCC Foundational Elements will need to be created for each behavior.  

Flipchart Preparation: 

 1 Key Behavior/Positioning Flipchart:  Write “Key Behavior” on the top half and “Positioning” on the bottom half of a flipchart for the Opening Session. 

 Provider Archetype:  Write the key characteristics of the Provider Archetype on a flipchart for reference during the meeting. 

 “Provider Experience” and Four Pillars of PBCC flipchart 

  1 Resources Flipchart: Write “Resources to Create” at the top of a flipchart for the Opening Session. 

 5 Adoption Stairway Flipcharts: Write the name of each step of the Adoption Stairway (Awareness, Interest, etc.) at the top of a flipchart. You will create 
5 flipcharts in total. On each of the five flipcharts, write “Definition” on the top half of the flipchart and “What does the provider need to move up to next 
step?” on the bottom half of the flipchart. Note that the last step (Advocacy) does not need the question, since this is the last step of the Adoption 
Stairway. Here’s how these 5 flipcharts should look at the beginning of the meeting: 

                                 

CREATING PBCC FRAMEWORK AND MESSAGING  

PRE-WORK 
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 1 Features & Benefits Flipchart: Draw three columns on a flipchart and write “Features,” “Benefits,” and “OAM” in the columns for Activity 1. 

 1 Prioritized Needs Flipchart: Draw three columns on a flipchart and write “Need,” “Relevance,” and “Importance in the columns for Activity 2. 

 1 Objections Flipchart: Write “Objections to” at the top of a flipchart for Activity 3. 

 
Meeting Objectives: 

• To foster collaboration and provide a collective, unified approach to resource creation for our PBCC program 
• To determine needs and resources for the desired provider behavior change using the Adoption Stairway  
• To develop the PBCC Framework and Messaging, including features and benefits, value propositions and solutions to obstacles/barriers for the desired 

behavior 
 
 
Meeting Output s (Job Aids): 

• Features and benefits for the given product, behavior and/or service 
• Value Propositions to provide solutions to common provider needs in adopting the desired behavior 
• Objection Handling responses to overcome provider barriers to adopting the desired behavior 

 
 
Materials Needed: 
       •    Markers (at least one per person)                                      •   Flipchart paper 
       •    Blank white paper (at least 1 per person)                         •   Post-it notes (a couple stacks for people to share) 
       •    Tape                                                                                         •   Handouts: “Adoption Stairway” (1 per person) 
       •    Handouts: “Value Proposition” (8 copies)                        •   Handouts: “Obstacles/Barriers” (8 copies) 
       •    Handout: “Provider Experience, 4 Pillars” (1 per person)                     •    DELTA Plan 
 
 
 
Time Estimate: 7 hours 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 
Opening: Welcome, Introductions & Meeting Objectives (approx. 50 minutes) 

Welcome & 
Introductions 

10 min Note: This session is optional and may be omitted for teams that already know each other. 
 
Welcome participants to the meeting, introduce yourself and any other facilitators or experts in the room.  
Say: Now we will do an activity to get to know each other better. 
 
Introduction Activity: 
1. Distribute a piece of paper to each participant. 
2. Place markers on the table for participants to use. 
3. Ask participants to think of a symbol or image that represents them and sketch it on their piece of paper 
4. Ask each participant to introduce themselves stating: 

• Name  
• Position 
• Experience with the program 
• Explanation of their picture and why they chose it 

5. Ask each participant to hang their picture on the wall. 
 
Note to Facilitator: Be sure to prepare you own drawing to share with participants. 
 

  

Meeting 
Objectives & 
Outputs 

5 min Show slide 2. 
 
Say:  Meeting Objectives: 

• To foster collaboration and provide a collective, unified approach to resource creation for our PBCC 
program 

• To determine needs and resources for the desired provider behavior change using the Adoption 
Stairway  

• To develop the foundational PBCC elements, including features and benefits, value propositions and 
solutions to obstacles/barriers for the desired behavior 
 

Show slide 3. 
 
Say: Meeting Outputs: 
In this meeting, we will develop the key elements in PBC Communications needed to persuade a provider to 
adopt the desired behavior. After this session, these elements can be rolled out to PSI Field Representatives 
and compiled into Field Rep Job Aids for future reference by PSI Field Reps (see Meeting Prep Guide) 

 

 SLIDE 3  

 SLIDE 1  

 SLIDE 2  
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• Features & Benefits 
• Value Propositions 
• Overcoming Obstacles: Objection Handling 

 

Review: 

What is PBCC? 

5 min Show slide 4.  
 
Explain that PBCC is about persuading or convincing providers to adopt the desired behavior. We can do this 
by using proven communications techniques used by top private sector pharmaceutical companies designed 
to influence provider behaviors. PBCC provides solutions to provider needs to motivate/persuade/convince 
providers to adopt the desired behavior. Communications are usually delivered in a one to one interaction 
between the PSI Field Representative and Provider.  You will know you have successfully implemented PBCC 
when you are driving provider behavior change in a way that improves client health outcomes. 

 
 

Review: 

Provider 
Experience and 
the 4 Pillars of 
PBCC 

The PBCC 
Interaction 
Model 

15 min Note:  If participants are unfamiliar with the “Provider Experience” and Pillars of PBCC or the PBCC 
Interaction Model you may need to go into more detail. 
 
Show slide 5. 
Distribute Provider Experience, 4 Pillars handout. 
Remind meeting participants that the vision for PSI Field Reps and Providers is the “Provider Experience.” 
That means taking a consultative approach to our interactions with providers, creating 2-way dialogue, and 
focusing on providing solutions to provider needs and barriers to adopting the desired behavior.  Providers 
value interactions that help him/her provide better healthcare to Sara and her family.  

Remind participants that there 4 Pillars that are paramount to ensuring the Provider Experience: 

  Knowledge 
 Provider needs, biases, motivations and goals 
 Technical knowledge on services, products, protocols and health areas 

 
Relevance 
 Provides solutions to address individual provider needs and barriers to behavior change 
 Truly listens to provider & incorporates their feedback into a tailored approach 

 
Balance 
 Genuine focus on helping provider help her clients 

 

 

 

 SLIDE 4  

 SLIDES 5-6  

 HANDOUT  
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 Balance PSI needs with provider needs  
 Honest representation 
 Respects client choice 

 
Service 
 Builds productive & long-lasting relationships 
 Connects with provider 
 Consistent & timely follow-up to requests 
 Provides innovative solutions 

 
Show slide 6. 
Review the PBCC Interaction Model with participants. 

PBCC Interaction Model begins with careful planning of provider visits. 
PSI representatives use open-ended questions to uncover individual provider needs. 
Then use Product/Service Features and Benefits and Value Propositions to deliver solutions to those needs. 
Reps are trained to handle provider objections or barriers to adopting the desired behavior change. 
Reinforce solutions and changes in behavior, then evaluate and the cycle begins again.  
 
In this meeting today, we will develop Features & Benefits, Value Propositions, and Responses to Provider 
Objections, so that PSI Representatives are well prepared to influence providers to adopt healthy behaviors. 

Flipchart Example: 

 

 

 

Review: 

OAM 

5 min Review OAM with participants. 
 
Show slide 7. 
 
Explain: 

• Opportunity – things that lie outside an individual’s control, such as clients, equipment, commodities 
• Ability – knowledge and skills to perform a behavior 
• Motivation – things that lie inside an individual’s head, such as beliefs, attitudes, intention 

 
 

 SLIDE 7  
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Remembering 
the Key 
Provider 
Behavior & 
Positioning 

5 min Show slide 8. 
 
Say: The first and fundamental step in today’s process is to identify the key behavior(s) we want providers to 
adopt. The PBCC Framework and Messaging we create today should support our efforts to get providers to 
adopt this behavior. It’s also very important to remember our positioning. This is the perception or place in 
the provider’s mind we want our product/service to occupy relative to other products/services in the same 
category. Let’s confirm these and post them on a flipchart so we can remember them throughout the day. 
 
Ask participants: What is the key behavior we want providers to adopt? 
 
Ask participants: What is our positioning? 
 
Record each on the flipchart and post to the wall for reference throughout the meeting. 
 
Example key provider behaviors: 

• Use more long-term birth spacing options – here the focus is on using a specific product 
• Counsel on birth spacing options – here the focus is on performing a specific service 
• Screen and refer clients for tuberculosis (TB) – here the focus is on performing a specific service 

 
Note to Facilitator: You can use this flipchart as a tool or reference throughout the day to focus the 
conversation or remind people at any point what ultimately you are trying to accomplish with providers. 
 
 
 

  

 

Flipchart Example: 

 

Creating 
Resources 

5 min Say: Remember, one of the objectives of this meeting is to provide a collective, unified approach to resource 
creation for our program. As we evaluate the Adoption Stairway and uncover provider needs, it’s likely that 
we will identify resources like provider brochures, patient education, etc. that will be valuable to help move 
providers closer to adopting the key behavior. As we do this, we will note these on a flipchart so we don’t 
forget to follow up the resource ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flipchart Example:

 

Activity 1: Identifying Features & Benefits (approximately 1 hour) 

 SLIDE 8  
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Features & 
Benefits 

2 min Say: In the first activity, we will outline the features and benefits of the products and services for our 
program. These will be the features and benefits of the product, services and/or behaviors particular to our 
program to support the provider behavior we are trying to change. Identifying these features and benefits 
help persuade providers to believe in our products or services and ultimately perform the desired behavior. 
Let’s first review features and benefits.  

 

What are 
features? 

5 min Ask participants: What are features?  
Show slide 9.  
 
Explain that features are characteristics of something. Key points: 

• Features define a product, service or behavior.  
• They are fact-based: actual, physical/tangible properties of the product, service or behavior you are 

focusing on.  
 
Give examples of features we may recognize include: 

• Dosage 
• Route/Frequency of Administration 
• Packaging 
• Price 

 

 

What are 
benefits? 

5 min Ask participants: What are benefits?  
Show slide 10.  
 
Explain that benefits translate features into meaningful and useful outcomes for the provider, client, or 
customer. Benefits explain what the features offer/mean to the provider, client, or customer. Key points: 

• Benefits are often intangible, in visible, and/or emotional. 
• Benefits provide the motivation for the provider or client to take action. 
• People don’t buy products or services; they buy the things that those products or services can do for 

them.  
• Each feature must be connected with a benefit. 

 

 SLIDE 10  

 SLIDE 9  
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Golden Rule: 
Link Features to 
Benefits 

 

5 min Show slide 11. 
 
Explain that the Golden Rule in persuading providers is: ALWAYS LINK A FEATURE WITH A BENEFIT! 
Why? Because no one uses a product or service or performs a behavior because of the feature, they do so 
because of the benefit. 
 
Show slide 12.  
 
Say: Now we will look at a particular example to put the concept of features and benefits to practical use.  
 
Explain that we will use a Mr. Sketch marker as a simple example. The feature that the marker is a bright 
color means it can be easily seen when someone writes with it. Notice that the second feature listed has two 
benefits associated with it. There can be multiple benefits associated with one feature. The fact that Mr. 
Sketch is water-based means that it’s not harmful to people that use it every day, and it won’t cause 
headaches. If the customer for Mr. Sketch markers is a trainer that uses them all the time, these are strong 
reasons for why they might purchase Mr. Sketch over other markers. This is an example of why you should 
always communicate the benefit associated with the feature. 

 

  

Flipchart 
Activity:  

Identifying the 
Features & 
Benefits of Your 
Products or 
Services 

45 min 1. Say: We will now put the concept of features and benefits to use for our program. I challenge you to think 
about what’s really unique about this product/service. What can really differentiate it? Consider the Mr. 
Sketch marker again. We listed obvious features, but there are others more subtle. For example, think 
about how you can store the cap on the end of the marker after you remove it, which means the person 
using it will not lose the cap. This is a unique differentiator with a clear benefit compared to other 
markers that do this. 
 

Note to Facilitator: To make this more interactive, ask one of the participants to record features on the 
flipcharts as the group is identifying them.  
 
2. Flipchart Activity 

• Ask participants to identify the relevant products/services for the program for which you will outline 
the features and benefits for 

• Record that product/service at the top of one of the Features and Benefits flipcharts (Note to 
Facilitator: use multiple flipcharts if needed.) 

• Record the features provided by participants on the flipcharts, leaving space in the second column to 
later record the corresponding benefits 

• Divide the identified features evenly among the meeting participants (some may get >1  depending 
on group size) 

• Ask participants to think about their features and record the resulting benefit(s) and the determinant 

Flipchart Example: 
(before activity)

 

 

Flipchart Example: 
(after activity) 

 
 

 SLIDES 11-12 
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of behavior that benefit is related to on the flipchart next to their assigned feature 
• Emphasize that many benefits are related to motivational and emotional factors, such as confidence, 

reputation, trust, client satisfaction, etc. These are very important to providers and will be recurrent 
themes utilized in PBCC 

 
Allow 10 minutes for brainstorming and recording on the flipcharts. 
 
3. Discussion 

• Ask each participant to present the features and benefits they were assigned 
• Encourage all meeting participants to share ideas! 

 
Note to Facilitator: The features and benefits created during this activity can be typed into the “Features & 
Benefits” job aid template. After the meeting, print them out for both the participants of the meeting and the 
PBCC Facilitator.  

Activity 2: Identifying Most Common Provider Needs (approx. 2.5 hours) 

Objectives 

 
 
 
 

2 min 

 

Say: In the next activity, we will work to uncover provider needs by incorporating the Adoption Stairway and 
create value propositions for these needs.  
 
Show slide 13. 
Explain we will identify the following in this activity: 

• Describe the provider at each step on the Adoption Stairway relative to the desired behavior  
• Identify needs to be addressed to move providers from one step of the Adoption Stairway to the next  
• Identify solutions to provider needs through communications or other resources  

   

Adoption 
Stairway 

10 
min 

 

Say: Before we begin to identify needs, let’s review the Adoption Stairway.  
 
Show slide 14. 
Give each participant a copy of the handout titled “Adoption Stairway.” 
 
Explain that the Adoption Stairway is designed to help us define providers at different step in the progression 
toward fully adopting a new behavior. It helps us determine what is most important to the provider and what 
they need in order to motivate behavior change. The key to provider behavior change is to know how to move 
the provider from one step of the adoption stairway to the next.   
 
Provide an example, if necessary: 
Do you know someone who smokes? Maybe they are a good friend of yours and the behavior you want them 

 

 SLIDE 13  

 SLIDE 14  
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to change is to quit smoking. This is how we might describe them at each stage of the Adoption Stairway. 
• Awareness – You have reminded them many times how dangerous and harmful smoking is to their 

health, but they always stop you and say they don’t want to hear any more.  
• Interest – They have started seeking out information about the harms of smoking and are becoming 

convinced that it is important for them to quit.  
• Trial – They try to quit smoking.  
• Adoption – They have successfully quit smoking and feel that it was the right thing for them to do to 

improve their health.  
• Advocacy – They are now convinced that smoking is harmful and they recognize how their health 

improved after quitting, so they begin telling other smokers about the harms of smoking.  
 
Ask participants to spend a few minutes to review their copy of the Adoption Stairway. 
 

 

       

Flipchart 
Activity: 

Describing the 
Provider at Each 
Step on 
Adoption 
Stairway 

20 
min 

1. Say: Now that we’ve reviewed the Adoption Stairway, the first step to uncovering provider needs is to 
define the provider at each step of the Adoption Stairway.  

2. Ask participants “How would you describe the provider at the Awareness step on the Adoption Stairway?” 
(For example, what does it mean if a provider is in the Awareness step?) Allow participants to brainstorm.  

3. Summarize the group’s description of the provider at Awareness and record this on the Awareness 
flipchart under “Definition.”  

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each of the remaining steps on the Adoption Stairway.  
 

Note to Facilitator: In the end, you should have a description recorded on each of the 5 flipcharts. 
 

Flipchart Example: 

  

Moving 
Providers Up 
the Adoption 
Stairway by 
Addressing 
Needs 
 

10 
min 

Say: Before we start the next activity, let’s discuss how a provider moves up the Adoption Stairway. As we 
discussed earlier, the key to provider behavior change is to know how to move the provider up one step of the 
Adoption Stairway to the next.  
 
Remind participants of the three factors that categorize the determinants or inhibitors of behavior change – 
Opportunity, Ability, and Motivation. Keeping these in mind will help us uncover the provider needs that will 
move the provider up the Adoption Stairway.  
 
Show slide 15.  

 

Advocacy– Provider is a regular user of the product and serves as an 
advocate to his/her peers 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, and 
actively discusses and advocates product usage to other providers 

Adoption – Provider is a regular user of the product and prefers it over 
alternatives in most suitable cases 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, but 
does not actively talk to others about it 

Trial – Provider has tried the product on a limited basis (one patient or 
type of patient, short time period, etc.) 
The provider is here if … provider has used product, but not re-ordered OR 
provider has used product, but use is much less frequent than true 
opportunity 

Interest – Provider would like to try the product, but has not 
The provider is here if … provider expresses interest in the product OR 
provider indicates that he/she has not had a chance to try the product 

Awareness – Provider has heard of the product or procedure and has 
some idea when and why it is used 
The provider is here if … provider recognizes name of product but 
expresses no interest OR provider indicates that he/she believes a myth 
about the product 

Interest  
Trial 

Adoption 
Advocacy 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Awareness 

 

The Adoption Stairway 

 

 

 SLIDES 15-16 

 HANDOUT  
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Explain that a need can be anything that will move the provider up the Adoption Stairway. For example, a need 
can be a tangible item like equipment, commodities, skills, or relevant clients. A need can also be intangible 
things like knowledge, motivation, or attitudes/beliefs. 
 
Show slide 16. 
 
Explain that we can address each type of need differently. Things like biases, attitudes, and beliefs are not 
addressed with a tool but instead by communication.  
 
Provide an example: Consider tuberculosis (TB). If a provider needs to know what the screening questions are 
before they will start screening clients for TB, simply giving them the questions can meet this need. However, if 
they believe their clinic will have the stigma of TB if they start screening clients, communication is what can 
change this belief. 

 

 

Flipchart 
Activity: 
 
Identifying 
Provider Needs 
at Each Step of 
the Adoption 
Stairway to 
Move to the 
Next 
 

45 
min 

1. Say: Now we will uncover the provider needs that must be addressed to move a provider up each step of 
the Adoption Stairway for the behavior we’ve identified as the one we want to providers to adopt.  
 

2. Flipchart Activity: 
• Give each participant a set of post-it notes 
• Ask participants to brainstorm provider needs for each step of the Adoption Stairway and write each 

need they think of on one post-it note 
• Have participants stick their post-it notes on the flipchart for the relevant step of the Adoption 

Stairway under the question “What does a provider need to move up?” 
 
Allow 20 minutes for brainstorming and posting notes on the flipcharts. 
 
Note to facilitator: There should not be any post-it notes on the last flipchart for the Advocacy step of the 
Adoption Stairway. If a provider is in the Advocacy Stage, he has already fully adopted a behavior and convinces 
others, so there is no step higher that the provider can move. 
 
3. Group Discussion 

• Start with the first step of the Adoption Stairway (Awareness) 
• Have each participant explain the provider needs they brainstormed to move a provider up to the next 

step (Interest) 
• Group together similar needs as they are being discussed (i.e., if two participants brainstormed the 

same thing or two are related to costs, group those post-it notes together) 
 

Flipchart Example: 
(before grouping) 

 

 

Flipchart Example: 
(after grouping) 
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Resource 
Creation 
Brainstorming 

10 
min 

Say: Earlier we talked about needs being tangible or intangible. Let’s look at the provider needs we’ve grouped 
at each step to evaluate whether they are tangible or intangible. This can help us identify potential resources 
to help move providers up the Adoption Stairway. 
 
Ask participants: Is there a resource that could help us move providers from Awareness to Interest? 
Repeat this question for each of the four movements up the Adoption Stairway. 
Record any resource ideas on the “Resources to Create” flipchart. 

 

Flipchart 
Activity: 
 
Prioritizing the 
5-8 Most 
Important 
Provider Needs 

30 
min 

Say: An important step before we create value propositions is to prioritize our list of needs to the 5-8 most 
important and relevant ones. Which unmet needs are the biggest barriers to behavior change, not just 
annoyances or distractions? We do this based on importance and relevance.  
 
Show slide 17. 
 
Explain: 

• Importance is the urgency of the need and the role that the need plays in keeping the provider from 
advancing to the next step on the Adoption Stairway. How important is this need to the provider 
moving up the Adoption Stairway? 

• Relevance is how well PSI’s offerings are suited to address the needs of providers. Some provider 
needs may not correspond with PSI’s offerings or there may not be any way for PSI to address that 
need.  

 
Note to Facilitator: It might be useful to illustrate the relationship between relevance and importance through a 
concrete example. Some are provided below: 

• Lack of equipment may be important, but may not be relevant if there is no way for PSI to address this 
problem. 

• Lack of client demand might be relevant because PSI can conduct demand creation activities, but not 
important if there are more urgent factors preventing provider interest. 

• Lack of training on IUD insertion may be both relevant and important. If that barrier were removed 
through training that PSI can offer, the provider would start trying IUDs. 

 
Flipchart Activity: 

1. Start with the first need on the list and ask participants to determine its level of importance and 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Flipchart Example: 

 

 SLIDE 17  
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relevance, using the scale of high, medium, or low 
2. Record the group’s agreed scoring on the flipcharts in the columns “Importance” and “Relevance” 
3. Repeat the question and record the group’s scoring for each need listed on the flipchart 
4. Draw a star next to the 5-8 needs that ranked the highest on both importance and relevance 

 

 

Handout 
Activity 

30 
min 

Say: Now we need to write out full descriptions of the needs we’ve prioritized. These should be done focusing 
on the perspective of describing the provider. These sentences often start with, “The provider…” (For example, 
if knowing which clients to treat were identified as a provider need for IUDs, the full description of the need 
could be, “The provider needs to fully understand all relevant patient types.”) 
 
• Distribute the “Value Proposition” handout to participants 
• Ask the group to craft a full description of the first prioritized need on the list 
• Assign that need to one participant in the group once the group agrees on a full description 
• Have the participant record the full description in the space called “Need Uncovered” on the handout 
• Repeat for each of the 5-8 prioritized needs (Note to facilitator: some participants may get assigned >1 

depending on group size.) 
• Tell participants to put the handout aside for a future activity in this meeting 
 

 

 

Creating 
Solutions to 
Needs 

5 min Say: The key to meeting a provider’s unmet needs and ultimately changing their behavior is to provide 
solutions to their needs. It can be helpful to think of needs and the relevant solutions according to the OAM 
factors.  
 
Show slide 18. 
Provide an example:  
Need: The provider needs clients requesting TB screening. 
 
Say: Let’s try to understand this provider need through OAM: 

• Opportunity: The provider does not know which types of clients are at highest risk for TB or what the 
most common symptoms are 

• Ability: The provider does not know how to screen for TB (e.g., the four TB screening questions)  
• Motivation: The provider doesn’t want to screen for TB because it doesn’t give them any revenue 

 

 

 SLIDE 18 

 HANDOUT  
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Solution: The solution to this need may lie in educating that provider on the four TB screening questions and 
clarifying the common symptoms so they know which clients would be most relevant to screen for TB – all 
solutions that PSI can address! 

Activity 3: Creating Value Propositions (approx. 1 hour) 

What is a Value 
Proposition? 

5 min Say: The next step in this process is to develop value propositions for each of the prioritized needs on our list. 
For this activity, we will utilize the features and benefits that we developed earlier in this meeting. Let’s first 
review the fundamentals of a good value proposition. 
 
Ask participants: What do you think a value proposition is? Allow participants to share ideas before showing 
the definition. 
 
Explain that a value proposition is the statement of a solution to a specific provider need: 
• Is a statement of a solution to a specific provider need  
• Can be an offering to the provider or a behavior the provider needs to adopt 
• Must include the benefit for the provider 
• Should be backed by credible proof  
• Provides the motivation for providers to adopt the desired behavior  

 
Say: All of these elements must be explained to the provider’s own satisfaction. For example, what defines 
“credible proof”?  
• Your country’s Ministry of Health Data 
• Scientific trial data 
• Community leader endorsement 
• Provider peers 

Show slide 19.  

Say: A value proposition is a statement of a solution that provides motivation for a behavior change with aligns 
with PSI objectives. 

 

 

4 Elements of a 
Good Value 
Proposition 

5 min Show slide 20. 

Explain that a value proposition has four parts: 
• Solution: What you are offering to the provider or the specific behavior you want the provider to adopt  

 SLIDE 20 

 SLIDE 19 
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 (i.e., training, counseling clients on side effect management) 
• Impact: Description and quantification (if possible) of the benefit to the provider of implementing the 

solution (i.e., 10% increase in client load per month or greater client satisfaction) 
• Proof: Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact (i.e., other clinics have seen a 10% increase in 

client load) 
• Cost/Risk: Cost or risk to the provider involved in making the behavior change (i.e., time spent away from 

their clinic for training or more time with patients for counseling) 
 
Say: All four elements are necessary for a good value proposition! 
 

 

Value 
Proposition 
Examples 

5 min Note to Facilitator: Value propositions should be read as if you are speaking directly to a provider. Start with the 
offer, then impact, then proof, and finish with cost/risk. They should be articulated in 30 seconds or less ideally! 
 
Distribute the sample value propositions to the group. Ask them to read each value proposition and compare.  
 
Ask participants: What makes this value proposition a good one or not: 

• Does this value proposition work well? Why? 
• How might it be improved?  
• Which value proposition is more impactful? 

 
Ensure that solution, impact, proof, and cost/risk are discussed and understood by participants. 
 

 

 

 

Handout 
Activity:  
 
Creating Value 
Propositions for 
Each Need 

50 
min 

1. Say: We will now develop value propositions for each of the provider needs we prioritized earlier. 
2. Tell participants to take out the “Value Proposition” handout they were given earlier where they wrote 

down the full description of the provider need they were assigned . 
3. Ask participants to individually brainstorm value propositions for their assigned needs and record their 

ideas on the handouts. 
 
Allow 20 minutes for participants to brainstorm and fill out their handouts. 

 
4. Ask each participant to tell the group their need and present the value propositions they created. 
5. Ask the group to identify what the solution, impact, proof and cost/risk is in order to demonstrate whether 

or not the value proposition was understood. 
6. Encourage the group to help improve each other’s value propositions if needed. 

 

 

 HANDOUT  

 HANDOUTS  
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7. Collect the handouts from everyone, which should then be typed up into the “Value Proposition” template. 
 
Note to Facilitator: At the end of this activity you now have the content for the “Value Proposition” job aids. 
After the meeting, type up the value propositions into the template for this job aid. Distribute to meeting 
participants as a reference and provide to PBCC training facilitator for background before they conduct the 
PBCC training. 

Activity 4: Creating Solutions to Objections/Obstacles/Barriers (approx. 1.5 hours) 

Why do 
Objections 
and Obstacles 
Emerge? 

15 min Say: This next activity will focus on a common stage in the behavior change process: provider objections and 
obstacles/barriers. We will identify the 5-8 most common obstacles/barriers for our program and develop 
solutions to them. But first, let’s discuss why objections surface. 

Show slide 21. 
Explain that obstacles/barriers often surface only after PSI representatives have presented a value proposition 
to a provider. They can emerge for a number a reasons: 

• Weakness in the value proposition 
• Pre-conceived provider notions/ideas/beliefs about the service, product or behavior 
• Simple resistance to change – sometimes there is no weakness in the value proposition, but change 

can be uncomfortable! 
 
Show slide 22. 
Explain: Our PSI representatives are trained to handle objections by providers in the field using four steps: 

1. Clarify the barrier – show the provider that the concern is understood and ask a question to clarify, 
such as “What do you mean?” 

2. Empathize with the provider 
3. Offer a solution 
4. Confirm understanding 

Say: We will focus today on steps 1 and 3. We’ll identify the barriers and create solutions. 
 
Show slide 23.  
Say: Here’s an example for TB. Sometimes solutions are obvious. The obstacle/barrier is that the provider says 
“I don’t have any clients that need to be screened for TB.” To understand how to best address this, it’s 
important to determine if the provider isn’t sure which clients should be screened or if the provider thinks 
he/she doesn’t have anybody asking to be screened. Understanding this makes the solution clearer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 SLIDES 21-22 

 SLIDE 23 
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Flipchart 
Activity:  
 
Identifying & 
Prioritizing 
the 5-8 Most 
Common 
Obstacles/ 
Barriers 

30 min Say: We are now going to identify the 5-8 most common objections for each of the products, services or 
behaviors related to this program. 

Flipchart Activity: 
• Give each participant a set of post-it notes 
• Ask participants to brainstorm what providers most often object to (i.e. purchase of equipment, 

purchase of a product, time investment for a behavior, no revenue generation, etc.) and write each 
objection they think of on one post-it note 

• Remind participants to keep in mind the value propositions they developed earlier, since 
obstacles/barriers can often surface after a value proposition, and try to work the obstacle/barrier 
from the voice of the provider 

• Have participants stick their post-it notes on the flipchart 
 
Allow 20 minutes for brainstorming and posting notes on the flipcharts. 
 
Group Discussion: 

• Have each participant explain the provider objections they brainstormed 
• Group together similar objections as they are being discussed (i.e., if two participants brainstormed the 

same thing or two are related, group those post-it notes together) 
• Explain that PSI cannot realistically address or create solutions for every single obstacle/barrier that 

providers might have, so we must focus on the 5-8 most common ones 
• Ask participants: Among all the obstacles/barriers we’ve identified, which ones are the biggest or most 

common? 

Flipchart Example: 
(before grouping) 

 

Flipchart Example: 
(after grouping) 

 
 
 

Handout 
Activity:  
 
Creating 
Solutions 
 

45 min Say: Remember the earlier point that creating solutions is the key to meeting provider needs and ultimately 
changing behaviors. Creating solutions is also the key to overcoming provider obstacles/barriers, and we will 
now develop solutions to each of our common obstacles/barriers. 
 
Handout Activity: 
1. Assign each meeting participant 1-2 of the most common obstacles/barriers (some participants may get 

assigned >1 depending on group size) 
2. Give participants one copy of the “Obstacles/Barriers” handout for each obstacle/barrier they are assigned 
3. Ask participants to individually brainstorm the solutions – either obvious or requiring clarification to 

determine the solutions – and record their ideas on the handouts 

Allow 20 minutes for participants to brainstorm and fill out their handouts. 
 

 

 

 

 HANDOUT  
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4. Ask each participant to tell the group their obstacle/barrier and the solutions they created 
5. Encourage the group to help improve each other’s solutions, especially if there are additional solutions 

that the participant did not think about 
6. Collect the handouts, which should then be typed up into the “Overcoming Obstacles” template 
 
Note to Facilitator: At the end of this activity you now have the content for the “Overcoming Obstacles” job 
aids. After the meeting, type the obstacles and corresponding solutions into the template for this job aid. 
Distribute to meeting participants as a reference and provide to PBCC training facilitator for background before 
they conduct the PBCC training. 

Closing: Workshop Accomplishments 
Closing the 
Workshop 

10 min Show slide 24.  
Say: At the beginning of this meeting I told you there were three key outputs to this meeting. We have 
completed all three! They are now our fundamental  communications messages to guide conversations with 
providers and inform any resources created to support provider adoption of this behavior. 
 
Remind participants that we’ve also identified different resources we can create to help providers move up the 
stairway. In order to be sure we follow up on these, let’s assign someone for each one. (Note to Facilitator: 
reference the flipchart with the identified resources.) 
Assign each resource to the relevant participant to follow up on. 
 
Thank participants for their active participation in this meeting. 

 

 

 SLIDE 24 
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Value Proposition 

Need Uncovered 

The provider needs TB screening and referring to be quick and simple. 

Handout: Example 1 Value Proposition 
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Handout: Example 2 Value Proposition 

Value Proposition 

Need Uncovered 

The provider needs TB screening and referring to be quick and 
simple. 
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Handout: Value Proposition 

Value Proposition 

Need Uncovered 
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What do you mean? 

Stated Barrier 

 

Handout: Overcoming Barriers 
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Advocacy– Provider is a regular user of the product and serves as an 
advocate to his/her peers 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, and 
actively discusses and advocates product usage to other providers 

Adoption – Provider is a regular user of the product and prefers it over 
alternatives in most suitable cases 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, but does 
not actively talk to others about it 

Trial – Provider has tried the product on a limited basis (one patient or 
type of patient, short time period, etc.) 
The provider is here if … provider has used product, but not re-ordered OR 
provider has used product, but use is much less frequent than true 
opportunity 

Interest – Provider would like to try the product, but has not 
The provider is here if … provider expresses interest in the product OR 
provider indicates that he/she has not had a chance to try the product 

Awareness – Provider has heard of the product or procedure and has 
some idea when and why it is used 
The provider is here if … provider recognizes name of product but 
expresses no interest OR provider indicates that he/she believes a myth 
about the product 

Interest  
Trial 

Adoption 
Advocacy 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Awareness 

 

Handout: The Adoption Stairway 
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Moving from Adoption to Advocacy 

Moving from Trial to Adoption 

Moving from Interest to Trial 

Moving from Awareness to Interest 

Interest  
Trial 

Adoption 

Advocacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness 

 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Offer educational materials 
→ Define precise costs 
→ Develop knowledge 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Provide resources 

(equipment sources, 
contacts, meeting) 

→ Help identify appropriate 
patient types 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Increase  personal 

motivation (use detail aid) 
→ Connect provider with 

advocates 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Coach provider to feel 

comfortable addressing 
others 

→ Connect provider to others at 
earlier stages to speak with 

Moving up the Adoption 
Stairway 

 

Common Barriers: 
 Myths about effectiveness 
 Myths about cost 
 Lack of understanding 

Common Barriers: 
 Access to product 
 Proper meeting and/or 

equipment 
 Understanding the right 

patient 

Common Barriers: 
 Confidence in ability 
 Believes there are “better” 

options 
 Patient demand for procedure 
 No financial or prestige benefit 

Common Barriers: 
 Feels opinion isn’t influential 
 Practices in a remote area 
 Feels isn’t knowledgeable 

enough 

Facilitator Reference:  Not to be distributed to participants. 
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PSI’s Behavior Change Framework 

 
This is the theoretical foundation of an intervention. It fits within the PERForM framework at the output level and 
explains why the logic of a given intervention’s design would result in the desired behavior change.  
 
The Behavior Change Framework groups the relevant drivers and inhibiters of behavior change called determinants 
(often referred to as Bubbles in PSI jargon) into three categories - opportunity, ability, and motivation (OAM). These 
factors are described below. 
 

• Opportunity – These are institutional or structural factors that influence an individual’s chance to perform a 
desired behavior. These factors are outside the individual’s control and can be measured objectively and 
subjectively. Opportunity bubbles include:  

� Availability - the extent to which a promoted product or service is perceived by the target to be 
available in a predefined area. 

� Social Norms – the behavioral standards that exist in a community for an individual to follow. 

� Brand Appeal – the extent to which the characteristics of a promoted product or service’s 
branding distinguishes it from its competitors. 

� Brand Attributes – the extent to which the physical components of a brand are practical to use.  

� Quality of Care – the extent to which the promoted service is of high value. 

B. Ability – These factors are the skills or proficiencies that an individual needs to perform a promoted 
behavior. These are controllable by the individual and can be tangibly demonstrated through some 
action and readily observable by independent parties. They can be measured objectively and 
subjectively. Ability bubbles include:  

� Knowledge - information accumulated through learning. 

� Self Efficacy - the subjective perception of an individual about his or her ability to perform a 
promoted behavior, such as safer sex negotiation. 

� Social Support – the assistance that an individual gives/receives. It can be divided into three types:  

o Emotional – makes an individual feel loved and cared for 

o Instrumental – tangible help given or received. 

o Informational – is given or received through information. 

C. Motivation – These factors represent an individual’s desire to perform a promoted behavior and are 
wholly within the control of the individual. They are not demonstrable; thus, they can only be measured 
subjectively. Motivation bubbles include:  

� Intentions - the desire to perform a behavior in the future 

� Locus of Control - the external or internal site of control in an individual’s life 

� Attitude – an evaluation or assessment of an object 

� Belief – a perception about an object that may or may not be true 

� Intention – an individual’s plan to perform a promoted behavior 

� Outcome Expectations – the belief that an object or action is effective in fulfilling its purpose  

� Subjective Norm – perceived pressure to comply with what an individual believes others in the 
social group believe about a promoted behavior  

Facilitator Reference:  Not to be distributed to participants. 
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� Threat – a perceived dangerous or harmful event that exists in an individual’s surroundings. It is 
comprised of two dimensions:  

o Severity – the perceived seriousness of a public health problem 

o Susceptibility – the perceived degree of personal vulnerability to a public health problem  

� Willingness to Pay – an individual’s intention to pay for a promoted product or service  

 
Source: PSI DELTA Lessons, Lesson 2 Overview 

 



Creating PBCC 
Framework and Messaging

Facilitation Guide



Meeting Objectives: Why are we here?
► To foster collaboration and provide a collective, 

unified approach to resource creation for our Provider 
Behavior Change Communications program

► To determine needs and resources for the desired 
provider behavior change using the Adoption 
Stairway

► To develop the PBCC Framework and Messaging, 
including features and benefits, value propositions 
and solutions to obstacles/barriers for the desired 
behavior



► 3 Key PBCC Outputs:

► Features and Benefits

► Value Propositions

► Overcoming Obstacles: Objection Handling

Meeting Outputs

page 3

1

2

3



 One to one 
interaction

 Positively influence
individual provider 
behaviors

 Provide solutions to 
provider needs to 
motivate behavior 
change

What is PBCC?

SLIDE 4

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is forProvider Behavior 
Change 

Communications 
(PBCC) …
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Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications

Provider Experience 

One-to-One Provider Interactions

K
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Knowledge

 Provider needs, biases, 
motivations and goals

 Technical knowledge on 
services, products, 
protocols and health 
areas

Balance

 Genuine focus on helping 
provider help her clients

 Balance PSI needs with 
provider needs 

 Honest representation
 Respects client choice

Service
 Builds productive & 

long-lasting 
relationships

 Connects with provider
 Consistent & timely 

follow-up to requests
 Provides innovative 

solutions

Relevance
 Provides solutions to 

address individual 
provider needs and 
barriers to behavior 
change

 Truly listens to provider 
& incorporates their 
feedback into a tailored 
approach
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Plan
Engage: 
Uncover 
Provider 
Needs

Deliver 
Solutions

Next Steps: 
Reinforce 
Solution

Evaluate

PBCC Interaction Model



What determines or inhibits behavior change?

►Opportunity
► Institutional or structural factors that influence an individual’s 

chance to perform a desired behavior; lies outside of individual’s 
control

►Ability
► Skills or proficiencies that an individual needs in order to perform a 

promoted behavior

►Motivation
► An individual’s desire to perform a promoted behavior and are 

wholly within the control of the individual



What is the key behavior we 
want providers to adopt?

First and foremost…

page 8



►Define product, service or behavior

►Tangible, fact based

►Dosage, route/frequency of administration, 
packaging, price, side effect profile, etc… 

What are features?

page 9



►What the features mean to provider or client
►Provide motivation to take action
►Creative, can be emotional

►Easy to use, more clientele, peace of mind, 
easy to take, affordable, confidence, fits with 
lifestyle, etc…

What are Benefits?

page 10



Golden Rule:

Always link a Feature with a Benefit!

page 11



Mr. Sketch Example: Features and Benefits

page 12

Feature Benefit

Bright color • Can be easily 
seen

Water-based • Not harmful to 
people that use 
every day

• Does not cause 
headache



 Describe provider at each step on the Adoption 
Stairway relative to the desired behavior

 Identify needs to be addressed to move providers 
from one step of the Adoption Stairway to the next

 Identify solutions to provider needs through 
communications or other resources

Activity 2: Identifying Provider Needs

page 13



The Adoption Stairway

SLIDE 14

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for



Tangible

What is a Need?
A Need can be anything that will move the provider up 
the adoption stairway!

Intangible



Tangible

Addressing Needs: Tangible vs. Intangible
Each type of need can be addressed differently:

Intangible

Addressed using 
tools

Addressed using 
communication



Prioritizing Provider Needs

page 17

Based on:
►Importance – How critical is this need to the provider 

moving forward on the adoption stairway?  
►Relevance – How well do PSI’s offerings address the 

need?



Opportunity 
Solutions

Demand Generation

Equipment

Identify Patients

Advocacy (formularies)

Counseling skills to 
appropriate

Ability 
Solutions

Training (IUD, 
counseling, MA)

Clinical Service Days

QA Staff Support

Patient Brochures

Counseling Tools

Clinical Studies

Motivating 
Solutions

Success stories from 
other providers

Case studies that ‘paint 
the picture’

Values proposition

Detailer skills

Opportunities for 
acknowledgement from 

peers

page 18

Creating Solutions
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 States a solution to a specific provider need
 Can be an offering to the provider or a behavior the 

provider needs to adopt
 Must include the benefit for the provider
 Should be backed by credible proof 

 Provides the motivation for providers to adopt the desired 
behavior

A value proposition…

A value proposition is a statement that provides 
motivation for a change…



page 20

4 Elements of a Value Proposition
A value proposition has four elements:

Part Definition

Solution What you are offering to the provider, and what 
specific behavior change it will require

Impact Description and quantification of the benefit to the 
provider of making the behavior change

Proof Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact

Cost/Risk Cost of risk to the provider involved in making the 
behavior change



► Providers hold pre-conceived ideas about services, 
products, and behaviors

► Argument(s) can be made against the value 
proposition you are giving them

► Change is uncomfortable

► Doing things differently introduces risk for the provider 
(What if something happens that they don’t expect?  
What if it doesn’t work?) 

Barriers often emerge during conversations 
that medical detailers have with providers

page 21

Why?



Four steps to overcoming a barrier…

page 22

Clarify the 
Barrier

Empathize 
with the 
Provider

Offer a
Solution

Confirm
Understanding

1 2 3 4



Example: Obstacle/Barrier

page 23

What do you mean?

Objection

I’m not sure which clients need to be 
screened for TB.

PSI provides information on the people at 
highest risk for TB, and these are clients 
you can identify for screening.

Clients don’t ask to be screened.

PSI offers demand generation to help drive 
clients who might be at risk for TB to your 
clinic/pharmacy to be screened. 

I don’t have any clients that need to be screened for TB.



► Features & Benefits

► Value Propositions

► Overcoming Obstacles: Objection Handling

Meeting Accomplishments

page 24

1

2

3

Fundamental communications elements to guide 
conversations with providers and inform any resources 
created to support provider adoption of this behavior



What do you mean?

Objection

Potential Response / True Barrier Potential Response / True Barrier

Solution Solution



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

Solution
The Solution you offer to the provider and what 

specific behavior change it will require

Impact
Description and quantification of the benefit to the 

provider for making the behavior change

Proof
Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact

Cost/Risk
The cost or risk to the provider involved in making 

the behavior change



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

Clarifying Question Clarifying Question

Solution Solution



Need Uncovered

Value Proposition
Solution Impact

The Solution you offer to the provider and what 
specific behavior change it will require

Description and quantification of the benefit to the 
provider for making the behavior change

Proof Cost/Risk
Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact The cost or risk to the provider involved in making 

the behavior change
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         Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources 

 

 
 

Population Services International 
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Guide to Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources 

  

Welcome to the Guide for Creating Visual Aids & Marketing Resources!  
 
PSI has created this guide to help you create effective visual aids and marketing resources for you program and consider how they 
are best utilized in the field by PSI representatives. Included is a step-by-step process for planning the content of a visual aid that is 
well-aligned with the PBCC Framework and Messaging for your program (i.e., features and benefits, value proposition, obstacles 
handling). Effective visual aids are ones that reflect both PBCC Framework and key marketing messages for the program in a 
compelling manner. Additionally, the guide includes helpful hints and guiding principles regarding the visual presentation of data 
and other content that can be applied to the creation of many marketing resources in addition to visual aids, such as patient 
resources, reminder items, etc.  
 
The guide is divided into the following sections:  
 
Section 1: Fundamentals of Visual Aids  
Section 2: Step-by-Step Process for Determining Visual Aid Content and Flow  
Section 3: Considerations for other Marketing Resources 
Section 4: “Pulling Through” Resources in the Field 
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SECTION 1: FUNDAMENTALS OF VISUAL AIDS 

What is a visual aid? 

Simply put, a visual aid is a visual “story” of the key promotional messages, product/service information, and creative elements of a 
specific program. They are a tool to support how PSI representatives address provider need during conversations in the field. It’s 
also important to stress what a visual aid is not. It is not a monograph or script. A monograph is a text-heavy narrative of product 
information and not a visual story. PSI representatives are most effective when engaging in persuasive dialogue with providers, and 
reading from a monograph like a script does not facilitate effective PBCC conversations.  
 

 

Why do we use visual aids? 

Ultimately, the purpose of a detail aid is to support PBCC conversations. Data and other types of information are often better 
retained and comprehended when it is presented in a visual way. It has been shown that 83% of people are visual learners. Think 
about everyday conversations you might have and how it is often easier to recall details when they’re presented visually or in 
dialogue combined with something visual. For example, consider two different ways someone might tell you about a friend of theirs. 
In one case, your friend recites endless details about the person, including stories about their childhood, where they work, what 
they look like, what their hobbies are, etc. How much are you likely to remember? Will you remember the most important details? 
In another case, your friend shows you a picture of the person being described and explains that she/he is a teacher, has short 
brown hair, and loves to cook. How likely are you to remember the details about this person in this case? When relevant details are 
presented in combination with a visual, it’s likely there is an increased likelihood they will be remembered and comprehended.  
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Therefore, visual aids are used for a number of reasons, including: 
• Engaging customers in dialogue 
• Referencing during conversations 
• Enhancing key messages 
• Conveying what words alone cannot convey 
• Aiding in the retention of information 
• Aiding in the comprehension of information 

 

What makes a visual aid “good” vs. “bad”? 

If you have seen different examples of visual aids before, you have probably noticed that some are better than others. Even if you 
have never seen a visual aid, it is likely you have seen advertisements or brochures for products/services that catch your attention 
more than others. Have you ever seen a visual aid that is so cluttered with information that you actually have trouble remembering 
any of the details after you looked at it? Effective visual aids should be easy to interpret and focus attention on the main points you 
want to communicate. In some cases, eliminating some data or content might actually lead to a more effective visual aid. The data 
included should be the most relevant data needed to support the conversation that the PSI representative will have with providers. 
Ultimately, capturing provider interest so that they retain and comprehend the information is the result you should aim for. 
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SECTION 2: STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS FOR DETERMINING VISUAL AID CONTENT AND FLOW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1: Determine the Key Behavior 
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As with the creation of the PBCC Framework and Messaging, the first step in the process of creating a visual aid is to determine the 
key behavior that you want providers to adopt. Remember that the visual aid’s purpose is to support PBCC efforts around this 
behavior change. Multiple behaviors can be identified, as one visual aid can support discussions around more than one behavior 
change. However, choosing too many behaviors can lead to a visual aid that loses focus and becomes difficult for a PSI 
representative to use in practice. For example, for the tuberculosis (TB) program area, it might be first for providers to screen for TB 
and secondly for them to treat TB. For each of these behaviors there are multiple myths, perceptions, knowledge gaps, etc., that 
must be addressed in order for the provider to adopt the desired behavior – plenty of content for one visual aid. 
 

Step 2: Match Key Messages/Claims to Provider Unmet Needs 

During the development of PBCC Framework and Messaging, it is stressed that the key to provider behavior change is to move the 
provider from one step of the Adoption Stairway to the next. This is done by addressing their needs, which can include clarifying 
myths, changing perceptions, providing knowledge/education, etc. Therefore, the visual aid should contain information relevant to 
each of the prioritized unmet needs for the identified behavior so that the PSI representative has a visual tool to support any 
conversations they have related to addressing that unmet need or communicating the value proposition related to that unmet need. 

 
As defined earlier in this guide, the visual aid also serves as a marketing tool 
containing all relevant key messages and claims. Therefore, the second step in the 
process of determining the visual aid content and flow is to match the key messages 
that are related to, or that support, each of the prioritized unmet needs. Once this is 
done, arrange the groupings in an order or “flow” that tells a story. Arranging the 
need/message groupings in an order that is aligned with the Adoption Stairway for 
this behavior is a suggested flow that should always make sense.   
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Step 3: Identify Supporting Data for Each Message 

The next step in the process is to fill in the data or information that supports each key message or claim. The supporting data, or 
“reasons to believe,” are what gives accuracy to our claims and credibility to the messages that we want providers to believe. 
Supporting data can include a variety of things, ranging from precise facts/figures, product features likes dosing, or even provider or 
organization recommendations. For example, clinical trial data is key to supporting product efficacy claims, but something like a 
World Health Organization (WHO) endorsement could be just as impactful to support a message around the credibility/validity of a 
diagnostic test. The key to determining which data or information best supports a claim or message is to determine what would be 
most compelling to a provider.  
 
After determining which data or information best supports each claim or message, you must then decide how to present that data. 
Creativity is important, but keep in mind that the point is to choose the approach that will be most impactful to visually convey the 
information or data. Images, charts, etc., should grab a provider’s attention in a way that helps them comprehend or retain the 
information.  
 
As you complete this step of the process, you can keep these two points in mind by repeatedly asking: 

1. What is the most compelling data or “reason to believe” that supports this claim/message? 
2. How can this data be presented to ensure a provider will comprehend and retain it? 

 
A number of best practices and examples are presented below regarding the presentation of data and information: 
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Step 4: Confirm Obstacles/Barriers Are Addressed 

When PSI representatives are having conversations with providers, they are sure to encounter objections or obstacles/barriers from 
providers. These can emerge for a number of reasons, such as a weakness in the value proposition or preconceived 
notions/ideas/beliefs that a provider might have. Given that the visual aid is intended to support and reinforce the key messages and 
also support the PBCC Framework and Messaging, it is important to ensure that the visual aid you create also supports the 
conversation between a PSI representative and provider when an obstacle emerges. Therefore, this step focuses on confirming that 
the visual aid includes content relevant to addressing all of the prioritized obstacles/barriers for this program. For each of the 
prioritized obstacles/barriers, review the content outlined so far in the visual aid to ensure that a solution to each obstacle/barrier is 
included. If there is no content to address this obstacle/barrier, you have identified a gap in the content that must be filled. For 
example, if there is a provider misconception that a product is relevant for a particular client type, and there is no reference to this 
client type in the visual aid, you have identified a gap. A good solution might be to create a client profile so that the PSI 
representative has a relevant page in the visual aid to reference if this objection is raised by the provider. 

Step 5: Ensure a Strong Opener and “Ask” 

For each discussion between a PSI representative and a provider, the representative ideally opens the conversation in a way that 
catches the provider’s attention and ends the conversation so the provider is clear regarding what we want them to do or remember 
(i.e., the “ask”). In order to help support this conversation, the visual aid should also include these components. Openers can be a 
variety of things, including the strongest key message identified by marketing or an attention-getting question to spark dialogue. The 
“ask” can be a key message as well or as simple as a statement of the desired behavior you want providers to adopt. 

Example Visual Aid Pages – What does “good” look like? 

Two examples are shown below that provide some insight into what an effective visual aid page might look like. 
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Example 1: A Less Effective Visual Aid Page 

The example visual aid page below highlights information on the efficacy, safety, ease of use, and client preference related to 
misoprostol. Notice that this page closely resembles a monograph and just incorporating text does not lead to a very visually 
interesting page. Consider the following questions to understand how this page might be made more effective: 
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Example 2: A More Effective Visual Aid Page 

The IUCD visual aid page below provides an example of a more effective approach compared to Example 1. While there is less 
information on the page, notice that it is more visually appealing and less like a monograph. The information is organized in an 
effective manner and is all focused on supporting the benefit of client satisfaction due to the high efficacy. 
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SECTION 3: CONSIDERATIONS FOR OTHER MARKETING RESOURCES 

In addition to the visual aid, which serves as the foundational marketing resource for a program, a number of other resources can be 
considered. The resources described below provide an idea of the different types of resources that can be created. This list covers 
some of the most common resource types as suggestions, but it is certainly not exhaustive. 

“Slim Jim” or Abbreviated Visual Aid: A Slim Jim is basically a “slimmer” version of the fundamental visual aid that focuses on a few 
key points or one particular aspect of the fundamental visual aid for emphasis. For example, a new competitive drug enters the 
market and it is necessary to particularly reinforce the benefits of your product versus the competitor. While the visual aid contains 
all of your product’s data, including efficacy, it might be beneficial to produce a Slim Jim specifically to address whatever portion of 
your data highlights difference over this competitor. Slim Jims are often produced as “leave behind” pieces that the PSI 
representative gives the provider to keep during the visit.  
 
Pocket Guides/Cards: Pocket guides or cards are designed to fit into a provider’s coat pocket. They can range from 2-10 pages and 
include information that a provider would find valuable to reference, such as disease screening questions, patient eligibility criteria, 
dosing instructions, etc. This type of resource can be relevant if providers need to frequently reference certain information, but they 
might not have it memorized. 
 
Laminated Cards: Laminated cards can range in size and are intended for information that is often used in conversation or 
frequently referenced, often during conversations with clients. For example, illustrations graphically depicting a disease state that 
can help explain a disease to clients would be a relevant use of a laminated card.  
 
Tear-Away Sheets or Leaflets: Tear-away sheets and leaflets are intended for information that needs to be distributed often and to 
a wide number of people. Tear-away sheets and leaflets are frequently used for client education materials that providers would 
distribute to every client with a particular product or service. For example, if clients taking oral contraceptives have lots of questions 
about how to take their pills or clients who received an IUD have lots of questions related to misperceptions, a tear-away sheet or 
leaflet that they can take home can help reinforce any information discussed with the provider during the visit. 
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Posters: Posters can display a variety of information types and are usually intended when the awareness of something needs to be 
raised or to help facilitate conversations with clients. For example, a poster can be used when a new product or service is introduced 
in order to raise the awareness of the product or service among clients visiting the clinic or pharmacy. Posters are also often used to 
display disease information or raise awareness of disease symptoms, so that it might prompt clients to ask their provider questions. 
 
“Reminder” Items or Giveaways: These can be any type of item given to a provider to help remind them of a product or service, and 
it is usually something a provider might use in the office (e.g., pens, notepads, etc.). When developing these resources, consider how 
a PSI representative might use them in a conversation with a provider versus simply giving them to a provider. For example, a pen 
with a pull-out sheet with relevant client descriptions can help facilitate a conversation on appropriate clients. A key message should 
always be included on reminder items, as each one is an opportunity to reinforce a key message. 

Determining which resource to create will depend on which need the resource will address. For example, for brief information that a 
provider would need to reference often, such as a client eligibility checklist or disease screening questions, a pocket guide or small 
laminated card would be a relevant resource. If the need is for client education that a provider gives multiple clients to take home, a 
tear-away sheet would be a good type of resource. 

In order to decide which type of additional resources to create, consider the following guiding questions: 
• Which need will this resource address? (i.e., brief information like a checklist or detailed instructions) 
• Who is the audience for this resource?(i.e., provider or client) 
• How will this resource be used by PSI representatives? 
• How will this resource be used by providers? (i.e., a reference for themselves or to distribute to patients) 
• What is the cost to develop this resource? Does our budget allow this? 

 
It is also important to keep in mind the timing of resource development, especially related to provider needs from the Adoption 
Stairway. For example, if a new product is launched and most physicians are in the awareness step, resources like posters or leave-
behind materials might be most valuable to increase provider awareness. As providers begin using the product, investing more in 
materials that reinforce use in different types of clients could be more of the focus of resource development. A staged approach to 
resource development can be cost-effective and keep the materials “fresh” for both PSI representatives and providers. 
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SECTION 4: “PULLING THROUGH” RESOURCES IN THE FIELD 

Why do we need to think about resource pull-through? 

Now that you have created a visual aid or other marketing resource, it is important to consider how it should be pulled through in 
the field to maximize its impact.  You can create the best resource in the world, but if nobody looks at it or uses it, it will have little to 
no impact.  Although the creators of the resource will have a deep understanding of its intent and value, someone who is getting it 
for the first time may not fully understand its purpose.   

For PBCC Framework and Messaging and the visual aids that help communicate them, it is important that they align with the Four 
Pillars of PBCC which are Knowledge (product and provider), Relevance, Balance, and Service. In order to achieve this full alignment, 
effective pull-through of the resources in the field must take place.  In this section we will cover the major considerations for field 
pull-through of resources. 
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Representative Pull-Through with Providers 

Often when people think of resource pull-through, they are thinking about just the representative’s conversation with a provider.  
But to really help providers help their clients, it sometimes involves more – it requires ensuring that a provider knows how to use a 
client-focused resource to have an effective and impactful conversation with the client.  If a resource is intended to be used by a 
provider with a client, there is an important extra step for the representative – the representative needs to “train” the provider just 
as they have been trained. 

 

Representatives must know the resource thoroughly, which means you cannot just hand them a copy and 
expect them to effectively utilize it.  If they do not truly know the content in the resource, they may read 
from it instead of having an interaction or not share it in the intended way with the provider.  Ultimately that 
means it will lose its impact.  Additionally, they need to understand which resources require provider pull-

through and how to “train” the provider on it. Depending on the amount of information within the resource, you should consider: 

• Setting up live training as part of a quarterly meeting and include role-playing of representative-provider and provider-client 
conversations 

• Conducting a Skype session 
• Creating a simple and short instruction guide 
• Conducting a “trainer-of-trainer” with supervisors so that they can train their representatives 
• Conducting field visits with each representative and their respective supervisor to assess pull-through and modify training 

 

The Relevance pillar refers to making sure that the information the representative shares with the provider 
truly meets provider needs.  This means the representative needs to consider both where the provider is on 
the Adoption Stairway as well as their communication preferences.  This can be achieved by: 

Knowledge 

Relevance 
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• Training the representatives (using any of the above methods) on which step each portion of the visual aid or resource is 
intended to support 

• Training the representatives (using any of the above methods) on the intended audience for each resource 
• Working with the supervisors to ensure that representatives are correctly assessing each provider’s step on the Adoption 

Stairway 
• Working with the supervisors to ensure that representatives are considering the provider’s needs (e.g., communication 

preferences, clinic needs, openness to support from PSI) when choosing to use a resource 
 

There are two critical elements to Balance in representative pull-through with providers: Portfolio 
Management and Balancing Client AND Provider Needs.  

Portfolio Management: This refers to helping representatives manage multiple products and/or services in a 
single provider interaction.  This can be achieved by training representatives on transitioning between resources. 

Balancing Client AND Provider Needs: Although providers may prefer or be incentivized to perform a particular service, it may not 
be in the best interest of the client.  Representatives will need to utilize their resources in a balanced way by sharing BOTH features 
and limitations to ensure that the product and/or service is being used in a client-focused way. 

 

This is the pillar that sets PSI representatives apart from the rest by helping providers help their clients. It is a 
perfect combination of compelling resources and excellent representative execution.  Remember: with 
resources intended for provider use with clients, this is not just about focusing on what the representative 
says to the provider. The representative needs to also ensure that the provider knows how to effectively use 

the resource themselves.  This can be achieved by: 

• Ensuring that a representative does not give a resource to a provider without having a discussion with them about it.  This 
can be accomplished in the training referenced under Knowledge. 

Balance 

Service 
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• Representatives following up with providers after giving them resources to see whether it is meeting their needs and what 
they can do to continue to support them 

CASE STUDY: Field Pull-Through of a Poster 
You have created a poster on TB symptoms for PSI representatives to give to their providers. Below are examples of how you can 
help representatives use this resource at a more advanced level. 

PSI Representative #1 

The representative brings one of the posters to a clinic and tells 
the provider that the poster describes TB symptoms, and it will 
help them have a conversation with clients.  They suggest to 
that the provider hangs it in the clinic. On their next visit they 
see it hanging in the one of the corners of the waiting room, 
and they ask the provider if they would like additional posters. 
The provider asks for 2 more. 

PSI Representative #2 

The representative plans an interaction with a provider who recently 
implemented a TB screening program. During their last interaction, the 
provider requested any resources that PSI could provide that could help him 
have conversations with his clients about TB.  The representative decides to 
bring in one of the posters to help the provider with his new program. 

The representative starts the interaction by referencing their previous 
discussion and shows the poster to the provider. He goes over all of the 
information on the poster and its intended use. Additionally, the 
representative gives suggestions on how to use the poster in conversations 
with clients and role plays provider-client interactions with him using the 
poster. He consults with the provider on the best place to hang the poster to 
ensure that clients see it. 

A few weeks later, on the representative’s next visit with this provider he asks 
him if the poster is helping him with his TB conversations with clients. The 
provider happily says yes and thanks the representative for his support. 
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Analysis Questions to Consider: 
What are the differences between each of the approaches described? 

Which approach is more effective? 
Which representative exceeds expectations? 
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It is well known that one of the most lucrative areas of 
medical writing is writing for the pharmaceutical indus-
try, specifically for advertising and promotional materi-
als. According to AMWA’s 2007 salary survey, 38% of its 
members work for the pharmaceutical, biotech, or medical 
devices industry, with a quarter of these members working 
in the pharmaceutical industry.1 These industries repre-
sent the 3 top paying industries in medical writing as well. 
Income for writers working in the pharmaceutical arena, 
in particular, has risen higher (12% since 2004) than for 
writers working in other areas (with the exception of those 
working for associations/professional societies, where 
income rose 12% in the same timeframe).1  
 This being said, a sure way to break into or obtain more 
pharmaceutical marketing and advertising business is to 
become familiar with the terminology and the market-
ing materials and their specific uses. Due to spacing con-
straints, only physician/health care professional materials 
that can be handed out by drug representatives are intro-
duced in this article. Materials that cannot be distributed 
in this manner, such as continuing medical education 
(CME) materials, are not considered to be marketing mate-
rials and thus are not discussed here. 

The Essential Materials
The following resources are considered to be the essential 
pharmaceutical marketing materials.
•	 Detail Aid: The detail aid is the “brochure” that phar-

maceutical sales representatives use to promote a drug 
to the physician or health care professional. This is the 
foundation piece for the marketing campaign of the 
drug and contains the core messages and inherently 
reveals the product’s market position. The detail aid 
typically ranges from 4 to 26 pages and is usually 9"x 
12" (Figure 1). 

•	 Slim Jim: The slim Jim is a “slimmer” version of the 
detail aid, to make it easier for sales representatives to 
carry (Figure 2). The content of a slim Jim is identical 
to that of the detail aid. Another reason for the slimmer 
dimensions (4" x 9") is to facilitate the representative 
flipping through the piece while conversing with the 
doctor (this could be accomplished with 1 hand rather 
than 2). Likewise, the dimensions make it easy to fit 
into a doctor’s coat pocket, should the material be left 
behind. Some companies may produce a slim Jim as a 

“leave-behind” piece, as it is not as expensive (usually 
50% cheaper) as a detail aid because of its smaller size.  

•	 File Card: The file card is has the same content as a slim 
Jim but is printed on 3.5"x 5" card stock. Presumably, 
this is for the physician to file the card away for refer-
ence at a later date.

•	 Flashcard: A flashcard is a 1-page or 2-page “ad” for  
the drug.  It is produced as either a leave-behind (with 
an abbreviated version of the drug’s package insert  
on the back side) or a non-leave-behind piece. Both  
versions have essentially the same copy, but the non-
leave-behind version usually has more advertising copy 
on the back side as it may or not have a package insert. 

•	 Bi-fold: A bi-fold is a shortened version of the detail aid 
that focuses on 1 aspect of the drug’s marketing cam-
paign (ie, drug X vs the competitor). As in the case of 
the flashcard, the bi-fold may or may not include the 
abbreviated version of the drug’s package insert. 

•	 Tri-fold: The tri-fold is the same as a bi-fold except that 
it has an extra fold-out page, allowing for 6 pages of 
copy instead of 4.

•	 Reprint Carrier/Holder: The reprint is an actual reprint 
of a published clinical study that yielded favorable 
results for manufacturer’s drug. The reprint is put in a 

Pharmaceutical Marketing Materials: 
What You Should Know

By Carolyn Berg, MBA

Avansa Consulting LLC, Miami Beach, FL

Figure 1.  Detail aid. Figure 2.  Slim Jim.

Practical Matters
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holder or carrier that can be of various forms: a 1-page 
front/back with a pocket on the front side and promo-
tional messages and references on the back, or a bi-fold 
format with the extra 2 pages (cover and first page) used 
for marketing and promotional messages  
(Figure 3). 

•	 Pocket Guides: As the name suggests, pocket guides are 
designed to fit into a physician’s coat pocket. They are 
typically booklets of 4-20 pages that provide informa-
tion about the diagnosis and treatment of a particular 
disease. More than likely, information about the manu-
facturer’s drug is included in the treatment section of 
the pocket guide.  

•	 Disease Cards: A disease card is usually a 4" x 6" lami-
nated card (2 sides) that graphically depicts a disease 
state. The purpose of a disease card is to provide a 
physician with an illustration to use when explaining a 
particular disease to a patient (Figure 4).

•	 Dosing Cards: Dosing cards have the same specifi-
cations and usage as disease cards, but the content 
focuses on dosage and administration information for 
a specific drug.

•	 Instruction Books: Instruction books provide phy-
sicians and health care professionals with detailed 
instructions on how to use a certain drug. Instruction 
books are usually reserved for more complex drugs, 
devices, or biologic agents. These can range in size 
from a file card to a detail aid and usually come with 
illustrations and/or pictures on how to use/administer 
a certain drug. 

•	 Newsletters: Newsletters can either be scientific 
or promotional in nature and cover a wide range 
of topics. They are often published by the pharma-
ceutical company or a medical education company 
that is contracted by the pharmaceutical company. 
Pharmaceutical companies usually produce these for 
primary care physicians (general practitioners or fam-
ily physicians) with the intention of educating them 
about a disease or a drug.  

 How can you leverage information about the essential 
materials to your advantage?
•	 Know how to speak the promotional materials lingo. 

For example, “Are you intending for this to be a conven-
tional detail aid that will later be reproduced as a file 
card or slim Jim?” This might make a difference in the 
amount of copy or graphs that are used on the original 
piece (ie, reproducing a graph on an file card might be 
illegible).  

•	 Know the uses of the different materials to help your 
client achieve the product’s promotional objectives. 
For example, if one of the obstacles the product is fac-
ing is lack of awareness of the product’s therapeutic 
class to treat a specific disease, a longer piece (a longer 
detail aid) rather than a shorter piece (bi-fold, flash-
card) would be warranted. On the other hand, if a well-

established product is experiencing competition and 
the company needs to counteract by promoting some 
aspect of the product (safety, efficacy), then a bi-fold or 
tri-fold might do.  

•	 Know the essential materials well enough to propose 
new ideas for materials, sell clients on a series of mate-
rials, or introduce a staged approach (as opposed to a 
one-time job).  

 It is a well-known fact that marketing, not medicine, 
drives drug sales in the pharmaceutical industry. As medi-
cal writers, the same holds true; marketing, not writing, 
produces more clients.  
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Figure 3.  Reprint carrier/holder.
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Effective Use of Visual Aids  
 
The goal of using visual aids (also called detail aids) during a visit with a provider is to reinforce your product or services message 
and information, improve provider retention, and gain the provider’s interest to extend time spent with the provider. Research has 
shown that providers retain less if they only hear a message versus if they visually see a message.  However, when a provider 
hears and sees a message, their retention of the product or service and its message is significantly increased.  To increase the 
message delivery of your product and to increase your impact, you should use your visualaid to highlight key points made during 
your provider visits.   
 
A visual aid is anything that can be used to help convey and reinforce a product or service message.  It can be the traditional visual 
aid, a published clinical paper, therapeutic video, or leave behind for example.  As long as it backs up your message visually, it can 
be called a visual aid and be should be used to help achieve better behavior change success.  
 
The key to using a visual aid is it to remember that it is just that, an aid.  You should use it to reinforce your message, not to deliver 
your entire sales call.  There are a few simple rules to follow when using a visual aid: 
 
a.       Do not read word for word from the visual aid.  With experience, you will learn how to keep the provider visit conversational 
(consultative) and how to incorporate the graphs and charts into your visit. 
 
b.      Ensure the visual aid is facing the provider.  When you are using the visual to reinforce key points, ensure the provider can 
see it clearly so they are not spending time trying to read (as opposed to listening to what you have to say). 
 
c.       Become very familiar with the content of the visual aid.  When you become a fully consultative representative, you will find 
that you need to jump around the  visual aid to highlight key points during your consultative discussions.  You will need to quickly 
and smoothly be able to go to the area of interest in the aid, and this can only be accomplished if you are very familiar with its 
content. 
 
d.      Do not lose control of the visual aid.  Providers sometime would like to take the visual aid out of your hand as you are 
presenting it.  Avoid this as much as you can because if they have control of you visual aid, you have lost control of the visit.  If you 
do manage to lose the visual aid, stop talking and let the physician flip through it.  Maintain a bit of silence, and then ask – “Which of 
the product areas is of most interest to you?”  When she tells you, take the visual back and use it to explain the area she is 
interested in.  Your training and sales managers will also have some great tips for you on how to handles this type of situation.  The 
key is to try to avoid losing control of your visual aid as much as possible! 
 
e.       Maintain the visual aid in good condition.  A tattered visual aid does not look professional in the eyes of your provider.  
Ensure you keep your visual aids and leave behinds in good order! 
 
f.       Make your point and put it down.  The key to consultative and discussional conversations is to avoid holding the visual aid up 
throughout the entire provider visit.  You do not need to go through it cover to cover.  You should use it to make a couple of key 
features and benefits (see PharmaCareer’s Rule of Two), then remove it from the provider’s line of sight.  This will force the provider 
to make eye contact with you and will allow you a great opportunity to use a probing question and get her involved in a needs 
discussion.  Once you get the needs, you can then reintroduce the  visual aid to address those needs.  
 
The goal when using a visual aid is to reinforce the message that you are presenting to the provider and then ask a probing 
question.  There are a couple of great ways to remember to ask questions.  Some representatives will ask one to two questions per 
page (remember the rule of two).  This will help to reinforce that the provider understands the point that you were trying to get 
across and opens up a dialogue for any questions or objections that the provider may have.  Others believe that a great place to ask 
questions is when you are turning the page of the visual aid (if it is more than one page).  This is a great place to ask questions as 
you have a natural break as you slowly turn the page.    
 
In addition to skillfully presenting features and benefits, you must also learn not to present too many features at one time (feature 
dumping).  You must create a discussion with the physician to become a consultative, needs-based discussion and using effective 
probing skills will allow you to become a very successful healthcare representative.  



Visual Aid Workshop Nairobi Mtg. 

Me: Now we’ll focus our efforts on Designing and using Visual aids 

Slide 2: Objectives   

1. Identify – What is a Visual aid?   
2. Why do we use Visual aids? 
3. What makes an effective Visual aid? 
4. Key components of a Visual aid? 
5. You decide – Good/Bad 
6. Developing a Visual Aid 
7. Create your own Visual Aid 
8. Vis Aid Technique 
9. Visual Aid vs. Brochure/leave behind 

1. 

Activity:  Ok– What do you think a visual aid should contain and how is it used? 

REPORT BACK  Responses should include: 
Slide:  3  What is a Visual Aid? 
• Marketing tool containing promotional messages and creative elements 
• Provides a visual of key product information 
 

2. 
Slide:  4  Why do we use Visual Aids? 
• Engage customers in dialog 
• Reference during conversations 
• Enhance your message 
• Convey what words alone cannot 
• Aid retention of information  (65 % of people are visual learners) 

 
 
 
 
 



 
3.  
 
Me:   What makes a detail aid effective for your customer and for you? 
 
FLIP CHART.    Responses should include: 
 Slide 5 Effective Visual Aids 

• Simple 
• Relevant 
• Reinforce main points of the conversation 
• Address key features/benefits, needs and barriers 
• Guide the customer 
• Aids retention 
• Enhance your credibility 
• Focus attention 
• Increase interest 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. 
 Slide 6  Key components of a Visual Aid  
Let’s look at the key components of a detail aid: 

1. List your product claims 
2. Assemble your claims into a logical, compelling story: 

 
Slide 7 Activity: 

- Split the group into groups of 4 
- Each group gets a stack of cards mixed up with all components 
- Put the components in the order which makes most sense for the flow of 

the detail 
- Come back together and debate the order 
- Have group explain what each component is, give examples 

 
Slides 8-15  Key components of a Visual Aid  

Include key chapters in your story: 
A. Attention getters – compelling opener 
B. Product efficacy 
C. Reasons to believe (data relevant support for claims) 
D. Features/Benefits 
E. Dosing – How is it used? 
F. Tolerability/Side effect profile/Safety 
G. Obstacle handlers 
H. Close/Call to action 

 
5.  
 
Me: Now, let’s play a game of YOU DECIDE! 
 
Slide 16 Activity: - Works/Doesn’t Work and why? 

- Groups of 3 
- Hand out pages of different visual aids 
- Have groups point out which component the piece is addressing 
- Critique – what makes this a good or bad part of the Visual Aid 
- How would you create it differently? 

  



 
6.  
 
Slide 17: Developing a Visual Aid 
Me: 
The process of developing a Visual aid typically involves the following six steps: 
 

1. Market segmentation analysis  A look at what is important to different 
types of customers by specialty. Is there a need to tailor different messages 
for different segments? 
 

2. Establishing a brand positioning statement.  Where do you want your 
customer to use this product?  Brief – one to two sentences 

 
3. Developing and testing key selling messages with customers.  Gathering 

feedback from customers for relevant/impactful content 
 

4. Creative concept developing and testing – What gets their attention? 
Images, tag line, branding logo?  Visuals that help the customer to 
remember the brand. 

 
5. Developing and testing the black and white Visual aid.  Often used to test 

the impact of the graphs, charts, key messaging to determine impact 
without imagery 

 
6. Final Visual aid testing This is typically done in a one on one in-depth 

interview with key opinion leaders who may or may not be likely to use the 
product.   You will obtain feedback on impact of the Visual aid prior to the 
final print. 
 
 

 
Slide 18 – Be Creative  
 
 
 
 



 
7. 
 
 
Activity:  Slide 19 – Creating your Visual aid 
Now it’s time for you to create your own Visual aid 
Show Slide : Creating a Visual aid 
Do:  

• Split up in groups of two 
• Choose what you are going to sell 
• Create your Visual aid: 

A. Who is your target audience? 
B. Opener: What will catch the customer’s attention? 
C. What are your claims/key messages? 
D. Is there valid/relevant data to support your claims? 
E. How will you present/display your data? 
F. What do you want your customer to remember and do? 
G. What is the ASK? 

 
Present:  When you are done with your Visual aid, each pair will role play a 
representative and a customer using your Visual aid. 
 
 
 
 
8. 
 
Slide 20 Activity: - Using your Visual Aid  Technique -  Frederick Mwamba 
Now that we have seen what a good vs. a bad Visual aid looks like, let’s see an 
example of an MDC detailing a customer with his Visual aid and then we’ll discuss 
how we think the flow was. 
 
Is this an effective use of a Visual aid?  Was the Visual aid effective in supporting 
his conversation?  Remember, YOUR conversation is the message, the Visual aid 
will support and highlight what you want the customer to remember and do. 
 
 



9. 
 
What are the differences between a Detail Aid and a Brochure?  How are they 
designed and used differently?  
 
 
Discuss.  Responses should include: 
 Slide 21 Visual Aid vs. Brochure 
 Visual Aid: 

• Short sentences 
• Promotional language is maximized 
• Every statement is substantiated with good references 
• Highlights key selling messages/Features/Benefits 
• Addresses needs/Barriers 
• Design is creative and eye-catching – Photos, graphs, charts 
• Not left behind for the provider – It is a tool for the representative 

 
 Slide 22 Visual Aid vs. Brochure 

Brochure: 
• Left with a customer following a visit 
• More detailed information 
• Includes prescribing information  
• Designed as a reference tool for the customer 
• Bi-fold, tri-fold.  East to read quickly 
• Design is creative and eye-catching 
• The look is consistent with the Visual Aid 

 
 
Slide 23 Other Marketing Materials 

• Slim Jim 
• Disease card 
• Dosing card 
• Pocket guides 

 
Slide 24: Recap 
 
Slide 25: Let the Visual aid be the visual support 



 
 

 
 

Thank you! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Developing a Visual Aid



Objectives

►Identify – what is a Visual aid? 
►Why do we use Visual aids?
►What makes an effective Visual aid?
►Key components of a Visual aid
►You decide – Good/Bad
►Developing a Visual aid
►Create your own Visual aid
►Visual Aid vs. Brochure/leave behind

Visual Aids 

SLIDE 2



Marketing tool containing promotional 
messages and creative elements

Provides a visual of key product 
information

What is a Visual aid?

page 3



Engage customers in a dialog

Reference during conversations

Enhance your message

Convey what words alone cannot

Aid retention of information

Why do we use Visual aids?

page 4



Simple
Relevant
Reinforce main points of the conversation
Address key features/benefits, needs and 

barriers
Guide the customer
Aid retention 
Enhances your credibility
Focuses attention
Increases interest

Effective Visual Aids

page 5



Develop your message:
 Look at the product label and list the claims

Assemble your claims into a logical, 
compelling, story

page 6

Key components of a Visual Aid



 Split into groups of 4
 Each group gets a stack of key components
 Put the components in order of the flow of the detail
 Come back together and discuss the order

 Let’s review and discuss examples of each

Exercise

page 7



Attention Getters 
Compelling Openers

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 8



Product Efficacy

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 9



Reasons to believe
Data relevant to support your claims

Key components of a Visual Aid
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Features/Benefits

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 11



Dosing – How it is used?

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 12



Tolerability/Side effect profile
Safety

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 13



Obstacle handlers

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 14



Close/Call to action

Key components of a Visual Aid

page 15



- Split into groups of 3
- Each group gets two samples of Visual aid pages

A. Point out which component is represented
B. Critique – What makes it good or bad?
C. How would you create it differently?

Exercise: YOU DECIDE!

page 16



Typically involves the following 6 steps:
1. Market Segmentation
2. Establishing a brand positioning statement
3. Developing and testing key selling 

messages with customers
4. Creative concept developing and testing
5. Developing and testing the B&W Visual aid
6. Final Visual aid testing

Developing a Visual aid

page 17



NOW, GET CREATIVE
BUT NOT TOO CREATIVE

Use Images, Brands, Charts to:

Visually support and convey statements
Get customer’s attention
Help customer remember the brand

page 18

Developing a Visual Aid



 Pair up in two’s
 Choose what you are going to sell
 Create your Visual aid:

• Who is your target audience?
• Opener: What will catch the customer’s attention?
• What are your claims/key messages?
• Is there valid/relevant data to support your claims?
• How will you present/display that data?
• What do you want your customer to remember and do?
• What is the ASK?

Present – role play using your Visual aid

Exercise:  Creating your Visual Aid

page 19



Visual aid technique

Visual Aid Implementation

page 20



Visual Aid
Short sentences
Promotional language is maximized
Every statement is substantiated with good 

references
Highlights key selling messages/Features/Benefits
Addresses needs/barriers
Design is creative and eye-catching – photos, 

graphs, charts.
NOT a leave behind. Only a reference tool for the 

representative

Visual Aid vs. Brochure Design

page 21



Brochure

 Left with a customer following a visit
 More detailed information
 Includes prescribing information
 Designed as a reference tool for the customer
 Bi-fold or tri-fold. Easy to read quickly
 Design is creative and eye-catching
 The look is consistent with the Visual aid

Visual Aid vs. Brochure Design

page 22



 “Slim Jim” is a pocket sized Visual aid designed as 
a leave behind – less expensive to develop

 Disease card 4x6 inch laminated card that 
graphically depicts a disease state. Provides 
illustration while discussing a specific disease 
state

 Dosing card focuses on dosing and administration

 Pocket guides 4-20pgs provide information about 
the diagnosis and treatment of a particular 
disease.

Other Marketing Materials

page 23



Designing a Visual Aid Recap

page 24

 Be clear and concise

 Know your message

 Grab the customer’s attention

 Have support (relevant to your customer) for your message

 Remind them what it is and what to do

 What is the ask?



Your conversation is the message

page 25

Let the Visual aid be the visual support

and reinforce your message



Features & Benefits 
IUD
Job Aid



2

Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Long term method • Economical for clients

• Simple for clients to use: they do not need to 
remember to take every day or return every 3 months; 
they must only check the strings from time to time

• Doesn’t require a lot of follow up once the IUD is 
inserted, freeing the provider to take care of other 
clients

• Simple to use- clients will be satisfied

O M

O

M

M

Efficacious 98.2% • Reassures both client and provider − IUD works. No 
reason to worry. Increases satisfaction.

• Peace of mind

M

Side effects are mild and few • Rate of discontinuation with IUDs is low− clients are 
very satisfied with this method

• Clients who cannot tolerate side effects of hormonal 
contraceptives will be very satisfied with IUD

M

M

Very few contraindications • The IUD is a practical choice for many client types

• The provider can have confidence in using IUDs with a 
variety of clients

O

M



3

Feature Benefit O.A.M.
Regular menses • Clients and provider do not need to worry if the client 

has become pregnant due to missed periods. Both 
clients and providers will be very satisfied.

• Peace of mind

O M

Reversible • Fertility returns once the IUD is inserted; client can 
begin planning for her family as soon as she is ready, 
no need to wait 

O M

Contains no hormones • Clients who suffer from side effects from hormonal 
methods will be very satisfied with the IUD

• Provider will save time since she will not have to 
manage clients returning because of side effects

• Can be used in patients with conditions such as 
hypertension or in women over 35 who smoke

O M

M

O

Discrete • For women whose partners are reluctant to use FP 
methods, the IUD is discrete and easy to use

• Very confidential for the client; no one will know she is 
using an IUD

O M

O M

Easy to remove • Takes little time and return to fertility is almost 
immediate − no need to wait

• Reassuring for client and provider − in case of side 
effects, just remove IUD and side effects will resolve

O M

O M



4

Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Cost • The least expensive choice for 5 years of protection − 
clients will be satisfied

• Convenient for families with low incomes

O M

O M

IUDs supplied by PSI • Reassuring to provider − she can be sure the product 
is sterile and safe

O M

IUD kits supplied by PSI • Ready to use − saves provider time

• Reassuring to provider − she can be sure the product 
is sterile and safe

O M

OM

Technical assistance • Provider is not alone when inserting IUDs − 
supervision and guidance provided to increase provider 
confidence

A M

IUD service provision is a 
quality service

• Not everyone can offer IUD insertion services. Provider 
must be trained and have special skills − this sets them 
apart from other providers and increases the reputation 
of the clinic and client satisfaction

M

Providers must be trained 
and qualified to insert IUDs

• Unique service − not everyone can offer IUDs

• Increases provider reputation and client satisfaction

A M



5

Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Mass media • Created demand for IUDs and more clients will come to 
your clinic inquiring about IUD services

O 

Posters, IEC, job aids, etc. • Demand creation

• Encourages women to ask about IUD services

• Makes counseling and explaining the IUD to clients 
easy

O

O

O

IUD training • Allows provider to increase services provided

• Increases provider skills and abilities to increase 
services offered

• Helps provider stay abreast of latest information on FP

A M

A

M

Coaching and supervision • Provider is not alone when inserting IUDs − 
supervision and guidance provided to increase provider 
confidence

A M



Overcoming Obstacles:  
Objection Handling 
IUD
Job Aid



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

2

Purchase of Equipment
PSI provides various equipment to network 
providers who agree to offer IUD services 
to help you get started.

Purchase of IUD
PSI provides IUDs at a subsidized rate to 
help make IUDs affordable for you and your 
clients.

Time Investment for Training
The time you spend now during training will 
be well worth it as you will be able to 
provide a unique and valued service in your 
community that your clients will appreciate.

No subsidies/equipment offered
To help compensate for your investment 
PSI provides demand generation for BS 
services to help increase your client flow so 
you can earn more.

IUD service requires a big investment up front



Obstacle/Barrier

Solution

3

The IUD is a unique service you can provide in your community – few 
providers currently offer this service. There is a revitalization of IUD 
underway as the method is appropriate for most women, is highly 
efficacious, and has few side effects and provides long duration of 
protection against unplanned pregnancies. Both governmental and non-
governmental entities are supporting the IUD with awareness building 
campaigns. You could offer a valuable service to your community by 
making IUD services available to women who want to space or limit 
their pregnancies.

I'm happy with Depo-Provera, why should I change?



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

4

Clients don’t ask for IUDs
Many clients looking for a long term spacing method may not be aware of the benefits of 
IUDs. IUDs are highly effective in preventing pregnancies and once inserted, there is 
nothing more your client needs to do or remember to be protected right away. IUDs also 
don’t cause many of the bothersome side effects that hormonal methods cause. IUDs 
have very low discontinuation rates so you know your clients will experience great 
satisfaction with IUDs.

IUDs have one of the highest client satisfaction rates. Satisfied clients respect and 
appreciate their providers and often return again and again for other services.

There are no clients for IUDs



Solutions

Obstacle/Barrier

5

PSI will assist you with demand creation 
activities to increase your client flow 
through advocacy, community mobilization, 
and campaigns which may bring new 
clients to your clinic.

Another provider shared your concerns 
when she first began offering IUD service 
and her client flow seemed to go down. 
Now, however, her satisfied clients have 
told her friends and family who now come 
to the clinic for BS and other needs.

IUDs have one of the highest client 
satisfaction rates. Satisfied clients respect 
and appreciate their providers and often 
return again and again for other services.

IUDs last for up to 12 years; my clients won't come back and I'll 
lose my income



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

6

The Procedure Itself
PSI provides coaching by clinical trainers to help you develop your insertion 
skills. You will perform your first insertions under the supervision of your coach 
so you can be more confident.

Logistics
PSI will help you get started by providing equipment and arranging your clinic 
space.

IUDs are difficult to insert



Solution

Obstacle/Barrier

7

PSI will assist you in your counseling skills so that you can reassure 
your client that insertions are performed in a professional 
environment to make her feel as comfortable as possible. You can 
reassure her you will leave the room while she undresses and she’ll 
be covered with a sheet. Let her know you are caring for her health 
and providing quality services.

My clients are too shy to remove their clothes and not open to 
receiving IUD services



Value Propositions 
IUD
Job Aid



Value Proposition

2

Offer
You may want to consider offering 
IUDs to your clients that complain of 
side effects from injections…

Impact
… because this will help keep them 
satisfied and strengthen your 
reputation as a quality and caring 
providers.

Proof
Studies show that IUDs are the form of 
contraceptive with the highest rate of 
satisfaction among women that use it.

Cost
It takes a little more time up front, and 
it costs a little more as well, but it’s 
worth it – satisfied clients will tell their 
friends and refer them to you.

This provider only uses IUDs when the client asks directly, she 
doesn’t believe that her clients want her advice.

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

3

Offer
PSI can assist with a Clinic Support 
Day and mobilizers to refer clients to 
your clinic for services

Impact
… increase in client load and more 
experience inserting IUDs

Proof
Recent CSD usually identify at least 
10 IUD clients and providers who 
insert more IUDs are more 
comfortable offering the service

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client 
satisfaction rates mean your clients 
will refer their friends to you.

The provider has very few clients that ask for IUDs. Provider has 
recently completed PSI IUD training.



Value Proposition

4

Offer
PSI can assist with a Clinic Support 
Day and mobilizers to refer clients to 
your clinic for services

Impact
… increase in client load and more 
experience inserting IUDs

Proof
Recent CSD usually identify at least 
10 IUD clients and providers who 
insert more IUDs are more 
comfortable offering the service

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client 
satisfaction rates mean your clients 
will refer their friends to you.

Provider was trained in IUD insertion but because of a lack of 
clients, she's not so sure about her ability to insert now.

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

5

Offer
PSI offers IUD training so that 
providers can increase the number of 
services they can offer to their clients

Impact
You’ll have an additional set of skills 
that set you apart from other providers 
and enable you to provide a new 
service that will attract a new type of 
client to your practice. 

Proof
Other providers who have participated 
in the training have reported that they 
feel confident in their ability to perform 
IUD insertions after the training and 
feel that it has given them a certain 
prestige in the community 

Cost
It will require that you dedicate time to 
the training but the skills you acquire 
are well worth it and will pay off in the 
long run. 

The provider is not trained in IUDs and interest is low. She 
doesn't see why it's worth her time.



Need Uncovered

Value Proposition

6

Offer
You may want to consider signing 
agreements with your staff that she
will stay for a certain period after 
receiving training to help improve 
retention

Impact
You’ll be able to keep your staff and 
continue offering IUD services without 
time constraints

Proof
This approach is used in many 
professions with great success and 
help build fidelity with your staff

Cost
It will require that you dedicate some 
time to implement and agree upon the 
agreements but your staff will 
appreciate the training and you’ll be 
able to keep your staff

Provider sees the value in offering IUD services. But every time 
PSI trains her midwives, they leave the clinic shortly thereafter to 
find a better paying job. Now she's alone and has no time.



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

7

Offer
Consider IUDs  for your clients who 
do not want children in the next five 
years as IUDs have few side effects 
and are long acting

Impact
…increased client satisfaction with the 
method as there is nothing to 
remember and does not require 
frequent visits

Proof
Studies show that IUCDs are the form 
of contraceptive with the highest rate 
of satisfaction among women that use 
it.

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client satisfaction 
rates mean your clients will refer their 
friends to you. And since your schedule 
won’t be full with clients wanting 
injections, you’ll be free to take care of 
other clients

Provider only uses IUDs for clients who want an alternative to 
sterilization. She doesn't think of IUD for other clients.



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

8

Offer
You may consider setting aside one 
afternoon per week to do insertions

Impact
…this will improve your client flow on 
other days

Proof
Other providers in the community have 
tried this and found it works very well 
(use success story of actual provider 
here)

Cost
It might take a bit more effort at first to 
arrange the day and ask IUD clients to 
come back but in the end you and 
your clients will be quite satisfied as 
you’ll have more time for all your 
clients.

Provider is trained in IUD insertion but thinks the procedure takes 
too much time and will keep other clients waiting.



Need Uncovered

Value Proposition

9

Offer
You may want to consider the IUD for 
your patients who have difficulty with 
compliance with other methods or 
can’t tolerate them and want a long 
term choice

Impact
…patients will be impressed with the 
services and options you offer, even 
ones she hasn’t thought of

Proof
Patient discontinuation rates are very 
low with IUDs and patients who use 
them report some of the highest 
satisfaction rates

Cost
It might take a bit more time to counsel 
patients but their satisfaction and 
confidence in you with result in repeat 
visits for other reasons and referrals 
from her friends.

Provider is trained in IUDs but reports very few clients that ask 
for IUDs. 



Need Uncovered

Value Proposition

10

Offer
PSI can offer you clinical supervision 
from a trained midwife coupled with 
demand generation to bring more 
clients into your clinic

Impact
…you’ll gain confidence in your 
abilities under the guidance of an 
experienced provider

Proof
Providers receiving clinical supervision 
from PSI trained providers have 
reported improved skills and 
appreciate the support

Cost
Direct supervision minimizes risks of 
adverse events with insertions so you 
can reduce worry while building your 
experience and confidence

Provider has inserted a few IUDs but is worried about her 
technique and not doing it correctly.
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Tell me more, is it because……

1

They think that with MVA they know the abortion is complete and don’t
have to come back for follow up

Medication abortion with Medabon Is 98% effective and the only combintion
product recommended by WHO so you and your clients can be confident the
abortion is complete. Most women will expel the products of conception within
four to six hours of taking misoprostol and experience heavier than normal
bleeding.5 Vaginal bleeding or spotting generally lasts about two to three
weeks, and other side effects (see below) tend to resolve sooner.1In addition,
PSI provides a detailed client information card that lets clients know what to
expect during the process and when to seek help so that they can feel
confident using Medabon in the privacy of their own home. (WALK PROVIDER
THROUGH CLIENT INFO CARD)
A follow-up visit for both medication abortion and MVA are recommended to
ensure the client is healing properly.

My clients want/prefer MVA

Obstacle/Barrier



© ZS Associates 2010

Tell me more, is it because……

2

You are not sure the client will take the medicine properly at home.

Yes, you are right to think about this and that is why properly counseling of the
client on the dosage and administration of Medabon is critical. Client should be
counseled to swallow one mifepristone pill. If a woman vomits within 30
minutes of taking mifepristone, she will need to take another mifepristone pill.
Afer 24-48 hours, client should place four 200-μg misoprostol tablets under her
tongue and allow them to dissolve. After 20 minutes, she should wash down
any remaining tablet with water. PSIalso provides a detailed client information
card that tell the client how to take Medabon and what to expect during the
process and when to seek help. Medabon is effective in 98% of cases and is
recommended by WHO so you can be confident Medabon will work and the
abortion will be complete.

MVA gives more security that abortion is complets

Obstacle/Barrier
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Tell me more, is it because……

3

With MVA, I can see the products of conception are removed from the
uterus.

Medication abortion with Medabon Is 98% effective and the only combination
product recommended by WHO so you and your clients can be confident the
abortion is complete. Most women will expel the products of conception within
four to six hours of taking misoprostol and experience heavier than normal
bleeding.5 Vaginal bleeding or spotting generally lasts about two to three
weeks, and other side effects (see below) tend to resolve sooner.1In addition,
PSI provides a detailed client information card that lets clients know what to
expect during the process and when to seek help so that they can feel
confident using Medabon in the privacy of their own home.

Medabon is one 200mg mifepristone tablet and four 200mcg misoprostol
tablets. Client should be counseled to swallow one mifepristone pill. If a

MVA gives more security that abortion is complets

Obstacle/Barrier
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Solution 

4

I can understand how that is important to you.

Medabon is the only legally registered medication abortion regimen approved by
the Family Health Division of Nepal. Only Medabon can give you this confidence
that you are providing the correct and safe treatment for your clients.

The suggested retail price of Medabon is XXX, providing you with a healthy
margin and peace of mind that you are dispensing a quality, safe and effective
abortion treatment approved by FHD.

Medabon is one 200mg mifepristone tablet and four 200mcg misoprostol
tablets. Client should be counseled to swallow one mifepristone pill. If a
woman vomits within 30 minutes of taking mifepristone, she will need to
take another mifepristone pill. After 24-48 hours, client should place four
200-μg misoprostol tablets under her tongue and allow them to dissolve.
After 20 minutes, she should wash down any remaining tablet with water.

I can make more rupees if I dispense other MA drugs 

Obstacle/Barrier
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Solution 

5

With Medabon, most women will expel the products of conception within four to
six hours of taking misoprostol.5 Vaginal bleeding or spotting generally lasts
about two to three weeks, and other side effects (see below) tend to resolve
sooner.1 Furthermore, she can take Medabon in the privacy of her own home,
protecting confidentiality, and she can rest comfortably at home. In addition,
PSI provides a detailed client information card that lets clients know what to
expect during the process and when to seek help so that they can feel
confident using Medabon in the privacy of their own home. (WALK PROVIDER
THRU CLIENT INFO CARD)

Medabon is one 200mg mifepristone tablet and four 200mcg misoprostol
tablets. Client should be counseled to swallow one mifepristone pill. If a
woman vomits within 30 minutes of taking mifepristone, she will need to
take another mifepristone pill. After 24-48 hours, client should place four
200-μg misoprostol tablets under her tongue and allow them to dissolve.

Clients want a fast abortion 

Obstacle/Barrier
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Medication abortion with Medabon Is 98% effective and the only combination 
product recommended by WHO so you and your clients can be confident the 
abortion is complete. Most women will expel the products of conception within 
four to six hours of taking misoprostol and experience heavier than normal 
bleeding.5 Vaginal bleeding or spotting generally lasts about two to three 
weeks, and other side effects (see below) tend to resolve sooner.1

It’s important to counsel your client or her partner on proper dosage to ensure 
effectiveness. PSI provides a detailed client information card that lets clients 
know how to take Medabon properly and what to expect during the process and 
when to seek help so that they can feel confident using Medabon in the privacy 
of their own home. (WALK PROVIDER THRU CLIENT INFO CARD)

Medabon allows you to offer your clients the choice of addressing their abortion 
needs within the confidentiality and convenience of their home. 

MA doesn’t work as well as MVA  

Obstacle/Barrier
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The Government of Nepal requires dispensing of Medabon upon written
prescription.
Medabon is the only legally registered medication abortion regimen approved
by the Family Health Division of Nepal. Only Medabon can give you the total
assurance that you are providing the correct, safe and effective treatment for
your clients.
Dispensing non-registered drugs for medication abortion puts both you and
your client at risk. Unknown quality and safety of other drugs and unapproved
dosage regimens could result in adverse effects or incomplete abortion.
Medabon is one 200mg mifepristone tablet and four 200mcg misoprostol
tablets. Client should be counseled to swallow one mifepristone pill. If a
woman vomits within 30 minutes of taking mifepristone, she will need to
take another mifepristone pill. After 24-48 hours, client should place four
200-μg misoprostol tablets under her tongue and allow them to dissolve.
After 20 minutes, she should wash down any remaining tablet with water.

I need a prescription to dispense Medabon

Obstacle/Barrier
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Best practice for both MA and MVA recommend a follow-up visit after 14 days
to make sure the abortion is complete and the client is healing properly. Follow
up is an assurance that the abortion is complete and reinforces both yours and
the clients confidence and builds a good relationship and reputation for your
practice as a provider who cares about her clients.

MA gives your client the choice of a non-invasive procedure that she can
perform in the comfort of her own home, privately and discretely.

MA requires follow up and MVA doesn’t 

Obstacle/Barrier
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I can understand why you may think this way.

Offering and counseling a client on MA may take less time than the invasive
procedure of MVA and many clients may prefer MA over a more invasive
procedure. By providing MA as an option may actually free up your time to
provide care to other clients in need of your services.

By offering your clients a choice to decide what’s best for her will be appreciated
and you’ll be known as a provider who cares and listens. Clients will be satisfied
with the services you provide and by word of mouth, your reputation in as a good
provider in the community will grow.

MA is not as profitable for me 

Obstacle/Barrier



Overview of Using the PBCC Workshops
 Getting Started:

 Utilize the PBCC Training Timeline in the toolkit to create a training plan.
 There is a full Implementation Guide available in the toolkit that provides

detailed information about each workshop and associated resources.

 Workshops
 There is a detailed facilitator’s guide for each workshop.
 Slides are included as optional support for each workshop.  The preferred

format is to use flipcharts to have facilitated discussions.
 Each workshop is designed to introduce a skill and then allow for practice

through role-play activities.

 Post-Session Coaching Guides
 These are for supervisors to use with their representatives in the field after

the corresponding workshop has been completed.
 Guides are provided for Advanced PBCC Workshops & “Defining PBCC”.
 Provider profiles are supplied for appropriate activities, however supervisors

can create their own profiles if preferred.



PBCC Learning Strategy Map

1 1

Technical information and 
knowledge on health area 

and product 
usage/information

Interactive learning and live 
application ensures uptake 

of communications skills and 
readiness to apply in the 

field.

On-going communications 
skills development for Field 

Representatives.

Training and refreshers 
provided by in-country 
health services staff. 
Field Reps tested on 

knowledge before 
advancing to PBCC 

skills

1.Defining PBCC
2.Planning 
3.Features & Benefits 
4.Uncovering Providers’ Needs 
5. Value Proposition
6. Overcoming Barriers to Change
7. Putting it All Together
8. Role Play Practicum

Defining PBCC – Refresher 
Segmentation & Prioritization 
Communication Continuum
Engaging the Provider
Closing
Client Based Communication
Listening to Learn
Professional Relationships
Maintaining New Behaviors 

Technical 
Information

Health Area/Product

Advanced PBCC 
Skills Training

Workshops

PBCC Core 
Skills Training

Workshops



Initial PBCC 
Training**

Prioritization & 
Segmentation

Workshop

Communication 
Continuum
Workshop

Engaging the 
Provider

Workshop

Closing
Workshop

Client Based 
Communication

Workshop

Listening to 
Learn

Workshop

Professional 
Relationships

Workshop

Maintaining 
New Behaviors

Workshop

Engaging the 
Provider 

Post-Session 
Coaching Guide

3 Months 6 M 12 M9 M 15 M 18 M 21 M 24 M 27 M

Client Based 
Communication 

Post-Session 
Coaching Guide

Professional 
Relationships 
Post-Session 

Coaching Guide

Planning   Post-
Session Coaching 

Guide

Closing 
Post-Session 

Coaching Guide

Listening to Learn 
Post-Session 

Coaching Guide

PBCC Execution 
Post-Session 

Coaching Guide

**Prior to beginning Initial PBCC Training In-Country Assessments and Product Training must be completed by individual countries
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PPPBBBCCCCCC  
Curriculum Implementation Guide 

Purpose: 
• The PBCC Curriculum Implementation Guide provides countries with the learning solutions needed to plan,

develop, and implement learning programs to support PBCC execution. 

How to use this guide: 
• Use this guide to plan initial training for PBCC, as well as on-going training for PSI Representatives.  The

recommended timeline is included at the end of this Implementation Guide. 
• Course descriptions, pre-requisites, timing, method of completion, target audience, and recommended

facilitators are all included in this guide. 
• All Training is found in the PBCC Toolkit.  The actual training documents are not included in this guide to

ensure old versions are not circulated. 

James Ayers 
jayers@psi.org 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

 
Initial PBCC Training Curriculum 

 

PBCC 
Getting Started 

Guide 
(Facilitator’s 
Guide Only) 

 
PSI has created this “How To” guide to help 

you plan for, organize and implement an 
effective provider behavior change 

communications workshop from start to 
finish.  

 
This guide is divided into three key sections: 
Introduction and Workshop Goals, Structure 

of the Workshop and Planning and 
Preparation. 

 
The Facilitator’s Guides include a step-by-

step breakdown of the talking points, 
activities, exercises and tools needed to 

facilitate each session. 
 

Pre-Workshop 
Assessment.docx

 
 

In addition to the assessment, collect and 
review relevant program documents: 
 Program Logframe or Health Impact Plan 
 DELTA Marketing Plan 
 Proposal (new programs only) 
 Program Workplan and Project 

Deliverables 
 Territory management tools 
 Field staff reporting tools, MIS forms 

related to provider visits 
 Organizational chart or team structure, 

supervisory structure 
 Communications materials for providers 

and consumers 
 Any existing provider and consumer 

research 

Self-study     
2 hours 

All 
Facilitators 

of PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

  

 
 

Welcome & 
Introductions 
(Slides Only) 

 
 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Welcome participants to the workshop. 

 
Clarify expectations and objectives for the 

workshop. 
 

 Step 2 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led 
1 hour 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Set the tone for a participatory experience. 
 
 

 
 

PBCC Execution 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides)  

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Develop a shared understanding of Provider 

Behavior Change Communications as a means 
to persuading providers to adopt new 

behaviors not only as a means of product 
sales. 

 
Relate Provider Behavior Change 

Communications to project goals and 
objectives. 

 
Develop an understanding around and utilize 
the four pillars to optimize Provider Behavior 

Change Communications 
 

Understand the new interaction model as a 
framework to support Provider Behavior 

Change Communication execution 
 

 Step 3 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led  
3.5 Hours  

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors TAs 
 

Planning 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 
 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Participants will be able to manage their 

territories on both a macro and micro level. 
 
 

 Step 4 of the Initial Training 

Facilitator 
Led 

3.5 Hours 
 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors  
 TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Participants will be able to use data to 
segment and prioritize providers to achieve 

the highest impact. 
 

Participants will be able to utilize planning 
tools to effectively manage their territories. 

 
Participants will be able to utilize planning 

tools to effectively manage provider 
interactions for maximum productivity. 

 

Basic Selling Skills 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Identify and communicate features and 

benefits of PSI products and services. 
 

“Sell” using the features and benefits 
techniques tailored to specific customer. 

 
Effectively use visual aids to communicate 

features and benefits. 
 

Prepare for provider visits. 
 

 Step 5 of the Initial Training 
 

 

Facilitator 
Led  

3 Hours 
 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
 TAs 

 

Uncovering 
Provider Needs 

(Facilitator’s 
Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Use open ended questions to uncover   

provider needs. 
 

 Step 6 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led  
2 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Engage the provider in productive and         
open dialogue. 

Creating and 
Delivering 

Solutions: Value 
Propositions 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Understand what a value proposition is and 

why you need to have on that resonates 
when you visit a provider. 

 
Learn how to craft a value proposition for a 

provider. 
 

Practice delivering a value proposition using 
detail aids. 

 

 Step 7 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led  
3 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors TAs 
 

Overcoming 
Barriers and 

Handling 
Objections to 

Change 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Identify common barriers to change 

presented by providers. 

Develop appropriate solutions to overcome 
barriers to change. 

Deliver solutions using 4 step process 

 Step 8 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led 
4 hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

 
Putting It All 

Together 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Give participants the opportunity to 

demonstrate skills and lessons learned 
through comprehensive provider visit role 

plays. 
 

Practice putting all the elements of a provider 
visit together 

 

 Step 9 of the Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led  
2 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

 

 
Conducting Field 

Visits 
(Facilitator’s 
Guide Only) 

Optional 

Post workshop field visits should only be 
conducted if providers are closely located to 
workshop location or PSI office and there are 
8 or less medical detailers in the workshop. 

Objectives of this workshop: 

Give participants the opportunity to 
demonstrate skills and lessons learned 

through provider visits 

Practice putting all the elements of a visit 
together in the field with providers 

 

 Explain to manager responsible for 
setting up field visits that you will need 1 
provider visit per medical detailer and 
providers should be located in close 
proximity.  It is ok for detailers to 
practice skills on a provider not located 
in own territory for the purpose of this 
exercise. Usually the rep in charge of the 
area where the visits will take place 
arranges the provider visits.  They 
should let the provider know you are 
coming so they can arrange their 
schedule. 

 If there are greater than 4 detailers in 
the workshop, teams of two will need to 
be created to conduct the visit, one to 
detail and one to observe and provide 

Facilitator 
Led – 15 

min 
Field Visits – 

2 hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

feedback after the visit.  For example, if 
you have 8 detailers, drive a PSI van 
together and drop off 4 teams of 2 to 
visit providers. Visits should take 20 -30 
minutes. After the visit, pick everyone 
up and debrief in the van together then 
switch teams and move to the next 
location to visit 4 more providers - the 
observer should now conduct the visit 
while the other team member observes.  

 

Video Role-Plays 
Optional 

 

 
This session should be conducted only if you 

have more than 6 medical detailers attending 
your workshop and/or if providers are 
sparsely located away from workshop 

location or PSI office.  Else, session 11, field 
visits, should be used instead of this activity 

to ensure participants have real world 
providers to practice newly developed skills. 

Objectives of this workshop: 
 

Give participants the opportunity to practice 
and demonstrate skills and lessons learned 
through comprehensive video role plays. 

To be conducted if Field Visits are not 
logistically appropriate. 

Facilitator 
Led      

 3 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

 
Working With 
Your Manager 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 
(Optional) 

 
Objectives of the Workshop: 

Understand how working together we can 
achieve goals. 

Explore ways managers and PBC agents can 
benefit from sharing their experiences and 

perspectives. 

Share “coaching” and other tools that can be 
used to enhance performance. 

 Optional Step 11 of Initial Training 
Facilitator 

Led 
1 Hour 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

 

 
Advanced PBCC Training Curriculum 

 

Prioritization & 
Segmentation 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Participants will be able to segment providers 

using the priority matrix for optimal reach 
and impact. 

Participants will be able to map out providers 
using territory map. 

Participants will be able to create a calendar 
cycle to target the right providers and plan 

effectively. 

 Should be conducted 3 months after 
Initial PBCC Training 

Facilitator 
Led 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

 
Communication 

 Continuum 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Describe how the PBCC Customer Interaction 

Model and 4 Pillars support the call 
continuum. 

Describe the how using the call continuum 
moves providers up the adoption stairway. 

Incorporate provider beliefs and the 4 pillars 
in planning calls with providers. 

Identify the purpose and components of pre-
/post-call analysis. 

Identify tools for pre-/post- call analysis and 
practice utilizing them to prepare for 

upcoming calls with top providers. 

Prior to conducting this workshop, the 
facilitator and the PBCC manager (if they are 
not the same person) will need to: 
 Collect and review all of the territory 

tools currently being used by the PBCC 
field representatives.  

 If the current tools being used focus on 
quantitative measurements, they will 
need to be adapted to allow the ability 
to capture the qualitative components 
of PBCC.  Examples of tools that could 
be used or integrated into currently 
used tools are in the annex.   

 Should be conducted 3 months after 
Prioritization & Segmentation Workshop 

 

Facilitator 
Led  

6 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

 

Engaging the 
Provider 

(Facilitator’s 
Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Engage the provider with interest-generating 

openings. 
 

Identify and integrate words that have impact 
into provider based communications. 

 
Create and utilize two minute interactions to 

share relevant information and extend the 
interaction. 

 Should be conducted 6 months after the 
Call Continuum Workshop to allow time 
for representatives to apply Initial PBCC 
interaction skills 

Facilitator 
Led 

3 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Course Title Course Description  Pre-Requisites/Timing 

Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Closing 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 

Demonstrate appropriate trial closes and 
other closes for specific providers within the 

call plan. 

Learn techniques to ask for commitment 
from the provider and agree to next steps. 

Construct and demonstrate different types 
and styles of closes. 

 
Demonstrate ability to transition to a second 
topic within the same provider conversation. 

 

 Should be conducted 3 months after the 
Engaging the Provider Workshop 

Facilitator 
Led 

3 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs  

 

Client Based 
Communication 

(Facilitator’s 
Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Drive provider behavior change through the 

use of client profiles. 
 

Develop client profiles – vivid examples of 
clients that are relevant to a provider, in 

relation to PSI products and services. 
 

Incorporate client profiles into different parts 
of a provider visit – opening, discussing 

features and benefits, and closing. 
 

 Should be conducted 3 months after the 
Closing Workshop 

Facilitator 
Led 

3.5 Hours 
 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 
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Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Listening to 
Learn 

(Facilitator’s 
Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Describe the value of active listening and 
observing during provider interactions. 

Incorporate techniques for listening to learn 
during provider interactions. 

 Should be conducted 3 months after the 
Client Based Communications Workshop 

Facilitator 
Led 

3 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

 

Professional 
Relationships 
(Facilitator’s 

Guide & Slides) 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 

process of building a professional relationship 
and the Relationship Pyramid. 

 
Explain the importance of building 

professional relationships with the Office 
Staff 

 

 Should be conducted 3 months after the 
Listening to Learn Workshop. 

Facilitator 
Led 

2.5 Hours 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors 
TAs 

Maintaining New 
Behaviors 

 
Objectives of this workshop: 

 
Understand the most effective techniques for 

helping providers form new habits. 
 

Practice using these techniques to help 
providers build a new routine around the 

new behavior 
 

 Should be conducted 3 months after the 
Professional Relationships Workshop as 
a way to reinforce provider behavior 
change program with representatives 
and their providers 

 

Facilitator 
Led  

1 Hour 

All Reps that 
use PBCC 

Supervisors  
TAs 
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Method 
& 

Time to 
Complete 

Target 
Audience 

Recommended 
Facilitators 

Post-Session Coaching Guides 
 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 

Guide – PBCC 
Execution 

 
Reinforces skills learned in the PBCC 

Execution Workshop. 
 

Activity 1 – Field Visits with focus on The 4 
Pillars. 

 
Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on The 

Adoption Stairway. 
 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 

Guide – 
Prioritization & 
Segmentation 

AND Call 
Continuum 

 
Activity 1 – Reinforces skills learned in the  

Prioritization & Segmentation AND Call 
Continuum Workshops 

 
Activity 2 – Representatives will conduct a 

business review with their supervisor utilizing 
Macro and Micro Level planning 

 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

One on One 
Coaching PBCC Rep Supervisor 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 
Guide – Engaging 

the Provider 

 
Reinforces skills learned in the Engaging the 

Provider Workshop. 
 

Activity 1 – Role Play using Engaging 
Openings & 2 Minute Interactions 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the Engaging the Provider 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 
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& 
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Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on Engaging 

Openings & 2 Minute Interactions 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 
Guide – Closing 

Reinforces skills learned in the Closing 
Workshop. 

 
Activity 1 – Role Play practice using Closing 

 
Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on Closing 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 

Guide – Client 
Based 

Communications 

Reinforces skills learned in the Client Based 
Communications Workshop. 

 
Activity 1 – Role Play practice using Client 

Profiles 
 

Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on Client 
Profiles 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 
Guide – Listening 

to Learn 

Reinforces skills learned in the Listening to 
Learn Workshop. 

 
Activity 1 – Role Play practice using Listening 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 
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to Learn skills. 
 

Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on Listening 
to Learn skills. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

PBCC Post-
Session Coaching 

Guide – 
Professional 

Relationships 

Reinforces skills learned in the Professional 
Relationships Workshop. 

 
Activity 1 – Role Play practice using the 

Relationship Pyramid. 
 

Activity 2 – Field Visits with focus on the 
Relationship Pyramid and building rapport. 

 Should be used by supervisor with 
individual representatives during field 
visits after the PBCC Execution 
Workshop. 

 Activity 1 should be conducted before 
Activity 2. 

  Both activities can be conducted during 
one field visit or they can be used 
separately.   

 These activities can be used more than 
once. 

One on One 
Coaching  PBCC Rep Supervisor 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Training Timeline (Double click on the image to open the document). 

PBCC Training 
Timeline.pptx

 

 



 

Provider Behavior Change Communications Program - Assessment Tool 
This tool helps assess initial or ongoing improvement needs for provider behavior change programs and identifies tools for programs to achieve better results based on 
proven best practices in the pharmaceutical industry. Use the questions below to guide discussion. Where applicable, measure current practice against the PBCC 
standards presented within the tools. 
 

Section 1: Program Assessment 

1) Program Background –  
Questions to guide PBCC discussion with in-country managers & 
Technical Advisors 

Comments 

What are the most important goals and/or objectives of the 
reproductive health program in your country? 

 

What is the overall objective of the PBCC Program? 
 

 

Which specific behaviors do you aim to change by implementing the 
PBCC program? 

 

What products and services are included in the PBCC program? 
 

 

What role do the PSI Field Representatives play today, and what role 
would you like them to play in the future? 

 

How is the PBCC program perceived by franchise staff, doctors on 
staff, other staff, etc.? 

 

2) Staff Roles, Responsibilities & Reporting Structure  –  
Questions to assess PBCC staff structure with in-country managers & 
Technical Advisors.  

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 
No

t m
et

 

Pa
rt

ia
lly

 
m

et
 

Fu
lly

 m
et

 

Does a job description exist for PSI Field Representatives? Does it 
include PBCC function?  

    2A 

What is the scope of work of PSI Field Representatives?  Do they have 
additional responsibilities other than provider interactions?  

    2A, 2D 

What is the background/level of experience of PSI Field 
Representatives (i.e. medical/educational/professional background, 
provider interactions experience/skills, etc)? 

    2A 

Does a job description exist for PSI Field Rep Managers? Does it 
include PBCC function?   

    2B 

What is the scope of work of PSI Field Rep Managers? What are their 
responsibilities and what percentage of time do they spend on each 
responsibility/task? What percentage of time is spent in the field vs. 
office? 

    2B 



What is the background/level of experience of PSI Field 
Representatives (i.e. medical/educational/professional background, 
provider interactions experience/skills, etc)? 

    2B 

Do you use a standardized hiring process? How are candidates 
recruited, interviewed, screened and selected? 

     

Is an onboarding training plan for new hires in place? If so, what does 
it entail? Who is responsible for executing it? 

     

What is the level of turnover amongst field staff? What are the most 
typical reasons for employees departing? 

     

Who do PSI Field Representatives liaise with to implement and 
execute PBCC activities (e.g. franchise staff, health services, etc)?  
Please explain these relationships. 

    2B, 2D 

Do you have an organigram of department structure?     2E 

To whom do your PSI Field Representatives report? To whom do their 
supervisors report? 

    2E 

Do you have a central trainer for your PBCC program?  Does job 
description include PBCC function? 

    2C 

3) Supervision, Reporting and Monitoring, and Goal Setting –  
Questions to assess PBCC supervision structure with Managers & 
Technical Advisors. 

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 

No
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Is the performance of field staff measured and monitored?  If so, 
how? 

    3A, 3B 

Do you require PSI Field Representatives to submit weekly or monthly 
reports to track calls made to providers? Please provide examples. 

    3A, 3B, 
3C, 3D 

How often do managers conduct field visits with PSI Field 
Representatives? 

    2A 

Are follow-up workshop trainings available for PBCC? Please describe 
the frequency and content. How do you continuously develop your 
staff? What would help you develop your staff? 

     

Are managers satisfied with the current managerial tools?   Who uses 
them?  Are they effective?  Why or why not? 

     

Are managers trained in coaching? Field visit management? 
Leadership and managerial skills?  What additional training would help 
you fulfill your managerial responsibilities? 

     

Do you have performance expectations for PSI Field Representatives 
and Managers?  If so, what are they? 

     



Do you have a performance improvement process in place? Who is 
responsible for implementing it? 

     

How are PSI Field Representatives and managers compensated and 
rewarded (salaries, bonus, etc)? 

     

4) Territory Description and Management –  
Questions to assess territory management with PSI Field 
Representatives. 

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 
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What type of providers are called on (qualified, non-qualified, doctor, 
nurse, midwife, paramedical, pharmacists, etc)?  

     

What is the average number of providers per territory?     4A 

Do you segment providers and prioritize providers? How?      4A 

How often do PSI Field Representatives visit each provider?      

How do PSI Field Representatives manage visit frequency for 
providers who are top for some products and not for others? 

     

Where are PSI Field Representatives based in relation to your 
territory?  How far are you on average from your top providers? 

     

How do PSI Field Representatives currently manage their territory? 
 

    4C, 4D, 
4E, 4F, 
4G 

Do PSI Field Representatives  use provider-profiling tools?  Please 
provide an example. 

    4A, 4G 

Do PSI Field Representatives use a calendar cycle to ensure they are 
providing the optimal reach and frequency with providers? 

    4A 

Do PSI Field Representatives call on network/franchise providers only, 
or do they visit non-network/franchise providers as well? 

    4G 

Do PSI Field Representatives  have a list of all of the providers in your 
territory available?  If so, please provide a copy. 

    4G 

Do PSI Field Representatives  have a map of each territory?   What is 
the size of geographic territory areas?   

     

5) Product Specific Information –   
Questions for PSI Field Representatives 

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 
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Do you ask providers to place products in an optimal position so that 
your target audience can see them? 

     



Do PSI Field Representatives have job aids for each product or service 
(Features & Benefits, Value Propositions, Overcoming Obstacles, etc)? 

    5A, 5B, 
5C 

6) Marketing Support –  
Questions for Technical Advisors, PSI Field Representatives, & 
Communications staff 

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 
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Has a DELTA marketing plan been completed for this program? If so, 
please provide. 

     

Have key messages been created to inform the development of 
marketing materials? If so, please provide. 

     

What is the process for developing the key messages? Who is involved 
in this process (i.e., marketing, technical advisors, other staff)? 

     

Do PSI Field Representatives have marketing materials available to 
them to support their efforts in the field? These may include provider 
interactions/sales/promotion/communications materials. If so, please 
provide examples, especially of print materials. 

    5D, 6A 

How are the marketing materials produced? Who is involved in the 
process/design/content?  

    6A 

How could these materials be improved? What else would be helpful 
to field staff? 

     

7)  Trainings and Information Sharing –   
Questions for Technical Advisor, Managers, & Research staff 

PBCC Standard Comments Tools 
No
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What is your current training plan?  What changes/additions do you 
think it needs? 

     

How do you on-board new representatives from a training 
perspective? 

     

Is sharing of information facilitated between staff members so that 
they can use each other as resources and learn from each other?  (i.e. 
blogging? National meetings? Facebook? Email? Etc.) 

    7A 

How often do PBCC teams meet together? What is the purpose of 
these meetings? 

    7A 

Have staff members participated in the core PBCC training? 
If yes, how did it go?  What has the result been in the field?  What 
recommended changes/additions do you have? 

    7A, 7B, 
7C, 7D, 
7E, 7F, 



If no, why not?  Are there plans to conduct the training in the future? 7G, 7H 
What technology is available to field staff for communication, 
planning and reporting purposes?  Do you have an MIS? GPS?  If so, 
how is it used?  If not, would it be feasible to create?  

     

What info is currently captured in MIS? How do you use that info?   
 

     

Section 2: PSI Field Observations 
Questions to guide observation of PSI Field Representative PBCC Standard Comments Tools 

No
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Does the Field Representative have a clear plan for the day?      4A  

Does the Field Representative prepare for each visit?  If so, how?     4C, 4D, 
4E,  

Is the Field Representative familiar with each provider?     4C, 4D, 
4E 

Does the Field Representative appear to have a strong relationship with 
each provider? 

     

Do the providers have specific questions for the Field Representative?  
Do they treat him/her as an expert advisor? 

    7I, 5A, 
5B, 5C 

Is the Field Representative knowledgeable on the product? Can he/she 
answer provider’s product/service-related questions? 

    7I, 5A, 
5B, 5C 

Is the Field Representative actively aiming to identify and address 
unmet needs? 

    7D, 5B 

Does the Field Representative ask for a commitment from the provider 
(to try the product, use the product, pursue training, etc.)? 

    7G 

If/when the provider objects to an offer, does the Field Representative 
deliver a relevant, effective solution?  

    7E, 5B 

Does the Field Representative engage with additional stakeholders (e.g., 
assistants, family members, counselors) at the facility? 

    4D 

Does the Field Representative make use of provider interactions aids, 
brochures, leave-behinds, or other marketing collateral? 

    6A 

Does the Field Representative commit to specific follow-up when 
objections or needs haven’t been resolved? 

    7G 

Does the Field Representative take notes after each provider visit?     7H, 4C, 
4D, 4E 



 

Index of Provider Behavior Change Communications Tools (Referenced Above) 
Category Tool 

Code 
Tool Purpose Frequency What data is collected 

and recorded 
How data is 

collected 
Reporting lines (to whom 
are reports distributed) 

How reports are 
used 

1) Program Background 
1A Include program 

guidelines (i.e., WHP) 
      

2) Staff – Roles, Responsibilities and Reporting Structure 
2A Job Description Field 

Representative   
Outlines desired 
competencies & 
responsibilities of 
new & existing staff 

     

2B Job Description Field 
Representative 
Manager 

Outlines desired 
competencies & 
responsibilities of 
new & existing staff 

     

2C Job Description Field 
Representative 
Trainer 

Outlines desired 
competencies & 
responsibilities of 
new & existing staff 

     

2D Standard of Practice 
(SOP 

      

2E Optimal Reporting 
Structure (Private 
Sector) 

      

3) Supervision, Reporting and Monitoring, and Target Setting 
3A Detailed Field 

Coaching Guide 
 

Provide feedback to 
Field Representative 
on performance 

During each manager 
field visit with PSI 
Field Representatives 

Field Representative 
performance related 
to implementation of 
provider interactions 
techniques, and other 
job functions.  

Manager completes 
form and rates Field 
Representative on 
job functions based 
on field observations.   

• One copy to Field 
Representative 

• One copy to Manager 
• One copy to MIS (data 

can be input without 
Field Representative 
name to track skill 
uptake and quality of 
medical provider 
interactions visits) 

Assist Manager in 
providing feedback 
and coaching to Field 
Representative  
 

3B One Page Field 
Coaching Guide 

Provide feedback to 
Field Representative 
on performance 

During each manager 
field visit with PSI 
Field Representatives 

Field Representative 
performance related 
to implementation of 
provider interactions 
techniques, and other 
job functions.  

Manager completes 
form and rates Field 
Representative on 
job functions based 
on field observations.   

• One copy to Field 
Representative 

• One copy to Manager 
• One copy to MIS (data 

can be input without 
Field Representative 
name to track skill 
uptake and quality of 
medical provider 

Assist Manager in 
providing feedback 
and coaching to Field 
Representative 
 



interactions visits) 
3C PRF Monthly Report 

 
Provide monthly 
overview of provider 
visits, training, 
materials distributed, 
and qualitative 
information 

Monthly Numbers of providers 
visited by type, 
segment, potential 
leads for network, 
numbers of providers 
trained, qualitative 
data 

Field Representative 
completes monthly 

Field Representative sends 
to Supervisor monthly 

Used by Field 
Representative to 
monitor activities. 
 
Used by Supervisor 
to monitor activities 

3D Weekly Planner  Plan activities for 
week (provider visits, 
training, etc.) and 
provide weekly 
summary of week’s 
activities 

Prepared in advance 
for the week and 
updated daily 

Providers planned to 
be seen for the week, 
including type of 
provider, provider 
segment, visit 
objectives, etc. 
Provides a summary of 
week’s activities that 
will feed into monthly 
report 

PSI Field 
Representatives 
complete weekly 

Field Representative sends 
copy of plan in advance of 
week to Supervisor and 
completes weekly 
summary at the end of 
week (can submit or 
compile for monthly 
report) 

Used by Field 
Representative to 
plan weekly activities 
and keep track of 
activities completed. 
 
Used by Supervisor 
to monitor weekly 
activities. 

4) Territory Description and Management 
4A 4 Week Calendar 

Cycle 
 

PSI Field 
Representatives 
place segmented 
providers on 
calendar to help 
them spend time 
with highest priority 
providers at the 
desired frequency to 
moved providers up 
the adoption 
stairway 

Used daily and 
updated as providers 
change segment or 
territory changes 
(Update at least 
twice per year) 

Best time and location 
to visit providers 

PSI Field 
Representatives 
through territory 
knowledge and PSI 
data 

Field Representative 
manager 

Used to plan daily 
provider visits 

4B Provider Tracking At-
a-Glance 

Track visit frequency 
to Top 50-100 
providers in territory 

Daily – Record date 
each time visit is 
made 

Provider name, 
segment, address, 
date of visit 

Field Representative 
fills in names of top 
providers and 
records date of each 
visit 

Tracking sheets are kept in 
PRF binder. 

Monitor visit 
frequency to top 
providers 

4C Provider Strategy 
Planner 

 
 

In-depth planning of 
provider visits and 
visit notes.  
Only for highest 
potential providers 
(approx 15-20 
providers) in a given 

In-depth strategy 
completed for each 
high potential 
provider once 
providers are 
identified.  
Update 

Provider name, 
position on adoption 
ladder, what is known 
about provider, needs 
assessment, value 
proposition, barriers, 
visit objective 

PSI Field 
Representatives 
completes based on 
information gathered 
during provider visits 
and value 
proposition created 

Provider Strategy Planner is 
filed in Provider 
Representative binder 
behind Health Facility Data 
Sheet for the given 
provider. 
Manager should receive 

Used by PSI Field 
Representatives to 
plan provider visits 
and record notes of 
each visit 
Used by Supervisor 
to coach and monitor 



health 
service/product area 

strategy/value 
propositions/etc. as 
needed 

to address providers’ 
needs 

and review a copy of each 
Strategy Planner to 
monitor usage and provide 
feedback on strategies. 

application of 
provider interactions 
techniques 

4D Health Facility Data 
Sheet 

 

Provide basic 
information on all 
health facilities 
covered by Field 
Representative. 
Health Facility Data 
Sheet should be 
placed into the GPS 
software  
 

Once for initial 
information 
gathering; 
 
On-going updates as 
necessary to ensure 
that it remains 
current 

Basic facility 
background 
information  
Facility volume: 
Potential of clients 
who can use PSI 
products for specific 
health area in the 
facility 

PSI Field 
Representatives 
completes 
information for each 
facility in their 
territory and checks 
accuracy of 
data/gathers 
additional 
information needed 
on an ongoing basis.  

Health Facility Data Sheets 
are kept in PSI Field 
Representatives binder 
filed under clinic, provider, 
pharmacy or health facility 
name.  
 

Information collected 
on Data Sheet can be 
used to inform 
provider 
segmentation.  
Used by PSI Field 
Representatives to 
plan visits, determine 
potential in terms of 
client flow 
 

4E Provider Visit Notes 
 

Record details of 
individual provider 
visits and plan for 
next visit.  Should be 
filled out for all 
network pharmacies 
and doctors. 

Review prior to each 
individual provider 
visit and complete at 
the end of each 
individual provider 
visit. 
 

Provider name, 
position on adoption 
ladder, date of visit, 
topics discussed, 
materials/samples 
provided, visit 
objective, 
objections/questions, 
success stories, 
objective for next visit 

Field Representative 
completes based on 
information gained 
from provider visits. 

Provider Visit Notes are 
filed in Field 
Representative binder 
behind Provider Profile 
Sheet or Provider Strategy 
Planner for the given 
provider. 
One copy is sent to MIS 
where data from top 
portion of form - Provider 
name, position on adoption 
ladder, date of visit, topics 
discussed, 
materials/samples 
provided  

Used by PSI Field 
Representatives to 
develop visit 
cycle/plan, prioritize 
high potential 
providers and plan 
individual visits to 
providers. 
 
Used by manager on 
field visits to monitor 
and coach PSI Field 
Representatives. 
 
 

4F Provider Database       
4G Provider Profiling       

5) Product Specific Information 
5A Features and Benefits 

for Femiplan IUD 
 

Provides examples of 
Femiplan IUD 
features and benefits 

Job aid/Reference 
tool and guide as 
needed. 
Update following 
Field Representative 
meetings and skill 
building refreshers; 
and manager field 
visits in order to 
share best practices 

Femiplan IUD features 
and benefits most 
valuable to providers 

Initial examples 
created during 
workshop. 
Additional examples 
should be added – 
leaned from manager 
field visits and skill 
building refreshers 

Example ‘cards’ with 
features/benefits should be 
reproduced, laminated and 
attached by a ring to serve 
as a portable job 
aid/reference tool. 
Cards should be distributed 
to each Field 
Representative and 
manager. 

Job aid for PSI Field 
Representatives in 
developing 
features/benefits for 
provider needs 
 



among PSI Field 
Representatives 

5B Femiplan IUD Value 
Proposition  

 

Provides examples of 
Femiplan IUD value 
propositions in 
response to most 
common provider 
needs -- developed 
by PSI Field 
Representatives 
during workshop 

Job aid/Reference 
tool and guide as 
needed. 
Update following 
Field Representative 
meetings and skill 
building refreshers; 
and manager field 
visits in order to 
share best practices 
among PSI Field 
Representatives 

Femiplan IUD value 
propositions in 
response to most 
common provider 
needs  
 

Initial examples 
created during 
workshop. 
Additional examples 
should be added – 
leaned from manager 
field visits and skill 
building refreshers  

Example ‘cards’ (4”x6”) 
with one value proposition 
per card should be 
reproduced, laminated and 
attached by a ring to serve 
as a portable job 
aid/reference tool. 
Cards should be distributed 
to each Field 
Representative and 
manager. 

Job aid for PSI Field 
Representatives in 
developing value 
propositions for 
provider needs 
Job aid for Managers 
in coaching  

5C Femiplan IUD 
Overcoming Obstacles  

 

Provides examples of 
responses /ways to 
handle common 
Femiplan IUD 
barriers  
 

 Job aid/Reference 
tool and guide as 
needed. 
Update following 
Field Representative 
meetings and skill 
building refreshers; 
and Manager field 
visits in order to 
share best practices 
among PSI Field 
Representatives 

Possible responses to 
most common 
provider barriers to 
Femiplan IUD 
 

Initial examples 
created during 
workshop. 
Additional examples 
should be added – 
gleaned from 
Manager field visits 
and skill building 
refreshers 

Example ‘cards’ (4”x6”) 
with one obstacle per card 
should be reproduced, 
laminated and attached by 
a ring to serve as a portable 
job aid/reference tool. 
Cards should be distributed 
to each QO and Manager. 

Used by PSI Field 
Representatives 
when planning visits 
(pre-call planning) to 
help handle 
objections with 
providers. 

5D PBCC Basic 
Communication 
Elements 

Helps management 
and PSI Field 
Representatives 
identify key provider 
behavior needed to 
change for each 
product/service then 
create solutions to 
move provider up 
the Adoption 
Stairway  

     

6) Marketing Support 
6A Insert Global 

Communication Tools 
      

7)  Information Sharing 
7A National Quarterly 

Meeting Overview 
      

7B 5-Day PBCC Workshop 
(Initial Training) 

      



7B 2-Day 
Segmentation/Prioriti
zation Workshop 

      

7C Openers -Refresher 
Training 

      

7D Uncovering Provider 
Needs -Refresher 
Training 

      

7E Value Propositions -
Refresher Training 

      

7F Overcoming 
Obstacles/Objections 
– Refresher Training 

      

7G Closing -Refresher 
Training 

      

7H Planning – Refresher 
Training 

      

7I Product Technical 
Knowledge Training 
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A 

Pre-Workshop Preparation Guide for Facilitators 

 Provider Behavior Change Communications  

Initial Skills Building Workshop 

 
Welcome to the Pre-Workshop Preparation Guide for the Provider Behavior Change Communications Initial Skills Building Workshop!  
 
PSI has created this Pre-Workshop Preparation Guide to help you plan for, organize and implement an effective provider behavior change 
communications workshop from start to finish. This guide is divided into three key sections: Introduction and Workshop Goals, Structure of the 
Workshop and Planning and Preparation: Before the Workshop. At the end of this document you will find the Facilitation Guides for each Session of 
the Workshop. The Facilitation Guides include a step-by-step breakdown of the talking points, activities, exercises and tools needed to facilitate 
each session.  
 
Through your role as Facilitator, you will have the opportunity to develop and build upon the communications skills of platform staff to change 
provider behavior, improve health outcomes and achieve project goals. You will engage didactic and interactive learning activities to teach staff 
specialized communications techniques for influencing provider behaviors.  
 
Be sure to read through the entire Pre-Workshop Preparation Guide before facilitating a provider behavior change communications workshop. 
Depending on the size, scope and stage of your platform’s provider behavior change communications program, preparation work can take up to 
two weeks to complete before a workshop can be conducted.  
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1. Introduction and Workshop Goals 
 

I. What is Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC)? 

Provider Behavior Change Communications (PBCC) are one-to-one interactions between PSI Field Representatives and providers that are designed 
to positively influence provider behaviors by providing individualized solutions to both needs and barriers to behavior change. 

The overall vision of PBCC is called the “Provider Experience.” The Provider Experience between PSI Representative and Providers is one that is 
consultative in nature; anchored upon open, two-way dialogue; and assists the provider in delivering high quality, optimal care to Sara and her 
family. PBCC is more than providing product information or selling product. 

Four Pillars guide the Provider Experience: Knowledge, Relevance, Balance and Service. 

 

a. Knowledge – Knowledge refers to having a high level of Technical Knowledge as 
well as knowledge of the provider’s individual clinic, their biases, needs and 
motivations to performing the desired behavior.  

b. Relevance – Relevance means providing solutions tailored to individual provider’s 
needs and barriers to behavior change. By tailoring our approach to each provider 
based on our knowledge of the provider, we will ultimately be more successful in 
changing the provider’s behavior.  

c. Balance – Balance means we demonstrate a genuine focus on helping providers help Sara. We must balance PSI’s needs (project 
deliverables, impact goals, reporting requirements) with provider needs and capabilities as well as respecting Sara’s choice of the 
services she receives.  

d. Service – Service means we consistently anticipate the needs of providers and exceed their expectations regarding the timeliness and 
quality of the solutions provided.  We build long-lasting and productive relationships with providers. 
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PBCC is only one part of comprehensive provider behavior change interventions which may also include training, supportive supervision, non-
monetary incentives, time of service delivery reminders and local opinion leaders programs. 

Who can use PBCC skills? 

PBCC skills can be used by any PSI staff that interacts with health care providers, ranging from drug sellers and pharmacists to more specialized 
providers such as OB/GYNs and everyone in between. 

If PSI staff is speaking with network and/or non-network providers about providing IUDs, misoprostol, or any other PSI health products or services, 
they are already doing a form of PBCC, though the interaction may not be employing PBCC techniques. 

PBCC techniques take an individualized approach to changing provider behaviors by identifying where individual providers lie on the behavior 
change adoption stairway and their individual needs, motivations and barriers to adopting the desired behavior. 

PBCC techniques also prioritize providers based on business potential and current behavior to optimize reach and frequency to the highest 
potential providers and maximize resources and return on investment. 

Who can benefit from this workshop? 

Any PSI staff that interacts with providers (medical detailers, franchise support staff, field staff, etc. – collectively referred to throughout this 
curriculum as “Field Representative” or “Field Rep”), their managers and supervisors; and marketing and communications staff responsible for 
developing provider communications materials; can benefit from and should participate in this workshop. 

II.    Workshop Goals 

The goal of this workshop is to improve the quality, consistency, and efficiency of the platform’s Provider Behavior Change Communications.  

Immediate Goals 

Upon completion of the workshop, participants will be able to: 

1. Segment and prioritize highest potential providers for maximum health impact 
2. Develop individual Provider Behavior Change Strategies  
3. Demonstrate basic feature and benefits selling skills 
4. Uncover individual provider needs 
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5. Develop and deliver effective solutions to the most common provider needs 
6. Overcome most common barriers to the desired behavior 
7. Deliver an effective provider visit to evoke behavior change 

 

PREREQUISITE FOR PARTICIPANTS:  

Medical/Technical/Product Knowledge  

The PBCC Initial Skills Building Curriculum will build Field Rep communications skills. Sessions DO NOT include training on medical or 
technical/product knowledge. 

A pre-requisite for this workshop includes ‘certification’ in medical/technical/product knowledge of the given health area – meaning participants 
must have already completed medical/technical/product training and passed all required post-tests before attending this workshop. In addition, 
any new staff without prior experience visiting providers should have completed field visits with existing field staff to observe provider visits. 

Facilitation Guides focus on IUD Insertion 

The sessions, activities, examples, and job aids in this facilitation guide are focused on the desired behavior of IUD insertion service provision. 

These can be adapted, however, to any health area, service or product by identifying those features and benefits, common needs and barriers to 
the desired behavior for that health area, service or product, and having participants develop solutions to needs and barriers. PBCC managers, 
marketing teams, health services teams and technical advisors should meet prior to the workshop for any new product, service or health area to 
develop the Adoption Stairway, features and benefits, value propositions and obstacle handling for the product, service or health area using the 
PBCC Creating Foundational Elements Facilitator Guide.  

2. Workshop Structure 
 

I. Time Requirements 

Preparation: To maximize effectiveness, at least one week of preparation time is required. This includes pre-workshop assessments, initial field 
visit observation and development of PBCC Foundational Elements for the given product, service or health area, handouts and activities, as needed. 
Much of this work can be done by distance but at least one day of field visits and one-day pre-workshop brief with senior management should be 
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planned for in-country. If provider interactions are new to your program or the health area/service/product is new, small provider focus groups 
discussions or provider interviews will be required to identify common provider needs and obstacles to performing the desired behavior and create 
sample provider profiles for use in the workshop. You will also need to allow for translations in local language, if necessary, for slides, job aids and 
cards used in activities. 

Workshop: The workshop is designed to take place over 5 days. This includes 3.5 days of facilitated training, one day for a field practicum or video 
role plays and at least half a day for a debrief session following field visits. The length of the workshop will vary depending on the number of 
participants, time available and needs of your provider behavior change communications program. As a Facilitator, you will work with managers, 
supervisors and field staff at the platform to identify the needs of the platform and adjust the curriculum as needed. Much of this information will 
come from the pre-workshop assessments, discussed in detail in the Pre-Workshop Preparation section of this guide.  

Maximum number participants are suggested at 12-15 participants to ensure effective practice sessions and optimum flow of the workshop. 

II. Workshop Curriculum for Initial PBCC Skills Building 

The Initial Provider Behavior Change Communications Skills Building Curriculum is presented in a workshop comprising 11 sessions shown below. 
For each session, comprehensive facilitation instructions are included in the Facilitation Guides.  Each session builds upon the skills taught during 
the previous session.  

• Welcome and Introduction 
• What is Provider Behavior Change  

Communications? 
• Planning 
• Features and Benefits 
• Uncovering Provider Needs 

 

 

 

 

• Creating and Delivering Solutions: The Value Proposition 
• Overcoming Barriers to Change 
• Putting It All Together 
• Conducting Field Visits (Option A) OR 
• Facilitating Video Role Plays (Option B) 
• Debrief and Wrap-Up Session 
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III. Sample Workshop Agenda 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome and Review 
of Day 3 (Estimated 
Time Needed: 30 
minutes)  

                ------ 

Putting It All Together 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 3 hours)  

 ------ 

 

Field Visits or Video 
Role Plays (4 hours) 

 

 

 

 

Welcome and 
Introduction 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: I hour) 

                     ------ 

What is Provider 
Behavior Change 
Communications? 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 2 hours) 

                   ------ 

Planning  
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 3.5 hours) 

                    ------ 

 

    
  Day 1 

 

Welcome and Review 
of Day 1 (Estimated 
Time Needed: 30 
minutes) 

                     ------ 

Basic Selling Skills 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 3 hours) 

Uncovering Provider 
Needs (Estimated Time 
Needed: 2 hours) 

                   ------ 

Creating and Delivering 
Solutions: Value 
Propositions 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 1 hours) 

 

 

    
  Day 2 

 

Welcome and review 
of Day 2 (Estimated 
Time Needed: 30 
minutes) 

                     ------ 

Creating and Delivering 
Solutions: Value 
Proposition Cont. 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 4 hours) 

----- 

Overcoming Barriers 
and Handling 
Objections to Change 
(Estimated Time 
Needed: 4 hours) 

 

 

 

 

    
  Day 3 

    
  Day 4 

 

Field Visits or Video 
Role Plays (continued, 
if necessary) – (4 
hours) 

 

Field Visit Debrief (one 
hour) 

Workshop Wrap-Up 
and Evaluations 

(1-2 hours) 

 

    
  Day 5 
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3. Planning and Preparation: Before the Workshop 

 

I. Pre-Workshop Assessments 

Prior to the workshop, a series of assessments should be conducted to provide key information on the existing provider behavior change 
communications program (if applicable), specific information about providers and overall program goals and objectives. All assessments are 
included as Annexes to this Preparation Guide. 

• Pre-Workshop Assessment (Annex 1) 
o This assessment should be completed at the start of your preparation phase (at least 2-3 weeks before the workshop).  
o For External Facilitators providing Short-term Technical Assistance, this assessment can be completed via interview by Skype or by 

an in-country counterpart by email.  
 

• Pre-workshop Desk Review 
o In addition to the information collected during the assessment, you should also collect and review relevant program documents, 

listed below, BEFORE arriving at the platform: 
• Program Logframe or Health Impact Plan 
• DELTA Marketing Plan 
• Proposal (new programs only) 
• Program Workplan and Project Deliverables 
• Territory management tools used by Field Reps 
• Field Rep reporting tools, MIS forms related to provider visits currently in use 
• Organizational chart or team structure, supervisory structure 
• Communications materials for providers and consumers 
• Any existing provider and consumer research 

 
Pre-workshop Provider Focus Group Discussions 
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Small focus group discussions with providers may be conducted to identify beliefs, motivations, needs and barriers to performing the desired 
behavior. These are optional and, if used, should be conducted well before the workshop. The country program may have existing provider 
research as well as anecdotal evidence from Field Reps that can be used to inform workshop content and activities. Observations from Facilitator 
field visits and Field Rep interviews should also be used to inform workshop content and activities. 

 

Pre-Workshop Field Visits 
 

o At least 1-2 field visits to providers in country should be conducted as part of the pre-workshop assessment. Field visits should be 
arranged with a couple of different Field Reps representing a sampling of staff and/or territory circumstances.  

o Facilitator should be a silent observer of these visits and Field Reps should conduct the visit as they normally would. 
o The objective of the field visit is two-fold – to observe the current practice of Field Reps when conducting provider visits and to learn 

more about provider perceptions, needs and obstacles to performing the desired behavior. The more exposure you have to 
challenging situations the better equipped you will be to design the workshop to the program’s needs.  Staff should be advised to 
take you to a variety of facilities – not just the winners and not just the difficult ones but some of both.   

o Inform staff that the Facilitator is there to observe and better understand the operating environment, current PBCC practices, 
providers’ perceptions regarding service provision, IUDs, etc. in short, the realities of the field. The Facilitator is NOT there to 
evaluate the Field Rep or project performance or talk to the provider, though you may ask the provider some questions at the end of 
the visit after the Field Rep has finished to better understand the current environment.   

o While in the field, use the Field Observation Guide (Annex 2) to guide your observation.   
 

• Individual In-Depth Interview with PSI Field Staff (Annex 3) 
o Interview at least two Field Reps that conduct provider visits and will attend the workshop.  (This can be done during the field visits 

above or separately.) 
o Use your findings from this assessment to guide and inform the customization of the workshop curriculum. 
o Note: Although much of this information is requested in the Pre-Workshop Assessment Annex 1, this tool will allow Facilitator to 

obtain the views, opinions, and impressions of the intervention from field staff. 
 

II. Materials Needed for the Workshop 
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Provider Profile Card 

The Facilitator will need to prepare the following materials adapted to the specific country context prior to the workshop, informed by field visits 
and existing provider research/anecdotal information, to be used in activities during the sessions noted: 

 1. Session 3: Provider Profile Cards 
 2. Session 5: Open vs Closed Questions 
 3. Session 5: Role Play Cards 
 
In addition, the Facilitator will need the following materials for participants’ use throughout the workshop: 
 4. Visual Aids (introduced in Session 4) 
 5. Territory Management Tools (introduced in Session 3 and used throughout) 

 

1. Session 3: Provider Profile Cards 

Provider Profile Cards will be used in Session 3: Planning. Participants will organize and group Provider Profile 
Cards in a modified Boston Consulting Group Prioritization Matrix introduced in Session 3, as a sample exercise in 
segmenting and prioritizing providers and planning a call routing cycle. 

 

Creating Provider Profile Cards:  

• To ensure these cards accurately represent the providers in your territories and country, review 
provider profiling surveys or use your field experience to identify key information on provider 
background and existing product/service knowledge and practice. Use provider types found in the 
country, geographic target areas of the program, and change provider names to match the local 
context. 
 

• Make sure to diversify the profiles. Include a mix of providers that will fit in each segment of the 
Prioritization Matrix – with more providers falling in the high business potential segments. Include 
providers in every stage of the adoption ladder and include some that could fit possibly in more than 
one segment. The objective of this exercise is for Field Reps to use judgment in segmenting and 
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prioritizing providers and demonstrate the fluidity and flexibility of this process – it is not an exact science. 

• For the purposes of this workshop, create approximately 12
Sample Provider profile cards to your local context and related to the health product or service you will focus on during the Workshop.
Sample Provider Profile Cards that have been used in previous workshops are provided in Session 3 as examples.

2. Session 5: Open vs Closed Questions

Review the open and closed questions contained in this activity for country context appropriateness. Few or no changes should be necessary. 

3. Session 5: Role Play Cards

Provider Role Play Cards will be used in Session 5: Uncovering Provider Needs. Participants will use these cards in role-plays to practice using open-
ended questions to uncover and identify provider needs. You will need to adapt these role play cards to the local context and health product or 
service you will focus on during the workshop. 

Creating Role Play Cards: 

• Provider Cards should include information about the provider and a need that must be addressed in order for the provider to perform the
desired behavior.   Needs should be based on the common needs of providers in that country. The participant playing the role of provider

Provider Role Play Cards 
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will use this card and not share the information with the Field Rep unless the Med Rep/Field Staff asks effective open-ended questions to 
illicit the information. 
                                                                

• The Field Rep Card will include some information about the provider but it will not include the provider’s need. The participant who is 
playing the role of Field Rep will have to ask open-ended questions to uncover the need of the Provider listed on the Provider card.  

 
• Make sure to diversify the profiles. Cover all relevant provider types (ANM, GP, OB/GYN, Counselor, Pharmacist, Chemist, etc.), settings and 

geographic areas. If you have providers at each stage of the adoption ladder, be sure to include profile prototypes to represent all provider 
types.                                                                                                                            
                             

• For the purposes of this workshop, create approximately 4 provider role-play card pairs. Examples used in workshops in Nepal and Laos are 
provided in the PBCC Session 3 Materials folder in Drop box.  The Facilitator can modify and adapt these to the needs of your country or 
program. 

 

4. Visual Aids 

Visual aids are used by Field Reps to guide and support the dialogue with providers. Visual 
aids are not left behind with providers. Visual aids will be used during the workshop during 
role plays and activities to allow Field Reps ample time to practice using them. 

Sample IUD and Post-abortion Care Provider Visual Aids are available on KIX: 
http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973 

Other sample Visual Aids will be available soon, check the KIX link. 

These Visual Aids are ready to be adapted to your program by adding: 
 

o High quality country specific photographs. 
o Translation into local languages. 
o Your product name (the brand under which you are marketing it) should be 

inserted in place of “Copper T 380A IUCD” if different. 

http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973
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o Your country-specific pack shots should be inserted in place of the “filler” pack shot in the template.
o Abbreviated prescribing information for your specific product must be inserted at the end.  You should be able to get this from your

product manufacturer.
o Name and location of the manufacturer of the product you are marketing must be inserted where indicated in the template (IFPMA

requirement).
o Your company name, logo, and address must be inserted where indicated (IFPMA requirement).
o It is preferable that you insert information about where providers can get training in the space provided on the back page.
o Programs are responsible for ensuring that it also complies with local regulations and make revisions or additions to the detailing

folder accordingly.

PSI’s Global Medical Director or Technical Advisors must approve medical content of all visual aids. Visual Aid Template Instructions can be 
accessed on KIX within the Communications and Materials Development quadrant of the toolkit 
(http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973). Contact James Ayers at jayers@psi.org for further information. 

If the program has not produced a Visual Aid for the health product or service, a self-study guide to creating Visual Aids is also available in the KIX 
toolkit.  

Visual Aids should be produced prior to the Workshop. 

Visual Aids should be made available in either mock-up or final versions for use during the workshop. 

Each Participant should receive one copy of the visual aid during Session 4: Features and Benefits Selling. 

5. Territory Management Tools

A basic suite of Territory Management Tools is included in this Curriculum. 

These tools are the basic tools required to manage a Field Rep territory. All of the information on these tools can be entered into an MIS system to 
monitory frequency of visits to providers, topics of the visit, progression on the adoption ladder and quality of visits during supervisor field visits.  

These tools should not replace any existing territory management tools but should be used to inform and adapt existing tools. Facilitator should 
work with managers and supervisors prior to workshop to adapt and modify tools.  The Territory Management Tool Matrix presented in this toolkit 
gives a description of each tool and its use. 

http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973
mailto:mwarsh@psi.org
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Most Territory Management Tools will be introduced in Session 3: Planning. 

The “Provider Strategy Planner” Tool was developed specifically for the skills presented in this workshop. The “Provider Strategy Planner” will be 
used throughout the workshop so that field staff will have hands on practice using this tool. After the workshop, participants will use the “Provider 
Strategy Planner” to create individual strategies for the top 10-20 most important (highest potential) providers in their territories. This tool should 
not be significantly modified or changed. 

The “Field Visit Coaching Guide” will be introduced in Session 8: Putting It All Together. 

 

III. Field Rep Job Aids 

Sample Field Rep Job Aids for the key skills covered in the Curriculum are included for the Facilitator’s use.  Sample Job Aids include examples of 
Features and Benefits of IUDs, Value Propositions to the most common provider needs related to IUDs 
and sample responses for Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling to the most common provider 
objections to providing IUD services.  

These Sample Job Aids are intended for the Facilitator to assist he/she in more effectively facilitating 
these sessions. Do NOT distribute the Sample Job Aids to participants. During the workshop, 
participants will develop, in their own words, Features and Benefits, Value Propositions and responses 
to Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling that are appropriate for their context. Field Rep Job Aids for 
other health products and services can be accessed on KIX within the Communications and Materials 
Development quadrant of the toolkit (http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973). 

At the end of each session, the Facilitator should collect the participant developed Features and Benefits, Value Propositions and responses to 
Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling, edit as necessary and type these into the Sample Job Aid template. These customized job aids resulting 
from participants own work should then be distributed to workshop participants at the end of the workshop as reference tools. Additional job aids 
include the Adoption Ladder to Provider Behavior Change Communications Handout. 

 

1. Features and Benefits Job Aid (Session 4) 

http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973
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Features and Benefits Job Aid is used in Session 4 Basic Selling Skills.  

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand the Features and Benefits of the IUD to assist in the facilitation of this session and 
share one or two examples with participants.  The Facilitator should not distribute the Features and Benefits Sample Job Aid included in this toolkit  
-- participants will create Value Propositions in their own words using the resources available to them to address the most common provider needs 
in their context during this session.  

At the end of Session 4, the Facilitator will collect the participant created Features and Benefits and create a job aid using the template used in the 
examples, adding any additional features and benefits generated during the session and using the participants own words. The Facilitator will then 
distribute the customized Features and Benefits Job Aids to all participants at the end of the workshop as a reference tool. It would be helpful to 
print each slide of Features and Benefits on a 4”x 6” card, laminate and bind for easy reference in the field. 
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2. Value Proposition Job Aid (Session 6) 

Value Proposition Job Aid is used in Session 6 Creating and Delivering Solutions: 
The Value Proposition.  

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand the Value 
Proposition to assist in the facilitation of this session and share one or two 
examples with participants.  The Facilitator should not distribute the Value 
Proposition Sample Job Aid included in this toolkit -- participants will create 
Value Propositions in their own words using the resources available to them to 
address the most common provider needs in their context during this session.  

At the end of Session 6, the Facilitator will collect the participant created Value 
Propositions and create a job aid using the template used in the examples, 
adding specific provider needs as necessary and using the participants own 
words in the Value Propositions. The Facilitator will then distribute the 
customized Value Proposition Job Aids to all participants at the end of the workshop as a reference tool. It would be helpful to print each Value 
Proposition on a 4”x 6” card, laminate and bind for easy reference in the field. 

 

  
1. Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling Job Aid (Session 7) 

Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling Job Aid Examples are used in Session 7 Overcoming 
Barriers and Handling Objections to Change. 

The Facilitator will use these examples to better understand Overcoming Barriers/Objection 
Handling to assist in facilitation of this session and share one or two examples with 
participants.  The Facilitator should not distribute the Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling 
Sample Job Aid included in this toolkit -- participants will create responses to Overcoming 
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Barriers/Objection Handling in their own words using the resources available to them to address the most common provider barriers and 
objections in their context during this session.  

At the end of Session 7, the Facilitator will collect the participant created responses Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling and create a job aid 
using the template used in the examples, adding any other specific provider barriers and objections generated during the workshop and using the 
participants own words in the responses. The Facilitator will then distribute the customized Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling Job Aids to all 
participants at the end of the workshop as a reference tool. It would be helpful to print each response to Overcoming Barriers/Objection Handling 
on a 4”x 6” card, laminate and bind for easy reference in the field. 

 

III. Medical/Technical/Product Knowledge Training 

These sessions will build communications skills. Sessions do not include training on medical or technical/product knowledge. 

A pre-requisite for this workshop includes ‘certification’ in medical/technical/product knowledge of the given health area – meaning participants 
must have already completed medical/technical/product training and passed all required post-tests before attending this workshop. In addition, 
any new staff without prior experience visiting providers should have completed field visits with existing field staff to observe provider visits. 

In addition, all participants must be familiar with all elements of the PSI program they are working on (goals, objectives, outputs, activities and 
target audience). Participants must be aware of the specific benefits and support they can offer to providers to meet their needs; these will vary by 
program and platform. Examples of these benefits include: free IUD insertion equipment, free autoclaves, Supportive Supervision Visits by PSI 
medical staff to ensure provider is comfortable and fit for inserting IUDs, fully-funded Clinic Outreach Assistants to support infection prevention 
efforts, demand creation, free clinic renovation, etc.  

Note to External TA Facilitators: Communicate the importance of this background knowledge to your platform counterpart as soon as you agree to 
facilitate a workshop.  

For technical knowledge around the product, service or behavior you will focus on, below are links to various toolkits and online courses with 
essential information on each area. This Provider behavior change communications Workshop How-To Guide focuses on IUDs and Medical Abortion 
and includes some technical information on features and benefits; however, the workshop will need to be adapted by the Facilitator to other 
products and services in the future. 

• IUD Toolkit: http://www.k4health.org/toolkits/iud/essential-knowledge-5 

http://www.k4health.org/toolkits/iud/essential-knowledge-5
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• Global Health e-Learning Center (USAID): http://www.globalhealthlearning.org/login.cfm 
 
 

IV. Logistics (Materials, Equipment, Slides, Handouts and Activities) 

For this workshop, you will need the following: 

Materials 

• 2 Flipchart Stands 
• 4 Flipchart Books 
• Markers (at least 1 per participant, plus extra for Facilitator) 
• Tape (You will hang up all flipchart pages and written work of participants on the walls to refer to throughout the training) 
• 3-ring binder for every participant 

Equipment 

• Projector for Slideshow 
• Computer 
• Necessary IT equipment to connect computer to projector 

Slides 

For each session of the workshop, there are sets of slides that can be used to guide your discussion and provide a visual for participants. You may 
need to have these translated into local language – allow for ample time. Review all slides before sending for translation and using during sessions. 
You will need to update some slides to reflect the specific country and program.  

Best practice for this workshop is to use flipcharts instead of slides – to illustrate and build upon concepts with participants rather than telling 
participants to enhance learning and retention. Instructions for doing so are in the Facilitator’s guides. Still, slides are provided for those that would 
like to use the slides to reinforce the concepts presented and guide the session. 

Translation 

http://www.globalhealthlearning.org/login.cfm
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All materials, handouts, exercises and slides provided in this Preparation Guide and Facilitator’s Guides are in English. Translation of all 
materials may be required depending on the working language of your platform. Factor this into the timing when planning your workshop. 
Also, some materials in French already exist. Contact James Ayers at jayers@psi.org for French materials, if needed.  

V. Participants 

When selecting participants for your workshop, consider three groups of key people: 

• Those involved in provider interactions:  Detailers, Franchise Team, Quality Assurance Team, etc.
• Their Supervisors and Managers. It is absolutely critical that Supervisors and Managers attend the entire workshop so that they can coach

and support Field Teams on PBCC skills.
• Members of program support teams, such as Communications and Marketing, to inform support and marketing materials targeting

providers

If you are not based at the platform, consult your platform counterpart to determine who should participate in the training. 

Maximum number of participants: 12-15 participants 

VI. Room Set Up

This is a very interactive workshop requiring extensive group work, activities and discussions. Preferred room set up is round tables seating 4-5 
participants each or smaller.  U-shape can also be used if necessary. Avoid classroom style rows. 

VII. Post-Workshop Field Visits

• One of the most exciting parts of the workshop is putting the skills to the test. After all of the sessions have been covered, participants will
visit providers to utilize their new skills.

• Each participant should have the opportunity to conduct a provider visits and observe another participant conducting a provider visit.

• Logistics for the field visits should begin at least two-three weeks in advance of the workshop including:
 Providers to be visited
 Requesting permission from provider and other authorities as required
 Specific times to visit providers, if needed
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 Renting a vehicle or mode of transport, if needed 
 Schedule 

 
• The Facilitator will accompany participants on some of the visits to supervise and coach, but will not be communicating with providers. It 

will not be possible for the Facilitator to be present on each visit. Based on observations during the workshop, Facilitator should pair 
participants evenly so that those with stronger skills sets can help others. It is highly recommended that Managers and Supervisors also 
attend these visits to practice observing and coaching of communications skills. 

• Details can be found in Session 9: Field Visits. 
 
If field visits are not possible due to logistical constraints, video recorded role plays can be substituted. Details can be found in Session 10: 
Video Role Plays. 

 

VIII. Workshop Tips 

Tip 1: Morning Recap Activities 
Every morning, it is suggested to start the day off with a recap of the lessons learned from the previous day. The activity described below is 
one way to conduct a recap, however, if you know of another activity unique to your country please adapt the activity as you wish! 

 
Before the Day Begins: Write 10 questions related to the previous day’s important lessons learned on small pieces of white paper. 
Sample questions listed for Day 1 recap are below:  

1. What are the four steps in a planning cycle? 
2. What makes a good plan? 
3. Describe the 80/20 rule. Why is this important for our planning? 
4. What is provider behavior change communications? 
5. Who can receive a medical detail? 
6. Who can deliver a medical detail? 

 
At the Start of the Session: 
1. Place all pre-written questions into a bag or box.  
2. Have 1 or 2 people from each table pull a piece of folded paper out of the box. 
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3. Ask the person to read the question aloud and answer to the best of their ability. If they do not know the answer, their table can 
help them.  

 
Recap Activity Prizes: Be sure to have small prizes on hand to incentivize and reward participants for participation, correct answers 
and effort. Other Facilitators have used chocolate, candy bars, key chains, or other small, inexpensive gifts as prizes.  

 

 
Tip 2: Morning Ice Breakers  
Each morning, conduct a short activity with participants to wake people up and get them ready to be an active participant. Suggested 
activity: 

Morning Activity: Give each participant a piece of paper and a marker. Ask each participant to draw a picture of how they are feeling    
this morning. Participants will stand up, show their picture and explain how it represents what they are feeling today. Tape all 
drawings on the wall. 

Tip 3: Daily Agenda 
At the beginning of every day write the agenda for the day on a flipchart, including duration of each session, morning and afternoon tea 
breaks and lunch.  
 
Tip 4: Energize your Participants  
Incorporate short exercises into your workshop between sessions, after lunch and breaks to get people re-energized. Sitting for 8 hours a 
day trying to absorb information can be tough. Feel free to use activities you like. Examples of exercises include: 
 

o Musical chairs: Set up a ring of chairs (one less than the total number of participants, i.e. 20 participants = 19 chairs) and have 
participants walk in a circle around the chairs. Play music while they are walking. Stop the music whenever you choose. When the 
music stops, all participants need to find a seat. Whoever is left standing is out! 

o Freeze Dance: Play some music and have participants dance in the room. When the music stops, everyone must freeze. Whoever 
moves during the “freeze period” is out! 

o Other energizer resources can be found here : http://kix.psi.org/display/cb/Energizers 

 

http://kix.psi.org/display/cb/Energizers
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IX. List of Session Materials and  

Note: All of the handouts required for this workshop are included with each module, or listed as “Accompanying Slides” or “Accompanying 
Materials” on the KIX toolkit pages. 

Session Session Material and Appendices Copy Instructions Pre-Workshop Revisions 
Session 2 2.1 Adoption Stairway Handout 1 per participant Translation, if needed. 
Session 3 3.1 Sample Provider Profile Cards- Laos 

3.2 Sample Provider Profile Cards- Nepal 
 

4-5 sets of cards.  
Cards must be cut on 
dotted line. Keep all 
the cards of one set 
together. Each 
participant group will 
receive one set.         

Review all provider profiles and adapt to 
providers in country of workshop  
Translation, if needed. 

Session 3 Territory Management Tools: 
3.3 Health Facility Data Sheet 
3.4 Provider Strategy Planner 
3.5 Provider Visit History  
3.6 Provider Visit Notes 
3.7 Weekly Planner 
3.8 Monthly Report 
3.9 Field Coaching Guide 

1 per participant Review with Managers/Supervisors, 
adapt as needed. 
Translation, if needed. 

Session 4 4.1 IUD Visual Aid 
(Workshop can be conducted with existing visual aid. If 
none, can adapt the visual aid found on KIX 
http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973 

1 per participant -Translation into local languages. 
-Your product name (the brand under 
which you are marketing it) should be 
inserted in place of “Copper T 380A 
IUCD” if different. 
-Your country-specific pack shots should 
be inserted in place of the “filler” pack 
shot in the template. 
-Abbreviated prescribing information for 
your specific product must be inserted at 
the end.  You should be able to get this 
from your product manufacturer.  
-Name and location of the manufacturer 

http://kix.psi.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=78118973
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of the product you are marketing must be 
inserted where indicated in the template 
(IFPMA requirement). 
-Your company name, logo, and address 
must be inserted where indicated (IFPMA 
requirement). 
-It is preferable that you insert 
information about where providers can 
get training in the space provided on the 
back page. 
-Programs are responsible for ensuring 
that it also complies with local 
regulations and make revisions or 
additions to the detailing folder 
accordingly. 
 

Session 4 4.2 Features and Benefits Job Aid – post workshop 1 set per participant Prepare customized Features and 
Benefits Job Aid after this session using 
the Features and Benefits developed by 
participants. 
Translate if needed. 

Session 5 5.1 Open Vs Closed Questions Activity Each sheet contains 2 
sets of questions. 
1 sheet for every 2 
participants. 
Cut sheet on dotted 
line but keep question 
sets together. 

Translate if needed. 

Session 5 5.2 Sample Role Play Cards Nepal 
5.3 Sample Role Play Cards Laos 

Each sheet contains a 
set of 3 roles plays. 
Make 7-8 copies of 
each sheet.  
Role play cards must 
be cut on the dotted 

Adapt as necessary to local context. 
Translated as needed. 
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lines. 
Keep corresponding 
Provider/Field Rep 
cards together in each 
set of 3 role plays. 

Session 6 6.1 Value Proposition Job Aid – post workshop 1 set per participant Prepare customized Value Proposition 
Job Aid after this session using the 
Features and Benefits developed by 
participants. 
Translate if needed. 

Session 7 7.1 Overcoming Obstacles/Objection Handling Job Aid 
– post workshop 

1 set per participant Prepare customized Overcoming 
Obstacles/Objection Handling Job Aid 
after this session using the Overcoming 
Obstacles/Objection Handling developed 
by participants. 
Translate if needed. 

Session 9 9.1 Visit Structure Word Search Game and Solution 1 per participant Translation may be difficult for this 
exercise.  

Session 9 9.2 Field Visit Coaching Guide 
9.3 PBCC Field Coaching Guide 

1 per participant Translate if needed. 

Session 13 13.1 Recap Activity 1 per workshop  
Print questions and 
cut and fold each 
piece of paper so that 
there is one question 
per piece of paper. 

Review all questions listed to recap 
workshop lessons. Note: Some questions 
include participant names and references 
to specific products. Make changes as 
needed. 
Translation, if needed. 
Prepare a prize for the winning team! 
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Annex 1: PBCC Pre - Workshop Assessment 
 
 

SEE ATTACHED FILE 
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Annex 2: PSI Field Observation Guide 

Field Visit Details 
1. PSI Field Rep Name: 
2. Date: 
3. Location:  
4. Role: 

Observation Topics 
Observation during the field day should focus on the following areas: 

1) Organization 
• Does the Field Rep have a clear plan for the day? 

• What preparation is done prior to each visit?  

• Is the mix of providers being visited appropriate (type, apparent size of practice, etc.)? 

• How/Why were these providers selected for today’s visit? 

2) Communication Environment 
• How big is each clinic?  How many rooms?  How many staff members? 

• What type of facility is it (e.g., in-network, non-network private, public; hospital vs. 
midwife clinic…)? 

• Does it appear to be busy?  Are there patients waiting? 

• What is the state of equipment/supplies at the facility? 

• How are records kept?  Are these records shared with PSI? 

3) Relationships 
• Is the Field Rep familiar with each provider? 

• Does the Field Rep appear to have a strong relationship with each provider? 

o Provider makes time for conversation 

o Provider or Field Rep references previous visits 

• Do the providers have specific questions for the Field Rep?  Do they treat him/her as an 
expert advisor? 

4) Communications Approach 
• How does the Field Rep engage the provider?  (i.e., small talk first, or directly starting to 

talk about PSI products) 
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• Is the Field Rep knowledgeable on the product? Can he/she answer provider’s 
product/service-related questions? 

• Is the Field Rep actively aiming to identify and address unmet needs? 

• Does the Field Rep ask for a commitment from the provider (to try the product, use the 
product, pursue training, etc.)? 

• If/when the provider objects to an offer does the Field Rep deliver a relevant, effective 
solution?  

• Does the Field Rep engage with additional stakeholders (e.g., assistants, family 
members, counselors) at the facility? 

• Does the Field Rep make use of visual aids, brochures, leave-behinds, or other 
marketing collateral? 

• Does the Field Rep commit to specific follow-ups when objections or needs haven’t 
been resolved? 

• Does the Field Rep take notes after each provider visit? Does the Field Rep use any 
territory management tools? 

• How does the Field Rep decide which providers to visit and how often? 
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Annex 3 Individual Field Rep In-Depth Interview 

The following topics/questions should be discussed with the Field Rep during the time spent in 
the field.  This does not need to occur as a formal interview at the end of the day.  

1) Program Background and Provider behavior change communications Role 
• Please describe the reproductive health program / PSI’s reproductive health program in 

your country, in terms of its history and recent progress, objectives and metrics, and 
performance. 

• What are the most important goals and/or objectives of the reproductive health 
program in your country?   

• How does provider behavior change communications help you accomplish those 
objectives?   

• What provider behavior change communications activities do you engage in currently, if 
any? 

2) IUDs  
• For what purpose(s) are IUDs currently used in your country?  What alternatives exist, 

and which are most commonly relied upon? 

• How would you describe general attitudes and perceptions toward IUDs among 
providers?  Among retailers and other stakeholders?  Among society as a whole? 

• How would you describe access to IUDs?  Are most healthcare workers aware of IUDs as 
an option and trained in insertion?  Is cost a significant barrier? 

• How many IUD insertions vs. other methods of family planning do your providers, on 
average, perform? 

• What are the challenges faced by providers in providing IUD services? How do you 
respond to them? 

• What messages do you find most helpful today to influence IUD usage in your country? 

3) Misoprostol  
• For what purpose(s) is misoprostol currently used in your country?  What alternatives 

exist, and which are most commonly relied upon? 

• How would you describe awareness of misoprostol among physicians?  Among retailers 
and other stakeholders?  Among society as a whole? 

• How would you describe general attitudes  and perceptions toward misoprostol among 
physicians?  Among retailers and other stakeholders?  Among society as a whole? 
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• How would you describe access to misoprostol?  Are most healthcare workers aware of 
misoprostol?  Is cost a significant barrier? 

• Do you speak about misoprostol with your providers? In what context do you raise the 
topic? What do you tell them about it? 

• What messages do you find most helpful today to influence misoprostol usage in your 
country? What barriers do you face? 

4)  Field Rep Strengths and Challenges 
• What is your background do you have – educationally and professionally pre-PSI?  

• What do you typically do to plan your visits? 

• Are the providers seen today typical of your provider base?  If not, how are they 
different – i.e., are they only the best providers, or the ones who have “bought in” to PSI 
programs? 

• How often do you see these providers? 

• What training, guidance, or tools have you received from PSI?  Is there any additional 
training, guidance, or tools that you would like to receive? 

• Are there any skills you would like to improve upon? 

• How often do you interact with your manager? What is the nature of your interactions? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
Provider Behavior Change Communications Program – Self Assessment Tool 

Use the questions below to identify initial or ongoing needs for successfully implementing a Provider Behavior Change Communications program. Designate under 
the appropriate column whether the elements are fully implemented, partially implemented, or not implemented at all. Corresponding modules from the Provider 
Behavior Change Communications Toolkit incorporating proven best practices in the pharmaceutical industry are listed to the far right.  

Section 1: Program Assessment    Comments Module 

1:
 O

rg
an

iz
at

io
n 

&
 S

tr
uc

tu
re

 

Program Background & Organization 
Objectives & activities of PBCC program are aligned with the reproductive 
health objectives of the platform 

    1.1 

Staff Roles, Responsibilities & Reporting Structure 
Job descriptions for PSI Field Rep, PSI Field Rep Manager, and other PBCC 
program staff include PBCC roles  

    1.2 

Education/experience/skills of PSI Field Rep, PSI Field Rep Manager, and 
other PBCC program staff align with qualifications outlined in job 
description 

    1.2 

Proportion of time PSI Field Rep Manager spends in the field versus the 
office aligns with designation in job description 

    1.2 

Workload Models for PSI Field Rep and PSI Field Rep Manager are used to 
effectively focus staff time & effort 

    1.3 

Reporting structure of PSI Field Representative and Field Rep Managers is 
accurately represented in department organigram 

    1.1 

Providers are segmented and prioritized to ensure optimal visit frequency     1.4 

PSI Field Representatives are physically based within their geographic 
territory 

    1.2 

2:
 C

om
m

  M
at

er
ia

ls 

Messaging 
Key messages have been created  (from DELTA marketing plan, if available) 
to inform the development of marketing materials 

    2 

Adoption Stairway elaborated for each desired behavior with input from 
Technical, Marketing, Research, Sales, and Health Service staff 

    2 

Features & Benefits, Value Propositions and Obstacle Handling developed 
for each service, product and/or behavior 

    2 

Marketing Materials 
PSI Field Representatives have job aids for each product or service 
(Features & Benefits, Value Propositions, Overcoming Obstacles, etc) 

    2 

Effective visual aids and marketing resources have been created with input 
from Technical, Marketing, Research, Sales, and Health Service staff 

    2 

3.
   

Communications Skills 

Training program (or “Learning Map”) in place for Field Representatives     3 - Overview 



Field Representatives trained to effectively communicate Features & 
Benefits, Value Propositions and Obstacle Handling for each service, 
product and/or behavior 

    
3 –Initial 
Curriculum 

Quarterly refresher or advanced communications skills modules are 
conducted 

    
3 – Advanced 
Skill Building 

Information is effectively shared between staff through meetings and other 
outlets (email, blogging, Facebook, etc) so they can use each other as 
resources and learn from each other 

    TBD 

Technology (MIS, GPS, etc) is utilized by field staff to improve 
communication, planning, and reporting 

    TBD 

Territory Management Skills 

Providers within a territory are segmented and prioritized according to 
performance and potential 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives maintain proper visit frequency through calendar 
cycle planning 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives determine visit frequency and monthly schedule 
according to provider segmentation 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives use Provider Strategy Planner and Visit Planning 
and History tools correctly and consistently 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

4.
 M

an
ag

em
en

t 

Supervision, Reporting and Monitoring, and Goal Setting 

Field staff performance is routinely measured and monitored by Field Rep 
managers 

    4 

Managers conduct monthly Field Visits with Field Representatives and 
provide coaching on PBCC skills 

    4 

PSI Field Representatives submit weekly or monthly reports to track visits 
made to providers 

    4 

PBCC staff have MBOs in place that include execution of PBCC skills as well 
as other job functions 

    4 

A performance improvement process is in place     4 

Section 2: PSI Field Observations    Comments 

 How are Field Representatives implementing PBCC best practices in the 
field? 

  
  Learning Modules 

 Does the Field Representative have a clear plan for the day?      Communication Continuum 
Planning 
Segmentation & Prioritization 

 Does the Field Representative prepare for each visit?  If so, how?     Communication Continuum 
Engaging Openings 

 Does the Field Representative have a clear objective for each visit related to 
the desired provider behavior change? 

    Communication Continuum 



 

 Does the Field Representative appear to have a strong relationship with 
each provider? Does the Field Representative know the provider’s 
motivations and needs? 

    Professional Relationships 
Uncovering Provider Needs 
Listening to Learn 
Communication Continuum 

 Is the Field Representative actively using open questions to identify 
provider needs? 

    Uncovering Provider Needs; 
Listening to Learn 

 Is the Field Representative knowledgeable on the 
product/service/behavior?  Can he/she answer provider’s product/service-
related questions? 

    Foundational Learning 

 Does the Field Representative offer tailored solutions to the individual 
provider’s needs and explain the benefits to the provider? 

    Value Proposition 
Features & Benefits 
Uncovering Provider Needs 
Listening to Learn 
Communication Continuum 

 Does the Field Representative ask for a commitment from the provider to 
implement the solution or desired behavior change? 

    Closing 

 If/when the provider objects to performing the desired behavior, does the 
Field Representative deliver a relevant, effective solution?  

    Overcoming Barriers to 
Change 

 Does the Field Representative engage with additional stakeholders (e.g., 
assistants, family members, counselors) at the facility? 

    Professional Relationships 

 Does the Field Representative make use of visual aids, brochures, leave-
behinds, or other marketing materials? 

    2 – Communications & 
Marketing Development 

 Does the Field Representative commit to specific follow-up when 
objections or needs haven’t been resolved? 

    Overcoming Barriers to 
Change 
Communication Continuum 

 Does the Field Representative take notes after each provider visit?     Communication Continuum 



 
 

Territory Management Tools Matrix 
 

Tool Purpose Frequency What data is collected and 
recorded 

How data is 
collected 

Reporting Lines (to 
whom are reports 

distributed) 

How reports are used 

Provider Visit Notes Planning for 
provider visits and 

capturing what 
transpired during 

the visit 

Completed for 
every provider 

visit 

Provider name, date of visit, 
visit objective, topics 

discussed, materials/samples 
provided, 

objections/questions, success 
stories, objective for next 

visit 

Field Rep 
completes form 

after every 
provider visit 

Provider Visit Notes 
are filed in Field Reps 

binder behind 
Provider Profile Sheet 
or Strategy Planner for 

the given provider 

May also be submitted 
weekly to Supervisor 

for review 

Planning tool for Field 
Reps 

Provide feedback to 
Supervisor and Marketing 
on key provider needs 
and concerns as well as 
success stories 

Used by Supervisor to 
coach and monitor 
application of PBCC 
techniques 

Weekly Planner  

 

Plan Field Rep 
activities for week 

and provide 
weekly summary 

of week’s activities 

Prepared in 
advance for the 

week and 
updated daily 

Providers planned to be seen 
for the week, including type 

of provider, provider 
segment, visit objectives, etc. 

Provides a summary of 
week’s activities that will 
feed into monthly report 

Field Reps 
complete 

weekly 

Field Rep sends copy 
of plan in advance of 
week to Supervisor 

and completes weekly 
summary at the end of 

week (can submit or 
compile for monthly 

report) 

One copy to MIS to 
record frequency of 
visits to individual 

providers 

Planning tool for Field 
Reps 

Used by Supervisor to 
monitor weekly activities, 
track planning according 
to call cycle and proper 
targeting of providers 

 

Provider Behavior Change Communications 



 

 

Tool Purpose Frequency What data is collected and 
recorded 

How data is 
collected 

Reporting Lines (to 
whom are reports 

distributed) 

How reports are used 

Health Facility Data Sheet 

 

Provide basic 
information on all 
health facilities 
covered by Field 
Rep. 

One Health Facility 
Data Sheet is 
created for each 
and every group 
practice clinic, 
single practice 
provider, 
pharmacy and 
other health 
facility covered by 
Field Rep. 

Once for initial 
information 
gathering; 

On-going 
updates as 
necessary to 
ensure that it 
remains current 

Basic facility background 
information  

Estimated client flows for PSI 
service/product areas  

Field Rep 
completes 
form.  

Data Sheets are kept in 
Field Rep binder filed 
under clinic, provider, 
pharmacy or health 
facility name.  

Data Sheets submitted 
to MIS to create unique 
identifier code for 
facility and providers 

Used by Field Reps to plan 
visits, determine potential 
in terms of client flow 

Can be used by MIS to 
create an electronic 
database of health 
facilities. 

Provider Strategy Planner 

 

In-depth planning 
of provider visits 
and visit notes. 
Only for Top 10-20 
providers in a 
given health 
service/product 
area 

In-depth 
strategy created 
and/or reviewed 
every six months  

Provider name, position on 
Adoption Stairway, resources 
provided to provider, needs 
assessment, value 
proposition, obstacles, visit 
notes and next visit plan 

Field Reps 
completes 
based on 
information 
gathered 
during provider 
visits and value 
proposition 
created to 
address 
providers’ 
needs 

Strategy Planning 
Sheets are filed in 
Field Rep binder 
behind Provider 
Profile Sheet for the 
given  

Used by Field Reps to plan 
provider visits and record 
notes of each visit 

Used by Supervisor to 
coach and monitor 
application of  PBCC 
techniques 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Session 1 
 Welcome and Introductions  
 
Session 2 
Defining Provider Behavior Change Communications 
                   KEY TO TEXT BOXES 
Session 3  
Planning 
 
Session 4   
Features and Benefits 
 
Session 5 
 Uncovering Provider Needs  
 
Session 6 
 Creating and Delivering Solutions  
 
Session 7  
Overcoming Barriers to Change 
 
Session 8 
Putting it All Together 
 
Session 9 – Option A 
Field Visits 
 
Session 10 – Option B 
Video Role Play 
 
Session 11  
Debrief and Wrap-Up 

PRE-WORK: Flip charts, handouts, and 
activities that should be prepared before 
the workshop session begins  

SLIDE #: Slide number and snapshot  
provide quick reference to the 
corresponding slide in the presentation 
 

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  
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Objectives: 

1. Welcome participants to the workshop 
2. Clarify expectations and objectives for the workshop 
3. Set the tone for a participatory experience 
 
Materials Needed: 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

Affix completed flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the training.  
 

 

 

Time Estimate: 1.5 hours 

SESSION 1: WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS        

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

 Prepare the following flipcharts prior to the session: 

 Write “Welcome”, “PBCC Workshop”, “PSI and Country name” 
 Write “Expectations” on the top of a flipchart for Activity 2  
 Write “Workshop Objectives” and include each objective for the workshop 
 Write out each day’s agenda for workshop on a separate flipchart 
 Write “Rules of the Road” on the top of a flipchart for Activity 3 
 Write “Parking Lot” on the top of a flipchart for Activity 4 

– Markers (at least 1 per person)       –     Flipchart Paper 
– Blank colored and white paper (at least 5 per person each)   –     Tape 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Flipchart: 
Welcome  

Facilitator 
Introductions  

  

5 min 1. Welcome participants to the workshop. Introduce self and any other facilitators and experts in the room.  
2. Explain to participants this workshop will be very interactive. Participants will use the skills they learn in role-

plays and group activities with their peers. 
3. Encourage participants to take notes  

Example 
Flipchart: 

 

Activity 1:  
Introductions 

  

20 min 1. Say now we will do a couple of Activities to get to know each other better. 
 
2. Distribute one sheet of colored A4 paper to each participant. Distribute markers on the tables. 
 
3. Activity 1: Introductions 

• Ask each participant to fold the A4 in thirds. 
• Ask each participant to write their name on one of the thirds to make a name tent. 
• Place name tent so the name is facing outwards toward the facilitator and other participants 
• Give each participant another piece of paper and marker 
• Ask participants to think of a symbol, image, etc. that represents them and sketch it on their piece of paper 
• Ask each participant to stand and introduce themselves stating: 
 Name 
 Position 
 Experience with Provider Behavior Change Communications 
 Explanation of their picture and why they chose it 

 
3. Ask each participant to hang their picture on the wall 
4. Be sure to prepare your own drawing to share with participants.  

Wall Example: 

 

BEST PRACTICES: 
Note to Facilitator: As you introduce the concepts and skills of Provider Behavior Change Communications, be sure to 
SET THE CONTEXT 
 Explain how Provider Behavior Change Communications fits in with the program objectives 
 Explain how Provider Behavior Change Communications fits in with existing performance measurement 

frameworks 
 Assure them new skills and tools will be learned to strengthen performance and achieve program objectives (i.e. 

enroll X providers in network, insert X IUDs, etc.) 
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Activity 2: 
Expectations 

  

20 min  1. Say: Before we move further into the workshop, we will take a minute to think about our expectations.  
 

2. Activity 2: Expectations 
• Write the word “Expectations” at the top of a blank sheet of flip chart paper 
• Give each participant a colored piece of paper and marker 
• Ask participants to write down 3 expectations for the workshop 
• Ask participants to hang their paper under the “Expectations” on the flip chart 
• When all participants have placed their objectives on the flip chart paper, have a volunteer read the 

objectives aloud to the group.  
• Hang the flip chart paper on the wall so you can refer back to them when explaining the objectives 

Flipchart 
Example: 

 BEST PRACTICES: 
Note to Facilitator: As your volunteer reads expectations aloud, take note of the expectations of your 
participants. If any are not relevant or will not be covered in the content of the training, clarify this from the 
beginning. 
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Workshop 
Objectives 

 1. Show  “Workshop Objectives” and briefly discuss the objectives for the workshop 

At the end of the workshop, participants will be able to: 

• Prioritize Providers to Effectively Plan/Manage their Territories  
• Use specialized communications techniques to influence provider behaviors 
• Uncover provider needs 
• Deliver solutions 
• Overcome obstacles 

 
 

 

Flipchart: 

 

Workshop 
Agenda 

 

8 min 1. Show flipcharts with pre-written agenda to give a general outline of workshop 
2. Ask participants when they would like to take a break in the morning and afternoon and when they would 

like to eat lunch and fill in their responses. 

 

 

 

 

Example Flipcharts:  

 

BEST PRACTICES: 
Note to Facilitator: At the beginning of each day, write the exact agenda with times on a flipchart and 
hang up on the wall. Workshop agenda may be adjusted to specific platform context 
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Activity 3:  
Rules of the 
Road 

5 min 1. Ask participants for ideas on how we can get the most out of this workshop. What ground rules can we set 
together? Examples of ground rules include: cell phones off, one speaker at a time, participate, ensure a safe space, 
etc. 

2. Record on ground rules on a flip chart and hang on wall. 

3. Remind participants this is their list of ground rules and they should hold themselves and each other 
accountable.  

4. Assign one participant to be the “Enforcer” for each day (repeat each day after reviewing agenda for the day).  

• The “Enforcer” will be responsible for keeping time during breaks and making sure all participants are 
back in the room and ready to begin at the agreed upon time.  

• If any participant is late, the “Enforcer” determines an appropriate penalty (i.e the participant must 
sing a song, dance, etc.) 

• Remind Enforcer that tomorrow a new Enforcer will be chosen – they should keep that in mind when 
doling out penalties! 

• Make sure to keep this fun and lighthearted!   
 

Flipchart 
Example: 

 

Activity 4: 
Parking 
Lot/Refrigerator 

2 min 1. Write “Parking Lot” on flipchart paper and hang on the wall 

2. Explain that time we may not be able to cover all questions if they are not within the scope of the workshop. 

3. Explain If any of those questions will be written in the Parking Lot. We will come back to them if time allows or 
during follow-up after the workshop. 

Flipchart 
Example: 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Session 1 
Welcome and Introductions  
 
Session 2 
What is Provider Behavior Change Communications? 
 
Session 3  
Planning 
 
Session 4              KEY TO TEXT BOXES  
Features & Benefits 
 
Session 5 
 Uncovering Provider Needs  
 
Session 6 
Creating and Delivering Solutions  
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PRE-WORK Flip charts, hand-outs, 
exercises that should be prepared before 
the workshop session begins 

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning 

 

 

SLIDES: Slide number and snapshot  
provide quick reference to the 
corresponding slide in the presentation 
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Materials Needed: 

–     Markers (at least 1 per participant)                                                                                      –  Flipchart paper 
–     Bland colored white paper (at least 1 per participant)                                                     –  Tape 
–     Adoption Stairway (1 per participant)                                                                                  –  4 Pillars of PBCC Handout 

 
 

 

 

 

Time Estimate: 4 Hours 

 

SESSION 2: WHAT IS PROVIDER BEHAVIOR CHANGE COMMUNICATIONS?  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

Objectives: 
1. Clarify our overall vision of provider interactions 
2. Develop a shared understanding of Provider Behavior Change Communications as a means to persuading providers to adopt new behaviors. 
3. Relate Provider Behavior Change Communications as a way to project goals and objectives. 
4. Name and describe the Four Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications 
5. Name and describe the PBCC interaction model 

  
 

 Write on flipchart, “Where are we now? What is provider behavior change communications (or medical detailing)?” 
 Write on flipchart, “Where are we going?” 
 Draw 4 Pillars Diagram on a Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 8 to guide you.   
 Write on flipchart, “How will we get there?” 
 Draw on a flipchart, the “skeleton” of the Adoption Stairway in preparation to build the Stairway together with participants. (See 

section on Adoption Stairway below on page 12.) 
 Write on flipchart, “Awareness  Interest” (Refer to flipchart on page 12 to guide you- this one is the completed version) 
 Draw PBCC Interaction Model on a Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 14 to guide you. 

 

 

Affix all flipcharts ro the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 
workshop). 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 2:  

Objectives 

 
 
 

2 min 

 

1. Show slide 2 – “Objectives” 
2. Explain in this session, we will clarify our overall vision and goals for our interactions with providers. 
 
3. Explain we will answer three main questions in this session: 

• Where are we now? 
• Where are we going? 
• How will we get there? 

 (PBCC) is persuading your providers to change  

Note for Facilitator: If the country program is still using the term “medical 
detailing,” you will clarify and redefine “medical detailing” as provider behavior 
change communications. If  the country program has already conducted the initial 
PBCC training, share with participants that some of this is a refresher, however 
there will be new and advanced concepts introduced to enhance PBCC execution 

 

 

Flipchart 
 
Activity 1: 
Where are we 
now?  
 

20 min 

 

 

Activity 1: Where are we now? 
 
This activity serves to harmonize and distill the many elements of our interactions with providers to the 
common goal of changing provider behavior. 
 
If the country program uses the term ‘medical detailing’, this activity can be used to redefine ‘medical 
detailing’ as provider behavior change communications. 
 
1. Give each participant another piece of paper and marker. 
2. Say Imagine you are in an elevator with Bill Gates, one of the wealthiest people in the world, known for 
giving millions of dollars to charitable organizations. In the elevator Bill Gates tells you he has heard of 
medical detailing/provider behavior change communications but doesn’t really know what it’s all about. 
Knowing Bill Gates could fund your program What would you tell him in 30 seconds or less? 
3. Ask participants to write their definition of medical detailing/ provider behavior change communications 
down on half A4 paper. 
5. Ask each participant read what they wrote aloud and stick it on the flipchart titled “Where are we now?” 
6. Ask What is the common theme that’s in each of these definitions? There may be many definitions 
ranging from providing information, selling product, answering questions, reinforcing clinical guidelines, 
behavior change. 
7. Explain these are ALL part of medical detailing/provider behavior change communications.  

Flipchart Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE 

SLIDE 2 
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Giving information may improve knowledge but may not be enough to convince a provider to adopt a new 
behavior (telling ≠ selling).  “Selling” here means persuading or convincing providers to adopt new 
behaviors not a cash transfer. 
 
Provide an example: 
Do you know someone who smokes?  Chances are they know it’s dangerous and have been given 
information that says smoking can damage your lungs, cause cancer, and potentially lead to death.  But do 
they still smoke even though they know it is harming them? Many times, yes – information alone is not 
enough to get someone to stop smoking.  You have to know what’s important to the person by asking them 
questions, such as, “Do you have children or grandchildren?”  Based off their response, say “Wouldn’t you 
like to be at their wedding?” “Don’t you want to be a part of their life as long as possible?” etc. PBCC skills 
help you uncover needs and desires that might provoke that person to change their behavior.   
 
8. Explain Before someone will buy a product of offer a service, you’ll need to change their behavior 
including attitudes, motivations. 
 
Provide an example: 
You sell pens. You want to sell me a pen. But I’m a modern person who has all the latest technology.  I have 
a laptop and iPhone and use them for everything: Writing emails, taking notes, communicating with friends 
via Facebook and Skype, sending SMS messages and making calendar appointments.  I haven’t used a pen 
or pencil in a long time because I do everything digitally. You may tell me it's the best pen in the world and 
tell me the pen is light, writes smooth, and is easy to hold, but am I going to buy the pen? No, because I 
don’t write.  SO, what should you do? 
Allow participants to brainstorm.  
You have to convince me there is a need to write.  Maybe my sister would like a postcard or my mom would 
appreciate a hand written letter in the mail that’s personal – email is so impersonal. Before I will buy a pen, 
you have to convince me why I should write. 
“We are not selling pens, we are selling……writing.” 
So you are not selling me a product but you are trying to sell me the behavior.  
 
9. Conclude by defining Medical detailing/PBCC as: 
- persuading or convincing providers to adopt the desired behavior 
- providing solutions to provider needs to motivate providers to adopt the desired behavior 
- communications are usually delivered in a one to one interaction between the PSI Field Representative 
and Provider 
- designed to help providers help their clients 
 

 

SLIDE 3 
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10. Show Slide 3 to recap. 

Slide 4:  

Who can deliver 
Provider Behavior 
Change 
Communications 
(PBCC)? 

3 min 1. Ask the group “Who can deliver Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC)?”  Allow participants 
to brainstorm. 
2. Write answers on Flipchart or Show Slide 4. 
3. Explain Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) can be delivered by any PSI staff who: 
• Interacts with providers 
• Is credible in the eyes of providers 
• Has appropriate knowledge of products, services and/or therapies 
• Has appropriate knowledge on any regulatory/compliance guidelines regarding what can and cannot be 

discussed with providers 
• Has rapport building, communications and persuasion skills 
4. Explain this could include franchise support staff, quality assurance teams, medical detailers and sales 
teams.  Any PSI staff that interacts with providers can use PBCC skills. 
 

 

Slide 5:  
 
Who can receive 
PBCC? 
 

 

 

3 min 1. Ask participants who can receive PBCC? Allow participants to brainstorm. 
2.  Write answers on Flipchart and Show Slide 5. 
3.  Explain that anyone involved in providing health care or advice to a client can receive PBCC. This includes 
doctors, nurses, pharmacists, clinic owners, as well as non-traditional providers like counter agents and 
counselors who may have direct interaction with clients. 

 

SLIDE 4 

SLIDE 5 
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Where are we 
going? 
 
Health Impact 

10 min 1. Ask participants “Where are we going?” with PBCC. Allow participants to brainstorm. 
2. Summarize the overall goal of PSI programming, no matter the project, is Health Impact. Record this on 
the Flipchart. 
3. Ask participants what the objectives/indicators/deliverables of the project are. For example, for Women’s 
Health Projects (WHP) key indicators are numbers of IUD insertions, number of franchise providers 
recruited, number of medication abortion packs distributed, number of misoprostol tablets distributed, etc. 
Adapt for your country specific projects. 
4. Record project objectives/indicators/deliverables on the Flipchart. 
5. Emphasize that these may include product sales, but before you can make sales you must change 
behavior! 
6. Example: PSI can stock pharmacies with medication abortion products, but without changing behavior of 
pharmacists, product will not get to the consumer! 
7. Example: You can train providers how to insert IUDs, but if you do not identify provider needs and 
motivate them to adopt this new behavior, they will not perform the services!  
7. Explain that Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) is one of the main components to 
achieving project deliverables. Other essential components include IPC, product distribution, etc.  
8.  Show Slide 6 to reinforce if desired. 

Flipchart Example: 

BEST PRACTICES: 

Note to Facilitator: Be sure to edit Slide 6 with specific project deliverables. Accurate knowledge of project 
deliverables is critical to being a successful Field Representative. Make sure everyone in the workshop knows 
and understands project deliverables. 
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Slide 6 
 
Where are we 
going? 
 
The Provider 
Experience and 
the 4 Pillars of 
PBCC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15 min 1. Ask participants how they would like to be perceived by providers. Record answers on flipchart. 
Answers might include knowledgeable, helpful, responsive, smart, etc. 

2. Ask participants how they would like providers to feel about their visits. Record answers on flipchart. 
Answers might include ‘like’ visit (probe deeper on this), useful for provider, fast, don’t waste provider’s 
time, helps provider reach goals or get more clients, etc. Facilitate answers by asking questions. Try to 
get participants to describe productive, mutually beneficial, consultative interactions. 

3. Explain to participants that they have just described the overall vision for our interactions with 
providers or the “Provider Experience”.   

4. Show the first part of the diagram or “Provider Experience” on the flipchart. We want providers to 
value the interactions that we have with them and see these interactions as a way to help them reach 
their professional and personal goals and provide the best possible health care to Sara. 

5. Ask participants how do we ensure, as PSI Representatives, that we deliver on the “Provider 
Experience”? 
Link responses to their answers to #1 and introduce the 4 Pillars. 
Say that we can group all these qualities into 4 Pillars: Knowledge, Relevance, Balance and Service. By 
demonstrating the 4 pillars on a consistent basis, we can ensure the “Provider Experience”.   
 
Show slide 6 – The 4 Pillars if desired. 

 

 

Activity: 
Describing the 4 
Pillars 
 
Materials 
Needed: 
 
4 Flip 
charts/pages (1 
per group) 
 
4 Pillars Handouts 
 

45 min 1. Group participants into 4 groups. 
Assign each group one Pillar. 
Ask each group to describe their assigned pillar on a flipchart paper. Participants can refer back to the 
ideas written in the previous exercise on how they would like to be perceived by providers and how 
they would like providers to feel about their visits. 
Allow 15 minutes to complete the Activity. 
 
Ask each group to report back on their description of each Pillar 
Facilitate the discussion, making sure the points below and those on the Handout are included in each 
description. 
Show each Pillar slide to recap if desired. 
Distribute “Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications” Handout.   
 
 

Facilitator’s Notes on the 4 Pillars: 

 

 

SLIDE 6 

SLIDE 7-10 
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a. Knowledge – Knowledge refers to having a high level of Technical Knowledge as well as 
knowledge of the provider’s individual clinic, their biases, needs and motivations to performing 
the desired behavior. Technical knowledge includes the product, service and health area you 
will discuss with the provider, as well as any regulatory issues that are important in your 
country.  In terms of Technical Knowledge, a Good rep knows about the clinical data of our 
products (e.g. – IUCD’s have a success rate of 99.4%) and can leverage it in a 2-way dialogue 
with providers. A Better rep can not only articulate this feature, but can also explain the impact 
of unplanned pregnancies and how IUCDs improve compliance with specific client types.  A 
Great rep can do all of this while staying current on treatment guidelines that impact how 
providers manage reproductive health.  In terms of Provider Knowledge, you want to know your 
providers’ needs, motivations and drivers to behavior change.  A level of “Good” would be to 
understand both the individual provider’s beliefs, biases and motivations and have a good 
understanding of the clinic’s priorities/challenges; “Better” would be to know all of that plus 
outside influencers (e.g. – public sector influence, key opinion leaders); “Great” would be to 
know this information well and apply it regularly to where you can anticipate how the 
provider’s needs are going to evolve in a changing environment. It’s when you are one step 
ahead of your provider!  

b. Relevance – Relevance means providing solutions tailored to individual provider’s needs and 
barriers to behavior change. We tailor our approach to each provider based on our knowledge 
of the provider and ultimately are more successful in changing the provider’s behavior. This 
means we may not discuss ALL aspects of our product or service with a provider – only those 
that are unclear or provide value in addressing provider needs. For example, if a provider is 
using a fair amount of IUCDs, sharing the mechanism of action may not be the most relevant 
information for this provider.  Maybe they need client education materials to send home with 
prospective clients or perhaps they could consider a new client type to discuss IUCDs with.  You 
will need to leverage your technical/provider knowledge to ensure the information you discuss 
is meaningful and that leads to advancing them on the adoption stairway. Relevance requires 
truly listening to a provider and incorporating provider feedback in moving the provider along 
the adoption continuum. 

c. Balance – Balance means we demonstrate a genuine focus on helping providers and helping 
providers help Sara. We must balance PSI’s needs (project deliverables, impact goals, reporting 
requirements) with provider needs and capabilities as well as respecting Sara’s need and choice 
of services. Balance includes honest representation of PSI’s offering – including benefits of 
joining the franchise and what we will/will not support, product usages and client eligibility for 
services.  For example, clients who are satisfied with and consistently and correctly use their 
current method of birth spacing, should continue on that method and we should not encourage 
providers to switch her method. PSI reps should accurately describe side effects of products and 
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services and best uses.  Above all, we must respect informed client choice. 
d. Service – Service means we consistently anticipate the needs of your providers and exceed their 

expectations regarding the timeliness and quality of the solutions you provide.  Service means 
identifying and diagnosing obstacles the provider may be facing in performing the desired 
behavior and providing innovative solutions to overcome them. For example, this may include, 
helping the provider to train staff in infection prevention techniques to minimize the time 
required for the provider to perform this task, or helping the provider to organize a family 
planning services day or education sessions at the clinic. This is about trying to get that “wow” 
factor where the provider says “Wow, you clearly exceeded my expectations with your follow 
up!”  Service also includes building long-lasting and mutually beneficial and productive 
relationships with your providers.    

Activity 
 
Executing the 4 
Pillars 
 
Materials 
Needed: 
 
4 Flip 
charts/pages (1 
per group) 
 
 

40 min 1. Divide participants into 4 groups. 
2. Give each participant the “4 Pillars” Handout. 
3. Assign 1 of the pillars to each group. 
4. Ask participants to have a discussion to come up with ways to “execute” the pillar.  They will want to 

come up with specific examples.  Provide an example to help them start thinking such as: “An example 
of relevance is providing client education brochures to a provider that needs assistance in counseling 
clients.” 

5. Give participants 20 minutes to brainstorm and capture their ideas on flip charts. 
6. Debrief by asking each group to share back with the larger group what their answers are.  After each 

group shares their responses, ask the other participants if they have any additional ideas to add. 
The following examples are the types of responses the groups should share.  You can share these during 
the debrief to ensure the participants understand how to demonstrate the four pillars. 
• Knowledge: 

o Attend training on Technical Knowledge of products, services and health areas. 
o Read current on treatment guidelines that impact how providers manage reproductive 

health 
o Ask open ended questions to uncover individual provider’s beliefs, biases and motivations  
o Ask provider what her clinic’s priorities/challenges are 
o Demonstrate and understanding of outside influencers (e.g. – public sector influence, key 

opinion leaders 
o Anticipate how a provider’s needs are going to evolve in a changing environment 

• Relevance 
o Interact and share information and resources in a way that shows an understanding 

understand what is meaningful to the provider when trying to improve client outcomes.  
o Develop solutions based on individual provider needs or obstacles 
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o Convey information in a way that is in alignment with what providers’ beliefs are 
o  Provide client education materials to send home with prospective clients  
o Describe a new client type that providers could consider IUCDs for   

• Balance 
o Respect client choice – don’t recommend IUCDs for ALL clients. 
o Respect the family planning choices of satisfied clients. 
o Think critically of what we are asking of providers – always relate our asks to how it will 

benefit the provider (e.g. – client based records will help providers take better care of their 
clients by knowing their history and family planning goals leading to improved health 
outcomes and greater client satisfaction with clinic services) 

o It’s not all about PSI and what PSI wants 
• Service 

o Exceed their expectations regarding the timeliness and quality of the solutions you provide 
o Remember something they shared on a call and referencing it during your next interaction 
o Get to know your providers personally and ask about their families, etc. during visits. 
o Provide innovative solutions to provider needs and barriers to behavior change (ask 

participants for examples.) 
 

7. Explain that this approach may look different to their providers, and that is a good thing.  It is how PSI 
will stand out from other organizations and how provider behavior change will be accomplished.  It will 
be important to let providers know that we are changing our approach so it may be helpful to start 
initial conversations that way.  For example, you could say: “Doctor, at PSI we are truly committed to 
helping you help your clients, so we are making some changes to our approach.  I may ask you questions 
I haven’t asked in the past or share information that I haven’t shared before in order to do this.” 

 
Facilitator’s Note: If your group has less than 8 people, instead of breaking everyone out, have a group 
discussion about each pillar and capture the ideas on flip charts to hang around the room. 
 
 

Flipchart 

How will we get 
there? 

2 min 1. Show Flipchart “How will we get there?” 
2. Write “Adoption Stairway” and “PBCC Interaction Model” 
3. Explain this section will introduce two critical components to Provider Behavior Change Communication 
(PBCC) and reaching project goals and deliverables:  

• The Adoption Stairway 
• The PBCC Interaction Model 

 

Flipchart Example: 
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*Depending on the experience of PSI Field Representatives, these concepts may be new or familiar 

Flipchart 

The Adoption 
Stairway 

30 min 1. Show the Adoption Stairway “skeleton” on the Flipchart (prepared before the session begins) as shown 
below under best practices. Leave the steps blank to begin with. 
2. Explain that an important tool in provider behavior change is understanding the Behavior Change 
Adoption Stairway 
3. Ask participants to name each step/stage of the Adoption Stairway. Fill in each step in the “skeleton” and 
build the Stairway with participants. 
4. Ask participants to define each stage on the Adoption Stairway (i.e. what does it mean if a provider is in 
the Awareness stage? Use Slide 11 as a reference as you discuss the Stairway with participants. 
5. Explain: The key to provider behavior change is to know how to move the provider from one step of the 
Adoption Stairway to the next. We must work to move a provider slowly up each step – what happens if we 
move to fast to push the provider along? They might fall backwards or off the Stairway. We must work in 
incremental steps. 
6. Ask participants how they would move a provider up the adoption stairway from “Awareness” to 
“Interest” for the desired behavior. In this example, the desired behavior is IUD insertions. You may use any 
behavior that your project is attempting to influence. The more mature your program is, the more specific 
the behavior may be.  
7. Record these ‘strategies’ on a Flipchart titled “Awareness -> Interest”.  This will serve as a template for 
the next Activity.  
Note to facilitator: Below are a series of images of how to draw the adoption stairway with the participants.    

 

 

       

SLIDE 11 
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Slide 11: 

Activity 2:  
The Adoption 
Stairway 
 
 

30 min 1. Ask participants to break into 3 groups 
2. Give each group a piece of flip chart paper 
3. Assign each group one transition: Interest->trial, trail->adoption, and adoption->advocacy 
4. Ask each group to discuss and write down strategies on “how” to move a provider from their assigned 

stage to the other. 
5. Allow 15 min for group work 
6. Ask groups to gather around the adoption stairway and hang their answers under the appropriate step 

on the wall.   
7. Ask a volunteer from each group to explain how to move a provider up the adoption stairway on the 

step they discussed 
8.    Allow 15 min for discussion. Discuss each area with the participants and write the best answers under 
the appropriate step on the adoption stairway as shown in the image above. 

 
Participants have now created a toolkit of strategies to move a provider along the Adoption Stairway 
depending on the current stage of the provider. 
 
9. Distribute “Adoption Stairway” Handout to participants. 
 
Keep Adoption Stairway hanging on the wall for reference throughout the workshop. 
 

Flipchart Paper 

Markers 
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Flipchart 
 
Slide 12-13 
The Provider 
Behavior Change 
Communications 
(PBCC) Interaction 
Model 
 

8 min 1. Explain there are five key steps in the PBCC Interaction Model. 
2. Show the Flipchart and read through each step. Reassure participants that we will cover and reinforce 
each step in detail either during the Planning Workshop (If this is day 1 of the Initial Training) or during 
Communication Continuum Workshop (If this is being done as part of the Advanced PBCC Training) and that 
we are only introducing the steps at this time. Hang on the wall to serve as a reminder of the process during 
workshop. This will be referred to repeatedly. 
 
Step 1: Territory Planning: Macro planning - Are you visiting the right providers? Are you visiting them often 
enough? Too often? And Micro planning – What are your objectives with individual providers? What will 
you say during a visit?  Planning includes: Segmenting, Prioritizing and Planning for Provider Visits.  Planning 
helps you use your knowledge to be relevant, balanced and service focused.   

Step 2: Engage: Uncover Provider Needs:  Set the stage for a two-way discussion based on relevance to the 
provider; Demonstrate you are interested in what’s important to the provider. This is covered in more detail 
during the “Uncovering Provider Needs” and “Engaging the Provider” Workshops. 
 
Step 3: Deliver Solutions:  Consistently focus on the provider and health outcome objective; How can you 
address provider needs and overcome barriers to change their behaviors?   You will learn how to deliver 
solutions through value propositions, features and benefits selling, and overcoming objections.  This will be  
covered more during the “Basic Selling Skills”, “Value Propositions” and “Overcoming Barriers to 
Change/Objections” Workshops. 
 
Step 4: Reinforce the Solution’s Value: This is about reinforcing positive behaviors. Now you have 
motivated the provider to adopt a new behavior, how can you make sure the behavior sticks? This is 
covered more during the “Overcoming Barriers to Change” and “Maintaining New Behaviors” Workshops. 
(“Maintaining New Behaviors” is included in the Advanced PBCC Skills section of the PBCC Toolkit.) 
 
Step 5: Evaluate:  Assess the quality and outcome of the 
interaction relative to demonstrating value & building trust; Did 
you achieve your objective for the call? This is covered more 
during the “Planning” and “Communication Continuum” 
Workshops. 
 
3. Show Slides 12 and 13, if desired. 
4. Say the PBCC Interaction Model provides the platform to 

demonstrate the 4 Pillars and achieve the desired customer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SLIDE 12 

SLIDE 13 
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SLIDE 14 

experience with your providers.  They will see your focus on achieve the desired customer experience 
with your providers.  You will show that you care about their needs and the needs of their clients and 
will ensure the solutions you provide result in true provider behavior changes.  This is how you will 
move each of them up the adoption stairway and help them help their clients and ultimately lead to 
health impact. 

5. Say if we pull everything we have talked about together, by demonstrating the 4 Pillars and following 
the PBCC Interaction Model we will move providers up the adoption stairway.   

6. Explain earlier we discussed that this approach may look different to their providers, and that is a good 
thing.  It is how PSI will stand out from other organizations and how provider behavior change will be 
accomplished.  So again, it will be important to let providers know that we are changing our approach. 

Slide 14:  
 
Provider Behavior 
Change 
Communications 
(PBCC) Session 2 
Recap 

2 min 1. Ask participants to list the most important lessons learned from this session.  
2. Record all responses on a flipchart and post on the wall 
3. Show the Recap Slide (slide 14) to use as a guide, if needed.  
4. Ask if all of these lessons learned make sense and if any of them surprised the participants 
5.Answer any questions that participants have at this point 
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Advocacy– Provider is a regular user of the product and serves 
as an advocate to his/her peers 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, 
and actively discusses and advocates product usage to other providers 

Adoption – Provider is a regular user of the product and prefers it 
over alternatives in most suitable cases 
The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, 
but does not actively talk to others about it 

Trial – Provider has tried the product on a limited basis (one 
patient or type of patient, short time period, etc.) 
The provider is here if … provider has used product, but not re-
ordered OR provider has used product, but use is much less frequent 
than true opportunity 

Interest – Provider would like to try the product, but has not 
The provider is here if … provider expresses interest in the product 
OR provider indicates that he/she has not had a chance to try the 
product 

Awareness – Provider has heard of the product or procedure and 
has some idea when and why it is used 
The provider is here if … provider recognizes name of product but 
expresses no interest OR provider indicates that he/she believes a 
myth about the product 

Interest  

doption 
dvocacy 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Awareness 

 

The Adoption Stairway 
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Moving from Adoption to Advocacy 

Moving from Trial to Adoption 

Moving from Interest to Trial 

Moving from Awareness to Interest 

Interest 
TrialTrial 

AdoptionA
AdvocacyA

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness 

 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Offer educational materials 
→ Define precise costs 
→ Develop knowledge 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Provide resources 

(equipment sources, 
contacts, workshop) 

→ Help identify appropriate 
patient types 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Increase  personal 

motivation (use detail aid) 
→ Connect provider with 

advocates 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Coach provider to feel 

comfortable addressing 
others 

→ Connect provider to others at 
earlier stages to speak with 

Moving up the Adoption 
Stairway 

 

Common Barriers: 
 Myths about effectiveness 
 Myths about cost 
 Lack of understanding 

Common Barriers: 
 Access to product 
 Proper workshop and/or 

equipment 
 Understanding the right 

patient 

Common Barriers: 
 Confidence in ability 
 Believes there are “better” 

options 
 Patient demand for 

procedure 
 No financial or prestige 

 
Common Barriers: 
 Feels opinion isn’t influential 
 Practices in a remote area 
 Feels isn’t knowledgeable 

enough 
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Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications

Provider Experience 

One-to-One Provider Interactions
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Knowledge

 Provider needs, biases, 
motivations and goals

 Technical knowledge on 
services, products, 
protocols and health 
areas

Balance

 Genuine focus on helping 
provider help her clients

 Balance PSI needs with 
provider needs 

 Honest representation
 Respects client choice

Service
 Builds productive & 

long-lasting 
relationships

 Connects with provider
 Consistent & timely 

follow-up to requests
 Provides innovative 

solutions

Relevance
 Provides solutions to 

address individual 
provider needs and 
barriers to behavior 
change

 Truly listens to provider 
& incorporates their 
feedback into a tailored 
approach



Defining Provider Behavior 
Change Communications

Session 2



Session 2: Objectives:

Clarify our overall vision and goals for provider 
interactions
Develop a shared understanding of PBCC as a 
means to persuading providers to adopt new 
behaviors
Relate PBCC as a way to reach project goals and 
objectives.
Name and describe the Four Pillars of PBCC
Name and describe the PBCC interaction model

Provider Behavior Change Communications  

SLIDE 2



 Positively influence
individual provider 
behaviors

 Provide solutions to 
provider needs to 
motivate behavior change

 One to one interaction
 Help providers help their 

clients!

What is it???

SLIDE 3

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

1 

Provider Behavior 
Change 

Communications 
(PBCC) …



► Interacts with providers
► Is credible in the eyes of 

providers
► Has appropriate knowledge on 

the products, services and/or 
therapies

► Has appropriate knowledge of 
regulatory or compliance 
guidelines regarding what can 
and cannot be discussed with 
providers

► Has rapport-building, 
communications and persuasion 
skills

Who can deliver PBCC?

SLIDE 4

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

1 

Provider Behavior 
Change 

Communication 
(PBCC) can be 

delivered by any 
PSI staff who…  



 Doctors
 Nurses
 Midwives and nurse midwives
 Counselors
 Pharmacists
 Pharmacy assistants
 Clinic owners
 Anyone involved in

providing health care or advice to 
a client

 Other health care 
decision makers &
influencers

Who can receive PBCC?

SLIDE 5

1 

A PBCC can be 
received by …
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Where are we going?

Provider Experience 

One-to-One Provider Interactions
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Knowledge
Provider Needs, Biases 
and Motivations
Technical knowledge 
on product, service and 
health area



Relevance
 Provides solutions to        

address individual provider  
needs and barriers to  
behavior change
Truly listens to provider & 

incorporates their feedback 
into a tailored approach



Balance
Genuine focus on 
helping provider & her 
clients
 Balance PSI needs         
with provider needs 
Honest representation
Respect client’s choice



Service
Builds productive & long-

lasting relationships
Connects with provider on 

professional and personal 
levels 
Consistent & timely 

follow-up to requests
 Provides innovative    

solutions



How will we get there?

SLIDE 11

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

3 

The Adoption Stairway
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Plan
Engage: 
Uncover 
Provider 
Needs

Deliver 
Solutions

Next Steps: 
Reinforce 
Solution

Evaluate

PBCC Interaction Model
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PBCC Interaction Model

PLAN

 Reinforce positive behaviors
 Restate mutual agreements and/or next steps 
 Define your actions and timeframe for fulfilling the commitments
 Follow up in a timely manner

 Set the stage for a two-way discussion based on relevance to provider
 Demonstrate you are interested in what’s important to the provider
 Be authentic and demonstrate genuine curiosity
 Articulate the reason for your visit

 Consistently focus on the client and health outcome objective
 Communicate relevant, meaningful, balanced, evidence-based info
 Address provider needs and overcome barriers to change their behaviors
 Deliver solutions through value propositions, features and benefits selling, 

and overcoming objections

 Assess the quality and outcome of the interaction relative to changing 
behaviors and building valued relationships

 Ensure you addressed provider needs
 Determine if you provided solutions to support better client        health 

outcomes

ENGAGE

SOLUTION

REINFORCE

EVALUATE

 Develop a deep understanding of provider’s needs, wants, hopes and goals
 Identify ‘win-win’ opportunities for you to partner with providers 
 Determine which providers to call on, how often and what your objective is 

with each of them
 Establish a clear plan for accomplishing this objective



SLIDE 14

 PBCC is focused on helping providers help their clients
 PBCC will help you be more effective in accomplishing project 

objectives
 Any PSI staff that interacts with providers can use PBCC skills
 Behavior change results from aligning to the 4 Pillars 
 Behavior change is difficult and must be approached by using the 

PBCC Interaction Model on small steps along the Adoption Stairway

Defining Provider Behavior Change 
Communications Recap
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 Welcome and Introductions  
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What is Provider Behavior Change Communications? 
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Planning 
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PRE-WORK: Flip charts, handouts, and 
activities that should be prepared before 
the workshop session begins  

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  

 

 

SLIDES: Slide number and snapshot  
provide quick reference to the 
corresponding slide in the presentation 
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Objectives: 

1. Use data to segment and prioritize providers to achieve the highest impact  
2. Utilize planning tools to effectively manage their territories 
3. Utilize planning tools to effectively manage provider interactions for maximum productivity  

 

Handouts: 

 

 

 

Materials Needed: 

 
 

 

 Affix completed flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

 
  
Time Estimate: 3.5 hours 

SESSION 3: PLANNING       

PRE-WORK 

– Markers (at least 1 per person)      –     Flipchart Paper 
– Blank colored and white paper (at least 5 per person each)   –     Tape 
– Binders (1 per participant) 

  
 

Prepare the following materials prior to the session: 
 
 Draw “Planning Process” on flipchart paper 
 Prepare Provider Profile Cards: Adapt Provider Profile Cards to country specific situation.  Make one photocopy of the entire set 

of cards for each participant group. Cut provider profile cards along dotted lines so each card is separate. Keep all cards together. 
Each participant group will get one set of provider profile cards.  See Page 11 of the “Pre-Workshop Preparation Guide” for more 
instructions. 

          
       

 

–  4 Sets of Provider Profile Cards (one for each group) –     Health Facility Data Sheet   
–  Provider Visit Notes –     Weekly Planner  
–  Provider Strategy Planner 

(Note: this will be used throughout the workshop. Remind participants to bring this to the workshop each day)  
 
 

BEST 
PRACTICE 
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SESSION/ACTIVITY TIME DIRECTIONS MATERIALS 

Slide 1: 
 
Introduction to 
Planning Session 
 
 
 

2 minutes Explain that this session builds upon what you discussed in the previous session. This session focuses on 
the first step of the Provider Behavior Change Communications process – planning. In this session, you 
will learn about planning on a macro level (territory/geographic target area as a whole) and on a micro 
level (planning for individual provider visits). 

 

Slide 2: 

Planning for 
Provider Behavior 
Change 
Communications: 
Session Objectives  

3 minutes 1. Show Slide 2 or prepared flip chart with Session Objectives written on it or Write on a Flipchart. 
 
2. Explain: At the end of this session participants will be able to: 

• manage their territories on both a macro and micro level 
• use data to segment and prioritize providers to achieve the highest impact  
• utilize planning tools to effectively manage their territories 
• utilize planning tools to effectively manage provider interactions for maximum productivity  

 
*Note: Encourage participants to speak about and share their current planning process throughout the 
session. For platforms new to implementing provider behavior change communications interventions, 
there may not be a systematic planning process for provider interactions. For platforms with existing or 
more advanced provider behavior change communications interventions, or medical detailing programs, 
current planning systems and processes may already be in place. If so, be sure to have participants share 
the existing process and discuss how the new tools can be integrated and adopted to strengthen the 
planning process.  

 

  

Slide 3:  
 
Exercise 1 Group 
Discussion: 
Planning – How 
and Why? 
 
 
 

5 minutes 1. Explain that before going into the steps of the planning process, you will discuss, as a group, why and 
how you plan.  
 
2. Discussion:  Ask do you make plans for the weekend? 
Share an example: How do we spend our time on the weekend? If we don’t plan for the weekend, the 
time will slip by and it will be Monday and we will be back at work again! Our free time is short and 
valuable. Running errands, doing chores, relaxing on the weekend are short-term goals. Ask if anyone 
has any long-term goals? How do we make sure we accomplish these? 
 
3. Share these key points with the group: 

• Time is short; we cannot be everywhere at once and have many tasks to complete in a short 

 

 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 1 
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amount of time 
• We need to focus on our larger goals and understand the smaller steps that will help us 

achieve these goals.  
• A clear plan is necessary to help us accomplish goals, maximize time and resources and achieve 

optimal results 
 
5. Ask one participant to explain how they plan for provider behavior change communications (which 
providers to they visit and why, how often do they visit providers, etc.) 
 

Slide 4:  

Planning and 
Provider 
Communications 

3 minutes 1. Ask participants how planning helps both themselves as well as providers.  
 
2. Summarize and show next slide listing the benefits of planning and provider communications.   
 
3. Explain how planning properly benefits both you and your providers. This is a “win-win” situation! 
Make sure all participants understand before moving to the next step. 

 

Slide 5:  

Group Discussion: 
What makes a good 
plan?   

3 minutes 1. Ask participants what makes a good plan? Record answers on a flipchart. 
 
2. Emphasize good plans do not simply occur; you must create a strong plan by thinking systematically 
and strategically. 
 
3. Show Slide 5 to summarize and review, if desired.   
 
Plans need to be SMART: 

• Specific: State exactly what you want to accomplish (Who, What, Where, Why) 
• Measureable: How will you know you have achieved your goal? 
• Achievable: Don’t plan to visit 50 providers in 2 days across a mountainous territory if it 

cannot be achieved. 
• Relevant: Plan should be related to getting you your goal. 
• Time Bound: Set target dates to accomplish your plan, the “by when” to guide your goal to 

successful and timely completion (Include deadlines, dates and frequency) 
• Prioritized: Plans also need to consider prioritization – cannot spread resources or time too 

thinly. 
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Ask participants for an example of a “good” plan. Discuss whether the plan meets the above criteria 
     
4. Ask does a good plan treat every provider equally? Ask participants to debate. A good plan does not 

need to treat every provider equally—a good plan prioritizes providers, we don’t need to visit every 
provider but need to see the right providers. Who are the providers we should visit? Those with the 
highest potential for health impact. 
 

5. Emphasize the goal is NOT to visit the most providers possible. The goal is to visit the RIGHT 
providers who will bring the most HEALTH IMPACT with the RIGHT frequency. We’ll discuss this more 
in a few minutes. 

 

Flipchart: 

The Planning 
Process   

 

5 minutes 1. Show flipchart paper with “Planning Process”  arrows written on it. You will build the Planning 
Process together with participants one step at a time. 
 
 

 
 

2. Ask participants what is  the first step of the planning process? Help participants identify “Gather 
Info” as the answer and record on the flipchart. First step is gathering information about your 
providers and geographic territories. 

 
3. Ask participants what is  the second step of the planning process? Help participants identify 

“Analyze” as the answer and record on the flipchart.  
 

4. Ask participants what is  the third step of the planning process? Help participants identify “Prioritize” 
as the answer and record on the flipchart.  
 

5. Ask participants what is  the next step of the planning process? Help participants identify “Track and 
Monitor Results” as the answer and record on the flipchart.  
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6. Often we add the “Implementation” step between Prioritize and Track/Monitor to complete the 
cycle. 

 
7. Ask participants – once we have created a plan, we are finished right? We can put it on a shelf in a 

binder and forget about it? Nooo….. 
 

8. Discuss: a plan repeats, it is a cycle. It is a living and breathing document. We are continually 
gathering information, analyzing, prioritizing and monitoring results. If a plan doesn’t work, that’s 
okay. As long as we use the information and results to adapt, change and modify what we are doing. 
The plan can and should change based on the most current and up to date information. How often? 
Well, this depends on your program and often you need to give a plan sufficient time before you 
have enough data to decide if it is working or not. Plans are living breathing documents, they are 
not created to sit on the shelf! 
 

9. Now we will look at each step more closely. 
 

Discussion 

Step 1: Gather 
Information 

3 minutes 1. Say before you can develop your plan, you must decide what information you need and how you will 
get it.  
 
2. Ask participants what kind of information is important. Note: if participants are unclear, specify that 
some types of useful information include number and location of providers in the territory, which 
providers are already offering similar services, which providers have high client loads, how the provider 
thinks or feels about the product or service, etc.  
 
3. Ask participants what types of information sources can be used to gather information: 

• Provider Records 
• Midwives associations or other professional organizations 
• MOH records 
• Word of Mouth Referrals 
• Questionnaires/Surveys (Provider Profiling Tools) 
• Previous visits with providers and visit notes 

 
Record answers on a flipchart. 

 
 4. Show Slide 6 if needed to summarize 
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Discussion 

Step 2: Analyze 
Information  

5 minutes 1.  Ask one participants what occurs during the second step of the planning process? How do we analyze 
information and what are we looking for? 
 
2. Discuss: This step includes grouping your providers according to shared program-specific criteria. This 
is also known as segmenting providers. The parameters used to group or segment providers are 
reflective of the parameters most relevant and important to achieving program goals. 
 
3. Ask participants to identify which parameters they think are the most important for their program and 
why. 
 
Examples: Number of family planning clients, type of provider (i.e. OB/GYN, general practitioner, etc.), 
trained vs. untrained, position on the adoption ladder, etc. 
 
NOTE: Explain it is important to not only look at how much of our product or service the provider is 
using/performing today but what they could be using/performing in the future. This is considered a 
provider’s “potential”. 
 
6. Show Slide 7 if needed to summarize. 
 
 

FLIPCHART  

 

 

Discussion: 

Step 3: Prioritize  

5 minutes  1. Remind participants that the third step of the planning process is to prioritize.  
 
2. Ask participants why it is important to prioritize.  
 
3. Ask participants which providers they should spend most time with and why?  
 
Note: Review questions to ask to determine this. Refer to Slide 8 as a guide. Considerations should 
include providers with the most potential to contribute towards reaching project goals and objectives, to 
perform the service, use the product or perform the desired behavior. Many times this is dependent on 
the number of potential clients, the provider’s attitude towards the service/product, his/her willingness 
to change, and where the provider is on the adoption ladder.  
 
4. Say that grouping providers into segments is very helpful to determine with whom you should spend 
the most time and effort. Right now, focus on identifying the parameters for prioritizing your providers. 
Later in this workshop, we will give you the tools to systematically prioritize your providers. 
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Slide 9: 
 
The 80/20 Rule: 
The Key to Good 
Prioritization 
  

5 minutes 1. Say now we know we need to prioritize our providers, but HOW are we going to do it? 
The key to prioritizing effectively is focus. The most effective strategies use the “80-20” rule.  
Ask participants if they have heard of the 80-20 Rule and ask them to explain. 
 
Review: 

• 20% of providers manage or influence 80% of clients 
• 20% of providers have the largest impact on health care delivery in the community, either due 

to: 
o Direct client volume, or Influence on other providers (via reputation, for example) 

• The most effective field reps spend 80% of their time with the top 20% of providers 
• The 80/20 rule is an accepted principle in all business forums, including health care. 

 
2. Draw the 80/20 rule on a flipchart to hang on the wall as a reminder for participants. 
 
3. Emphasize that effective field representatives do not spread their time equally across all providers. 
TARGET the top 20% that will produce the greatest health impact! 
 
4. Remind participants that the goal is not to see the most providers but to see the most important ones 
– the top 20%. 
 
5. Ask do you drop providers altogether? Some maybe yes, others you may see less frequently (every 6 
months). Not an exact science. 
 
5. Show Slide 9 if necessary to reinforce. 
 
Note to Facilitator: Some participants may not like hearing that some providers are more important than 
others. Important here means opportunity. The providers you determine are the most important are 
those that have the potential and opportunity to contribute the most to achieving project goals. If does 
NOT imply any judgment of a provider’s value. 
 
6. Say there is no exact science to determining which providers you visit most often.  
But there are frameworks and matrices that can help guide field representatives in segmenting and 
prioritizing providers. And then develop routing and provider Now we will discuss a prioritization matrix 
that field representatives use to organize, segment, and prioritize providers and effectively manage their 
territories.  
  

Flipchart: 
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Slide 10: 
 
Keep It Simple! 
 
Segmenting and 
Prioritizing 
Providers need not 
be complicated! 
  

2 minutes 1. Explain that segmentation and prioritization of providers does not need to be complicated! All you 
need to do is consider: 

 
• Determine criteria/parameters on which to segment 
• Define criteria/parameters 
• Determine where providers are in terms of parameters 
• Determine which providers will contribute most to achieving your goals and objectives 
• Determine frequency of visits 
• Create your plan! 

 
2. Say prioritization doesn’t require a computer or sophisticated tools. All you need is pen and paper! 
 

 

Flipchart 

The Prioritization 
Matrix 

 

 

30 
minutes 

1. Explain – we will now introduce a simple matrix adapted from a model used throughout the business 
world, called he Boston Consulting Group (BCG) model. Providers can be segmented and prioritized using 
this matrix.  This is what we mean when we refer to Macro Level Planning and Prioritizing – looking at 
the Territory as a whole.    
 
2. On a flipchart, draw and build the matrix together with participants using the following steps and 
flipcharts below as guidance. 
 
Step 1 – Setting up the Prioritization Matrix 
          Draw an arrow going up on the y-axis. 
          Explain: 

• The y-axis represents the provider’s “Business Potential.” 
• “Business Potential” = Client Load. 
•  It is important to stress that “potential” does not only refer to the provider’s current actual 

use of the product or delivery of service but what the provider could use or provide when at 
optimal productivity.  

• Providers with more clients have more opportunity to use products or provide services. 
 
 
Draw an arrow from left to right at the top of the matrix (x-axis). 
Explain: 
• The x-axis represents the provider’s behavior and what stage of on 

the Adoption Ladder the provider is at.  
 

• Label the axis arrow from low to high with the stages of the 
Adoption Ladder:  awareness, interest, trial, adoption, and 
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advocacy. Providers are considered high 
behaviors if they are at the adoption or 
advocacy stages.  For example, a provider 
who has incorporated IUD insertion services 
as part of their regular practice and 
offerings to clients (adoption). 
 
 

Step 2 – Identifying Provider Segments 
Review each segment with participants with regards to provider 
business potential and behavior. 
Ask participants to describe a provider who is in the upper left hand 
quadrant. High Potential, Low Behavior. 
Repeat for each quadrant until each is labeled appropriately as 
shown in the flipchart below. 
 
Explain that each segment can be labeled as A, B, C, and D. 
Label each segment as shown in the flipchart example to the right.   
 
OPTION: 
Explain the BCG model also applies names to each segment. This can be a fun way to remember 
the meaning of each segment for participants. If appropriate, introduce the names to participants.  
Participants can customize names to be more culturally acceptable or do not need to use names at 
all. 
 
A = Chickens or Question Marks (high potential but have not yet 
adopted the desired behavior) 
B = Stars (these are your current star performing providers  - high 
potential and performing the desired behavior) 
C = Milked Cows (no growth potential, provider has maxed out 
possible use) 
D = Dogs (no potential – low potential and low behavior) 
 
Provide illustrative examples of providers in each segment or ask 
participants to do so. 
 
Note to Facilitator: If you are facilitating a workshop with Franchise Support Staff/Field 
Representatives, Franchise providers should be in A and B Segments as the most productive 
providers are desired in the Franchise.  
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Step 3 – Prioritizing Providers 
         Ask participants:  Which providers should we focus our time and resources? Why? 
         Discussion points: Participants will have different opinions in response to the above question. 
There are no real right or wrong answers, however, it is generally agreed that providers in Segments A 
and B should be prioritized. These providers have the highest potential to contribute to project goals and 
objectives. Some may argue that in order to grow our business, Segment A providers should receive 
highest priority as these providers have high business potential but are not yet using the product or 
offering the service.  
Refer back to the 80/20 Rule. 
Ask participants in which segment or segments are the 20% of providers who are providing care to 80% 
of clients? Guide participants to realize that the 20% are in Segments A and B. These are the most 
“important” providers. 
Refer to Slide 11 as visual of 80/20 Rule and Segments if needed. 
 
 
 Step 4 – Determining Visit Frequency 
             Ask what should be reach and frequency of provider visits should take place in each segment?   
             Discuss together what the optimal reach and frequency should be for 
each segment      
             Write the agreed upon response on the flipchart. 
             Best practice is to visit providers in Segments A and B more 
frequently – at least once per month.    Segment C and D providers are 
visited with less frequency – every 3 months for C providers and every 3-6 
months for D providers. 
Remind participants that the Matrix allows us to prioritize time and 
resources on the Segment A and B providers.  We don’t forget about C and D 
providers. Eventually we can try to move C and D providers to be A and B 
providers but it is likely easier to start with focusing on optimizing the performance A and B providers.  
 
Step 5 – Dig a Bit Deeper 
Note to Facilitator: You may choose to introduce the concept below of increased visit frequency to 
providers in trial stage now or during the group discussion following the activity below. 
Refer back to the Adoption Stairway and the stages along the x-axis of the Prioritization Matrix. 
Ask participants to consider providers who are in the trial stage. 
You may choose to shade the Matrix as shown in the Flipchart example. 
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Remind participants the vulnerability of providers in the trial stage.  Without 
adequate support, providers can relapse and fall down the adoption 
Stairway.  
Offer that some programs choose to create an additional segment of 
providers in the trial stage and increase visit frequency to twice per month to 
support these providers’ advancement to the adoption stage and prevent 
relapse. 
          
Step 6 – Clarify 
Clarify any questions before moving to the next activity.      
This is what we mean when we refer to Macro Level Planning and Prioritizing – looking at the Territory 
as a whole.                                         

                             
 

Activity: 

Slide 12: 
Segmenting and 
Prioritizing 
Providers 

45 
minutes 
for group 
work 

45 
minutes 
discussion 

Directions for Facilitator: 
1. Form groups of 3-4 participants. 
2. Distribute one set of provider profile cards to each participant group. 
3. Distribute one piece of flipchart paper, markers and tape to each participant group. 
 
Directions for Participants: 
 
1.  Draw the Prioritization Matrix grid on the flipchart paper. 
2. Review each provider profile card.  
3. Decide which segment each provider falls under and group provider profile cards accordingly. 
4. Tape each provider profile card in the appropriate segment on your flipchart. 

 
DISCUSSION 
Directions for Facilitator: 
1. Once the groups have finished segmenting providers, ask them to hang their Prioritization Matrices on 
the wall next to each other. 
2. Choose one participant Prioritization Matrix to use for the discussion. HINT: Choose one hanging in 
the middle of the other matrices so it is easy to compare. 
3. Review each provider profile card and its placement on the Prioritization Matrix. 
4. Ask participants whether or not they agree with the placement of the provider. Why or why not? 
Should the placement of the provider be changed? 
5. Remind participants that segmenting and prioritizing providers is not always “black or white”. 
Providers in one segment may lie close to or overlap into another segment. Placement of providers 
requires judgment of PSI field representative and their supervisor. It is also a fluid process – providers 
may shift from one segment to another over time. 
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6. Conclude session by asking participants if they could repeat this activity using actual providers in their 
territories. Participants will reconvene with their supervisors to Segment and Prioritize their own 
providers using the Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop Follow On Module. 
 

Flipchart:  

The Planning 
Process 

Step 4: 
Track activities and 
results  

 5 minutes 1. Refer back to the Planning Process Flipchart. 
 
3. Step 4 is Track Activities and Results 
 
3. Explain that tracking activities and results is crucial for effective planning and prioritization of provider 
visits. Memory fades quickly! One month after a provider visit, you are not likely to remember what you 
said to a provider or what information they requested unless you write it down. 
 
4. Best practice is to track activities on a daily, weekly and monthly basis and check activities against 
results. Effective and consistent use of Territory Management tools allows us to track activities and plan. 
 
5. Ask participants what kinds of information are important to track. Suggestions: number of visits to 
provider, where provider rests on the Adoption Stairway, changes in what support or inputs have been 
given to provider, number of insertions, number of product samples, health areas discussed, etc. 
 

 

 

 

Slide 13: 

Territory 
Management Tools 

20 
minutes 

1.  Explain there are various tools you can use to keep track of your activities and results, both on a 
macro level (covering your territory as a whole) and a micro level (looking at individual provider visits, 
interactions, commitments and strategies). 
 
2. Distribute binders to participants. Explain that these binders are intended to house all Territory 
Management Tools.  The Field Representative Territory Management Binders are confidential planning 
tools. Binders and tools should not be shared with providers. 
 
3. Distribute each Territory Management Tool individually as described below and explain how to 
complete each tool and its use.  
 
REMEMBER the Territory Management Tools should be adapted to specific country and operating 
contexts with supervisors/managers, integrating with existing tools where possible, before the Workshop 
and before sharing with Field Representatives. The Territory Management Tools discussed here are 
illustrative. 
 
4. Review each Territory Management Tool with participants, explaining its purpose and the importance 
of the information collected on each. This step while seemingly tedious is critical to obtaining Field 
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Representative buy-in to use Territory Management Tools consistently and effectively. Wherever and 
whenever possible, demonstrate how the information collected can be used to help Field 
Representatives manage their territories and move providers along the Adoption Stairway to achieve 
project goals and objectives.  
 
Utilize the Field Rep Territory Management Matrix to explain how to use each tool. 
 
       Macro Level Planning 
 

• Weekly Planner – Plan provider visits for the week according to visit cycle, determine 
percentage of time spent visiting Segment A and B providers. 
 

• Monthly Report – Recap and share your achievements with your supervisor/manager. Analyze 
where resources were expended and any results. Supervisor/manager compile Field 
Representative feedback and transmit to Marketing, Senior Management, etc. to influence 
program design 

 
       Micro-Level Planning 
 

• Health Facility Data Sheet – Record basic information about each clinic/facility – fill out once 
and update only as needed 

 
• Provider Strategy Planner – In-depth strategy planning tool to move providers along the 

Adoption Stairway. Use this for your top 5-10 providers ONLY. The steps and processes apply to 
all providers in your territory, but the Provider Strategy Planner requires significant time 
investment to complete. Start with 5-10 highest potential providers.  As the Provider Strategy 
Planner becomes more familiar the concepts and planning activities will become more routine 
and more easily applicable to all providers in a given territory.  We will look at the Provider 
Strategy Planner in depth throughout the Workshop. 

 
• Provider Visit Notes – Record date and content of visit, visit notes and next visit objectives for 

EACH and EVERY provider visit. Monitor changes in provider stage of Adoption Stairway. 
Information can be collected via platform MIS. 
 

4.  Insert Territory Management Tools in the binder in the following order 
1. Weekly Planner 
2. Health Facility Data Sheet  
3. One Provider Visit Notes form should be placed behind every Health Facility Data Sheet 
4. Provider Strategy Planner should be placed behind the appropriate Health Facility Data Sheet 
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Slide 14: 

Activity:  

Provider Strategy 
Planner  

3 
minutes  
to explain 
 
10 
minutes 
for 
participants 
to 
complete 

 
 

1. Distribute the Provider Strategy Planner to participants 
2. Explain that participants will use the Provider Strategy Planner throughout the Workshop to put skills 
learned into practice. We will use the Provider Strategy Planner sequentially as skills are introduced. 
3. Instruct participants to bring to mind a provider in their territory. This provider should be a Segment A 
provider (high potential, low behavior). If a participant does not know their providers yet, encourage 
them to use one of the provider profile cards from the earlier activity as their provider.  
3. Instruct participants to complete upper portion of the Provider Strategy Planner for their provider, 
completing the Planner up to the Background section ONLY. STOP THERE. Assist participants as needed to 
complete the Provider Strategy Planner. 
4. Instruct participants to keep the Provider Strategy Planner and bring to the Workshop each day. 
 

Provider Strategy 
Planner

 

Slide 15: 

Planning Recap 

5 minutes Group Discussion:  
 
1. Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session. 
2. Record their responses on a flipchart and hang it on the wall. Participants can reference this later. 
3. After participants have listed their takeaways, show the recap slide and explain each takeaway listed, 
as needed. 
4. Ask if all of these takeaways make sense and if there are any surprises to the participants 
5. Answer any questions!  
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Planning for 
Provider Behavior 
Change Communications

SESSION 3



Session 3: Objectives
Participants will be able to:
 Manage their territory on both a macro and 

micro level
 Use data to segment and prioritize providers to 

achieve the highest impact
 Utilize planning tools to effectively manage their 

territory
 Utilize planning tools to effectively manage 

provider visits for maximum productivity

Planning for Provider Behavior Change Communications

SLIDE 2



page 3

Why do we plan?  

Discuss:



It helps you…

• Save time
• Spend your time most 

effectively
• Focus on and achieve 

long term goals
• Feel prepared for 

detailing conversations
• Learn from past 

experiences

It helps providers…

• Get the information they 
need the most

• Avoid spending time on 
things that really are not 
important to them

• Deliver better care in the 
community (up to the 
latest standards, 
innovations, etc.)

Planning and Provider Communications

page 4
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What makes a “good” plan?

► Specific
► Measurable 
► Achievable
► Realistic
► Time Bound
► Prioritized!

Discuss:
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Gather information1

Be creative!

 FIRST - What information do you want to know? 
What information is important to obtain??

 Data PSI already has
 Info you have collected from previous visits
 Provider records
 Word of mouth
 Simple surveys or questionnaires, profiling tools
 Public sources of information you can collect, if 

available (Internet, businesses, organizations, 
individuals, etc.)

Consider…
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Analyze2

What do you know about each provider?

 What kind of facility does he/she work in?
 Where is the facility? How many clients does 

the provider serve?
 What kinds of clients does the provider serve?
 For how many of his / her clients can your 

product or therapy help?
 What does the provider think about your 

product or therapy?
 Where is the provider on the adoption ladder 

now?

Which of these 
facts is
important to 
reaching about 
program goals ?

How can you 
use these facts 
to group 
(segment) 
similar 
providers?
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Prioritize your efforts3

With whom should you spend the most time and effort?  
Why?

 Which parameters are most important in reaching your project 
goals?

 Which group of providers have or could have the most impact on 
your project goals and objectives?

 For which group should you dedicate the most time/ resources / 
support?

 How many times per month should you visit providers in each 
group? 

 How are your providers distributed within your territory or region?
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Focus is a key to good prioritization3

► You have limited time – don’t spread yourself too 
thin by treating everyone the same!

► Remember 

20% of 
providers …

… manage or 
influence  80% of 

clients
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Keep it simple!

Segmenting and Prioritizing Providers need 
not be complicated!

 Determine parameters/criteria on which to 
segment

 Define parameters/criteria
 Determine where providers are in terms of 

parameters
 Determine frequency of visits
 Create your plan!



80/20 Rule and Prioritization

page 11
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► Draw the Prioritization Matrix on flipchart paper.

► Review each provider profile card.

► Decide which segment each provider falls under.

► Tape each provider card in the appropriate segment.

► TIME:  45 minutes

Activity: Segmenting and Prioritization
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Track your activities and results4

►Tools to use:
Macro-level
- Weekly Planner
- Monthly Reports
Micro-level
- Health Facility Data Sheet
- Provider Visit Notes
- Provider Strategy Planner
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► Review the Provider Strategy Planner

► Think of a provider in your area with the following characteristics:
 High potential
 Important in the community
 Currently not very far up on the adoption stairway

► Complete the Background section of the Provider Strategy Planner 
based on what you know about this provider
► Do not go further right now!

► Time:  10 minutes

Activity: Provider Strategy Planner



 Good planning results in effective provider behavior 
change communications interventions

 The Planning Process is a cycle - it repeats
 Planning is never finished…..plans are living breathing 

documents that need review, revision, improvement, 
changes on a regular basis

 The 80-20 rule is extremely important – do not spread 
yourself too thin!

 Segmenting and prioritizing providers is critical to
effectively utilizing resources and achieving project goals!

 Territory Management Tools assist in macro and micro 
level planning

Planning for Provider Behavior 
Change Communications Recap

page 15



Exercise- Sample Provider 
Profile Cards Laos

SESSION 3

Annex 3.1: Session 3



Dr. Not

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

Dr. Sang

• Has received PSI training on how to insert IUCDs
• Has inserted IUCDs during PSI IUD training
• Clinic has no pharmacy so does not dispense other family planning 

methods and sees few, if any, FP clients outside of IUD training

Dr. Noi

Dr. Siha

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Does not have any training on IUCDs
• Does not mention IUCDs as an option when counseling clients

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Has very limited knowledge of IUCDs
• Never mentions IUCDs as an option to her clients, and no one in the 

community requests it from him

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: OBGYN
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Has IUCD training, has only inserted about 10 IUCDs, all during 
CSD

• Offers IUCD service if her clients ask for it

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs



Dr. Phou

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

Dr. Tik

• Has received PSI training on how to insert IUCDs
• Clients prefer injectables or OC pills
• Believe IUDs take too much time to provide

Dr. Vieng

Dr. Noul

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is aware of IUCDs, but not trained in how to insert IUCDs
• Understands appropriate client types  for IUCDs and sometimes 

recommends IUCDs to these clients
• Not many clients ask for IUDs

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUDs
• Had complication with IUD insertion 2 years ago so is worried to 

provider the service

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUCDs
• When counsels clients, presents IUCDs as option
• If a client comes in requesting a certain therapy, will provide it

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs



Dr. Phet

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

Dr. Khan

• Is aware of IUCDs, but does not offer them in her clinic
• Does not usually speak to IUCDs when clients visit as she does not 

have confidence in her knowledge of IUCDs

Dr. Tong

Dr. Saitong

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is aware of IUCDs, but does not offer them at her clinic
• Understands appropriate client types  for IUCDs and refers patients 

seeking IUDs to district hospital
• Gives patient informed choice

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-urban

• Is not trained on how to insert IUCDs
• 95% of clients receive injections
• Is worried about the safety of the woman during IUD insertions  

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Have never spoken to her about IUCDs

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs



Dr. Santhong

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

Dr. Tou

• Knows about IUCDs
• Has not been trained on IUCD
• Wants to provide IUDs but needs to have government permission
• Promotes informed choice among clients

Dr. Toon

Dr. Souk

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Peri-urban

• Does not stock IUCDs
• Dispenses many OCPs and Injectables every month

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: Pediatrician
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

• Has not been trained in IUD
• Many of her clients ask about family planning when bringing hteir

child to see her, but she does not provide in her clinic
• Wants to provide IUDs but needs to have government permission

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

• Does not know about IUCDs
• Has only 5-10 family planning clients per month who he refers to 

District Hospital if they ask about an IUCD

Provider Background

What you know – IUCDs
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Ashta S.

Provider Type: Staff Nurse
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

Riya R.

• Has received PSI training on how to insert IUCDs
• Has inserted IUCDs during PSI sponsored CSD
• Clinic has no pharmacy so does not dispense other family planning 

methods and sees few, if any, FP clients outside of CSD

Babita T.

Bimita S.

Provider Background

• Has no experience with MA and clients have not requested

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Does not have any training on IUCDs
• Does not mention IUCDs as an option when counseling clients

Provider Background

• Has not received training on Medabon
• Uses other drugs for MA

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Rural

• Has very limited knowledge of IUCDs
• Never mentions IUCDs as an option to her clients, and no one in the 

community requests it from her

Provider Background

• Is not aware of misoprostol/mifepristone
• Refers clients to SAS centers

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Has IUCD training, has only inserted about 10 IUCDs, all during 
CSD

• Offers IUCD service if her clients ask for it

Provider Background

• Refers most patients to SAS centers
• Will prescribe MA drugs if she knows the client

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA



Samita S.

Provider Type: Staff Nurse
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

Lalita T.

• Has received PSI training on how to insert IUCDs
• Clients prefer injectables

Sapana A.

Kiran R.

Provider Background

• Dispenses miso/mife

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUCDs
• Understands appropriate client types  for IUCDs and always 

recommends IUCDs to these clients

Provider Background

• Has received training on Medabon
• Not "listed" and cannot prescribe because she is ANM

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: Chemist
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Rural

• Stocks other contraceptives

Provider Background

• Listed provider
• Dispenses Medabon with a prescription or only if he knows the client

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUCDs
• When counsels clients, presents IUCDs as option
• If a client comes in requesting a certain therapy, will provide it

Provider Background

• Knows about MA

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA



Subas S.

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Rural

Bandana S.

• Is aware of IUCDs, but does not offer them in her clinic
• Does not usually speak to IUCDs when clients visit as she does not 

have confidence in her knowledge of IUCDs

Maya S.

Kokila V.

Provider Background

• Is aware of misoprostol/mifepristone
• Dispenses MA drugs because nearest SAS center is too far for her 

clients to travel

What you know – IUCDs

What you know –MA

Provider Type: Medical Officer
Setting: SAS Center
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUCDs
• Understands appropriate client types  for IUCDs
• Gives patient informed choice

Provider Background

• Listed provider, trained by PSI
• 50/50 MA/MVA for his clients, gives patient informed choice

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: Staff Nurse
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-urban

• Is trained on how to insert IUCDs
• Performs very few insertions  - 95% of clients receive injections

Provider Background

• Knows of MA drugs

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: Doctor
Setting: SAS Center
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Have never spoken to her about IUCDs

Provider Background

• Listed provider, trained by PSI
• Reports more & more clients requesting MA

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA



Niraj U.

Provider Type: Counselor
Setting: SAS Center
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

Shilu M.

• Knows about IUCDs
• Has not been trained on IUCD
• Promotes informed choice among clients

Nabaraj M.

Shreesha S.

Provider Background

• Knows about MA and Medabon
• Has not attended a training on Medabon

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: Chemist
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Peri-urban

• Does not stock IUCDs
• Dispenses many OCPs and Injectables every month

Provider Background

• Not "listed"
• Has MA drugs readily available
• Dispenses MA drugs, usually to partner of woman

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

• She personally uses an IUCD
• Trained by PSI but has no autoclave

Provider Background

• You have never spoken to her about MA

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA

Provider Type: Chemist
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban, near SAS Center

• Stocks all other forms of contraceptives

Provider Background

• "Listed", has not dispensed Medabon because he has not received 
any prescriptions

• Worried about legal issues if dispenses Medabon without a 
prescription

• Stocks misoprostol  in pharmacy for other purpose

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA



Ashta S.

Provider Type: ANM
Setting: Private
Family planning clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Does not have any training on IUCDs
• Does not mention IUCDs as an option when counseling clients

Provider Background

• Has not received training on Medabon
• Uses other drugs for MA

What you know – IUCDs

What you know – MA
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Dr. Emmanuel

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private Clinic, member of SFH franchise
WRA clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Urban

Dr. Jane

• Has used both misoprostol and MVA 
• She prefers MVA since she can charge more for the service. 

Nurse Abigail

Dr. Michael

Provider Background

Provider Type: Head ObGyn
Setting: Hospital
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Is familiar with miso, but not the SFH brand of misoprostol
• Has had some negative experiences with miso when seemed not all 

the products of conception were expelled

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PAC

Provider Type: GP
Setting: Private clinic
WRA clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

• Prefers misoprostol for PAC as requires no special equipment and is 
easy to provide to her clients

Provider Background

Provider Type: Matron (Head Nurse)
Setting: Hospital
WRA clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Has never used misoprostol
• Has concerns about the effectiveness of misoprostol
• Prefers MVA as believes MVA is more effective

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PAC

What you know – Miso for PAC What you know – Miso for PAC



Dr. Rose

Provider Type: Pharmacist
Setting: Wholesale Pharmacy
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

Mr. Obi

• Does not stock misoprostol  (or, therefore, buy) much because 
abortion is illegal and doctors prefer MVA for PAC

Mrs. Abigail 

Dr. Johnathon

Provider Background

Provider Type: ObGyn
Setting: Hospital
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Urban

• Has used miso and MVA
• Likes miso because it is safe and effective.
• Recommends it to her poorer clients

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PAC

Provider Type: ObGyn
Setting: Clinic, SFH Network
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Peri-urban

• Has used misoprostol but thinks it is only indicated for PPH

Provider Background

Provider Type: Head Pharmacist
Setting: Retail Pharmacy
WRA clients: Moderate
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Says they sell very little miso and always only with a prescription

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PACWhat you know – Miso for PAC

What you know – Miso for PAC



Dr. Eileen

Provider Type: Pharmacist
Setting: Retail Pharmacy
WRA clients: Few
Geographic Area: Urban

Mrs. Abeje

• Carries miso and believes that increasing access to it will save 
women’s lives.

Mrs. Goodnews

Mr. Solomon

Provider Background

Provider Type: ObGyn
Setting: Government Clinic
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Rural

• Prefers MVA but does not have access to equipment
• Defaults to misoprostol because its easier to access and is affordable 

to patients

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PAC

Provider Type: Head Pharmacist
Setting: Retail Pharmacy
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Rural

• Does not stock miso because of fear of abuse

Provider Background

Provider Type: Matron (Head Nurse)
Setting: Hospital
WRA clients: Many
Geographic Area: Peri-Urban

• Does not believe that women suffering from incomplete abortions 
should be treated since abortion is illegal

• However, policy is that they must be treated and so she treats them.
• She generally uses miso because it is easier/quicker for her to do so

Provider Background

What you know – Miso for PACWhat you know – Miso for PAC

What you know – Miso for PAC



Annex 3.3: Session 3                                                     Facility Volume: (High | Medium | Low) 

HEALTH FACILITY DATA SHEET        
To be completed and filed for each health facility in PSI Rep’s territory and updated as information changes. 

 

Name of health facility/provider: ______________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: _________________________________________________ Tel: _______________________ 

Territory: ____________________________________ Region: ____________________________________ 

 

 

Hours of 
Operation 

Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

       

Best times        

 

Key Contacts (manager, receptionist, etc): 

Name: _________________________________________________ Position: __________________________________ 

Name: _________________________________________________ Position: __________________________________ 

Type of Facility (circle one):  

Public  Private Hospital Private Non-
Network 

Dispensary Pharmacy Depot Wholesaler Other 
(specify) 

Provider Segmentation 

Provider Name Health Area Segment 
assigned 
(A|B|C|D) 

Date 
assigned 

Segment 
assigned 
(A|B|C|D) 

Date 
assigned 

Rotated 
out         

(Y | N) 

       

       

       

       

       

       



Provider Strategy Planner
Provider Name: ________________________
Clinic Name:  __________________________

Adoption Ladder – Where are they
Circle step

What you know about provider

Identified Needs

Offer Impact

Proof Cost/Risk to Provider

Visual Aid Section: Visual Aid Section:

Visual Aid Section.: Visual Aid Section:

1.

2.

1.

2.

Number of Clients/Month______
Number Insertions/Month________

Date of Last Visit________
Background

Open Questions to Identify Needs
Uncovering Needs

Value Proposition

Barriers
Potential SolutionsLikely Barriers

Visit Objective
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PROVIDER VISIT HISTORY AND NOTES 

To be completed by PRF immediately after visit and filed in appropriate folder for future reference 

Provider Name: ________________________________________________Date of visit: _________________ 

Visit Details 

 Services/Products 
Discussed (check 
all that apply) 

Samples Left 
(specify #) 

Current Stock 
(specify #) 

Current 
Supplier 
(name) 

Order 
Placed? 
(specify #) 

Materials/literature left 
(specify which piece(s) and 
quantity) 

FP - IUDs       

FP - Other       

PAC       

Malaria       

CS       

STI       

Other (specify)       

 

Objective of Visit: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Topic(s) of Conversation/Issues Discussed: ______________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Objections/Concerns Raised:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Follow-up Actions Required:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Success Stories: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Plan for next visit: 

Expected Date of 
Next Visit: 

Call Objectives: Comments: 

   

 



Annex 3.6: Session 3 
PROVIDER VISIT PLANNING AND EVALUATION 

To be completed by PSI Rep immediately after visit. One copy filed in appropriate folder for future reference, one copy to MIS 

Provider Name: ________________________________ Segment: _______ Date of visit: _________________  

(Circle one):  AWARENESS  INTEREST  TRIAL  ADOPTION  ADVOCACY 

(Circle one):  PUBLIC  PRIVATE  PROVIDER  PHARMACIST OTHER__________ 

Visit Details 

 Services/Products 
Discussed (check 
all that apply) 

Samples Left 
(specify #) 

Current Stock 
(specify #) 

Current Supplier (name) Order Placed? (specify #) 

FP - IUDs      

FP - STMs      

PAC      

EC      

Condoms      

Other (specify)      

 

Objective of Visit: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Topic/Value Proposition: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Objections/Concerns Raised:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Follow-up Actions Required:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Success Stories: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Expected Date of 
Next Visit: 

Call Objective for Next Visit: Comments: 
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WEEKLY PLANNING FORM 
To be completed by PRF and copy submitted to Supervisor at the beginning of each week prior to executing the plan 

Name of PRF:  _________________________________________     Plan for Week of _______________________ 

Geo. 
Area 

Day 

 

Time Name of Provider Type of 
Provider 

New or 
Existing 
Provider 

Provider 
Segment 

Visit/Training Objective                  
(refer to notes from 

previous visit) 

Potential 
for 

Network 
(Y/N) 

Provider 
Seen 
(Y/N) 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          



          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 

Other Activities Planned for the Week: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

WEEKLY SUMMARY 
To be completed by PRF at end of week and copy sent to Supervisor 

 
Total Number of Visits: 
 

 Total # 
Provider 

Visits 
(public + 
network 
+ non-

network) 

# Public 
Providers 

# Network 
Providers 

# Non-
Network 
Private 

Providers 

# New 
Providers 

# Providers per 
Segment 

# Potential 
Network 
Providers 
Identified 

# Persons 
Trained/Topic 

# 
Pharmacies/

Depots/ 
Wholesaler 

A B C D 

TOTAL 
PLANNED 

            

TOTAL 
COMPLETED 

            

 
Other Information: 

 Number Visits per 
service/product 

Type and # of Samples Left  

 

Materials/literature left (specify type and quantity) 

FP - IUDs    

FP - Other    

PAC    

Malaria    

CS    

STI    

Other (specify)    
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MONTHLY REPORT 
To be completed by PRF at end of each month and copy sent to Supervisor 

 
PRF: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 
 
1. PROVIDER COVERAGE:  
 

 Total # 
Provider 

Visits 

# Public 
Providers 

# Network 
Providers 

# Non-Network 
Private 

Providers 

# New 
Providers 

# Providers per 
Segment 

# Potential Network 
Providers Identified 

# Pharmacy/ 
Depots/ 

Wholesaler 
A B C D 

TOTAL 
PLANNED 

           

TOTAL 
COMPLETED 

           

 
2. DISTRIBUTION: 
 
 Number Visits per 

service/product 
Type and # of Samples Left  Materials/literature left (specify type and quantity) 

FP - IUDs    

FP - Other    

PAC    

Malaria    

CS    

STI    

Other (specify)    
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PRF: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 
 

3. TRAINING 

Date Location Topic Audience # Trained 
 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Describe all other activities conducted, coordinated, attended, etc. during the month (i.e. round table discussions, workshops attended, outreach events, etc.) 

Date Location Type of Activity Theme or Topic # Providers Attended 
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PRF: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 

5. COMMENTS (Describe in detail) 

a.  Key barriers encountered:________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b.  Key questions raised: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

c.  Provider Success Stories: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

d.  Other (what worked well, what didn’t, new information to share, etc.): __________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Provider Behavior Change Communications 

Initial Skills Building Curriculum 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 

SESSION #4: FEATURES AND BENEFITS   

   

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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 TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Session 1 
 Welcome and Introductions  
 
Session 2 
What is Provider Behavior Change Communications? 
 
Session 3  
Planning 
 
Session 4              KEY TO TEXT BOXES  
Features and Benefits 
 
Session 5 
 Uncovering Provider Needs  
 
Session 6 
 Creating and Delivering Solutions  
 
Session 7  
Overcoming Barriers to Change 
 
Session 8 
Putting it All Together 
 
Session 9 – Option A 
Field Visits 
 
Session 10 – Option B 
Video Role Play  
 
Session 11  
Debrief and Wrap-Up 
 

PRE-WORK Flip charts, hand-outs, 
exercises that should be prepared before 
the workshop session begins  

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  
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Objectives: 

1. Identify and communicate features and benefits of desired health area, service and/or product 
2. Use features and benefits techniques tailored to specific customer needs to “sell” customer health area, service 

or product 
3. Effectively use visual aids to communicate features and benefits 
4. Begin to know your provider 

 

Handouts:  
 

– Visual aids for appropriate health area 
– Health Facility Data Sheet  
– Provider Strategy Planner (Note: this will be used throughout the workshop. Remind participants to bring this to the workshop each day) 

 

Materials Needed: 
 

 

 
 

SESSION 4: FEATURES AND BENEFITS       

PRE-WORK 

– Markers (at least 1 per person)       –    Flipchart Paper 
– Blank colored and white paper (at least 5 per person each)    –    Tape 
  
 

 

 

Prepare the following materials prior to the session: 
 
 Gather materials and handouts listed below. 
 Decide the item you will use as an example for Activity #1 and adjust features and benefits and customer as appropriate.  
 Review the Features and Benefits Sample Job Aids for the appropriate health area and products before the workshop. If 

these do not exist, work with PBCC manager, health services manager, technical advisor and marketing teams prior to the  
workshop to develop using PBCC Foundational Elements Module. 

 Review visual aids for the health area, service, or product. If these do not exist, work with PBCC manager, health services 
manager, technical advisor and marketing teams prior to the workshop to develop using the Guide to Creating Visual Aids. 

 Review visual aids for the health area, service or product and be able to link these to features and benefits of health area, 
service or product. 
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 Affix completed flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 
 

 

 
  

Time Estimate: 3 hours (if you are covering more than one health area in workshop, you may need to allow for additional time.) 

Facilitator Homework:  After the session, update the Features and Benefits Sample Job Aid with Features and Benefits for your product, service or behavior 
created by participants during the workshop.  Distribute Features and Benefit Job Aid to participants before the end of the workshop. 

Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 2: 

Basic Selling 
Skills  

2 min 1. Show slide 2 
2. Read objectives to the participants 

 
Identify features and benefits of PSI products and services and the desired behavior change 
Communicate features and benefits using visual aids 
“Sell” using features and benefits 
Begin to know your provider 

3. Explain that when we say “selling” we mean PERSUADING, or convincing someone else to believe in an 
idea, to take action or change their behavior. This does not mean the actual sale or exchange of cash for a 
product.  

 

Slide 3: 

What are 
Features?   

5 min 1. Ask participants what are features?  
Record responses on flipchart. 
 
Explain: 
Features are the characteristics of a product, service or behavior. Key points: 
•  Features define a product, service or behavior.  
• They are fact-based: actual, physical, tangible properties of the product, service or behavior you are 

focusing on.  
 
2. Give examples of features we may recognize include: 

• Dosage (e.g. 15mg) 
• Route/Frequency of Administration (e.g. by mouth, once per day) 
• Packaging (e.g. colorful, written in local language) 
• Price (e.g. $2) 

 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 3 

BEST PRACTICE 
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• Side Effects (e.g. mild stomach upset, headache, bleeding after insertion) 
 
3. Show Slide 3 if desired. 

Slide 4: 

What are 
Benefits?   

5 min 1. Ask participants what are benefits?  
Record responses on flipchart. 

 
2. Explain benefits translate features into meaningful and useful outcomes for the provider, client or 
customer.  
Benefits explain what the features offer/mean to the provider, client or customer. Key points: 

• Benefits are often intangible. 
• Benefits are often not visible 
• Benefits ARE emotional. 
• Benefits provide the MOTIVATION for the provider or client to take action or change behavior. 
• People don’t buy products or services; they buy what those products or services can do for them.  
• Each feature must be connected with a benefit 

 
3. Show Slide 4 if desired. 
 
4. Give an Example 
Use a Mr. Sketch brand marker.  
Ask participants to name the features of the marker.  
Record responses on flipchart. 
Examples: Brightly colored, thickness of written line, fruit smell, non-toxic, water-based.  
 
Ask What are the benefits of the marker?  
Record responses on flipchart. 
Examples: Can be seen clearly on the flipchart, can be seen even from the back of the room, colors are fun, 
the smell is pleasant, safe and non-harmful for facilitators and participants – little worry of allergic or other 
reactions, water base does not cause a headache even if you use the marker all day,  
Ask Why do facilitators prefer to use Mr. Sketch markers other markers?  
 
Discuss. Facilitators use Mr. Sketch markers because of the benefits they provide. 

 

 SLIDE 4 
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Slide 5: 

Golden Rule 

2 min 1. Show slide 5 
2. Explain: Golden Rule in PBCC is: ALWAYS LINK A FEATURE WITH A BENEFIT 

Why? Because no one uses a product or service or performs a behavior because of the feature, they do so 
because of the benefit. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Slide 6: 

Activity 1:  

Practice 
Features and 
Benefits 

 

20 min Activity 1: 
1. Explain: Now we will do a group Activity, with all participants, to put the concept of features and benefits 

to practical use. 
 

2. Introduce participants to the item you have chosen for this activity (eg. marker, ruler, mobile phone, 
article of clothing). Make sure the item is relatable for the entire group! 

 

 
 

3. Ask the participants to name the features of the item and record responses on the flipchart. 
 

Note to Facilitator: In this example, the features of the dress are: 
• Cotton material 
• Short sleeves 
• Zipper 
• Slim Fit 
• Mid-length (not too short or too long) 
• Blue 
• Vent in back 

 
4. Ask participants to translate these features into benefits. 

Record responses on flipchart next to features, see hints under point 6 below. 
 

5. Explain it is important to know your customer in order to know how to the position the product for her. 

 

 SLIDE 5 

 SLIDE 6 

Note to Facilitator: The slides in this presentation use a dress as a product of interest. 
The instructions below relate to that item; if you change the item adjust the slides 
accordingly 

 NOTE 
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Show Slide 7 (or prepare a similar slide or use a flipchart to prepare similar for your chosen product) 
     Explain this is what you know about your customer. Have a participant read the slide. 

 
6.  Ask participants to ‘sell’ the customer the dress (or your chosen object) 
     Make sure participants link features and benefits AND choose the most relevant to the customer based     
on the information they know about the customer.  
Examples:  
The dress is made of cotton; this means you’ll be cool on hot days. 
The dress has short sleeves; this means you’ll be cool on hot days. 
The dress has a zipper; this means it is easy to wear. 
The dress has a slim fit; this means it is flattering. 
The dress is mid-length; this means it is appropriate for work and for going out after work. It’s versatile! 
The dress is blue; which is a flattering color on the customer. 
The dress has a vent in the back; this means it is easy to walk in especially for women with fast-paced lives. 
 
7. Explain that we must state the benefit of the feature to our customer, although it may seem obvious. She 
may not be thinking of features and benefits as we are! An easy way to remember to link features and 
benefits is always use the phrase “this means” as described in #6 above. In the next activity, you will practice 
doing this with the features and benefits of your product, service or behavior. 
 
8. Explain that knowing the specific needs of the customer, you are able to identify and explain the specific 
features and benefits of the dress that would motivate the customer to want and purchase the dress.  
 
     

Slide 8: 

Activity 2: 
Identify 
Features and 
Benefits of 
Products, 
Services and/or 
Behaviors 

45 min  1. Say: Now, we will adapt this Activity to focus on features and benefits of products, services and/or 
behaviors particular to your program (i.e. IUDs, Medabon, desired behavior, etc.) 
 
2. Write your product, service or behavior (this guide will focus on IUDs and IUD service provision) at the top 
of the flipchart paper. Beneath the product/service/behavior create one column for Features and another for 
corresponding Benefits. 
 
3.  Group Work (Flipchart A below) 

• Ask participants to identify features of the product/service/behavior (i.e. IUDs)  
• Record the features provided by participants on the flipchart 
• Next place participants into groups of 3-4.  
• Divide the features evenly among the groups.  
• Ask participants to write the feature on a piece of A4 paper. Under each feature, have them write the 
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benefit. 
• Allow 20 minutes for preparation. 
• Emphasize that many benefits relate to motivational and emotional factors, such as confidence, 

reputation, trust, peace of mind, client satisfaction, etc. These are very important to providers and will 
be recurrent themes when using provider behavior change communications. Ask participants to keep 
these intangible elements in mind when developing benefits. (Flipchart C below.) 

 
4. Discussion (Flipchart B below) 

• Each group shares the features and benefits they were assigned. 
Note: Participants should phrase features and benefits as if they are talking to providers. For example:  

• “Medabon is approved by WHO. This means you can be confident that Medabon is safe and effective 
for your patients. When you prescribe Medabon, both you and your patients can have peace of mind 
that they are receiving the best therapy for medical abortion.” 

• (Feature = approved by WHO; Benefit = confidence and peace of mind that product will work and is 
safe for patients) 

• Be sure to encourage all participants to share ideas and make sure a feature is always linked with a 
benefit! 
 

• Collect and affix the feature and benefit cards on the wall so participants can reference them 
throughout the workshop 
 

5. Repeat Activity for all key products/services/behaviors  
 

 
Note to Facilitator: At the end of this section (Session 4: Features and Benefits) you will find a comprehensive 
list of features and benefits for the IUD and relevant services provided by PSI. This list is for your reference 
and to guide participants, but should not be shown to participants. Participants should develop the features 
and benefits they are comfortable with.  The features/benefits created during the workshop should be typed 
out, printed and given to participants at the end of the workshop. 

 
 

               A:                                                         B:                                                                C: 
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Communicating 
Features and 
Benefits using 
Visual Aids 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 9: 
Activity #3 
Practice Using 
Visual Aids  
 

40 min 1. Distribute Visual Aids to participants.  
2. Review each page of the Visual Aid with participants. 
3. Discuss the information presented on each page of the Visual Aid and relate to the features and benefits 

discussed during the previous session. 
4. Remind participants that 65% of people are visual learners. Visual aids must be used on each and every 

provider visit. We are more likely to remember what we see and hear, compared to what we hear alone. 
5. Remind participants to always use a pen to point to the information in the Visual Aid that they are 

speaking to. Never use fingers or other objects.  
6. Remind participants that Fi Field Representatives should be able to communicate features/benefits listed 

on a Visual Aid without looking at or reading the contents of the page.  The Field Representative will 
simply just draw the attention of the provider to the page using a pen and maintain eye contact with the 
provider while communicating 

7. Explain we are now going to practice linking features with benefits using our Visual Aids in a round robin 
Activity.  

8. Allow participants 10 minutes to review the Visual Aid individually. Instruct participants to think about 
how they would present the information contained on each page of the Visual Aid in terms of Features 
and Benefits.  Inform participants that in the round robin activity they will need to present features and 
benefits using the Visual Aid. 

9. Write each feature discussed for the product or service in the previous Activity on an index card or note 
cards (i.e., name of product/service/behavior and related feature) while participants study the Visual Aid.  
Write one feature per notecard. Shuffle the cards. 

 
 

Activity 3:  Round Robin (30 minutes) 
10. Invite participants to stand in a circle, each with a Visual Aid. 
11. Explain directions to participants. Have a ball or other object on hand to toss to one another.  
12. Each participant will have a turn to draw a card with a feature on it. Participant will have 30 seconds to 

communicate the feature and benefit using the Visual Aid. Participant should communicate the feature 
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and benefit as if she/he were speaking with a provider. Treat this Activity as a role-play. Participant will 
then toss the ball to another participant who will select a different card and so on until all cards have   
been selected. 

13. Participants should give each other feedback. Participants can reference the features and benefits 
hanging on the walls of the room if needed. 

14. Repeat Activity until everyone has a chance to present and all features and benefits have been used. 
 
Note: Keep to 30 seconds or less, delivering features and benefits in short, concise and memorable manner. 
If a detailer presents longer than 30 seconds, knock on the wall to alert the person of the time (as if the 
provider’s assistant was letting he or she know there was a client waiting!) 
 
Notecards with product/service/behavior and related Features used during this Activity: 
 
 
 

Slide 10: 

Know your 
provider 

2 min 1. Explain that the next few slides (slides 10 -14) will provide practical tips on how to get to know your 
provider and prepare for a conversation with her. 
 
2. Show slide 10. 
 
3. Read: To prepare for a conversation with a provider about their needs, you should answer four questions: 
WHO, WHEN, WHERE, WHAT 
 

• Who are you seeking to understand?  
• When is it best to talk to this person? 
• Where, or in what situation/context, should you interact with them? 
• What should you talk to them about?  
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Slide 11: 

Question 1: 
WHO are you 
seeking to 
understand? 

5 min 1. Read the headline question and ask participants what are the key things to think about when answering 
this question.  
 
2. Explain that this question will help you understand what kinds of motives and needs the provider may 
have. Draw participants’ attention back to features and benefits and the emotional concerns of providers 
(FLIPCHART C). Remind participants that in the previous Activity, we had to understand our customer before 
we could sell her a dress. We also have to understand our providers before we can convince them to change 
their behaviors. 
 
3. Show slide 11 and explain the key points to think about when understanding whom your provider is. 
 
4. Offer an example of a provider: You can use one from your own experience, or the following generic 
example. Example: Below are the characteristics of the provider you are seeking to understand: 

• A nurse midwife who has just started her own private clinic (ROLE) 
• She is worried about establishing her practice and wants to be perceived by the community as 

modern and up-to-date (MOTIVATORS) 
• She has a few older peers that she respects and a few assistants she is responsible for managing 

(STAKEHOLDERS) 
• She is in a major city and her clients demand a wide range of family planning options 

(STAKEHOLDERS) 
 

5. Ask participants which Territory Management Tool(s) assist in collecting information to help you 
understand more about the provider? 
Provider Strategy Planner 
Provider Visit Notes 
 

 

 

Provider Strategy 
Planner: 

 

Provider Visit 
Notes: 
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Slide 12: 

Question 2: 
WHEN is it best 
to talk to this 
person? 

5 min 1. Show slide 16 
 
2. Read the headline question and ask participants what are the key things to think about when answering 
this question. Allow participants to brainstorm and share ideas with the group.  
 
3. After a few participants have shared ideas, say that it is important to know, practically speaking, when the 
provider is available to have an in depth conversation.  
 
4. Ask if participants have any suggestions for the best time to talk with different kinds of providers? 
 
5. Explain that you must also consider “when” in the long-term sense. For example, how long has the Field 
Representative been building a relationship with the provider? Has the Field Representative built up enough 
trust to discuss sensitive topics?  
 
6. Ask what topics are comfortable to talk about immediately and what topics might be easier to discuss after 
some time.  
7. Remind participants that personal relationship and rapport building is also very important. The most 
successful Field Representatives know and ask about the provider’s family, interests and hobbies outside of 
the office. Don’t forget the gatekeepers (receptionists, nurses, front desk staff) – build rapport and be friendly 
with these folks too! Rapport building goes a long way in gaining access to providers and “earning the right” to 
ask a provider for a commitment. 
 
9. Brainstorm ways to build rapport. 
 
10. Ask participants which Territory Management Tool(s) assist in collecting information to help you 
understand more about the provider? 
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Health Facility Data Sheet 
 

 

Provider Strategy Planner 
 

 

Provider Visit Notes 
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Slide 13: 

Question 3: 
WHERE, or in 
what situation, 
can you engage 
a provider to 
discuss their 
needs and 
goals? 

5 min 1. Say: Think about which setting and/or circumstances will help the provider focus on what you are saying. 
Respecting the provider’s preferences will help you build better rapport and get you better answers.  
 

2.Show slide 13 and read sample key points 

3. Ask participants to recall which Territory Management Tool(s) can help you plan where and when to visit 
providers? 

4. Review the Health Facility Data Sheet.   
The Health Facility Data sheet is a tool used to collect and record information about the location of a health 
facility, the best times to visit the provider, and key personnel to remember for future visits (counselors, 
receptionists, family members working in the clinic, etc.) This information helps with daily and weekly 
provider visit planning. 
The Health Facility Data sheet stays in the Field Representative Territory Management binder and can be 
updated as needed as new information is obtained.  
 

 

 

 

HEALTH 
FACILTDATA 
SHEET 

Health Facility 
Data Sheet: 

Slide 14: 

Question 4: 
WHAT should 
you discuss with 
providers? 

10 min 1. Explain: WHAT you should discuss with providers will be the focus of the rest of the workshop.  
We will explore Provider Behavior Change Communications skills and techniques designed to uncover and 
address provider needs in order to advance providers up the Adoption Stairway to the desired behavior.  Use 
of these skills will ensure provider visits are targeted, relevant, prioritized and highly productive.  
 
2. Explain:  Every provider visit must start with a pre-visit objective. This objective is formulated before you 
visit the provider based on what you know about the provider. This objective is what you want the provider 
to do as a result of the visit, what behavior you want to change or influence. The objective is not what task 
we are there to complete (eg, collect forms, restock the shelves, etc.) – it is what we want the provider to 
agree to do as a result of the visit. Sometimes if we do not know the provider well, the objective might be to  

 SLIDE 13 
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obtain more information. We will discuss visit objectives in more detail later in the workshop. First we will 
look at techniques to uncover provider needs in the next session. 
 
2.Show slide 14 

Slide 15: 

Features and 
Benefits Recap 

3 min 1.Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session. Invite group discussion and list 
most important takeaways on the flipchart. 

  

 
2.Ask if all of these takeaways make sense and if there are any surprises to the participants 

 
3. Answer any questions that participants have at this point 

 

 NOTE 
Note to Facilitator: You may use the slide as a guide, but encourage participants to 
share responses before showing the slide. Participants may come up with more 
answers than that which is on the slide! 

 SLIDE 15 



HELP YOUR CLIENTS ACHIEVE THEIR FAMILY PLANNING GOALS.

Experience the satisfaction.



FAMILY PLANNING GOALS ARE ACHIEVED WHEN A WOMAN CHOOSES 

a contraceptive method that best satisfies her needs.
a  WHO/RHR and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health/CCP, INFO Project.  Family Planning:  A Global Handbook for Providers.  Baltimore and Geneva:  CCP and WHO, 2007
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CHOICES OF REVERSIBLE MODERN METHODS OF CONTRACEPTION

YOU CAN HELP YOUR CLIENTS select the best method for them by understanding 
their needs and offering the most appropriate contraceptive choices.

METHOD

Effectiveness (as 
commonly used)1

Dosing  
frequency

Other  
considerations

Copper T  
380A IUCD

Once (1 insertion 
lasts for up to  
12 years)

Effectiveness does 
not depend on user 
compliance

Need a skilled pro-
vider to insert and 
remove the IUCD

No hormonal side 
effects

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

Combined  
OC Pill

Daily

Effectiveness  is 
highly dependent 
upon user  
compliance

Hormonal side 
effects common (but 
not dangerous)

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

PO Pill

Daily

Effectiveness  is 
highly dependent 
upon user  
compliance

Hormonal side 
effects common (but 
not dangerous)

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

PO Injectable  
(2-3 month)

Every 2-3 months

Effectiveness  is 
dependent upon 
user compliance 
(remembering to go 
for injections) 

User must have 
continual access to 
resupply and some-
one trained to give 
injection.

Hormonal side 
effects common (but 
not dangerous)

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

Combined  
Injectable 
(1-month)

Monthly

Effectiveness  is 
dependent upon 
user compliance 
(remembering to go 
for injections)

User must have 
continual access to 
someone trained to 
give injections.

Hormonal side 
effects common (but 
not dangerous)

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

Implant

Once (1 insertion 
lasts for 3-5 years 
depending upon 
type of implant)

Effectiveness  does 
not depend on user 
compliance 

Need a skilled pro-
vider to insert and 
remove the implant

Hormonal side 
effects common (but 
not dangerous)

Does not protect 
against HIV and STIs

Condoms

At time of  
intercourse

Effectiveness  
is very highly 
dependent on user 
compliance (must 
be used correctly 
with every act of 
sex to be effective)

Can be used 
without seeing a 
healthcare provider

No hormonal  
side effects

Protects against 
HIV and STIs

99.4% 92% 97% 97% 99.9% 85%99% of breastfeeding 
90–97% if not 
breastfeeding



99.4%
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Highly Effective  
Protection from  
Pregnancy  
(99.4% Effective)
➤  The COPPER-T 380A IUCD is a 

highly effective form of contraception 
with an average failure rate of just  
0.6 percent in the first year of use  
or less.1 

➤  Because there is nothing for the 
woman to remember to do once it 
is inserted, there are no failure rates 
due to poor patient compliance (i.e. 
missed pills or injections) as there may 
be with some other methods where 
efficacy is more user-dependent.  

b  Average annual failure rates for methods as commonly used; Source:  WHO/RHR and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health/CCP, INFO Proj-
ect.  Family Planning:  A Global Handbook for Providers.  Baltimore and Geneva:  CCP and WHO, 2007.

c LAM rate is for first 6 months after childbirth

d PO pill rate used in this graph is for women who are not breastfeeding.  The rate for women who are breastfeeding is 97%.

AVERAGE ANNUAL PREGNANCY RATES FOR VARIOUS 
CONTRACEPTIVE METHODSa, b, c 

0.1%0.5%0.6%2.0%3.0%3.0%3.0%
10.0%

15.0%

25.0%27.0%

85.0%

ImplantSterilization

COPPER T 380A

LAMCombined 
injectable

PO
injectable

Combined 
Pill

PO pillCondomsFertility 
awareness
methods

WithdrawalNo method

Whether her goal is to postpone 

her first pregnancy, delay her next 

pregnancy, or complete her family 

size, consider Copper T 380A IUCD 

when helping your client choose her 

family planning method.

MILLIONS OF WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD 

of all reproductive ages benefit from the highly 

effective protection from pregnancy that the 

COPPER-T 380A IUD provides.  So can your clients. INSERT PRODUCT IMAGE HERE



e A woman who has never had a child (nulliparous) or a woman under 20 years of age has a higher risk of expulsion because her uterus may be smaller than that of a woman who has given birth.
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WOMEN OF ANY REPRODUCTIVE AGE, including those who have 

never had children can use the COPPER T 380A IUCD.e

Choose the COPPER T 380A 
IUCD when she needs reliable 
contraception that is . . . 

Simple to use
➤  Once the COPPER T 380A IUCD is inserted, it starts 

working immediately and keeps working as long as your 
client needs it to for up to 12 years. 

➤ No need for continuous resupply 

➤  No need to remember anything (e.g. to take pills or 
appointments for injections.

➤ When ready to get pregnant, simply have it removed.

“ Protection I can count on for as long as I choose 
without having to worry about remembering my 
contraception – now that’s simple!”

In addition to providing reliable protection from pregnancy, 

some common reasons given by women for choosing the 

IUCD are that it is highly convenient and simple to use; it is 

immediately reversible; it can last as long as needed for up 

to 12 years; and it is the only hormone-free family planning 

method with such a high rate of efficacy.
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Choose the COPPER T 380A IUCD when she 
needs reliable contraception that is…

Easily and immediately reversible

Choose the COPPER T 380A IUCD when 
she needs reliable contraception that is…

Long-lasting but not permanent 
➤  COPPER T 380A IUCD lasts up to 12 years when left in place.   

To reverse its effects, simply remove the IUCD. 

 
Choose the COPPER T 380A IUCD when 
she needs reliable contraception that is…

Non- hormonal
➤  The COPPER T 380A IUCD is a non-hormonal method of contraception which 

means it has no hormonal side effects.

➤  The COPPER T 380A IUCD is therefore a good method for women who are nurs-
ing or who want to avoid hormonal side effects associated with the pill, injectable, 
or implant.

Note:  Among couples with no fertility problems, 85% of women will become pregnant over one year.  On average, pregnancy occurs after 3 to 6 months of unprotected sex.  This rate is highly variable, 
however, and depends on a number of factors including a woman’s age and medical history.
Source:  Belhadj et al. , Recovery of Fertility After Use of the Levonorgestrel or Copper T Intrauterine Device, Contraception 1986;34:No. 3

RETURN TO FERTILITY AFTER IUD REMOVAL

1 3 6 12

 100   _______________________________________________________________________________

 90  _______________________________________________________________________________

 80  _______________________________________________________________________________

 70  _______________________________________________________________________________

 60  _______________________________________________________________________________

 50  _______________________________________________________________________________

 40  _______________________________________________________________________________

 30  _______________________________________________________________________________

 20  _______________________________________________________________________________

 10  _______________________________________________________________________________

 0  _______________________________________________________________________________

Average pregnancy rate per 100 women  

without contraception (see note)

Cumulative pregnancy rate per 100 women  

after IUD removal

months

“ I think that I have completed my family but am not ready to make a final 
commitment by opting for a permanent method.  I chose the IUCD because I can 
use it long term – for up to twelve years – and then if I change my mind about 
having another child I can simply have the IUCD removed.”

“ I needed a 
reliable method 
of contraception 
that didn't have 
hormones. The IUD 
has proven to be 
the right option for 
me.”
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MILLIONS OF WOMEN 

AROUND THE WORLD have 

safely used the Copper T IUCD 

for more than twenty years.  It is 

estimated that some 145 million 

women worldwide (12 percent of 

all married women of reproductive 

age) currently use an IUCD3  and 

that one of the most widely used 

IUCDs is the COPPER T 380A 

IUCD.

➤   The IUCD is inserted in to the uterus where it remains 
until removed.   
If it is properly inserted it will not move through the 
uterine wall.

➤   Research shows that copper IUCDs prevent pregnancy 
mainly by preventing fertilization. Several studies 
have shown that IUCDs reduce the number of 
viable sperm that reach the fallopian tubes, where 
fertilization is supposed to take place. This may be 
because the sterile foreign body reaction in the uterine 
cavity causes both cellular and biochemical changes 
that are toxic to sperm.20 Also, it is hypothesized that 
copper ions, found throughout the fluids in the uterus 
and fallopian tubes of IUCD users, alter the sensitive 
environment necessary for fertilization.21, 22, 23 

Mechanism 
of Action

    Proven Safety
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Perforation of the IUCD is rare
➤  Perforation of the uterus during insertion has been shown to be quite rare, with fewer than  1.5 perforations per 1,000 

IUCD insertions occurring in large clinical trials.4, 5  

➤   The skill and experience of the provider is the most important factor that minimizes the risk of perforation.6

Expulsion of the IUCD is uncommon
➤  The skill and experience of the provider is the most important factor that minimizes the risk of expulsion.7  

➤  Cumulative expulsion rates as low as  2.4, 3.4, and 4.4 percent at one, two, and three years of use, respectively, have 
been reported among copper IUCD users.8

➤   Based on clinical experience, women are usually aware when they have expelled their IUCD. Such expulsion is not 
dangerous for the user; however, the woman is no longer protected against pregnancy.

➤  Although expulsion rates tend to be slightly higher for nulliparous women (compared to parous women)9 and for 
postpartum insertions (compared with interval insertions)10, WHO guidance allows IUCD use for women with either 
of these conditions. 

PID RATES IN WOMEN USING IUCDs
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Combined WHO clinical trial data for all IUDs

22,908  insertions

Overall PID rate 1.4 cases per 1000 women

Time Since Insertion

Month (first year)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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IUCDs do not increase a woman’s risk of pelvic 
inflammatory disease (PID) 
➤  When PID in an IUCD user does occur — which is rare — it is a result of a pre-existing STI (with the organisms 

Chlamydia trachomatis or gonococcus (agent that causes gonorrhea), not by the IUCD itself.13

➤   If there is an active STI at the time of insertion there is a greater chance during the first month after insertion of the 
infection leading to PID.  Even with this increased risk during the first month, the PID rate is only about one in 1000. 

➤  Risk of STI’s leading to PID after IUCD insertion decreases exponentially after the first month, to levels that are no 
different from baseline levels of all women, even those using no method of contraception.   

➤   If an active STI is ruled out at the time of insertion, there is no increased risk of developing a PID – thus, importance of 
properly screening IUCD clients.

➤  Women who are at risk of contracting an STI in the future should be advised to use condoms as a backup method.
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Ectopic Pregnancy is unlikely to occur in IUCD users
➤  Because they are so effective in preventing pregnancy, IUCDs protect well against ectopic pregnancy. According to 

an analysis of 42 randomized trials published between 1970 and 1990.11  Women who use second-generation copper 
IUCDs, such as the COPPER T 380A IUCD,  have a 91 percent lower chance of ectopic pregnancy than do women 
using no contraception, 

➤  In the unlikely event of pregnancy in an IUCD user (.005 chance), that pregnancy is slightly more likely (about .06 
increased chance) to be ectopic than is a pregnancy in a non-user. Still, the pregnancy in an IUCD user is far more likely 
to be normal than ectopic: Only 1 in every 3,000 users can be expected to have an ectopic pregnancy (.005 chance of 
pregnancy x .06 chance it will be ectopic) .12 

IUCDs do not cause cancer but in fact are associated with 
a decreased risk for endometrial and cervical cancer.17, 18, 19

➤  Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) causes cervical dysplasia and cancer and is a risk for all sexually active people

➤  There is no association between HPV (or cancer) and IUCDs

➤   Transmission of HPV is somewhat decreased with use of condoms

IUCD use does not cause Infertility

➤   Peer reviewed studies find no increased risk of infertility among women who have used IUDs, including young women 
and nulliparous women.14 

➤   A review of randomized controlled trials of performance of different IUCDs and case series among women removing 
their IUCDs found high pregnancy rates after IUCD removal similar to rates among the general population.15

➤   Untreated STIs and PID can lead to infertility.  Not IUCDs.  In a study examining the relationships between infertility, 
IUCD use, and sexually transmitted bacteria, the risk of infertility due to tubal damage was not associated with 
previous IUCD use, but rather to past exposure to Chlamydia trachomatis.16  Whether or not a woman has an IUCD, if 
she develops PID and is not treated, there is some chance that she will become infertile.

➤  Reduced fertility rates are associated with age so if a woman uses the IUCD long term, she may be less fertile at the 
time of removal compared with the time of insertion but not because of the IUCD.
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AS WITH ALL 

CONTRACEPTIVES 

there are some possible 

side effects associated 

with IUCD use.  In general, 

women report fewer side 

effects with IUCDs than 

with oral, implantable, or 

injectable contraceptives.  

➤  During insertion, women may experience discomfort or cramping.24 This lasts only a short while and resolves 
quickly.

➤  The most common side effects associated with IUCD are heavier and longer menstrual bleeding, 
dysmenorrhea, and inter-menstrual spotting and cramping during the first few cycles after insertion.  These 
side effects generally decrease over time and are less common among older and parous users.  

➤  Cramping, and heavy or prolonged bleeding may be treated with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such 
as ibuprofen.25, 26

➤  Experience shows that when clients receive personalized counseling about side effects and treatment options 
that they are much more willing and able to tolerate them and less likely to discontinue using the IUCD.  

Side Effects 
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IUCDs are Cost Effective 
➤  While the initial cost of an IUCD may be higher to clients than that of other methods — due to the need for clinical 

services to be performed by a trained clinician -- the ongoing costs are minimal.  Further, when the duration of use is 
factored in to the equation, in the long run it can prove to be a highly cost effective option.

➤  The cost of an unintended pregnancy is far greater than costs associated with having an IUCD

IUCDs are easy to insert and do not require much time
➤  IUCD insertions are performed as a quick office procedure

➤  IUCD insertions require just a single office visit, there is no need to time with menses (but providers should rule out 
pregnancy prior to insertion)

➤  After training, clinicians having no prior IUCD experience are 99.5% successful after 1st or 2nd attempt and 92% of 
clinicians rate insertion as “easy”.27

➤  Over the long run, time is saved when a client chooses a method that satisfies her needs as there are fewer return visits 
due to method complaints or method failure due to poor compliance.  This means that the provider can spend more 
time addressing other health-related issues of that client, her family members, or friends that she refers to you because 
of the good services she’s received.

➤  Contra-indications for IUCD use are few and relate mainly to the presence of genitourinary infection. Women with 
genitourinary infection after childbirth or abortion, women with an ongoing STI or PID, and women who have had an 
STI or PID within the past three months should not have an IUCD inserted. On the other hand, many of the contra-
indications for other family planning methods do not apply to IUCDs. For example, woman who smoke, breastfeed, or 
take antibiotics, can use an IUCD.  Please refer to IUCD Medical Eligibility Criteria and screening questions for specific 
guidance on assessing IUCD appropriateness.

➤  After assessing IUCD appropriateness, the OPTIMA IUCD may be inserted at any time during the menstrual cycle; as 
long as the provider is reasonably sure the woman is not pregnant. 

➤  To ensure client safety, the IUCD must only be inserted by a skilled clinician using properly prepared equipment in an 
appropriate setting.  

Assessing IUCD appropriatenessCost and Time Considerations
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Further information and 
support for providers

Your clients count on you to help them choose the method that best suits their 

needs.  You can count on SFH to help you acquire any additional skills or informa-

tion you may need to provide the best service possible to your clients.

For more information about the IUCD visit the IUD Toolkit http://www.k4health.

org/toolkits/iud 

For IUCD skills development opportunities (i.e. client counseling and/or insertion 

and removal skills) contact (insert local info here)
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Feature Benefit
95-99% effective • Confident that misoprostol  works for PAC.

• Clients will be satisfied with results.

Mild side effects • Can trust misoprostol is safe and use without worry

• Peace of mind
• Clients will be satisfied with the results

Inexpensive • Many clients can afford misoprostol for PAC

• Potential for provider to serve more clients

Little risk of infection • No worry about complications.

• Trust in miso’s safety.

Client can take at home • Privacy and decreased risk of stigma for client.
• More comfortable for client especially during an 

emotionally difficult time.
• Takes less time in the clinic so provider can care for other 

clients waiting for other services
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Feature Benefit

Resembles menses • Non invasive & more natural for client, may be 
especially important during an emotionally difficult time 
for the client.

• Client can feel more in control as the process is more 
familiar and natural to her

No refrigeration needed • Be certain of misoprostol’s potency and effectiveness 
when stored at room temperature

• Be confident of misoprostol’s potency is maintained 
even if power is cut or uncertain of transport conditions

No anesthesia •Less risk of complication so is safer and costs less
•No need for additional medicines or products for 
anesthesia – cost less, simpler
•No need for additional staff for anesthesia – costs less, 
simpler

Taken orally • Easy for provider and client
• Less invasive for client, increased satisfaction
• Can be taken in the privacy and comfort of her own 

home, increased satisfaction
Used in many countries * Confident misoprostol is safe & effective and widely 

recognized for PAC 
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Feature Benefit

Little risk of infection Already mentioned above – can delete

Misoprostol listed in national 
guidelines for PAC

• Provider can trust misoprostol is effective  and safe for 
PAC

• Provider can feel confident in using misoprostol for 
PAC that they are doing the right thing to save 
women’s lives

Misoprostol on Nigeria’s 
Essential Medicines List

• Provider can trust misoprostol is important in saving 
lives and addressing the highest health needs of the 
nation

• Provider can trust misoprostol is effective and safe to 
use 

Misoprostol begins to work 
within one hour of 
administration

• Trust misoprostol is working

• Client has peace of mind that misoprostol is working
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Feature Benefit

No need for special equipment • No upfront investment for equipment or replacement 
parts so costs less for provider

• No need to clean and sterilize equipment so takes less 
time for provider and staff

• Can provide service in clinic based setting so 
increases availability of services to clients

Misoprostol on World Health 
Organization’s Essential
Medicines List

• Provider can trust misoprostol is important in saving lives 
and addressing the highest health needs of the many 
nations

• Provider can trust misoprostol is effective and safe to 
use 
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Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Long term method • Economical for clients

• Simple for clients to use: they do not need to 
remember to take every day or return every 3 months; 
they must only check the strings from time to time

• Doesn’t require a lot of follow up once the IUD is 
inserted, freeing the provider to take care of other 
clients

• Simple to use- clients will be satisfied

O M

O

M

M

Efficacious 98.2% • Reassures both client and provider − IUD works. No 
reason to worry. Increases satisfaction.

• Peace of mind

M

Side effects are mild and few • Rate of discontinuation with IUDs is low− clients are 
very satisfied with this method

• Clients who cannot tolerate side effects of hormonal 
contraceptives will be very satisfied with IUD

M

M

Very few contraindications • The IUD is a practical choice for many client types

• The provider can have confidence in using IUDs with a 
variety of clients

O

M
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Feature Benefit O.A.M.
Regular menses • Clients and provider do not need to worry if the client 

has become pregnant due to missed periods. Both 
clients and providers will be very satisfied.

• Peace of mind

O M

Reversible • Fertility returns once the IUD is inserted; client can 
begin planning for her family as soon as she is ready, 
no need to wait 

O M

Contains no hormones • Clients who suffer from side effects from hormonal 
methods will be very satisfied with the IUD

• Provider will save time since she will not have to 
manage clients returning because of side effects

• Can be used in patients with conditions such as 
hypertension or in women over 35 who smoke

O M

M

O

Discrete • For women whose partners are reluctant to use FP 
methods, the IUD is discrete and easy to use

• Very confidential for the client; no one will know she is 
using an IUD

O M

O M

Easy to remove • Takes little time and return to fertility is almost 
immediate − no need to wait

• Reassuring for client and provider − in case of side 
effects, just remove IUD and side effects will resolve

O M

O M
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Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Cost • The least expensive choice for 5 years of protection − 
clients will be satisfied

• Convenient for families with low incomes

O M

O M

IUDs supplied by PSI • Reassuring to provider − she can be sure the product 
is sterile and safe

O M

IUD kits supplied by PSI • Ready to use − saves provider time

• Reassuring to provider − she can be sure the product 
is sterile and safe

O M

OM

Technical assistance • Provider is not alone when inserting IUDs − 
supervision and guidance provided to increase provider 
confidence

A M

IUD service provision is a 
quality service

• Not everyone can offer IUD insertion services. Provider 
must be trained and have special skills − this sets them 
apart from other providers and increases the reputation 
of the clinic and client satisfaction

M

Providers must be trained 
and qualified to insert IUDs

• Unique service − not everyone can offer IUDs

• Increases provider reputation and client satisfaction

A M
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Feature Benefit O.A.M.

Mass media • Created demand for IUDs and more clients will come to 
your clinic inquiring about IUD services

O 

Posters, IEC, job aids, etc. • Demand creation

• Encourages women to ask about IUD services

• Makes counseling and explaining the IUD to clients 
easy

O

O

O

IUD training • Allows provider to increase services provided

• Increases provider skills and abilities to increase 
services offered

• Helps provider stay abreast of latest information on FP

A M

A

M

Coaching and supervision • Provider is not alone when inserting IUDs − 
supervision and guidance provided to increase provider 
confidence

A M



Effective Use of Visual Aids  
 
The goal of using visual aids (also called detail aids) during a visit with a provider is to reinforce your product or services message 
and information, improve provider retention, and gain the provider’s interest to extend time spent with the provider. Research has 
shown that providers retain less if they only hear a message versus if they visually see a message.  However, when a provider 
hears and sees a message, their retention of the product or service and its message is significantly increased.  To increase the 
message delivery of your product and to increase your impact, you should use your visualaid to highlight key points made during 
your provider visits.   
 
A visual aid is anything that can be used to help convey and reinforce a product or service message.  It can be the traditional visual 
aid, a published clinical paper, therapeutic video, or leave behind for example.  As long as it backs up your message visually, it can 
be called a visual aid and be should be used to help achieve better behavior change success.  
 
The key to using a visual aid is it to remember that it is just that, an aid.  You should use it to reinforce your message, not to deliver 
your entire sales call.  There are a few simple rules to follow when using a visual aid: 
 
a.       Do not read word for word from the visual aid.  With experience, you will learn how to keep the provider visit conversational 
(consultative) and how to incorporate the graphs and charts into your visit. 
 
b.      Ensure the visual aid is facing the provider.  When you are using the visual to reinforce key points, ensure the provider can 
see it clearly so they are not spending time trying to read (as opposed to listening to what you have to say). 
 
c.       Become very familiar with the content of the visual aid.  When you become a fully consultative representative, you will find 
that you need to jump around the  visual aid to highlight key points during your consultative discussions.  You will need to quickly 
and smoothly be able to go to the area of interest in the aid, and this can only be accomplished if you are very familiar with its 
content. 
 
d.      Do not lose control of the visual aid.  Providers sometime would like to take the visual aid out of your hand as you are 
presenting it.  Avoid this as much as you can because if they have control of you visual aid, you have lost control of the visit.  If you 
do manage to lose the visual aid, stop talking and let the physician flip through it.  Maintain a bit of silence, and then ask – “Which of 
the product areas is of most interest to you?”  When she tells you, take the visual back and use it to explain the area she is 
interested in.  Your training and sales managers will also have some great tips for you on how to handles this type of situation.  The 
key is to try to avoid losing control of your visual aid as much as possible! 
 
e.       Maintain the visual aid in good condition.  A tattered visual aid does not look professional in the eyes of your provider.  
Ensure you keep your visual aids and leave behinds in good order! 
 
f.       Make your point and put it down.  The key to consultative and discussional conversations is to avoid holding the visual aid up 
throughout the entire provider visit.  You do not need to go through it cover to cover.  You should use it to make a couple of key 
features and benefits (see PharmaCareer’s Rule of Two), then remove it from the provider’s line of sight.  This will force the provider 
to make eye contact with you and will allow you a great opportunity to use a probing question and get her involved in a needs 
discussion.  Once you get the needs, you can then reintroduce the  visual aid to address those needs.  
 
The goal when using a visual aid is to reinforce the message that you are presenting to the provider and then ask a probing 
question.  There are a couple of great ways to remember to ask questions.  Some representatives will ask one to two questions per 
page (remember the rule of two).  This will help to reinforce that the provider understands the point that you were trying to get 
across and opens up a dialogue for any questions or objections that the provider may have.  Others believe that a great place to ask 
questions is when you are turning the page of the visual aid (if it is more than one page).  This is a great place to ask questions as 
you have a natural break as you slowly turn the page.    
 
In addition to skillfully presenting features and benefits, you must also learn not to present too many features at one time (feature 
dumping).  You must create a discussion with the physician to become a consultative, needs-based discussion and using effective 
probing skills will allow you to become a very successful healthcare representative.  
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Session 4: Objectives

►Identify features and benefits of PSI products  
and services and the desired behavior change

►Communicate features and benefits using visual 
aids

►“Sell” using features and benefits
► Begin to know your provider

Features and Benefits

SLIDE 2



►Define product, service or behavior

►Tangible, fact based

►Examples: Dosage, route/frequency of 
administration, packaging, price, side effect 
profile, etc… 

What are Features?

page 3



►What the features mean to provider or client
►Provide motivation to take action
►Creative, often emotional

►Examples: Easy, convenient, more clientele, 
peace of mind, easy to take, affordable, 
confidence, fits with lifestyle, etc…..

What are Benefits?

page 4



Golden Rule:

Always link a Feature with a Benefit!
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Activity 1: 
Practice Features and 

Benefits

page 6



 She is frugal and wants a dress that can serve many 
purposes 

 She works in an office all day and often goes out to 
meet friends for dinner right after work

 She likes to go to the gym to exercise at lunch time 
but has limited time and needs to get back to work 
quickly

 She finds the climate in [insert country name]  VERY 
hot

Activity 1 (continued):
What you know about your customer…..
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Activity 2: 
Identify Features and Benefits 
of products, services and/or 
behaviors in your program
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Activity 3: 

Practice Communicating using 
Visual Aids
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Know your provider
4 questions

page 10

Who are you seeking to understand?

When is it best to talk to this person?

Where, or in what situation, should you engage them?

What should you discuss with them?



Who are you seeking to understand?

page 11

 What is this person’s role?

 What are their motivators?

 Who are the stakeholders 
that influence them?

Think about:



When is it best to talk to this person?

page 12

You must have 
trust and openness

You must ensure sufficient time 
to explore real needs

Have you built enough 
rapport with the provider to 

discuss difficult topics?

When is the provider most 
readily available (times of 

the day, days of the week)?



Where, or in what situation, can you engage 
a provider to discuss their needs & goals?

page 13

In what situations will a provider be more open to 
speaking sincerely and sharing information?

– A “social” setting – e.g. on a break from clients, 
getting a snack or lunch?

– In a scheduled appointment at his/her clinic?

– With or without clients or assistants nearby?



What should you discuss with the 
provider?

page 14

• Address provider needs and concerns

• Targeted, relevant and prioritized designed to 
advance provider along the Adoption Stairway to the 
desired behavior

• Every visit must have an objective!



Features and Benefits Recap

page 15

 Features are tangible, fact based. 

 Benefits are intangible, can be fact based or emotional. 
Benefits motivate behavior change.

 Golden Rule: Always state a feature with a benefit!

 Effective visits consider who, when, where and what

 Provider visits always begins with clear objective in order to 
advance provider along the Adoption Stairway to the 
desired behavior
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Objectives: 

Handouts/Materials Needed: 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Time Estimate: 3 hours  

 

SESSION 5: UNCOVERING PROVIDER NEEDS       

PRE-WORK 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

– Activity 1 Question Sets  (1 set for every 2 participants)   –   5 Sets of Provider Role Play Cards (1 set for every 3 participants) 
– Flipcharts    

  
 

1. Use open ended questions to uncover provider needs 
2. Engage the provider in productive and open dialogue 

 
 
 

 
 Prepare Activity 1 Question Sets, adapting to local context as necessary 
 Prepare Provider Role Play Cards, adapting to local context as necessary 

 
 

 All activities in this session should be adapted to the country context. 
 Affix flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 
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Session/ 

Activity 

Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1: 
Uncovering 
Provider 
Needs 
 

1 minute 1. Welcome participants 
2. Explain this session will cover the next piece of the Provider Behavior Change Communications process: 
uncovering provider needs 
 
3. Explain: 

 Some needs are obvious and easy to observe, many other very important needs require you to ask 
the RIGHT QUESTIONS and get the provider to trust you. 

 

In this session, we will discuss the communication skills you need to uncover your provider needs: open 

questions and careful listening! 

 

Slide 2: 

Activity 1: 

Let’s Get to 

Know One 

Another! 

15 
minutes 

for 
Activity,  

15 minute 

discussion 

1. Instructions: 

 Pair up participants in teams of 2 people 

 Give one participant Set A questions 

 Give the other participant Set B questions 

 Participant with Set A goes first. Participant A will ask his/her partner Set A questions and record the 
answers. Partner only answers the questions that are asked. 

 Participant with Set B goes next. Participant B asks Participant A the questions on his/her sheet and 
records the answers. 

 Once both partners have asked their questions, return to the whole group.  
 
Group Discussion: 
2. Ask:  

 What did you notice about each set of questions and answers? 

 Which set of questions tool longer to ask? 

 Who learned more about their partner? Why?  

 Did you learn anything new about each other?  

 Which questions encouraged dialogue?  

 Which questions ended the dialogue? 
 
3. Explain the following Key Points to the group:    
 

1. Set A are close-ended questions --they can only be responded to with a Yes or a No; or a number. 
Close-ended questions only get you the information you asked for, at best. 

2. Set B are open-ended questions. Open-ended questions encourage conversation and generate more 

 

 

 

Activity 1 : 

Open vs. Closed 

Interview Questions 

 

SLIDE 1 

SLIDE 2 
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information. With careful listening skills, you often find out more than what you asked.  
 

Slide 3: 

Session 

Objectives  

1 minutes 1. Show slide 3 
 

2. Say: There are specific techniques you can use to help you uncover provider’s needs, as well as certain 
things you must discuss with them and understand about them, in order to be able to change their 
behavior.  

 
3. Say: At the end of this session, you will be able to: 

- uncover provider needs using open-ended questions 
- engage providers in productive and open dialogue 

 
 

Slide 4: 

Group 

Discussion: 

Open-ended 

versus close-

ended 

questions 

5 minutes 1. Show slide 4 
 
2. Ask participants to brainstorm: What is the difference between open-ended and close-ended questions? 
3. Record answers on a flipchart 
 
4. Explain: 

 Open-ended questions result in full or expansive responses and tend to encourage the provider to give 
more specific details about the issue you are discussing.  

 Close-ended questions result in very specific responses, such as “yes” or “no” or  “number” or “x%”. They 
do not leave room for, require, or encourage any further elaboration. Close-ended questions do not explain 
the how or why behind the number or response.  

Slide 5: 

Review: 

Open-ended 

and Close-

ended 

questions 

5 minutes 1. Explain: Open-ended and close-ended questions get different results and feel different to providers.  

 The way you ask questions can lead to very different emotional reactions (i.e. making the provider 
feel you are interested in their practice and their opinion, vs. only interested in selling them a 
product) 

 These emotional reactions will either open up or close the conversation  
 

Many of the provider’s motivations can only be understood by asking the right 
questions and listening carefully to their responses!   

 

SLIDE 3 

SLIDE 4 

 SLIDE 5 

NOTE 
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Slide 6: 

Activity 2: 

Open or 

Closed? 

10 

minutes 

Group Activity 
 

1. Read each question one by one. 
2.  Ask participants if the question is open-ended or close-ended?  
3. For close-ended questions, ask participants how they could make the question open-ended and result 

in a more productive conversation. 
4. Draw participants’ attention to the difference in the information obtained from the close-ended 

question and open-ended. 
 
Note:  All questions on the slide are close-ended. 
Examples to change into open-ended questions: 

1. What has been your experience with IUDs? 
2. When a client comes in for family planning services, describe how you help her? 
3. When you decide between one method over another, what do you consider? 
4. Describe the feedback you’ve received from clients about the IUD. 
5. How do you feel about offering IUD services? 
6. Tell me about your experience with MA/PAC. 
7. What has been your client experience with…? 
8. How do you feel about offering post abortion care services? 

 

 

Slide 7: 

Tips for 

Formulating 

Open-Ended 

Questions 

8 minutes 1. Ask participants what are some key words that help us formulate open-ended questions? (eg how would 
we start the question?) 

2. Record their answers on Flipchart paper 
3. Explain that these are using these words to start our questions will help keep them open-ended rather 

than close-ended. 
4. Show Slide 7 to recap if needed. 
5. Affix flipchart to wall for reference throughout the workshop. 

 
 
 

 

Slide 8: 

Example 

Questions to 

Ask to 

Uncover 

Needs 

10 

minutes 

1. Show slide with Example Questions to Ask to Uncover Needs 
2. Explain: Now we want to begin thinking about what types of questions to ask our providers in relation to 

what stage they are at on the Adoption Ladder (Awareness, Interest, Trial, Adoption, Advocacy) and 
what OAM factors are relevant to their behavior change. 
 

3. If the provider is currently at the “interest” stage, relevant questions may be: 
Opportunity: Which types of clients do you think this might help the most?  What’s most important to 
your clients when choosing a family planning method? 
Ability: How comfortable do you feel with starting to do this? What other training or information do you 

 

 SLIDE 8 

 SLIDE 6 

 SLIDE 7 
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think you need? 
Motivation: What do you think would happen if you went ahead and tried this with one client? How do 
you feel about trying it? 

 
4. Explain: Now that we have an idea of how to create open-ended questions to uncover our provider needs, 
we will do an exercise to practice creating open ended questions on our own. 

 
 

Activity 3: 

Creating 

Open-ended 

Questions 

(OPTIONAL) 

 

30 

minutes 

NOTE: This Activity is Optional and best used with participants who have a strong working knowledge of 
OAM factors. Otherwise this is covered in Skill Building Refresher Workshops. 
 
1.Instructions: 

 Have participants work independently to develop open-ended questions to use with their providers 
to uncover needs.  

 Participants will write on half sheets of A4 paper.  

 Three examples of open questions per participant 

 Ask participants to refer back to the Adoption Ladder and OAM factors, and think how they can 
formulate questions to uncover needs according to OAM 

 Give 5-10 minutes and ask each participant to share questions. Let the group decide if they are open 
or closed. If not, encourage the group to re-create the question to make it open-ended. 

 Ask the group to determine where each question falls under OAM.  
 
2.Write 3 columns titled O, A and M on a flipchart and tape questions to the flipchart according under 
whichever OAM category they belong.  

 

Slide 9: 

Activity 4: 

Practice 

Uncovering 

Provider 

Needs 

60 

minutes 

(5 minutes 

per role 

play; 15 

minutes to 

debrief as 

a group 

after each 

role play) 

1. Explain: Now that we are comfortable with our open-ended questions, our OAM and our Adoption Ladder 
we will do an exercise that puts these new tools to use the same way you will use them when you interact 
with providers!  
 
2. Show slide 9 with Activity Instructions 
3. Instructions:  

 Form groups of 3 participants 

 In each group, assign roles to each participant for the first round (Round A): 1 participant plays the 
role of Field Representative, 1 participant plays the role of Provider, 1 participant plays the role of an 
Observer 

 Distribute Provider Role Play Card A to the participant playing the Provider. Provider reads the card 
that describes the role that they will play. They do not share this card or information with the other 
participants. This card contains a need that the Field Representative will have to uncover using 
open-ended questions. 

 Distribute the Field Representative Role Play Card A to the participant playing the Field 
Representative. This is the information that the Field Representative already knows about the 

 

 

 

Provider Role Play 

Cards: 

 SLIDE 9 
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Provider.  

 The Field Representative and Provider will “role play”. The Field Representative’s task is to 
determine: 

1. What stage of adoption is the provider in? 
2. What are the provider’s needs to meet in order to move to the next stage? 

 Observer will quietly observe the interaction between the Field Representative and Provider. 
Observer should note how many open-ended and closed-ended questions the Field Representative 
asked. Observer should also note if the questions asked were effective – did they uncover the 
provider’s need? Did they move the dialogue along? Did they identify where the provider is on the 
Adoption Stairway? 

 After 5 minutes, lead Group Discussion with all participants. 
Group Discussion:  
Ask Observers to compare the number of open-ended and close-ended questions. 
Ask Field Representatives what were the challenges of asking open-ended questions?  
What worked well? What did not work well?  
Ask Providers to share how it feels to be asked open vs. closed ended questions.  
What were the Provider’s needs? What stage of adoption was the Provider? 
Was the Field Representative effective in determining the stage and needs? 
 

4.Next participants will switch roles for Round B.  

 Distribute Round B Role Play Cards to participants now playing the roles of Provider and Field 
Representative. 

 Role Play for 5 minutes. 

 Group Discussion for 15 minutes. 
 
5. Next participants switch roles for Round C. Each participant should have the chance to play each role. 

Distribute Round C Role Play Cards to participants now playing the roles of Provider and Field 

Representative. 

 Role Play for 5 minutes. 

 Group Discussion for 15 minutes. 
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Slide 10: 

Activity 5: 

Using the 

Provider 

Strategy 

Planner 

10 

minutes  

 

1. Explain: As we discussed earlier, we will be using our Provider Strategy Planner throughout the course of 
the workshop. Now, it is time to add what we have learned about uncovering provider needs to our Provider 
Strategy Planner.  
 
2. Instructions: 

 Ask Participants to review their Provider Strategy Planner. 

 Participants will formulate open-ended questions in order to uncover the provider’s needs. 
Participants will write the questions in the box “Uncovering Needs; Open Questions to Identify 
Needs” on the Provider Strategy Planner. 

 Participants should formulate a least 3 open questions. 

 Do not go further right now! 
 

3. Group Discussion – Debrief: As a group or at tables, ask questions such as: 

 What kinds of needs do you feel this provider has? 

 Do you remember what you have given to the provider (information, tools, materials, etc.)? Is there 
anything outstanding the provider is expecting from you? If this is not an actual provider, encourage 
them to begin thinking about things they should share with the provider. 

 

 

 

Provider Strategy 

Planner: 

 

Slide 11: 

Uncovering 

Provider 

Needs – 

Session 

Recap 

10 

minutes 

 
1.Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session – invite discussion. 

 
2.Click to bring up the takeaways one by one on the slide and explain them, if necessary 
 
3.Ask if all of these takeaways make sense and if there are any surprises to the participants. 
 
4.Answer any questions that participants have at this point. 
 
 

 

 SLIDE 10 

 SLIDE 11 
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Exercise: Open vs. Closed Questions 
 
Time: About 15 minutes. 
 
Exercise: Open vs. Closed Questions 
 
Time: About 15 minutes. 
 

• Pair up participants. 
• Give one participant the set of closed questions. 
• Give the other participant the set of open questions. 
• Instruct pairs to answer only the questions that are asked. 

 
Closed question goes first. Ask her to take notes and time how long it takes to ask and 
receive the answers to the questions. 
Then Open goes. Ask her to takes notes and time how long it takes to ask and receive 
the answers to the questions. 
 
Come back to group and ask group what they noticed about each set of questions and 
answers, how long the discussion took and what they learned about their partner. Who 
learned more? Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Annex 5.1: Session 5 

 
Set A Questions: 
 

1. Do you have brothers and sisters? 
 

2. What city/village do you come from? 
 

3. Is there someone you admire? 
 

4. Do you think abortion should be legal in Nepal? 
 

5. How’s the family? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set B Questions: 
 

1. Tell me about your brothers and sisters. 
 

2. Tell me about the place you grew up. 
 

3. Who do you admire most? How come? 
 

4. How do you feel about abortion in Nepal? 
 

5. Tell me about your family, how are they? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Exercise- Sample 
Provider Role Play 
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You are a GP and trained in IUD 
insertion by PSI. You have done a 
few insertions but your clients prefer 
other methods. You do not have an 
autoclave so it is difficult to practice 
IP. You use IUDs as an alternative to 
sterilization.

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is a GP and has been 
trained in IUD insertion by PSI. She 
has only performed a few insertions.

You were trained in IUCD insertion 
by PSI and had one Supportive 
Supervision Event, but have not 
performed any insertions since the 
SSE a few months ago. You counsel 
on all methods so your clients may 
make an informed choice. Most 
clients choose injectables.
Hidden need: Since the SSE, you 
have lost confidence in your ability to 
insert

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is trained in IUD insertion by 
PSI and has had one SSE but has 
not had any inserions since the SSE.

PROVIDER A MED REP A

PROVIDER C MED REP C

PROVIDER E MED REP E

You are a government provider, 
trained in IUCD insertion 2 
years ago by Maternal and 
Child Health Center. You 
attended a refresher training by 
PSI, but have not had any IUD 
clients at your clinic since then. 
Most of your clients prefer 
injectables or OC pills. 

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is trained in IUD insertion 
by MCHC and PSI, but has not had 
any insertions since the PSI 
refresher training.



What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is an OBGYN. She has 
never spoken to a PSI med rep. She 
is part of an urban facility with many 
FP clients.

You are an OBGYN and haven’t 
spoken to a PSI medical detailer 
before.
You are part of an urban, private
facility that has many family planning 
clients, and you see many of them 
personally. You have many demands 
on your time with so many clients so 
you want something fast.

MED REP B PROVIDER B

MED REP D PROVIDER D

MED REP F PROVIDER F

You are a GP who is very 
interested to provide IUD services 
in your clinic. You heard of PSI and 
have not been trained in IUD service 
provision yet, but are interested to 
attend one of PSI's training sessions. 
You know IUDs are a very good 
method, but you have heard they can 
be risky for providers to insert. 

What you know about the 
provider:  Provider is a GP who 
owns his own clinic. He has heard 
about PSI's work training private 
providers to insert IUDs and wants to 
participate. 

What you know about the 
provider: Provider is a GP. She 
works at the District Hospital during 
the day and owns and operates her 
own clinic in the evenings. 5% of her 
clients each month are FP clients.

You are a GP who works at the 
District Hospital and owns your own 
clinic. 5% of your clients each month 
come for FP. You believe IUDs are 
one of the best methods, but you 
believe the demand is very low. You 
want to be trained to provide IUDs by 
PSI, but worry there will not be 
enough clients. You do not have time 
to focus on IUDs if there will be no 
clients.



MED REP G PROVIDER G

What you know about the 
provider: Provider is a GP. He has 
never been trained in IUD service 
provision. 

You have not been trained in IUD 
insertion, but want to provide the 
service. You have a Nurse Aid 
who can help you with Infection 
Prevention. 25 of your 400 clients 
per month come for FP services. 
You believe IUDs are a very good 
method and want to offer the 
service to your clients.

MED REP I PROVIDER I

What you know about the provider: 
Provider is a GP. He knows about 
IUDs, but has not been trained to 
insert IUD.

You are a GP who knows about 
IUDs but have not been trained 
to insert them. You do not 
usually inform your clients about 
IUDs because you are not 
confident in your knowledge of 
IUDs.

You are a GP. You work in the 
government hospital in the day 
time and in your private clinic 
in the evenings. You want to 
provide IUDs, but are worried 
the government does not 
support PSI's project. 

PROVIDER JMED REP J

What you know about the 
provider: Provider is a GP. He 
is a government doctor during 
the day and has a private clinic 
in the evenings. He is 
interested in PSI's IUD project, 
but not sure if he wants to join. 



MED REP K PROVIDER K

What you know about the 
provider: Provider is a pediatrician. 
She has never been trained in IUD 
provision. Many of her clients have 
many children. 

You are a pediatrician. You have 
never been trained to insert IUDs. 
Many of your clients ask about family 
planning. You offer Pills and 
Injectables to your clients; you want 
to provide IUDs, but you are worried 
that the government does not 
support PSI's project.

What you know about the 
provider: Provider is a surgeon. He 
has never been trained in IUD 
provision. He provides TB services 
for PSI, but does not want to add IUD 
to the services he offers.

MED REP L

You are a surgeon. You have never 
been trained in IUD provision. You 
provide TB services for PSI, but do 
not want to add IUD to the services 
you offer. You already have too many 
things to do, you are sure you don't 
have enough time or staff  to add 
IUDs and care for all of your patients.

PROVIDER L
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You are an ANM and trained in IUD 
insertion by PSI. You use an IUD 
yourself. You have done a few 
insertions but your clients prefer 
other methods. You do not have an 
autoclave so it is difficult to practice 
IP. You use IUDs as an alternative to 
sterilization.

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is an ANM and has been 
trained in IUD insersion by PSI. She 
uses an IUD herself but has only 
performed a few insertions.

You were trained in IUCD insertion 
by PSI and had one CSD, but have 
not performed any insertions since 
the CSD a few months ago. You 
counsel on all methods so your 
clients may make an informed 
choice. Most clients choose 
injectables. Hidden need: Since the 
CSD, you have lost confidence in 
your ability to insert 

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is trained in IUD insertion by 
PSI and has had one CSD, but has 
not had any inserions since the CSD.

You are a chemist located near to 
a SAS center. You are listed and 
trained in Medabon by PSI. You are 
frustrated that Medabon must be 
dispensed by prescription as you 
have seen few prescriptions. You 
prefer to dispense other MA drugs 
because they have fewer restrictions.

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider isa chemist located near a 
SAS center. Chemist is listed and 
trained in Medabon by PSI.

PROVIDER A MED REP A

PROVIDER C MED REP C

PROVIDER E MED REP E



What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is an ANM. She has never 
spoken to a PSI med rep. She is part 
of a large urban facility with many FP 
clients.

You are an ANM and haven’t 
spoken to a PSI medical detailer 
before.

You are part of a large urban, private 
facility that has many family planning 
clients, and you see many of them 
personally. You have many demands 
on your time with so many clients so 
you want something fast.

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is an unlisted chemist and 
has never met a PSI med rep before.

You are an unlisted chemist and 
have never been seen by PSI med 
rep before. You often dispense MA 
drugs because there is high demand 
in your community. Many times men 
come in for their partners. You 
haven't had any problems with MA 
drugs – that you know of.

What you know about the 
provider:
Provider is a SAS provider trained by 
PSI in Medabon. Medabon and MVA 
services are split about 10/90% in 
the SAS center.

You are a SAS provider that was 
trained in Medabon by PSI. 
Medabon and MVA services in your 
center are split about 10/90%. Most 
clients come to the center wanting 
MVA because they want something 
fast. You think Medabon is safe and 
effective but have a hard time 
convincing your clients

MED REP B PROVIDER B

MED REP D PROVIDER D

MED REP F PROVIDER F
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You are the head nurse at a busy 
hospital in the city. You see about 
5 incomplete abortions a week, many 
of them a result of miso.  You do not 
like the drug because it is abused 
and fails so often.  You prefer MVA 
because it cannot be abused and 
works every time.  However, you will 
use miso if the patient cannot afford 
MVA.

What you know about the 
provider:
She is the head nurse at a busy 
hospital in the city.  She sees about 5 
incomplete abortions a week.  She 
uses both miso and MVA

You are the head nurse at a busy 
private hospital in the city.  You 
see many incomplete abortions each 
week and many of them a result of 
miso.  When this happens your first 
choice for PAC is MVA.  After all, 
miso did not work the first time so 
there’s no point to try it again!  In this 
situation, if the woman cannot afford 
MVA you turn her away.  

What you know about the 
provider:
She is the head nurse at a busy 
private hospital in the city.  She sees 
many incomplete abortions each 
week.  She uses both miso and MVA.

You are the head doctor at a busy 
urban hospital.  Your first choice for 
PAC is MVA because you do not like 
miso.   You’ve seen yourself how 
often it fails and know that women 
rarely come back after 7 days for 
their follow up appointment.  He will 
only use miso if the woman cannot 
afford MVA.

What you know about the 
provider:
He is the head doctor at a busy 
urban hospital.  He uses both MVA 
and miso.

PROVIDER A MED REP A

PROVIDER C MED REP C

PROVIDER E MED REP E



What you know about the 
provider:
He owns a pharmacy wholesaler.  
Although he carries your brand, the 
product doesn’t move quickly. 

You own a pharmacy wholesaler.
You carry many brands, including 
Misoclear, and have no problem with 
miso.  However, there are many less 
expensive brands than Misoclear
with more favorable credit terms.  

What you know about the 
provider:
She is the head pharmacist at a retail 
outlet.  Although she stocks 
Misoclear it doesn’t move very 
quickly.  She says this is because 
she only sells it with a prescription. 

You are the head pharmacist at a 
retail outlet.  You stock Misoclear
along with many other brands.  
Misoclear doesn’t sell as fast as the 
other cheaper brands. You do sell 
miso without a prescription but do not 
want this to become common 
knowledge.  

What you know about the 
provider:
He is the head pharmacist at a retail 
outlet who has never bought from 
you before.

You are the head pharmacist at a 
retail outlet. You do not like miso 
because it is often abused and it 
requires follow up for which the 
woman rarely returns.  Therefore, 
you carry only a minimal stock –
none of which has been Misoclear so 
far.

MED REP B PROVIDER B

MED REP D PROVIDER D

MED REP F PROVIDER F



You are a doctor and the owner of 
a private clinic.  You prefer MVA 
because it is less painful and quicker 
for your patients (and they can afford 
MVA).  For those clients who do 
request MPAC, you would prefer to 
offer a miso/mifi combination since 
that is more effective.  

What you know about the 
provider:
He is a doctor and the owner of a 
nice, private clinic.  He is not 
opposed to miso and has bought 
other SHF products from you but has 
not bought Misoclear.

You are the head pharmacist/ 
owner of a retail outlet in a remote 
area. You think that having miso 
available in pharmacies can only 
lead to abuse, so you refuse to carry 
it 

What you know about the 
provider:
He owns this pharmacy in a remote 
rural area and refuses to carry miso.
.

You are the head nurse at an 
private clinic.  You prefer MVA 
because that’s what your patient ask 
for.  You know about miso, but 
consider it an option only for poor 
women or women in areas where 
they cannot access MVA.  This is the 
only reason why you keep any in 
stock.

What you know about the 
provider:
She is the head nurse at a private 
clinic.  She uses MVA and miso.

PROVIDER G MED REP G

PROVIDER I MED REP I

PROVIDER K MED REP K



What you know about the 
provider: You are …

What you know about the 
provider: You are …

What you know about the 
provider: You are…

MED REP H PROVIDER H

MED REP J PROVIDER J

MED REP L PROVIDER L
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►Form pairs of two. Do not share your slips of paper.

►Partner A ask the questions on your slip of paper to Partner B. 
Partner B only answers questions asked.

►Switch and Partner B ask the questions your slip of paper tot 
Partner A.

►Then we’ll discuss as a group.

Activity 1: Let’s Get to Know Each Other



Session 5: Objectives

 Uncover provider needs using open-ended questions

 Engage providers in productive and open dialogue

Uncovering Provider Needs

page 3
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What is the difference between 
open-ended and closed-ended 

questions?

Discuss:
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Open-ended and closed-ended questions get 
different results – and feel different to providers

► Expand the dialogue
► They invite the other person to 

tell you more

► End the dialogue
► Only get you the specific answer

you’re asking for (at  best!)

Open-ended questions…

Closed-ended questions…

► You care about their 
opinions and feelings

► You care about what they 
think is important

How it feels to providers 

► You see them only as a 
source of information

► You are judging them 
(answer is right or wrong)

How it feels to providers
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Open-ended or Closed-ended?

►Do you insert IUDs?
►How many patients ask for injectables?
►Are you satisfied with injectables?
►Do your patients ask for IUDs?
►Do you counsel for IUDs?
►Have you heard of Medabon/misoprostol?
►Do you use Medabon/misoprostol?
►Do you do post abortion care?

How can we make this questions more open?
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Tips for Formulating Open-ended 
Questions

►How do you …..?
►What has been your experience with……?
►What is your opinion about …….?
►How do you feel about …….?
►When do you ………?
►Describe …..
►Tell me about …….
►For which type of clients do you……?
►What would happen if ……?
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Example questions to ask to uncover needs

If the provider is currently at the “interest” stage…
Opportunity:  Which types of  clients do you think this might help the most?  What’s 
most important to your clients when choosing a family planning method? 
Ability: How comfortable do you feel with starting to do this?  What other training or 
information do you think you need?
Motivation:  What do you think would happen if you went ahead and tried this with 
one client?  How do you feel about trying it?

Interest 
Trial

Adoption
Advocacy

Awareness
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►Providers read Provider Role Play Card to understand their role.  Do not 
share the card with anyone else! 

►Field Representative reads Field Representative Role Play Card. This is 
the information the Field Rep knows about the provider.

►Field Representative task is to determine:
► What stage of adoption is the provider in?
► What are the provider's needs to be met in order to advance to the next stage 

of the Adoption Stairway?

►Observers:
► Note the number of open-ended and the closed-ended questions asked
► Were the questions asked effective?

►Group Discussion and Switch Roles

Activity 4: Practice Uncovering Provider Needs
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►Review the Provider Strategy Planner

►Complete the Uncovering Needs section of the Provider Strategy 
Planner based on what you know about this provider

► Do not go further right now!

►Share it with the group

Activity 5: Using Provider Strategy Planner
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Uncovering Provider Needs Session Recap 

How it feels to providers

 Open-ended questions can help you to expand the 
dialogue 

 Open-ended questions allow you to discover more about 
provider needs and practices

 Open-ended questions can uncover needs related to 
opportunity, ability, and motivation

 It can be hard to ask open-ended questions!
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BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  
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Objectives: 

1. Define "value proposition”  
2. Explain the 4 components of a value proposition and explain how they influence provider behavior change 
3. Develop value propositions to address most common needs of providers related to the health area  
4. Practice delivering a value proposition using visual aids  

 
 

Handouts: 
– Provider Strategy Planner 
– Value Proposition Examples Handout 
– Value Proposition Worksheet Handout 
– Visual Aids 

 
Materials Needed: 

–  Flipcharts (one for every 4-6 participants) 
  

 
      

  
 

Time Estimate: 4.5 hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SESSION 6: CREATING AND DELIVERING SOLUTIONS - THE VALUE PROPOSITION       

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

  Gather hand-outs 
 Collect flip charts 
 15 copies of Value Proposition Worksheet Handout 

 
 

 Affix flipcharts to the wall during the workshop so participants can reference them during the training.  
 Participants should be seated so they can easily break into small groups 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1: 
Introduction to 
Creating and 
Delivering 
Solutions: 
Creating Value 
Propositions 

2 minutes Explain: This session will cover the next piece of the PBCC Interaction Model process – Creating and 
Delivering Solutions. 
We’ll do this using a communications technique called the Value Proposition 

 
Slide 2: 
Session 6 
Objectives 

5 minutes 1. Show slide 2 and read objectives aloud to participants. Or write on flipchart. 
 
2. Say: We will start by defining a “value proposition” and then understand why it is critical to have a 
strong Value Proposition to encourage behavior change 
 
3. Say: These objectives will be achieved through various discussion and activities, similar to those we 
have done in prior sessions. 

 
  

Slide 3: 

What is a Value 
Proposition?   

5 minutes 1. Ask participants what they think a value proposition is? Allow participants to share ideas before 
sharing the definition below. 
 
Explain that a value proposition is the statement of a solution to a specific provider need: 
• Is a statement of a solution to a specific provider need  
• Can be an offering to the provider or a behavior the provider needs to adopt 
• Must include the benefit for the provider 
• Should be backed by credible proof  
• Provides the motivation for providers to adopt the desired behavior  

 
Say: All of these elements must be explained to the provider’s own satisfaction. For example, what 
defines “credible proof”?  
• Your country’s Ministry of Health Data 
• Scientific trial data 

 

 

 SLIDE 1 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 3 
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• Community leader endorsement 
• Provider peers 

 
3. Show slide 3 
 
4. Say: A value proposition is a statement of a solution that provides motivation for a behavior change 
which aligns with PSI objectives.  

Slide 4: 

3 Steps to 
Designing and 
Delivering a 
Value 
Proposition 

5 minutes 1. Show slide 4 
 

2. Say: Three steps to creating a good value proposition are: 
• Decide which needs are most important. Which unmet needs are true barriers to behavior 

change, not just annoyances or distractions? 
• Develop a relevant, targeted Value Proposition. Identify the solution and how it addresses their 

needs.  
• Refine the value proposition. Be able to communicate your value proposition in 30 seconds, 

concisely and convincingly.   
 

Slide 5: 

Step 1: Decide 
which needs are 
most important? 

5 minutes 1. Say: Provider needs should prioritized based on importance and relevance.  
2. Show slide 5 
3. Explain:  

• Importance is the urgency of the need and the role that the need plays in keeping the provider 
from advancing to the next step on the adoption ladder. How important is this need to the 
provider moving forward on the adoption ladder? 

 
• Relevance is how well is the solution we propose suited to address the needs of providers. Some 

provider needs may not correspond closely with the solution we can propose.  

  
• Lack of equipment may be important, but may not be relevant if there is no way for PSI to 

address this problem.  
• Lack of client demand may be relevant because PSI can conduct demand creation activities, but 

not important if there are more urgent factors preventing provider interest. 
• Lack of training on IUCD insertion may be both relevant (PSI can provide training) and important 

(if that barrier were removed, the provider would start trying IUCDs). 

 

 SLIDE 4 

 SLIDE 5 

 NOTE Note to Facilitator: It is useful to illustrate the relationship between relevance an 
importance through a concrete example. Sample examples are provided below: 
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Slide 6: 

Creating 
Solutions 

10 
minutes 

1. Explain: An important step to delivering a value proposition is creating a solution to a provider’s 
unmet needs. It can be helpful to group needs and possible solutions to needs according to OAM factors. 
This will help PSI Field Representatives think through available solutions and eventually build a collection 
of solutions to have on hand. 
 
2.Share an example:   
Need: A provider may say “I only offer IUDs when my client asks for one.”  
3. Say: Let’s try to understand this provider need through OAM.  

• O: The provider does not know who to offer IUDs to 
• A: The provider does not have appropriate counseling skills, lacks confidence in counseling 

on/inserting IUDs 
• M: The provider does not want to bother with IUD insertions.  

Solution: The solution to this need may lie in improving provider-counseling skills and increasing 
opportunities to practice inserting IUDS, both solutions PSI can address! 
 
4. Ask participants for ideas of needs/barriers and solutions PSI Field Representatives could present. 
Refer to adoption ladder flipchart that shows many of the barriers that prevent providers from advancing 
on the adoption ladder.  
5.Record ideas on a flipchart 
 
6. Show slides 6 and review solutions for each OAM category. Answer any questions as needed. 

 

 

 

Slide 7: 

Step 2: Creating a 
Value 
Proposition 

10 
minutes 

1.Show slide 7 
 
2.Explain: A value proposition has four parts: 

1. Solution: What you are offering to the provider and what specific behavior change it will require 
(i.e. free IUD training) 

2. Impact: Description and quantification of the benefit to the provider of making the behavior 
change (i.e. 10% increase in client load per month) 

3. Proof: Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact (other clinics have seen 10% increase in 
client load after adding IUD services) 

4. Cost: Cost or risk to the provider involved in making the behavior change (Time spent away from 
clinic during training) 

 
3. Write the four parts of a value proposition on flipchart for participants to reference during the 
workshop.  
 
4. Say: All four components are necessary for a good value proposition; however, not every provider will 
want all four explained.  

 
 
 
Flipchart: 
 
 
 

 SLIDE 6 

 SLIDE 7 
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5. Distribute the Value Proposition example and explain what how they relate to the four points you 
already outlined and the uncovered need.  

 
Slide 8: 

Step 3: How to 
Communicate 

5 minutes 1.Show slide 8 
 
2. Say: In order to deliver a strong and effective value proposition, you need to be able to communicate 
your message quickly and concisely. In 30 seconds or less, focus on the providers concerns. 
 
3. Review the concerns listed on slide 8.  
 
4. Encourage PSI Field Representatives to use visual aids whenever possible. Providers respond to visual 
aids that convey images and information about the product/service you are discussing and the client 
base it will be relevant to.  
 
 

 

Slide 9: 

Activity 1: Value 
Proposition 
Examples 

15 minute 
small 
group 
discussion, 
15 
minutes 
group 
discussion 

1. Show slide 9 with Activity Instructions 
 
2. Explain instructions for Activity 1. 

• Read the two VP examples being handed out 
• Form groups of 3-5 people 
• Participants have 15 minutes to discuss and decide as a group which VPs are good and which 

could be improved.  
 
3.Group Discussion: 
After small groups have answered the questions on the Instructions Slide, discuss each value proposition 
in order with the entire group.  

• Ask participants what makes each VP good or not good.  
• Record parts of an “effective” value proposition on a flip chart in front of the room.  
• Ensure that solution, impact, proof and cost are discussed and understood by participants. 

 
 
 
 

 
Value Proposition 
Handout 
Example: 
 

 SLIDE 8 

 SLIDE 9 
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Slide 10: 

Activity 2: 
Developing Value 
Propositions to 
address common 
provider needs 

10 
minutes to 
develop 
VPs, 60 
minutes to 
share with 
group 

1.  Ask participants to identify most common needs of providers related to your health area, service or 
product (list is usually about 8 common needs) 

2. Record needs on flipchart.  
3. Assign one need to each participant. 
4. Instruct each participant to create a Value Proposition to address their assigned need. 
5. Participant writes Value Proposition on the Value Proposition Worksheet Handout. 
6. Participant determines pages if Visual Aid to use to aid in communicating Value Proposition. 
7. Allow 10 minutes for participants to develop Value Propositions 
 
Sharing (60 minutes) 
1.  Identify and assign a timekeeper to keep track of how many seconds each VP takes 
2. Participant tells the group the need they were assigned and then reads the Value Proposition they 
developed to address the need. Participant use the Visual Aid to communicate the Value Proposition. 
 
NOTE: Participants should say the Value Proposition as if they were speaking to a provider. 
Participants should say the Value Proposition as a sentence or group of sentences. Participants should 
not say the words “Solution, Impact, Proof, Cost” when verbalizing the Value Proposition. 
 
3. Ask the group to identify Solution, Impact, Proof, Cost/Risk presented in the Value Proposition.  
4. Discuss: Were all parts included? Did the Value Proposition address the need? Was the Value 
Proposition impactful?  Was it clear and easy to understand? How long did it take to say? Was it too 
long? How could the Value Proposition be improved? Were the appropriate parts of the Visual Aid 
utilized? 
5.  Affix Value Proposition to wall for future reference. 
6. Repeat until each participant has read their assigned need and Value Proposition. 
 
At the end of the workshop, facilitator should collect, polish and compile Value Propositions in the Job 
Aid format and distribute to participants for future reference. 
 

 

 
Use this list as a guide, if needed, though participants will likely develop a list relevant for their own 
providers. 

1. Training 
2. Equipment 
3. Staff support 

 

 
 

Value Proposition 
Worksheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SLIDE 10 

 NOTE Note to Facilitator: Below is a list of common needs from other PSI countries 
and platforms 
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4. Time 
5. Client Base 
6. Lack of confidence 
7. Infection prevention  

Slide 11: 

Activity  3: 
Creating a Value 
Proposition 

30 
minutes 

1.Show slide 11 with Exercise 3 Instructions 
 

• Ask participants to take out their Provider Strategy Planner and complete the Value Proposition 
section based on what the participant believes would be the best value proposition for their 
provider. 

• Each participant will read his/her value proposition to the group as if they were speaking 
directly to the provider and use Visual Aid. 

• Time will be kept – 30 seconds or less! 
• After participant has read his/her value proposition, ask the rest of the group to identify the 

offer, the impact, the proof and the cost. 
• Collect the value propositions and type them up to distribute to participants after the workshop. 

 

 

Provider Strategy 
Planner: 

 

 

 SLIDE 11 

Note to Facilitator: Are the value propositions compelling? Are the offers in 
line with the actual capacities of the PSI program (i.e. make sure participants 
are not offering things they cannot provide)? Are all four parts delivered? How 
does the value proposition take into account where the provider is on the 
adoption stairway? How does it take into account the provider’s unmet needs? 

 NOTE 
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Slide 12: 

Activity 4: 
Delivering Value 
Propositions 

45 
minutes 

Show slide 12  
 

1. Distribute and review the Visual Aids 
2. Form groups of 3-4 people 
3. In each group, one person will be the medical detailer, one person will be the provider described 

in the Provider Strategy Planner. All others should be observers. 
4. Field Representatives should deliver the value proposition to providers using Visual Aids. 
5. After a few minutes, switch roles. 
 

Group Discussion: 
After the exercise has ended, debrief about the exercise as a group (if the group is too large, you can 
debrief at each table). Ask questions such as: 

• What did you find easy about delivering the value proposition? 
• What did you find difficult? 
• What different versions of the value proposition worked best? 
• Did you use the visual aid? How did you use it to strengthen your value propositions? 
• What section of the visual aid did you focus on? Why? 

 

 

 

Slide 13: 

Recap: Creating 
and Delivering 
Solutions  

5 minutes • Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session – invite discussion  
• Click to bring up the takeaways one by one and explain where necessary 
• Ask if all of these takeaways make sense – and if there are any surprises to the participants 
• Answer any questions that participants have at this point 

 

 

 SLIDE 13 

 SLIDE 12 



Need Uncovered

Value Proposition

9

Offer
What are you offering to the provider and what specific 

behavior change it will require

Impact
Description and quantification of the benefit to the 

provider for making the behavior change

Proof
Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact

Cost/Risk
The cost or risk to the provider involved in making the 

behavior change



Value Propositions 
IUD
Job Aid



Value Proposition

2

Offer
You may want to consider offering 
IUDs to your clients that complain of 
side effects from injections…

Impact
… because this will help keep them 
satisfied and strengthen your 
reputation as a quality and caring 
providers.

Proof
Studies show that IUDs are the form of 
contraceptive with the highest rate of 
satisfaction among women that use it.

Cost
It takes a little more time up front, and 
it costs a little more as well, but it’s 
worth it – satisfied clients will tell their 
friends and refer them to you.

This provider only uses IUDs when the client asks directly, she 
doesn’t believe that her clients want her advice.

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

3

Offer
PSI can assist with a Clinic Support 
Day and mobilizers to refer clients to 
your clinic for services

Impact
… increase in client load and more 
experience inserting IUDs

Proof
Recent CSD usually identify at least 
10 IUD clients and providers who 
insert more IUDs are more 
comfortable offering the service

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client 
satisfaction rates mean your clients 
will refer their friends to you.

The provider has very few clients that ask for IUDs. Provider has 
recently completed PSI IUD training.



Value Proposition

4

Offer
PSI can assist with a Clinic Support 
Day and mobilizers to refer clients to 
your clinic for services

Impact
… increase in client load and more 
experience inserting IUDs

Proof
Recent CSD usually identify at least 
10 IUD clients and providers who 
insert more IUDs are more 
comfortable offering the service

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client 
satisfaction rates mean your clients 
will refer their friends to you.

Provider was trained in IUD insertion but because of a lack of 
clients, she's not so sure about her ability to insert now.

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

5

Offer
PSI offers IUD training so that 
providers can increase the number of 
services they can offer to their clients

Impact
You’ll have an additional set of skills 
that set you apart from other providers 
and enable you to provide a new 
service that will attract a new type of 
client to your practice. 

Proof
Other providers who have participated 
in the training have reported that they 
feel confident in their ability to perform 
IUD insertions after the training and 
feel that it has given them a certain 
prestige in the community 

Cost
It will require that you dedicate time to 
the training but the skills you acquire 
are well worth it and will pay off in the 
long run. 

The provider is not trained in IUDs and interest is low. She 
doesn't see why it's worth her time.
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Value Proposition

6

Offer
You may want to consider signing 
agreements with your staff that she
will stay for a certain period after 
receiving training to help improve 
retention

Impact
You’ll be able to keep your staff and 
continue offering IUD services without 
time constraints

Proof
This approach is used in many 
professions with great success and 
help build fidelity with your staff

Cost
It will require that you dedicate some 
time to implement and agree upon the 
agreements but your staff will 
appreciate the training and you’ll be 
able to keep your staff

Provider sees the value in offering IUD services. But every time 
PSI trains her midwives, they leave the clinic shortly thereafter to 
find a better paying job. Now she's alone and has no time.



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

7

Offer
Consider IUDs  for your clients who 
do not want children in the next five 
years as IUDs have few side effects 
and are long acting

Impact
…increased client satisfaction with the 
method as there is nothing to 
remember and does not require 
frequent visits

Proof
Studies show that IUCDs are the form 
of contraceptive with the highest rate 
of satisfaction among women that use 
it.

Cost
It might take a bit more time up front to 
insert an IUD but high client satisfaction 
rates mean your clients will refer their 
friends to you. And since your schedule 
won’t be full with clients wanting 
injections, you’ll be free to take care of 
other clients

Provider only uses IUDs for clients who want an alternative to 
sterilization. She doesn't think of IUD for other clients.



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

8

Offer
You may consider setting aside one 
afternoon per week to do insertions

Impact
…this will improve your client flow on 
other days

Proof
Other providers in the community have 
tried this and found it works very well 
(use success story of actual provider 
here)

Cost
It might take a bit more effort at first to 
arrange the day and ask IUD clients to 
come back but in the end you and 
your clients will be quite satisfied as 
you’ll have more time for all your 
clients.

Provider is trained in IUD insertion but thinks the procedure takes 
too much time and will keep other clients waiting.
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Value Proposition

9

Offer
You may want to consider the IUD for 
your patients who have difficulty with 
compliance with other methods or 
can’t tolerate them and want a long 
term choice

Impact
…patients will be impressed with the 
services and options you offer, even 
ones she hasn’t thought of

Proof
Patient discontinuation rates are very 
low with IUDs and patients who use 
them report some of the highest 
satisfaction rates

Cost
It might take a bit more time to counsel 
patients but their satisfaction and 
confidence in you with result in repeat 
visits for other reasons and referrals 
from her friends.

Provider is trained in IUDs but reports very few clients that ask 
for IUDs. 
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Value Proposition

10

Offer
PSI can offer you clinical supervision 
from a trained midwife coupled with 
demand generation to bring more 
clients into your clinic

Impact
…you’ll gain confidence in your 
abilities under the guidance of an 
experienced provider

Proof
Providers receiving clinical supervision 
from PSI trained providers have 
reported improved skills and 
appreciate the support

Cost
Direct supervision minimizes risks of 
adverse events with insertions so you 
can reduce worry while building your 
experience and confidence

Provider has inserted a few IUDs but is worried about her 
technique and not doing it correctly.
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Value Proposition

2

Offer
Misoprostol has been proven 
to be 95% effective after 
seven days and 99% effective
after 14 days

Impact
This means that you can be confident 
misoprostol will work and your clients will be 
satisfied with the results

Proof
Misoprostol is listed in
Nigeria’s National Guidelines 
for PAC. As you know, the 
government would not 
recommend misoprostol if it 
were not effective and reliable 
for PAC

Cost
Client counseling is important when using 
misoprostol so that your client knows that
bleeding may last up to a week and, in some 
cases, even longer.  While counseling does 
take time, it will help her be prepared and feel 
you care about her well-being. It also provides 
an opportunity to discuss family planning 
options with her which is an important 
component of PAC.

To believe misoprostol is effective for PAC

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

3

Offer
Misoprostol is registered in 
more than 80 countries and 
has been widely used since 
1988.

Impact
This means that you can trust misoprostol’s 
safety record and you won’t need to worry 
about your client’s well being.

Proof
Misoprostol is listed in
Nigeria’s National Guidelines 
for PAC.  The government 
would not recommend
misoprostol if it did not have 
a favorable safety profile.

Cost
Client counseling is important when using 
misoprostol so that your client knows what to 
expect – that bleeding and cramping are normal 
– and when to seek help. It may take time but 
your client will appreciate the care you provide 
and have peace of mind. It also gives an 
opportunity to discuss family planning options 
with her.

To believe that misoprostol is safe for PAC (response #1)



Value Proposition

Need Uncovered

4

Offer
Misoprostol does not involve 
an invasive procedure and
there is no need for 
anesthesia.

Impact
This means that you can trust misoprostol to 
have few complications when used for PAC

Proof
Misoprostol is listed in
Nigeria’s National Guidelines 
for PAC.  The government 
would not recommend
misoprostol if it did not have 
a favorable safety profile.

Cost
Client counseling is important when using 
misoprostol so that your client knows what to 
expect – that bleeding and cramping are normal 
– and when to seek help. It may take time but 
your client will appreciate the care you provide 
and have peace of mind. It also gives an 
opportunity to also discuss family planning 
options with her.

To believe that misoprostol is safe for PAC (response #2)



Value Proposition

5

Offer
Misoprostol is highly effective in evacuating 
the uterus by softening the cervix and 
causing the uterus to contract.  This is a 
more natural process that resembles a 
woman’s regular menses and is 99% 
effective within 14 days.

Impact
You can be confident misoprostol works. 
Some clients may prefer misoprostol as 
they will feel more in control of the situation 
and the process will be familiar to her.

Proof
Misoprostol is listed in Nigeria’s National 
Guidelines for PAC, so we know that it is 
effective.  In addition, 90% of women report 
being satisfied or very satisfied with 
misoprostol and report they would use 
misoprostol again if the need arose.

Cost
Client counseling is important when using 
misoprostol so that your client knows what 
to expect – that bleeding and cramping are 
normal – and when to seek help. It may 
take time but your client will appreciate the 
care you provide and have peace of mind. 
It also gives an opportunity to discuss 
family planning options with her.

Assurance that the process of evacuating the uterus is complete. 
(Provider is likely comparing miso to MVA)
(Strategy: align with MVA and provide possible benefit/distinction miso offers)

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

6

Offer
Misoprostol works by softening the cervix 
and causing the uterus to contract – a 
process that takes more time to complete 
but allows your client to rest comfortably at 
home and may actually require less time 
spent in the clinic

Impact
This means your time is freed up to care for 
your other clients and your PAC clients may 
prefer a non-invasive procedure during this 
already difficult time for her

Proof
You’ve probably experienced a room full of 
waiting clients – with misoprostol for PAC, 
those clients may not have to wait as long 
for you to see them. Clients are very 
satisfied with misoprostol and many state 
they would take it again if the need arose.

Cost
Client counseling is important when using 
misoprostol so that your client knows what 
to expect – that bleeding and cramping are 
normal – and when to seek help. It may 
take time but your client will appreciate the 
care you provide and have peace of mind. 
It also gives an opportunity to discuss 
family planning options with her.

Wants a process that is quick and finished during the visit 
(Provider is likely comparing miso to MVA)
(Strategy: align with MVA and provide benefit/ distinction miso offers)

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition
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Offer
While it is true that misoprostol can 
induce an abortion, it has many other 
uses. Misoprostol is recommended by 
the government for use in PAC and is 
listed in the National Guidelines for PAC

Impact
You can feel confident that by providing 
PAC services with misoprostol, you are 
doing the right thing to save women’s 
lives and are supported by the 
government.

Proof
(Show National Guidelines to reassure 
the provider)
Misoprostol is also listed in the Essential 
Medicines List of Nigeria and the World 
Health Organization because they know 
how important misoprostol is in saving 
lives

Cost
(none)

To to be reassured that s/he will not be seen as an abortionist if 
s/he provides PAC with misoprostol

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition
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Offer
It is estimated that 33-40% of maternal 
deaths in Nigeria are due to 
complications of unsafe abortions. 
Many of these deaths can be 
prevented by providing PAC services 
with misoprostol, which requires no 
special equipment or skills

Impact
By providing PAC services with 
misoprostol, you can save lives and 
contribute to the overall health of 
women in Nigeria

Proof
Misoprostol is listed in the Essential 
Medicines List of Nigeria and the 
World Health Organization because 
they know how important misoprostol 
is in addressing the priority health 
needs of the nation

Cost
(none)

To understand the importance of providing PAC services

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition
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Offer
For many women, your pharmacy is  
the first place they go for health care 
or advice. By providing her with 
information on what to expect when 
taking misoprostol for PAC…

Impact
…you’ll be providing a service that she 
will recognize and appreciate

Proof
When someone receives good 
service, they often return for other 
services and also tell their friends 
about the great experience she had at 
your pharmacy. 

Cost
Counseling may take a little bit more 
time but it will pay off in the long run in 
customer satisfaction and loyalty to 
your pharmacy

Pharmacists need to believe they should counsel Sara when she 
presents a prescription for misoprostol for PAC

Need Uncovered



Value Proposition

10

Offer
SFH has produced this counseling aid 
for you which helps explain how 
misoprostol works, what to expect and 
signs that a client should seek 
additional assistance. We have also 
produced this discreet take home 
brochure that your clients can take 
with them to remind them of what 
you’ve explained

Impact
This will make counseling on 
misoprostol for PAC easy for you and 
reassure your clients once they leave 
your clinic since they have something 
to refer to while at home

Proof
We’ve produced counseling tools for 
other products and services and 
providers report they are very useful

Cost
SFH will provide these free of charge 
to you

Needs help on providing counseling on misoprostol for PAC

Need Uncovered



Example Value Proposition
Need Uncovered

The provider thinks that TB screening and referring takes too

Example Value Proposition

V l P iti

The provider thinks that TB screening and referring takes too 
much time and is too complicated.

Value Proposition
Solution
I can demonstrate how little time it 
takes to screen a client for

Impact
… and increased screening will lead 
better satisfied clientstakes to screen a client for 

tuberculosis…
better satisfied clients.

Proof
Th i t f f h t

Cost/Risk
It i ht t k bit ti f t tThe screener consists of four short, 

yes-or-no questions that take less than 
a minute to ask.

It might take a bit more time up front to 
screen but high client satisfaction 
rates mean your clients will refer their 
friends and family members to you.y y



Creating and Delivering 
Solutions: The Value 
Proposition

SESSION 6



Session 6: Objectives

 Define "value proposition”
 Explain the 4 parts of a value proposition and how 

they influence provider behavior change
 Develop value propositions to address most common 

needs of providers related to the health area
 Practice delivering a value proposition using visual 

aids

Creating and Delivering Solutions

page 2
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 States a solution to a specific provider need
 Can be an offering to the provider or a behavior the 

provider needs to adopt
 Must include the benefit for the provider
 Should be backed by credible proof 

 Provides the motivation for providers to adopt the desired 
behavior

A value proposition…

A value proposition is a statement that provides 
motivation for a change…



Designing and delivering a value 
proposition requires three steps

page 4

Which Needs are Highest Priority?
Decide which needs are most important to the 
individual

What Value Proposition can Meet the Needs?
Develop a solution that directly addresses those needs 

How to Communicate?
Refine into a concise, 30-second statement

1

2

3



Which Needs?

page 5

Provider needs should be prioritized based on:
►Importance – How critical is this need to the provider 

moving forward on the adoption stairway?  
►Relevance – How well do PSI’s offerings address the 

need?

1



Opportunity 
Solutions

Demand Generation

Equipment

Identify Patients

Advocacy (formularies)

Counseling skills to 
appropriate

Ability 
Solutions

Training (IUD, 
counseling, MA)

Clinical Service Days

QA Staff Support

Patient Brochures

Counseling Tools

Clinical Studies

Motivating 
Solutions

Success stories from 
other providers

Case studies that ‘paint 
the picture’

Values proposition

Field Representative 
communications skills

Opportunities for 
acknowledgement from 

peers

page 6

Creating Solutions
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4 Parts of a Value Proposition
A value proposition has four parts:

Part Definition

Solution What you are offering to the provider, and what specific 
behavior change it will require

Impact Description and quantification of the benefit to the provider 
of making the behavior change

Proof Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact

Cost/Risk Cost of risk to the provider involved in making the behavior 
change
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How to Communicate?3

 30 seconds (or less!).  Be brief!
 Focus on the provider’s concerns

Use visuals wherever possible

If the provider… Focus on…
Lacks information or understanding the Solution

Does not believe there is a personal benefit the Impact

Does not believe the impact statement the Proof

Believes that the cost or risk is too high the Cost
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► Read the Value Proposition Example being handed out

► Form groups of 3-5 people

► Discuss and decide as a group which value propositions 
are good, and which ones could use improvement 
 Which value propositions do you think will work well?  

Why?
 How can they be improved?

Activity 1
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► Create a Value Proposition for your assigned need.

► Write your Value Proposition on the sheet provided.

► Communicate your Value Proposition using Visual Aid

► Identify Solution, Impact, Proof and Cost/Risk of Value 
Proposition

► Suggestions to make the Value Proposition more 
impactful?

Activity 2: Creating and Delivering Value Propositions
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► Refer to your Provider Strategy Planner

► Complete the Value Proposition section of the Provider Strategy 
Planner based on what you think would be the best value proposition
for this provider
Do not go further right now!

► Each participant will read his/her value proposition to the group
► Time will be kept – 30 seconds or less!
► After participant has read his/her value proposition, rest of the 

group will identify the offer, the impact, the proof and the cost.

► Are the value propositions compelling?

Activity 3: Creating Value Propositions
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► Take a few minutes to review the visual aids which have been distributed

► Form groups of 3-4 people

► In each group,
 One person should be the Field Representatives
 One person should be the Provider described in the Provider 

Strategy Planner
 All others should be Observers

► Field Representatives should deliver the Value Proposition to Providers 
using visual aids
 Are the value propositions compelling?  How can they be improved?

► After a few minutes, switch roles

Exercise 4: Delivering Value Propositions



 Solutions can be grouped according to OAMs
 Knowing provider needs helps you create a powerful 

value proposition
 A value proposition has 4 parts…

1. Solution
2. Impact
3. Proof
4. Cost

 Visual aids can help deliver a value proposition that is 
meaningful, memorable and impactful

Creating and Delivering Solutions Recap

page 13
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PRE-WORK Flip charts, hand-outs, 
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the workshop session begins  

SLIDE #: Snapshot of the slide and slide 
number provide quick reference for the 
corresponding slide in the presentation  

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  
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Objectives: 

1. Identify common barriers to adopting the desired behavior change presented by providers 
2. Develop appropriate solutions to overcome these barriers  
3. Deliver solutions using 4 step process to overcoming barriers  
4. Practice overcoming barriers with solutions 

 

Handouts: 

– Provider Strategy Planner 
– Objection Handling Handout 
– Overcoming Barriers Worksheet 

 
 
Materials Needed: 

 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 Affix flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the training 
 All activities in this session are country specific. Participants should be seated so they can easily break into small groups       

 

Time Estimate: 4 hours 

 

SESSION 7: OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO CHANGE       

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

– Flipcharts (one for every 4-6 participants)    – Markers 
– Visual Aids       – Tape 
– A4 paper 

 Gather hand-outs 
 Collect flip charts 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1: 
Introduction to 
Overcoming 
Barriers to 
Change 

2 
minutes 

Explain: This session focuses on a common and difficult stage of the change process: overcoming barriers 
to change. Barriers are often referred to as “objections” or “obstacles.” All three terms are synonymous 
and interchangeable. Objections often surface after the value proposition has been presented. They are 
often prefaced with the words “yeah, but that won’t work for me because…..” or something similar. 
Objections require solutions in order to move the provider along the adoption continuum. 

 

Slide 2: 

Objectives of the 
Session 

2 
minutes 

Say the objectives of the session: 

1. Identify common barriers to adopting the desired behavior 
2. Develop appropriate solutions to overcome these barriers 
3. Deliver solutions using the 4 step process to overcoming barriers 

 
Slide 3: 

Barriers Often 
Emerge during 
Conversations 
with Providers: 
Why? 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: Objections can surface any time during a provider visit. They often arise after a value proposition 
has been presented to the provider. Ask: Why is this? 
 
2.Show slide 3 

• Weaknesses in the value proposition 
• Pre-conceived provider notions/ideas/beliefs about the service, product or behavior 

 
Simple resistance to change; sometimes there is no weakness in the value proposition. Change is 
uncomfortable. 

 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 3 

 SLIDE 1 
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Slide 4: 

Barriers – The 
Med Rep’s Worst 
Nightmare! 

5 
minutes 

1.  Say: Does anyone drive? Do you take the same road to work every day? There might be a better road 
but we stick to the normal path because we are scared of getting lost.  Providers are scared of the 
unknown when trying new products or services.  Any problems that occur could ruin their reputation.   
2.  Explain: Barriers are not the worst nightmare! They are opportunities to clarify a provider’s 
motivations and learn more about what he/she needs.  
 
3.  Show slide 4 
4.  Share key points for when a provider raises a barrier: 

• Don’t take it personally – it is probably not you or your offer, but the provider’s resistance to 
change.  

• See this as an opportunity to learn more about the provider’s needs and possible solutions 
• The provider is letting you know about information they still feel is missing  
• The provider is opening up to you about his/her concerns 
• Barriers are GOOD – they let us know what we need to address to motivate behavior change 
• Don’t ask why a provider objects, this will put him/her on the defensive. Show him/her that you  

understand.  
 
4.Explain: It is tempting to feel that you must come up with an answer immediately: 

• If you have a good option, then go ahead and offer it 
• If you have to think about it, tell the provider you will work on finding a solution and follow up 

soon. This shows credibility and that you care enough to remember their request.  

 

Slide 5: 

Four Steps to 
Overcoming a 
Barrier 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: When a provider raises an objection or barrier -- Don’t tell the provider they are wrong! Don’t be 
defensive! Use the following four steps to strategically overcome a barrier: 
 
2.Key Points: 

• Show slide 5 or write the Four Step Process on Flipchart. 
1. Clarify the Barrier: Make certain you understand the provider’s concern. You can also use 

a quantifying follow-up question to clarify, for example: “Do you mean that all of your 
IUD clients say they have side effects?”  This will put the barrier into perspective for you 
and the provider. 

2. Empathize with the Provider 
3. Offer a Solution 
4. Confirm Understanding 

 

 

 

 

 SLIDE 4 

 SLIDE 5 
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Slide 6: 

Step 1: Clarify the 
Barrier 

5 
minutes 

1. Show slide 6 and Explain that the quotes on the slide are suggestions for the types of questions to ask 
to clarify the barrier. 
 
2. Say: When you are clarifying your provider’s barrier, ensure that you understand the barrier by stating 
it back to the provider and asking for confirmation. Remember four key points: 

1. State your intention to help 
2. Find out more: 

What do you mean?” 
“Tell me more about that.” 
“Could you explain?”  

3. Clarify the scope of the barrier (i.e. does the barrier affect all clients? All family planning 
services?) 

4. Confirm this is in fact a main barrier to the provider behavior change 

 

Slide 7: 

Step 2: Empathize 
with the Provider 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: Empathize with the provider regarding the barrier and share your commitment to finding a 
mutually beneficial solution. 
 
2. Show slide 7, review and explain the three points listed on the slide. 

 

 SLIDE 6 

 SLIDE 7 
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Slide 8: 

Step 3: Offer an 
Incremental 
Solution 

5 
minutes 

1.Show slide 8 
 
2. Say: Offer a Solution! Provide evidence or a new solution that overcomes the barrier you discussed.  
 
3. Emphasize: This can (and should) be a small step towards behavior change, providers may perceive 
bigger changes as more risky.  
 

 

Slide 9: 

Step 4: Confirm 
Understanding 

5 
minutes 

1. Show slide 9 
 
2. Say: Confirming that you both understand the obstacle and solution is a key step.  

• Confirm that the provider accepts and acknowledges the solution you have proposed and 
understands the benefits that will come from it. 

•  Be sure to ask for an agreed “next step” – don’t leave without it!  
• Set a realistic timeline for your commitment and stick to it.  

 

 

 

Slide 10 

Group Discussion: 
Identifying 
Common Barriers 
to the Desired 
Behavior 

30 
minutes 

Group Discussion: 

1. Say: We are now going to identify the most common objections for your 
products/services/behavior 

2. Write the product/service/behavior on the top of a flipchart 
3. Ask: What are the common barriers or objections providers pose? 

Some examples may include: purchase of equipment, purchase of IUD, time investment for 
training, long-lasting effect means loss of income, takes too much time to counsel, clients can’t 
afford it, etc.  

4. Record: The top barriers/objections for the product/service selected as each participant shares   

 SLIDE 8 

 SLIDE 9 

 SLIDE 10 
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Flipchart Example: 

 

Slide 11: 

Activity 1: 

Group Work: 
Creating 
Solutions to 
Common Barriers 

 1. Break into groups of 2-3 people and assign each group several barriers/objections from your list. 
2. Each group creates at least one solution to each assigned barrier/objection using the 

Overcoming Barriers Worksheet.  Each group should use the Visual Aid to demonstrate how the 
Visual Aid will support overcoming the barrier. 

3. When finished, each group will share the barriers and solutions with the larger group.  
4. Discuss: Does the solution address the barrier? Could a stated barrier mean more than one 

barrier? Is the clarifying question helpful in understanding exactly what the provider means? 
5. Adjust and refine solutions as necessary. 
6. Collect Overcoming Barriers Worksheets for next Activity. 

 
 
 

  

Overcoming Barriers 
Worksheet: 

Note to Facilitator:  Many barriers/objections may sound similar to needs. 
For example, a provider may need “more time” to insert IUDs and a 
barrier/objection may be that “IUDs take too much time” to insert. 
Solutions may also be similar. This is okay. Don’t get caught up in defining 
as one or the other. It just depends on when and how the comment comes 
from the provider and how you frame and deliver the solution. The most 
important take away is that Field Representatives are able to deliver the 
solution. 

 NOTE 

 SLIDE 11 
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 SLIDE 12 
Slide 12: 

Activity 2:  

Round Robin: 
Practicing 
Overcoming 
Barriers using the 
4 Step Process 

60 
minutes 

1.Show slide 12 
 
2.Instructions: 

• If you have more than 8 participants, divide into 2 or more groups. 
• Shuffle the Overcoming Barriers Worksheets. 
• Stand in a circle. Toss a ball to one participant. 
• Participant chooses one Overcoming Barriers Worksheet and hands to Facilitator. 
• Facilitator reads the Barrier to the Participant. 
• Participant must use the 4 Step Process to Deliver the Solution to the Barrier AND Visual Aid. 
• Participant tosses ball to another participant and repeat. 
• Repeat until each participant has had two turns to Overcome a Barrier. 

 
 

 Facilitator should affix Overcoming Barriers Worksheets to the wall after the activity so 
participants can reference during the remainder of the workshop. 

At the end of the workshop, Facilitator will collect all worksheets and prepare Overcoming Obstacles Job 
Aids in the template provided to be used by participants as reference tools.  

Flipchart Example: 

 

 NOTE 
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Slide 13: 

Activity 3: 
Provider Strategy 
Planner 

10 
minutes  

1.Show slide 13 
2.Instructions: 
 

• Ask participants to take out their Provider Strategy Planner  
• Instruct them to complete the Barriers section of the Provider Strategy Planner 

o Identify the barriers that this provider is likely to present 
o Brainstorm some solutions that might help address the barriers, using the Objection 

Handling card for ideas  
o Do not go further right now! 
o Are there any barriers that did not make it onto the original flipchart list? 
o Add it.  

• Share it with the group 
 
3. After participants have filled out the PSP, prepare for a group debrief. Ask participants: 

• What barriers did you face with your provider? 
• What new solutions did you come up with to overcome them? 

 
 

 
 

Provider Strategy 
Planner: 

  

Slide 14: 

Session 7 Recap 

5 
minutes 

 
• Show slide 14 
• Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session – invite discussion  
• Click to bring up the takeaways on slide 16 one by one and explain where necessary 
• Ask if all of these takeaways make sense – and if there are any surprises to the participants 
• Answer any questions that participants have at this point 

 

 

 SLIDE 13 

 SLIDE 14 



Overcoming IUCD Barriers

Cost
“IUCDs are too costly 
to the client - I cannot 
sell them and still make 
any money.”

The IUCD lasts for 10 years.  It would take 40 injections to protect 
for that long!  But it costs much less than that.  It's much better for 
your clients in the long term. 

IUCDs are the method that women are most satisfied with (99% 
are “very” or “somewhat” satisfied*), so clients are likely to be 
grateful to you and trust you.  They’re also likely to return for other 
services.

Time
“IUCDs require more 
time for insertion, 
sterilization and 
counseling than other 
methods.”

In the long run, the IUCD saves you and your clients time.  
Putting the time into counseling and doing the insertion now is 
worthwhile.

If you give good counsel now, the client will be well informed 
about side effects and won’t need to come back after a simple 
follow-up visit.  

Information
“I do not have 
adequate information 
about IUCDs.”

<< Identify the information the provider needs, and give the provider 
the information they ask for, using the detail aid as necessary. >>

Client 
Demand
“My clients are asking 
for another method, not 
IUCDs.”

You are the expert, and you must give the best advice you can.
You don’t want your client to make a quick decision because of what 
others think, or because she doesn’t have enough information.  She 
has a right to make an informed choice, with you as her guide.

Turnover 
or 
Training
“The staff trained to 
insert IUCDs have left 
my clinic.”

If you or another staff member would like to be trained, we can 
help. Let me tell you about the options.

<< Share options, including specific training opportunities, 
connecting with another provider to mentor them, etc.>>

Clarify SolutionEmpathize ConfirmBarrier

1 2 3 4

* Forrest JD. U.S. women’s perceptions of and attitudes about the IUD. Obstet Gynecol Surv. 1996;51(12 suppl):S30-S34



How to use this card
There are four steps to addressing a barrier:
1. Clarify the barrier: Ensure that you understand the barrier by stating it 

back to the provider and asking them if you correctly captured their belief or 
concern

2. Empathize with the provider: Emphasize that you understand the 
provider’s reaction and share your commitment to finding a mutually 
beneficial solution

3. Offer an incremental solution: Tell them you will come back soon (e.g. 
next visit) with a solution that overcomes the barrier that you discussed.   
And then be sure to follow-up!

4. Confirm understanding: Confirm that the solution you propose is accepted 
and acknowledged;  ask to an agreed follow-up step

This card gives suggested strategies for Step #3 – the solution – based on the 
real-life experience of PSI detailers in several countries.  
This card can serve as a handy reference to help you remember some of the 
most common barriers and also some simple solutions that work for other 
medical detailers!



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

Clarifying Question Clarifying Question

Solution Solution



Overcoming Obstacles:  
Objection Handling 
IUD
Job Aid



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

2

Purchase of Equipment
PSI provides various equipment to network 
providers who agree to offer IUD services 
to help you get started.

Purchase of IUD
PSI provides IUDs at a subsidized rate to 
help make IUDs affordable for you and your 
clients.

Time Investment for Training
The time you spend now during training will 
be well worth it as you will be able to 
provide a unique and valued service in your 
community that your clients will appreciate.

No subsidies/equipment offered
To help compensate for your investment 
PSI provides demand generation for BS 
services to help increase your client flow so 
you can earn more.

IUD service requires a big investment up front



Obstacle/Barrier

Solution

3

The IUD is a unique service you can provide in your community – few 
providers currently offer this service. There is a revitalization of IUD 
underway as the method is appropriate for most women, is highly 
efficacious, and has few side effects and provides long duration of 
protection against unplanned pregnancies. Both governmental and non-
governmental entities are supporting the IUD with awareness building 
campaigns. You could offer a valuable service to your community by 
making IUD services available to women who want to space or limit 
their pregnancies.

I'm happy with Depo-Provera, why should I change?



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

4

Clients don’t ask for IUDs
Many clients looking for a long term spacing method may not be aware of the benefits of 
IUDs. IUDs are highly effective in preventing pregnancies and once inserted, there is 
nothing more your client needs to do or remember to be protected right away. IUDs also 
don’t cause many of the bothersome side effects that hormonal methods cause. IUDs 
have very low discontinuation rates so you know your clients will experience great 
satisfaction with IUDs.

IUDs have one of the highest client satisfaction rates. Satisfied clients respect and 
appreciate their providers and often return again and again for other services.

There are no clients for IUDs



Solutions

Obstacle/Barrier

5

PSI will assist you with demand creation 
activities to increase your client flow 
through advocacy, community mobilization, 
and campaigns which may bring new 
clients to your clinic.

Another provider shared your concerns 
when she first began offering IUD service 
and her client flow seemed to go down. 
Now, however, her satisfied clients have 
told her friends and family who now come 
to the clinic for BS and other needs.

IUDs have one of the highest client 
satisfaction rates. Satisfied clients respect 
and appreciate their providers and often 
return again and again for other services.

IUDs last for up to 12 years; my clients won't come back and I'll 
lose my income



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

6

The Procedure Itself
PSI provides coaching by clinical trainers to help you develop your insertion 
skills. You will perform your first insertions under the supervision of your coach 
so you can be more confident.

Logistics
PSI will help you get started by providing equipment and arranging your clinic 
space.

IUDs are difficult to insert



Solution

Obstacle/Barrier

7

PSI will assist you in your counseling skills so that you can reassure 
your client that insertions are performed in a professional 
environment to make her feel as comfortable as possible. You can 
reassure her you will leave the room while she undresses and she’ll 
be covered with a sheet. Let her know you are caring for her health 
and providing quality services.

My clients are too shy to remove their clothes and not open to 
receiving IUD services



Overcoming Obstacles:  
Misoprostol for PAC
Job Aid



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

2

• “What dose the patient take?”
• “How many days after taking misoprostol did she present at your clinic?”

Regarding how long it takes to work
Misoprostol mimics a women’s natural 
menses so bleeding can last up to a week 
or more.  Rest assured, success rates with 
misoprostol at 7 days are 95% and 99% at 
14 days. Counseling your clients on what to 
expect with misoprostol helps reassure 
them that it is working and when to seek 
additional help.

Regarding dosage
600 micrograms or 3 tablets are required 
when misoprostol is taken orally.  400mcg 
or 2 tablets are taken sublingually. If taken 
sublingually, she must wait for the pills to 
dissolve for 30 minutes under her tongue 
before swallowing. Counseling clients when 
taking misoprostol ensures  the proper 
dose is taken and successful outcomes.

Misoprostol isn’t effective.  My clients say it hasn’t worked.



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

3

Use open questions to understand… 

• Who handles PAC services at that facility?  
• Visit the provider that providers PAC services

• Other possible reasons (probe to uncover):
• Religious reasons 
• Is against abortion and believes PAC enables abortion
• Afraid of misuse of misoprostol for abortion

(Refer to following pages for responses to each of the above)

I don’t do PAC.



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

4

Probe to understand if the issue is a confusion between the legality of PAC versus 
abortion or if it’s a religious objection to the idea of abortion

Regarding legality
While abortion is restricted for 
cases to save the live of the 
mother, saving lives through post-
abortion care is legal for all clients. 
In fact, misoprostol is specifically 
registered here for PAC and is 
included in the National Guidelines 
for PAC. Post-abortion care also 
includes counseling and family 
planning to help prevent abortion 
in the first place.

Regarding religion/ morality (#1)
I can understand how important religion is to you. 
PSI would never expect that you do anything 
against your religion, including performing abortion. 
No matter our religion, we have an obligation to 
save lives. In Nigeria, 13% of the maternal deaths 
are from unsafe abortions – providing post –
abortion care can change that and save the lives of 
women. By providing PAC, you can also help your 
client choose a family planning to reduce unplanned 
or wanted pregnancy eliminating the need for 
abortion altogether. 

I’m against abortion. Providing PAC services is the same as 
supporting abortion.



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

5

Probe to understand if the issue is a confusion between the legality of PAC versus 
abortion or if it’s a religious objection to the idea of abortion

Regarding religion/ morality (#2)
I can understand how important religion is to you. PSI would never expect that you do 
anything against your religion, including performing abortion.
I think you will agree that our religion also teaches us to have compassion, forgiveness 
and to help people who are in need.  As health care professionals, we are ideally 
positioned to carry out this work by helping people and saving lives.  No matter what our 
beliefs are about abortion, a woman suffering from complications of a pregnancy loss 
should not be left to die when that death can be easily prevented through treatment. We 
do not know the circumstances that lead her to seek help from us.  As health 
professionals and Christians [Muslims, etc], it is our obligation to save their lives.  

I’m against abortion. Providing PAC services is the same as 
supporting abortion.



Obstacle/Barrier

Solution

6

I can understand your concern. Rest assured, misoprostol should be 
only dispensed upon presentation of a prescription. Misoprostol is on 
the Essential Medicines List in Nigeria, meaning the drug is safe, 
effective and essential to saving lives in the provision of PAC services in 
Nigeria so you can be confident stocking misoprostol in your pharmacy. 

(A pharmacist:) I’m afraid that misoprostol will be abused and used for 
abortion.



Obstacle/Barrier

Solution

7

Misoprostol is highly effective when used for post-abortion care – with 
success rates of 95% at 7 days and 99% at 14 days. In fact, it is so 
effective that misoprostol is included as treatment in the National 
Guidelines for PAC so you can be confident that misoprostol will work

With proper counseling, she is more likely to return for follow-up and 
appreciate the time spent and care you provided to her.  If returning to 
the clinic poses an obstacle, you could call her on her mobile to check 
how she is doing – I’m sure she would also appreciate that and the 
excellent service you provide.

Women don’t return for their follow up visit and so I can’t be sure 
misoprostol has worked



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

8

Probe to understand by using open ended questions –
“Tell me more about what it is that you like about MVA.”

Possible reasons:
1. Provider thinks MVA is more effective than misoprostol
2. Provider is more comfortable because he knows the procedure is complete 

when the client leaves his facility
3. Provider thinks MVA is more profitable than misoprostol
4. Provider feels MVA is more prestigious than misoprostol because it requires a 

specialized skill set, special equipment, etc.

See following pages for responses to each objection.

I prefer MVA. 



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

1. Provider thinks MVA is more effective than misoprostol

Use open ended questions to understand why provider thinks this

Understanding time to completion
Misoprostol works by causing the uterus to 
contract to expel its contents -- mimicking a 
women’s natural menses so she may 
experience bleeding for a longer period of 
time --- misoprostol’s success rates are 95% 
at 7 days and 99% at 14 days. So you can 
be sure misoprostol is effective and has the 
advantage of being a more natural process 
that many of your clients may prefer or feel 
more comfortable with. In fact, 90%of clients 
reported being satisfied or very satisfied with 
misoprostol and would take it again for PAC 
if ever needed.

Understanding the proper dosage
It’s important to remember that 
misoprostol has 2 dosage regimens for 
PAC. 600 micrograms – or 3 tablets ---
are taken orally. Alternatively,  400 
micrograms – or 2 tablets – are placed 
under the tongue. She should allow the 
tablets to dissolve under her tongue. If 
they have not dissolved completely after 
30 minutes, she can swallow the 
remaining tablets with a glass of water. 
When taken correctly, success rates are 
as high as 95-99%.

I prefer MVA.  (# 1)



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

10

2.   Provider is more comfortable with MVA because he knows the procedure is 
complete when the client leaves his facility

Misoprostol is very effective, so you can rest assured it will work. When the proper dose 
is given, it has a 95% success rate at 7 days and 99% at 14 days.  It is recommended 
that your client return to visit you after 7 days for follow up. This is an excellent 
opportunity to provide her with family planning and other reproductive health services. Or 
you can check on her by phone to see how she is doing. Counseling your client will help 
her know what to expect and she’ll appreciate the attention and service you have given 
her. 

In fact, 90% of women report being satisfied or very satisfied with misoprostol and said 
that they would use it again. So you can be sure she’ll be satisfied with the service you 
provide.

I prefer MVA.  (# 2)



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

11

3. Provider believes MVA is more profitable than misoprostol

Keeping costs low
I can understand how you 
might think that. With 
misoprostol, there is no 
equipment to buy or parts to 
replace and no need for 
sterilizing equipment which 
can save you both time and 
money. In comparison, the 
cost of misoprostol tablets is 
considerably less.

Expanding the client base
Not all clients will be able to 
afford MVA. By providing 
PAC services with 
misoprostol, you will be able 
to serve more clients and 
expand your client base.

Serving more clients
Providing misoprostol for 
PAC actually takes less time 
in your clinic, since your 
client can take misoprostol 
at home. This will allow you 
to serve the clients in your 
waiting room and keep them 
from having to wait or be 
turned away.

Satisfying patients
I can understand how you might think that. Not every method is right for every client, 
Many women are very satisfied with miso. In fact,  90% report being very satisfied or 
satisfied and that they would use the drug again.  This means that she will be a happy 
client who returns for other services and may even recommend you to her friends.

I prefer MVA.  (# 3)



Tell me more…

Obstacle/Barrier

12

4. Provider feel that MVA is more prestigious because it requires a specialized skill set, 
special equipment, etc.?

Offering patients options
Ultimately prestige comes from satisfied clients  who recommend you to their friends and 
family.  Different options work better for different clients, and many women are very 
satisfied with misoprostol.  90% report being very satisfied or satisfied and that they 
would use the drug again.  Satisfied clients will help build your reputation as an admired 
provider in your community.

I prefer MVA.  (#4)



Tell me more, is it…

Obstacle/Barrier

13

Probe to understand if provider knows the difference between miso’s side effects 
and complications.

I can understand your concern. Rest assured, complications with misoprostol for PAC are 
rare.  Clients should be counseled about the signs of complications in case they do 
happen so that they can call you or you can refer them to another facility for care. Signs 
of complications include: heavy bleeding where she soaks through 2 pads an hour for 2 
hours, fever and/or chills that persist for more than 24 hours, or bleeding continues for 
several weeks and/or she feels lightheaded or dizzy.

Side effects are usually mild with misoprostol and may include cramping, nausea, 
bleeding and slight fever. 

(If you have materials to leave behind that the provider can give to the patient, offer them 
now.)

There is too great a risk for complications with misoprostol.



Obstacle/Barrier

14

Probe to understand… 
• Provider does not like to counsel
• Provider does not have time to counsel
• Provider does not know how to counsel (s/he may not come out and say this)

Don’t like to counsel
Counseling is an important component of 
PAC because it ensures that your client 
knows what to expect when taking 
misoprostol for PAC. While it does take 
time to counsel, she’ll appreciate the time 
you’ve spent with her to reassure her and 
her treatment outcome will improve. It will 
ultimately make her a more satisfied client 
which will help build you business.  She will 
be more likely to return for other services 
and recommend you to her friends.

Don’t have time to counsel
Doesn’t know how
Provider, we produced this helpful flipchart 
to help make counseling easier for you 
when you are with your client. It contains all 
the important information you need to 
convey to her. We also have a take-home 
brochure that your client can take with her 
to answer any questions she may have at 
home.
(Offer to provider flip chart and take home 
brochure and demonstrate how to use 
each)

I don’t like to counsel.

Tell me more…



Obstacle/Barrier

15

Probe to understand if the provider not believe in the effectiveness of Misoclear

Misoclear is registered in Nigeria for PAC.  This means that its effectiveness has been 
proven to the same degree that Cytotec’s has and you can be sure it will work

In addition, Misoclear is about one-fourth the cost of Cytotec and so will save you and 
your client money.

I prefer Cytotec.

Tell me more…



Overcoming Barriers to 
Change

SESSION 7



Session 7: Objectives

► Identify common barriers to adopting the desired 
behavior presented by providers

► Develop appropriate solutions to overcome these 
barriers

► Deliver solutions using 4 step process to overcoming 
barriers

Overcoming Barriers to Change

page 2



► Providers hold pre-conceived ideas about services, 
products, and behaviors

► Argument(s) can be made against the value 
proposition you are giving them

► Change is uncomfortable

► Doing things differently introduces risk for the provider 
(What if something happens that they don’t expect?  
What if it doesn’t work?) 

Barriers often emerge during conversations 
with providers

page 3

Why?



► Not true!
► Barriers are really golden opportunities to 

clarify your client’s motives and beliefs 

• Ask questions to understand and clarify how 
they feel & what they believe (be sure, don’t 
assume)

• Use open-ended questions
• Say you’d like to better understand
• Don’t ask them “why”

Barriers- a Field Rep’s worst nightmare!

page 4

Consider coming back with an answer (show you care by 
making a point of following up) vs. answering instantly



Four steps to overcoming a barrier…

page 5

Clarify the 
Barrier

Empathize 
with the 
Provider

Offer a 
Solution

Confirm
Understanding

1 2 3 4



 State your intention to help
“OK, I want to make sure that I understand you 

properly.”

 Find out more
“What do you mean?”
“Tell me more about that.”
“Could you explain?”

 Clarify the scope and any other 
issues

“Do you mean for all of your clients, or just certain 
ones? Which ones?”

 Ask for confirmation
“Is this the main reason that you haven’t started to 

use IUCDs?”

Clarify the Barrier

page 6

Clarify the 
Barrier

1



 Ensure they know you understand
“I can understand how you might think this way.”

Empathize with the Provider

page 7

Empathize 
with the 
Provider

2



 Provide the solution that you think is 
best

“Many providers in the same situation have tried....”

“Clinical data shows that…”

 What do they think about the solution
“Does this seem like a solution that might work in 

your practice?”

“Does this address your concern?”

Offer an Incremental Solution

page 8

Offer an 
Incremental 

Solution

3



 Ensure future benefits are understood

“Do you think that taking this course of action is 
certain to make you better off in the future?”

 Obtain agreement on the plan of 
action

“So it’s agreed that I will do the following for you (or 
help you in the following ways)?”

Confirm Understanding

page 9

Confirm You 
Understand

4



page 10

What are the common barriers  
providers have with…
 IUDs
 MA or Medabon



page 11

 For your assigned barriers – develop solutions

 Write Solutions on the Overcoming Barriers Worksheet

 Share solutions with the group

 Then it is time to practice!

Activity 1: Creating Solutions to Barriers



page 12

► Choose a Barrier

► Overcome the Barrier by Delivering a Solution using the 4 
Step Process

Activity 2: Delivering Solutions to Barriers
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► Refer to the Provider Strategy Planner

► Complete the Barriers section of the Provider Strategy Planner, 
– Identify the barriers that this provider is likely to present
– Brainstorm some solutions that might help address the barriers, 

using the Barrier Handling cards for ideas
– Do not go further right now!
– Are there any barriers that did not make it onto our original list?
– Add it.

► Share it with the group

Activity 3: Provider Strategy Planner



Overcoming Barriers to Change Recap 
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 Overcoming barriers takes preparation

 It’s important to not just react to a counter argument or 
concern from a provider

 Always take the time to fully understand and empathize 
with the provider before you offer any solutions

 Confirm that the solution you propose is accepted and 
acknowledged and then promise to follow-up (and do it!)
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PRE-WORK Flip charts, hand-outs, 
exercises that should be prepared before 
the workshop session begins  

BEST PRACTICES: Contain notes to the 
facilitator and recommended facilitation 
techniques to maximize participant 
participation and learning  

 

 

SLIDE #: Snapshot of the slide and slide 
number provide quick reference for the 
corresponding slide in the presentation  
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Objectives: 

1. Utilize skills learned in the workshop during provider visits 
 

  Handouts: 
– Word Search Puzzle and Answer Sheet 
– 3-4 sets of components of Basic Provider Visit 
– Field Visit Coaching Guide 

 

Materials Needed: 

– Flipcharts (one for every 4-6 participants)    –      Markers 
– A4 paper       –      Tape 

 

 
 
 

 
Time Estimate:  3 hours 
 
 

 

 

SESSION 8: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: PREPARING FOR A FIELD VISIT       

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

 Prepare 3-4 sets of cards containing one card for each of the components of a Basic Provider Visit: Objective, Preparation, 
Greetings, Opening, Open question, Value Proposition, Overcoming Barriers, Commitment, Post visit notes, Next plan.  

 Affix flipcharts to wall during the workshop so participants can reference them during the training.  
 All activities in this session are country specific. Participants should be seated so they can easily break into small groups 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1-2: 
 
Introduction to 
Putting It All 
Objectives 

2 
minutes 

1. Show slide 2 
2. Explain: We’ve learned a lot over the course of the workshop, now it is time to put it all together! In 

this session, we will practice skills learned in the workshop and see how they all fit together during a 
provide visit. 

 
Note to Facilitator:  After this session participants will either conduct video role-
play or conduct provider visits in the field to practice skills learned during the 
workshop.  Use Session 9, Field Visits and Session 10, Video Role Plays to help 
determine which session to conduct with your group. 

 

No Slide 
 
Activity 1:  
Word Search 

10 
minutes 

1. Instructions:  
 

• Distribute Word Search puzzle and have participants circle the words in the puzzle (5-10 minutes) 
• After participants have finished, ask participants if they know what the words represent 

(components of a provider visit) 
 

 
 

 

Word Search 
Puzzle: 

 

 SLIDE 2 

Note to Facilitator: The word search is in English and may be difficult to 
translate to other languages. If using the English version is not feasible, just 
use the cards to conduct the exercise.  
 

 NOTE 

 NOTE 
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Slide 3: 
 
Basic Visit 
Structure 

15 
minutes 

•  Break participants in groups of 3 or 4 
• Distribute one set of shuffled cards to each group. Each set contains cards with names of each 

component of the basic visit – one component per card: 
Objective, Preparation, Greetings, Opening, Open questions, Value Proposition, Overcoming 
Barriers, Post visit notes, Next plan 

• Ask participants to put cards in order on flip chart paper according to the structure of the 
provider visit 

• Have participants hang answers on wall when finished. Ask one group to present.  
• Allow other groups to give their opinions and moderate discussion 
• Once agreed, show slide 3 (Basic Visit Structure) 

 

Basic Visit 
Structure Cards 

 

Slide 4: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Visit Objective 

10 
minutes 

1. Ask participants to identify the key components of an effective Visit Objective.  
2. Record answers on a flipchart. Examples responses include: SMART, related to the needs uncovered, 

related to the previous visit to move provider along the adoption ladder.  
 
Once participants have listed all examples, Show slide 4 

 

Note to Facilitator: Participants may say the overall objective of the visit is to 
get the provider to insert more IUDs. Remind them that we must break this 
down into smaller steps in order to address providers’ specific needs. 

 
 
3. Ask participants for examples of visit objectives. Example responses include:  

• Determine where the provider is on the adoption ladder; 
• Uncover provider needs (appropriate and necessary for field visits) 
• Delivering value proposition for a pre-determined need (i.e. offer IPC support to create demand, 

 
 

 NOTE 

 SLIDE 4 

 SLIDE 3 

 NOTE 
Note to Facilitator: A provider visit generally flows in this order however it is 
flexible and depends on the actual flow of the dialogue with providers. 
Barriers may arise at any time and Field Reps should adapt and address as 
needed even if that means the flow of the visit does not follow this order 
exactly. 
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suggest IUD use in clients who can’t tolerate hormonal methods, expand use of IUDs for another 
client type, etc.) 

• Follow up on value proposition already delivered 
 
4. Say: Objectives can be small, but you always need a visit objective. 

Slide 5: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Preparation 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: We know it is critical to prepare and plan for a provider visit.  
 
2. Ask participants to list things must do in order to prepare for visit. Responses should include: 

Preparing and compiling… 
• What I am going to say 
• Open questions 
• Value propositions according to an identified need 
• Anticipated obstacles/barriers and responses 
• Visual aids 
• Scientific studies or proof sources 
• Leave behind materials – print, promo items, etc. 

 
Once participants have shared answers, show slide 5 
 

 

 

Slide 6: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Greetings 

5 
minutes 

1. Explain: Building rapport with your providers is very important! Be sure to introduce yourself, ask the 
provider how his/her family is, how the practice is going, how his/her holiday was, etc. and don’t 
forget to talk to the “gatekeepers” (assistants, family members, counselors, etc.) 

 
2. Show slide 6 

 

 SLIDE 5 

 SLIDE 6 
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Slide 7: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Opening 

8 
minutes 

1. Explain: The next step in a provider visit is the opening. 
 

• The opening is a way of starting the dialogue without jumping right into a bombardment of 
questions that may make the provider feel as though he/she is being interrogated. 

• The opening is simply a few sentences that set the stage and focus for the visit. 
The opening should: 
• Be related to your visit objective 
• Set the theme/topic for the visit, state the importance of the health area, product or service in a 

manner that is relevant to the provider 
• Capture the provider’s interest 
• End with the next component of an effective visit – Open Questions 

 
2. Show slide 7 
 
3. Provide examples of effective and less effective openings: 

• Less effective: “PSI is now distributing IUDS, want to hear about it?”;  
• Less effective: “IUDs are the most effective long-term family planning method. You should insert 

IUDs.” 
• Less effective: “I’m here today to talk to you about family planning.” 
• More effective: “Provider, the CPR in Laos is XX%, one of the lowest in Southeast Asia. There 

remains a huge unmet need for FP options for many women. Among FP options, the IUD is often 
overlooked despite being a safe, effective and convenient choice for women seeking a long term 
method. Open question: Provider, what has been your experience with the IUD? Or What are 
thoughts about the IUD as a FP method?” 

• More effective: “Provider, there are many options for FP for women but not every method is 
right for every woman….” 

• More effective: “Recently, there has been a revitalization of the IUD as a FP method. Many 
providers find their clients who seek a long term FP method are very satisfied with the IUD” 

• More effective: “Provider, last time we spoke, you mentioned you would try using the balanced 
counseling tool to counsel your clients on birth spacing methods more efficiently.” 

Discuss what makes some openings more effective than others 
 
4. Explain: You can also use a value proposition as an opening, once provider needs have been 

identified.  
 

 

 SLIDE 7 
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Slide 8-9: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Open Questions 

5 
minutes 

1. Explain a visit opening ends with an open question. The open question is critical in creating a 
dialogue with the provider, uncovering provider needs, determining provider attitudes, 
motivations and barriers, and keeping the conversation relevant. 

2. Show slide 8 
 

• Review the use of Open Questions to Uncover Provider Needs 
 

• Ask the team why we use open questions, and what are the benefits of open questions vs. 
closed questions. 
 

• Remind participants that we ask questions to find out about provider’s habits, needs and 
concerns in order to tailor the visit and make it relevant for the provider.  

• Review Open vs Closed Questions 
 

• Show slide 9 and Review tips for Asking open questions  
 

 

Slide 10-12: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Value Proposition 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: The next part of an effective detailing visit is the VALUE PROPOSITION! 
 
2. Review the Value Proposition (Show slides 10-12, slide snapshots below) 

• Value Propositions are used to Deliver Solutions to identified provider needs 
• Review components of value proposition (Solution, Impact, Proof, Cost) 
• After delivering a VP – ask provider what he/she thinks of the value proposition with an open 

question 
• Remember to always link features with benefits 

 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 SLIDE 8-9 

 SLIDE 10-12 
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Slide 13: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Overcoming 
Barriers 

5 
minutes 

1. Explain: The next part of a visit is overcoming a barrier. As we know, barriers or objections may arise 
in response to value proposition, product, service or suggested behavior. If you cannot address the 
objection during the same visit, remember to clarify, empathize and confirm understanding of the 
objection and tell the provider you will identify a solution and get back to him/her by a set timeline.  
 

2. Show slide 13 
 

3. Review  the four steps to overcoming a barrier 
4. Ask 1 participant to briefly explain each step 
  

Slide 14: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Commitment 

10 
minutes 

1. Show slide 14 
2. Explain: At the end of your visit, remember to get a commitment!   

• Ask the provider to take some action, it may be small but it is must!  
• The commitment should be related to your objective and moving the provider along the adoption 

ladder 
• It is often a closed question 
• Often called “the close.” 

 
3. Ask participants for examples of small commitments they can/have asked of their providers to achieve 
the visit objective.  
 
4. If needed, share examples: 

• “Provider, for the next client that cannot tolerate hormonal methods, will you consider offering 
the IUD?” 

• “Provider, will you consider setting aside a day and time for IUD insertions? How can I help you in 
doing that?” 

 

 
 

 SLIDE 13 

 SLIDE 14 
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Slide 15: 
Basic Visit  
Components: 
Post Visit Notes 
and 
Plan/Objective 
for Next Visit 

10 
minutes 

1. Explain: After every provider visit, it is very important to take notes on what happened during the 
visit. If you only visit this provider once a month, you will definitely not recall what happened during 
the visit without taking notes.  
Taking notes helps Field Reps to know their provider, keep provider visits relevant to the provider’s 
needs, and improves the service that Field Reps provide. Refer to the 4 Pillars of the Provider 
Experience. Taking notes helps ensure we deliver on the Provider Experience. 
Begin planning your objective for the next visit now. 

 
2. Show slide 15 
 
3. Things to include in your notes:  

• What happened during your visit? What important info did you obtain? What concerns were 
raised? Did you promise to find out more information for the provider? What is the plan for the 
next visit? What did the provider commit to? 

• Share Provider Visit Notes tool.  
• Explain: This tool should be used after every visit to track provider interactions. This version is a 

basic template that can be adapted to fit your needs.  
 

 

Provider Visit 
Notes Tool: 

Slide 16: 
Activity 2:  
Call Objective, 
Prep and 
Opening 

10 
minutes  

1. Show slide 16 
 
2. Explain: This will be an individual activity.  
3.    Instructions: 

• Refer to your Provider Strategy Planner 
• Determine an objective for the next visit with your provider 
• Determine what materials you will need. 
• Develop an opening for your visit. 
• Come together as a group and share opening 
• Offer feedback to each other 

 
Note to Facilitator: Later training modules cover rapport building, openings and 
closing in detail. Due to time constraints during initial training, the focus is on key 
communications techniques – open questions, delivering value propositions and 
overcoming barriers. Participants will have the opportunity to explore and fine-
tune other communications techniques in subsequent training sessions. 

 

Provider Strategy 
Planner:

 SLIDE 15 

 SLIDE 16 

 NOTE 
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Slide 17 
 
Activity 3: 
Role Plays 
 

60 
minutes 

 
1. Explain we will now role-play a complete provider visit. 
2. Break participants into groups of 3. 
3. Participants should refer to their own Provider Strategy Planner and role-play a visit with that 
provider. 
4. Explain each member of each group will have a turn to play the role of provider, Field Rep and 
Observer. 
5. Ask participants what the Observers should be looking for during the role-play provider visits. (Answers 
should include all the components of the Basic Visit.) 
6. Distribute Field Coaching Guide to participants. 
7. Explain the Field Coaching Guide contains all the components of the Basic Visit and space to note if the 
component was executed and how well. 
8. Observers should complete the Field Coaching Guide as they observe the role-plays. 
9. Allow each participant 15 minutes to role-play and 5 minutes debrief within their group. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Provider Strategy 
Planner: 

Field Coaching 
Guide: 

 NOTE 
Note to Facilitator: Facilitator should move about the room and observe 
role-plays. Select one participant who executes the PBCC skills well to 
demonstrate in front of the group in the next Activity. 

 SLIDE 17 
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No Slide 
 
Activity 4: 
Demonstration 

20 
minutes 

1. Invite one participant to role-play in front of the group a complete visit. 
2. After the role-play, discuss with participants what when well during the visit and any feedback. 

 

No Slide 5 
minutes 

1. Ask participants for key take-aways from this session. 
2. Record on flipchart. 
3. Explain in the next session we will either: 
- conduct video taped role-plays and provide feedback to each other 
OR 
- conduct field visits with providers to practice our skills. 

 



 

 

FIELD COACHING GUIDE 

 

MDC: __________________________ZDM: _____________________Zone: ______________DATE: ________ 

 
RATING SCALE:  4 = Exceeds Expectations    3 = Meets Expectations     2 = Development Opportunity      1 = Below Expectations  

A. STRATEGIC PLANNING RATING COMMENTS 

Respect visit cycle    

Segmentation/Prioritizing providers   

Health Facility Data Sheet    

Provider Strategy Planner /Notes   

Weekly Planner   

Avg. Rating (add total & divide by 5)  

 

 

 PROVIDER  
B. MD SKILLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg. COMMENTS 

VISIT OBJECTIVE 

(SMART, according to needs) 
        

  

PREPARATION 

(visuals, proof sources, 

gadgets, strategy planner) 

          

OPENING 

(relates to objective, gains 

provider interest, sets theme) 

          

OPEN QUESTIONS 

(uncover needs) 

          

VALUE PROPOSITION 

Solution Impact 

Proof Cost/Risk 
 

          

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

SELLING USED 

          

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES 

Clarify Empathize 

Solution Confirm 
 

          

COMMITMENT/CLOSE           

USE OF VISUAL AID           

SELF-COACHING                  

POST-VISIT NOTES 

          

NEXT VISIT OBJECTIVE           

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE           

AVG. RATING (1st – Avg. each line under MD skills by dividing sum by total providers 

rated.  2nd – Sum the total average & divide by 12) 

 

 RATING SCALE: 4 = Exceeds Expectations    3 = Meets Expectations     2 = Development Opportunity      1 = Below Expectations  

                           What do the MDC do well?                                                                           What could the MDC improve? 

  



 

 

 

Goal and Objectives 
 
This is a tool to help provide constructive feedback to MDC to maximize their potential, growth and 
development and monitor progress.  
 
Supervisor will use this form to provide feedback to MDC on strategic planning, territory management 
and communications skills as observed during field visits. Supervisor and MDC may complete form jointly 
during field visit. The form may be modified to include other important parameters as deemed necessary 
and important. 
 
 
Instructions 
 
Completed during each field visit and used to monitor MDC provider visits, application of skills and 
provide feedback. 
 
A. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
Covers important strategic planning tasks. 
Rate MDC on how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale. Insert any 
constructive feedback, things to work on and things that went well under “comments”. 
 
B. MEDICAL DETAILING SKILLS 
Box B covers all the important detailing skills to be executed for each provider visit.  
Provider 1 is the first provider visited on the day. There is space for up to 8 provider calls. Use another 
sheet if there are more visits. You may also choose to record the provider’s name. 
For each skill, rate the MDC performance in implementing that skill during the individual provider visit. 
Use the rating scale provided or another suitable scale. Record constructive comments and feedback on 
the particular skill under “comments”. 
 
C. DISTRIBUTION OF FORM 
One copy to MDC. 
One copy in MDC Personnel File 
One copy to MIS  
 
RATING SCALE 
4.  Exceeds Expectations – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 
3.  Meets Expectations – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well 
2.  Development Opportunity – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed 
through training or practice 
1.  Below expectations – >50% - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has 
been made 
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 Field Coaching Guide                                           
(Every Field Representative will receive a supervision visit every month) 

 
 

Name of Field Representative: ______________________ Name of Supervisor:______________________________   Date: _____________ 
 
 
District:___________________________ Province:_____________________________ 
 

 
Rating scale for each criterion:  (5): Excellent;  (4): Good;    (3): Satisfactory;      (2): Below Standard; (1): Unacceptable 
 
Remember! 

o A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard. However Field Representative should be encouraged to continue to improve their selling 
skills.  
It should be the goal of all Field Representative to achieve a “4”.   

o In rating the Field Representative, take into account the response of the provider. Even if the Field Representative shows an understanding of selling 
skills, they must also elicit a  
response from the provider. More specifically, the use of selling skill does not guarantee the Field Representative an effective rating. 

o Rate each skill equally and individually. Field Representative can demonstrate a high level of performance in one category, but not in another.   
Base your ratings only on the behaviors that you observe.  

o Use the examples listed as a guide, it is not necessary for Field Representative’s behavior to be identical to the examples. Use best judgment to rate 

Field Representative’s behavior. 
o Your rating should be based on your observations for the entire field-visit with the Field Representative. 

 
Field Work Quality 

A: PBCC Skills:  Overall Score:   ________  (Total of ratings divided by 9) 

Criterion Rating Comments 
1. OBJECTIVE 
Field Representative has a visit objective for the provider.  The objective should be 
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time Bound), according to the 
needs of the provider and should build on previous visits with provider 
 
eg. During my last visit, Dr. Smith stated he was not inserting IUDs with younger 
married clients. Today my objective is to find out why Dr. Smith is not currently 
recommending IUDs to this population and close the visit by asking him to recommend 
IUDs to this client type with his next 3 patients by next month 

1   2   3   4   5 
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2. OPENING 
Should relate to the objective and set the stage for an open exchange of information.  
The opening should gain provider interest and set the theme for the visit. Makes a 
smooth transition from general conversation into opening. 
 
eg. If I could show you how to increase sales of oral contraceptives by 20% over the 
next month would you be interested in learning more?  

1   2   3   4   5 

 

3. UNCOVER NEEDS USING OPEN QUESTIONS 
Understands both what the provider wants and why it is important.  Uses clarifying 
questions to build a full picture of what the provider wants. Listens actively & 
attentively. 
 
eg. What has been your experience with counseling your clients on the management 
of side effects with oral contraceptives?  [If provider is counseling – thank them and 
reassure them that they are doing the right thing – If provider is not counseling ask 
why not and record and consider how to address this barrier]. Hope your client 
received good counseling when getting oral contraceptives. While I am here I would 
also like us to use this sample within a fictitious clinical scenario of a young women 
who is using OCs for the first time. It should be fun…Is that OK? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

4. VALUE PROPOSITION | FEATURE and BENEFITS SELLING 
Consistently motivates provider behavior change that aligns with PSI objectives by 
delivering value propositions. 
 
Value Propositions have four parts: Offer, Impact, Proof, Cost 
Offering – What Field Representative offers to the provider and what specific 
behaviour change is required 
Impact – Description and quantification of the benefit to the provider of making the 
behaviour change 
Proof – Evidence that substantiates Field Representatives claim of impact 
Cost – Cost or risk to the provider in making the behaviour change 
 
Ex.  
Need uncovered: Provider doesn’t feel confident in her technique in inserting IUDs 
correctly. 
Value Proposition: Sister, will you consider attending IUD training with PSI? You’ll 
gain confidence in your abilities under the guidance of an experienced provider.  
Providers receiving clinical supervision from PSI trained providers have reported 
improved skills and appreciate the support.  Direct supervision minimizes risks of 
adverse events with insertions so you can reduce worry while building your experience 
and confidence. 

1   2   3   4   5 
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5. OVERCOMING OBSTACLES: 
Does not get defensive with provider and sees the obstacle as an opportunity to clarify 
clients motivations to learn more about what he/she needs.  Field Representative 
overcomes obstacles effectively by clarifying, empathising, providing solution, and 
confirming understanding. 
 
Links benefits to the need (the “why”). Builds provider’s confidence in relation to 
provide correct, relevant information and/or promise to find answers back to provider. 
Provides relevant features/benefits that clear up the misconception. Gains agreement 
that the benefit has been accepted. 
 
eg. Dr. I just to clarify, your concerned clients will not return after inserting an IUD 
because it last up to 12 years.  I completely understand. Dr. Smith down the street had 
the same concern when he began offering IUD service.  Now, however his satisfied 
clients have told their friends and family who now come to the clinic for birth spacing 
methods and other needs.  Dr., would you be willing to offer IUDs to more clients to 
help generate more clients for other services? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

6. CLOSING / GAIN COMMITMENT 
Recognize the appropriate time to close and gains provider commitment to mutually 
beneficial next steps. Inspires provider’s enthusiasm for keeping commitments made. 
 
eg. Dr., thank you very much for your time today. You have been a huge supporter for 
IUD insertions and have done a great job counseling your clients.  Can I ask for you to 
offer IUDs to the next newly married who comes to you and is looking for birth spacing 
options? Do you have any other questions for me? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

7. LINKING TO OTHER HEALTH AREAS 
Properly link from one to another health area  
 
eg. Thank you for agreeing to counsel clients on how to manage side effects with oral 
contraceptives.  That same client may also have young children who could benefit 
from using safe water tablets.  Did you know 1 out of 5 children in the area die every 
year due to unsafe water?  

1   2   3   4   5 

 

8. USE OF VISUAL AIDS 
Use presentation skill (using pen to refer to information in visual aid) with eye contact 
when communicate with providers.  

1   2   3   4   5 
 

9. TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 
Always, be able to handle any questions of provider appropriately & correctly. Use a 
reference document as needed to convince providers. or promise to find answers and 
get back to provider. Always, encourage provider to provide counseling to their clients. 

1   2   3   4   5 
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B: Strategic Planning:   Overall Score: _______   (Total of ratings divided by 5) 
Criterion Rating Comments 

1. RESPECT VISIT CYLE  
Field Representative has segmented and prioritized providers and uses a visit cycle to 
plan weekly and monthly schedule.  
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

2. HEALTH FACILITY DATA SHET 
Completely fills out one sheet for each and every group practice clinic, single practice 
provider, pharmacy and other health facility covered by Field Representative. 
 

(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

3. PROVIDER STRATEGY PLANNER 
Completely fills out one sheet for top 10-20 providers in a given health service/product 
area.   
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

4. FILLS OUT POST VISIT NOTES 
Is filling out the Provider Visit History and Notes completely in a way that 
demonstrates they have probed well and clearly know the providers' barriers to 
behaviour and has a follow-up plan for the next visit. That's the key here.  Has the 
med rep really figured out what he should be talking to the provider about? 
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

5. FILLS OUT WEEKLY PLANNER & SENDS TO MANAGER WEEKLY 
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

WHAT DID Field Representative DO WELL?                                                                                       WHAT COUD Field Representative IMPROVE? 
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Field Work Quality 
 
A: PBCC SKILLS    RATING: ______________ 
 
B: STRATEGIC PLANNING   RATING: ______________ 
 
         (Total of above ratings)   TOTAL: ______________ 
 
 
OVERALL SCORE:  _________________ 
(Above total divided by 14)             
 
 
Circle Overall Performance Rating Consistent with Score:   
 

Excellent Good Satisfactory Below Standard Unacceptable 

5.0-4.6 4.59-3.6  3.59-2.6  2.59-1.6 1.59-1.0 
     

 
 
Supervisor Signature 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
 
 
Field Representative Signature 
 
 
____________________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: _____________________ 
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    Goal and Objectives 
This is a tool to help provide constructive feedback to Field Representative to maximize their potential, growth and development and monitor 
progress.  
 
Supervisor will use this form to provide feedback to Field Representative on strategic planning, territory management and communications skills as 
observed during field visits. Supervisor and Field Representative may complete form jointly during field visit. The form may be modified to include 
other important parameters as deemed necessary and important. 
 
 
Instructions 
Completed during each field visit and used to monitor Field Representative provider visits, application of skills and provide feedback. 
 
A. Medical Detailing Skills 
Section A covers all the important detailing skills to be executed for each provider visit.  
For each skill, rate the Field Representative performance in implementing that skill during the provider visits for the overall day. Use the rating scale 
provided or another suitable scale. Record constructive comments and feedback on the particular skill under “comments”. 
 
B. Strategic Planning 
Covers important strategic planning tasks. 
Rate Field Representative on how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale. Insert any constructive feedback, things to 
work on and things that went well under “comments”. 
 
 
C. DISTRIBUTION OF FORM 
One copy to Field Representative. 
One copy in Field Representative Personnel File 
One copy to MIS  
 
RATING SCALE 
5.  Excellent – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 
4.  Good – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well.  This should be the goal for all Field Representatives 
3.  Satisfactory – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed through training or practice 
2.  Below expectations – >50% - A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard.  However Field Representative should be encouraged 
to continue to improve their selling skills.  
1. Unacceptable - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has been made 



Word Search! 
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COMMITMENT      HANDLING OBSTACLES 

 

INTRODUCTION     NEXT PLAN 

 

OBJECTIVE      OPEN QUESTIONS 

 

POST VISIT NOTES     PREPARATION 

 

SALUTATIONS     VALUE PROPOSITION 

 



Putting it All Together 

SESSION 9



Session 9: Objectives

 Utilize skills learned in the workshop during 
provider visits

Putting it All Together

SLIDE 2



 Pre-Visit Plan/Objective
 Preparation

 Greetings
 Opening to set the stage for the visit

 Uncover Provider Needs

 Deliver Solution – Features/Benefits, Value Proposition

 Overcome Barriers/Obstacles

 Commitment

 Post-visit Notes; Plan/Objective for Next Visit

Basic Visit Structure

page 3



 SMART
Specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time bound

 Related to provider needs

 Follow up on previous visit or commitment to behavior 
change

 Small steps (incremental) to move provider along adoption 
ladder

 Every visit must have a specific objective!

Visit Objective
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 What will I say??

 Open Questions
 Value Proposition for identified need
 Anticipate barriers/obstacles and responses

 Visual aids
 Tools and/or job aids for the provider
 Scientific articles, proof sources
 Leave behinds – print, promo materials, etc.

Visit Preparation
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 Greeting
 Confirm provider has time to speak with you now
 Small talk
 Builds rapport with provider 

 Do not underestimate the power of rapport building!

 Don’t forget the gatekeepers!

Visit- Greetings
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 The opening is simply a few sentences that set the 
stage and focus for the visit.  The opening introduces 
the topic you want to discuss in a relevant manner for 
the provider.

 The opening should:

 Be related to your objective

 Set the theme/topic for the visit, the importance of the 
health area, product or service for the provider

 Capture the provider’s interest

 Ends with the next element – open questions

Visit- Openings

page 7
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Open-ended and closed-ended questions get 
different results – and feel different to providers

► Expand the dialogue
► They invite the other person to 

tell you more

► End the dialogue
► Only get you the specific answer

you’re asking for (at  best!)

Open-ended questions…

Closed-ended questions…

► You care about their 
opinions and feelings

► You care about what they 
think is important

How it feels to providers 

► You see them only as a 
source of information

► You are judging them 
(answer is right or wrong)

How it feels to providers
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Tips for Asking Open Questions?

►How do you …..?
►What has been your experience with……?
►What is your opinion about …….?
►How do you feel about …….?
►When do you ………?
►Describe …..
►Tell me about …….
►For which type of clients do you……?
►What would happen if ……?
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 Is a solution that results from the behavior change
 Should be backed by credible proof 
 Should meet a specific (uncovered or implied) provider 

need

 Provides motivation for the desired change in behavior

A value proposition…

A value proposition is a statement of a solution
that provides motivation for a change…
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What is a Values Proposition?
A value proposition has four parts:

Part Definition

Solution What you are offering to the provider, and what specific 
behavior change it will require

Impact Description and quantification of the benefit to the provider of 
making the behavior change

Proof Evidence that substantiates your claim of impact

Cost/Risk Cost of risk to the provider involved in making the behavior 
change



Golden Rule:
Always link a Feature with a Benefit!
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Four steps to overcoming a barrier…

page 13

Clarify the 
Barrier

Empathize 
with the 
Provider

Offer a 
Solution

Confirm
Understanding

1 2 3 4



 “The Close”
 Ask for agreement on proposed action
 Related to objective and moving provider along the 

adoption ladder
 Must include in every visit!

 Often a closed question

Visit- Gaining Commitment 
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 What happened  during visit? 
 What good information did you obtain? 
 What needs were identified? Insights on provider 

behavior gained?
 What concerns were raised? 
 Did you promise to find out some more information for 

the provider, etc? 
 What is the plan for the next visit?Ask for agreement on 

proposed action

TOOL: Provider History and Call Notes

Visit- Post visit Notes and Next Plan
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► Individual work
► Refer to your Provider Strategy Planner

► Determine an objective for the next visit with your provider

► Determine what materials you will need.

► Develop an opening for your visit.

► Come together as a group and share openings
► Offer feedback to each other

Activity 2: Call Objectives, Prep and Opening
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► Refer to your Provider Strategy Planner

► One participant is provider, one field rep and one observer

► Field Rep and provider role play a complete visit, referring to 
basic visit components and Provider Strategy Planner

► Observers – Complete Field Coaching Guide and provide feedback

► Don’t forget to complete post-visit notes!

► Switch roles

Activity 3: Putting it All Together
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Objectives 

 

 

Materials Needed: 

 
 

 
Handouts: 

– Field Coaching Guide 
– Provider Strategy Planner 

 
 
 
Time Estimate:  4 hours 

SESSION 11: FIELD VISITS       

PRE-
WORK 

1. Demonstrate PBCC skills during provider visits. 
2. Provide feedback on execution of PBCC skills. 

 
 
 

Setting up Field Visits: 
 Post workshop field visits should be conducted if providers are closely located to workshop location or PSI office and there are 8 or fewer 

participants in the workshop.  Else, session 12, video role-plays, should be used instead of this activity to ensure all participants have the 
opportunity to practice newly developed skills. 

 Explain to manager responsible for setting up field visits that you will need 1 provider visit per participant and providers should be located in 
close proximity.  It is ok for participants to practice skills on a provider not located in their own territory for the purpose of this activity. 
Usually the rep in charge of the area where the visits will take place arranges the provider visits.  They should let the provider know 
participants will be coming so they can arrange their schedule. 

 Participants should visit providers in teams of two, one participant to conduct the visit and one participant to observe and provide feedback 
after the visit.  For example, if you have 8 participants, drive a PSI van together and drop off 4 teams of 2 to visit providers. Visits should take 
20 -30 minutes. After the visit, pick everyone up and debrief in the van together then switch teams and move to the next location to visit 4 
more providers - the observer should now conduct the visit while the other team member observes.  

 Facilitator and PBCC manager should also accompany visits. Due to time constraints, the facilitator and PBCC manager will not be able to 
observe all visits. 

 
 

 

–  Transportation 
– Visual Aids        
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Pre-Field Visit 
Briefing 
(Conducted at 
workshop 
location) 

2 minutes 1. Explain: We’ve learned a lot over the course of the workshop, now it is time practice your newly 
developed skills by conducting field visits with providers 

2. Explain: Your provider visit should incorporate all the areas of a basic visit that we learned this week. 
Prior to visiting your provider you should provide a clear objective of what you want the provider to do 
differently based on your visit.  You should then include all components of the basic field visit.    

3. Explain:  Depending on the size of the group explain how the logistics of field visits.   
4. Explain: Before we visit providers in the field we will go over the field-coaching guide, which will be 

used to measure the impact of visit.  We will also discuss how to effectively give and receive feedback. 
 

 

Field Coaching 
Guide 

10 
minutes 

1. Explain the purpose of the field-coaching guide is to provide feedback and coaching to the Field Rep on 
performance during each supervisor field visit.  This coaching guide allows managers to rate Field Rep 
related implementation of PBCC techniques and other job functions.  This rating format is used by 
some of the top pharmaceutical companies and PSI platforms around the world to rate and coach Field 
Reps and help improve their techniques in changing provider behaviors. 

2. Distribute the Field Coaching Guide and review with the group.   
3. Explain the Field Coaching Guide is broken down into two section, PBCC Skills and 

Strategic Planning. 
A. PBCC Skills - covers all the important PBCC skills to be executed for 

each provider visit.  For each skill, rate the performance in implementing that skill 
during the provider visits. Use the rating scale provided or another suitable scale. 
Record constructive comments and feedback on the particular skill under 
“comments.”  

B. Strategic Planning - Covers important strategic planning tasks.  Rate Field Rep on 
how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale.  Insert any 
constructive feedback, things to work on and things that went well under 
“comments.” 

4.   Explain that observers should complete this form for the visit they observe and use the form to deliver 
feedback. 

Field Coaching 
Guide: 

 

Activity:      
Develop 
common 
definition of 
each rating on 
the rating scale 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain the rating scale used on the field-coaching guide. 
       5 - Excellent 
       4 - Good 
       3 - Satisfactory  
       2 - Below Expectations 
       1 - Unacceptable  

Field Coaching 
Guide: 
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2.  Discuss as a group what each rating means and flipchart agreed upon definitions for each 
 

Rating scale examples: 
5.  Excellent – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 
4.  Good – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well.  
3.  Satisfactory – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed through 
training or practice 
2.  Below expectations – >50% - A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard. 1. 
Unacceptable - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has been 
made 
 

 

Activity: 
How to give 
effective 
feedback 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain there are two types of feedback:  
Motivational: Great job!, keep up the good work! 
Constructive: Changing behavior and improving Field Rep’s skills.    
 
2.  Explain the most effective feedback is constructive because it helps improve Field Rep’s skills. 
 
3.  Write on a flipchart “How to Give Effective Feedback” 
4.  Ask participants how to give constructive feedback.  Write responses on the flipchart. 
5.  Discuss answers with the group 
 
Examples: 
Be honest and direct                                 Offer support where appropriate 
Be specific                                                    Ask if it’s wanted 
State observed behaviors                         Check for clarity 
Express feelings                                          Give positive and negative feedback 
Time it close to the action                        Offer only feedback participants can act on 
Speak for yourself                                      Don’t exaggerate, use labels, or be judgmental 
 
6.  Explain how to give SBI feedback – Situation, Behavior, Impact 

1. “When you….”                Describe the behavior without judgment (Situation) 
2. “I become….”                  Describe how the behavior affects you in a word or two (Behavior) 
3. Wait for a response        Since the other person will be ready immediately with a response, allow 

time for two-way discussion 
4. “I wish you…”                     Specify the change you want the person to make and how that change 

will make a difference. (Impact) 

 
Flipchart Example: 

 
Flipchart Example: 
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5. “What’s your idea?”           Listen, listen, listen, and be prepared to consider other alternatives. 
 

 

Activity: 
How to receive 
feedback 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain it’s important to receive feedback appropriately and not to take it personally.  Instead one 
should perceive the feedback as a learning opportunity. Feedback helps reinforce existing strengths, keep 
goals focused and on course, and increase ones abilities to detect and fix errors on their own.  
2.  Write on a flipchart “How to Receive Feedback” 
3.  Ask participants how to receive feedback.  Write responses on the flipchart. 
4.  Discuss answers with the group 
 
Examples: 

• Respect the person who’s offering it 
• Listen actively 
• Ask open ended questions 
• Continue breathing, don't get anxious 
• Ask, “How can I grow from this?” 
• Don’t become defensive or argumentative. 
• Take time to think about the feedback 
• Be willing to change your behavior 

Flipchart Example: 

 

Provider Field 
Visits 
(Conducted in 
the field) 

2 hours 
20-30 
minutes 
per visit, 
15 
minutes 
for 
feedback 
and 
discussion 

1. Field Visit Expectations: Before we send you out into the field, we will discuss what we expect from 
you for your field visits: 
• Use your skills: We learned a lot of new tools over the past few days that can improve your 

provider relations and help you achieve your program objectives. Use what you have learned! 
• Bring your Provider Visit Notes and Provider Strategy Planner on field visit day, but don’t bring 

them into the clinic! 
• Explain that you are there to observe the skills and that medical detailers should carry on as if you 

weren’t there, conducting how they do their job on a normal basis using the newly developed skills 
from the workshop.  You won’t engage with provider but may ask a few questions at the end of the 
visit.  Each provider visit should last no longer than 20-30 minutes.  

2. Observer Field Visit Expectations 
• Observers should complete the Field Coaching Guide regarding the visit and provide effective 

coaching once the visit is complete. 
• Observers should not interrupt and should only observe skills and not engage with provider. 

3. Debrief Expectations: 
• After the visit the Field Rep should “self-coach”, taking note of what was discussed, what 

commitments were made, objections raised, etc. They should evaluate their own performance so 
improvement can take place, if needed, for the next visit.  Example questions to ask yourself - Did 
you keep your value proposition to 30 seconds or less? Was your introduction strong? Did you 

Provider Visit 
Notes: 

 
Field Coaching 

Guide: 
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address the provider’s need?  (5 minutes) 
• Next, each Observer should provide 2 positive statements and 1 constructive statement regarding 

their observations.  Observers should use the Field Coaching Guide to measure the success of the 
role-play and provide feedback where needed. (10 minutes) 

4. After field visits are complete, bring the group back together to debrief in the workshop room. 
5. Ask what worked and what didn’t? What part of the visit was difficult?  
6. Discuss key takeaways and answer any questions participants may have 
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Objectives 
 

1. Demonstrate PBCC skills during provider visits. 
2. Provide feedback on execution of PBCC skills. 
3. Share “coaching” and other tools a that can be used to enhance performance 

 

  

Materials Needed: 

–  Video camera (Point and shoot camera, mobile phones will work, no fancy equipment necessary) 
– External Speakers 
– Laptop 
– Visual Aids 

 
Handouts: 

– Field Coaching Guide 

– Provider Strategy Planner 

 This session should be conducted only if actual Field Visits with providers is not possible. Otherwise Module 9 (Field 

Visits) should be used instead of this activity to ensure participants have real world providers to practice newly 

developed skills. 

 Note to Facilitator: If you have a large number of participants in the workshop including marketing and non-Field Rep 
personnel. You may limit role-plays to only Field Reps and have other participants play the roles of the providers in order 
to save time.  

 

Time Estimate:  4 hours 

SESSION 10: VIDEO ROLE PLAYS       

PRE-WORK 
 Review Basic Visit Components 
 Review Field Coaching Guide 

BEST PRACTICE 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Introduction to 
Role Plays 

2 
minutes 

1. Explain: We’ve learned a lot over the course of the workshop, now it is time practice your newly 
developed skills through video role-plays.   

2. Explain: Your role-play should incorporate all the areas of a basic visit that we learned this week to 
prepare you for your provider visits in the field.  Just as if you were preparing to visit a provider, your 
video role-play should start with a clear objective for the visit. You should then include all the 
components of the basic visit. 

3. Explain:  Each participant will have 5 minutes to complete their role-play and will have 10 minutes for 
feedback from managers and peers 

4. Explain: Before we begin our role-plays we will go over the Field Coaching guide, which will be used to 
measure the impact of your role-play.  We will also discuss how to effectively give and receive 
feedback. 

 

Field Coaching 
Guide 

10 
minutes 

1. Explain the purpose of the field-coaching guide is to provide feedback and coaching to the Field Rep on 
performance during each supervisor field visit.  This coaching guide allows managers to rate Field Rep 
related implementation of PBCC techniques and other job functions.  This rating format is used by some 
of the top pharmaceutical companies and PSI platforms around the world to rate and coach Field Reps 
and help improve their techniques in changing provider behaviors. 

2. Distribute the Field Coaching Guide and review with the group.   
3. Explain the Field Coaching Guide is broken down into two section, PBCC Skills and 

Strategic Planning. 
A. PBCC Skills - covers all the important PBCC skills.  

For each skill, rate the performance in implementing that skill during the provider 

visits. Use the rating scale provided or another suitable scale. Record constructive 

comments and feedback on the particular skill under “comments”.  

B. Strategic Planning - Covers important strategic planning tasks.  Rate Field Rep on 

how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale.  Insert any 

constructive feedback, things to work on and things that went well under 

“comments”. 

4.   Explain that observers should complete this form for the visit they observe and use the form to deliver 
feedback. 

 
Field Coaching 

Guide: 

 
 

Activity:      
Develop 
common 
definition of 
each rating on 
the rating scale 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain the rating scale used on the field-coaching guide. 
       5 - Excellent 

       4 - Good 

       3 - Satisfactory  

       2 - Below Expectations 

Field Coaching 
Guide: 
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       1 - Unacceptable  

 

2.  Discuss as a group what each rating means and flipchart agreed upon definitions for each 

 

Rating scale examples: 

5.  Excellent – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 

4.  Good – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well.  

3.  Satisfactory – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed through 

training or practice 

2.  Below expectations – >50% - A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard. 1. 

Unacceptable - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has been 

made 

 

 

Activity: 
How to give 
effective 
feedback 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain there are two types of feedback:  
Motivational: Great job!, keep up the good work! 
Constructive: Changing behavior and improving Field Rep’s skills.    
 
2.  Explain the most effective feedback is constructive because it helps improve Field Rep’s skills. 
 
3.  Write on a flipchart “How to Give Effective Feedback” 
4.  Ask participants how to give constructive feedback.  Write responses on on the flipchart. 
5.  Discuss answers with the group 
 
Examples: 
Be honest and direct                                 Offer support where appropriate 
Be specific                                                    Ask if it’s wanted 
State observed behaviors                         Check for clarity 
Express feelings                                          Give positive and negative feedback 
Time it close to the action                        Offer only feedback participants can act on 
Speak for yourself                                      Don’t exaggerate, use labels, or be judgmental 
 
6.  Explain how to give SBI feedback – Situation, Behavior, Impact 

1. “When you….”                Describe the behavior without judgment (Situation) 
2. “I become….”                  Describe how the behavior affects you in a word or two (Behavior) 
3. Wait for a response        Since the other person will be ready immediately with a response, allow 

time for two-way discussion 
4. “I wish you…”                     Specify the change you want the person to make and how that change will 

Flipchart Example: 

 
 
Flipchart Example: 
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make a difference. (Impact) 
5. “What’s your idea?”           Listen, listen, listen, and be prepared to consider other alternatives. 

 
 

Activity: 
How to receive 
feedback 

10 
minutes 

1.  Explain it’s important to receive feedback appropriately and not to take it personally.  Instead one 
should perceive the feedback as a learning opportunity. Feedback helps reinforce existing strengths, keep 
goals focused and on course, and increase ones abilities to detect and fix errors on their own.  
2.  Write on a flipchart “How to Receive Feedback” 
3.  Ask participants how to receive feedback.  Write responses on the flipchart. 
4.  Discuss answers with the group 
 
Examples: 
Respect the person who’s offering it 
Listen actively 
Ask open ended questions 
Continue breathing, don't get anxious 
Ask, “How can I grow from this?” 
Don’t become defensive or argumentative. 
Take time to think about the feedback 
Be willing to change your behavior 

Flipchart Example: 
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Activity: 
Video Role-
plays 

2 hours 
10 
minutes 
per role 
play, 15 
minutes 
for 
feedback 
and 
discussio
n 

1. Assign numbers to each participant through a random draw in order to determine who role-plays first.  
(Allow for volunteers) 

2. Assign the role of provider to other participants.   
3. Remind participants their role-play should incorporate all the areas of a basic visit that we learned this 

week to prepare you for your provider visits in the field.  Just as if you were preparing to visit a 
provider, your video role-play should start with a clear objective for the visit. You should then include 
greeting, opening, open questions, value proposition, handling obstacles, and ask for a commitment. 
Participants refer to the Provider Strategy Planner to learn about the provider and conduct their 
detailing call.  Each participant will have a turn as a medical detailer. 

4. Explain each participant they will have 5 minutes to complete their role-play and will have 10 minutes 
for feedback from managers and peers.  After the role-play the participant should first provide self 
reported feedback about what went well and what could be improved.  Next, each manager/peer 
should provide 2 positive statements and 1 constructive statement regarding their observations.  
Participants should use the Field Coaching Guide to measure the success of the role-play and provide 
feedback where needed.  Participants should not give the same feedback as a previous person.   

5. Have Field Rep and provider role play a complete visit, referring to basic visit structure and Provider 
Strategy (5 minutes max) 

6. Have observers complete the Field Coaching Guide and provide feedback (10 minutes max) 

7. Replay the video (5 minutes) 

8. Provide additional feedback to the group the highlights and key takeaways (5 minutes) 

9. Switch roles 

10. After role-plays are complete, bring the group back together to debrief. 
11. Ask what worked and what didn’t? What part of the visit was difficult?  
 

Note to Facilitator: Room setup:  Place 2 chairs in front of room so all participants can 
clearly hear and see presentation given by detailer.  Place video camera on a table or 
tripod in a location far enough away to see the body language of both the presenter and 
provider but close enough to clearly hear the audio.  Once the presentation is complete, 
upload the presentation to your computer and play back the video to the group. 

 
Note to Facilitator: Upon completion, provide a copy of the video role-plays to the 
supervisor of the medical detailing program to use as a baseline and to track future 
progress. The best role-plays can be used as examples in future trainings.  

Materials: 

 Video camera 

 Computer 

 External 
Speakers 

  
Provider Strategy 

Planner: 

 
Field Coaching 

Guide: 

 
 
 
 

 

 NOTE 
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Objectives: 

1. Identify and explain key points covered in  PBCC Initial Skills Building Workshop 
 
Materials Needed: 
 
  
 

Handouts: 

– Workshop Evaluation 
 

 
 

 
 

 Affix completed flipcharts to the wall so participants can reference them during the training.  
 

 

 

Time Estimate: 1.5 hours 

 

SESSION 11: DEBRIEF AND WRAP-UP        

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

 Pre-Work:  

 Tape all flipchart and activity pages along the walls of the debrief room in order of the workshop sessions.  
 Prepare feedback from observation during field visits to share with the group. 
 Review PBCC Recap Game questions, photocopy and cut on dotted lines. Fold each question and place in hat or bag. 

– Markers (at least 1 per person)       –     Flipchart Paper 
– Blank colored and white paper (at least 5 per person each)   –     Tape 
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Session/ 
Activity 

Time Directions Materials 

Flipchart:  
Welcome to 
Final Review of 
PBCC 
Workshop   

5 min 1. Welcome participants to the last session of the medical detailing workshop.  
2. Explain: The purpose of this final debrief session is to do a fun final review of the key issues and skills 
addressed during the workshop and to conduct a final evaluation. 

Flipchart 
Example: 

 
Exercise:  
PBCC Recap 
Game 

40 
minutes 

Explain:  We’ll now play a game to recap important topics covered in the workshop. This game will test your 
knowledge and memory of the lessons and key takeaways you learned during the workshop.  
 
Before moving into the exercise, ask participants if they have any questions you can clarify. 
 
Instructions: 

• Print questions and cut and fold each piece of paper so that there is one question per piece of paper. 
Place folded questions in a bag and mix them up. 

• Divide group into 2 teams, have them stand up in their teams across from each other 
• Each team chooses a name for themselves; write team names on flip chart/white board 
• Each member of the team gets to choose one question at a time 
• Whole team can help formulate answer but person must deliver the answer 
• Other team (and facilitator) decides if team answered correctly 
• If answered correctly, team gets the number of points written on the question 
• If incorrect, other team can steal and answer, if correct, they get all the points 
• If incomplete, other team can complete the answer and get a portion of the points 
• Record points on flipchart; do not add up points until all questions have been answered 
• Team with the most points wins – Be sure to have a prize!! 

 

PBCC Recap 
Game: 
 

 
 
 

Optional 
Exercise: 
Share Learning 

20 
minutes 

1. Gather participants in a circle. 
2. Go around the circle and ask each participant to name the most useful part of the workshop for them. 
 
Note: Facilitator can use any other sharing activity that they are comfortable with. 

 

Workshop 
Evaluation 

10 
minutes 

Before participants rush out of the room, explain that the workshop evaluation is very important for you to have 
to improve the medical detailing workshop for future platforms. 
 
Assure them each evaluation is anonymous. 

Workshop 
Evaluation: 
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Distribute the evaluation forms and collect them before participants leave.  
 
Thank all of their participants for their great participation! Leave your contact information with all the 
participants so they can contact you with future questions. 
 
Great job! 

 
 

 



PBCC Recap Game 
 
Print questions and cut and fold each piece of paper so that there is one question per 
piece of paper. Place folded questions in a bag and mix them up. 
Divide group into 2 teams, have them stand up in their teams across from each other 
Each team chooses a name for themselves; write team names on flip chart/white 
board 
Each member of the team gets to choose one question at a time 
Whole team can help formulate answer but person must deliver the answer 
Other team (and facilitator) decides if team answered correctly 
If answered correctly, team gets the number of points written on the question 
If incorrect, other team can steal and answer, if correct, they get all the points 
If incomplete, other team can complete the answer and get a portion of the points 
Record points on flipchart; do not add up points until all questions have been 
answered 
Team with the most points wins – Be sure to have a prize!! 
 
 
What are the 4 parts of a value proposition? 
 
$BONUS: Give an example of one. 
 
 
 
Providers are most vulnerable between 
which steps of the adoption stairway?  
Why? 
 
 
 
Why are open questions useful? 
 
 
 
 



 
The five steps on the adoption stairway are: 

1. _______________ 
2. _______________ 
3. _______________ 
4. _______________ 
5. _______________ 

 
 
 
What is the most important step on the 
Adoption Stairway and why? 
 
 
 
The most useful thing I learned from the 
workshop is __________________. 
 
 
 
The symbol that (INSERT PARTICIPANT NAME) chose 
to describe herself on the first day was: 
___________________ 
 
 
 
Who sang the national anthem while 
standing on one foot? ADD OTHER 
QUESTION RELATED TO ICEBREAKER OR 



ENERGIZER HERE 
 
 
True or False:  
 
IUDs take a long time to insert. 
Explain your response. 
 
 
What technique can you use to uncover provider 
needs?  
 
 
The four key steps in the PBCC Interaction Model are : 
1.______________ 
2.______________ 
3.______________ 
4.______________ 
 
 
What is the most important step in the PBCC process 
and why ?  
 
 
What is the most important thing to consider 
when prioritizing providers? 
 
 
 



True or False: 
 
I’ll never get a provider to stop using 
injectables/depot so I should just give up. 
 
 
True or False: 
Planning is a cycle, it repeats. 
Explain your answer. 
 
 
The four steps we can use to overcome barriers are: 

1. _________________ 
2. _________________ 
3. _________________ 
4. _________________ 

 
 
The 4 parts of the planning cycle are: 

1. _________________ 
2. _________________ 
3. _________________ 
4. _________________ 

 
 
 
 
Describe the « Provider Strategy Planner » 
 



True or False: 
We should treat every provider the same.   
Explain your response. 
 
 
What is a value proposition? 
 
 
 
Explain the phrase: 
We are not selling a pen, we are selling 
writing. 
 
 
Explain the 80/20 rule? 

 
 
 
 
 
True or False: 
Most of a PSI Field Rep’s time should be spent with 
“dogs”. Explain your answer. 

 
Name a feature and benefit of (PRODUCT OR  
SERVICE COVERED IN WORKSHOP). 
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PBCC Initial Skill Building Workshop 
Individual Feedback Form  

 

 
1 2 3 4 5 The workshop objectives were clear. 

1 2 3 4 5 The workshop objectives were met. 

1 2 3 4 5 The workshop objectives were relevant to my needs. 

1 2 3 4 5 This workshop was the right level for me at this time. 

1 2 3 4 5 As a PSI Field Rep, I will be able to immediately begin to apply what I 
have learned when I return to my job. 

1 2 3 4 5 As non-PSI Field Rep staff, I will be able to immediately begin to apply 
what I have learned when I return to my job. 

1 2 3 4 5 My manager was sufficiently involved in the PBCC workshop. 

1 2 3 4 5 I feel the workshop content will help me improve my performance 
on-the-job. 

1 2 3 4 5 I was actively engaged and interested during the workshop. 

1 2 3 4 5 The presenter(s) was(were) effective in facilitating learning of the 
material. 

1 2 3 4 5 I was comfortable with the pace of the workshop. 

1 2 3 4 5 I was given ample opportunity to practice the skills I was asked to learn. 

1 2 3 4 5 There was a good balance between presentation and application of skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 I feel confident to conduct a medical detailing visit with providers. 

1 2 3 4 5 I feel confident that I can share what I have learned with my peers. 

1 2 3 4 5 I found the room atmosphere to be comfortable and was pleased with the 
room set-up. 

Instructions: Thinking about the workshop you just attended, please indicate to what degree you 
agree with each statement using this rating scale:  

1 = Strongly Disagree     2 = Disagree   3 = Neutral       4 = Agree    5 = Strongly Agree 
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1 2 3 4 5 Overall this workshop met my expectations. 

1 2 3 4 5 I would recommend this workshop to others. 

 

 
Please list at least 3 parts of this training you found most valuable. 
 
What was the most important thing you learned during the workshop, and why?   
 
 
 
 
Were there any topics covered that you did NOT find to be of value? If so, which ones?  
 
 
 
 

 
What suggestions do you have to improve this workshop? 
 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for a great workshop! 
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Objectives: 

Materials Needed: 

 
  

 

 
Handouts: 
 

      Save all flipcharts to hang on the wall during the workshop so participants can reference them during the training 

 

 

SEGMENTATION AND PRIORITIZATION  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

- Markers (at least 1 per person)       - Flipchart Paper 
- Blank colored and white paper (at least 5 per person each)   - Tape 

  
 

1. Participants will be able to segment providers using the priority matrix for optimal reach and impact 

2. Participants will be able to map out providers using territory map  

3. Participants will be able to create a calendar cycle to target the right providers and plan effectively 

 Med-reps who sell IUDs will need to fill out the Provider Profiling Form (POP – 01) on all of their providers prior to this workshop 
 Print 4 week “calendar cycle” for all participants 
 Print out a large country map, draw territory lines for each team members geography and hang map on wall 

 
 

-Segmentation Guide or Provider Profiling Form (POP-01)  
2,3,4 week Calendar Cycles                                       
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Time Estimate: 5 hours 30 minutes 

Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1: 
 
Introduction to 
Planning Session 
 
 
 

2 minutes Explain that this session builds upon Session 3, Planning, in the PBCC workshop.   

In the planning session of the PBCC workshop you learned that a clear plan is necessary to help us 

accomplish goals, maximize time and resources and achieve optimal results.  To help plan for provider 

visits you learned how to place example providers on the Priority Matrix into different categories.   

In this workshop, you will learn how to segment your own providers on the Priority Matrix and place them 

on a calendar cycle to help you plan your provider visits more effectively. 

  
 

 
Slide 2: 

Prioritization and 

Segmentation 

Workshop 

Objectives  

3 minutes 1.  Show slide 2 
 

2. Explain: The following are the session objectives: 
1. Participants will be able to segment providers using the priority matrix for optimal reach and 

impact 

2. Participants will be able to map out providers using territory map  

3. Participants will be able to create a calendar cycle to target the right providers and plan 
effectively 

 
3. Before we segment our providers and create calendar cycles we will review the key points you learned in 
the planning session of the PBCC workshop including the importance of planning and the priority matrix 

 
Note to facilitator:  Participants should be encouraged to speak about the process they currently use to 
segment and prioritize providers. For platforms new to PBCC, there may not be a systematic process for 
provider interactions. For platforms with existing or more advanced PBCC programs, a current system will 
likely already be in place. If the platform already has a process for segmenting and prioritizing provider, be 
sure to have participants share the existing process and discuss how these new tools can be integrated to 
strengthen the process. 
 

  

 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 1 
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Slide 3:  

Benefits of 

Effective Planning  

5 minutes 1. Explain how planning properly benefits both you and your providers. This is a “win-win” situation! 
 
2. Group Discussion: Ask participants how they think territory planning helps both themselves as well as 
providers.  
 
After 3 participants have volunteered answers, show slide 3. 
 
3.Review the list of the benefits of planning effectively. Make sure all participants understand before 

moving to the next step. 

 

Flipchart 

Use slide 4 & 5 as a 

reference 

5 minutes  1. Draw “Planning Process” on top of flipchart and 4 arrows in a circle as listed in the flipchart example. 
   

2. Ask participants to recall each step of the planning process and fill in their answers.  The correct 
answers are listed below.   

a) Gather Info 
b) Analyze 
c) Prioritize 
d) Track and Monitor 

 
3. Say during this workshop we will discuss how to segment and prioritize your providers and place them 

on a calendar cycle using these four steps. 
 
                                         Slide 4                                                             Slide 5 

           
 

Flipchart Example: 

 

 SLIDE 3 
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Slide 6: 

Step 1: Gather 

Information  

5 minutes 1. Say before developing a calendar cycle, you must decide what information you need.    
 

2. Ask participants what information they gathered and brought to the workshop to help them 
prioritize, segment and create calendar cycles for their providers and flipchart their responses.  If 
participants are unclear, specify that some types of useful information include reports listing the 
number and location of providers in the territory and which providers have high client loads, etc. 

 
 
3. Explain which tools listed will be useful when prioritizing, segmenting and creating calendar cycles 

during this workshop.   
 

*Note to facilitator: If the Provider Profiling Form (POP-01) was filled out by participants prior to the 
workshop explain this form will be used to help prioritize providers. 

 

 

 

Slide 7: 

Step 2: Analyze 

(Segment)  

5 minutes 1. Explain Step 2 of the process is about analysis: examining the information you gathered and grouping 
(also known as segmenting) providers according to program-specific criteria. The criteria used to group 
providers are reflective of the parameters most relevant and important to achieving program goals. 
Example: Number of clients, type of provider (i.e. OB/GYN, general practitioner, etc.), trained vs. 
untrained, etc. 
 
Group Discussion:  

2. Show slide 7 and ask the group to recall how each of these parameters can help them segment their 

providers. 
 

Slide 8: 

Step 3: Prioritize 

Your Efforts   

5 minutes 1. Explain step 3 is about PRIORITIZING.  
2. Ask participants to recall which providers they should spend most time on and why?  
 

 

 

 SLIDE 6 

 SLIDE 7 

 SLIDE 8 
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Note: Answers should include providers with the most potential to perform the service, use the product 
or perform the desired behavior. Many times this is dependent on the number of clients (FP, MA, etc.) a 
provider has, the provider’s attitude towards the service/product, his/her willingness to change and 

where the provider stands on the adoption ladder.  
 
3. Say that grouping providers into segments is very helpful to determine with whom you should spend 
the most time and effort. Right now, focus on identifying the parameters for prioritizing your providers. 
Later in this workshop, we will give you the tools to systematically prioritize your providers. 
 

Slide 9: 
 
Step 3 Continued: 
80/20 Rule: The 
Key to Good 
Prioritization 
  

5 minutes 1. Say the key to prioritizing effectively is focus. The most effective strategies use the “80-20” rule.  
 
2. Ask can anyone recall what the “80-20” rule is? 

 20% of providers manage or influence 80% of clients 

 20% of providers have the largest impact on health care delivery in the community, either due to: 
o Direct client volume, or -- Influence on other providers (via reputation 

 So, a good PSI Field Rep will spend 80% of his/her time with the top 20% of providers 
 
2. Draw the 80/20 rule on a flipchart to hang on the wall as a reminder for participants. 
 
3. Emphasize that effective medical representatives do not spread their time equally across all providers. 
TARGET the top 20% that will produce the greatest health impact. 

 

 

BEST PRACTICES: 

Note to Facilitator: Some participants may not like the claim that some providers are more important 

than others. If this is an issue, you can explain that “important” here means opportunity. The providers 

you determine are the most important are those that have the potential to get you to your goal faster 

than other providers. This is NOT a judgment of a provider’s real value. 

 SLIDE 9 
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Flipchart 

Use slides 10-12 as 

a reference: 

Prioritization 

Matrix 

15 

minutes 

1. Explain that we will use the priority matrix to help segment and prioritize our providers. 
 

2. Ask participants to tell you what the priority matrix is and why it’s useful.  Remind participants it’s a 
simple matrix, used in the business world, to understand providers potential and behaviors to help 
you group and prioritize your providers.  

 
3. Draw the “Priority Matrix” on a flip chart using the below examples to explain The Boston Model  

Matrix  (Use slides 10 and 11 as a guide) and ask participants to guide you in drawing each step. 
           
           Step 1  
           Explain: 

 Business Potential = Client Load (providers with more clients are more likely to sell 
product/provide service to clients).   

 Behavior Change = Stage of the adoption ladder the provider is at (awareness, interest, trial, 
adoption, advocacy) and service delivery behaviors (Example: providers with high insertion 
rates are high behaving providers). 
 
 

Step 2  
Explain the Priority Matrix breaks down provider potential and behavior into 4 quadrants titled A, B, 
C, and D.  These quadrants are called provider segments.   
Ask if a provider has high potential and high behavior, what segment is this provider?  Discuss each 
quadrant accordingly and fill in the appropriate answer for each segment. 
Ask how would you place the “Adoption Stairway” under behavior on the “Priority Matrix”?  Fill in 
the appropriate responses on the flip chart. 
 
Step 3: 

           Explain each segment is categorized with a unique title such as dogs, question marks, stars and 
           milked cows. What are the names that you decided on calling each segment?  
           (Use slide 11 as a reference to guide you on profile details of each segment and the suggested             
           frequency with which PSI Field Reps should visit providers.) 
           Explain the Prioritization Matrix to participants. Review each segment (dogs, ?’s, stars, milked cows)    
           and the features of each group.  

 
*If you are part of the PBCC team, use specific examples from your country’s providers to fit into these 
categories. If not, ask PSI Field Reps on the team to choose one provider in their territory and categorize 
him/her into one of the four segments. Make sure to have the PSI Field Rep explain WHY the provider is a 
dog/?/star/cow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SLIDE 10,11,12 
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             Step 4: 
             Restate the 80/20 Rule 
             Ask participants to restate the reach and frequency of provider visits that should take place in each     
             segment?  Answer should be based answer formulated during group decision from previous  
             planning session in PBCC workshop.   
             Discuss together what the optimal reach and frequency should be for each segment      
             Ask if this is attainable for everyone.  Keep in mind that every territory will be unique based off 
             geographic size. 
             Write the agreed upon response on the flipchart 
              
4. Clarify any questions before moving to the next activity.       

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                       Step 1                                                          Step 2 

                                                      
 

                                    Step 3                                                            Step 4 
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Determine Client 

Potential 

Parameters 

10 

minutes 

1. Draw “Client Potential” on a flipchart 
 

2. Explain to participants that client potential is the number of clients per month a provider sees for 
a given health area that can benefit from your product or service 

 
3. List out each health area participants are responsible for and determine how many clients are 

needed to categorize client potential as “High or Low”.  Ex.  A provider sees 12 clients per month 
that could benefit from IUD insertions.  Does this provider have “high or low” client potential? 
            
Example Scenario: 
           0-15 clients per month – Low 
           >15 clients per month – High 
 

       4.  Repeat for each health area 

 

Determine 

Adoption Ladder 

Provider 

Parameters 

10 

minutes 

1. Draw “Provider Behavior” on flipchart 
 

2. List out each health area participants are responsible for and determine where provider is on 
adoption stairway.   

 
3. Recall the definitions of each step of the Adoption Stairway.   Remember you cannot equate the 

number of IUD insertions to a step on the adoption stairway. A provider who only has 10 family 
planning clients per month and inserts 5 IUDs per month is likely in Adoption. However, a provider 
who has 50 family planning clients per month and inserts 5 IUDs per month is still in Trial. You can 
use the ratio of  IUD/FP clients as a proxy or Field Representatives can be empowered to make the 
decision based on what they know of their providers and their behaviors. 
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4. Repeat for each health area 

Slide 13: 

Exercise 1:  Fill out 

Provider Profile 

Cards 

1 hour 1. Explain you will now do an exercise to group and prioritize your own providers using provider profile 
cards.  
 
2. Show slide with exercise instructions 
 
Exercise: 

1. Explain during this exercise you will work by yourself to group your individual providers.  If you 
have a counterpart who visits the same providers then you can work together.  

2. Distribute provider profile cards 
3. Have participants fill out each area of the card 

a. Name: Provider Name 
b. Location: Geographic location of the provider 
c. Type: Private clinic, public clinic, pharmacy, etc.  
d. Setting: Circle Urban, Peri-Urban, or Rural (This should help determine the primary 

product / health area to discuss during provider visit.  Ex: Oral contraceptive in urban 
and water purification/malaria in rural) 

e. Client Potential: Circle the potential number of clients for the primary health area PSI 
Field Rep will talk about during each visit with provider. 

f. Adoption Stairway: Circle what step on the adoption stairway best represents behavior 
of provider.   Take into account potential, not just the current stage of the adoption 
ladder, but how likely it is the provider will move up the ladder?   

g. Health Area Focus:  Label which product / health area will be discussed first, second, 
and third during each provider visit.  

 

Slide 14:  

Exercise 2:  Place 

provider profile 

cards on Priority 

Matrix 

45 

minutes 

1. Have participants draw the priority matrix on a flipchart 
2. Label each box (A,B,C,D or other agreed upon name)  
3. Have participants place the provider profile cards created in the previous exercise on the appropriate 

segment on the matrix. 
4. After all providers have been placed on the priority matrix ask participants to apply the 80/20 rule If 

PSI Field Rep has 100 providers in territory, 20 providers should be labeled “A and B” and 80 providers 
should be in category “C and D” 

5. Ask participants to circle the appropriate segment for each provider using a different colored marker 

Flipchart Example: 

 SLIDE 13 

 SLIDE 14 
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for each segment.  (ex. Segment A – Green, Segment B – Blue, Segment C – Brown, Segment D – Red) 
 
*Walk around the room and clarify any concerns or questions.  If there is a better placement for a 

provider, work through the scenario with the participant 

*Remind participants that placing providers on the “Priority Matrix” is a fluid process.  Providers can fall 

on a line between segment “A & B”, however it’s ultimately up to the PSI Field Rep to make the final 

decision on where the provider should be placed based on their knowledge of the provider and territory. 

 

 

 

 

Slide 15:  

Exercise 3: Place 

providers on a map 

30 

minutes 

1. Say we are now going to place our providers on a map so that we can see where they are located in 
our territory.  This will help us create our calendar cycles. 
 

2. Place territory maps on the wall.  Each PSI Field Rep should have their own map unless they are 
sharing providers in the same territory. 

 
3. Ask PSI Field Reps to tape the “A and B” provider profile cards to the map where they are located in 

the territory.  

 

Slide 16: 

What is a Calendar 

Cycle? 

10 

minutes 

1. Say now that you have segmented and mapped out your providers according to geographic area, you 
can create a calendar cycle.  
 

2. Say a calendar cycle is a guide to help PSI Field Reps effectively manage territory.  
a) Reduces wasted time planning day:  Each day of the week is planned so little time is 

needed to plan daily visits.  
b)  Eliminates drive time: Providers are grouped together and visited according to the 

town/area they are located. There will be incidences where reps drive from town to town, 
however these areas are grouped by approximate region to eliminate daily drive time. 

c) Targets high priority providers: 80% of the time allotted on the calendar cycle will focus on 
“A” and “B” providers. “C” providers will take up 15% of the time allotted and the “D”  

 SLIDE 16 

 SLIDE 15 
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providers will be seen on an infrequent basis. 
d) Increases access with providers: The day a town is visited should be determined by the 

optimal day to see the most important providers in that area.  Also, when a provider 
expects to see the PSI med rep on a specific day of the week, he prepares and looks forward 
to the visit. 

 

Slide 17-19: 

How to build a 

Calendar Cycle 

15 

minutes 

1. Tell participants they will now create a Calendar Cycle using the providers that were segmented and 
mapped in the previous exercises. 

 
2. Hand out 4-week calendar cycles to be filled out by PSI Field Reps.  If participants have laptops they 

should fill out the calendar cycle digitally so that changes can be easily made in the future. 
 
3. Show slide 17.  Say we will use this example territory to demonstrate how to develop a calendar 

cycle for your providers.   
                  Explain each step of the slide with participants.  Show and explain slide 17 and 18 before   
                  participants begin creating their calendar cycle. 

1. First you will divide your territory into regions/towns where the majority of providers are 

located as seen in the example to the left 

2. Next, locate and circle where you live on the map 

3. Now figure out how long it will take to drive to each region/town 

4. Then determine how many days it will take to visit segment A and B providers in each 

region/town. 

5. Place segment A and B providers on Calendar Cycle. This should represent 80% of time. 

6. Now place Segment C providers on Calendar Cycle.  (15%)  You now have 95% of time 

mapped out 

7. Now map out Segment D providers with any empty time slots (No more than 5%) 

8. Remember to visit regions/towns based on best time to see providers 

 

4. Show slide 18.  Explain this is a calendar cycle that has been created for the territory in the previous 
slide.   
              Explain each of the points on the slide. 

a) Say this is a 4 week calendar cycle 
b) Say In this example, each region/town is visited every 2 weeks and A and B priority 

providers are visited once per month.  Depending on the size of your territory, you 
may visit the same town every week or every month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SLIDE 17,18 
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c) Say the first row represents the day of the week and the light grey box is where you 
place the name of the region/town you will visit during that day 

d) Explain that the most important regions/towns with the highest priority providers 
should be visited earlier in the week.  If a high priority provider is missed, you can 
revisit him/her later in the week. 

e) Say the providers under each day are listed by the best time to visit starting with 8:00 
and finishing at 18:00.   

f) Say “D” providers are visited at the end of the day to ensure that PSI Field Reps are 
able to see the most important providers in the morning. 

 
5. Remind participants that provider visits per month will be determined by provider segmentation.  

Restate the agreed upon reach for each segment from the previous exercise.   
 
6. Ask participants how many provider visits per day on average they can make.  Say this is the number 

of providers you should place on each day.  *Note – The amount of providers seen a day should be 
based off the size of territory and whether or not PSI Field Reps have a car or take public 
transportation.  In the private sector med-reps see 10-12 providers per day in an average sized 
territory.   

 
7. Say Calendar Cycle’s should be looked at daily to help med-reps plan which providers to see. 

 
8. Explain that a Calendar Cycle is a guide to help PSI Field Reps manage their territory effectively.  If a 

provider has an urgent need and will not be seen otherwise for 3 weeks, it is ok to deviate from the 
calendar cycle for a day to visit the provider.  The goal is to stay on track with the calendar cycle as 
much as possible to provide the greatest impact.   

 
 
 

Exercise 4 – Create 

Calendar Cycle 

1 hour 1. Show slide 19  
2. Have participants divide territory into regions/towns where majority of providers are located. 
3. Ask participants to locate where they live on the map and determine how long it will take to drive to 

each region/town 
4. Ask participants to determine how many days it will take to visit segment A and B providers in each 

town 
5. Ask participants to place Segment A and B providers on Calendar Cycle. This should represent 80% of 

time.  
6. Ask participants to place Segment C providers on Calendar Cycle.  This should represent 15% of time.  

You now have 95% of time mapped out. 
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7. Ask participants to map out Segment D providers with any empty time slots.  No more than 5% of 
time. 

8. Remind participants to visit towns based on best time to see providers and to place them in order 
that they will visit providers during the day.   

 
*Note to facilitator: Many platforms will decide on visiting segment C providers one time every two 
months and D provider one time every 3-6 months.  Participants can still place these providers on the 4-
week Calendar Cycle and do one of the following: 1. Remember which providers were called on in the 
previous months or 2. Create multiple 4-week Calendar Cycles and label them month 1, month 2, and so 
on.  Allow the participants to decide what works best for them. 
 

 

 

Slide 20 

Segmentation and 

Prioritizing 

Providers Recap 

5 minutes 1. Segmenting and prioritizing providers is critical to success 
 

2. Remember 80/20 rule.  Focus on priority customers 
 
3. Calendar Cycles help med reps plan and manage territory effectively  
 
4. Planning is a fluid process and should be done routinely 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 SLIDE 19 

 SLIDE 20 
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Exercise – Provider Profile Cards

Segmentation and Prioritization Workshop 



Name: ____________________   Location: 
_________________

Type: _________________  Setting: (Urban, Peri-Urban, Rural)

Client Potential (High | Low)

Adoption Stairway 
(Awareness | Interest | Trial | Adoption | Advocacy)

Provider Background

Primary:       ___________________       

Secondary:  ___________________           

Tertiary:        ___________________      

Health Area Focus 

B            A

C            D

Segment

Name: ____________________   Location: 
_________________

Type: _________________  Setting: (Urban, Peri-Urban, Rural

Client Potential (High | Low)

Adoption Stairway 
(Awareness | Interest | Trial | Adoption | Advocacy)

Provider Background

Primary:       ___________________       

Secondary:  ___________________           

Tertiary:        ___________________      

Health Area Focus 

B            A

C            D

Segment

Name: ____________________   Location: 
_________________

Type: _________________  Setting: (Urban, Peri-Urban, Rural

Client Potential (High | Low)

Adoption Stairway 
(Awareness | Interest | Trial | Adoption | Advocacy)

Provider Background

Primary:       ___________________       

Secondary:  ___________________           

Tertiary:              

Health Area Focus 

B            A

C            D

Segment

Name: ____________________   Location: 
_________________

Primary:       ___________________       

Secondary:  ___________________           

Tertiary:              

Health Area Focus 

B            A

C            D

Segment

Type: _________________  Setting: (Urban, Peri-Urban, Rural

Client Potential (High | Low)

Adoption Stairway 
(Awareness | Interest | Trial | Adoption | Advocacy)

Provider Background



 
4 Week Calendar Cycle (Example) 

  

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Wk. 
1 Atlanta Columbus Austell Carrolton Newnan 

 
Dr. Hansard (A) Dr. Kannegenti (A) 

Dr. Desai (B) 
Dr. Mieles (A) 
Maria Mieles 
(Nurse) (B) 
Columbus Med (A) 
Dr. Soomro (C) 
Dr. Patel (A) 
Dr. Roy (C) 
 

Dr. Ajayi (B) 
Dr. Whissell (B) 
Dr. Ware (B) 
Dr. Davis (B) 
Dr. Makam (B) 
Athena Smith 
(Nurse) (C) 
Austell Clinic (D) 
Dee Moreland (D) 
Dr. Tate (D) 
 

 Dr. Surapu(B) 
Dr. Meski (B) 
Tara Robinson 
(Nurse) (A) 
Dr. Maddox (B) 
Robin Newan 
(Nurse) (B) 
Virginia Singer 
(Nurse) (C) 
Carrolton Clinic(C) 
Dr. Warner (D) 
Dr. Wilson (D) 

Dr. Lee (B) 
Dr. Simpson (B) 
Dr. Sambiton (B) 
Newnan Clinic (C) 
Dr. Aina (D) 
Dr. Crunchfield (D) 
 
See providers 
missed from 
earlier in the week 
 
 
  

 

Dr. Jackson (B) 
Dr. Beal (B) 
Dr. Hart (A) 
Northside Clinic(B) 
Dr. Hart (A) 
Janet Mark 
(Nurse) (B) 
Dr. Thompson (A) 
Atlanta Medical(C) 
Dr. Write (C) 
Douglas Smith (D) 

Wk. 
2 Douglasville Breeman Marietta Smyrna Lagrange 

 
Dr. Davis (B) 
Dr. Brown (A) 
Dr. Williams (B) 
Dr. Jones (B) 
Hospital (B) 
Dr. Scott (A) 
Dr. Greene (B) 
Dr. Martinez (A) 
Dr. Young (C) 
 

Dr. Taylor (A) 
Dr. Moore (B) 
Dr. Clark (B) 
Alex Young (B) 
Medical Center (A) 
Dr. King (D) 
Dr. Clark (D) 
Dr. Campbell (D) 
Dr. Evans(D) 

Dr. Fan (B) 
Dr. Gannon (B) 
Marietta Clinic (B) 
Dr. Sun(A) 
Dr. Watson (B) 
Dr. Gainey (B) 
John Stacks 
(Nurse) (C) 
Dr. Huynh (C) 
Hospital (B) 

Dr. Kirson (A) 
Dr. Johnson (B) 
Hospital (B) 
Smyrna Clinic (A) 
Dr. Nakvi (B) 
Beth Patrick (B) 
Robin Henry (C) 
Dr. Anderson (D) 
Dr. Johnson (D) 

Dr. Stracks (B) 
Dr. Genova (B) 
Dr. Bryant (A) 
Dr. Harris (A) 
Dr. Naheed (C) 
Hospital (D) 
Janet Haney (D) 
See providers 
missed from 
earlier in the week 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Wk. 
3 Atlanta Columbus Austell Carrolton Newnan 

 
Dr. Marijani (A) 
Dr. Halule (B) 
Dr. Ndakana (B) 
Dr. Kisoka (A) 
Northside Clinic(B) 
Dr. Joseph (A) 
Janet Mark 
(Nurse) (B) 
Dr. Maseke (C) 
 

Dr. Maduhu (A) 
Dr. Mwamba (B) 
Dr. Mbayo (A) 
Victoria  
(Nurse) (B) 
Regional Hospital 
(A) 
Dr. Mohamid (A) 
John Moore (C) 

Dr. Saulo (B) 
Dr. Mabulla (B) 
Dr. Mheiela (B) 
Dr.Katule (B) 
Dr. Ntomola (B) 
Medical Clinic (D) 
Tina Smith (D) 
Dr. Paul (D) 
 

 Dr. Victoria (B) 
Dr. Windfrida (B) 
Maureen (Nurse) 
(A) 
Dr. Esteria (B) 
Furah (Nurse) (B) 
Dr. Turner (D) 

Dr. Mashafi(B) 
Dr. Wambura(B) 
Dr. Kiya (B) 
Dr. Angelus (D) 
Dr. Canton (D) 
 
See providers 
missed from 
earlier in the week 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Wk. 
4 Douglasville Breeman Marietta Smyrna Lagrange 

 

Dr. Nassoro (B) 
Dr. Phidman(A) 
Dr. Julius (B) 
Dr. Angelus (B) 
Hospital (B) 
Dr. James (A) 
Dr. Adams (B) 
Dr. Salum(A) 
Greg Adam (C) 

Dr. Nguke (A) 
Dr. Josephine (B) 
Dr. Twebese (B) 
Dr. Megan (B) 
Cartersville (City) 
Dr. Alexandria (B) 
Dr. Nan (D) 
Dr. Sambitan (D) 
Dr. Carter (D) 

Dr. James (B) 
Dr. Lenz (B) 
Dr. Sanders (A) 
Dr. Whitmore (B) 
Dr. Bailey (B) 
Hospital (C) 

Dr. Coplin (A) 
Dr. Horwitz (B) 
Public Clinic (A) 
Dr. James(B) 
Mrs. Lee Nurse (B) 
Denise Lewis (C) 
Dr. Candice (D) 
Dr. Preston (D) 

Dr. Doiron (B) 
Dr. Shearer (B) 
Dr. Rodriquez (A) 
Dr. Poole (A) 
Dr. Jackson (D) 
Jack Thomas (D) 
See providers 
missed from 
earlier in the week 

 



 

4 Week Calendar Cycle 

  

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Wk. 
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Segmenting and Prioritizing 
Providers



Objectives

►Segment providers using the priority matrix 
for optimal reach and impact

►Map out customers using territory map 
►Create a calendar cycle to target the right 

providers and plan effectively

Segmenting and Prioritizing Providers

SLIDE 2



It helps you…

• Save time
• Spend your time most 

effectively
• Focus on and achieve 

long term goals
• Feel prepared for 

detailing conversations
• Learn from past 

experiences

It helps providers…

• Get the information they 
need the most

• Avoid spending time on 
things that really are not 
important to them

• Deliver better care in the 
community (up to the 
latest standards, 
innovations, etc.)

Effective Planning has many benefits

page 3



The best planning is repeated in cycles…

page 4

2

There are some secrets to success in each step that highly 
effective medical detailers know.  We will share them with you!

3

1

4



The best planning is repeated in cycles…

page 5

Analyze2

There are some secrets to success in each step that highly 
effective medical detailers know.  We will share them with you!

Prioritize 
Your Effort3

Gather 
Information1

Track Activities 
& Results4



page 6

Gather information1

Be creative!

 FIRST - What information do you want to know? 
What information is important to obtain??

 Data PSI provides or that you have collected in past 
visits

 Word of mouth
 Simple surveys or questionnaires

Consider…
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Analyze2

What do you know about each provider?

 Where is the facility?  Is it difficult to reach?
 What type of facility does he/she work in?
 How many clients does the provider serve?
 What is the client potential for the provider?
 Where on the adoption stairway is the 

provider?

Which of these 
facts is
important for 
medical 
detailing?

How can you 
use these facts 
to group 
(segment) 
similar 
providers?
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Prioritize your efforts3

With whom should you spend the most time and Effort?  
Why?

 What most differentiates groups of providers in your area?
 What metrics/parameters are best to use in prioritizing among 

the groups?
 With which group should you be spending the most time?  
 How many times per month should you visit providers in each 

group? 
 How are your providers distributed within your territory or region?
 For which group should you dedicate the most resources / 

support?
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Focus is a key to good prioritization3

► You have limited time – don’t spread yourself too 
thin by treating everyone the same!

► Remember 

20% of 
providers …

… manage or 
influence  80% of 

clients
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High potential/ 
Low behavior

C

High potential/ 
High behavior

A

Low potential/ 
low behavior

D

Low potential/ 
high behavior

B

Behavior Change
H

ea
lth

 A
re

a 
Po

te
nt

ia
l 1 2 3 4



Prioritization Matrix

page 11



80/20 Rule and Prioritization

page 12
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 Name: Provider Name
 Location: Geographic location of the provider
 Type: Private clinic, public clinic, pharmacy, etc. 
 Setting: Circle Urban, Peri-Urban, or Rural 
 Client Potential: Circle the potential number of clients for the 

primary health area 
 Adoption Stairway: Circle what step on the adoption stairway 

best represents behavior of provider. 
 Health Area Focus: Label which product / health area will be 

discussed first, second, and third during each provider visit. 

Exercise 1: Fill out Provider Profile Cards
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► Draw Priority Matrix on Flipchart
► Place provider profile card on priority matrix
► Apply 80-20 rule to ensure providers are listed in correct 

segment
► Circle appropriate segment for each provider 

Exercise 2: Place Provider Profile Cards on Priority Matrix
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► Hang territory map on the wall

► Using a colored sticky note or marker

► Mark where you live on the map

► Place location of each provider on the map

► Use one color for each segment

Exercise 3: Place providers on territory map
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Calendar Cycle

 Helps medical detailers effectively move providers along 
the adoption ladder
– Reduces wasted time planning day
– Eliminates drive time
– Targets high priority providers
– Increases access with providers



Carrolton/Austell/Atlanta

Newnan/Lagrange

Columbus

Example Territory: Atlanta

Live 
Here

1. Divide territory into regions/towns 
where majority of providers are 
located as seen in the example to the 
left

2. Locate where you live on the map
3. Figure out how long it will take to 

drive to each region
4. Determine how many days it will take 

to visit segment A,B providers in each 
town.

5. Place Segment A.B providers on 
Calendar Cycle. This should represent 
80% of time.

6. Now place Segment C providers on 
Calendar Cycle.  (15%)  You now 
have 95% of time mapped out

7. Now map out Segment D providers 
with any empty time slots (No more 
than 5%)

8. Remember to visit towns based on 
best time to see providers

Smyrna / MariettaDouglasville / Breeman

Exercise 4: Create Calendar Cycle
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Visit same town 
every 2 weeks.  This 
can change based 
off of territory size Friday: Best used to 

see lower priority 
towns and to re-visit 

high priority 
providers from 

earlier in the week

Name of town / area

Notice “D” providers 
are visited at end of 
the day and are only 

on the calendar 1 
time per month

Providers listed by 
best time to visit:
8:00am -10:00am
11:00am – Noon
1:00pm – 2:00pm
3:00pm – 4:00pm
5:00pm – 6:00pm

Cartersville is a city near 
Breeman.  Since there are 
only a few providers in this 
area and most are segment 
“D”, they are listed here and 

l   1 ti   th

Day of the weekExercise
4
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1. Divide territory into regions/towns where majority of providers are 
located.

2. Locate where you live on the map
3. Figure out how long it will take to drive to each region
4. Determine how many days it will take to visit segment A and B 

providers in each town
5. Place Segment A and B providers on Calendar Cycle. This should 

represent 80% of time. 
6. Now place Segment C providers on Calendar Cycle.  This should 

represent 15% of time.  You now have 95% of time mapped out.
7. Now map out Segment D providers with any empty time slots.  No 

more than 5% of time.
8. Remember to visit towns based on best time to see providers

Exercise 4: Create Calendar Cycle
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 Segmenting and prioritizing providers is critical to success
 Remember 80/20 rule.  Focus on priority customers
 Calendar Cycles help med reps plan and manage territory 

effectively 
 Planning is a fluid process and should be done routinely

Segmenting and Prioritizing Providers Recap



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEFINING PROVIDER BEHAVIOR CHANGE COMMUNICATIONS 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  

 

 

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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Materials Needed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Estimate: 4 Hours 

SESSION: DEFINING PROVIDER BEHAVIOR CHANGE COMMUNICATIONS  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

 
 

Objectives: 
1. Clarify our overall vision of provider interactions 
2. Develop a shared understanding of Provider Behavior Change Communications as a means to persuading providers to adopt new behaviors. 
3. Relate Provider Behavior Change Communications as a way to project goals and objectives. 
4. Name and describe the Four Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications 
5. Name and describe the PBCC interaction model 
6.  

 

 Write on flipchart, “Where are we now? What is provider behavior change communications (or medical detailing)?” 

 Write on flipchart, “Where are we going?” 

 Draw 4 Pillars Diagram on a Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 8 to guide you.   

 Write on flipchart, “How will we get there?” 

 Draw on a flipchart, the “skeleton” of the Adoption Stairway in preparation to build the Stairway together with participants. (See 

section on Adoption Stairway below on page 12.) 

 Write on flipchart, “Awareness  Interest” (Refer to flipchart on page 12 to guide you- this one is the completed version) 

 Draw PBCC Interaction Model on a Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 14 to guide you. 

 

 

- Markers (at least 1 per participant) - Flipchart paper 

- Bland colored white paper (at least 1 per participant) - Tape 

- Adoption Stairway (1 per participant) - 4 Pillars of PBCC Handout 

 

Hang all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 

workshop). 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 2:  

Objectives 

 
 
 

2 min 

 

1. Show slide 2 – “Objectives.” 
2. Explain that in this session, we will clarify our overall vision and goals for our interactions with 

providers. 
3. Explain that we will answer three main questions in this session: 

 Where are we now? 

 Where are we going? 

 How will we get there? 
Note to Facilitator: As you develop the definition of Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) with your team, be sure to 

simplify as much as possible: Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) is persuading your providers to change  

**Facilitator’s Notes –   
 
If the country program is still using the term “medical detailing,” you will clarify and redefine “medical 
detailing” as provider behavior change communications.  
 
If the country program has already conducted the initial PBCC training, share with participants that some of 

this is a refresher. However there will be new and advanced concepts introduced to enhance PBCC 

execution 

 

 

Flipchart 
 
Activity 1: 
Where are we 
now?  
 

20 min 

 

 

Activity 1: Where are we now? 
 
This activity serves to harmonize and distill the many elements of our interactions with providers to the 
common goal of changing provider behavior. 
 
If the country program uses the term “medical detailing,” this activity can be used to redefine “medical 
detailing” as provider behavior change communications. 
 
1. Give each participant another piece of paper and marker. 
2. Say Imagine you are in an elevator with Bill Gates, one of the wealthiest people in the world, known for 

giving millions of dollars to charitable organizations. In the elevator Bill Gates tells you he has heard of 
medical detailing/provider behavior change communications but doesn’t really know what it’s all 
about. Knowing Bill Gates could fund your program what would you tell him in 30 seconds or less? 

3. Ask participants to write their definition of medical detailing/provider behavior change 
communications down on half A4 paper. 

4. Ask each participant read what they wrote aloud and stick it on the flipchart titled “Where are we 
now?” 
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5. Ask What is the common theme that’s in each of these definitions? There may be many definitions 
ranging from providing information, selling product, answering questions, reinforcing clinical 
guidelines, behavior change. 

6. Explain that these are ALL part of medical detailing/provider behavior change communications.  
         Giving information may improve knowledge but may not be enough to convince a provider to adopt a 

new behavior (telling ≠ selling).  “Selling” here means persuading or convincing providers to adopt new 
behaviors not a cash transfer. 

 
Provide an example: 
Do you know someone who smokes?  Chances are they know it’s dangerous and have been given 
information that says smoking can damage your lungs, cause cancer, and potentially lead to death.  But do 
they still smoke even though they know it is harming them? Many times, yes. Information alone is not 
enough to get someone to stop smoking.  You have to know what’s important to the person by asking them 
questions, such as, “Do you have children or grandchildren?”  Based off their response, say “Wouldn’t you 
like to be at their wedding?,” “Don’t you want to be a part of their life as long as possible?,” etc. PBCC skills 
help you uncover needs and desires that might provoke that person to change their behavior.   
 
7. Explain that before someone will buy a product of offer a service, you’ll need to change their behavior 

including attitudes, motivations. 
 
Provide an example: 
You sell pens. You want to sell me a pen. But I’m a modern person who has all the latest technology.  I have 
a laptop and iPhone and use them for everything: Writing emails, taking notes, communicating with friends 
via Facebook and Skype, sending SMS messages and making calendar appointments.  I haven’t used a pen 
or pencil in a long time because I do everything digitally. You may tell me it's the best pen in the world and 
tell me the pen is light, writes smooth, and is easy to hold, but am I going to buy the pen? No, because I 
don’t write.  SO, what should you do? 
Allow participants to brainstorm.  
You have to convince me there is a need to write.  Maybe my sister would like a postcard or my mom would 
appreciate a hand written letter in the mail that’s personal – email is so impersonal. Before I will buy a pen, 
you have to convince me why I should write. 
“We are not selling pens, we are selling……writing.” 
So you are not selling me a product but you are trying to sell me the behavior.  
 
8. Conclude by defining Medical detailing/PBCC as: 
- persuading or convincing providers to adopt the desired behavior 
- providing solutions to provider needs to motivate providers to adopt the desired behavior 
- communications are usually delivered in a one to one interaction between the PSI Field Representative 
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and Provider 
- designed to help providers help their clients 
 
9. Show Slide 3 to recap. 
 

Slide 4:  

Who can deliver 

Provider Behavior 

Change 

Communications 

(PBCC)? 

3 min 1. Ask the group “Who can deliver Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC)?”  Allow participants 
to brainstorm. 

2. Write answers on Flipchart or Show Slide 4. 
3. Explain Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) can be delivered by any PSI staff who: 

 Interacts with providers 

 Is credible in the eyes of providers 

 Has appropriate knowledge of products, services and/or therapies 

 Has appropriate knowledge on any regulatory/compliance guidelines regarding what can and 
cannot be discussed with providers 

 Has rapport building, communications and persuasion skills 
4. Explain this could include franchise support staff, quality assurance teams, medical detailers, and sales 

teams.  Any PSI staff that interacts with providers can use PBCC skills. 
 

 

Slide 5:  
 
Who can receive 
PBCC? 
 

 

 

3 min 1. Ask participants who can receive PBCC? Allow participants to brainstorm. 
2. Write answers on Flipchart and Show Slide 5. 
3. Explain that anyone involved in providing health care or advice to a client can receive PBCC. This 

includes doctors, nurses, pharmacists, clinic owners, as well as non-traditional providers, like counter 
agents and counselors, who may have direct interaction with clients. 
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Where are we 
going? 
 
Health Impact 

10 min 1. Ask participants “Where are we going?” with PBCC. Allow participants to brainstorm. 
2. Summarize the overall goal of PSI programming, no matter the project, is Health Impact. Record this on 

the Flipchart. 
3. Ask participants what the objectives/indicators/deliverables of the project are. For example, for 

Women’s Health Projects (WHP) key indicators are numbers of IUD insertions, number of franchise 
providers recruited, number of medication abortion packs distributed, number of misoprostol tablets 
distributed, etc. Adapt for your country specific projects. 

4. Record project objectives/indicators/deliverables on the Flipchart. 
5. Emphasize that these may include product sales, but before you can make sales you must change 

behavior! 
6. Example: PSI can stock pharmacies with medication abortion products, but without changing behavior 

of pharmacists, product will not get to the consumer! 
7. Example: You can train providers how to insert IUDs, but if you do not identify provider needs and 

motivate them to adopt this new behavior, they will not perform the services!  
8. Explain that Provider Behavior Change Communication (PBCC) is one of the main components to 

achieving project deliverables. Other essential components include IPC, product distribution, etc.  
9. Show Slide 6 to reinforce if desired. 

 

BEST PRACTICES: 

Note to Facilitator: Be sure to edit Slide 6 with specific project deliverables. Accurate knowledge of project 

deliverables is critical to being a successful Field Representative. Make sure everyone in the workshop knows 

and understands project deliverables. 
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Slide 4 
 
Where are we 
going? 
 
The Provider 
Experience and 
the 4 Pillars of 
PBCC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15 min 1. Ask participants how they would like to be perceived by providers. Record answers on flipchart. 
Answers might include knowledgeable, helpful, responsive, smart, etc. 

2. Ask participants how they would like providers to feel about their visits. Record answers on flipchart. 
Answers might include “like” visit (probe deeper on this), useful for provider, fast, don’t waste 
provider’s time, helps provider reach goals or get more clients, etc. Facilitate answers by asking 
questions. Try to get participants to describe productive, mutually beneficial, consultative interactions. 

3. Explain to participants that they have just described the overall vision for our interactions with 
providers or the “Provider Experience.”   

4. Show the first part of the diagram or “Provider Experience” on the flipchart. We want providers to 
value the interactions that we have with them and see these interactions as a way to help them reach 
their professional and personal goals and provide the best possible health care to Sara. 

5. Ask participants how do we ensure, as PSI Representatives, that we deliver on the “Provider 
Experience”? 
Link responses to their answers to #1 and introduce the 4 Pillars. 
Say that we can group all these qualities into 4 Pillars: Knowledge, Relevance, Balance and Service. By 
demonstrating the 4 pillars on a consistent basis, we can ensure the “Provider Experience.”   
 
Show slide 6 – The 4 Pillars if desired. 

 

 

 

 

Activity: 
Describing the 4 
Pillars 
 
Materials 
Needed: 
 
4 Flip 
charts/pages (1 
per group) 
 
4 Pillars Handouts 
 

45 min 1. Group participants into 4 groups. 
Assign each group one Pillar. 
Ask each group to describe their assigned pillar on a flipchart paper. Participants can refer back to the 
ideas written in the previous exercise on how they would like to be perceived by providers and how 
they would like providers to feel about their visits. 
Allow 15 minutes to complete the Activity. 
 
Ask each group to report back on their description of each Pillar 
Facilitate the discussion, making sure the points below and those on the Handout are included in each 
description. 
Show each Pillar slide to recap if desired. 
Distribute “Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications” Handout.   
 
 

Facilitator’s Notes on the 4 Pillars: 
a. Knowledge – Knowledge refers to having a high level of Technical Knowledge as well as 
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knowledge of the provider’s individual clinic, their biases, needs and motivations to performing 
the desired behavior. Technical knowledge includes the product, service, and health area you 
will discuss with the provider, as well as any regulatory issues that are important in your 
country.  In terms of Technical Knowledge, a Good rep knows about the clinical data of our 
products (e.g.,IUCD’s have a success rate of 99.4%) and can leverage it in a 2-way dialogue with 
providers. A Better rep can not only articulate this feature but can also explain the impact of 
unplanned pregnancies and how IUCDs improve compliance with specific client types.  A Great 
rep can do all of this while staying current on treatment guidelines that impact how providers 
manage reproductive health.  In terms of Provider Knowledge, you want to know your 
providers’ needs, motivations, and drivers to behavior change.  A level of “Good” would be to 
understand both the individual provider’s beliefs, biases, and motivations and have a good 
understanding of the clinic’s priorities/challenges; “Better” would be to know all of that plus 
outside influencers (e.g. – public sector influence, key opinion leaders); “Great” would be to 
know this information well and apply it regularly to where you can anticipate how the 
provider’s needs are going to evolve in a changing environment. It’s when you are one step 
ahead of your provider!  

b. Relevance – Relevance means providing solutions tailored to individual provider’s needs and 
barriers to behavior change. We tailor our approach to each provider based on our knowledge 
of the provider and ultimately are more successful in changing the provider’s behavior. This 
means we may not discuss ALL aspects of our product or service with a provider – only those 
that are unclear or provide value in addressing provider needs. For example, if a provider is 
using a fair amount of IUCDs, sharing the mechanism of action may not be the most relevant 
information for this provider.  Maybe they need client education materials to send home with 
prospective clients or perhaps they could consider a new client type to discuss IUCDs with.  You 
will need to leverage your technical/provider knowledge to ensure the information you discuss 
is meaningful and that leads to advancing them on the adoption stairway. Relevance requires 
truly listening to a provider and incorporating provider feedback in moving the provider along 
the adoption continuum. 

c. Balance – Balance means we demonstrate a genuine focus on helping providers and helping 
providers help Sara. We must balance PSI’s needs (project deliverables, impact goals, reporting 
requirements) with provider needs and capabilities as well as respecting Sara’s need and choice 
of services. Balance includes honest representation of PSI’s offering, including benefits of 
joining the franchise and what we will/will not support, product usages, and client eligibility for 
services.  For example, clients who are satisfied with and consistently and correctly use their 
current method of birth spacing, should continue on that method and we should not encourage 
providers to switch her method. PSI reps should accurately describe side effects of products and 
services and best uses.  Above all, we must respect informed client choice. 

d. Service – Service means we consistently anticipate the needs of your providers and exceed their 
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expectations regarding the timeliness and quality of the solutions you provide.  Service means 
identifying and diagnosing obstacles the provider may be facing in performing the desired 
behavior and providing innovative solutions to overcome them. For example, this may include, 
helping the provider to train staff in infection prevention techniques to minimize the time 
required for the provider to perform this task, or helping the provider to organize a family 
planning services day or education sessions at the clinic. This is about trying to get that “wow” 
factor where the provider says “Wow, you clearly exceeded my expectations with your follow 
up!”  Service also includes building long-lasting, mutually beneficial, and productive 
relationships with your providers.    

Activity 
 
Executing the 4 
Pillars 
 
Materials 
Needed: 
 
4 Flip 
charts/pages (1 
per group) 
 
 

40 min 1. Divide participants into 4 groups. 
2. Give each participant the “4 Pillars” Handout. 
3. Assign 1 of the pillars to each group. 
4. Ask participants to have a discussion to come up with ways to “execute” the pillar.  They will want to 

come up with specific examples.  Provide an example to help them start thinking such as: “An example 
of relevance is providing client education brochures to a provider that needs assistance in counseling 
clients.” 

5. Give participants 20 minutes to brainstorm and capture their ideas on flip charts. 
6. Debrief by asking each group to share back with the larger group what their answers are.  After each 

group shares their responses, ask the other participants if they have any additional ideas to add. 
The following examples are the types of responses the groups should share.  You can share these during 
the debrief to ensure the participants understand how to demonstrate the four pillars. 

 Knowledge: 
o Attend training on Technical Knowledge of products, services, and health areas. 
o Read current on treatment guidelines that impact how providers manage reproductive 

health 
o Ask open ended questions to uncover individual provider’s beliefs, biases, and motivations  
o Ask provider what her clinic’s priorities/challenges are 
o Demonstrate and understanding of outside influencers (e.g., public sector influence, key 

opinion leaders 
o Anticipate how a provider’s needs are going to evolve in a changing environment 

 Relevance 
o Interact and share information and resources in a way that shows an understanding 

understand what is meaningful to the provider when trying to improve client outcomes.  
o Develop solutions based on individual provider needs or obstacles 
o Convey information in a way that is in alignment with what providers’ beliefs are 
o  Provide client education materials to send home with prospective clients  
o Describe a new client type that providers could consider IUCDs for   
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 Balance 
o Respect client choice – don’t recommend IUCDs for ALL clients 
o Respect the family planning choices of satisfied clients 
o Think critically of what we are asking of providers – always relate our asks to how it will 

benefit the provider (e.g. – client based records will help providers take better care of their 
clients by knowing their history and family planning goals leading to improved health 
outcomes and greater client satisfaction with clinic services) 

 Service 
o Exceed their expectations regarding the timeliness and quality of the solutions you provide 
o Remember something they shared on a call and referencing it during your next interaction 
o Get to know your providers personally and ask about their families, etc. during visits 
o Provide innovative solutions to provider needs and barriers to behavior change (ask 

participants for examples.) 
 

7. Explain that this approach may look different to their providers, and that is a good thing.  It is how PSI 
will stand out from other organizations and how provider behavior change will be accomplished.  It will 
be important to let providers know that we are changing our approach so it may be helpful to start 
initial conversations that way.  For example, you could say: “Doctor, at PSI we are truly committed to 
helping you help your clients, so we are making some changes to our approach.  I may ask you questions 
I haven’t asked in the past or share information that I haven’t shared before in order to do this.” 

 
Facilitator’s Note: If your group has less than 8 people, instead of breaking everyone out, have a group 
discussion about each pillar and capture the ideas on flip charts to hang around the room. 
 
 

Flipchart 

How will we get 

there? 

2 min 1. Show Flipchart “How will we get there?” 
2. Write “Adoption Stairway” and “PBCC Interaction Model” 
3. Explain this section will introduce two critical components to Provider Behavior Change Communication 

(PBCC) and reaching project goals and deliverables:  

 The Adoption Stairway 

 The PBCC Interaction Model 
 

*Depending on the experience of PSI Field Representatives, these concepts may be new or familiar 

 

Flipchart 30 min 1. Show the Adoption Stairway “skeleton” on the Flipchart (prepared before the session begins) as shown 
below under best practices. Leave the steps blank to begin with. 
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The Adoption 

Stairway 

2. Explain that an important tool in provider behavior change is understanding the Behavior Change 
Adoption Stairway 

3. Ask participants to name each step/stage of the Adoption Stairway. Fill in each step in the “skeleton” 
and build the Stairway with participants. 

4. Ask participants to define each stage on the Adoption Stairway (i.e., what does it mean if a provider is in 
the Awareness stage?) Use Slide 7 as a reference as you discuss the Stairway with participants. 

5. Explain that the key to provider behavior change is to know how to move the provider from one step of 
the Adoption Stairway to the next. We must work to move a provider slowly up each step – what 
happens if we move to fast to push the provider along? They might fall backwards or off the Stairway. 
We must work in incremental steps. 

6. Ask participants how they would move a provider up the adoption stairway from “Awareness” to 
“Interest” for the desired behavior. In this example, the desired behavior is IUD insertions. You may use 
any behavior that your project is attempting to influence. The more mature your program is, the more 
specific the behavior may be.  

7. Record these “strategies” on a Flipchart titled “Awareness -> Interest.”  This will serve as a template for 
the next Activity.  

Note to facilitator: Below are a series of images of how to draw the adoption stairway with the participants.    

 

       

Slide 8: 

Activity 2:  

The Adoption 

Stairway 

30 min 1. Ask participants to break into 3 groups 
2. Give each group a piece of flip chart paper 
3. Assign each group one transition: Interest->trial, trial->adoption, and adoption->advocacy 
4. Ask each group to discuss and write down strategies on “how” to move a provider from their assigned 

stage to the other. 
5. Allow 15 min for group work 

Flipchart Paper 

Markers 

SLIDE 8 SCREEN SHOT 
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6. Ask groups to gather around the adoption stairway and hang their answers under the appropriate step 
on the wall.   

7. Ask a volunteer from each group to explain how to move a provider up the adoption stairway on the 
step they discussed 

8. Allow 15 min for discussion. Discuss each area with the participants and write the best answers under 
the appropriate step on the adoption stairway as shown in the image above. 
 

Participants have now created a toolkit of strategies to move a provider along the Adoption Stairway 
depending on the current stage of the provider. 
 
9. Distribute “Adoption Stairway” Handout to participants. 
 
Keep Adoption Stairway hanging on the wall for reference throughout the workshop. 

 

 
 

 

 

Flipchart 
 
The Provider 
Behavior Change 
Communications 
(PBCC) Interaction 
Model 
 

8 min 1. Explain that there are five key steps in the PBCC Interaction Model. 
2. Show the Flipchart and read through each step. Reassure participants that we will cover and reinforce 

each step in detail either during the Planning Workshop (If this is day 1 of the Initial Training) or during 
Communication Continuum Workshop (If this is being done as part of the Advanced PBCC Training) and 
that we are only introducing the steps at this time. Hang on the wall to serve as a reminder of the 
process during workshop. This will be referred to repeatedly. 

 
Step 1: Territory Planning: Macro planning - Are you visiting the right providers? Are you visiting them often 

enough? Too often? And Micro planning – What are your objectives with individual providers? What will 

you say during a visit?  Planning includes: Segmenting, Prioritizing and Planning for Provider Visits.  Planning 

helps you use your knowledge to be relevant, balanced and service focused.   

Step 2: Engage: Uncover Provider Needs:  Set the stage for a two-way discussion based on relevance to the 
provider; Demonstrate you are interested in what’s important to the provider. This is covered in more detail 
during the “Uncovering Provider Needs” and “Engaging the Provider” Workshops. 
 
Step 3: Deliver Solutions:  Consistently focus on the provider and health outcome objective. How can you 
address provider needs and overcome barriers to change their behaviors?   You will learn how to deliver 
solutions through value propositions, features and benefits selling, and overcoming objections.  This will be 
covered more during the “Basic Selling Skills” and “Creating and Delivering Solutions” Workshops. 
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Step 4: Reinforce the Solution’s Value: This is about reinforcing positive behaviors. Now you have 
motivated the provider to adopt a new behavior, how can you make sure the behavior sticks? This is 
covered more during the “Overcoming Barriers to Change” and “Maintaining New Behaviors” Workshops. 
 
Step 5: Evaluate:  Assess the quality and outcome of the interaction relative to demonstrating value & 
building trust; Did you achieve your objective for the call? This is covered more during the “Planning” and 
“Communication Continuum” Workshops. 
 
3. Show Slides 12 and 13, if desired. 

4. Say the PBCC Interaction Model provides the platform to demonstrate the 4 Pillars and achieve the 
desired customer experience with your providers.  They will see your focus on achieve the desired 
customer experience with your providers.  You will show that you care about their needs and the needs 
of their clients and will ensure the solutions you provide result in true provider behavior changes.  This 
is how you will move each of them up the adoption stairway and help them help their clients and 
ultimately lead to health impact. 

5. Say if we pull everything we have talked about together, by demonstrating the 4 Pillars and following 
the PBCC Interaction Model we will move providers up the adoption stairway.   

6. Explain earlier we discussed that this approach may look different to their providers, and that is a good 
thing.  It is how PSI will stand out from other organizations and how provider behavior change will be 
accomplished.  So again, it will be important to let providers know that we are changing our approach.

 
Slide 11:  
 
Provider Behavior 
Change 
Communications 
(PBCC) Session 2 
Recap 

2 min 1. Ask participants to list the most important lessons learned from this session.  
2. Record all responses on a flipchart and post on the wall. 
3. Show the Recap Slide (slide 14) to use as a guide, if needed.  
4. Ask if all of these lessons learned make sense and if any of them surprised the participants. 
5. Answer any questions that participants have at this point. 
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Advocacy– Provider is a regular user of the product and serves 
as an advocate to his/her peers 

The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, 
and actively discusses and advocates product usage to other providers 

Adoption – Provider is a regular user of the product and prefers it 
over alternatives in most suitable cases 

The provider is here if … provider is a frequent user of the product, 
but does not actively talk to others about it 

Trial – Provider has tried the product on a limited basis (one 
patient or type of patient, short time period, etc.) 

The provider is here if … provider has used product, but not re-
ordered OR provider has used product, but use is much less frequent 
than true opportunity 

Interest – Provider would like to try the product, but has not 
The provider is here if … provider expresses interest in the product 
OR provider indicates that he/she has not had a chance to try the 
product 

Awareness – Provider has heard of the product or procedure and 
has some idea when and why it is used 

The provider is here if … provider recognizes name of product but 
expresses no interest OR provider indicates that he/she believes a 
myth about the product 

Interest  
Trial 

Adoption 

Advocacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness 

 

The Adoption Stairway 

 

 

Session 2: Annex 1 



 

Moving from Adoption to Advocacy 

Moving from Trial to Adoption 

Moving from Interest to Trial 

Moving from Awareness to Interest 

Interest  
Trial 

Adoption 

Advocacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awareness 

 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Offer educational materials 
→ Define precise costs 
→ Develop knowledge 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Provide resources 

(equipment sources, 
contacts, workshop) 

→ Help identify appropriate 
patient types 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Increase  personal 

motivation (use detail aid) 
→ Connect provider with 

advocates 

Ways to Address Them: 
→ Coach provider to feel 

comfortable addressing 
others 

→ Connect provider to others at 
earlier stages to speak with 

Moving up the Adoption 
Stairway 

 

Common Barriers: 
 Myths about effectiveness 
 Myths about cost 
 Lack of understanding 

Common Barriers: 
 Access to product 
 Proper workshop and/or 

equipment 
 Understanding the right 

patient 

Common Barriers: 
 Confidence in ability 
 Believes there are “better” 

options 
 Patient demand for 

procedure 
 No financial or prestige 

benefit 
Common Barriers: 

 Feels opinion isn’t influential 
 Practices in a remote area 
 Feels isn’t knowledgeable 

enough 
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Session 2: Annex 2 
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Pillars of Provider Behavior Change Communications

Provider Experience 

One-to-One Provider Interactions
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Knowledge

 Provider needs, biases, 
motivations, and goals

 Technical knowledge on 
services, products, 
protocols, and health 
areas

Balance

 Genuine focus on helping 
provider help her clients

 Balance PSI needs with 
provider needs 

 Honest representation
 Respects client choice

Service
 Builds productive & 

long-lasting 
relationships

 Connects with provider
 Consistent & timely 

follow-up to requests
 Provides innovative 

solutions

Relevance
 Provides solutions to 

address individual 
provider needs and 
barriers to behavior 
change

 Truly listens to provider 
& incorporates their 
feedback into a tailored 
approach



Defining Provider Behavior 
Change Communications

Session 2



Session 2: Objectives:

Clarify our overall vision and goals for provider 
interactions
Develop a shared understanding of PBCC as a 
means to persuading providers to adopt new 
behaviors
Relate PBCC as a way to reach project goals and 
objectives.
Name and describe the Four Pillars of PBCC
Name and describe the PBCC interaction model

Provider Behavior Change Communications  

SLIDE 2



 Positively influence
individual provider 
behaviors

 Provide solutions to 
provider needs to 
motivate behavior change

 One-to-one interaction
 Help providers help their 

clients!

What is it???

SLIDE 3

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

1 

Provider Behavior 
Change 

Communications 
(PBCC) …



► Interacts with providers
► Is credible in the eyes of 

providers
► Has appropriate knowledge on 

the products, services, and/or 
therapies

► Has appropriate knowledge of 
regulatory or compliance 
guidelines regarding what can 
and cannot be discussed with 
providers

► Has rapport-building, 
communications, and persuasion 
skills

Who can deliver PBCC?

SLIDE 4

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

1 

Provider Behavior 
Change 

Communication 
(PBCC) can be 

delivered by any 
PSI staff who…  



 Doctors
 Nurses
 Midwives and nurse midwives
 Counselors
 Pharmacists
 Pharmacy assistants
 Clinic owners
 Anyone involved in

providing health care or advice to 
a client

 Other health care 
decision makers &
influencers

Who can receive PBCC?

SLIDE 5

1 

A PBCC can be 
received by …
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Where are we going?

Provider Experience 

One-to-One Provider Interactions
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Knowledge
Provider Needs, 
Biases, and Motivations
Technical knowledge 
on product, service, 
and health area



Relevance
Provides solutions to        

address individual provider  
needs and barriers to  
behavior change
Truly listens to provider & 

incorporates their feedback 
into a tailored approach



Balance
Genuine focus on 
helping provider & her 
clients
Balance PSI needs         
with provider needs 
Honest representation
Respect client’s choice



Service
Builds productive & long-

lasting relationships
Connects with provider on 

professional and personal 
levels 
Consistent & timely 

follow-up to requests
Provides innovative    

solutions



How will we get there?

SLIDE 11

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

3 

The Adoption Stairway
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Plan
Engage: 
Uncover 
Provider 
Needs

Deliver 
Solutions

Next Steps: 
Reinforce 
Solution

Evaluate

PBCC Interaction Model
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PBCC Interaction Model

PLAN

 Reinforce positive behaviors
 Restate mutual agreements and/or next steps 
 Define your actions and timeframe for fulfilling the commitments
 Follow up in a timely manner

 Set the stage for a two-way discussion based on relevance to provider
 Demonstrate you are interested in what’s important to the provider
 Be authentic and demonstrate genuine curiosity
 Articulate the reason for your visit

 Consistently focus on the client and health outcome objective
 Communicate relevant, meaningful, balanced, evidence-based info
 Address provider needs and overcome barriers to change their behaviors
 Deliver solutions through value propositions, features and benefits selling, 

and overcoming objections

 Assess the quality and outcome of the interaction relative to changing 
behaviors and building valued relationships

 Ensure you addressed provider needs
 Determine if you provided solutions to support better client 

health outcomes

ENGAGE

SOLUTION

REINFORCE

EVALUATE

 Develop a deep understanding of provider’s needs, wants, hopes, and goals
 Identify “win-win” opportunities for you to partner with providers 
 Determine which providers to call on, how often, and what your objective is 

with each of them
 Establish a clear plan for accomplishing this objective



SLIDE 14

 PBCC is focused on helping providers help their clients
 PBCC will help you be more effective in accomplishing project 

objectives
 Any PSI staff that interacts with providers can use PBCC skills
 Behavior change results from aligning to the 4 Pillars 
 Behavior change is difficult and must be approached by using the 

PBCC Interaction Model on small steps along the Adoption Stairway

Defining Provider Behavior Change 
Communications Recap



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Defining Provider Behavior Change Communications 

 
 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including the concept of 
the four pillars as part of your coaching discussions with them. 

 
2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 

the representative how the parts of their planned interaction align with each of the pillars. 
 

Consider some of the following coaching questions.  It is probably not realistic to incorporate 
all of the pillars in one interaction.  They should be part of the overall long-term provider plan. 

• Do they have enough knowledge of their provider to ensure they can be relevant?  If 
not, what questions will they ask them or their staff to gain this knowledge? 

• Are the information and resources they plan to share relevant to the provider’s needs, 
and do they show a focus on client health outcomes? 

• How will they ensure the conversation is balanced to make sure provider and PSI 
goals are aligned? 

• Are they prepared to share benefits and limitations of PSI products in a balanced way? 
• What will they do to “wow” the provider and show a high level of service? 

 
3. After each provider visit, have a coaching discussion with the Representative on how well their 

interactions align to the four pillars. 
 
Consider some of the following coaching questions.  It is probably not realistic to incorporate 
all of the pillars in one interaction.  They should be part of the overall long-term provider plan. 

• How did they demonstrate or uncover enough knowledge about their provider to 
ensure they were relevant?  What questions, if any, did they ask the provider or their 
staff to gain this knowledge?   

• How was the information they shared relevant to the provider’s needs, and how did it 
show a focus on client health outcomes? 

• How was the conversation balanced to ensure provider and PSI goals were aligned? 
• How did they share benefits and limitations of PSI products in a balanced way? 
• What did they do to “wow” the provider and show a high level of service? 

 

Note to Supervisor – If they did not demonstrate any of the behaviors above, you can provide 
direct feedback instead of asking the discussion questions. 

 
 

Activity 1 – Field Visit Coaching – Four Pillars  

*
 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Defining Provider Behavior Change Communications 

 
 

 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including the concept of 
the adoption as part of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 
the Representative where the provider is on the adoption stairway and why.  Ask them how 
they plan to move the provider up the stairway over a series of calls.  Refer to the job aid on 
the adoption stairway to help with discussion. 
 

3. After each provider visit, have a coaching discussion with the Representative on how their 
interaction supported their plan of moving the provider up the adoption stairway.  Discuss 
potential next steps to continue that progression. 

 

 
 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching – Adoption Stairway 

 



  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Communication Continuum 

 

 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  

 

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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Time Estimate: 6 Hours 

SESSION: COMMUNICATION CONTINUUM  

 

PRE-WORK 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

Objectives: 
 Describe how the PBCC Interaction Model and 4 Pillars support the communication continuum 
 Describe how using the communication continuum moves providers up the adoption stairway 
 Identify the purpose and components of pre-/post-visit analysis 
 Identify and utilize tools for pre-/post-visit analysis to prepare for upcoming calls with providers 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Draw 4 Pillars Diagram on a Flipchart. Refer to example flipchart on page 5 to guide you. 

 Draw PBCC Interaction Model on a Flipchart.  Refer to example flipchart on page 5 to guide you. 

 Draw Adoption Stairway on a Flipchart.  Refer to example flipchart on page 5 to guide you. 

 Write “Communication Continuum” at the top of a flipchart. 

 Draw the shell of the “Planning Cycle” Flipchart.  Refer to page 6 to guide you. 

 Draw “Gather & Analyze” Part I Flipchart.  Refer to page 7 to guide you. 

 Draw shell of “What you Know” Flipchart.  Refer to page 8 to guide you. 

 Draw “Gather & Analyze” Part II Flipchart. Refer to 9 to guide you. 

 Draw “Follow Up” Flipchart.  Refer to page 9 to guide you. 

 Write “Prioritize” at the top of a flipchart. 

 Create “Visit Objective” Flipchart.  Refer to page 10 to guide you. 

 Write “Evaluation and Next Steps” at the top of a flipchart. 

 Create “Preparing for the Visit” Flipchart.  Refer to page 10 to guide you. 

 

  

Materials Needed 

- Markers (at least 1 per participant) - Flipchart paper                              

- Bland colored white paper (at least 1 per participant) - Tape 

 

Hang all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 

workshop). 
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** Important Note to Facilitator Before Conducting this Workshop: 
This workshop is focused on the planning for effective provider behavior change communications. Specifically, it addresses planning for and evaluating provider visits based on 
short- and long-term behavior change goals achieved through PBCC techniques. Although some of the tools you use have other important uses from a quantitative perspective 
such as inventory or activity metrics, they do not give you information about the needs, barriers, and motivations of your providers and do not provide all of the information 
you need to move your providers along the adoption ladder.  
For that reason, prior to conducting this workshop, the facilitator and the PBCC manager (if they are not the same person) will need to: 

 Collect and review all of the territory management tools currently being used by the PBCC field representatives.  

 If the current tools being used are not the standard PSI tools found in Annex 1 and focus on quantitative measurements, they will need to be adapted to allow the ability 

to capture the qualitative components of PBCC.  Examples of tools that could be used are in the annex.   

 

Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Opening 5 min 1. Say welcome to the Communication Continuum Workshop. Before we get into this session, let’s start 
with a quick activity. 

 Instruct everyone to step to the side of the room 

 Ask everyone to extend one arm and reach as high on the wall as possible 

 Identify how high your fingertips reach 

 Extend your arm again and really stretch, as high on the wall as possible 

 Observe where your fingertips are reaching now 

 Ask everyone to return to their seats 

2. Ask whose fingertips were higher after the second request to stretch? How much higher were your 
fingertips the second time? Possible Response: About 10 percent higher.  

3. Ask What apprehensions do we have about doing something new or different? Could you improve your 
planning by 10 percent or more? 

4. Say no matter how well you are planning now; we are all capable of doing better.  Whether we are 
changing something personally or with our customers, making small changes can often lead to big 
results.  Today’s workshop is designed to stretch our skill at planning and evaluating so that we can use 
the communication continuum to move our providers up the adoption stairway.  
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Slide 2:  

Objectives 

 
 
 

2 min 1. Show slide 2 – “Objectives” 
2. Explain in this session, we will explore the communication continuum and how to plan for provider 

visits, evaluate provider visits, and develop a plan for the next visit. In this way, our visits to providers 
are a continuous advancement, one visit leading to and building upon the last to advance the provider 
along the adoption stairway to the desired behavior.  

3. Say at the end of this session,  you will be able to: 

 Describe how the PBCC Interaction Model and 4 Pillars support the communication continuum 

 Describe how using the communication continuum moves providers up the adoption stairway 

 Identify the purpose and components of pre-/post-visit analysis 

 Identify and utilize tools for pre-/post-visit analysis to prepare for upcoming calls with provider 

 

 

 

The PBCC 
Interaction Model 

10 min 

 

1. Say  Preparing for each provider discussion can have a tremendous impact on the quality of those 
conversations.  By reviewing what was discussed previously, including specific questions or concerns 
that you will need to address, you are showing respect to the provider in that you are not starting the 
same conversation over again when you are next in front of them. 

2. Say Think about an athlete and how important it is for them practice and plan.  Many football players 
live by the “10,000 Hour Rule.”  That rule says it takes 10,000 hours of practice and plan to master a set 
of skills.  They would not go out onto the field without thinking through and practicing everything they 
will need to do to win the game.  The most successful players spend this amount of time preparing.  This 
shows just how important it is for you to go into each provider discussion prepared, and thinking about 
what you’ll need for that specific interaction.  The great news is that you can achieve a strong level of 
planning without it taking 10,000 hours!    

3. Show the Flipchart titled “The PBCC Interaction Model.” 

4. Ask a participant to explain each step of the PBCC Interaction Model as a refresher.  

5. Explain that this session will focus on the “Plan” and “Evaluate” steps of the model. 

6. Say Every visit should begin with a plan. There is no way to over-emphasize the importance of showing 

your provider that you put effort into your relationship and the interaction by being prepared.  

• Plan – this is more than a pre-visit plan.  Plan means not only what you are doing with your provider 

on this visit, but also how the visit fits into your overall plan (or goal) for changing the behavior of 

this provider.  

• As part of your plan, you need to think about what you will consider success to be. This will help you 

evaluate each visit with a provider. 

• Remember, behavior change happens through small incremental steps. 

7. Show slide 3, if desired. 

8. Say the time you invest in planning and then evaluating the interaction makes each interaction better 
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than the last and allows you to successfully use a communication continuum to move your providers up 
the adoption stairway. 

9. Show the Flipchart titled “The Adoption Stairway.” 
10. Explain that the PBCC interaction model is a repeated cycle over a series of interactions that can be 

viewed as one long interaction over time with the goal of moving providers up the adoption ladder. 
11. Show slide 4, if desired. 
 
 

                                                                               
Group Discussion 

Importance of the 

Communication 

Continuum 

5 min 1. Show flipchart titled “Communication Continuum.” 
2. Ask participants why it is important to use a communication continuum approach. 
3. Write responses on flipchart.  

Answers could include: It allows you to build upon each interaction to have more impact, providers 
appreciate it when you listen, ensures the conversation is relevant, ensures each visit is designed to 
advance the provider along the adoption stairway, avoids wasting the provider’s time and the PSI rep’s 
time. 

4. Explain that having a plan and being well prepared allows us to build on each visit to have the highest 
likelihood of success of changing provider behaviors over time and moving them up the adoption 
ladder. We cannot expect to accomplish all of our objectives in one interaction.  Think about the last 
time you had to make a big change in your life.  Did it happen quickly or did it take time?  Did you need 
a lot of support or a little? Just like with us, it takes time and information from us for our providers to 
make behavioral changes.  In order to make sure it is an effective process, you have to plan your 
interactions over time to be one long persuasive discussion. 

5. SAY: In this session we will explore planning and preparing. 
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Group Discussion 
Review 
 
The Four Pillars  

25 min 1. Show the flipchart titled “The 4 Pillars of PBCC.” 
2. Ask one participant to review the 4 Pillars for the group. 
3. Ask for four volunteers. Assign each volunteer one pillar. 
4. Ask each volunteer to describe how having a well-developed and thought out plan for each provider 

visit allows us to exemplify their assigned pillar and ensure we deliver on the Provider Experience. 
5. Examples: 

- Knowledge – we need to review what we know about the provider so that we can plan to 
address needs or barriers during the visit; identify gaps in knowledge about the provider so that 
we may ask the provider during the visit; and strengthen our own technical knowledge before 
the visit if we need to discuss a topic we are unsure of. 

- Relevance – we need to make sure the topic of the discussion address a provider need or 
barrier and is important to the provider. 

- Balance – we need to make sure what we discuss with provider serves PSI’s needs in terms of 
behavior change as well as the providers 

- Service – if we promised we would follow up on something for the provider, we need to remind 
ourselves to do so and discuss with the provider.  
 

 

Discussion 
 
Steps to Pre-Visit 
Planning 

 1. Ask participants to recall the Steps in the Planning Process. Construct flipcharts below. 
2. Remind participants that these same Steps are taken when planning for a provider visit. 
3. Say Gather, Analyze and Prioritize are Steps taken before the visit. Let’s look at each Step in detail and 

Territory Management Tools that will help us with planning at each Step. 

 

Flipchart  

(Example to the left) 
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Discussion: 
 
Step 1&2: 
Gather and 
Analyze Info 

 **Facilitator’s Note: The following section utilizes territory planning tools.  As stated in Pre-Work on page 
2 of this facilitator’s guide, your country can either use these tools or ones that you have adapted to 
measure the qualitative components of PBCC.  If your participants have not been introduced to these 
tools, you will need to add 45-60 minutes at the start of this section to introduce their purpose and how 
they are used.  Please see annex 1 for full descriptions of the standard PSI tools. 

 
 

1. Say we will discuss the first two steps Gather and Analyze Info together. 
2. Ask participants where we might find information on our provider and previous visits. 

This is in the Territory Management Tools – Health Facility Data Sheet, Provider Visit History and Notes 
Tool and Provider Strategy Planner. If the program does not use these tools, they can be introduced here 
per the facilitator’s note above OR if the program uses other tools that collect qualitative data, those 
tools should be referenced here. 

 
3. Ask participants why we must look at and analyze information about out provider before the visit. 
4. Lead a discussion to uncover 3 key areas: 

Analyze what we already KNOW about the provider. 
Determine what MISSING INFORMATION we need. 
Remind ourselves what actions were agreed upon during the last visit that we must FOLLOW UP on. 
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Flipchart 
 
What we KNOW 
about the 
provider 

 1. Say when we analyze what we know about the provider, we are reviewing needs, barriers, motivations, 
biases, etc. that have already been uncovered.  

2. Show “What you Know” Flipchart 
3. Ask participants what they next need to determine once they figure out what they know.  Answer 

should be what they have addressed and what they have not addressed. If participants do not respond 
with this answer, Say it.   

4. Write “What you have addressed” on the flipchart in the box on the left. 
5. Ask what you do with the information you have addressed.  Answer should be that they can move to 

the next need, barrier, motivation, and/or bias.  If participants do respond with this answer, Say it. 
6. Write “What you have not addressed” in the box on the right. 
7. Ask what you do with the information you have not addressed.  Answer should be that it is a possible 

discussion topic for a future visit.  If participants do not respond with this answer, Say it. 
8. Say we also need to determine which have been addressed and which have not. Those that have not 

been addressed may be potential topics for discussions on future visits. 
9. Refer back to the Provider Visit History and Notes Tool to find this information from previous visits. 
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Discussion 
 
What 
INFORMATION IS 
MISSING that we 
need 

 1. Say sometimes we need more information about the provider to advance the communication 
continuum and the provider along the adoption stairway. In this case we may need to plan questions for 
the visit. 

2. Ask participants what kinds of information might be missing. How would they find out this information? 
(open questions) 

3. Refer back to the Provider Visit History and Notes Tool to find this information from previous visits. 
 

 

 

Discussion 
 
FOLLOW UP 

 1. Say we also need to review the previous visit and what follow up needs to take place on agreed upon 
actions that either the provider or the PSI rep was going to take. 

2. Refer back to the Provider Visit History and Notes Tool to find this information from previous visits. 
 

 

Discussion 
 
Step 3: 
Prioritize 

 1. Say now that we’ve have determined potential topics or pieces of information that we need to find out 
during our discussion with the provider, we must complete the 3rd step in the process and prioritize the 
topics/info needed/follow up and focus on the most important areas for the visit. 

2. Ask how do you prioritize and decide what you will speak about? 
3. Write responses on flipchart. 
4. Explain that you should consider what the next logical step is in advancing the provider along the 

adoption stairway. You should also consider the 4 pillars. For example: 
 *Do you need to convince the provider that myths about the IUD are not true before you can invite 
them for a training?  
*Did you ask the provider to try a new way of doing something at the end of the last visit? Do you 
need to follow up on that behavior before asking the provider to try the next behavior? 
*Is there something you are unsure about or information you need in order to advance the provider 
along the adoption stairway? 
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Discussion 
 
Setting the 
Objective for the 
Visit  

 1. Say now that you have determined the priority topic for the visit, you can set an Objective for the visit. 
2. Explain that the visit objective should be SMART and is focused on what action we want the provider to 

agree to take by the end of the call. 
3.  Explain that we may have many tasks to do during our visits to providers. For example, we may need to 

check stock, collect data, face the shelves, etc.. However, these are not the objective of the visit. The 
objective is related to the behavior we want the provider to adopt and how we will move the provider 
along the adoption stairway.  

4. Ask participant to give an example of a visit objective. Help by stating, “At the end of the visit, the 
provider will……” 

Example: 
……believe that IUDs do not cause sterility and are a safe and effective method for long-term 
contraception. 
……have informed me how the new behavior she has tried has worked and if she is satisfied and ready 
to move forward. 
…..consider recommending IUDs for eligible clients who have not had any children yet and wants to 
wait 5 years or more. 
…..have informed me of the specific missing information I need to advance the conversation. 

5. Record the objective of the visit on the Provider Visit History and Notes Tool. 

 

Discussion 
 
Preparing for the 
Visit – The Visit 
Plan 

 1. Say now that you have set your objective for the visit and know the topic you will discuss, it is time to 
prepare for the actual visit, what you will say, and what resources you might need. 

2. Prepare what you will say—open questions, value proposition, features, and benefits—and anticipate 
any obstacles and objections and appropriate responses, and make sure you have the resources you 
need (visual aid, provider job aids, etc.) 

3. Ask participants when they should set visit objectives and prepare for the visit. Discuss. 
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Activity 
 
Tools for Planning 
 
 

30 min 1. Say next we will explore essential territory management tools to help us plan, manage, and evaluate 
provider visits for maximum impact. 

2. Ask participants to look at the following territory management tools for one of the providers in their 
territory Health Facility Data Sheet, Provider Strategy Planner, Provider Visit History and Notes Tool, or 
similar tools they are using. If they are currently using no tools, you will introduce the three tools 
mentioned. 

3. Ask for 3 volunteers. Ask each volunteer to explain how he or she uses the tool, the purpose of the tool, 
how often it is filled out, and for which steps in the visit planning process is the tool used. 
 
Example:  
“The Health Facility Data Sheet” – complete for every clinic, updated once or twice a year. This tool 
allows you to capture information that will help you optimize your routing based on clinic hours as well 
as determine how this clinic fits into your overall macro plan.  Facilitator’s Note: If your country uses a 
different tool to capture this information please use yours instead.  See pre-work for full instructions. 
 
“Provider Strategy Planner” – complete for your top 5-10% of providers.  It captures your assessment of 
where they area on the adoption stairway and provides space for you to write down ideas for 
interacting with them on future calls.  Once you have completed this assessment for your top providers, 
you can complete it for more providers as time permits. Facilitator’s Note: If your country uses a 
different tool to capture this information please use yours instead.  See pre-work for full instructions. 
 
“Provider Visit History and Notes Tool” – use on every visit with every provider before and after the 
visit. This tool captures your plan for the visit and has space for post-visit notes so you can record what 
happened during the visit. Facilitator’s Note: If your country uses a different tool to capture this 
information please use yours instead.  See pre-work for full instructions. 
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Activity 

Planning  

 

40 min 1. Explain that they will now practice planning for visits with a partner using provider profiles.   
2. Show slide 5 – “Activity – Planning.” 
3. Ask participants to find a partner. 
4. Hand out copies of “provider profile 1” in Annex 2 to all participants. 
5. Say work together using the information in provider profile 1 to think about and determine your pre-

visit plan for each provider: 

 Follow the steps above to determine your visit objective and visit plan – Gather, Analyze, Prioritize, 
Set Visit Objective, Prepare and Plan for the Visit 

 Complete the “Provider Visit Notes Tool” for the provider 
6. Monitor time and allow 10 minutes for this. 
7. Debrief by asking participants the following questions: 

 What information did you have or not have and how did you prioritize? 

 What visit objectives did you come up with? 

 What are examples of visit plans you came up with? 
8. Hand out copies of “provider profile 2” in Annex 2 to all participants. 
9. Say work together using the information in provider profile 2 to think about and determine your pre-

visit plan for each provider: 

 Follow the steps above to determine your visit objective and visit plan – Gather, Analyze, Prioritize, 
Set Visit Objective, Prepare and Plan for the Visit 

 Complete the “Provider Visit History and Notes Tool” for the provider 
10. Monitor time and allow 10 minutes for this. 
11. Debrief by asking participants the following questions: 

 What information sis you have or not have and how did you prioritize? 

 What visit objectives did you come up with? 

 What are examples of visit plans you came up with? 
12. Distribute participants a blank copy of the “Provider Visit History and Notes Tool.” 
13. Ask participants to complete the “Provider Visit History and Notes Tool” for one provider in their 

territory following the steps Gather, Analyze, Prioritize, Set Visit Objective, Prepare and Plan for visit. 

Handouts from  

Annex 2 

 

Discussion  

 

The Importance of 

Follow Up 

5 m

i

n 

1. Say at this point in the workshop, we will assume we have made it through the PBCC Interaction Model 
through “Next Steps.” 

2. Say following the call, you need to fulfill any commitments you made during the call, such as: 

 Delivering promised resources  

 Providing answers to questions  
3. Explain that following up on your commitments increases your credibility with the provider which 

moves you up the Relationship Pyramid. By following up you maintain a presence in the provider’s mind 
between calls and ultimately move them up the adoption stairway. 
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4. Say in order to demonstrate excellent follow-up, a post visit evaluation must be completed 

Flip Chart 
 
Evaluate & Next 
Steps 
 
 

15 min 1. Ask participants why it is important to evaluate every provider interaction? 
- Answers should include:  
- To determine if we achieved the visit objective 
- To identify remaining barriers or needs that need to be addressed in order to move the provider along 
the adoption stairway 
- To identify visit objectives and topics of discussion for the next visit so that we continue, in small 
increments, to move the provider along the adoption stairway to the desired behavior. 
- To identify which value propositions, responses to barriers, obstacles or objections, and strategies 
worked well and which could be improved. (self-coaching) 

2. If the answers from above are not said from participants, share them. 
3. Say evaluation is another critical part of the communication continuum.  In other words, did you 

accomplish what you hoped to?  If so, that’s great, but what does that mean for the next visit with this 
provider?  Evaluating allows us an opportunity to think through and adjust our approach on the next 
visit as a result of a newly uncovered provider need or natural progression of the interaction.   

4. Explain that one way to get into the habit of evaluating your visit is to think about some questions you 
can ask yourself after the visit is complete. Let’s spend a few moments discussing what some of those 
evaluation questions may be.  

5. Show flipchart titled “Evaluate & Next Steps.” 
6. Ask participants to share examples of questions that would help someone evaluate how a call went.  

Provide the example of “Did I accomplish my objective for the call?” 
7. Write their responses on the flipchart. 

Answers should include:   
- What progress has been made moving the provider along the adoption stairway?  
- What do I think went well in the interaction?  
- What could I have done differently or better in the interaction?  
- How well did my pre-visit plan set me up for success in a provider and client focused interaction?  
- Where were there gaps between my pre-visit plan and what happened?  
- Did I move this provider up the adoption stairway?   
- Did I align with the appropriate pillars? 

8. Debrief by sharing the answers from the guide above if they were not said.  
9. Explain that these questions, when answered by you, will give you the information you need to evaluate 

your interaction and will provide ideas to help plan for your next interaction with this provider.  The 
PBCC Interaction Model is a cycle and makes the call continuum.  It is how you ensure that a series of 
interactions with one provider seems like one long visit over time and results in moving them up the 
adoption stairway. 
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Evaluation Tools  
 

 

10 i

n 

1. Say now that we have discussed the importance of evaluating; let’s talk about the tool you can use to 
capture this information after each call.  Remember, that PBCC is about provider behavior change and 
the tools we will discuss are meant to support your efforts around this. It is not about filling out tools, 
but more importantly how the tools can support your execution of PBCC. Filling out forms is not what 
changes provider behavior. 

2. Say you should recall the “Provider Visit History and Notes Tool” we used during the “planning” activity 
portion of the workshop and the good news is that is the same tool you will capture your post visit 
notes on.  It provides you with a place to document what took place so that you do not forget before 
your next interaction and think about your objective for the next call.  It is a tool for both the “Territory 
Planning” and “Evaluation” parts of the call continuum.   Facilitator’s Note: If your country uses a 
different tool to capture this information please use yours instead.  See pre-work for full instructions. 

3. Ask participants if anyone has experience using this form to help to evaluate a visit and if so, ask them 
to share how they use it and what success stories they may have as a result. 

3. Say the final tool we will discuss today is the “Monthly Report”.  This tool allows you to capture your 
activities form the month to share with your supervisor.  Completing the “Provider Visit History and 
Notes Tool” accurately will be critical to ensuring you are able to fill this out.  This tool is important 
because it is how you share information with your supervisor that will help him/her support you better.  
It is your feedback loop to him/her.  It is one of the best ways to make sure he/she truly understand 
how to support your efforts to help providers help their clients. Facilitator’s Note: If your country uses 
a different tool to capture this information please use yours instead.  See pre-work for full 
instructions. 

4. Hand out copies of the “Monthly Report” (or the tool that your country uses). 
5. Ask participants if anyone has experience using this form and if so, ask them to share how they use it 

and what success stories they may have as a result. 
6. Say top representatives are always getting better. The call continuum is one simple way to execute on 

that idea. Call planning is taking the time to systematically think about what you are about to do and 
evaluating is taking the time to learn from what you just did and use that information to plan. 

 

 

Activity 

Evaluating 

 

40 min 1. Explain that they will now practice evaluating visits with a partner using provider profiles.   
2. Show slide 6 – “Evaluation & Next Steps.” 
3. Ask participants to find a partner. 
4. Hand out copies of “provider visit 1” in Annex 3 to all participants. 
5. Say work together using the information from the (pretend) provider visit 1 to evaluate the visit with 

this provider: 

 Use the process of asking yourself questions like the ones we used earlier in the workshop to think 
about and capture what you accomplished. 

 Use the answers to these questions to determine a visit objective and visit plan (value proposition, 
messaging, and resources) for your next visit. 
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6. Use any appropriate tools to capture what your evaluation and next steps 
7. Instruct participants to begin.   
8. Monitor time and allow 10 minutes for this. 
9. Debrief by asking participants the following questions: 

 What did you accomplish during this (pretend) visit? 

 What are examples visit objectives and visit plans you came up with for your next visit? 
10. Hand out copies of (pretend) “provider visit 2” in Annex 3 to all participants. 
11. Say work together using the information from the (pretend) provider visit 1 to evaluate the visit with 

this provider: 

 Use the process of asking yourself questions like the ones we used earlier in the workshop to think 
about and capture what you accomplished. 

 Use the answers to these questions to determine a visit objective and visit plan (value proposition, 
messaging, and resources) for your next visit. 

12. Use any appropriate tools to capture what your evaluation and next steps. 
13. Instruct participants to begin.   
14. Monitor time and allow 10 minutes for this. 
15. Debrief by asking participants the following questions: 

 What did you accomplish during this (pretend) visit? 

 What are examples visit objectives and visit plans you came up with for your next visit? 

Activity  
 
Territory Planning 
Time 
 
Territory Planning 
Expectations 

60 min 1. Say earlier in the workshop you had time to plan for 2 pretend providers.  At this point in the workshop 
you will have time to plan for you top 3-5 Facilities and the providers in them. 

2. Show slide 7 – “Activity – Territory Planning.” 
3. Ask participants to select their top 3-5 facilities to use for this workshop and have them begin with the 

first one. 
4. Say work individually to think about and determine your pre-visit plan for each provider: 

 Use the process of asking yourself questions like the ones we used earlier in the workshop to think 
about what you know and what you need to know. 

 Use the answers to these questions to determine a visit objective and visit plan (value proposition, 
messaging, resources) 

 If appropriate, use your planning tools to capture your plan for your next visit. 
5. Walk around the room and help the representatives complete their plans. 
6. Monitor the time and let them know when 60 minutes is over. 
7. Say that they should take time to plan for all of their providers and that during future field visits they 

will have a chance to show and discuss their plans with their supervisor. 
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Provider Behavior 
Change 
Communications 
(PBCC) Call 
Continuum Recap 

2 min 1. Show the Recap Slide to use as a guide, if needed.  
2. Answer any questions that participants have at this point. 
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Tool Purpose Frequency What data is collected 

and recorded 

How data is collected Reporting Lines (to whom 

are reports distributed) 

How reports are used 

Provider Visit 

History and Notes 

Tool 

 

Record date of visit, content 

of visit, visit notes and next 

visit objectives for providers 

Daily – Update for 

every provider 

visit 

Provider name, date of 

visit, topics discussed, 

materials/samples 

provided, visit objective, 

objections/questions, 

success stories, objective 

for next visit 

Complete based on 

provider visit 

Provider Visit History and 

Notes are filed in PSI 

Representative binder 

behind Provider Profile 

Sheet or Strategy Planner 

for the given provider 

Used by PSI Representatives 

to plan provider visits and 

record notes of each visit. 

Used by Supervisor to coach 

and monitor application of 

detailing techniques 

 

Provider Strategy 

Planner 

 

In-depth planning of provider 

visits and visit notes. Only for 

Top 10-20 providers in a 

given health service/product 

area 

Updated daily 

before and after 

provider visits 

Provider name, position 

on adoption Stairway, 

resources provided to 

provider, needs 

assessment, value 

proposition, obstacles, 

visit notes and next visit 

plan 

PSI Representative 

completes based on 

information gathered 

during provider visits 

and value proposition 

created to address 

providers’ needs 

Strategy Planning Sheets are 

filed in PSI Representative 

binder behind Provider 

Profile Sheet for the given  

Used by PSI Representatives 

to plan provider visits and 

record notes of each visit 

Used by Supervisor to coach 

and monitor application of 

detailing techniques 

 

Health Facility Data 

Sheet 

 

Provide basic information on 

all health facilities covered by 

PSI Representative. 

One Health Facility Data 

Sheet is created for each and 

every group practice clinic, 

single practice provider, 

pharmacy and other health 

facility covered by PSI 

Representative. 

Once for initial 

information 

gathering; 

On-going updates 

as necessary to 

ensure that it 

remains current 

Basic facility background 

information  

Estimated client flows 

for PSI service/product 

areas  

PSI Representative 

completes information 

for each facility in their 

territory and checks 

accuracy of 

data/gathers additional 

information needed on 

an ongoing basis.  

Data Sheets are kept in PSI 

Representative binder filed 

under clinic, provider, 

pharmacy or health facility 

name.  

Used by PSI Representatives 

to plan visits, determine 

potential in terms of client 

flow 

Can be used by MIS to create 

an electronic database of 

health facilities. 

Monthly 

Planner 

Provide information about 

provider visits including 

activities, trainings, resources 

used, qualitative PBCC 

feedback and provider 

feedback 

Updated monthly  Provider coverage, 

distribution, trainings, 

other activities by 

providers and qualitative 

PBCC feedback 

Medial Detailer 

completes information 

based on activities with 

providers during the 

month. 

PSI Representative sends to 

Supervisor each month. 

Used to ensure Supervisors 

have quantitative and 

qualitative feedback from 

their PSI Representatives 

about provider activities and 

needs.   

Annex 1: PBCC Planning & Evaluation Tools 
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Basic Tool #1                                                     Facility Volume: (High | Medium | Low) 

HEALTH FACILITY DATA SHEET        
To be completed and filed for each health facility in PSI Rep’s territory and updated as information changes. 

 

Name of health facility/provider: ______________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: _________________________________________________ Tel: _______________________ 

Territory: ____________________________________ Region: ____________________________________ 

 

 

Hours of 

Operation 

Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

       

Best times        

 

Key Contacts (manager, receptionist, etc): 

Name: _________________________________________________ Position: __________________________________ 

Type of Facility (circle one):  

Public  Private Hospital Private Non-

Network 

Dispensary Pharmacy Depot Wholesaler Other 

(specify) 

Provider Segmentation 

Provider Name Health Area Segment 

assigned 

(A|B|C|D) 

Date 

assigned 

Segment 

assigned 

(A|B|C|D) 

Date 

assigned 

Rotated 

out         

(Y | N) 
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Provider Strategy Planner
Provider Name: ________________________
Clinic Name:  __________________________

Adoption Ladder – Where are they
Circle step

What you know about provider

Identified Needs

Offer Impact

Proof Cost/Risk to Provider

Visual Aid Section: Visual Aid Section:

Visual Aid Section.: Visual Aid Section:

1.

2.

1.

2.

Number of Clients/Month______
Number Insertions/Month________

Date of Last Visit________
Background

Open Questions to Identify Needs

Uncovering Needs

Value Proposition

Barriers
Potential SolutionsLikely Barriers

Visit Objective
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PROVIDER VISIT HISTORY AND NOTES 

To be completed by PSI Rep immediately after visit. One copy filed in appropriate folder for future reference, one copy to MIS 

Provider Name: ________________________________ Segment: _______ Date of visit: _________________  

(Circle one):  AWARENESS  INTEREST  TRIAL  ADOPTION  ADVOCACY 

(Circle one):  PUBLIC  PRIVATE  PROVIDER  PHARMACIST OTHER__________ 

Visit Details 
 Services/Products 

Discussed (check 

all that apply) 

Samples Left 

(specify #) 

Current Stock 

(specify #) 

Current Supplier (name) Order Placed? (specify #) 

FP - IUDs      

FP - STMs      

PAC      

EC      

Condoms      

Other (specify)      

 
Objective of Visit: __________________________________________________________________________ 
Topic/Value Proposition: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Objections/Concerns Raised:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Follow-up Actions Required:  _________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Success Stories: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Expected Date of 

Next Visit: 

Call Objective for Next Visit: Comments: 
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MONTHLY REPORT 
To be completed by PSI Representative at end of each month and copy sent to Supervisor 

Rep: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 

 

1. PROVIDER COVERAGE: 

 

 Total # 

Provider 

Visits 

# Public 

Providers 

# Network 

Providers 

# Non-Network 

Private 

Providers 

# New 

Providers 

# Providers per 

Segment 

# Potential Network 

Providers Identified 

# Pharmacy/ 

Depots/ 

Wholesaler 

A B C D 

TOTAL 

PLANNED 

           

TOTAL 

COMPLETED 

           

 

2. DISTRIBUTION: 

 
 Number Visits per 

service/product 

Type and # of Samples Left  Materials/literature left (specify type and quantity) 

FP - IUDs    

FP - Other    

PAC    

Malaria    

CS    

STI    

Other (specify)    

 

 

Rep: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 
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3. TRAINING 

Date Location Topic Audience # Trained 

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

4. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Describe all other activities conducted, coordinated, attended, etc. during the month (i.e., round table discussions, workshops attended, outreach events, etc.) 

Date Location Type of Activity Theme or Topic # Providers Attended 

     

     

     

     

Rep: _____________________________________________ TERRITORY: __________________________________  MONTH/YEAR: ________________ 
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5. COMMENTS (Describe in detail) 

a. Key barriers encountered:________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. Key questions raised: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

c. Provider Success Stories: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

d. Other (what worked well, what didn’t new information to share, etc.): __________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Annex 2: Provider Profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provider type:  Doctor 

Setting: Private clinic 

# Family planning clients: Moderate 

Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana)  

Provider Background 

 

 Doctor Ana knows about IUCDs and has been trained to insert them.  She was trained about 
6 months ago and has performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

 She claims that she does not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask for 
one, she does offer the service.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, 
Doctor Ana will give her client that method. She feels the client will be more compliant if she 
receives the method she asked for. 
 

 When Doctor Ana discusses the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose 
injectables over other methods that are discussed. 
 

 During previous conversations, Doctor Ana has said that she knows IUCDs are effective, but 
she wants to go with what her clients prefer, so she doesn’t make a strong recommendation 
for one method over the other. 
 

 She has also shared that when she does talk about IUCDs with her clients, sometimes it can 
become a long conversation because her clients have heard incorrect information from 
friends or other sources (for example, that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be 
born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for her to manage sometimes because her 
schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What You Know 

 

 Doctor Ana was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

 You asked if she had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion with her, 
and she said no. 
 

 You confirmed that she has a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 
 

On Your Last Visit 
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Provider type:  Doctor 

Setting: Private clinic 

# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 

Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 

 Doctor Tay understands the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but he has not yet 
screened any clients.  

 

 He knows that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. He is not sure what the 
four questions are, but he has heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), 
which he respects highly. 
 

 In previous calls with Doctor Tay, you had left copies of the four-question screener, but he can’t seem 
to ever find them and doesn’t recall what the questions are. 
 

 When asked about which clients he thinks are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, he 
can only recall one client type.  

What You Know 

 

 Doctor Tay was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

 You asked if he had screened any clients for TB since your previous discussions with him and he said 
no. When you asked him why he hadn’t screened any clients, he said that he just doesn’t have any 
clients that ask about TB or to be screened. 

 

 You confirmed that he recalled specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in his area. 
 

 
 

On Your Last Visit 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay)  
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Annex 3: Provider Visits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Provider is not confident in her IUCD insertion ability as she has only done a few since she was trained; 
this is one reason she does not recommend IUCD more strongly to her clients. 
 

 She feels that IUCDs are effective, but they are inconvenient to her practice because the conversation 
with the client sometimes takes longer and IUCD insertion takes more time than giving an injection or 
prescribing pills. 
 

 You met other clinic staff during this visit who interact with patients and assist with small procedures.  
They were all interested to know more about IUCDs. 

Visit Summary 

Provider Visit 1 (Doctor Ana)  

 

Provider type:  Doctor 

Setting: Private clinic 

# Family planning clients: Moderate 

Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Background 
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Provider type:  Doctor 

Setting: Private clinic 

# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 

Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 He believes that screening and referring for TB would take a lot of additional time in his already 
busy clinic. 

 

 He heard from another provider who does screen and refer clients for TB that it can be difficult to 
follow up with them. 

 
 

 His wife and eldest daughter help to run your busy clinic and shared that they worry a becoming 
infected with TB if clients with TB are regularly in your clinic.  

 
 

Visit Summary 

Provider Visit 2 (Doctor Tay)  



The Communication
Continuum



 Describe how the PBCC Interaction Model and 4 
Pillars support the communication continuum

 Describe how using the communication continuum 
moves providers up the adoption stairway

 Identify the purpose and components of pre-/post-
visit analysis

 Identify and utilize tools for pre-/post- visit analysis to 
prepare for upcoming calls with providers

Objectives

page 2
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Plan
Uncover 
Provider 
Needs

Deliver 
Solution

Reinforce 
Solution Evaluate

PBCC Interaction Model



The Adoption Stairway

SLIDE 4

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for



 Find a partner.
 Use Provider Profile 1 to work together determine 

your pre-visit plan
 Follow the steps form the Planning Cycle – Gather, 

Analyze, Prioritize, Set Visit Objective, Prepare and 
Plan for the Visit

 Complete the “Provider Visit History and Notes Tool” 
for the provider

 Repeat for Provider Profile 2
 Complete the same process individually for one of 

the providers in your territory

Activity - Planning

page 5



 Find a partner.
 Use Provider Visit 1 to evaluate your last visit with them
 Use the process of asking yourself questions to think 

about and capture what you accomplished.
 Use the answers to determine a visit objective and visit 

plan 
 Use any appropriate tools to capture what your 

evaluation and next steps
 Repeat for Provider Visit 2

Activity – Evaluation & Next Steps

page 6



 Select your top 3-5 facilities to use for this workshop 
and have them begin with the first one.

 Work individually to think about and determine your 
pre-visit plan for each provider:

 Ask yourself questions to think about what you know 
and what you need to know.

 Use the answers to to determine a visit objective and 
visit plan 

 If appropriate, use your planning tools to capture your 
plan for your next visit.

Activity – Territory Planning

page 7



Recap

page 8

 The Planning Process includes Gathering, Analyzing, Prioritizing and 
Monitoring 

 Gathering & Analyzing has 3 parts: What you know, Missing Information 
(What you need to know) and Follow up

 Follow Up involves what you commit to AND what your provider 
commits to

 The information you gather and analyze must be prioritized to 
determine your call objective for your next call

 The call objective is the action you want your provider to agree to by the 
end of the call

 You prepare for the call by determining the information you want to 
share and the resources you have used

 Once you conduct the call, evaluating it is key to begin the process 
again

 Using a call continuum approach is how you move providers up the 
adoption stairway.



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Territory Planning 

 
 

 

1.  Schedule a time and location for you and your PSI Representative to conduct a Macro Level (Territory 

Level) Business Review and let the Representative know ahead of time so that they can prepare. 

 
2.  Ask the PSI Representative to come prepared to discuss the following about their calendar cycle:  

 

 What tool are they currently using to track their calendar cycle? 

 How did they decide which providers to include in the cycle? 

 How did they decide how frequently to visit providers? 

 How often will they update their calendar cycle to ensure it remains current and relevant? 
 

 

3. Provide coaching and feedback based on the discussion from step 2. 
 
Consider the following points from the workshop: 

 Remember 80/20 rule.  Focus on priority customers. 

 Segmenting and prioritizing providers is critical to success. 

 A/B Providers should represent 80% of Representative’s time. 

 C Providers should represent 15% of Representative’s time. 

 D Providers should represent 5% of Representative’s time. 

 Calendar Cycles help med reps plan and manage territory effectively. 

 Planning is a fluid process and should be done routinely. 

 
 

 

  

Activity 1 – Macro Level Business Review (Should be conducted FIRST) 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Territory Planning 

 
 

 

 

1. Schedule a time and location for you and your PSI Representative to conduct a Micro Level 

(Provider/Clinic Level) Business Review and let the Representative know ahead of time so that they can 

prepare. 

 
2.  Ask the PSI Representative to come prepared to discuss the following about their individual provider 

plans:  

 

 What tool are they currently using to plan for and evaluate provider interactions? 

 Where are the providers in the adoption stairway, and how will they move them up the steps 
using the communication continuum? 

 How will they ensure their visits align to the 4 Pillars of PBCC Execution? 

 What is their overall plan for this provider? 

 What is their next visit objective for this provider? 

 What resources will they use to support their visit objectives? 

 What questions have they thought of head of time to ensure they evaluate the interaction and 
plan for the following visit? 

 
 

3. Provide coaching and feedback based on the discussion from step 2. 
 
Consider the approaches from the workshop when creating the conversation: 

 The communication continuum helps to move providers up the adoption stairway. 

 It is important to incorporate the following when planning visits with providers: 

 Adoption Stairway 

 Alignment to the 4 Pillars 

 Provider needs, biases, motivations, barriers to change 

 Which Value Proposition to share 

 What resources to use 

 Representatives should utilize tools for pre-/post-visit analysis and prepare for effective PBCC 

interactions with top providers. 

 

 

Activity 2 – Micro Level Business Review (Should be conducted SECOND) 
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ENGAGING THE PROVIDER: 

OPENINGS & EXTENDING THE INTERACTION 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  

 

 

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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Materials Needed: 

- Markers (at least 1 per person) - Flipchart Paper 
- Blank colored and white paper (at least 3 per person each) - Tape 
- Projector              - Timer or Watch 

Time Estimate: 5 Hours 

SESSION: ENGAGING OPENINGS & EXTENDING THE INTERACTION

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

Objectives: 

1. Engage the provider with interest-generating openings such as:
a. Statements that generate curiosity
b. Open ended questions
c. Referencing prior commitments and interactions with the PROVIDER when engaging the PROVIDER
d. Client descriptions
e. Leveraging the value proposition

2. Identify and integrate words that have impact into provider based communications.
           

 Gather materials listed below.
 Write at the top of a flipchart: “Challenges to Engaging.”
 Write at the top of a flipchart: “Words with Impact.”
 Create “The Engaging Opening” Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 7 to guide you.
 Create “4 Rules for Openings” Flipchart.  Refer to the example flipchart on page 7 to guide you.
 Write at the top a flipchart: “The 2 Minute Provider.”

Throughout the session participants will be creating openings and short discussions.  You need to collect all of the examples after the session so that 
you can create job aids for field pull-through.  Additionally you will need to send a copy of all of the examples to James Ayers at jayers@psi.org. 

Affix all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 
workshop). 

mailto:mwarsh@psi.org
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Slide 1:  

Engaging 
Openings 

 

2 min 1. Welcome participants by saying “What if I told you that I could help you dramatically increase the time 
you get with your toughest providers with only a small change to what you are already doing?”   

2. Allow time for the participants to respond yes! 
3. Explain this session will cover the first step of the 1:1 interaction portion of the Provider Behavior 

Change Communications process: Engaging Openings.  Additionally it will cover how to maintain 
engagement throughout a conversation and increase impact during shorter calls. 

4. Explain that it is important to engage our providers upfront to gain their interest, extend the time of the 
interaction, and ensure a relevant, balanced interaction. In this session, we will discuss different 
methods for engaging providers and give everyone a chance to practice them. 

 

 

Slide 2: 
 
Objectives  

 

3 min 

1. Show slide 2 – “Objectives.” 
 

2. Say that there are specific techniques you can use to engage your providers and keep them interested 
in having a product conversation with you. 

 
3. Say that at the end of this session, you will be able to: 

• Engage the provider with interest-generating openings such as: 
a. Statements that generate curiosity 
b. Open ended questions   
c. Reference prior commitments and interactions with the provider  
d. Client descriptions 
e. Leveraging the value proposition 

• Identify and integrate words that have impact into provider based communications. 
• Create and utilize two minute interactions to share relevant information and extend the interaction. 

 

 

 

Definition of an 
Opening 

10 min 1. Ask participants what they think an opening is. 
Answers should include: how you transition from personal discussion to a discussion about PSI products 
and services, how you engage the provider 

2. Say that the opening of a visit is not the greeting or salutation and it is not asking how the provider’s 
weekend was, but it is the part of the visit where you transition from a personal discussion into a 
discussion about PSI products and services and it is how you engage the provider and gain their interest 
in talking to you more. 

3. Show slide 3 “Basic Field Visit Structure.” 
4. Say during your initial PBCC training you had an overview on the structure of a call.  This session will 

focus on step 3, “Opening to set the stage for the visit”.   
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5. Explain that we will discuss more about the transition from “Greeting” to “Opening” in the 
“Professional Relationships” session, but it is important to note that this step is the transition from a 
personal to a professional discussion. 

Flipchart 

Activity: 

What makes an 
effective opening?  

40 min Activity 1: 
 
1. Give each participant a piece of paper and pen. 
2. Say think about the definition for an opening we just discussed and then think about worst opening you 

have used or heard in the past from a provider interaction or could be an example outside of work.  It 
should be an opening that did not grab the attention of the person it was intended for and did not 
result in an extended, engaging communication.  Share an example: What if I started today by saying: 
“Today I am going to show you 50 slides”?  Would you be excited or looking forward to our time 
together?  Probably not. 

3. Ask participants to write the example down on their sheet of paper. 
4. Ask each participant read what they wrote aloud. 
5. Ask What is the common theme that’s in each of these examples? The examples will probably include 

close ended question, sharing information that is not relevant and statements that do not grab the 
attention of the recipient 

6. Give each participant another piece of paper. 
7. Say now think about the best opening you have used or heard in the past from a provider interaction or 

could be an example outside of work.  It should be an opening that DID grab the attention of the person 
it was intended for and DID result in an extended, engaging communication.  Share an example: “Today 
I started asking if you were interested in me help you increase the time you get with your toughest 
providers.  Raise your hand if that grabbed your attention.” 

8. Ask participants to write the example down on their sheet of paper. 
9. Ask each participant read what they wrote aloud. 
10. Ask what the common theme is that’s in each of these examples. The examples will probably include 

open ended questions, sharing information that is relevant and statements that grab the attention of 
the recipient 

11. Explain both types of openings are memorable, but one is for a good reason, and one is not so good.  It 
is important to know that the openings we use are critical to the success of the interactions we have 
with providers. If we do not have their attention from the beginning and maintain it throughout the call, 
it will be difficult to change their behaviors in the desired way. 

 

 

 
20 Seconds 

5 min 1. Say “20 Seconds!”  Wait a few seconds before continuing to make sure people have a few seconds to 
think about that amount of time. 

2. Say It’s been said that you create a provider’s interest in—or  
resistance to—what you have to say in the first 20 seconds of your encounter. You may not be able to 
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measure the time so precisely but very early on during a sales visit a provider will decide whether they 
are interested in having a discussion with you.  

3. Ask Why this is this important.  Answers will probably include that 20 seconds is not a very long time so 
what is said during that time must be impactful. 

Flipchart 
 
Challenges to 
Engaging 

10 min 1. Show the Flipchart with the title of “Challenges to Engaging.” 
2. Say I doubt that it surprises you to know the importance of engaging providers because we engage with 

our friends and/or family every day.  We tell stories or ask questions with complete ease, but often it is 
harder to do this with providers. 

3. Ask participants why it is so hard to engage providers.   
 
Answers will probably include that providers are often preoccupied with other daily tasks or in a hurry 
and distracted, representatives have difficulty in knowing what might interest/hook a provider, 
intimidation, uncertain if the provider will listen to you, hard to know how to connect to the provider, et 
 

4. Write the answers from the participants on the flipchart. 
5. Debrief by sharing the examples from above if they were not said by participants. 
6. Explain that as many of you shared providers are often in a hurry and distracted and it can be difficult to 

know how to get their interest or hook them.  By using engaging openings, we are able to gain their 
interest, and hopefully, their time. 

 

Flipchart 

Activity: Engaging 
through Words 
with Impact 

25 min 1. Say before we learn about and start creating engaging openings, let’s start by discussing words with 
impact.   

2. Ask participants what they think words with impact are.  The answers should relate to gaining and 
maintaining the attention of the provider. 

3. Explain that what this means is choosing words that “hook” the provider and keep their interest.  You 
should always be truthful in your statements, but you should select words that will grab his or her 
attention.  For example, instead of saying, “Implants can prevent pregnancy,” you could say, “Implants 
are highly effective at preventing pregnancy.”  Both statements are true, but the second one is more 
memorable and attention getting.   

4. Ask if anyone remembers the word with impact used in the opening of the session.  The answer is 
“dramatically increase.” 

Activity 
5 minutes: 
1. Show the flipchart titled “Words with Impact,” and ask participants to share examples of words that get 

the attention of a listener.  Write these words on the flipchart.   
10 minutes 
1. Ask participants to write 1 or 2 sentences about their favorite food on a sheet of paper. 
2. Ask participants to find a partner, switch papers with each other and read what the other person wrote. 
3. Ask participants to change 2-3 words of their partner’s sentence to make it even more impactful. 
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4. Call on some of the participants to share the before and after version of their sentences. 
5. Explain that it doesn’t take many changes to our current vocabulary to be more engaging, but it can 

make a very big difference.  You would not want to use too many or use them in a way that is not 
truthful.  Small changes make a huge difference.   When creating engaging openings later in this 
workshop, it will be important to use appropriate words with impact. 

 
*Note to facilitator – When asking participants to share examples of words with impact, it may be helpful to 
provide examples to help them start thinking.  All of the examples include an additional or different word in 
bold to grab the attention of the provider.  For example: 

• “critically important” instead of “important”  
• “highly valuable” instead of “important” 
• “surprising statistic” instead of “statistic” 
• “relevant fact” instead of “fact” 
• “great” instead of “good” 
• “Quality of life plummets..” 
• “Unnecessary pain/cost/...” 
• “The shocking truth is....” 
• “The staggering statistic is...” 
• “The immense pain causes...” 
• “This is a critical time to...” 
• “Survival is the foundation for…” 
• “Early diagnosis and treatment is crucial to...”  

 
Flipcharts/Slide 

The Engaging 
Opening  

Engaging 
Examples 

 

30 min 1. Show the flipchart – “The Engaging Opening.” 
2. Explain that at the start of each discussion, you need to engage your provider with an opening 

statement that will interest him or her: 
• Statements that generate curiosity 
• Open ended questions   
• References to prior commitments and interactions with the provider  
• Client descriptions 
• Leveraging the value proposition 

3. Show “Engaging Examples” flipchart.  
4. Ask participants if they can think of an example opening of a statement that generates curiosity. 
5. Share the example of a statement that generates curiosity: “Other providers have told me that a 

concerning percentage of clients do not take their medicine correctly.  I am curious as to whether or not 
you see similar trends with your clients and to what degree this impacts your approach to family 
planning?”  In this example, the first statement generates curiosity and then is followed by a question.  
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This is an example of demonstrating relevance and increasing your knowledge about the provider. 
6. Ask participants if they can think of an example opening using an open ended question. 
7. Share the example of an open ended question:  “When you decide between one method of family 

planning over another, what do you consider?” Explain that sometimes a question that is not specific to 
a product may be a better way to engage the provider.  An example could include: “I would like to ask 
for your input as to what resources PSI might be able to give you to help your conversations with clients 
around family planning?” This is an example of demonstrating relevance and service. 

8. Ask participants if they can think of an example opening of referencing a prior commitment and 
interaction with the provider. 

9. Share the example of referencing prior commitments and interactions with the provider:  “The last 
time we discussed the incredible feedback you have received from your clients about the IUD.  How has 
this affected the way you counsel your other clients about family planning services?”  This is an example 
of demonstrating relevance and improving your knowledge about the provider. 

10. Ask participants if they can think of an example opening of a client description. 
11. Share the example of a client description: “When a young woman that is married with children and is 

unsure about whether she wants additional children comes into your practice, what do you say to her 
when she asks you about family planning methods?”  This is an example of demonstrating relevance 
and potentially balance. 

12. Ask participants if they can think of an example opening of leveraging the value proposition. 
13. Share the example of leveraging the value proposition: “Doctor, if I could show you that in a short 

amount of time you can council your clients on IUCD and increase their satisfaction, would you be 
interested?” 

14. Show slide 4 – “The Engaging Opening,” if desired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flipchart 

Rules for Engaging 
Openings 

5 min 1. Show Rules for “Engaging Openings” flipchart. 
2. Say There are 4 simple rules for engaging openings:  

• Be prepared 
• Be interesting 
• Be brief 
• Be a good listener 

 

Activity 
 
Engaging 

40 min 1. Explain that as we have discussed, what you say to your provider to open a visit sets the tone and 
determines whether you will get time with them to discuss products and services.  This activity will give 
you a chance to create and practice engaging openings.   If you listen carefully to your colleagues, it may 
also provide you with some examples of engaging openings you can use in the field.  Remember, this is 
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Openings a practice activity to become better at creating engaging openings so be open to feedback and learning. 
 
ACTIVITY: 
10 Minutes 
1. Show slide 5 – “Activity – Opening Faceoff.” 
2. Ask participants to individually, work on creating an opening using one or more of the above 

techniques.  They should do this part at the table on their own before moving to the next step. 
20 Minutes 
1. Ask participants to form 2 lines facing each other. 
2. Explain that when called upon, the first participant at the beginning of the line should deliver a 1-

minute or less opening to the person across from them.  All of the other participants should listen to 
this opening. 

3. Ask the first pair to present their openings.  Listen carefully and offer a few words of constructive 
feedback for each participant.  

4. Listen for: 
• Is the opening leading the provider into a specific answer or topic of discussion that they’d be 

willing to discuss? 
• Is the opening focused on what the provider is interested in? 
• Did it gain the attention of the provider? 
• How does it make the provider feel? 
• Was it specific? 

5. Move onto the next pair.  Repeat for all remaining participants. 
• As a team, vote for the best opening within the group.   
• Debrief the activity by asking: Which openings did they vote as the best?  What made them the 

best? 
 
Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the engaging openings that the representatives create in this 
activity. 

 

Activity 
 
Scenario 
Scrambler 

60 min 1. Say now it’s time for a fun challenge – I hope you’re all ready to play! 
2. Show Slide 6: Scenario Scrambler Intro Slide 

 
ACTIVITY 

1. Say for this activity, we’ll use a virtual scenario scrambler machine. When I click “spin,” the machine 
will randomly generate a scenario that includes: 

• An opening type 
• an ADOPTION Stairway step, and 
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• Provider Beliefs 
2. Say there is also a point value attached to each scenario. Points will be awarded based on how well 

each team creates an engaging opening based on the scenario. 
3. Show Slide 7: Scenario Scrambler Challenge: Activity Instructions. 
4. Divide group into 2 teams. 
5. Ask each team to choose a name.  It can be something fun. 
6. Remind participants that each team can earn points by creating an engaging opening based on the  

randomly generated scenarios on the  scenario scrambler machine 
7. Say I will “push the spin button” of the scenario scrambler machine, and the machine will “spin” to 

randomly generate for us an OPENING type, an ADOPTION STAIRWAY Step, Provider Beliefs, and 
the number of potential points for that scenario. The first team up should read the information and 
prepare their engaging opening. Each team will have approximately 3 minutes to plan their 
response. Then one participant selected from the team will share the engaging opening. 

8. Say for each scenario generated in the challenge, select different team members to respond. 
9. Say I will determine the points for each team based on the how good the engaging opening is, if it 

utilizes the correct opening type and if it is relevant based on the client factors and adoption 
Stairway step they are given. I will also take words with impact into consideration. Then at the end 
of the challenge, the team with the most points wins! 

10. Show slide 8: Scenario 1: Team 1. 
11. Click on the Spin Button on the slide. 
12. Once scenario stops spinning, instruct team 1 that they will have 3 minutes to create their interest 

generating opening.  Team 2 should also plan an opening in case they get the opportunity to steal. 
13. Keep track of time and let team 1 know when 3 minutes have passed. 
14. Ask team 1 to share their opening. 
15. Score or let team 2 steal it based on whether their answer is correct. Award team their score based 

on the recommendations in the notes below.  If the team scores 0 points, allow the other team to 
”steal” by presenting their own opening for the scenario.  Award all points to the other team if you 
determine that their opening is better. 

16. Move to next slide: Scenario 2: Team 2. 
17. Repeat steps 11-15, switching teams back and forth as noted on the slides. 
18. Repeat for all remaining scenarios. 

 
Note to Facilitator: There is an answer key in Annex 1. 
Scoring: An answer that is engaging and creative and uses one or more of the methods that they learned 
earlier in the session earns the total number of points shown on the scenario scrambler machine. 
Remember award points to the opposing team if they provide a more complete or engaging opening if they 
get a chance to steal it. 
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Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the engaging openings that the representatives create in this 
activity. 

Flipchart: 
 
The Two minute 
Provider 

15 min 1. Show the “Two Minute Provider” flipchart and say although engaging openings work with many 
providers there are still those that don’t ever give you more than a minute before they want to talk 
about non-work topics or walk away altogether.  We will call these the “two minute providers,” and we 
need a different approach with them. 

2. Ask participants if they have any examples of providers like this and what they have done in this 
situation.  
 
Examples could include utilizing a good engaging opening, following up on a previous request for 
information and/or resources, sharing information that they know is important to the provider, asking 
open ended questions to get the provider to talk, and sharing just the right amount of information.   
 

3. Write their answers on the flip chart. 
4. Debrief by sharing the examples above if the participants don’t say them. 

 

 

 

 

 
Activity/Slide: 

 

Minute to Win It 

 

 

1. Show slide 20 – “2 Minutes to Win It.” 
2. Say: When you are in front of a clinician, you need to engage them and win their attention, and their 

time, before you can win their business. We’re going to practice delivering a compelling discussion in 2 
minutes or less.  The goal is to communicate the features and benefits and to extend the conversation.  
Don’t be afraid to be creative!  Sometimes that is what gets the provider’s attention the most.  For 
example, maybe you can use an object to grab their attention.  You have a “2 Minutes to WIN It!” 
 

ACTIVITY 
15 minutes – Individual Preparation 
1. Show slide 21 – “2 Minutes to Win It! – Role Play” 
2. Ask participants to prepare a quick and engaging two-minute visit that communicates the features and 

benefits using available resources and hooks the provider.  This should be done individually at the table 
before moving to the next step. 

15 minutes – Partner role-play 
1. Instruct participants to pair up 
2. Explain that one individual will begin by playing the role of provider and the other will begin by playing 

the role of representative. Each will have an opportunity to play both roles as time allows.  Instruct 
participants that the person playing the provider should be difficult to engage. 

3. Begin the activity 
5. Time each round, allowing 2 minutes per round. At the end of 2 minutes, participants will switch roles. 
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15 minutes – Championship Round 
1. Show slide 22 – “2 Minutes to Win It! – Championship Round.” 
2. Ask for volunteers who want to compete in a demonstration of their engaging skills in a Championship 

Round of “2 Minutes to WIN It!” 
3. Facilitator may decide how many competitors may participate, based on who was observed delivering a 

strong interaction and the time available.  
4. Once participants are selected, nominate someone to play the role of the provider. 
5. Say that the winner will be decided based on a poll of the audience.  
6. Begin by calling the first participant to deliver their discussion 
7. When all participants have completed their calls, ask the observing participants in the audience to vote 

for the best discussion after all participants have delivered their calls.  Make sure they take words with 
impact into consideration when they vote. 

8. Debrief by asking how participants made their decision to vote for the competitors.  Make sure the 
discussion focuses on being engaging, hooking the provider, being relevant and sharing the right 
amount of information. 

 
Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the 2-minute interactions that the representatives create in this 
activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engaging 
Openings – 
Session Recap 

5 min  
1. Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session – invite discussion. 
 
2. Answer any questions that participants have at this point. 
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PBCC Engaging – Annex 1 

Scenario 1, Team 1  

Opening Type Statement that generates curiosity 

Adoption Stairway Adoption 

Provider Belief IUCDs are expensive for my clients 

Example Answer “Other providers have told me that a concerning percentage of clients do not take their medicine correctly.  I am curious as 
to whether or not you see similar trends with your clients and to what degree this impacts your approach to family 
planning?” 

Scenario 2, Team 2  

Opening Type Open Ended Question 

Adoption Stairway Awareness 

Provider Belief IUCDs last for 12 years; my clients won’t come back and I will lose income 

Example Answer “What is your opinion on the relationship between IUCDs and client satisfaction rates?” 

Scenario 3, Team 1  

Opening Type Reference a prior interaction 

Adoption Stairway Awareness 

Provider Belief IUCDs are difficult and require special technique to insert 

Example Answer “Last time I was here you shared that you have someone else in your office that can do IUCDs insertions.  How can I support 
your efforts to start having her do them?” 
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Scenario 4, Team 2  

Opening Type Leverage a value proposition 

Adoption Stairway Trial 

Provider Belief Provider is trained in IUD insertion but thinks the procedure takes too much time and will keep other clients waiting 

Example Answer “If I could show you a simple way to improve client satisfaction around IUCDs and help your office save time would you be 
interested?” 

Scenario 5, Team 1  

Opening Type Client Profile 

Adoption Stairway Interest 

Provider Belief My clients feel that IUCDs are more complicated than other FP methods 

Example Answer “Let’s say you have a client that is 27 years old with two children and is unsure of whether she and her husband will want to 
have another child until years from now.  If she comes in and shares that she is too busy to remember to take something 
every day, what will you say to her about family planning options?” 

Scenario 6, Team 2  

Opening Type Open-ended Question 

Adoption Stairway Trial 

Provider Belief IUCDs are expensive for my clients 

Example Answer “What has been your experience with IUDs with clients that are looking for 5 or more years of protection?” 

 



Engaging the Provider:
Openings & Extending the 
Interaction



 Engage the provider with interest-generating openings 
such as:
 Statements that generate curiosity
 Open ended questions  
 Reference prior commitments & interactions with the provider 
 Client descriptions
 Sharing the value proposition

 Identify and integrate words that have impact into 
provider based communications.

 Create and utilize two minute interactions to share 
relevant information and extend the interaction.

Objectives

2



 Pre-Visit Plan/Objective

 Greetings

 Opening to set the stage for the visit

 Uncover Provider Needs

 Deliver Solution – Features/Benefits, Value Proposition

 Overcome Barriers/Obstacles

 Commitment

 Post-visit Notes; Next plan

Basic Visit Structure

page 3



 Statements that generate curiosity

 Open ended questions  

 References to prior commitments and interactions with 
the provider 

 Client descriptions

 Leveraging the Value Proposition

The Engaging Opening
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Activity – Opening Faceoff

 Participants form two lines facing each other
– The first person in Line 1 begins by delivering an

interest-generating opening 
– The opposing participant delivers an interest-

generating opening
– Debrief

 Continue until all participants have faced off
 As a team, decide which of the participants had 

the opening that generated the most interest or 
had the most impact
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Scenario Scrambler Challenge!

6

OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario Scrambler Challenge:  Activity Instructions

• Form 2 teams:  select a name
• For each scenario generated by 

the “scenario scrambler machine,” 
work in teams to quickly plan 
response

– for each scenario different 
participants from the team should 
respond

• The accuracy and completeness 
of your response will determine 
the points earned

– the opposing team can steal points 
for inaccurate or incomplete 
responses

• The team that earns the most 
points wins the challenge
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Scenario 1:  Team 1

8

OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 1:  Team 1
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

Adoption IUCDs are expensive 
for my clients 50Statement that 

generates curiosity 



Scenario 2:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 2:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

Awareness

IUCDs last for 12 
years; my clients 

won’t come back and 
I will lose income

50Open ended 
question



Scenario 3:  Team 1
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 3:  Team 1
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

Awareness
IUCDs are difficult 
and require special 
technique to insert

100
Reference a prior 

interaction



Scenario 4:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 4:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

100
Share a value 
proposition Awareness

Provider is trained in 
IUD insertion but 

thinks the procedure 
takes too much time



Scenario 5:  Team 1
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 5:  Team 1
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

Client Profile Interest

My clients feel that 
IUCDs are more 

complicated than 
other FP methods

100



Scenario 6:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS



Scenario 6:  Team 2
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OPENING ADOPTION 
STAIRWAY

PROVIDER 
BELIEF POINTS

50Open Ended 
Question

Trial IUCDs are expensive 
for my clients



2 Minutes to Win It!
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2 Minutes to WIN It! – Role Play

 Individually, prepare a quick and two-minute call that:
– Is engaging
– Communicates the features and benefits 
– Utilizes available resources 
– “Hooks” the provider

 Role-play practice
– Pair up with a partner
– Deliver your two-minute call 
– Communicate the features and benefits 
– Take turns delivering your calls 15:00

Min.
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2 Minutes to WIN It! – Championship Round 

 Volunteers to compete in demonstrating the best 
discussion
– At least 2 volunteers

 Winner will be determined by audience vote for the 
best presentation

 Audience voters to consider:
– Is engaging
– Communicates some relevant features and benefits 
– Utilizes available resources 
– “Hooks” the provider
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Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Engaging the Provider 

 
 

 

1.  Pick one of the Provider Profiles and give it to the PSI Representative to read through. 

 
2.  Discuss a possible engaging opening to be used with this provider. 

 
If the Representative has already started using engaging openings with actual customers, ask the 
Representative to describe one of their engaging openings that could be used with this provider.  If the 
engaging opening is appropriate based on the client profile and meets the criteria of an effective opening, 
move to step 3.  If not, create a new engaging opening per the instructions in part b below. 

If the Representative is not practiced in using engaging openings yet, or his/her example was not 
appropriate, work with them to create and practice a sample engaging opening using one of the opening 
types from the workshop: 

• Statements that generate curiosity 
• Open ended questions   
• Referencing prior commitments and interactions with the HCP  
• Client descriptions 
• Sharing the value proposition 

 
3. Work with the representative to create a one minute conversation to “hook” this provider that could be 

used if he/she did not have time to talk long during their next visit.   
 
Consider the approaches from the workshop when creating the conversation: 
• Share some of the features and benefits in the opening statement but in a way that will “hook” 

them and possibly make them stay longer or give you more time at a future appointment. 
• Follow up on a previous request for information and/or resources 
• Share information that they know is important to the provider 
• Ask open ended questions to get the provider to talk 

 
 

4.  Ask the representative to role-play using the one minute conversation example. 

 
5. Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the role-play.  

 
Consider: 

• Did the representative “hook” you? 
• Was the representative interesting? 
• Was the representative brief? 
• Did the representative listen well? 

 

 

Activity 1 – Role Play 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Engaging the Provider 

 
 

 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including the use of Engaging 
Openings as part of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask them how 
they could use engaging openings in the interaction.  Ask them what they would say if the provider only 
gives them 2 minutes. 
 

3. After each provider visit, give the Representative feedback on their use of engaging openings and/or 2 
minute interactions during the discussion.  Consider: 

• Did the Representative try different types of engaging openings based on the plan with each 
provider? 

• Did the representative “hook” the provider? 
• Was the representative interesting and brief, and did they listen well? 

 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• Doctor Ana knows about IUCDs and has been trained to insert them.  She was trained about 6 months ago and 

has performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• She claims that she does not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask, she offers IUD 
services.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, she provides the requested method, as she 
feels the client will be more compliant if they receive the one for which they asked. 
 

• She has told you that when she discusses the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose injectables 
over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, Doctor Ana has said that she knows IUCDs are effective, but she wants to go with 
what her clients prefer, so she doesn’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• Doctor Ana has also shared that when she does talk about IUCDs with her clients, sometimes it can become a 
long conversation because her clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for 
example, that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for 
Doctor Ana to manage sometimes because her schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• Doctor Ana was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• You asked if Doctor Ana had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and she said no. 
• You confirmed that Doctor Ana had a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

 

    

In Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Representative Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• You (Doctor Ana) know about IUCDs and have been trained to insert them.  You were trained about 6 months 

ago and have performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• You claim that you do not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask for one, you do offer the 
service.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, you provide that one, as you feel they’ll be 
more compliant if they receive the one they asked for. 
 

• You have told the Representative that when you discuss the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose 
injectables over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, you have said that you know IUCDs are effective, but you want to go with what 
your clients prefer, so you don’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• You have also shared that when you do talk about IUCDs with your clients, sometimes it can become a long 
conversation because your clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for example, 
that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for you to 
manage sometimes because your schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• The Representative asked if you had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and you said 

no. 
• You confirmed that you have a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

In Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You are not confident in your IUCD insertion ability as you have only done a few since you were trained; this is one 

reason you do not recommend IUCD more strongly to your clients. 
 

• You feel that IUCDs are effective, but they are inconvenient to your practice because the conversation with the 
client sometimes takes longer and IUCD insertion takes more time than giving an injection or prescribing pills. 
 

• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients; you have concerns that if they come to you asking for one 
FP method and you strongly recommend another, your clients will feel pressured and you will lose business. 
 

• There are other staff in the clinic who could be trained to insert IUCDs in order to better manage your time, but 
you feel uncomfortable asking PSI to take the time to train them when you just went through the training 
yourself. 

Beliefs/Concerns 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Representative Copy 

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Tay understands the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but he has not yet screened any 

clients.  
 

• He knows that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. He is not sure what the four 
questions are, but he has heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which he 
respects highly. 
 

• In previous calls with Doctor Tay, you had left copies of the four-question screener, but he can’t seem to ever find 
them and doesn’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients he thinks are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, he can only 
recall one client type.  

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Tay was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• You asked if he had screened any clients for TB since your previous discussions with him, and he said no. When 
you asked him why he hadn’t screened any clients, he said that he just doesn’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You confirmed that he recalled specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in his area. 

 

 
 

On Your Last Visit 
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Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You believe that screening and referring for TB would take a lot of additional time in your already busy 

clinic. 
 
• You heard from another provider who does screen and refer clients for TB that it can be difficult to 

follow up with them. 
 
• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients and are concerned that your clinic stays 

profitable.  
 
• Your wife and eldest daughter help to run your busy clinic. You worry about them becoming infected 

with TB if clients with TB are regularly in your clinic.  

Beliefs/Concerns 

 

Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 
• You (Doctor Tay) understand the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but you have not yet screened 

any clients.  
 

• You know that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. You are not sure what the four 
questions are, but you have heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which you 
respect highly. 
 

• In previous discussions, the Representative left copies of the four-question screener, but you can’t seem to ever 
find them and can’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients you think are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, you can only 
recall one client type.  

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• The Representative asked if you had screened any clients for TB since your last discussion, and you said no. When 
he asked you why you hadn’t screened any clients, you said that you just don’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You discussed specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in the area. 

 

 
 

During Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Representative Copy     

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Joy was recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that might be 

malaria. 
 

• Doctor Joy has said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, 
he offered it as a service to them. 

 
• Doctor Joy has shared on previous calls that some of his clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• Doctor Joy has shared that he has started testing with RDT, but he received 2 negative test results so he wasn’t 

able to make up the cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   He worries that he may be getting false negative 
results and that microscopy results are more accurate. 

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Joy shared how his recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared his appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• He asked you for some resources to give clients to help him counsel them and test them for malaria. 
 
• He shared that he feels a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  He asked you to bring him information on the incidence of negative test results and how to avoid 
false negatives. 

On Your Last Visit 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Provider Copy     

Provider Background 

 
•  You (Doctor Joy) were recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that 

might be malaria. 
 

• You have said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, you 
offered it as a service to them. 

 
• You have shared on previous calls that some of your clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• You have started testing with RDT, but you received 2 negative test results so you weren’t able to make up the 

cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   You worry that you may be getting false negative results and that 
microscopy results are more accurate. 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You discussed how your recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared your appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• You asked the Representative for some resources to help you counsel and test clients for malaria. 
 
• You shared that you feel a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  You asked the Representative for information on the incidence of negative test results and how 
to avoid false negatives. 

During Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You do not know what to do when an RDT test comes back negative because clients often still demand 

treatment. 
 
• You have had false negative RDT tests before and as a result are unsure about the reliability of them. 

 
• You feel you are too busy to offer malaria counseling services.  You are considering having other staff members 

help you, but have not decided whether or not to do it. 
 

• You are building up your clients still, and you believe that if clients think RDTs are not as good as microscopy, 
they will think you are not a good provider. 

 

 

 
  

    

Beliefs/Concerns 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gaining Commitment: The Close 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  

 

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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Materials Needed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Estimate:   4 hours 

SESSION: GAINING COMMITMENT – THE CLOSE  

PRE-WORK 

• Projector and screen 

• 4 Flipchart pads (1 for facilitator, 3 for participants) and Markers 

• Paper and pens for each participant 

 
 

Objectives: 
At the end of this session, participants will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate appropriate trial closes and other closes for specific providers within the call plan  
2. Demonstrate techniques to ask for commitment from the provider and agree to next steps 
3. Create and utilize different types and styles of closes 
4. Transition to a second topic within the same provider conversation 

 

 Prerequisite for this course: Advanced PBCC Listening to Learn 
 Assign Provider selection pre-work to participants – set expectations for the workshop 

• Pre-work: select three “difficult to close” providers for discussion and role-play in the session; consider providers who will be seen soon 
after the session, and are on different steps of the Adoption Stairway  

 Select which products or services you will use for the Transitions activity later in the workshop 
 Be prepared to explain how you are going to coach to Effective Closes on upcoming field trips and during the workshop   
 Write flipcharts ahead of time:   

• “Importance of Closing” 
• “Barriers to Closing” 
• “Closing – What Are We Doing?” 
• “Closing is not something you do to someone; rather it’s a mutual experience you have with them.” (Thomas Freese) 
• “Trial Closes” (see p. 6 for bullet points) 
• “Transitions” 

 
 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

Affix all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 

workshop). 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Facilitator 

Introduction and 

Objectives 

2 min 
 

1. Show slide 1.  Welcome participants to the workshop.   
2. Show slide 2.  Explain that the purpose of this workshop is to: 

 Demonstrate appropriate trial closes and other closes for specific providers within the call plan  

 Demonstrate techniques to ask for commitment from the provider and agree to next steps 

 Create and utilize different types and styles of closes 

 Transition to a second topic within the same provider conversation 
3. Ask participants  what a close is.  [Note: participant answers may include “asking for a commitment,” 

“agreeing on next steps.”] 
4. Ask if I were to teach you how to close so that you can more easily get commitments from your 

providers, would you be willing to try it? 
5. Say to participants – I just “closed” you, and we’re only a minute into our workshop.  See how easy it 

can be? 
 

 

 

Importance of 
Closing 

15 min 

 

1. Say closing happens towards the end of the product or service discussion. During every provider 

interaction, it’s important to get even a small commitment by the end of the visit. The close is designed 

to get a commitment from the provider to take action – this action should move the provider along the 

adoption stairway towards adoption. Without ‘closing’, we are never quite sure what the agreed upon 

action is and not sure if we are progressing along the adoption stairway with the provider. 

2. Say as we learned before in the Listening to Learn workshop, when we listen well during a provider 

conversation then we can be sure that the information we are sharing is relevant.  When you have a 

productive discussion with a provider and tell them information that is meaningful to them, then you 

have “earned the right to close”.   

3. Ask participants why it is important to close every discussion with a provider.? Write responses on 

flipchart. [answers may include: it helps you to understand if the information you shared made an 

impact; it confirms that the provider is making a small commitment to change behavior; it confirms next 

steps that you plan to take] 

4. Show slide 3 and discuss any answers not already written on the flipchart. 

5. Say  as we’ve discussed before, our goal in every interaction is to help providers help their clients.  

When we close effectively, we are gaining a commitment from the provider to do something that will 

help the health of the clients they see. 

6. Transition let’s share some of our experiences with closing. 
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Barriers to Closing 45 min 1. Say first, let’s talk about some of the challenges we may have with closing.  What are some barriers a 
Representative may face in closing a provider interaction?  (I.e., Why is it hard to close?) 

2. Write responses on a flipchart.  
Potential Responses: 

• Time – not enough time, provider is busy 
• Assumption – assume the provider will use the product since they agreed throughout; provider 

needs not identified for use of product; feel like the provider knows what they need to do – you 
don’t need to ask 

• Uncomfortable – feels too pushy 
• Lack of Call Objective – lack of planning 
• Afraid of Rejection – afraid to challenge and receive a negative response; haven’t earned the 

right to close 
• Culture – social hierarchy 
• Close is scripted - not specific to the interaction 
• Forget to close 
• No trial closes throughout – so no idea what the provider thinks 
• Relationship – worried about affecting the relationship 

3. Select the three barriers that you determine to be the most important for the group.   
4. Ask the group to share ideas on what can be done to overcome these barriers.  
Potential Strategies:   

• Time – stop trying to discuss too much in one call, plan appropriately and close on what was 
discussed or ask for more time in the future 

• Assumption – test your assumption – clarify and ask  
• Uncomfortable – understand that it’s a natural conclusion to the discussion; close in your own 

style and understand where the provider is on the adoption stairway; ask for a reasonable 
action 

• Lack of Call Objective – ensure that a specific provider call plan is in place; set appropriate call 
objectives 

• Afraid of Rejection – no’s are a learning opportunity; no’s can help you identify concerns or 
needs of the provider that prevent them from progressing up the adoption stairway 

• Culture – remember that on the other side of every sales discussion is another human being 
• Close feels too scripted – make sure what you’re asking for is relevant to the conversation  
• Forget – Remember, they are not going to change behavior unless you ask them to; closing 

drives business and sales; the more you do it, the more of a habit it becomes 
• Relationship – this is self-focused, not provider- and client-focused; close is a logical conclusion 

to a discussion; don’t leave the provider hanging 
5. Transition we’ve discussed what types of barriers keep us from closing during our discussions and the 

strategies for overcoming them, now let’s discuss the components and techniques of closing so that we 
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can be more effective and comfortable in closing our discussions with providers. 
 

Closing – What 
are we doing 
now? 

15 min 1. Ask what techniques you are currently utilizing when agreeing on next steps. 
2. Show slide 4.  Lead a discussion by asking the following questions:  

• How do you determine when to gain commitment? 
• How are you gaining commitments with providers to offer products or services with appropriate 

clients? 

• What do you do when the provider seems reluctant to commit to next steps or offer products or 

services? 

3. Record answers on flipchart. 
 

 
 

 
Closing 

 

5 min 
1. Show the flipchart titled:  “Closing is not something you do to someone; rather it’s a mutual experience 

you have with them.” (Thomas Freese)  

2. Say as we discussed, many representatives find it uncomfortable to ask a provider for a commitment or 
“close.” It may seem arrogant or pushy to close, so we are often reluctant to ask. 

3. Say but closing should not be pushy or aggressive.  A good close happens when you and the provider 
agree that there is some mutual benefit in what you have to offer.  You try to understand the provider’s 
situation and obtain clarity and agreement before you present your proposal, then the provider gives 
feedback on whether this makes sense or not. At the end of the discussion, if your proposal seems to 
make sense, you can ask: “How does that sound?” 
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Trial Closes 10 min 
1.  Say this is an example of a trial close. One of the easiest ways to be comfortable with your closing 

questions is to phrase it as a “check-in” with the provider. When you use this format, people are usually 
very comfortable answering the questions, just as you are in asking them.  

2.  Ask if participants have used trial closes.  What did they sound like, and how did the provider respond?    

3.  Say [if these have not already been shared by participants] here are other examples of trial closes that 
you might be able to use. 

4.  Show the flipchart with the closes below written on it: 

How does that sound? If it makes sense, over the next 2 or 3 weeks, when you have an opportunity to 
consider this, will you give it a try? 

From your point of view, would what we have discussed fit with what you are doing? 

How do you feel about what we’ve discussed today? 

How much did my comments impact your thinking, if at all? 

 

 

 

 

Moving from Trail 

Close to Action 

5 min 
1. Show slide 5.  

2. Say by asking a question like “How does that sound?” when you use a trial close, you gain valuable 
insight into how the provider views your proposal.  Basically, there are only two answers to that 
question: You can hear, “Yes, that sounds good” and, “Yes, that sounds good… but….” You rarely (if 
ever) hear “No.”   

3.  Say if you ask, “How does that sound?” and the provider says, “Sounds good,” they are signaling that 
you now have the right to find out if they are ready to consider using the product in appropriate clients. 
Then you need to follow up with a specific request for action: “If it sounds good, is it fair to ask you to 
consider this product for appropriate clients?”  

4.  Say if the provider says, “It sounds good…but,” the “but” is very important. “But…I am still worried 
about the price.”; “But…I still have a concern about the adverse reactions….” The “but” provides 
direction on what you need to do next—it is often a barrier that still needs to be addressed. Using a trial 
close allows you to understand where the provider’s thoughts are, and then you can respond to any 
concern. And even if a barrier is raised, this does not prevent you from asking for a commitment, 
perhaps it’s just a different one than you had originally intended.  

 

 

Activity 10 min 
1.  Say the key is to ask for a commitment. There is an incredible power in getting a commitment, any 

commitment.  

2.  Say now we’re going to do a quick fun activity. 
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3.   Instructions: 

 Ask the participants to pair up then stand back to back. 

 Ask everyone to change two things about their personal appearance (change hair, jewelry, move 
watch, remove glasses). Allow 30-60 seconds.    

 Have pairs then face each other to identify the things that changed. 

 Poll the group to see who identified both changes. As you do this and they discuss, notice that 
participants will begin changing things back to the way they were. 

 Ask them to again stand back to back.  Once in position, instruct them to change 10 things about 
their personal appearance. 

 Notice the reluctance, resistance, and surprise. 

 After a 5-second pause for reactions, say  you do not really have to change 10 things. 

 Ask how easy or difficult was it to change 2 things about yourself?  (Participants will respond that it 
wasn’t difficult.) 

 Say even though it was not that hard to change two things about yourself, I noticed that some of 
you started to change things back as soon as you could.  This is because even small changes are not 
always natural or easy for you, and the same with your providers.  As your providers make changes 
to their behavior, you need to think about how you can support them in sustaining the change. 

 Ask how easy or difficult did it feel when I asked you to change 10 things about yourself?  
(Participants will answer that it was difficult, and felt like it was overwhelming to think about.) 

 Say this is sometimes how a provider might feel if you ask them for too many commitments at once.    

4. Say people’s behaviors are in line with the verbal commitments they make, but very often people ask 
for a very large commitment. Yet, almost always, large commitments create very small behavior 
changes. The reverse is also true; if you ask for a small commitment, the provider is more likely to act on 
it because they perceive the commitment as reasonable.  So the most comfortable close for you and 
your provider would be a smaller, more relevant commitment. 

5. Say here is an example: “I think you said earlier in our conversation, that you see about 20 clients per 
month that fit into this client type.  Would it be reasonable to ask you to consider this product for some 
of these clients if it is appropriate for them?”  When you’re gaining a commitment from a provider, you 
don’t have to ask them to make a big change.  You don’t have to ask them to commit to recommending 
your product to every eligible client, if previously they never recommended it.  Asking for small 
commitments helps to make them more comfortable so that they change their behavior more over 
time. 

 5 min 1. Say so let’s summarize what makes an effective close.   
2. Show slide 6 and review content on the slide.  Say that an effective close is: 

 Relevant to the conversation – you should make sure that the close matches what you discussed 
with the provider 
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 Relevant to the visit objective  

 Preceded by  a trial close – this helps to ensure that you understand the provider is ready for next 
steps 

 Asks for a specific commitment by the provider to take action – being specific allows the provider to 
understand what is being asked of him/her 

 Moves the provider along the adoption stairway – small steps are fine! 

 Gains agreement on next steps to be taken by you and/or the provider 

 Usually a close-ended yes/no question 

 

Examples of 

closes 

5 min 1. Show slide 7.  Say here is one example of an effective close. 
2. Ask one participant to read the slide aloud to the group. 
3. Ask the group for feedback on what makes this a successful close.  [Answers may include: it refers to the 

conversation the Representative just had with the provider; it asks for a specific commitment (placing an 
order); it moves the provider to the Trial step of the Adoption Stairway; gains agreement that the 
Representative will place the order and provide good service as a next step] 

4. Transition now that we’ve seen an example of a successful close, let’s try crafting effective closes for 
providers on different steps of the Adoption Stairway.   

 

 

 

Activity 

 

 

40 min 1. Divide participants into 5 groups.  (Note: if the number of participants in the workshop is small, you can 
either have them work individually or pair them up and only do a few levels of the adoption stairway in 
this activity.) 

2. Show slide 8 and review the activity instructions with the group.  (Facilitator note: for this activity, the 
term Trial Close refers to the concept taught earlier in this workshop; it does not refer specifically to a 
close for someone on the Trial step of the adoption stairway.)  

3. Assign a different step of the adoption stairway to each team.   
4. Have the teams discuss their step and how this affects the close.  (~10 Minutes) 
5. Tell teams to craft a close/closes based on that step within the provider plan (~15 Minutes) 

 What is a reasonable request that helps to move a provider from one step to the next? 

 How might we phrase a Trial Close and follow up request for action based on where the 
provider is on the adoption stairway? 

6. Bring the group back together and discuss what closes each team prepared (15 Minutes) 
 
Note: as participants discuss their closes for each step of the adoption stairway, be sure that the close they 
are using is appropriate for where the provider is in the adoption continuum.  For instance: if the provider is 
only in “Awareness,” it would not be appropriate to close by asking them to discuss IUCDs with all women 
of childbearing age.  Annex 1 at the end of this guide has examples of appropriate closes for each step of 
the adoption stairway for you to reference.   
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Transitions 5 min 1. Say one last important thing to consider is how to transition to a second product or service discussion 
after you close on the first one.  When you plan for a provider discussion, usually you are preparing to 
discuss more than one product or service.  So you need to think about how you can transition to the 
second product or service in a way that sounds and feels natural. 

2. Say it’s important to close on your first product or service discussion before you transition to the next 
one.  This avoids confusion by making sure that the provider is clear on agreements and next steps, 
before you bring up a new topic. 

3. Ask how do you currently transition from one topic to the next in your provider discussions?  Get input 
from a few participants on their experience and write notes on the flipchart.  [Note: depending on the 
skills of the participants, the answers may vary. Participants who are not comfortable with transitions 
may offer that they only say “Another product/service I would like to discuss with you is…”  More 
experienced representatives may give answers like those listed in the Annex.]   
 

 

 

 5 min 1. Say no matter what two topics you plan to discuss with the provider, there is a way to transition from 
one to the next.  The key is to think about what basic thing they both have in common, that would be 
relevant to the provider’s needs or beliefs. 

2. Say for instance, it may be that both products and/or services can be offered or used by the same client, 
such as our family planning products for a mother and ORS/Zinc for her child or offering a client choice 
in her contraceptive. Or, it may be that both topics are important to the provider for growing his or her 
reputation in the community, or building their business. 

3. Show slide 9.  Say  as an example, this is a transition from one product to the next, within the same area 
(both products are family planning).  Ask a participant to read what is on the slide. 

4. Ask participants  what was used to link the two products together in this transition.  [Answer: giving a 
description of a non-compliant client] 

5. Show slide 10.   Say  this is an example of a transition from one topic to the next, where the products or 
services are different.  Ask a participant to read what is on the slide. 

6. Ask participants what was used to link the two products together in this transition.  [Answer: 
mentioning another member of the client’s family] 
 

 

 

 

Activity - 

Transitions 

30 min 1. Say  now we’re going to do an activity so that we can practice transitioning from one topic to the next. 
2. Ask participants to work individually for this activity. 
3. Tell the participants the two PSI products or services that they will transition between.  Write both 

products/services on the flipchart so that everyone can see.   
4. Give participants 5-10 minutes to develop a statement or question that they could use to transition 

from one to the other. 
5. Ask participants to share their transitions with the group.  [Note: if the group is small, have each person 

share.]  
6. Tell the participants another two products or services that they will transition between.  Write both on 
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the flipchart.  [Note: depending on the products and services that are the focus for your program, try if 
possible to use variety in your topic selections.]  

7. Give participants 5-10 minutes to develop their new transitions. 
8. Ask participants to share their examples.  [Note: if the group is small, have each person share.]  

 

Activity 

 

“Reverse Role 

Play” 

45 min 1. Say as part of the pre-work for this session, you were asked to think of three providers in your territory 
who are on different steps of the adoption stairway.  We’re now going to do an activity where you can 
help each other plan for the next interaction and how you’ll close. 

2. Facilitator note: as you prepare in advance for this activity, keep in mind that this activity is designed to 
allow participants to learn from each other by seeing how their colleague might conduct an interaction 
with one of their providers. 

3. Show slide 11 for instructions.  Ask participants to work with a partner:  (25 min) 

 Partner 1 should select one of their providers, and share where he or she is on the adoption 
stairway for two products and why (based on previous interactions with them).  

 Partner 2 should then craft the following for that provider: 

 Visit Objective 

 Potential Closes that correspond to the call objective (i.e. reasonable next steps) 

 Plan to transition to the second topic 

 The pair should then practice the interaction. 

 Then Partner 2 should share one of their providers, and have Partner 1 craft the visit plan and 
potential closes, and conduct the interaction. 

 Partners 1 and 2 should switch, using new providers each time, until the 25 minutes is finished. 

 Facilitator note: you should keep an eye on the time and ensure that the pairs switch at least 
once in the 25 minutes. 

4. Bring the group back together; ask participants to share with the group the objectives, corresponding 
closes, and transitions they created for one of the providers they discussed with their partner.  (20 min) 

 

 

 
 

5 min 1. Say  over the course of this session, we’ve discussed the importance of closing during every provider 

discussion.   Based on what you’ve learned today, how likely will you be to incorporate closing into your 

provider discussions from now on?  [Note: this question is a trial close in itself; see if any participants 

notice this.  If not, bring it to their attention.] 

2. Ask going back to our earlier discussion of some of the barriers to closing, what 1 or 2 barriers are that 

you feel you need to work on personally. 

3. Ask participants: what specific steps will you take toward making improvements to your Closing Skills?  

How can I support you in this?  [Note: again, this is a close.  See if any participants notice this, and if not 

bring it to their attention.]   

4. [If the workshop is being facilitated by the supervisor,] explain how you as a supervisor plan to 
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personally coach for improved closing skills on future field trips with representatives.  

  1. Thank everyone for their active participation.   
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Annex 1 

Adoption Stairway Activity – Examples of Closes 

 

Awareness Step 

1. You have shared with me that while you are aware that IUCDs are an available form of family planning, you need 

more information in order to decide whether you will start offering IUCD insertion as a service to your clients.  I 

would like to make an appointment to come back next week and share some information that you will find helpful; 

how does that sound? 

2. Now that you are aware that IUCDs are available for your clients, it would be helpful for you to learn how the service 

can be implemented in your clinic.  There is another doctor in the community who has a lot of experience with IUCD, 

may I set up time for him to talk with you about his success with offering this service? 

 

Interest Step 

1.  Now that you have agreed to offer IUCD services to some of your appropriate clients, PSI can offer training to you 

and any other staff that you think should learn.  When would be the best date and time to do this?   

2. I will set up training for you so that you can learn to do IUCD insertions for your clients.  In the meantime, I will place 

an order for a supply if IUCDs to get you started.  How many clients do you anticipate performing this service for 

within the next month, so that I can order the correct amount for you? 

 

Trial Step 

1. We discussed today that now that you have tried IUCD insertions in women who do not want to have any more 

children, there are other clients who could also benefit from the service.  Will you offer this service to some of the 

other client types we discussed? 

2. We have discussed that fully explaining the features and benefits of IUCD to a client is critical to help her make the 

choice that is right for her.  May I set an appointment with you for our next visit, so that I can walk you through 

examples of IUCD client discussion points that may be helpful? 

 

Adoption Step 

1. Your increased offering of IUCD services seems to be helping your business to thrive.  As I mentioned earlier, 

continuing to expand your offering of this service could lead to your being regarded as a local expert in the 

community.  Will you recommend and perform IUCD services to additional eligible clients, and what can PSI do to 

assist you in this? 

2. You have shared with me that while you are offering IUCD services to most of your clients, you have had one 

concern about recommending it to women who have not yet had any children.  Has the information I shared with 

you today helped with that concern, and will you start recommending IUCD to this other client type? 
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Advocacy Step 

1. Your strong experience with IUCD has made you one of the leading family planning experts in the area.  If I identify 

some providers that you know who are not as familiar with IUCD, will you share your experience with them? 

2. As you know, my mission is to help you help your clients.  Now that you are recommending IUCDs to so many of 

your clients, should I add an extra box or two to this order to make sure you have enough in stock to meet client 

demand? 

 

 
 



Gaining Commitment –
The Close



 Demonstrate appropriate trial closes and other closes 
for specific providers within the call plan 

 Demonstrate techniques to ask for commitment from 
the provider and agree to next steps

 Create and utilize different types and styles of closes
 Transition to a second topic within the same provider 

conversation

Objectives



 PBC Communications Skills
 Territory Management Skills

 Helps to measure the effectiveness of the call 
 Eliminates any doubt as to what action the provider is 

being asked to take
 Allows opportunity for the provider to say “No” and helps 

to direct further action 
 Verifies the relevance of the solution being offered
 Gains commitments to small steps to move the provider 

along the adoption stairway 
 Determines specific follow up action for next visit
 Builds the relationship pyramid
 Natural end to the discussion

The Importance of Closing



Closing – What are We Doing Now?

What techniques are you currently using when agreeing on 
next steps?

• How do you determine when to gain commitment?
• How are you gaining commitments with providers to 

utilize your products/resources with appropriate 
clients?

• What do you do when the provider seems reluctant to 
commit to next steps or to use your product?



How does that sound?

“It sounds good” “It sounds good…  but…”



Components of an Effective Close

 PBC Communications Skills
 Territory Management Skills

 Relevant to the conversation
 Relevant to the visit objective
 Preceded by  a trial close
 Asks for a specific commitment by the provider to take 

action
 Moves the provider along the adoption ladder – small 

steps are fine!
 Gains agreement on next steps to be taken by you 

and/or the provider
 Usually a close-ended yes/no question



Example of an Effective Close

“Provider, we’ve seen that many providers find 
inserting IUCDs to be easy in women who 
haven’t had any children yet. Would you consider 
offering the IUCD to your nulliparous clients who 
want a long term contraceptive method?”



Adoption Stairway Activity

1. Each team will be assigned a different step of the Adoption 
Stairway:

-Awareness                  -Interest
-Trial                              -Adoption
-Advocacy

2. Discuss how a provider’s location on  the Adoption Stairway 
affects the commitment you ask for.

3. Consider:
– What would be a reasonable request to move the provider 

from one step to the next?
– How might you phrase a Trial Close and request for action 

based on where they are on the Adoption Stairway?
4. Create a close for the step you have been assigned.



Transition within Health Area - Example

Injections                                                 IUCD

Provider, we have just discussed the use of 
injections for your clients who want an easy 
method of family planning.  When you have 
clients who want a long term family planning 
method– how often do you recommend 
IUCD to them? 



Transition to a Different Product or Service Example

IUCD                                                     ORS

Provider, providing IUCD services to your 
client will strengthen your reputation as a 
quality and caring provider. She will no 
doubt return for other services. If she were 
to then bring her young child to your clinic 
with symptoms of vomiting and diarrhea, 
what would you do to treat the child?



Practice Activity – Reverse Role-Play
1. Work with a partner for this activity.
2. Based on the providers you selected for your pre-work, select one 

and tell your partner where the provider is on the adoption stairway.  
Also share the provider’s beliefs and needs based on previous 
interactions with him/her.

3. Your partner should craft the following as if they were planning to 
interact with this provider themselves:

Call objective
 Potential closes based on call objective
 Planned transition to second product or service

4. Your partner should role-play the interaction, with you taking the role 
of the provider.

5. Switch and you do the same with one of your partner’s providers.



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Closing 

 
 

 

1. Give the Provider Profile to the PSI Representative, and have them read through it. 

 
2. Ask the representative to plan the next discussion with this provider. 

 
The Representative should pick a close that could be effective based on their goal for the 
interaction. 

 
 

3. Ask the representative to role play a full discussion with you. 
 
You will play the provider in the profile. 
 
 

4. Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the Representative’s close during the role-play. 

 
   Consider: 

• Did the Representative use a trial close where appropriate?  (For example: “How does 
that sound?” or “Based on what we’ve discussed, how likely would you be to _____?”) 

• Did the Representative ask for a specific commitment/action at the end, even if it was a 
small one (e.g., commitment to follow up the next time)? 

• If the Representative uncovered new information during your discussion, did they 
change their close to reflect this if appropriate?  (Were they flexible enough to go with 
the direction of the conversation, or did they stick to their planned close, which may not 
be appropriate now?) 

• Did the Representative transition effectively to a second product/service discussion? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 1 – Role Play 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Closing 

 
 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including closing as part 
of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 
them how they plan to close during the interaction. 
 

3. After each provider visit, give the Representative feedback how effective their closes were 
during the discussion.  Consider: 
 
• Did the Representative use a  trial close where appropriate?  (For example: “How does 

that sound?” or “Based on what we’ve discussed, how likely would you be to _____?”) 
• Did the Representative ask for a specific commitment/action at the end, even if it was a 

small one (e.g., commitment to follow up the next time)? 
• If the Representative uncovered new information during the discussion, did they change 

their close to reflect this if appropriate?  (Were they flexible enough to go with the 
direction of the conversation, or did they stick to their planned close, which may not be 
appropriate now?) 

• Did the Representative transition effectively to a second product/service discussion? 
 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• Doctor Ana knows about IUCDs and has been trained to insert them.  She was trained about 6 months ago and 

has performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• She claims that she does not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask, she offers IUD 
services.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, she provides the requested method, as she 
feels the client will be more compliant if they receive the one for which they asked. 
 

• She has told you that when she discusses the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose injectables 
over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, Doctor Ana has said that she knows IUCDs are effective, but she wants to go with 
what her clients prefer, so she doesn’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• Doctor Ana has also shared that when she does talk about IUCDs with her clients, sometimes it can become a 
long conversation because her clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for 
example, that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for 
Doctor Ana to manage sometimes because her schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• Doctor Ana was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• You asked if Doctor Ana had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and she said no. 
• You confirmed that Doctor Ana had a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

 

    

In Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Representative Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• You (Doctor Ana) know about IUCDs and have been trained to insert them.  You were trained about 6 months 

ago and have performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• You claim that you do not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask for one, you do offer the 
service.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, you provide that one, as you feel they’ll be 
more compliant if they receive the one they asked for. 
 

• You have told the Representative that when you discuss the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose 
injectables over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, you have said that you know IUCDs are effective, but you want to go with what 
your clients prefer, so you don’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• You have also shared that when you do talk about IUCDs with your clients, sometimes it can become a long 
conversation because your clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for example, 
that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for you to 
manage sometimes because your schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• The Representative asked if you had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and you said 

no. 
• You confirmed that you have a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

In Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You are not confident in your IUCD insertion ability as you have only done a few since you were trained; this is one 

reason you do not recommend IUCD more strongly to your clients. 
 

• You feel that IUCDs are effective, but they are inconvenient to your practice because the conversation with the 
client sometimes takes longer and IUCD insertion takes more time than giving an injection or prescribing pills. 
 

• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients; you have concerns that if they come to you asking for one 
FP method and you strongly recommend another, your clients will feel pressured and you will lose business. 
 

• There are other staff in the clinic who could be trained to insert IUCDs in order to better manage your time, but 
you feel uncomfortable asking PSI to take the time to train them when you just went through the training 
yourself. 

Beliefs/Concerns 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Representative Copy 

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Tay understands the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but he has not yet screened any 

clients.  
 

• He knows that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. He is not sure what the four 
questions are, but he has heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which he 
respects highly. 
 

• In previous calls with Doctor Tay, you had left copies of the four-question screener, but he can’t seem to ever find 
them and doesn’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients he thinks are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, he can only 
recall one client type.  

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Tay was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• You asked if he had screened any clients for TB since your previous discussions with him, and he said no. When 
you asked him why he hadn’t screened any clients, he said that he just doesn’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You confirmed that he recalled specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in his area. 

 

 
 

On Your Last Visit 
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Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You believe that screening and referring for TB would take a lot of additional time in your already busy 

clinic. 
 
• You heard from another provider who does screen and refer clients for TB that it can be difficult to 

follow up with them. 
 
• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients and are concerned that your clinic stays 

profitable.  
 
• Your wife and eldest daughter help to run your busy clinic. You worry about them becoming infected 

with TB if clients with TB are regularly in your clinic.  

Beliefs/Concerns 

 

Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 
• You (Doctor Tay) understand the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but you have not yet screened 

any clients.  
 

• You know that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. You are not sure what the four 
questions are, but you have heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which you 
respect highly. 
 

• In previous discussions, the Representative left copies of the four-question screener, but you can’t seem to ever 
find them and can’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients you think are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, you can only 
recall one client type.  

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• The Representative asked if you had screened any clients for TB since your last discussion, and you said no. When 
he asked you why you hadn’t screened any clients, you said that you just don’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You discussed specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in the area. 

 

 
 

During Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Representative Copy     

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Joy was recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that might be 

malaria. 
 

• Doctor Joy has said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, 
he offered it as a service to them. 

 
• Doctor Joy has shared on previous calls that some of his clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• Doctor Joy has shared that he has started testing with RDT, but he received 2 negative test results so he wasn’t 

able to make up the cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   He worries that he may be getting false negative 
results and that microscopy results are more accurate. 

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Joy shared how his recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared his appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• He asked you for some resources to give clients to help him counsel them and test them for malaria. 
 
• He shared that he feels a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  He asked you to bring him information on the incidence of negative test results and how to avoid 
false negatives. 

On Your Last Visit 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Provider Copy     

Provider Background 

 
•  You (Doctor Joy) were recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that 

might be malaria. 
 

• You have said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, you 
offered it as a service to them. 

 
• You have shared on previous calls that some of your clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• You have started testing with RDT, but you received 2 negative test results so you weren’t able to make up the 

cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   You worry that you may be getting false negative results and that 
microscopy results are more accurate. 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You discussed how your recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared your appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• You asked the Representative for some resources to help you counsel and test clients for malaria. 
 
• You shared that you feel a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  You asked the Representative for information on the incidence of negative test results and how 
to avoid false negatives. 

During Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You do not know what to do when an RDT test comes back negative because clients often still demand 

treatment. 
 
• You have had false negative RDT tests before and as a result are unsure about the reliability of them. 

 
• You feel you are too busy to offer malaria counseling services.  You are considering having other staff members 

help you, but have not decided whether or not to do it. 
 

• You are building up your clients still, and you believe that if clients think RDTs are not as good as microscopy, 
they will think you are not a good provider. 

 

 

 
  

    

Beliefs/Concerns 
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Materials Needed: 

 

 

 

        The activities in this session reference concepts that have been learned in initial PBCC 5-day workshop curriculum and the Advanced Selling Skills modules on 
Engaging Openings and Closing.   It is recommended that you wait to conduct this workshop until all participants have gone through those other 

sessions. 

Affix flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the workshop) 

Time Estimate: 4 hours 

 

Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

SESSION:  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICES 

 Flipcharts and markers 
 Paper and pens for all participants 
 Copy of Tunza visual aid for IUCD (or participants can bring their own visual aids if they contain client profiles) 
 Printed provider descriptions (see annex 1 and 2) 

 

Objectives: 
1. Develop client descriptions – vivid examples of clients that are relevant to a provider, in relation to PSI products and services   
2. Incorporate client descriptions into different parts of a provider visit – opening, discussing features and benefits, and closing 
3. Use client descriptions to drive provider behavior change  

 
 

 Pre-requisites: Participants should have completed the PBCC Initial Skills Building Curriculum and Advanced PBCC Skills Building Modules on 
Engaging Openings and Gaining Commitment – The Close. 

 Prepare flipcharts: 
o “General versus Client Description” (see p. 3 for details)  
o “Client Descriptions” (see p. 3 for details) 
o “Mary – interested in IUCD service” 

 Print copies of Tunza IUCD visual aid in Annex 3 OR ask participants to bring their visual aid for a PSI product and service (if the existing visual aid 
already contains client descriptions) 

 Prepare copies of the provider cards in Annex 1 and 2: 
o Print out 1 copy for every 4 participants 
o Cut along the dotted lines so the cards are separated 
o Put sets at the tables, face-down (if there are more than 4 people at a table, use multiple sets in the same pile) 
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Welcome 

 
 
 
 

5 min 1. Welcome participants to the session. 
2. Explain in this session, we are going to accomplish three goals: 

1. Develop client descriptions – vivid examples of clients that are relevant to a provider, in relation to PSI 
products and services.   

2. Incorporate client descriptions into different parts of a provider visit – opening, discussing features and 
benefits, and closing. 

3. Use client descriptions to drive provider behavior change  
 

 

Client 
descriptions 
overview 

10 min 1. Say today we’re going to learn to create descriptions of client types.  This is a very helpful technique to 
use in provider conversations, because when we can describe specific client types to our providers, it 
helps them to envision their own clients that would be right for our products and services.  More 
importantly it can help providers find appropriate clients for a product or service that they otherwise 
would not have thought of. Often, providers are biased and think of a service or product for a certain 
client segment. By describing other types of clients that the service or product may be appropriate for 
helps the provider to expand service delivery and options to her client. This works with our goal of 
helping providers to help their clients.   

2. Say using a client description when talking with a provider turns general information into something 
that is easier for a provider to relate to.  Here is an example to show what I mean. 

3. Uncover “General versus Client Description” flipchart.  [facilitator note: see photo in annex 3 for 
content of the flipchart.]  

4. Ask one participant to read the content on the left side of the flipchart first, then the content on the 
right. 

5. Ask the group which side of the flipchart has the more descriptive information.  (Answer: the right side)  
Which side do you think would better help a provider to think of specific clients for this service?  Why?  
(Answer: the right side; the provider sees clients like Joan, so a description of her is more effective than 
using a piece of data by itself like on the left side) 

6. Transition client descriptions can be used throughout a discussion with a provider . For instance, they 
can be used as an engaging opening, to help you explain features and benefits or when closing the 
discussion.  We are going to go into more detail on how they can be used in different parts of a provider 
interaction, but first let’s talk about what makes a good client description. 

 

Flipchart (keep 
covered until it is 
time for this section) 
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Creating a Client 
Description 

10 min  
1. Ask what do you think would be important to include in a client description for use in discussions with 

providers.  Get input from a few of the participants. 
2. Uncover the Creating Client Descriptions flipchart and refer to it. 
3. Say there are a few things to keep in mind when coming up with a client description: 

• The description should be accurate for an appropriate user of the product. For example, you 
wouldn’t describe an IUCD candidate as a woman who wants to have a baby this year. 

• It should be specific and relatable, so that it sounds real – name, age, personal situation (e.g., 
number of children), client needs are all good to add to the description. 

• BUT – don’t make it too specific. If you become too specific in the description, it narrows down 
the number of clients that the provider can envision. 

• Keep it short and simple – you should be able to describe the client in just a few sentences, it 
shouldn’t be full of unnecessary information that could be distracting (for example, where she 
grew up, or the names of her children). 

• It should help to address a specific provider bias, preference, or behavior about the product or 
service that could limit its use, in a way that encourages the provider to think about other 
opportunities to consider the product or service.  For example, many providers consider IUCDs 
as an alternative to sterilization when a client is finished having children and satisfied with her 
family size, which may limit the potential candidates for IUCDs.  In this case, you may want to 
present a description of a client who is still building her family and wishes to have more 
children, but wants to wait and space her births by several years.  Sharing this description as an 
appropriate candidate for the IUCD will help the provider consider a different type of client for 
IUCDs.   

 

Have this flipchart 
covered until it is time 
to refer to it. 

(keep this flipchart up 
throughout the 
workshop for 
reference) 

Activity 10 min 1. Say let’s start by creating a basic client description as a group.  We’re going to call her Mary.  Mary is a 
woman who is interested in IUCD. 

2. Ask what other information would be helpful to add to her description. 
3. Write answers from the group on the rest of the flipchart.  Refer back to the “Creating Client 

Descriptions” flipchart to make sure the participant suggestions follow the guidelines. 
4. Say as you can see, it is not difficult to think of a description of a client.  Just a couple of sentences with 

a basic description can paint a picture that will be helpful in your provider interactions.  
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Activity 30 min 1. Say now we are going to practice writing our own client descriptions.  Let’s start by deciding which 
provider bias or behavior our client description will address. 

2. Ask participants what a specific provider bias or behavior where he/she is only recommending IUCDs for 
a specific client type would be.  (Some possible answers: the provider is only recommending IUCD for 
women who are finished having a family; the provider will not insert IUCD in nulliparous women 
because they think it will be too difficult)  

3. Write answers on a blank flipchart. 
4. Select 2-3 of the top answers; ask participants to select one of those biases, and take 5-10 minutes to 

write their own description of a client who would help to address and change that belief.   
5. Ask for 3-4 volunteers to share their client descriptions.  Ask participants to take notes as they hear 

others’ descriptions, so that they have future ideas for other ones to create for themselves after the 
meeting. 

6. For each one, ask the group for feedback: was it an accurate description of a client that would be a 
candidate for this product?  How much detail was provided?  Does it give you an understanding of their 
need in regard to the product? 

 
Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

 
7.  Transition – After this meeting, it would be good for you to create client descriptions for the products 

and services you represent, and to have several of them in mind so that you can use different ones 
according to the discussion you’re having with a provider.  Again, the key is to use a client description 
that matches the behavior you want the provider to adopt. 

 
8. Say – in the meantime, we have a few client descriptions for IUCD that have already been developed, 

that we are going to work with today in our session. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Client description 
review – IUCD  

30 min 1. Distribute the printed IUCD visual aids to all participants (or if they have their own, ask them to take 
them out). 

2. Ask participants to work in three groups. 
3. Assign one client description to each group. If you are using the Tunza visual aid, the clients are Lucy, 

Joyce, or Susan. 
4. Tell the groups to take 15 minutes to read the “spread” for their client description, including all of the 

supporting information on the pages. 
5. Tell them to be able to share with the larger group: 

• The client description 
• What provider concerns or biases can be addressed by using this client description 

6. After 15 minutes has passed, ask each group to share their findings with the rest of the participants. 

Copies of IUCD visual 
aids  
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7. Possible answers for each description, if using the Tunza visual aid: 
a) Lucy 

• Description: see description   
• Provider concerns:  insertion difficulty in a woman who has not had children; 

infertility from IUCD use; IUCD expulsion; client discomfort after insertion 
b) Joyce 

• Description:  see description   
• Provider concerns:  safety; ability to conceive after IUCD removal;  

effectiveness of the product; client satisfaction 
c) Susan 

• Description:  see description   
• Provider concerns: duration of effectiveness; client satisfaction with their current 

family planning method; ability to conceive after IUCD removal 
 

Using Client 
Descriptions 
Throughout a 
Provider 
Discussion 

5 min 1. Say we have reviewed the client descriptions that are in the IUCD visual aid, and the provider concerns 
that they can help to address.  As I mentioned earlier, these client descriptions can be used throughout 
a discussion with a provider – as an engaging opening, to help you explain features and benefits, or 
when closing the discussion.    

2. Say one important thing to note – use and focus on ONE client description during the visit. DO NOT 
present all THREE client descriptions in the same visit. In fact, you may discuss the same client 
description over many visits until the provider is comfortable with the behavior change or you have 
overcome their bias.  

3. Say within a visit, the client description does not need to be used over and over throughout the same 
discussion.  It’s most effective when it is used to make a specific point at a time in the conversation 
when you feel it would be the most relevant and useful. 

4. Say we are now going to spend some time practicing how we can use client descriptions at any of these 
different times during an interaction. 

5. Say let’s first look at how we can use a client description in opening a conversation. 

 

Client 
descriptions in 
engaging 
openings 

5 min 1.  Say a client description is an engaging way to open a discussion with a provider.  Describing an example 
of a client can gain the provider’s interest, as well as set up the discussion for a follow-up question.  For 
instance: 

 
“Provider, imagine you have a client named Sara.  She’s 27 years old, has two children, and is not sure yet 
whether she and her husband want to have more children someday.  If she were to visit your clinic and ask 
about family planning options, what would your recommendation be for her?” 
 
2.  Say describing Sara, her situation, and her needs to the provider helps you to set up the question of 
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what he or she would recommend most strongly for this client.  It helps you to uncover the provider’s 
biases or preferences.  Then by uncovering the provider’s preference for this client, you can determine 
what information you will need to share during your conversation, to transition the provider to thinking 
about IUCD for a client like this. 

3. Transition now let’s practice this ourselves. 
Activity – using 
descriptions in 
engaging 
openings 
 

30 min 1. Ask participants to work with the people at their tables for this activity.  (Facilitator note: this should be 
done in groups of 5-6 people.  If the overall group is small, have them work in one large group together.)  

2. Refer the participants to the provider descriptions on their tables in “Pile 1” – there are 4 provider cards 
to choose from, with basic information on the provider and what you discussed in your last visit in order 
to plan your next discussion with them.  (Note: depending on the size of the group, there may be 
duplicates of some of the descriptions used, which is fine.) 

3. Tell each participant to choose a provider card from the pile. 
4. Allow participants 15 minutes to think of how they’d use a client description to open a discussion with 

this provider.  Tell them that they can make changes to the client description they already wrote, or 
create a new one; whatever ensures that the client description best fits the provider situation. 

5. Ask participants to take turns in order around the table – each one should share their provider card, and 
say the engaging opening they came up with for this provider using their client description.   

6. After each participant shares their opening, ask the group to give feedback to them: 
• What did they like best about the opening? 
• How could the opening be improved? 
• How does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, etc)? 
• How did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their opening 

with this specific provider? 
 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

Annex 1 – Engaging 
Openings provider 
descriptions 

 

Client 
descriptions when 
discussing 
features and 
benefits 

5 min 1. Say now let’s talk about how client descriptions can be used during a discussion of features and 
benefits.    Describing an example of a client during this part of your discussion can help to illustrate 
how the benefit would be enjoyed by the provider’s own clients.  For instance, if you were talking about 
the reversibility of IUCD: 

 
“Provider, IUCDs can be removed at any time up to 12 years, with no long-term effect on the client’s ability 
to get pregnant again.  So imagine you have a client named Sara, she’s 27 years old and has two children, 
and after having an IUCD for 4 years, she and her husband have decided they want another child.  You can 
remove the IUCD and Sara can plan to grow her family right away. “ 
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2. Say using a client description when discussing features and benefits helps the provider to have a mental 
image of a client that would benefit from the product or service.  By taking features and benefits from a 
general concept (for instance just saying the feature and benefit) to something more specific like a 
client description, you are helping the provider to identify specific clients of theirs who would be 
appropriate. 

Activity – using 
descriptions when 
discussing 
features and 
benefits 
 

30 min 1.  Refer the participants to their visual aids. 
2.  Tell each participant to choose a section of the visual aid that they would use to illustrate a feature and 

benefit. 
3. Allow 15 minutes for participants to think of how they’d use a client description as part of that 

discussion.  Again, tell them that they can make changes to their previous client description if needed, 
or create a new one so that the description best fits the situation. 

4. Ask participants to once again take turns around the table, sharing the feature and benefit description 
they created using their client description. 

5. After each idea is shared, ask the other participants to give feedback: 
• What did they like best about the features and benefits discussion? 
• How could the discussion be improved? 
• How does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, 

etc.)? 
• How did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their 

discussion of features and benefits?  
 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

 

 

Client 
descriptions 
during a close 

5 min 1. Say finally, let’s talk about how a client description can be used during the close of a conversation.  As 
you’ve seen, painting the picture of a client can be useful throughout a discussion, and is especially 
helpful during a close.  When you use a client description during a close, you are gaining a commitment 
from the provider to use the product with that client type.  After your visit, when a client who fits that 
description comes to see the provider, they will be more likely to identify that client based on your 
conversation and recommend that product.  Here is an example of using a client description in a close: 

“Provider, you’ve told me that you would now consider recommending an IUCD to a woman who may not 
be finished having a family.  So let’s say, for instance, that you have a client named Sara. She’s 27 years old, 
has two children, and is unsure of whether she and her husband will want to have another child years from 
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now. Will you recommend IUCD to her if she asked you about her family planning options?”  

Activity – using 
descriptions when 
closing the 
conversation 
 

30 min 1.  Refer the participants to new descriptions – Closing Provider Cards (“Pile 2”).  There are 4 new provider 
cards in this group; each one has basic information on the provider and what you’ve just discussed in 
your interaction with them.  (Facilitator note: again, more than one person may use the same 
description if the size of the group is larger than 4 people.) 

2. Tell each participant to read their description and review what was discussed during this provider 
interaction. 

3. Allow 15 minutes for participants to think of how they’d use their client description as part of the close 
of the discussion.  Again, tell them that they can make changes to their client description if needed, or 
write a new one, so that the description best fits the provider situation. 

4. Ask participants to once again take turns around the table, sharing the close they created using their 
client description. 

5. After each idea is shared, ask the other participants to give feedback: 
6. Facilitator note - here are some things to look for as participants share their ideas: 

• What did they like best about the close? 
• How could the close be improved?  
• Does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, etc)? 
• Did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their close? 

 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

Annex 2 – Closing 
provider descriptions 

Wrap-up 5 min 1. Say we have practiced several different ways to use client descriptions during a provider interaction.    
2. Ask what the takeaways from this session are/ 
3. Recap the criteria for a good client description listed on the flipchart. 
4. Say as I mentioned earlier, it is a good practice for you to create several different client descriptions so 

that you can use them as needed during your provider discussions. 
5. Say [if the facilitator is a supervisor] during our next field visits, I will be working with you on adding this 

skill into your provider interactions.  I look forward to hearing your success stories. 
6. Thank everyone for their participation. 
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Engaging Openings Activity   

Facilitator Instructions: Cut along the dotted lines so that there are 4 separate Provider Cards.  Place face down on the 
tables before the workshop, and label this pile “Pile 1.”  

 

Provider 1 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Many 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider does not have any training on IUCDs and does not 
mention IUCDs as an option when counseling clients.  The provider tends to recommend injectables to clients. 

 

Provider 2 

Provider Type: Staff Nurse 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider has recently received PSI training on how to insert 
IUCDs, but only a few of her clients have opted for an IUCD since then.  Many of her clients are young mothers who want to wait 
before having another child. 

 

Provider 3 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider is trained on how to insert IUCDs.  When he 
counsels clients, he presents IUCDs as option; most of his clients who learn about IUCDs agree to have one.   

 

Provider 4 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Many 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: This provider has not been trained in IUD service provision yet 
but is interested to attend one of PSI's training sessions. She knows IUDs are a very good method but has heard they can be difficult 
for providers to insert if the client has not had any children yet.   

 

 
 
 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 1 
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Closing Activity 

Facilitator Instructions: Cut along the dotted lines so that there are 4 separate Provider Cards.  Place face down on the 
tables before the workshop, and label this pile “Pile 2.”  

Provider 1 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Many 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: The provider has not discussed IUCDs with clients before but is now interested 
in receiving training on IUCD insertion.  She does have concerns about the cost for her clients. 

 

Provider 2 

Provider Type: Staff Nurse 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: The provider has been recommending IUCDs only to women who do not want 
any more children, in place of sterilization.  In your conversation, you shared with her that IUCDs are reversible, so they are an 
appropriate option for women who may decide they want more children later; the client can have it removed and go back to 
growing her family.  

 

Provider 3 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: The provider says that she tends to recommend IUCDs to women who have had 
children already and are unsure if they will want more in the future.     

 

Provider 4 

Provider Type: Doctor 

Family planning clients: Many 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: This provider has had more and more younger patients requesting to have an 
IUCD over other family planning methods.  She has concerns about inserting IUCD in a client who has not had children yet as she 
feels that it would be difficult to insert.  She has also heard from other providers that there is a risk of infertility. 

 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 2 
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Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 3 

PDF of Tunza IUCD visual aid (use for activities if your country does not have visual aids that contain client profiles) 

IUCD Visual Job 
Aid-newest.pdf

 

 

Client Descriptions Overview flipchart (from page 3): 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACILITATOR’S GUIDE  

Client-Based Communication 

 

Population Services International 

Sexual, Reproductive Health and Tuberculosis Department 
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Materials Needed: 

 

 

Affix flipcharts to the wall as they’re used, so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

The activities in this session reference concepts that have been learned in other PBCC training--the original PBCC 5-day workshop and the Advanced Selling 

Skills modules on Engaging Openings and Closing.   It is recommended that you wait to conduct this workshop until all participants have gone through those 

other sessions. 

Throughout the session participants will be creating client descriptions and short discussions.  You need to collect all of the examples after the session so that you can create job 

aids for field pull-through.  Additionally you will need to send a copy of all of the examples to Mary Warsh at mwarsh@psi.org 

After this workshop, please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding pull through activities (titled Client-Based Communication). 

 

Time Estimate: 3 hours 

SESSION:  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 

PRACTICE 

 Flipcharts and markers 
 Paper and pens for all participants 
 Printed provider descriptions (see annex 1 and 2) 

Objectives: 
1. Develop client descriptions – vivid examples of clients that are relevant to a provider, in relation to PSI products and services 
2. Incorporate client descriptions into different parts of a provider visit – opening, discussing features and benefits, and closing 
3. Use client descriptions to drive provider behavior change 

 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 1 

 

4. Client-Based Commvior change 

 

 Pre-requisites: Participants should have completed the PBCC Initial Skills Building Curriculum and Advanced PBCC Skills Building Modules on 

Engaging Openings and Closing. 

 Prepare flipcharts: 

o “General versus Client Description” (see p. 3 for details)  

o “Client Descriptions” (see p. 3 for details) 

o “Michael – candidate for TB testing” 

 Prepare copies of the provider profiles in Annex 1 and 2: 

o Print out 1 copy for every 4 participants 

o Cut along the dotted lines so the profiles are separated 

o Put sets at the tables, face-down (if there are more than 4 people at a table, use multiple sets in the same pile) 

 

 

mailto:mwarsh@psi.org
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Flipchart:  

Welcome 

 
 
 
 

5 min 1. Welcome participants to the session. 
2. Explain that in this session, we are going to accomplish three goals: 

1. Develop client descriptions – vivid examples of clients that are relevant to a provider, in relation to PSI 
products and services.   

2. Incorporate client descriptions into different parts of a provider visit – opening, discussing features and 
benefits, and closing. 

3. Use client descriptions to drive provider behavior change  

 

 

Client 

descriptions 

overview 

10 min 1. Say today we’re going to learn to create descriptions of client types.  This is a very helpful technique to 
use in provider conversations, because when we can describe specific client types to our providers, it 
helps them to envision their own clients that would be right for our products and services.  More 
importantly it can help providers find appropriate clients for a product or service that they otherwise 
would not have thought of. Often, providers are biased and think of a service or product for a certain 
client segment. By describing other types of clients that the service or product may be appropriate for 
helps the provider to expand service delivery and options to her client. This works with our goal of 
helping providers to help their clients.   

2. Say that using a client description when talking with a provider turns general information into 
something that is easier for a provider to relate to.  Here is an example to show what I mean. 

3. Uncover “General versus Client Description” flipchart.  [Facilitator note: see photo in annex 3 for 
content of the flipchart.]  

4. Ask one participant to read the content on the left side of the flipchart first, then the content on the 
right. 

5. Ask the group which side of the flipchart has the more descriptive information.  (Answer: the right side)  
Which side do you think would better help a provider to think of specific clients for this service?  Why?  
(Answer: the right side; the provider sees clients like Michael, so a description of him is more effective 
than using a piece of data by itself like on the left side) 

6. Transition client descriptions can be used throughout a discussion with a provider – for instance, they 
can be used as an engaging opening, to help you explain features and benefits, or when closing the 
discussion.  We are going to go into more detail on how they can be used in different parts of a provider 
interaction, but first let’s talk about what makes a good client description. 

 

Flipchart (keep 

covered until it is 

time for this section) 
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Creating a Client 
Description 

10 min  
1. Ask what participants think would be important to include in a client description for use in discussions 

with providers.  Get input from a few of the participants. 
2. Uncover the Creating Client Descriptions flipchart and refer to it. 
3. Say there are a few things to keep in mind when coming up with a client description: 

 The description should be accurate for an appropriate user of the product. For example, you 
wouldn’t describe an IUCD candidate as a woman who wants to have a baby this year. 

 It should be specific and relatable, so that it sounds real – name, age, personal situation (e.g., 
number of children). Client needs are all good to add to the description. 

 BUT – don’t make it too specific. If you become too specific in the description, it narrows down 
the number of clients that the provider can envision. 

 Keep it short and simple – you should be able to describe the client in just a few sentences; it 
shouldn’t be full of unnecessary information that could be distracting (for example, where she 
grew up, or the names of her children). 

 It should help to address a specific provider bias, preference, or behavior about the product or 
service that could limit its use, in a way that encourages the provider to think about other 
opportunities to consider the product or service.  For example, many providers consider IUCDs 
as an alternative to sterilization when a client is finished having children and satisfied with her 
family size, which may limit the potential candidates for IUCDs.  In this case, you may want to 
present a description of a client who is still building her family and wishes to have more children 
but wants to wait and space her births by several years.  Sharing this description as an 
appropriate candidate for the IUCD will help the provider consider a different type of client for 
IUCDs.   

 

Have this flipchart 
covered until it is time 
to refer to it. 

(keep this flipchart up 
throughout the 
workshop for 
reference) 

Group Activity 
Creating Client 
Descriptions 
 

10 min 1. Say let’s start by creating a basic client description as a group.  We’re going to call him David.  David is a 
client who is a candidate for TB screening. 

2. Ask what other information would be helpful to add to his description. 
3. Write answers from the group on the rest of the flipchart.  Refer back to the “Creating Client 

Descriptions” flipchart to make sure the participant suggestions follow the guidelines. 
4. Say  as you can see, it is not difficult to think of a description of a client.  Just a couple of sentences with 

a basic description can paint a picture that will be helpful in your provider interactions.  

 

 
Activity 
 

25 min 1. Say now we are going to practice writing our own client descriptions.  Let’s start by deciding which 
provider bias or behavior our client description will address. 

2. Ask participants  what a specific provider bias where he/she is only recommending TB testing and 
treatment for a specific client type would be.  (Some possible answers: the provider is only 
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recommending TB screening and testing for clients who request it; the provider only tests if the patient 
has knowingly been exposed, if it is a client that is new and not that profitable yet, if it is a slow day and 
they have time to screen and counsel them, if they have been a client for a long time and the provider 
knows they will come back to them post-treatment for other products and services.) 

3. Write answers on a blank flipchart. 
4. Select 2-3 of the top answers; ask participants to select one of those biases, and take 5-10 minutes to 

write their own description of a client who would help to address and change that belief.   
5. Ask for 3-4 volunteers to share their client descriptions.  Ask participants to take notes as they hear 

others’ descriptions, so that they have future ideas for other ones to create for themselves after the 
meeting. 

6. For each one, ask the group for feedback: was it an accurate description of a client that would be a 
candidate for this product?  How much detail was provided?  Does it give you an understanding of their 
need in regard to the product? 

 
Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 
 

 

 

 

 

Transition 5 min 1. Say we have reviewed the client descriptions that you created, and the provider concerns that they can 
help to address.  As I mentioned earlier, these client descriptions can be used throughout a discussion 
with a provider – as an engaging opening, to help you explain features and benefits, or when closing the 
discussion.    

2. Say one important thing to note – use and focus on ONE client description during the visit. DO NOT 
present all THREE client descriptions in the same visit. In fact, you may discuss the same client 
description over many visits until the provider is comfortable with the behavior change or you have 
overcome their bias.  

3. Say within a visit, the client description does not need to be used over and over throughout the same 
discussion.  It’s most effective when it is used to make a specific point at a time in the conversation 
when you feel it would be the most relevant and useful. 

4. Say we are now going to spend some time practicing how we can use client descriptions at any of these 
different times during an interaction. 

5. Say let’s first look at how we can use a client description in opening a conversation. 

 

Using client 

descriptions in 

opening 

5 min 1. Say a client description is an engaging way to open a discussion with a provider.  Describing an example 
of a client can gain the provider’s interest as well as set up the discussion for a follow-up question.  For 
instance: 

 
“Doctor, imagine you have a client named David.  David is a farmer and when he has a cough he goes to the 
pharmacy to get medicine because it is convenient, cheap and fast and he can go back to the farm 
immediately. If he were to come to your clinic, what would you recommend for David?” 
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2. Say describing David, his situation and needs to the provider helps you to set up the question of what 
he or she would recommend most strongly for this client.  It helps you to uncover the provider’s biases 
or preferences.  Then by uncovering the provider’s preference for this client, you can determine what 
information you will need to share during your conversation, to transition the provider to thinking 
about TB testing and treatment for a client like this. 

3. Transition now let’s practice this ourselves. 

Activity – using 
descriptions in 
engaging 
openings 
 

30 min 1. Ask participants to work with the people at their tables for this activity.  (Facilitator note: this should be 
done in groups of 5-6 people.  If the overall group is small, have them work in one large group together.)  

2. Refer the participants to the Provider Cards on their tables in “Pile 1” – there are 4 provider cards to 
choose from, with basic information on the provider and what you discussed in your last visit in order to 
plan your next discussion with them.  (Note: depending on the size of the group, there may be duplicates 
of some of the descriptions used, which is fine.) 

3. Tell each participant to choose a provider card from the pile. 
4. Allow participants 15 minutes to think of how they’d use a client description to open a discussion with 

this provider.  Tell them that they can make changes to the client description they already wrote or 
create a new one, whatever ensures that the client description best fits the provider situation. 

5. Ask participants to take turns in order around the table; each one should share their provider card and 
say the engaging opening they came up with for this provider using their client description.   

6. After each participant shares their opening, ask the group to give feedback to them: 

 What did they like best about the opening? 

 How could the opening be improved? 

 How does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, etc)? 

 How did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their opening 
with this specific provider? 

 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

Annex 1 – Engaging 

Openings provider 

cards 

 

Using client 

descriptions when 

discussing 

features and 

benefits 

5 min 1. Say now let’s talk about how client descriptions can be used during a discussion of features and 
benefits.  Describing an example of a client during this part of your discussion can help to illustrate how 
the benefit would be enjoyed by the provider’s own clients.  For instance, if you were talking about the 
low cost of sputum testing: 

 
“Doctor, because PSI provides sputum testing clinics for free, you are able to keep the cost low for your 
patients.  What that means for a patient like David, is that although he does not have a lot of money, he will 
still be able come to your office to be tested and because he will be satisfied, he will tell his friends and 
family to come to you for products and services as well.” 
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2. Say using a client description when discussing features and benefits helps the provider to have a mental 
image of a client that would benefit from the product or service.  By taking features and benefits from a 
general concept (for instance, just saying the feature and benefit) to something more specific like a 
client description, you are helping the provider to identify specific clients of theirs who would be 
appropriate. 

Activity – using 
descriptions when 
discussing 
features and 
benefits 
 

25 min 1. Tell each participant to choose a feature and benefit that they would like to use for TB testing and/or 
treatment. 

2. Allow 15 minutes for participants to think of how they’d use a client description as part of that 
discussion.  Again, tell them that they can make changes to their previous client description, if needed, 
or create a new one so that the description best fits the situation. 

3. Ask participants to once again take turns around the table, sharing the feature and benefit description 
they created using their client description. 

4. After each idea is shared, ask the other participants to give feedback: 

 What did they like best about the features and benefits discussion? 

 How could the discussion be improved? 

 How does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, 
etc.)? 

 How did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their 
discussion of features and benefits?  

 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

 

 

Using descriptions 
when closing the 
conversation 
 

5 min 1. Say finally, let’s talk about how a client description can be used during the close of a conversation.  As 

you’ve seen, painting the picture of a client can be useful throughout a discussion and is especially 

helpful during a close.  When you use a client description during a close, you are gaining a commitment 

from the provider to use the product with that client type.  After your visit, when a client who fits that 

description comes to see the provider, they will be more likely to identify that client based on your 

conversation and recommend that product.  Here is an example of using a client description in a close: 

“Doctor, you’ve told me that you would consider recommending a TB test to a client who has presented 

with a persistent cough for over 2 weeks.  So let’s say, for instance, that you have a client named David who 

is a busy farmer without a lot of time or money and comes in complaining of a persistent cough for over 2 

weeks, will you recommend a TB test for him?” 
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Activity – using 
descriptions when 
closing the 
conversation 
 

30 min 1. Refer the participants to new descriptions – Closing Provider Cards (“Pile 2”).  There are 4 new provider 
cards in this group; each one has basic information on the provider and what you’ve just discussed in 
your interaction with them.  (Facilitator note: again, more than one person may use the same 
description if the size of the group is larger than 4 people.) 

2. Tell each participant to read their description and review what was discussed during this provider 
interaction. 

3. Allow 15 minutes for participants to think of how they’d use their client description as part of the close 
of the discussion.  Again, tell them that they can make changes to their client description if needed, or 
write a new one, so that the description best fits the provider situation. 

4. Ask participants to once again take turns around the table, sharing the close they created using their 
client description. 

5. After each idea is shared, ask the other participants to give feedback: 
6. Facilitator note: here are some things to look for as participants share their ideas: 

 What did they like best about the close? 

 How could the close be improved?  

 Does the client description fit the criteria listed on the flipchart (accurate, relatable, etc)? 

 Did the participant describe the client description in a way that enhanced their close? 
 

Note to Facilitator: Reminder to collect the examples that the representatives create in this activity. 

Annex 2 – Closing 

provider cards 

Wrap up 5 min 1. Say we have practiced several different ways to use client descriptions during a provider interaction.    

2. Ask what are the takeaways from this session?   

3. Recap the criteria for a good client description listed on the flipchart. 

4. Say as I mentioned earlier, it is a good practice for you to create several different client descriptions so 

that you can use them as needed during your provider discussions. 

5. Say [if the facilitator is a supervisor] during our next field visits, I will be working with you on adding this 

skill into your provider interactions.  I look forward to hearing your success stories. 

6. Thank everyone for their participation. 
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Engaging Openings activity  

Facilitator Instructions: Cut along the dotted lines so that there are 4 separate Provider Cards.  Place face down on the 

tables before the workshop, and label this pile “Pile 1”.  

 

Provider 1 

Provider Type: Pharmacist 

TB clients: Many 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider prescribes antibiotics or cough medicine to 
persistent coughers who seek treatment at her pharmacy.  She does not have the tools to screen and refer clients with persistent 
cough. 

 

Provider 2 

Provider Type: Doctor 

TB Clients: Moderate 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider has participated in TB training but is not actively 

participating in the TB program.  He believes that by offering TB services he would do more work and make less money than he 

would for providing other services 

 

Provider 3 

Provider Type: Doctor 

TB Clients: Many 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: The provider is trained on sputum testing and has started 

identifying some persistent coughers to test.  He thinks the risk of becoming known as a TB clinic is too great and may deter future 

clients who will be worried about contracting TB 

 

Provider 4 

Provider Type: Pharmacist 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What was discussed during your last interaction with this provider: This provider has not been trained on TB screening and has 

shared that the time it takes to screen will reduce her profits because she will not be able to provide the best level of service to her 

other clients.   

 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 1 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 1 
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Closing activity  

Facilitator Instructions: Cut along the dotted lines so that there are 4 separate Provider Cards.  Place face down on the 

tables before the workshop, and label this pile “Pile 2”.  

Provider 1 

Provider Type: Pharmacist 

TB Clients: Many 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: You shared that although she thinks screening tools are too hard to use, PSI 
provides information on the people at highest risk for TB, and these are clients she can identify for screening. You explained that not 
every client that she sees will need to be screened. 

 

Provider 2 

Provider Type: Doctor 

TB Clients: Moderate 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: You shared that although he is worried that TB treatment will reduce clients, 

these clients will actually be seeing him frequently over the course of treatment and will likely visit him for other services or 

purchase other products they need. 

 

Provider 3 

Provider Type: Doctor 

TB Clients: Many 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: In response to the provider’s concern about becoming known only as a “TB 

Clinic,” you shared that another provider shared similar concerns when they first began treating clients living with TB, and they have 

not become known as a “TB provider.” Now, their satisfied clients have told their friends and family, who have started coming to the 

provider for other services and products. 

 

Provider 4 

Provider Type: Pharmacist 

Family planning clients: Moderate 

What you have just discussed during this interaction: The provider shared that he is concerned he will lose business by sending TB 

patients out for treatment.  You shared that studies show that clients prefer to seek out services and products from private 

providers. Even if they go to the public sector to have their TB treated, they are likely to return to him to address their other health 

needs. 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 2 

 

Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 2 
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Client-Based Communication Workshop: Annex 3 

Enlarged photo of General vs Client Description flipchart 

 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Client Based Communication 

 
 

 

1. Give the Provider Card to the PSI Representative, and have them read through it. 

 
2. Discuss a possible client description to be used with this provider. 

 
If the Representative has already started using client descriptions with actual customers, ask 
the Representative to describe one of their client descriptions that could be used with this 
provider. 

If the Representative is not practiced in using client descriptions yet, work with them to create 
a sample client description using the guidelines from the workshop: 

 

• The description should be accurate for a user of the product. For example, you 
wouldn’t describe an IUD candidate as 50 years old. 

• It should be specific and relatable--name, age, personal situation (e.g., number of 
children); client needs are all good to add to the description. 

• BUT  don’t make it too specific:if you become too specific in the description, it 
narrows down the number of clients that the provider can envision. 

• Keep it short and sweet. You should be able to describe the client in just a few 
sentences, it shouldn’t be full of unnecessary information (for example, where she 
grew up, the names of her children). 

• Make sure that the client description addresses a specific provider belief. 
 

3. Ask the representative to plan the next discussion with this provider. 
 
Pick one place in the conversation where use of a client description could be effective.  
(Reminder, examples would be as an engaging opening, features and benefits, addressing 
provider concerns, or closing.) 
 

4. Ask the representative to role-play using the client description in that part of the 
conversation. 

 
5. Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the role-play.  

 
Consider: 
 

• Was the client description appropriate for the product?  (e.g., appropriate age) 
• Was the description specific but not excessively detailed? 
• Did the use of the description help with that part of the conversation?  Did it address a 

specific provider belief? (For example, if the Representative chose Closing, did the 
description help to paint the picture of the type of patient to consider for the 
product?) 

Activity 1 – Role Play 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Client Based Communication 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including the use of 
Client Descriptions as part of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 
them how they could use a client description in the interaction. 
 

3. After each provider visit, give the Representative feedback on their use of client descriptions 
during the discussion.  Consider: 
 

• Did the use of a client description fit well into that part of the discussion? 
• Was the client description appropriate for the product?  (e.g., appropriate age) 
• Was the description specific but not excessively detailed? 
• Did the use of the description assist with that part of the conversation?  Did it address 

the provider’s specific belief? (For example, if the Representative chose Closing, did 
the description help to paint the picture of the type of patient to consider for the 
product?) 

 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• Doctor Ana knows about IUCDs and has been trained to insert them.  She was trained about 6 months ago and 

has performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• She claims that she does not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask, she offers IUD 
services.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, she provides the requested method, as she 
feels the client will be more compliant if they receive the one for which they asked. 
 

• She has told you that when she discusses the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose injectables 
over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, Doctor Ana has said that she knows IUCDs are effective, but she wants to go with 
what her clients prefer, so she doesn’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• Doctor Ana has also shared that when she does talk about IUCDs with her clients, sometimes it can become a 
long conversation because her clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for 
example, that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for 
Doctor Ana to manage sometimes because her schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• Doctor Ana was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• You asked if Doctor Ana had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and she said no. 
• You confirmed that Doctor Ana had a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

 

    

In Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Representative Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• You (Doctor Ana) know about IUCDs and have been trained to insert them.  You were trained about 6 months 

ago and have performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• You claim that you do not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask for one, you do offer the 
service.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, you provide that one, as you feel they’ll be 
more compliant if they receive the one they asked for. 
 

• You have told the Representative that when you discuss the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose 
injectables over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, you have said that you know IUCDs are effective, but you want to go with what 
your clients prefer, so you don’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• You have also shared that when you do talk about IUCDs with your clients, sometimes it can become a long 
conversation because your clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for example, 
that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for you to 
manage sometimes because your schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• The Representative asked if you had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and you said 

no. 
• You confirmed that you have a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

In Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You are not confident in your IUCD insertion ability as you have only done a few since you were trained; this is one 

reason you do not recommend IUCD more strongly to your clients. 
 

• You feel that IUCDs are effective, but they are inconvenient to your practice because the conversation with the 
client sometimes takes longer and IUCD insertion takes more time than giving an injection or prescribing pills. 
 

• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients; you have concerns that if they come to you asking for one 
FP method and you strongly recommend another, your clients will feel pressured and you will lose business. 
 

• There are other staff in the clinic who could be trained to insert IUCDs in order to better manage your time, but 
you feel uncomfortable asking PSI to take the time to train them when you just went through the training 
yourself. 

Beliefs/Concerns 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Representative Copy 

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Tay understands the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but he has not yet screened any 

clients.  
 

• He knows that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. He is not sure what the four 
questions are, but he has heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which he 
respects highly. 
 

• In previous calls with Doctor Tay, you had left copies of the four-question screener, but he can’t seem to ever find 
them and doesn’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients he thinks are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, he can only 
recall one client type.  

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Tay was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• You asked if he had screened any clients for TB since your previous discussions with him, and he said no. When 
you asked him why he hadn’t screened any clients, he said that he just doesn’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You confirmed that he recalled specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in his area. 

 

 
 

On Your Last Visit 
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Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You believe that screening and referring for TB would take a lot of additional time in your already busy 

clinic. 
 
• You heard from another provider who does screen and refer clients for TB that it can be difficult to 

follow up with them. 
 
• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients and are concerned that your clinic stays 

profitable.  
 
• Your wife and eldest daughter help to run your busy clinic. You worry about them becoming infected 

with TB if clients with TB are regularly in your clinic.  

Beliefs/Concerns 

 

Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 
• You (Doctor Tay) understand the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but you have not yet screened 

any clients.  
 

• You know that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. You are not sure what the four 
questions are, but you have heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which you 
respect highly. 
 

• In previous discussions, the Representative left copies of the four-question screener, but you can’t seem to ever 
find them and can’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients you think are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, you can only 
recall one client type.  

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• The Representative asked if you had screened any clients for TB since your last discussion, and you said no. When 
he asked you why you hadn’t screened any clients, you said that you just don’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You discussed specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in the area. 

 

 
 

During Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Representative Copy     

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Joy was recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that might be 

malaria. 
 

• Doctor Joy has said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, 
he offered it as a service to them. 

 
• Doctor Joy has shared on previous calls that some of his clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• Doctor Joy has shared that he has started testing with RDT, but he received 2 negative test results so he wasn’t 

able to make up the cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   He worries that he may be getting false negative 
results and that microscopy results are more accurate. 

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Joy shared how his recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared his appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• He asked you for some resources to give clients to help him counsel them and test them for malaria. 
 
• He shared that he feels a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  He asked you to bring him information on the incidence of negative test results and how to avoid 
false negatives. 

On Your Last Visit 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Provider Copy     

Provider Background 

 
•  You (Doctor Joy) were recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that 

might be malaria. 
 

• You have said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, you 
offered it as a service to them. 

 
• You have shared on previous calls that some of your clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• You have started testing with RDT, but you received 2 negative test results so you weren’t able to make up the 

cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   You worry that you may be getting false negative results and that 
microscopy results are more accurate. 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You discussed how your recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared your appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• You asked the Representative for some resources to help you counsel and test clients for malaria. 
 
• You shared that you feel a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  You asked the Representative for information on the incidence of negative test results and how 
to avoid false negatives. 

During Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You do not know what to do when an RDT test comes back negative because clients often still demand 

treatment. 
 
• You have had false negative RDT tests before and as a result are unsure about the reliability of them. 

 
• You feel you are too busy to offer malaria counseling services.  You are considering having other staff members 

help you, but have not decided whether or not to do it. 
 

• You are building up your clients still, and you believe that if clients think RDTs are not as good as microscopy, 
they will think you are not a good provider. 

 

 

 
  

    

Beliefs/Concerns 
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Materials Needed: 

- Markers (at least 1 per person)       - Flipchart Paper 
- Blank colored and white paper (at least 3 per person each)    - Tape 
- Projector                                                                                                                                       - Timer or Watch 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Estimate: 3.5 Hours 

 

SESSION: LISTENING TO LEARN  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

Objectives: 
1. Explain the value of active listening and observing during provider interactions 
2. Demonstrate techniques for active listening to learn during provider interactions 

 
 
 

 Write flipchart: “Hearing versus Listening.” 
 Ask all participants to bring a visual aid for one of their products.  
 Print “Match Game” handouts in Annex 1 (change beliefs and messages if using a product other than IUCD). 
 Print observer checklist in Annex 3. 

 

 

Affix all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 
workshop). 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Opening Activity 

 

Story Time 

 
 
 
 

10 min 
 
 
 

1. Welcome participants. 
2. Say I’m going to start our session by telling you a story.  [Facilitator note: you may change anything in 

the story below that would make it more relevant to your country if needed.] 

Michael had a busy Tuesday ahead of him.  As he left the house, his wife asked him to buy some food on his 
way home--chicken, vegetables, and bread.  
 
He arrived at work at 9:00am, just in time for a meeting with his manager William.  The meeting lasted one 
hour, and when it ended, he had to drive to the airport to pick up one of his company’s important clients.  
While he waited for the flight to arrive, Michael saw his friend John who was returning from a trip with his 
family.  They had just returned from two weeks in Europe, where John’s parents had moved 10 years ago.  
They rarely got to see his parents because the trip was so far, so it was a very special time for them. 
 
The client’s flight was delayed for 3 hours, so Michael bought a sandwich and a newspaper to read to pass 
the time.  There was an article in the paper about a man who was found to be keeping two rare pandas as 
pets.  He was sentenced to 30 days in jail and had to pay a $1,000 fine. 
 
When the client’s flight arrived, Michael met him at the gate and offered to take him to lunch before driving 
to the office.  The client was happy to eat after such a long delay, but Michael had eaten his sandwich at the 
airport so he just ordered a cup of tea.  The client ate quickly and finished his lunch in 15 minutes.  After 
paying the bill, Michael drove the client to his office and showed him to the room where his meeting would 
be with the company’s president.      
 
Michael went back to his desk, completed some paperwork that was overdue, and then drove home at 
5:30pm.  It wasn’t until he walked in the door that he realized he had forgotten to stop at the store to buy 
the food. 

 

 

Opening Activity 
Continued 

 
 

1. Say I have some questions for you about the story I just told. 
2. Ask participants the following questions.  (They will probably not have all of the answers, which is 

expected.)   
 Questions to ask: 
1. What day of the week is it in the story?  (Tuesday) 
2. What did Michael’s wife ask him to buy at the store?  (chicken, vegetables, and bread) 
3. What time did Michael arrive at the office?  (9:00am) 
4. Who did Michael have a meeting with?  (His manager, William) 
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5. How long did the meeting last?  (1 hour) 
6. Where was his friend John on vacation with his family?  (Europe) 
7. How long was the client’s flight delayed?  (3 hours) 
8. In the newspaper article Michael read, why was the man arrested?  What was his sentence?  (For 

keeping 2 rare pandas as pets; 30 days in jail and a $1000 fine) 
9. What did Michael order at the café?  (tea) 
10. How long did it take the client to eat his lunch?  (15 minutes) 
11. Who did the client meet with at the office?  (the company’s president) 
12. What time did Michael leave the office?  (5:30pm) 
 

3. Say as you can see, there was a lot of information in the short story I just told you. If you had known 
that I was going to ask you about the details in the story, you probably would have listened more 
closely. When we listen to our providers there is also a lot of information we can learn from them that 
will help us to help them help their clients.  But the good news is, they usually don’t give us the level of 
detail that I just shared with you in that story.  We still need to listen closely to them because this is 
how we ensure we provide the most value. The more we can ask good questions and be open to 
learning from their answers, the more successful we will be. 

Slide 2: 
 
Objectives  

1 min 1. Show slide 2. 
2. Say At the end of this session, you will be able to: 

• Explain the value of active listening and observing during provider interactions 
• Demonstrate techniques for active listening during provider interaction 

 

Listening & 
Relevance 
 
 
 

1 min 1. Explain this session will cover a critical skill that PSI representatives need to demonstrate in order to 
successfully integrate the Provider Behavior Change Communications process: Listening to Learn. 

 
2. Explain that 

• In previous PBCC sessions, you learned the importance of using open-ended questions to uncover 
provider needs and barriers.  If you do that well, your provider will share what they are thinking.  
This means you have to be ready to really listen so that you can use that information to align the 
best resources and solutions. 

• Active listening ties in to the pillar of RELEVANCE (refer to flipchart). As you remember, RELEVANCE 
means that in a persuasive, meaningful, two-way dialogue, you provide useful information and 
resources based on provider need.  If you can do this in each provider interaction and continue to 
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learn new information from a provider over time, the provider will see you as a valuable partner 
with them. 

•  

• In this session, we will discuss different techniques to demonstrate and eventually master active 
listening. 

Hearing versus 
Listening 

15 min 1. Show flipchart titled “Hearing versus Listening.” 
2. Ask participants what the difference is between hearing and listening.  (Answers may include:  you can 

hear what someone is saying without really listening to them.  You may be aware someone is talking but 
that doesn’t mean your brain is processing what they are saying.) 

3. Ask participants to think about a time when they felt someone was not really listening to you.  How did 
you know they were hearing you, but not listening? Answers could include that they are multi-tasking, 
no eye contact and interrupting you before you finished your thought.  Write their responses on the flip 
chart.   

4. Ask participants to think about a time they had a really good conversation with somebody.  How did you 
know they were listening to you? Write their responses on the flipchart.  [Facilitator note: answers 
could include: they made good eye contact, they nodded they asked questions, they repeated back what 
you were saying, they were not multi-tasking.] 

5. Say this is Hearing versus Listening. 
6. Ask participants how hearing versus listening can have a negative impact on a provider interaction.  

[Answers could include: take conversation in the wrong direction, miss an opportunity to respond to 
provider question or concern, give the appearance that you aren’t interested in what the provider has to 
say, lose trust and respect.] 

7. Explain that even though we all know listening is important, it is one of the hardest skills to learn and 
maintain.  Why?  Because as listeners we can think at about 500 words per minute (wpm), while the 
normal speaking rate is between 125 and 150 wpm.  That’s close to 400 words of thinking time available 
to both get distracted by and disengage from the provider.  What we truly need to do with that time is 
to really focus to ensure we understand what the provider is saying to us. 

8. Transition the best technique to show someone you are really listening to them is to use ACTIVE 
listening.   Often in provider interactions there tends to be more REACTIVE listening.  To demonstrate 
this, we are going to do an activity. 
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Activity 
 
Active Listening 

15 min 1. Ask participants to take 30 seconds to think of three foods they enjoy. 
2. Have participants take turns telling their three foods out loud to the group.  (Facilitator note: if the 

group is larger than 10, split them into two teams.) 
3. Once all participants have listed their favorite foods, ask the group: who can remember all of the foods 

that everyone listed?  (Note: it is unlikely that anyone will be able to name all of the foods from 
everyone.  That is expected.) 

4. Ask when you were waiting for your turn to speak, were you actively listening to the others’ answers, or 
were you thinking of what you were going to say? (Participants will likely state that they were thinking 
about what they were going to say.)  

5. Say what you just experienced is called “waiting to speak,” which is not active listening.  When you are 
waiting to speak, you hear what the other person is saying but you are not fully taking in the 
information.  But when you listen actively, that means you are listening to learn.  When we listen to 
learn, making sure they fully understand what the other person is saying before they answer.  Effective 
PSI representatives listen more than they speak.  

6. Ask participants how they can avoid “waiting to speak” when listening to others. Write ideas down on 
flipchart. 
[Answers should include: Don’t interrupt them, pause before responding, be curious--really think about 
what the provider is saying instead of what you want to say next, empty your mind of all of the data that 
you want to share so that you can really listen to what the provider is saying, paraphrase what they are 
saying to make sure you understand them, ask questions about what they are saying to ensure you 
understand them.] 
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Active Listening 
Slide 

30 min 1. Ask: what techniques can we use to listen actively?  Get input from several of the participants. 
[Examples should include: Don’t interrupt, be open to what the person is saying, paraphrase to confirm 
understanding, ask questions, use body language that shows interest.] 

2. Debrief by sharing the above examples if participants do not share them. 
3. Show slide 3: Techniques for Active Listening  
4. Say many of the following examples were shared.  Let’s discuss them in further detail. 

• Be open to the other person to actually hear the words said.  Don’t assume you know the course of 
the conversation.   

• Relax and listen. Avoid “waiting to speak.” 
• Paraphrasing what the provider has said will confirm your understanding (or reveal 

misunderstanding) and help you remember; it is also a natural way to encourage a person to 
continue speaking.  Ask participants to provide paraphrasing examples for following provider 
statements: 

a. If a provider says “I don’t have time to do IUCD insertions; the procedure takes too 
much time and keeps other clients waiting.” 
(Potential Answer: “If I’m hearing you correctly, you would be able to offer IUCD 
insertion services if there was a way to work it into your busy schedule.”) 

b. If a provider says “Screening for TB is difficult and my clients do not want to wait for the 
results.” 
(Potential Answer: “So what you are saying is that you would consider screening if it did 
not take long?” 

c. If a provider says “IUCD insertions are difficult to do and I have not been trained.” 
(Potential Answer: “It sounds like you may be interested in being trained in IUCD 
insertion so that they would not be difficult?” 

d. If a provider says: “My clients prefer injections because they have heard about negative 
effects from implants.” 
(Potential Answer: “If I understand you correctly, it sounds like you have offered 
implants but need support in educating your clients on their options?” 

• Another good way to “hear” and remember is to write it down afterwards. 
• Ask clarifying questions to help you learn more about what the provider is saying.  This is 

especially helpful for those times when you get the sense that there is something the provider is 
not fully sharing with you (“reading between the lines”).  Ask participants to provide potential 
clarifying questions for the following provider statements: 

a. If the provider says that most of their clients do not want an IUCD, not asking a follow-
up question means that you believe the provider doesn’t have a lot of clients who are 
interested in the service.   
Potential Question: “Can you share with me what it is about IUCD that they are not 
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comfortable with?” This may uncover the fact that the provider actually needs help in 
providing the full information to clients to help them make an informed decision. 

b. If the provider says that TB screening is not successful, not asking a follow-up question 
means you believe the provider has tried to screen and something about the process 
didn’t work. 
Potential Question: “What examples can you share of challenges you have had with 
using the TB screening tool?” This may uncover that they have not actually tried TB 
screening to see that it is a simple and short process. 

c. If the provider says that clients are not interested in hearing about family planning 
methods, not asking a follow up question means you believe clients have been offered 
counseling and did not wish to receive it.  
Potential Question: “Can you share with me what you say when you offer counseling 
and how clients respond?” This may uncover that they are not comfortable with 
initiating conversations on family planning. 

• Facilitator note: for the last bullet point on non-verbal cues, please ask for and add in examples 
of “body language” that are relevant to your culture.  For instance – in Western culture, if a 
provider is speaking to you but not looking you in the eyes, or has their arms folded across their 
chest, that body language may mean that they may be holding back on what they tell you.     

 

Activity 
 
Active Listening 

15 min Activity 

1. Ask participants to pair up with someone. 
2. Ask them to take turns telling each other one of their favorite foods again.  Each person has 5 minutes 

to talk about their favorite food. 
3. As each person talks about their favorite food, their partner should: 

• Ask them open-ended questions to learn more information. 
• Paraphrase what they are saying to be sure they understand. 
• Do not assume they know what the other will say next.   
• Then switch places. 

4. Debrief - Ask the group for a few examples of what they learned that they didn’t expect. 
5. Ask when you were in the listener role, how did listening with the intent to learn help you to get more 

information?  When you were in the speaker role and the other person was asking you questions, how 
did you feel?  How did your partner’s questions help you to give more information?   

6. Say  As you saw in this activity, when you are the one speaking and the other person is actively listening 
to you, it makes you feel good to know that you’re being truly heard and that the other person isn’t just 
waiting to speak next.  Keep this in mind when you are interacting with your providers from now on; it 
will improve the quality of your interactions with them. 
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Activity 

Match Game 

20 min 1. Say now that we’ve practiced active listening, what do we do with the information we learn?  Not only 
do we need to be flexible enough to be open to information, we also have to be able to tie back into 
appropriate solutions as a result.  This ties in to the pillars of Knowledge and Relevance; we need to 
uncover provider needs, barriers, and motivations to be sure that the information we share is relevant 
to them.  Sometimes a provider may say something that you don’t expect but that’s OK because it 
means you’re discussing something that is important to the provider.  If you plan to share a piece of 
information, but you don’t get to share it because the provider takes the conversation in a different 
direction, that’s fine. It means that you’re learning about them and ensuring that your information is 
relevant to what their needs are right now.   

2. Say we are now going to do an activity to practice sharing information that’s relevant to the provider. 
3. Give participants “Match Game” handouts. 
4. Ask participants to find a partner. 
5. Say on the left side of the handout are provider needs or barriers and on the right side are solutions.  

You need to work together to figure out which solution is the best follow up to the need/barrier that 
the provider shares.  Record the page of the Visual Aid you would use to support the solution. 

6. Give participants 10 minutes to complete the worksheet.  [Facilitator note: the answer key for you is in 
Annex 2.] 

7. Debrief by asking: How did you decide which solution matched with which need/barrier? What would 
have happened if you shared one of the other solutions instead?  How do you think the provider would 
have responded? 

8. Say this activity illustrates the importance of relevance and how your targeted response to what the 
provider is saying can have a positive impact on the interaction. 

Annex 1 – Match 
Game handout 

Annex 2 – Match 
Game answer key 

Activity  

Listening to Learn 
Role Play 

60 min 1. Ask participants to get into trios. 
2. Show slide 4 – “Listening to Learn” Role Play. 
3. For each trio give one participant “Provider Profile 1 – Rep Copy” from Annex 4.  They will play the PSI 

Representative in the role-play.  Give the second participant “Provider Profile 1 – Provider Copy.”  They 
will play the provider.  Give the third participant a blank Observer checklist (Annex 3).  They will be the 
observer and will give feedback on the interaction at the end.   

4. Give participants 10 minutes to read their Provider Profiles.  The person playing the PSI Representative 
should plan for the next interaction with the provider in their profile and think about their visit objective 
and what they’d like to learn.  They should write down their plan if it will help them prepare. 

5. Give participants 10 minutes to conduct the provider conversation with the goal of learning new 
information and then being targeted in what they discuss next as a result.  The Representative should 
use visual aids to convey any solutions 

6. At the end of 10 minutes, the observer should give 5 minutes of feedback to the Representative based 
on the observations they recorded on their checklist. 

7. Have the trios switch roles two more times to repeat the activity, using Provider Profile 2 for round 2 
and Provider Profile 3 for the third round.  Everyone should have a chance to play each role once. 

 

 

Annex 3 - Observer 
Checklist 

Annex 4 – provider 
profiles 
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8. Debrief by asking participants to share how they felt Actively Listening when they were playing the 
Representative during the activity.   
• How easy/difficult was it to be “in the moment” and have the discussion go according to what the 

provider said?   
• How well did you actively listen to what they were saying?  Did you find yourself thinking of what 

you wanted to tell them next?   
• How did you target your information to what they were saying so that it was relevant to the 

conversation and the provider’s needs? 

Close and wrap-
up 

5 min 1. Tell participants that listening to learn takes practice, but the more they do it the more comfortable it 
will become.  As this skill becomes comfortable, you will find that the interactions you have with your 
providers will be of an even higher quality. 

2. Recommend that participants work on this skill by planning before every visit: what do I not know 
about this provider that I would like to learn?  What open-ended questions will I ask?  How will I use 
active listening skills so that I am listening to learn?  (Facilitator note: if the participants have already 
completed the Communication Continuum workshop where they worked on pre-visit planning, you are 
should add in any refresher comments or expectations on active listening for future provider visits.) 

3. Show slide 5 and recap what was learned during the session.  Ask participants if they feel these 
objectives were accomplished, and ask if there are any final questions. 

4. Thank everyone for their active participation. 
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Session: Annex 1 
Match Game handout 
Instructions: for each provider belief, decide which product message best addresses that belief.  Draw a line to connect 
them.   

 

Provider Need or Barrier Solution Visual Aid Page 

IUCDs last for 12 years; my clients 
won’t need to come back, so I will 
lose income.  

Much of the equipment necessary is a one-time 
cost and will pay for itself once you begin insertion 
services. In addition, PSI provides demand 
generation to help increase your client flow so you 
can earn more. 

 

IUCDs are expensive for my clients. IUCDs are simple for clients to use.  Once the IUCD 
is inserted, your client doesn’t need to remember 
to take a pill everyday or return every 3 months for 
an injection. IUCD clients must only check the 
strings from time to time. 

 

My clients feel that IUCDs are more 
complicated than other family 
planning methods. 

Compared to other methods, IUCDs are the least 
expensive for 5+ years of protection. 

 

IUCD service requires a big 
investment up front. 

IUCDs have one of the highest client satisfaction 
rates.  Satisfied clients respect and appreciate their 
providers and often return again and again for 
other services. 

 

IUCDs are difficult and require 
special technique to insert. 

99.5% of newly trained clinicians are successful 
after their first or second attempt at inserting an 
IUCD, and 92% of providers rate inserting an IUCD 
as “easy.” PSI will provide you with on-the-job 
support in your own clinic after training to help 
build your insertion skills and confidence. 
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Session:  Annex 2: Match Game answer key 
Provider Belief Product Message Visual Aid Page 

IUCDs last for 12 years; my clients 
won’t need to come back, so I will 
lose income.  

Much of the equipment necessary are one-time 
costs and will pay for themselves once you begin 
insertion services. In addition, PSI provides demand 
generation to help increase your client flow so you 
can earn more. 

Insert appropriate 
page number 
from your current 
visual aid 

IUCDs are expensive for my clients. IUCDs are simple for clients to use.  Once the IUCD 
is inserted, your client doesn’t need to remember 
to take a pill everyday or return every 3 months for 
an injection. IUCD clients must only check the 
strings from time to time. 

 

My clients feel that IUCDs are more 
complicated than other family 
planning methods. 

Compared to other methods, IUCDs are the least 
expensive for 5+ years of protection. 

 

IUCD service requires a big 
investment up front. 

IUCDs have one of the highest client satisfaction 
rates.  Satisfied clients respect and appreciate their 
providers and often return again and again for 
other services. 

 

IUCDs are difficult and require 
special technique to insert. 

99.5% of newly trained clinicians are successful 
after their first or second attempt at inserting and 
IUCD and 92% of providers rate inserting an IUCD 
as “easy”. PSI will provide you with on-the-job 
support in your own clinic after training to help 
build your insertion skills and confidence. 
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Annex 3 
Listening to Learn Role-play 
Observer Checklist 

 
Instructions for the observer:  

1. Observe the person playing the Representative during the interaction, and use the checklist below to capture 
your observations. 

2. Put an X in the “Observed” column for any of the Active Listening behaviors on the list that you observe during 
the interaction. 

3. Take detailed notes on what you observe so that you can give feedback to the person playing the 
Representative. 

• Remember: depending on the interaction, it may not be possible or necessary to use all of the behaviors 
listed below.  However, if the Representative misses an opportunity to use one of these behaviors, make 
note of it and explain during your feedback time.   

 
 
Active Listening Behavior Observed Notes 
Asked open-ended questions that were relevant 
to the provider 

  
 
 

Asked follow-up questions to learn more about 
what the provider was saying 

  
 
 

Was able to adapt to the flow of conversation    
 
 

Appeared to be actively listening, instead of 
“waiting to speak” 

  
 
 

Paraphrased what the provider said to confirm 
understanding 

  
 
 

Shared information that was relevant to what the 
provider was saying 

  
 
 

Recognized body language cues    
 
 

Uncovered new information (“secret belief”) from 
the provider 

  

 
 
 

 



Listening to Learn



Workshop Objectives

 Explain the value of active listening and observing 
during provider interactions

 Demonstrate techniques for active listening during 
provider interactions



Techniques for Active Listening
 Assume you don’t know the course of the 

conversation and concentrate on what the 
other person is saying

 Relax and listen. Avoid “waiting to speak”
 Paraphrase what the other person has said
 Take notes, if possible
 Ask additional questions for clarification or to 

deepen your understanding
 Read the non-verbal cues of the provider



“Listening to Learn” Role Play
1. Get into trios
2. Prep - 10 minutes

– Participant 1 – Rep - read Provider Profile 1, Rep Version.  Plan for your next call 
with this provider, thinking about what you want to learn.

– Participant 2 – Provider - read Provider Profile 1, Provider Version.  Follow the 
instructions to prepare playing the provider role during the role-play.

– Participant 3 – Observer - read the Observer Checklist and be ready to take notes 
on Participant 1’s active listening skills during the interaction.

3.  Role-Play - 10 minutes
– Conduct the interaction.  Observer should complete the Observer Checklist during 

the discussion.

4.  Feedback - 5 minutes
– Observer give feedback to Rep, using the checklist they completed.

5. Switch roles and repeat; use new Provider Profiles for next 2 rounds



Workshop Recap
 Hearing and Listening do not mean the same thing –

to ensure you are relevant and address providers’ 
needs, you must really listen to them.

 The best way to really listen to providers is to use 
techniques of active listening:
– Be open to the other person to actually hear the words said
– Avoid “waiting to speak.”
– Paraphrase what the provider has said to confirm your 

understanding 
– Ask Questions
– Write things down



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Listening to Learn 

 
 

 

1. Give the Provider Profile to the PSI Representative, and have them read through it. 

 
2. Ask the representative to plan the next discussion with this provider. 

 
The Representative should include as part of the plan an open-ended question that could help 
them to learn more about the provider. 

 
 

3. Ask the representative to role play a full discussion with you. 
 
You will play the provider in the profile.   The Representative should use their open-ended       
question(s), as well as the other active listening techniques they learned in the workshop: 

• Asking follow-up questions 
• Paraphrasing what the provider has said 
• Targeting information specifically to what the provider has said 

 
 
 

4. Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the Representative’s close during the role-play. 

 
   Consider: 

• Was the Representative actively listening to learn or just waiting to speak? 
• Did they use appropriate follow-up questions and/or paraphrasing to confirm 

understanding? 
• Was any new information uncovered as a result of the interaction? 
• Was any information shared by the Representative targeted to the conversation, or did 

they provide information that was irrelevant?   

 
 

 

 

 

 

Activity 1 – Role Play 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Listening to Learn 

 
 

 

 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including Listening to 
Learn as part of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 
them what information they would like to learn about the provider and what questions they 
will ask to uncover it. 
 

3. After each provider visit, give the Representative feedback how effective their closes were 
during the discussion.  Consider: 
 
• Was the Representative actively listening to learn or just waiting to speak? 
• Did they use appropriate follow-up questions and/or paraphrasing to confirm 

understanding? 
• Was any new information uncovered as a result of the interaction? 
• Was any information shared by the Representative targeted to the conversation, or did 

they provide information that was irrelevant?   
 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• Doctor Ana knows about IUCDs and has been trained to insert them.  She was trained about 6 months ago and 

has performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• She claims that she does not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask, she offers IUD 
services.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, she provides the requested method, as she 
feels the client will be more compliant if they receive the one for which they asked. 
 

• She has told you that when she discusses the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose injectables 
over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, Doctor Ana has said that she knows IUCDs are effective, but she wants to go with 
what her clients prefer, so she doesn’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• Doctor Ana has also shared that when she does talk about IUCDs with her clients, sometimes it can become a 
long conversation because her clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for 
example, that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for 
Doctor Ana to manage sometimes because her schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• Doctor Ana was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• You asked if Doctor Ana had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and she said no. 
• You confirmed that Doctor Ana had a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

 

    

In Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Representative Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Family planning clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

 
• You (Doctor Ana) know about IUCDs and have been trained to insert them.  You were trained about 6 months 

ago and have performed 6 insertions since then. 
 

• You claim that you do not receive many client requests for IUCDs, but when clients ask for one, you do offer the 
service.  If the client comes in requesting a different method of FP, you provide that one, as you feel they’ll be 
more compliant if they receive the one they asked for. 
 

• You have told the Representative that when you discuss the range of FP options with clients, they tend to choose 
injectables over other methods that are discussed. 
 

• During previous conversations, you have said that you know IUCDs are effective, but you want to go with what 
your clients prefer, so you don’t make a strong recommendation for one method over the other. 
 

• You have also shared that when you do talk about IUCDs with your clients, sometimes it can become a long 
conversation because your clients have heard incorrect information from friends or other sources (for example, 
that you can still get pregnant and the baby will be born deformed by the IUCD).  This is difficult for you to 
manage sometimes because your schedule can be very busy. 

 

 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
• The Representative asked if you had performed any IUD insertions since your previous discussion, and you said 

no. 
• You confirmed that you have a box of IUCD insertion kits in stock at the clinic. 

 

In Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You are not confident in your IUCD insertion ability as you have only done a few since you were trained; this is one 

reason you do not recommend IUCD more strongly to your clients. 
 

• You feel that IUCDs are effective, but they are inconvenient to your practice because the conversation with the 
client sometimes takes longer and IUCD insertion takes more time than giving an injection or prescribing pills. 
 

• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients; you have concerns that if they come to you asking for one 
FP method and you strongly recommend another, your clients will feel pressured and you will lose business. 
 

• There are other staff in the clinic who could be trained to insert IUCDs in order to better manage your time, but 
you feel uncomfortable asking PSI to take the time to train them when you just went through the training 
yourself. 

Beliefs/Concerns 

Provider Profile 1 (Doctor Ana) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Representative Copy 

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Tay understands the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but he has not yet screened any 

clients.  
 

• He knows that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. He is not sure what the four 
questions are, but he has heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which he 
respects highly. 
 

• In previous calls with Doctor Tay, you had left copies of the four-question screener, but he can’t seem to ever find 
them and doesn’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients he thinks are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, he can only 
recall one client type.  

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Tay was very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• You asked if he had screened any clients for TB since your previous discussions with him, and he said no. When 
you asked him why he hadn’t screened any clients, he said that he just doesn’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You confirmed that he recalled specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in his area. 

 

 
 

On Your Last Visit 
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Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You believe that screening and referring for TB would take a lot of additional time in your already busy 

clinic. 
 
• You heard from another provider who does screen and refer clients for TB that it can be difficult to 

follow up with them. 
 
• You pride yourself on your reputation with your clients and are concerned that your clinic stays 

profitable.  
 
• Your wife and eldest daughter help to run your busy clinic. You worry about them becoming infected 

with TB if clients with TB are regularly in your clinic.  

Beliefs/Concerns 

 

Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Tuberculosis (TB) clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Interest 

 

Provider Background 

 
• You (Doctor Tay) understand the importance and value of screening clients for TB, but you have not yet screened 

any clients.  
 

• You know that screening for TB involves asking questions related to symptoms. You are not sure what the four 
questions are, but you have heard they were developed by the World Health Organization (WHO), which you 
respect highly. 
 

• In previous discussions, the Representative left copies of the four-question screener, but you can’t seem to ever 
find them and can’t recall what the questions are. 
 

• When asked about which clients you think are at high risk for TB and therefore relevant to screen, you can only 
recall one client type.  

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You were very busy and only had a few minutes to talk. 
 

• The Representative asked if you had screened any clients for TB since your last discussion, and you said no. When 
he asked you why you hadn’t screened any clients, you said that you just don’t have any clients that ask about TB 
or to be screened. 

 
• You discussed specific statistics about the rate of tuberculosis in the area. 

 

 
 

During Your Last Discussion 

Provider Profile 2 (Doctor Tay) – Provider Copy 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Representative Copy     

Provider Background 

 
• Doctor Joy was recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that might be 

malaria. 
 

• Doctor Joy has said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, 
he offered it as a service to them. 

 
• Doctor Joy has shared on previous calls that some of his clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• Doctor Joy has shared that he has started testing with RDT, but he received 2 negative test results so he wasn’t 

able to make up the cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   He worries that he may be getting false negative 
results and that microscopy results are more accurate. 

What You Know 

 

• Doctor Joy shared how his recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared his appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• He asked you for some resources to give clients to help him counsel them and test them for malaria. 
 
• He shared that he feels a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  He asked you to bring him information on the incidence of negative test results and how to avoid 
false negatives. 

On Your Last Visit 
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Provider type:  Doctor 
Setting: Private clinic 
# Malaria Clients: Moderate 
Position on Adoption Stairway: Trial 

 

Provider Profile 3 (Doctor Joy) – Provider Copy     

Provider Background 

 
•  You (Doctor Joy) were recently trained on how to counsel and test clients that come in with symptoms that 

might be malaria. 
 

• You have said that in the past when a client seemed interested in being counseled and tested for malaria, you 
offered it as a service to them. 

 
• You have shared on previous calls that some of your clients want to just be treated for malaria if they have 

symptoms and do not have time to wait on the results of a test. 
 
• You have started testing with RDT, but you received 2 negative test results so you weren’t able to make up the 

cost of the tests by selling an ACT.   You worry that you may be getting false negative results and that 
microscopy results are more accurate. 

What the Representative Knows 

 

• You discussed how your recent PSI malaria counseling training went and shared your appreciation for the 
support. 

 
• You asked the Representative for some resources to help you counsel and test clients for malaria. 
 
• You shared that you feel a lot of pressure about the government recommendation for ICM when an RDT comes 

back negative.  You asked the Representative for information on the incidence of negative test results and how 
to avoid false negatives. 

During Your Last Discussion 

 
Note: The beliefs and concerns below should only be shared if the Representative asks questions to uncover them 

during your interaction. 
 
• You do not know what to do when an RDT test comes back negative because clients often still demand 

treatment. 
 
• You have had false negative RDT tests before and as a result are unsure about the reliability of them. 

 
• You feel you are too busy to offer malaria counseling services.  You are considering having other staff members 

help you, but have not decided whether or not to do it. 
 

• You are building up your clients still, and you believe that if clients think RDTs are not as good as microscopy, 
they will think you are not a good provider. 

 

 

 
  

    

Beliefs/Concerns 
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Materials Needed: 

- Markers (at least 1 per person)       - Flipchart Paper 
- Blank colored and white paper (at least 3 per person each)    - Tape 
- Projector                                                                                                                                       - Timer or Watch 
 

 

 

 

 

Time Estimate: 3.5 Hours 

SESSION: BUILDING PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH PROVIDERS  

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

Objectives: 
1. Demonstrate an understanding of the process of building rapport and  professional relationships  
2. Demonstrate transitions from personal to professional discussions with providers 
3. Explain the importance of building professional relationships with other staff at a provider location  

 
 

 Create “It’s All About the Client” Flipchart.  See page 5 of the facilitator’s guide for an example of how it should look. 
 Create “Trust” Flipchart.  See page 7 of the facilitator’s guide for an example of how it should look. 
 Create “Relationship Pyramid Flipchart.  See page 9 of the facilitator’s guide for an example of how it should look. 
 Write “Everyone is Important” at the top of a Flipchart. 
 Print and cut out “Personal Topics” from the annex.  You will need to print enough copies for every participant to have one cut out.  

Put them face down on the tables. 

 

 

Hang all flipcharts on the wall so participants can reference them during the workshop. 

After this workshop please refer to the Implementation Guide for the corresponding post-session coaching activities (titled the same as the 
workshop). 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Ice Breaker 
Activity 

25 min 1. Welcome participants and say that we going to start this session with a fun activity. 
2. Activity: 

• Ask participants to find a partner.   
• Tell them that to start off the workshop and get everyone talking you want one person from 

each pair to describe the best trip they ever took.  They should share where they went, what 
they did and what made it so great.   

• After about 3-4 minutes ask them to switch and have the other person in the pair share their 
favorite trip. 

• Ask pairs to give each other feedback on each other.  They should provide feedback on how they 
sounded, the words they used, and whether they were engaging. 

• After 3-4 minutes ask one person in each pair to talk about the features and benefits of IUDs 
with their partners. 

• After 3-4 minutes ask them to switch and have the other person in the pair talk about the 
features and benefits of implants. 

• Ask pairs to give each other feedback on each other.  They should provide feedback on how they 
sounded, the words they used, and whether they were engaging. 

• Debrief by asking participants to share the feedback they gave and received. Ask participants to 
share differences in the feedback for the trip conversations versus the product conversations.  
Participants will answer that they were more enthusiastic and engaging when talking about a trip 
compared to when they talked about product. 

• Explain that it is human nature to want to talk about personal, fun things and that our providers 
are human beings who also enjoy talking about personal things, but professional relationships 
are not based solely on personal conversations.  Professional relationships are built on trust and 
credibility. It is also important to remember that building rapport may start with personal 
relationships so both types of conversations are important to building professional relationships. 

 

Slide 1:  

Professional 
Relationships 

 
 
 

2 min  
1. Explain this session will cover a topic that is important to ensuring impactful provider based change 

communications – professional relationships.   
2. 2. Explain often sales reps mistakenly think that if a provider is friendly with them that this is a 

professional relationship. Being friendly can be the start of the relationship, but if that is all that it is, 
then there is often no true professional relationship.  A true professional relationship is like a partnership 
where both participants are willing to help out the other.  In this session, we will discuss the principles of 
professional relationships and steps to develop and sustain them. 
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Slide 2: 
 
Objectives 

3 min 

 

1. Show slide 2 
 
2. Say: At the end of this session, you will be able to: 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the process of building rapport and  professional relationships  
• Demonstrate transitions from personal to professional discussions with providers 
• Explain the importance of building professional relationships with other staff at a provider location  

 
 

 

 

Flipchart 

It is all about Sara 

5 min 1. Show the flipchart titled “It is all about Sara” 
2. Explain that it is important to remember our overarching goal for provider visits.  Ultimately, we want 

high quality health care products and services delivered to Sara.  A true professional relationship is like a 
partnership where both participants are willing to help out the other.  Where there is mutual respect 
and a true professional relationship exists, asking a provider for a commitment and gaining agreement 
on next steps seems comfortable and natural.  The provider is the center of our communication and 
behavior change focus, but we must remember that our goal is to help them help Sara by offering PSI’s 
products and services. We should always keep in mind that Sara, the provider and PSI are the center of 
the Professional Relationship.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Activity 
 
Overcoming 
Challenges to 
Developing 
Rapport 

20 min 1. Ask participants to share their thoughts around the challenges to building rapport with some providers.   
[Answers should include: They are not sure if the provider likes them, they think the provider is too busy to 

engage with them, the provider is not interested in what they have to say.] 
2. Say that although it may be difficult to build rapport with some providers, it is how we will gain access 

to them to have PBCC interactions.   
3. Ask participants to share examples of ways they have started conversations with providers that are 

challenging. 
[Answers could include: Found similar interests to discuss like sports or children, got to know the clinic staff 

and used those relationships to gain access to the provider, remembered a trip the provider took and 
asked about it, noticed things in the provider’s clinic to ask about or start a conversation around] 

4. Debrief by sharing the above answers if the participants did say them.  Provide an example: 
Most providers have interests outside of work that they enjoy talking about and may even be a motivator.  

Let’s say you find out that your provider has two teenage children that will be applying to college in the 
next few years.  Not only will the provider enjoy sharing their pride in them, but it also is a reason the 
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provider needs to have a profitable business.  You can use this information to build rapport with them 
by showing interest in their family on a personal and business level. 

5. Say there are many ways we can be creative and access the physician both physically and mentally.  In 
addition to asking about common interests, we can use our ability to look around at what is in the clinic 
to start a small conversation that may build up to a relationship.  Let’s try it with an activity. 

6. Show slide 3 (Picture of Provider Clinic). 
7. Hand out paper and pens. 
8. Ask representatives to look at the picture and think about how they could use the items they see to 

start a conversation with the provider.  Tell them to write down their ideas on what they could use and 
how the conversation would start.  Let them know that they can be creative. 

9. Give participants 5-10 minutes to complete this activity. 
10. Debrief by asking participants to share what they wrote down.  Examples could include: Asking about 

the flag on his desk and then using his answer to see if that means he likes a certain sports team or 
food, using one of the pictures on the wall to start a conversation, asking how long he has had his clinic 
and if it is not long, ask where he was before. 

11. Explain that it doesn’t take always take something big to get the attention of a provider.  It can be a 
simple observation that gets them to stop what they are doing and start talking to you.  Once you do 
that, you often will start getting more and more time with that provider as you build a relationship.  
Once you do, you will have to make sure to use that time to transition into a product about the 
provider’s needs and how you can help them help their clients. 

 
 

Overcoming 
Challenges to 
Transitioning  
 
 

60 min 1. Ask participants if it is ever difficult to transition from talking to providers about personal topics to 
business? Why? What is difficult?  

2. Ask to share examples of how they transition from personal to product/service discussions. 
[Answers should be focused on using the personal topic they are discussing to transition to business (e.g., 

after discussing provider’s children, transition by saying, “While we are talking about children, how do 
you council a woman who has children but is not sure if she wants more?”)] If they do not share 
examples like this, then provide the example above. 

3. Say providers know you work for PSI and why you are there.  They expect you to talk about PSI products 
and services at some point.  Building rapport is how you gain access and it is appropriate to use some of 
that time to talk about provider and client needs and how PSI can provide solutions.  If you are focused 
on being relevant to their needs, they usually will not mind engaging in an interaction that is product 
focused. 

4. Say let’s try a fun activity to practice transitioning from personal discussions to provider discussions. 
5. Divide participants into groups of 4-5.  If you have less than 8 participants, conduct this activity as one 

large group. 
6. Put the “personal topic” cut outs from Annex 1 face down in the middle of the table so that the 
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participants can’t see what is written. 
7. Ask one person in each group to start by picking up a “personal topic” cut out and reading it to the 

group.  The person will take that topic and think of how they would transition from the personal topic to 
a business topic.  The remaining participants in the group will need to provide feedback by saying if the 
transition made sense and if it would lead to a product/services discussion.  If the answer is yes, move 
to the next participant in the group.  If the answer is no, then the group should work together to create 
a transition that does make sense and would lead to a product discussion. 

8. Repeat until every participant in each group has had the opportunity to practice.   
9. Debrief by asking for participants to share their transitions.  Use the answer key in Annex 2 to see 

examples of transitions to check if the ones shared by participants are appropriate.  If they are not, use 
these examples or create one to share with the group. 

 
Flipchart 

Trust Quote 

5 min 1. Show “Trust” flipchart. 
2. Ask participants to read the quote, “If people like you, they’ll listen to you, but if they trust you, they’ll 

do business with you.” 
3. Explain that trust leads to credibility which is the key to long term professional relationships.  If you are 

credible with your providers, they will want to listen to you, share their perspective and ultimately 
change behaviors in a way that improve client health outcomes. 

4. Explain that professional relationships just don’t happen overnight. They take time to nurture and 
develop for they are built on the foundation of rapport and trust. You can’t just walk into a provider’s 
clinic and say, “I am a trustworthy and honest person, so you should do business with me.” You need to 
demonstrate these characteristics over time.   

 
 

 

Slide 
 
The Relationship 
Pyramid 

30 min 1. Show Flip Chart: The Relationship Pyramid (at this point it is just the title and the empty levels leading 
to the top). 

2. Explain that professional relationships develop over time and there is a progression. In order to 
measure how you are progressing in your professional relationship with an individual provider, you can 
use the Relationship Pyramid. The bottom of the pyramid reflects the starting point of most 
relationships—the person does not know you by name. The provider may know what product or service 
you promote or that you work for PSI, but attaching a name to the face can actually be the beginning of 
a great professional relationship (and this represents the second step of the pyramid).  This is an easy 
one to measure in terms of if you are there or not. 

3. Say the next level, “People who know me by name,” is also easy to measure because they either know 
your name or they don’t. 

4. Say the next level, “People who are friendly with me,” is also easy to measure.  What is not as easy to 
measure is whether you are on this level or the next one: “People who like me.” 

5. Ask how do you know if someone is just being friendly with you or if they really like you? 
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[Answers should include: They are consistently friendly over many interactions, they show a true interest 
in getting to know you, a connection develops between you, they go out of their way to talk to you, they 
show interest in the products and services you provide, they start to move up the adoption stairway] 

6. Debrief by sharing the examples above if participants don’t share them. 
7. Say the next level, “People who respect me,” is more difficult to measure. 
8. Ask how do you know if someone respects you? 

[Answers should include: They ask for your opinion on client specific questions because you are seen as 
someone who is knowledgeable, who has an understanding of the concerns that your provider is facing, 
and can offer solutions that may help. They share their true beliefs and concerns with you, they integrate 
the products and services you bring more regularly, they move up the adoption stairway.] 

9. Debrief by sharing the examples above if participants don’t share them. 
10. Say the next level, “People who value a relationship with me,” is also more difficult to measure. 
11. Ask how do you know if someone values a relationship with you? 

[Answers should include: They seek you out to help solve clinical problems, they introduce you to other 
providers in the community, they become advocates for PSI products and services, they treat you as a 
colleague instead of a representative.] 

12. Debrief by sharing the examples above if participants don’t share them. 
13. Say although we have described the progression up the pyramid as linear, it does not always occur that 

way. You can easily tumble off the pyramid. In fact, it is a lot easier to progress down the pyramid than 
to make your way to the top. 

 
 

                                                                     
 
(**Note to Facilitator – Flipchart reads from the bottome up: People Who Don’t Know Me By Name, People 
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Who Know Me by Name, People Who Are Friendly With Me, People Who Like Me, People Who Respect Me,  
People Who Value a Relationship With Me.) 
 
 

Activity  
 
The Relationship 
Pyramid as a 
Planning Tool 

30 min 1. Show the flipchart titled “The Relationship Pyramid” (the same one from the previous activity but now 
it is filled in) 
ACTIVITIY 

1. Give participants pens and pieces of paper 
2. Ask participants to tear the paper into thirds and write the names of their top three providers on 

them.  
3. Ask participants to stick each name on the step of the relationship pyramid that best represents 

where they are in their professional relationships. 
4. Ask participants to write down at least one idea for each provider on how they could move them 

to the next step. 
5. Debrief with the following questions: “How did you determine which step you are on with each 

provider?” “What actions can you take to move to the top?” “What actions can you take to make 
sure you don’t move down any steps?”   

6. Explain that when planning for an interaction, this pyramid can help determine what information 
to share, what beliefs they need to uncover and how they should approach the provider. 

 
 
 

 

Clinic Staff 15 min 1. Show the flipchart titled “Everyone is Important.” 
2. Ask Who is it important to build rapport and professional relationships with in a clinic and why? 

Answers should include the gatekeeper because they decide who goes back to see the provider, any 
nurses or assistants that see clients because they are important recipients of PBCC, the clinic manager 
because they make important clinic decisions and influence the provider. 

3. Write their responses on the flipchart. 
4. Share and write the above examples if participants do not say them. 
5. Ask for examples of how representatives have engaged other clinic staff members in the clinics they call 

on. 
[Answers should include: Asking open ended questions about topics that are relevant to them, asking 
provider to introduce them to their staff, brining resources that is relevant for the staff, inviting other 
staff members to join the discussion with the provider.] 

6. Write their responses on the flipchart. 
7. Share and write the above examples if participants do not say them. 

 

Professional 10 min 1. Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session; invite discussion. 
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Relationships – 
Session Recap 

2. Answer any questions that participants have at this point. 
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Transitions Activity Personal Topics   

Facilitator Instructions: Cut along the dotted lines so that there are 5 separate Provider Topics.  Place 
face down on the tables before the workshop. 

 

Personal Topic 1 

You and provider just discussed that his/her child is an excellent student in secondary school. 

 

Personal Topic 2 

You and provider just discussed that he/she is buying a new house next month. 

 

Personal Topic 3 

You and provider just discussed that he/she played football in high school and still plays on a recreational team. 

 

Personal Topic 4 

You and provider just discussed that he/she went to University in another country. 

 

Personal Topic 5 

You and provider just discused that he/she just returned from a trip to another country.

PBCC Professional Relationships: Annex 1 
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Personal Topic Example Transition 

You and provider just discussed that her/his child is an 
excellent student in secondary school 

It’s wonderful that your child is doing so well with his/her 
studies. For many women, having children without proper 
spacing between births makes it difficult for her to ensure 
her children are able to get a good education. Birth spacing 
can help women plan their families. How do you help 
women plan their families? 

You and provider just discussed that he/she is building a 
new house next month. 

With all of the expenses that come from buying a new 
house, growing your business will probably be more 
important than ever.  I would like to talk to you about the 
importance of IUCDs and client satisfaction rates… 

You and provider just discussed that he/she played 
football in high school and still plays on a recreational 
team. 

Playing sports takes a lot of time.  When families have 
more children then they planned for, they often don’t 
have time to do their fun activities… 

You and provider just discussed that he/she went to 
University in another country. 

How are the ways they approach family planning different 
in [FILL IN WITH COUNTRY] than how they approach it 
here? 

You and provider just discussed that he/she just returned 
from a trip to another country. 

What health concerns did you have to watch out for where 
you traveled?  (If any or even if none compare that to 
health concerns where you are)… 

 

PBCC Professional Relationships: Annex 2 



Professional Relationships



 Demonstrate an understanding of the process of 
building rapport and  professional relationships 

 Demonstrate transitions from personal to professional 
discussions with providers

 Explain the importance of building professional 
relationships with other staff at a provider location 

Objectives

page 2
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 Demonstrate an understanding of the process of 
building rapport and  professional relationships 

 Demonstrate transitions from personal to professional 
discussions with providers

 Explain the importance of building professional 
relationships with other staff at a provider location 

Recap

page 4



Maintaining New Behaviors 
(by Reinforcing Benefits)



 Understand the most effective techniques for helping 
providers form new habits

 Practice using these techniques to help providers 
build a new routine around the new behavior

Maintaining New Behaviors

page 2
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The sustainability of a behavior change 
depends on the provider’s feelings about it

►Trying new things is uncomfortable…
It’s important to make sure the provider feels 
confident that their decision was a good one

►Following up is not a nuisance or annoyance… 
in fact, it shows your commitment to their 
success

Is the provider (or their staff, or clients) receiving the benefits 
that they were expecting to see / feel from the change?
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 What differences have you seen in your practice since_____?
 What benefits are you seeing from ____?
 What feedback have you received from your clients since ____? 
 How comfortable are you in ______?

Use Open-Ended Questions

How is the provider feeling about the behavior?
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You can choose the next step to take based on 
the provider’s feelings about the behavior

How is the provider feeling 
about what they are doing now 

(the change they made)?

Discuss with them all 
the benefits they are 

experiencing…

Positive

Discuss any barriers 
that have not been 

resolved

Negative or 
Indifferent

Reinforces that decision 
to change was a good 

decision!
Serves as a reminder!

Address any lingering 
concerns or questions…



Reminding and reinforcing the “good decision” 
to change is Step 4 in the PBCC Process…

page 6

Reinforcing 
the solution’s 

value 

Territory 
planning

Delivering a 
solution

Uncovering 
provider 
needs

Without focusing on Step 4, it’s common for a change to be 
temporary … and for a provider to go back to their old habits!

Step 1 Step 3 Step 4Step 2



There are several ways that you can remind
providers about a positive choice or behavior

page 7

Reminders used by representatives
► Asking if they are seeing evidence of the value proposition

► Checking to see how the provider’s clients are doing

► Asking to see if there have been any surprises

► Discussing additional information or literature

► Arranging lunches or meetings with other 

providers (who share the same belief or

behavior)

► Providing additional education or training courses



Tips for reminding providers about benefits

page 8

►Focus on motivation
• Even if the value proposition focused on opportunity or ability, the 

provider needs to feel good about the change to make it stick

►Keep track of “success stories” with clients (or with 
other providers & their staff) and tell those stories
• Why are they successful?
• What can this provider expect in the future & why?
• Give credit to the provider for positive outcomes!

►Contrast with “how it used to be”
• Compare “before” and “after” to help them remember why they 

made a change
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► Form groups of 3-4 people

► List a few providers that have recently changed their behavior and 
moved up on the adoption stairway

► Brainstorm ways to remind one of these providers of the benefits
they (or others) are receiving due to the new behavior or choice 
they made 

► Discuss ways that you could…
 Subtly raise the issue
 Remind the provider that they changed their behavior
 Remind the provider of benefits that come from that change

Exercise 6:   



 Following-up with providers after a change in 
behavior is an important step in medical detailing to 
create new habits

 The provider needs to feel good about the change 
for it to be sustainable

 To ensure the provider recognizes the benefits 
they’re getting, focus on motivation and highlight 
success stories and contrast before vs. after the 
change

Maintaining New Behaviors Recap

page 10



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Professional Relationships 

 
 

 

1. Ask the Representative to think of one of their most important providers with whom they are 
having difficulty accessing and building rapport. 

 
2. Ask them to think about where on the Relationship Pyramid they are with this provider, and 

have a discussion about what they could do to move up the levels. 
 

As a reminder the steps are: 

 People who don’t know me by name 

 People who know me by name 

 People who are friendly with me 

 People who like me 

 People who respect me 

 People who value a relationship with me 

 

3. Discuss possible transitions from personal to professional discussions they could have with 
this provider as way to build rapport but sill have a client focused discussion 
 
Consider the following examples from the workshop if the Representative is having difficulty 
creating one: 

Personal Topic Example Transition 

You and provider just discussed that her/his favorite 
activity is cooking. 

I am sure your family enjoys your cooking.  What is 
difficult is that when a baby has malaria they are often 
unable to eat and drink… 

You and provider just discussed that he/she is building 
a new house next month. 

With all of the expenses that come from buying a new 
house, growing your business will probably be more 
important than ever.  I would like to talk to you about 
the importance of IUCDs and client satisfaction rates… 

You and provider just discussed that he/she played 
football in high school and still plays on a recreational 
team. 

Playing sports takes a lot of time.  When families have 
more children then they planned for, they often don’t 
have time to do their fun activities… 

You and provider just discussed that he/she went to 
University in another country. 

How is family planning approached differently in [FILL IN 
WITH COUNTRY] than how it is here? 

You and provider just discussed that he/she just 
returned from a trip to another country. 

What health concerns did you have to watch out for 
where you traveled?  (If any or even if none compare 
that to health concerns where you are)… 

 
 

4. Ask the Representative to role play 2-3 of the transitions created in step 3. 

 
5. Provide feedback on the effectiveness of the role-play.  

 
 

Activity 1 – Role Play 

Activity 2 – Field Visit Coaching 



Post-Session Coaching Guide 
Professional Relationships 

 
 

1. Before the field visit day, let the Representative know that you will be including the use of 
transitioning from personal discussions to professional discussions and using the Relationship 
Pyramid as part of your coaching discussions with them. 
 

2. Before each provider visit, as the Representative discusses their plan for the interaction, ask 
them where on the Relationship Pyramid the provider is and how they could move them up to 
the top.  Additionally, discuss possible transitions they could use to move providers from a 
personal discussion to a professional discussion to ensure that the rapport is built AND the 
discussion focuses on the client. 
 

3. After each provider visit, give the Representative feedback on their use of transitions during 
the discussion. 
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Objectives: 

Materials Needed: 
 
 
 

 
Time Estimate:  1hour 

SESSION: MAINTAINING NEW BEHAVIORS       

PRE-WORK 

BEST 
PRACTICE 

1. Understand the most effective techniques for helping providers form new habits 
2. Practice using these techniques to help providers build a new routine around the new behavior 

 
 
 

 Review facilitator’s guide and PowerPoint slides 
 

 

• Save all flipcharts to hang on the wall during the workshop so participants can reference them during the training.  
• All exercises in this session are country specific. Participants should be seated so they can easily break into small groups 

- Flipcharts (one for every 4-6 participants)    - Markers 
- A4 paper       - Tape 
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Session/Activity Time Directions Materials 

Introduction to 
Maintaining New 
Behaviors 

2 
minutes 

1. Explain: This session builds upon the previous sessions on overcoming barriers to change. Once the 
provider had adopted the new behavior, you need to help the provider maintain the new behavior.  

 
By continually reinforcing the benefits of the behavior and focusing on the provider’s feeling, you can get 
the provider to continue practicing these new behaviors. 

 
 

Session 8: 
Objectives 

5  
minutes 

1. Show slide 2 
 
2. Read the objectives 
 
3. Explain: The key is to make a new behavior into a true “habit”- something the provider does 

“automatically” as a normal practice. 
 
Key points: 
1. Forming new behaviors is hard! For example, how often do you make a new resolution for yourself, 

like “I will exercise three times a week” or “I will not eat fried food.”  
2. On average providers need to hear a message 7 times before they change a behavior and move up 

the adoption ladder.  “The Rule of 7” was originally created by the movie industry.  They discovered it 
takes 7 times for a person to watch a movie preview before taking action and watching the movie.  
This theory is now widely used in sales and states that it takes 7 times for someone to hear a sales 
message before the person makes a buying decision. 

3. We often think that once a behavior is adopted, we can stop focusing on that provider. Really, we 
need to reinforce and support this new behavior to move providers from trial to adoption. 

4. Reinforcing positive behaviors shows that the PSI Representative is committed to the provider, cares 
about the provider and his/her practice. 

 

 SLIDE 2 

 SLIDE 1 
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Sustaining Behavior 
Change: Focus on 
Provider’s Feelings 

10 
minutes 

1. Explain: Trying new things always involves risk. Reinforcement about the provider’s decision to 
change his/her behavior builds confidence.  

 
2. Say: Support is very important in making a new behavior stick. Your follow up will be seen as 

supportive and helpful, if done correctly. Make sure they actually get the benefit you promised! 
 

3. Show slide 3 
 
Group Discussion: 
4. Ask the group:  

• Have you had experiences with changes that were expected to make a big difference, but didn’t? 
• Have you had good experiences where a provider noticed and appreciated your follow up? 

 

How is the Provider 
Feeling about the 
Behavior: Use of 
Open Ended 
Questions 

5 
minutes 

1. Say: A change in provider’s behavior cannot be forced, it has to come naturally. Threatening a 
provider will not work. 

 
• The first step is to uncover how the provider is feeling about the change. 
• To achieve this, you must ask open questions! 
• Show slide and review open-ended question samples 
• Get the provider to state positive experiences since changing his/her behavior. This will reinforce 

the positive benefits of the new behavior and help the provider rationalize his/her behavior 
change. 

• Providers are most vulnerable during the period between TRIAL and ADOPTION. Providers have 
tried the new behavior, but may not be convinced to adopt it. 

2. Show slide 4  

You can choose the 
next step to take 
based on the 
provider’s feelings 
about the behavior 

5 minutes 1. Show slide 5 
2. Explain: You can choose how to move forward in communicating with your provider based on the 

provider’s feelings about his/her new behavior.  
 
The graphic on the slide shows the two possible paths you can take, based on how your provider feels. 
 
If your provider feels positive, you can: 

• Discuss with them all of the benefits they are experiencing to reinforce and remind that the 
decision to change was a good one.  

• Explore the needs and barriers for helping them reach the next stage on the adoption ladder 
(advocacy). 

If your provider feels negative or indifferent, you must take immediate action to address their specific 
concerns or barriers that have not been resolved.  

   

 

 SLIDE 3 

 SLIDE 4 
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3. Emphasize: If the provider expresses that he/she has not yet seen the benefits from behavior change 

them some benefits are long-term and take time to develop (i.e. building a client base, improving 
reputations etc.) Reassure him/her they will come!  

 
4. Reminding and Reinforcing is the 4th and final step in the PBCC process. This step is critical to 

sustaining behavior change. 

How to Remind 
Providers about 
Positive Choices or 
Behaviors? 

10 
minutes 

1. Ask participants how they can reinforce positive behaviors with their providers 
2. Record responses on the flipchart 
3. Show slide 6 to introduce discussion about reinforcing provider behavior change and sharing 

examples from their experiences 
 
4. Group Discussion: If your provider interaction program is advanced, participants should share 

examples from experiences with providers who have adopted a new behavior, and how PSI 
Representatives have reinforced these behaviors with their providers. Once participants have listed 
some ways to reinforce behaviors, review the examples and ask: 
• Have any of these worked well for you in the past? Why? Share an example. 
• Are there other techniques that are more effective with your providers? What are they? 

 

Tips for Reminding 
Providers about 
Benefits 

5 minutes 1. Explain: Sharing examples is one of the most effective ways to remind a provider of the benefits of 
behavior change.  

 
At this stage, knowing a provider’s motivations is critical for being effective.  
2. Show slides 7-8 on effective ways to remind a provider of the benefits of behavior change 
 
Key points: 

1. Focus on MOTIVATION: Even if the value proposition focused on opportunity or ability, the 
provider needs to feel positive about the change for them to adopt it.  
• Example: For providers focused on public service, positive client outcomes or increased client 

satisfaction may be the most motivating.  
• For providers more focused on income, their great entrepreneurial decision-making and 

higher-income or financial stability may be a more important motivating factor. 
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2. Keep track of success stories with other clients, providers and their staff to motivate providers 
3. Contrast “before and after” of how a provider’s practice used to be with how it has changed 

positively since adopting a new behavior. 
 

 

 
 
 

Exercise 1 10 
minutes 
group 
discussion, 
10 
minutes 
debrief 

1. Show slide with Exercise 1 Instructions 
2. Explain the exercise 
 
Instructions: 
 
3. Form groups of 3-4 people 

• Give each group a piece of flipchart paper and markers 
• List a few providers that have recently changed their behavior and moved up on the adoption 

stairway (If this is a new PBCC program, have participants think of providers whose profiles they 
read in earlier sessions) 

• Brainstorm ways to remind one of these providers of the benefits they (or others) are receiving 
due to the new behavior or choice they made  

• Record all of your ideas on your flipchart to share with the group. 
• Discuss ways that you could: 

• Subtly raise the issue 
• Remind the provider that they changed their behavior 
• Remind the provider of benefits that come from that change  

 
4. After the exercise has been completed, debrief about the exercise with all participants: 

• What ways did you come up with to remind providers? What positive behavior would this 
reinforce? 

• How did you decide to subtly raise the issue? 
• What did you come up with to remind the provider that they changed their 
behavior and remind the provider of benefits that come from that change? 
 

Flipchart paper (1 
per group) 
Markers 
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Note to Facilitator: Make sure the discussion focuses on the emotional 
impact on the provider (how does the provider feel).   
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Recap: Maintaining 
New Behaviors 

5 minutes 1. Ask the participants to list the most important takeaways from the session – invite discussion  
 

2. Click to bring up the takeaways on the final recap slide one by one and explain where necessary 
 

3. Ask if all of these takeaways make sense – and if there are any surprises to the participants 
 

4. Answer any questions that participants have at this point 
 

 

 SLIDE 9 



Maintaining New Behaviors 
(by Reinforcing Benefits)



 Understand the most effective techniques for helping 
providers form new habits

 Practice using these techniques to help providers 
build a new routine around the new behavior

Maintaining New Behaviors

page 2



page 3

The sustainability of a behavior change 
depends on the provider’s feelings about it

►Trying new things is uncomfortable…
It’s important to make sure the provider feels 
confident that their decision was a good one

►Following up is not a nuisance or annoyance… 
in fact, it shows your commitment to their 
success

Is the provider (or their staff, or clients) receiving the benefits 
that they were expecting to see / feel from the change?



page 4

 What differences have you seen in your practice since_____?
 What benefits are you seeing from ____?
 What feedback have you received from your clients since ____? 
 How comfortable are you in ______?

Use Open-Ended Questions

How is the provider feeling about the behavior?
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You can choose the next step to take based on 
the provider’s feelings about the behavior

How is the provider feeling 
about what they are doing now 

(the change they made)?

Discuss with them all 
the benefits they are 

experiencing…

Positive

Discuss any barriers 
that have not been 

resolved

Negative or 
Indifferent

Reinforces that decision 
to change was a good 

decision!
Serves as a reminder!

Address any lingering 
concerns or questions…



Reminding and reinforcing the “good decision” 
to change is Step 4 in the PBCC Process…

page 6

Reinforcing 
the solution’s 

value 

Territory 
planning

Delivering a 
solution

Uncovering 
provider 
needs

Without focusing on Step 4, it’s common for a change to be 
temporary … and for a provider to go back to their old habits!

Step 1 Step 3 Step 4Step 2



There are several ways that you can remind
providers about a positive choice or behavior

page 7

Reminders used by representatives
► Asking if they are seeing evidence of the value proposition

► Checking to see how the provider’s clients are doing

► Asking to see if there have been any surprises

► Discussing additional information or literature

► Arranging lunches or meetings with other 

providers (who share the same belief or

behavior)

► Providing additional education or training courses



Tips for reminding providers about benefits

page 8

►Focus on motivation
• Even if the value proposition focused on opportunity or ability, the 

provider needs to feel good about the change to make it stick

►Keep track of “success stories” with clients (or with 
other providers & their staff) and tell those stories
• Why are they successful?
• What can this provider expect in the future & why?
• Give credit to the provider for positive outcomes!

►Contrast with “how it used to be”
• Compare “before” and “after” to help them remember why they 

made a change
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► Form groups of 3-4 people

► List a few providers that have recently changed their behavior and 
moved up on the adoption stairway

► Brainstorm ways to remind one of these providers of the benefits
they (or others) are receiving due to the new behavior or choice 
they made 

► Discuss ways that you could…
 Subtly raise the issue
 Remind the provider that they changed their behavior
 Remind the provider of benefits that come from that change

Exercise 6:   



 Following-up with providers after a change in 
behavior is an important step in medical detailing to 
create new habits

 The provider needs to feel good about the change 
for it to be sustainable

 To ensure the provider recognizes the benefits 
they’re getting, focus on motivation and highlight 
success stories and contrast before vs. after the 
change

Maintaining New Behaviors Recap

page 10
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The Management by Objetives module consists of three sections: 
 Setting Objectives 
 Performance Reviews 
 Incentives 

 
Management by Objectives is a critical component of managing and coaching field staff. The 
other components, coaching, field visit management and counseling are explained in their 
respective modules. 
 
 
 

Management by Objectives and Employee Development Overview: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Setting Objectives
Start year/project

Mid-Year reviewEnd-Year Review

YOU 

Job Description 

EDP 

KPIs Strengths, 
Opportunities 

Coaching /Counseling, 
min 1X month 

Coaching /Counseling, 
min 1X month 

Coaching /Counseling, 
min 1X month 

Incentives 

Management by Objectives (MBOs) 
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Define Management by Objectives, SMART Objectives and Key Performance indicators. 
Explain how objectives are determined, how performance is measured and why this 
process is important. 
Provide examples of MBOs for PSI field reps and PSI supervisors. 

 
 
 

In this module, you will find: 
 
 Definition of MBOs 
 What are SMART Objectives and what should they be aligned with? 
 What are Key Performance Indicators? 
 PSI Representative MBOs Example 
 PSI Supervisor MBOs example 
 Post-training activity: Write your own MBOs as well as your Field Rep MBOs 
 Long-term recommendations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Define Management by Objectives, SMART Objectives and Key Performance Indicators 

(What and How leadership behaviors?) 
2. Understand and explain the importance of MBOs 
3. Draft SMART Objectives for yourself and your staff 
4. Develop Tactical Plans 
5. Assess colleagues behaviors using performance anchors 

 

Setting Objectives 
 

 Purpose 
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Objectives:  
 
What is an objective? A specific result that a person or system aims to achieve within a time 
frame and with available resources. Objectives underlie all planning and strategic activities and 
serve as the basis for evaluating performance. 
 
In order to be used effectively, objectives must be SMART: 
 

 
 
 

Specific  

The goal must be clear and unambiguous. To make goals specific, they must tell a team exactly 
what is expected, why is it important, who’s involved, where is it going to happen and which 
attributes are important. 

A specific goal will usually answer the five "W" questions: 

 What: What do I want to accomplish? 
 Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal. 
 Who: Who is involved? 
 Where: Identify a location. 
 Which: Identify requirements and constraints. 

 

What? 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/time-frame.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/time-frame.html
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Measurable  

It is necessary to have concrete criteria for measuring progress toward the attainment of the 
goal. If a goal is not measurable, it is not possible to know whether a team is making progress 
toward successful completion. Measuring progress is supposed to help a team stay on track, 
reach its target dates, and experience the sense of achievement that will drive continued effort 
required to reach the ultimate goal. 

A measurable goal will usually answer questions such as: 

 How much? 
 How many? 
 How will I know when it is accomplished? 

Attainable  

It is important that goals that are realistic and attainable. While an attainable goal may stretch 
a team in order to achieve it, the goal is not extreme. That is, the goals are neither out of reach 
nor below standard performance, as these may be considered meaningless. When you identify 
goals that are most important to you, you begin to figure out ways you can make them come 
true. You develop the attitudes, abilities, skills, and financial capacity to reach them.  

An attainable goal will usually answer the question: 

 How: How can the goal be accomplished? 

Relevant  

It is important to choose goals that matter. A bank manager's goal to "Make 50 peanut butter 
and jelly sandwiches by 2:00pm" may be specific, measurable, attainable, and time-bound, but 
lacks relevance. Many times you will need support to accomplish a goal: resources, a champion 
voice, someone to knock down obstacles. Goals that are relevant to your boss, your team, your 
organization will receive that needed support. 

Relevant goals (when met) drive the team, department, and organization forward. A goal that 
supports or is in alignment with other goals would be considered a relevant goal. 

A relevant goal can answer yes to these questions: 

 Does this seem worthwhile? 
 Is this the right time? 
 Does this match our other efforts/needs? 
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 Are you the right person? 

Time-bound  

It is important to ground goals within a time frame, giving them a target date. A commitment to 
a deadline helps a team focus their efforts on completion of the goal on or before the due date. 
This part of the SMART goal criteria is intended to prevent goals from being overtaken by the 
day-to-day crises that invariably arise in an organization. A time-bound goal is intended to 
establish a sense of urgency. 

A time-bound goal will usually answer the question: 

 When? 
 What can I do six months from now? 
 What can I do six weeks from now? 
 What can I do today? 

 
What is Management by Objectives? 
 
Management by objectives (MBO) is a process of utilizing SMART objectives to align the 
organization with the company’s goals and evaluate staff performance. Through the MBO 
process, staff agree to the objectives and understand what they need to do in order to 
successfully achieve them. These key, SMART objectives should be provided to the 
Representatives as early in the year as possible.  They should be provided along with the 
Tactical Plan to help the teams with their planning efforts in their individual assignments.   
 
MBO’s should be directly aligned with:   
 the key business priorities 
 Performance and Learning plan 
 job role (Module 2) 
 incentives 
 management oversight  
 and field supervisions and support tools (e.g. field trip reports, Year-End Appraisals).   

 
 
In an effort to support the goals of the PSI platform and ensure that Sara and her family gain 
access to quality health care, annual objectives (MBO’s) should support the priority activities of 
the PSI Field Staff at every level.  Priorities will change over the lifecycle of the franchise.  (e.g. 
During times of growth, it will be important to have an MBO weighted to reflect expectations 
for quality recruitment of franchisees/providers.)  
 
 

What? 
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WIIFM? 
What’s in it for me? 

By setting appropriate SMART objectives that are in alignment with key PSI 
goals, you enable yourself and your staff to: 
 
 

 
What’s in it for PSI, Sara, you (rep, supervisor)? 

 

 

An important part of MBO is the measurement and the comparison of the employee’s actual 
performance with the standards set. Accomplishments should be clearly documented (refer to 
Module: Management by Objectives: Performance Review). Key Perfomance Indicators (KPIs) 
can be used to assess the employee’s performance. 

Key performance indicators are clear descriptions of behaviors specific to each MBO  
 
 Needs Development: behaviors that are ineffective for accomplishing objectives 
 Fully Performing: consistent and effective behaviors that enable accomplishing 

objectives 
 Outstanding: demonstration of superior skills and behaviors that enable exceeding 

objectives 
 

The use of Performance Anchors in conjunction with MBO’s provides a framework for the field 
staff employees to understand what skills and behaviors are expected of them. It can be used 
to provide a foundation for performance management, training curriculums, performance-
based incentives, and career development.  Keeping the Performance  anchors (descriptors of 
performance) fairly high level and relatively generic enables all field staff organizations to 

Understand 
and be aligned 
with PSI goals

Know WHAT and 
HOW it needs to 
get done in order 
to fulfill these 
objectives.  Clear, 
SMART objectives 
makes it easy for 
both rep and 
supervisor to 
monitor progress

DO what is 
needed to 
deliver quality 
results = Strong 
employee 
performance, 
professional 
development 
and excellence

Ensure that Sara 
and her family 
get quality 
health care

What? 
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remain ~80% consistent when differentiating employees across these skills, but allows the 
flexibility for each unique franchise to interpret the behaviors (e.g. each organization can 
uniquely define who their “Provider” (nurse, physician, pharmacist)is).  This model focuses 
solely on the functional/technical skills. All employees are held accountable for demonstrating 
the leadership and adhering to compliance requirements with all PSI policies and procedures.   
 
Assessment of performance anchors is conducted by supervisors, appropriate colleagues and 
other appropriate factors as indicated in the examples on the following pages.  
 
 
The following are some recommendations for MBO’s, weightings, and Performance Anchors for 
PSI Field Staff. 
These MBO recommendations reflect the following choices: 
 Highest weighting on the job role activities with focus on PBCC. 
 Smaller Weightings on territory management and platform goals. 

 
 
 
EXAMPLE OF MBOs for PSI Representative: 
 
Territory Management (Weighting 10%):  Accountability for effectively managing the planning 
and administrative activities associated with a PSI territory. 
 
Assessed by Supervisor/Manager:  Completion of Provider Strategy Plans, consistent provider 
visit cycle, management of documentation.  
   
Key Performance Indicators 
 

Needs Development:  
Inconsistent or non-productive use of PSI tools to manage the assignment: customer 
segmentation, routing, call planning, and call reporting.  Administrative reports and 
paperwork may often be incomplete or late. 
 
Fully Performing: 
Consistent and productive use of PSI tools to manage the assignment:  Customer 
segmentation, routing, call planning, and call reporting.  Administrative reports are rarely 
incomplete or late. 
 
Outstanding:  
Consistent and productive use of the PSI tools to manage assignment:  Customer 
segmentation, routing, call planning, and call reporting.  Reports are always complete and 
timely. The rep serves as a role model to others on maintaining accuracy of planning tools 
and applying them in to productively manage assignment 

Example 
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Provider Behavior Change (Weighting 70%): 
Ability to positively impact behavior change across a variety of health service areas among 
providers in territory.  Able to effectively assess providers, engage providers in dialogue that 
uncovers provider needs.  Able to follow through on individualized provider plans to impact 
provider efficiency and effectiveness.   
 
Assessed by:  Aggregated quality scores for all providers within the territory.  Expansion of 
providers to additional health service areas.  Increased client volume among providers.  Field 
visits with Field Reps to observe Provider Behavior Change Communications Skills. 
 

Performance Anchors 
 
Needs Development:  
Inconsistent or ineffective at demonstrating Provider Behavior Change Communications 
Skills during discussions with providers.  Often fails make good use of provider’s time. Rarely 
deviates from a set script to listen to the provider and gather beliefs, insight, or address 
provider’s questions. Struggles to convey the value of products and services. 
  
Fully Performing:  
Consistent and effective at demonstrating Provider Behavior Change Skills during 
discusssions with providers.  Consistently makes good use of the provider’s time through 
tailored, relevant discussions.  Actively listens, observes, and genuinely engages in a 
relevant dialogue to help  
the provider improve client outcomes. Clearly articulates the value of products and services. 

 
Outstanding: 
Exemplar demonstration of Provider Behavior Change Skills during discussions with 
providers. Establishes optimal times for calls with provider and always makes good use of 
the provider’s time through tailored, relevant discussions.  Actively listens, observes, and 
genuinely engages in a relevant dialogue to gain an incrementally deeper understanding of 
the provider’s goals, helping the provider improve client outcomes. Consistently creates a 
compelling and logical rationale for the value of products and services. Role model to 
colleagues for PBC. 

 
 
Platform Outcomes (Weighting 20%):  achievement of DALYs (at a country level), other donor 
goals, and provider performance indicators for quality and quantity. (When starting a new 
franchise there are generally consistent needs across all territories for growth in the number of 
franchisees and the quality of care provided.  As the franchise matures, the needs will sift and 
must be balanced to maximize productivity (e.g. the needs for provider recruitment will change, 
as some territories potentially become saturated while other territories still having ample 
opportunity/need for recruitment.)  Managers and reps should define their specific business 
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needs and goals annually within this MBO so that the reps can plan accordingly to support 
performance of the platform and their personal performance. 
 
Assessed by:  Country Representative  
 
 
Example of MBOs for PSI Supervisor/Manager 
 
Leadership of People (Weighting 60%):  Effective management of the PSI team including 
coaching and development execute on Provider Behavior Change 
 
Assessed by:  Direct Management with input from PSI Rep stakeholder feedback* 
 
*Stakeholder feedback can be used to provide feedback to a Supervisor/Manager on their 
coaching skills and ability to effectively manage and motivate the PSI Representatives.  If your 
country platform currently uses of a 360 degree process during performance reviews, the 
stakeholder feedback can be included as an additional element to the existing 360 process.  
Stakeholder feedback can be collected very simply by having the Management of the PSI 
Supervisor/Manager solicit the following feedback from the PSI Representatives: 

 How has your manager helped and supported you in your role? How has coaching 
been productive? How has your Manager delivered value to you on field visits?    

 If appropriate, describe opportunities that have been missed.  

 What activities or approaches should your Manager continue, change or stop? 
 Miscellaneous feedback 

 
Performance Anchors: 
 
Needs Development: 

 Does not effectively coach, develop, model, assess and reinforce expected behaviors for 
Representatives; does not build high trust environment. Their Representatives rarely 
demonstrate improved skills and knowledge.  Does not maintain own knowledge of 
products, services, or PBC standards. Misses opportunities to provide constructive feedback 
for below standard performance and/or to reward and recognize improvement; is 
ineffective in coaching approach 

 
Fully Performing: 
Coaches, develops, models, assesses and reinforces expected behaviors for 
Representatives. Their Representatives demonstrate improved skills and knowledge.  
Actively develops and maintains own critical knowledge of products, services, and models 
PBC standards to Reps.  Creates tailored coaching and training plans that provide 

Example 
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appropriate guidance as Representatives learn to independently apply new knowledge and 
skills; shows a genuine interest in the development of a strong knowledge and skill base of 
each person.  Actively and regularly monitors Representatives’ performance on the job and 
creates informal opportunities to observe, assess, and reinforce the Representatives 
outside of the Field Trip. 
 
Outstanding: 
Creates a trusting environment and a coaching relationship.  Their Representatives 
demonstrate improved skills and knowledge resulting in consistent top performance, and 
recognition from peers.  Serves as a resource and role model to colleagues (e.g. coaching, 
Customer Interaction, Marketing Strategy); Coaching is tailored to the individual; 
consistently rewards and recognizes increasingly higher levels of performance while 
providing appropriate constructive feedback and consequences when improvement is 
necessary.  Consistently monitors performance and teaches the representatives to 
independently self-assess and adjust their own behavior as needed; proactively maximizes 
formal and informal opportunities to assess, reinforce and monitor Representatives’ 
application of knowledge on the job and their own coaching effectiveness. 

 
Business Planning (Weighting 20%):    Effective utilization of the PSI staff to meet business 
needs.   
 
Assessed by:  Direct Management with input from the PSI Rep stakeholder* feedback 
 

Performance Anchors: 
 
Needs Development: 
Did not effectively plan and manage assignment activities and resources (budgets, field 
visits).  Demonstrates inconsistent leadership in activities that support growth of assigned 
franchises and products through PBC. (tactical plan development, Therapeutic Task Force 
activities).  Inconsistent in ability to collaborate with local other functional areas within PSI 
to maximize franchise business and PBC (Marketing, MIS, Quality Officers, Training) 
 
 
Fully Performing: 
Effectively plan and manage assignment activities and resources.  Demonstrates effective 
leadership in activities that support growth of assigned franchises and products through 
PBC. (tactical plan development).  Effectively collaborates with local other functional areas 
within PSI to maximize franchise business and PBC (Marketing, MIS, Quality Officers, 
Training) 

 
Outstanding: 
Demonstrates outstanding leadership in planning and managing assignment activities and 
resources to maximize business results.  Demonstrates exemplary leadership in activities 
that support growth of assigned franchises and products through PBC. Never misses an 
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opportunity to collaborate with local other functional areas within PSI to maximize franchise 
business and PBC (Marketing, MIS, Quality Officers, Training) 

 
Platform Outcomes (Weighting 20%):  achievement of DALYs (at a country level), other donor 
goals, and provider performance indicators for quality and quantity. 
 
Assessed by:  Country Representative  
 
 
Tactical Plans 
 
Once MBOs and their weightings are set, a Tactical Plan can be developed. A Tactical Plan lists 
out the tactics you will use to reach your MBOs. See Example Tactical Plan at the end of this 
session. 
 
The tactical plan provides the representatives and supervisor/managers with clear direction, 
outlining a comprehensive plan of priorities, objectives, and activities by health area that will 
ensure that the platform meets their intended goals for the upcoming 6 months or 12 months.  
The tactical plan should align with the MBOs. During coaching interactions and business 
reviews, the tactical plan helps ground the discussion around the representatives’ progress 
regarding activities to drive the franchise business and donor requirements.  It keeps the field 
team moving in a coordinated fashion, which supports effective planning, implementation, and 
evaluation.  Updates to the tactical plans will largely be determined by the changes in the 
products, services, and donor requirements associated with a given franchise. 
 
 
Post-training activities: HOW to apply Management by Objectives: 
 
 
Within one week of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. Draft your MBOs  and Tactical Plan using the example as a guide. 
2. Working together with your Field Reps, draft Field Rep MBOs and Tactical Plan. 

Include descriptions for all three performance anchors and select the performance 
anchor that best describes their current behaviors with a brief explanation. 

 
Assignment Due Date: Enter the date one week from today here and mark your calendar 

 
 
Within one month of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
  

1. Meet with your manager to discuss, agree to and finalize your MBOs. 
2. Meet with your direct reports to discuss, agree to and finalize MBOs. 
3. Develop Tactical Plan for yourself with your manager. 
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4. Develop Tactical Plan with direct reports. 
 
 
On an ongoing basis: 
 

1. Monitor the performance anchors of yourself and your staff. 
2. Ensure that MBOs are in alignment with PSI and franchise priorities and if there is a 

need to modify them, please do so.  
3. Draft MBOs for any new hires and discuss with them individually. 
4. Complete Tactical Plan for each Representative. 
5. Review progress against Tactical Plans during each Field Visit and Performance Review. 

 
 
 
Resources 
Tactical Plan Example 

 

 

 
 
 
                                                        
 
 
 

Explain the Performance review process 
Describe how assessments of colleagues should be conducted and how feedback should 
be provided 
Show why the performance review feedback is critically important 

 
 
In this module, you will find: 
 
 The Performance Review Process: What, When, Who 
 The importance of giving feedback 
 How to conduct performance assessments 
 Examples of Performance Review 
 How to give feedback 

 

Performance Reviews 
 

 Purpose 
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It is recommended that a mid-year and year-end formal performance evaluation be completed 
on each Field staff employee.  It provides a complete summary of employee’s performance over 
the 6 month and 12 month timeframe.  If Supervisors/Managers are working with their 
Representatives on a monthly basis and completing field coaching reports, the written 
summary is relatively easy and provides written documentation of results, outcomes achieved, 
skill strengths and areas for improvement.   
 
How to assess colleagues 
 
In order to assess your colleagues you should utilize hard data such as sales figures as well as 
provider and other stakeholder feedback. Coaching reports (these will be discussed in the 
Coaching module) are also useful in assessing your colleagues. 
 
 
2 examples of assessments /feedback 
Supervisor180 feedback- peers, team, boss 
 
 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Conduct effective performance reviews 
2. Provide feedback in a constructive manner 

What? 

Example 
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Employee Name:  
Title: PSI Representative 
Manager Name: 
DIV/ORG/Dept: 
The MBO Performance Summary is intended to provide clarity and alignment between PSI-Representative and their Supervisor/Manager on 
objectives and expected deliverables by the employee during the performance year.  
 
OBJECTIVE (clearly state what, how and when) WEIGHT 
 
 Provider Behavior Change (70%):  
Ability to positively impact behavior change across a variety of health service areas among providers in 
territory.  Conduct Behavior Change Discussions with in alignment with approved franchise strategy and 
any applicable product label, with an understanding of provider beliefs; encouraging advocacy by the 
providers.   
(The aggregate of quality scores for providers within a territory could apply to this performance objective.) 
 
How accomplished (the behaviors) 
 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 

Metric:  Assessed by Manager 

70 

 
 Territory Management (10%): 
Accountability for effectively managing the planning and administrative activities associated with a PSI 
territory.  
 
How accomplished (the behaviors) 

 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Metric:  Assessed by Manager 

10 

 
 Platform Outcomes (DALY) 
Achievement of DALY’s at the country level or other country goals. 
 
How accomplished (the behaviors) 

 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 

Metric: Assessed by Manager 

20 

 

STAKEHOLDERS – List several people who can provide valuable feedback on your performance                                (e.g., direct 
reports, peers). 
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EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: DATE: 

MANAGER SIGNATURE: DATE: 
 
The MBO Performance Summary is intended to provide clarity and alignment between PSI-Representative and their Supervisor/Manager on 
objectives and expected deliverables by the employee during the performance year.  
 
OBJECTIVE (clearly state what, how and when) WEIGHT 
 
  (70%):  
 
How accomplished (the behaviors) 
 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 

Metric:  Assessed by Manager 

70 

 
  (10%): 

 
How accomplished (the behaviors) 
 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Metric:  Assessed by Manager 

10 

 
  
How accomplished (the behaviors) 
Mid Year & Year End Results (updated by employee): 

 
 
 
 

Metric: Assessed by Manager 

20 

 

STAKEHOLDERS – List several people who can provide valuable feedback on your performance                                (e.g., direct 
reports, peers). 
  
  
  
 
 

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: DATE: 
MANAGER SIGNATURE: DATE: 
 

Employee Name: 
Title: PSI Supervisor 
Manager Name: 
DIV/ORG/Dept: 

Example 
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What:  
 

Focused on 
behavior 

When:  
 

As close to the 
observation as 

possible  

How:  
 

Perceived as 
intended 

Where:  
 

Neutral, private 
location 

Why:  
 

To help develop 

Feedback 
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To explain the importance of incentives and show how an appropriate incentive plan can be 
developed. 
 
 
 

In this module, you will find: 

Incentives 
 

 Purpose 
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 Description of monetary incentives (?), bonuses and non-monetary incentives 
 Examples of incentives for PSI representatives and PSI managers 
 Recommendations  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both incentives and bonuses enhance performance and improve the return on investment of 
having costly field staff, PSI Reps and Managers.  If designed well, they can have considerable 
impact on platform performance.  Incentives should align with and support the MBOs for the 
field staff, and follow the same recommended weighting.   
 
Supervisors/Managers Incentive Plan is an aggregation of their staff’s performance, including all 
of the providers and their quality scores.   
 
 
 
Incentives:  
Incentives are forward focused motivators that encourage employees to behave in a certain 
way.  They can be described as any factor (financial or non-financial) that enables or motivates 
employees to take a particular course of action.  Incentives are based on individual's 
performance against set targets, and therefore it’s recommended that employee incentives are 
tied directly to provider performance regarding both sets of indicators:  
 Quality (adherence to guidelines and protocols)  
 Quantity (volume of products and/or services provided to clients). 

 
 
 
Bonuses: 
Bonuses are payments - over and above a salary - given to an employee as a reward.  They are 
usually based on profits (Daly’s for PSI) and are retroactive, typically based upon annual 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Explain  what incentives and bonuses are 
2. Understand what types of incentives should be awarded in different situations 
3. Develop and implement an incentive plan for your staff 

 

What? 
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performance.  Some countries have used a target bonus in the range of a one-month-salary 
(13th month salary). 
 
There are many compelling reasons to introduce incentives which encourage PSI Reps to work 
towards the desired output of changing clinical practice and provider behaviors. 
 
 
 
Other incentive options:  
 
Due to the important focus of provider behavior change to ensure that franchise providers are 
operating in a high quality manner, both effectiveness and efficiency, it is recommended to 
institute a short term or "on the spot" incentive.  Managers are allotted a pool of points that 
have a cash value.  At their discretion, managers can award points to representatives during 
field visits who demonstrate high quality provider behavior change interactions or exemplary 
teamwork with PSI colleagues to support the business.  In any behavior change it is important 
to reinforce and reward early examples in order to encourage ongoing behavior.  As 
representatives accumulate points over time, they can exercise the points by purchasing an 
item from a catalogue or website like Amazon.com.  
 
Aside from the points system, there are other forms of non monetary incentives.  For example: 
 
 
 

 Recognition of top performing PSI Representatives in Social Cast 
 Gift Certificate 
 Country Level awards and recognition 
 Congratulatory Letters from PSI Leadership 
 Additional vacation day  
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Example of a PSI Representative Incentive Plan: 
  

• 80% weighting on job role objectives (MBO Assessed by Manager): 
 
  10% weighing on Territory Management  
  70% weighting Provider Behavior Change skills and  
  improvement in provider quality scores over the year.   

 
• 20% weighting on platform performance (achievement of DALYs, donor goals, volume 

indicators, etc)  
 

Final year-end differentiation of PSI Representatives: 
 
  Based upon their performance in these two objectives,  

Representatives can be placed into 3 performance buckets  
(bell-shaped curve)   
25% of team 115% of target bonus 

   50% of Team 100% of target pool 
   25% of team 85% of target pool 
 
 

Example 
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Year End Differentiation for PSI Representatives 
 
    
Note: In some cultures this type of forced-ranking differentiation program 
linked to bonus may not be socially acceptable 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example:  if the country meets the DALY goal, then there is a $100 bonus.   

 
 Country level discretionary funds could be utilized to fund this type of incentive. 

 
 This incentive encourages team work and best practice sharing among all 

Country level PSI staff. 
 
 You can choose to have an annual or semi-annual incentive plan.  The goal is to 

have a program that is clear and consistently communicates what is being 
assessed and measured and when. 

 
   
Example:  Assume that you are a PSI Supervisor/Manager and you have the following three PSI 
Representatives: 
 
Rep 1:  Strong territory management behaviors.  Plans on all providers.  Observed  
good PBCC skills on field visits.  Quality scores increased 20% in last 6 months, Client  
volume and breath of health service areas offered by providers increased by 30%.   
 

0
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Example 
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Rep 2: Territory management is average, some reports are completed on time, others have 
been late.  Struggles with PBCC skills.  Quality scores increased 5% in the last 6 months.  None 
of Representative's providers have expanded into new health service areas.   
 
Rep 3: Strong territory management behaviors.  Plans completed on most providers.  Observed 
strong PBCC skills on field visits.  Quality scores increased 10% in last 6 months, with a 20% 
increase in breadth of health services provided and client volume.   
 
As a PSI Supervisor/Manager, where would you place these 3 PSI Representatives for the 
purposes of incentive payout? 
 
Suggested Answer: 
 
Rep 1: Top bucket 125% payout 
Rep 3: Middle bucket 100% payout 
Rep 2: Bottom bucket 85% payout 
 
Note:  Compensation plans are designed to compensate employees for appropriate efforts 
performed in compliance with PSI policies and procedures. Employees will only receive 
incentive compensation for business results attained while operating within PSI policies and 
procedures. 

 
 
 
 

Example of a PSI Supervisor/Manager Incentive Plan: 
 
The PSI Supervisor/Manager Incentive Plan is as follows: 
 

• 80% weighting on job role activities: 
 

20% weighting on Business Planning (this will include an assessment of 
stakeholder feedback from the PSI Representatives on your team) 

   
60% weighting Leadership of People including coaching on Provider Behavior 
Change skills and improvement in provider quality and quantity scores.  
This includes Performance Management (If performance of a Rep does not meet 
standard expectations, remediation plans and actions are implemented to 
improve performance).  

   
 20% weighting on performance of the platform (achievement of DALYs, donor goals, 

etc) 
 

Example 
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As PSI gains more experience with financing mechanisms and mobile health, there may be 
opportunities to include pilots in both of these areas within the PSI rep or Manager MBOs and 
Incentive Plans.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Restricted Confidential - Merck & Co., Inc.
Whitehouse Station, NJ USA

MBO 
Weighting MBO & Tactics Timing / Metrics

10%

10% growth in 2012                   
(2-3 providers)

Routing Plans Monthly

Activity Progress Report Monthly

Provider Tracker At- a- Glance Daily update / monthly to manager  

Provider Visit Notes Daily - after each call

Provider Call Planning Strategy Updated as needed
Health Facility Profiles Updated as needed

Mid-Year Review / Year-End Review Annually

70%

Atttainment of Franchise goals:   
Sales and DALY

20%

Plalceholder for 2-3 top franchise business goals and objectives prioritized 
across all the platfroma products /sercies  and expansion goals.

Family Planning / Reproductive Health

Move providers along the adoption continuum,……

Engage in PBC interactions with providers, demonstrating a high level 
understanding of products, Services,  guidelines and disease

Tactical Plan - 2012 

Territory Management

Consistent and productive use of PSI tools to manage the assignment:  
Customer segmentation, routing, call planning, and call reporting.

Provider Behavior Change Discussions

Facilitate/coordinate HQ interactions with providrs, utilizing all available 
channels to ensure the most productive interaction.

Demonstrates strong integrity and ethics in external and internal interactions.

Work productively with PSI counterparts (sales and quality officers) to provide 
input and assistance in meeting the objectives with assigned clinics and 
providers

Key Messaging for providers to align provider beliefs and practice patterns

TB

Recruitment of Franchisess in each territory

Key Tactical activities for field reps                                                                                
(eg launch new job aides/client case discussion profiles, Key Opinion Leader 

Activities, Educational Programs, etc..)

Malaria

Key Messaging for providers                                                                                                                
(1-4 messages)to align provider beliefs and practice patterns (PBC)

Support productive business relationships between providers and PSI.

Manager Oversight

Observed, coached around 
and documented by Manager                                           

(FTRs, business reviews)Utilize job aides, provider incetives, and other, resources/solutions to drive PBC.

Plans and implements tailored calls forr each  provider segment, based the 
franchise goals.

Placeholder for 2-3 top franchise business goals and objectives prioritized 
across all the platfroma products /sercies  and expansion goals.

Franchise Priorities

Manager oversight          
(include specific metrics and 

timing)

Manager oversight and 
Stakeholder feedback

Manager oversight                  
(include specific metrics and 

timing)

Key Messaging for providers to align provider beliefs and practice patterns

Key Tactical activities for field reps

Key Tactical activities for field reps

Manager oversight                  
(include specific metrics and 

timing)

Placeholder for 2-3 top franchise business goals and objectives prioritized 
across all the platfroma products /sercies  and expansion goals.

Manager oversight         (include 
specific metrics and timing)

Platform Outcomes
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Explain what coaching is and why it is so critical to driving the business 
 
Explain the supervisor’s role as a coach and provide guidance on how to coach your staff 
 
 
In this module, you will find: 
 
 An introduction to the supervisor’s responsibilities for driving the business 
 The three roles of a supervisor and what each one entails 
 What is coaching and why should we do it? 
 How to coach: the three steps; observation; a guide on giving feedback 
 Coaching resources and examples 
 Key performance indicators for coaching 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coaching  
 

 Purpose 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Develop coaching plans for each of your staff members 
2. Utilize coaching resources to assist you in the coaching process 
3. Coach!  
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The Supervisor’s Role in Driving the Business: An Introduction 
 
It is important that teams are focused on and capable of executing activities that drive the 
business and that are aligned with PSI’s priorities. Supervisors of PSI staff are responsible for 
defining these activities and ensuring that they are being executed effectively. This includes 
equipping their teams with the right resources, networks and skills to carry out these activities 
successfully. Supervisors must also support their staff to make choices that reflect PSI priorities. 
In order for supervisors to be able to fulfill these responsibilities, they must allocate a major, 
pre-defined portion of their time to supervision of their staff (see Management by Objectives 
module). 
 
Taking a Step Back: The Three Roles of a Supervisor 
A Supervisor has several critical roles to fulfill. These include being a Leader, a Manager, and a 
Coach. Although there are differences between them, they are complementary, and all three 
are required in order for a supervisor to be effective. 
 
When fulfilling each role, the supervisor should be focused on the same three primary tasks: 

1. Deciding what needs to be done 
2. Creating resources, networks, and relationships to achieve the goals 
3. Ensuring that people actually do the work 

 
The difference in each of these roles is its key focus.   

• The leader’s focus is change, motivating the team and explaining why change is 
necessary. 

• The manager’s focus is complexity, making sure everything is in place to get the job 
done. This includes looking at data, team structure, tools needed, networks, and 
relationships.  

• The coach’s focus is capabilities, developing the team. Supervisors agree with their staff 
on “what good looks like,” they observe performance, give honest feedback, and help 
develop skills. 

 
What is Coaching? 
 
In this module, we will focus on the coaching role of a supervisor. Let’s start with what is 
coaching and why we should do it. 
 
Coaching is an ongoing career development process in which supervisors and staff (for 
example, field representatives) work together to develop and effectively apply job-related skills. 
Coaching is facilitated through a partnership where there is an agreement on goals and 

Background 

What? 
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WIIFM? What’s 
in it for me? 

commitments; it is not one person lecturing another. It is personalized, customized, usually 
done one-on-one over a period of time with a specific business objective in mind. 
 
Coaching has been commonly used to develop employees and has generated positive business 
outcomes. It is viewed as a credible, effective way to improve company performance. In a 
survey conducted by the International Coaching Federation, coaching was reported to drive 
significant improvements in the following areas: 
 

• Self-esteem/self-confidence 
• Relationships 
• Communication skills 
• Interpersonal Skills 
• Work performance 

 
The resources and improvements gained from coaching contribute to the achievement of the 
staff’s goals, the supervisor’s goals, PSI’s goals, and ultimately, improved life for Sara. If we keep 
this in mind, it is clear why we have to continuously coach our staff.  
 
 
 
How to Coach: An Introduction 
 
There are three major parts to coaching—planning, implementing, and evaluating 
 

• Planning for coaching: review data, assess performance readiness (based on staff’s 
demonstrated ability and willingness), and identify the task focus for the coaching 
conversation.  

• Implementing coaching: observe and assess performance, ask the Representative for 
his/her view of performance, offer feedback, explore ideas, and commit to action. 
 

• And finally, to evaluate the Representative’s ongoing progress, document observations 
and follow up as agreed.  

 
Observation: Although it is important for Managers to observe the on-the-job performance of 
representatives during their PBCC, coaching is not a single event and is not limited to co-visits. 
Teams also need coaching on territory management, data analysis, medical knowledge, etc. 
 
Feedback: A key skill in the process of coaching is providing feedback about performance. 
Feedback can serve to reinforce, enhance, or correct behaviors demonstrated on the job. The 
figure below is a guide to providing successful feedback. 
 
 
 
 

How? 
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The Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide helps with both planning and implementing the coaching 
conversation. 
 
Coach O.F.T.E.N 
 
Open:    Establish purpose and tone; ask for their view 
Focus:   Focus on 1-3 skills to discuss 
Transition: Offer feedback; describe observable behaviors and benefits 
Engage: Explore ideas for improvement and development 
Next Steps: Commit to action  
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Example of coaching on a field visit:  
 
 Prior to your field visit, review past field coaching reports to reorient yourself to the 

developmental needs of your employee.  Review other relevant documents, such as 
provider quality assessments and clinic volume, provider visit averages and frequency.  

 Discuss with the representative the objective of each visit prior to entering the clinic. Ensure 
they have a plan for that visit with the provider.  

 Observe the provider interaction.  Was the provider accurately segmented and prioritized?  
Did the representative engage in a two-way dialogue with the provider?  Were barriers to 
change addressed, (i.e., knowledge, opportunity, ability, motivation)? Was there a 
commitment or were next steps achieved with the provider? 

 Take time to debrief with the representative immediately following the call.  Avoid the 
temptation to quickly move onto to the next call. 

 Ask the representative for their view, "What went well?  Did you achieve your objective? 
What would you change?" 

 Keep in mind that feedback is based on observable behaviors, i.e., words/actions, what you 
see, what you hear, and evidence.  Conversely, judgments are subjective, have personal 
bias, prejudices, reactions and assumptions.  Always anchor your feedback in observable 
behaviors.   

 Provide your observations, and if required, actually model them for the representative.  
Collectively explore additional ideas, and commit to action.  Consider leveraging another 
member of your team who may excel in a certain area that your representative is struggling 
with.   

 At the end of the day, debrief on the entire day.  Agree with the representative on 1-2 
specific areas for improvement regarding their ability to positively impact provider behavior 
change.  Complete the Field Coaching Guide with the representative, and send a copy 
within the next 1-3 business days.   

 

 

In order to ensure that effective coaching is provided to staff, coaching should be a major part 
of a Supervisor’s objectives (more information in “Management By Objectives” module). Below 
are some suggestions for key performance indicators for coaching: 
 
Quantitative measurements:  

• How often a Supervisor goes in the field with high, middle, low performers; number of 
coaching days a month 

• How many visits a Supervisor observes per coaching day 
• What should a coaching report look like? 
• How often a report should be sent to the supervisor’s Manager 

 
 

Example 

How? 
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Qualitative measurements: 
• 360° surveys with questions on how effective coaching is perceived by direct reports  
• Stakeholders feedback 
• Coach the coach reporting: observations of coaching interactions by the supervisor’s 

manager or trainer 
• How the evolution of the development of the representatives is going 
• How are performance issues dealt with 
• Success and implementation of performance implementation plans 

 
 

 
 

 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about Coaching. 
 Coaching Workshop Facilitation Guide 
 Coaching Basics Handbook and Participant Workbook 
 Sample Field Coaching Guides 
 Presentation to Introduce Coaching to Field Teams 
 Field Visit Management Self-learning Course 

 
 
 
 
 

Self-Learning Questions: 
 

• What are the three roles of a Supervisor and what does each role entail? 
 
 
 

• What is coaching and why is it important? 
 
 
 

• What are the three major parts of coaching? Describe what each one entails? 
 
 
 

• What does Coach O.F.T.E.N. mean? 
 

Resources 
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• How many skills should a coach focus on during a single coaching conversation? 
 
 
 

• Provide at least one quantitative and one qualitative key performance indicator for 
coaching. 
 

 
 
 

 
Action Items:  
 
Within three weeks of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. Read the Coaching toolkit 
2. Read the PBCC Program Toolkit: Field Visit Management module 
3. Develop a coaching workplan for each of your staff members (If you are field supervisor, 

these are your field representatives) 
a. Schedule monthly meetings for the entire year. If your staff are field 

representatives, schedule time to attend field visits with them so that you 
observe how they interact with their providers. 

b. Use the coaching form to plan for your co-visit. For head office staff, this could 
be a meeting with your staff in the office. For field staff that interact with 
providers, this should be a day out in the field with your field representatives. 
Define the objectives of your co-visit. Take note of any strengths and areas of 
opportunity that you have already determined from previous interactions.  

c. Conduct the first co-visit, and continue to fill out the coaching form with 
strengths, areas of opportunity, and follow-up actions. 

4. Review your MBOs and KPIs, and ensure that they include quantitative and qualitative 
measurements for coaching 

 
 

Due Date: Enter the date three weeks from today here and mark your calendar.   
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On an ongoing basis: 
 

1. Monthly coaching meetings/co-visits, using the coaching form. The objective should be 
based on the previous co-visits and the staff member’s strengths and areas of 
opportunity.  

2. When coaching course is available, attend the course and study the toolkit. 
 
 

 



Ongoing Coaching & Feedback FAQ’s 
 

General Information  
 
1. How do I benefit from Ongoing Coaching & Feedback?  
The overall effectiveness of the feedback process is based on the frequency and quality of 
performance discussions. Ongoing feedback can:  

 Offer opportunities to deliver/receive "just-in-time" feedback close to the time of an event 
or situation, when the details of performance are likely to be clear.  

 Motivate employees by communicating the value of good performance.  
 Provide guidance and focus for redirecting performance and aligning work with key 

business priorities.  
 Help employees understand how they are performing against objectives, preventing 

major "surprises" during year-end reviews.  
 Offer opportunities for employees and managers to discuss how the feedback process is 

working.  
 Provide opportunities for employees to take corrective actions.  
 Simplify the year-end review process.  

  
2. How do I differentiate Ongoing Feedback from feedback provided during the Year-End 
review?  
Ongoing feedback happens regularly throughout the year with frequent, formal or informal 
discussions between the manager and employee. Feedback provided during the year-end review 
is planned, more formal in nature, and typically occurs once a year. Feedback during the year-
end review focuses on annual performance against all objectives.  
 
For Managers  
 
3. As a manager, how do I establish feedback expectations with employees?  

 It's important to set aside time early in the year to discuss performance feedback needs 
and expectations with your employees.  

 Let your employees know that performance feedback is important to you and that you'd 
like to set up time to give/receive feedback throughout the year.  

 Inform employees that you'll regularly solicit feedback from their stakeholders to identify 
what's working well and where changes should be made.  

 Ask your employees if there are specific areas on which they would like to receive 
feedback.  

 Agree to meet regularly, aligning with key project milestones or give feedback 
immediately following a particular situation or event.  

 Let your employees know that you'd like their input during your feedback discussions to 
ensure that you meet their feedback needs and expectations.  

 
4. How do I collect feedback about my employees' performance and development?  
Feedback may be requested throughout the year and may be gathered formally or informally by:  

 Periodically contacting stakeholders (matrix managers, peers, clients, team members, 
etc.) who can provide meaningful information about your employee's performance 
strengths and areas for development.  

 Take advantage of ad hoc opportunities to gather feedback, for example, during regularly 
scheduled project update meetings.  

 If the employee is a people manager, be sure to obtain feedback from their direct reports 
on your employee's people management and leadership skills.  

Note: If you have questions about the feedback collection process given local privacy laws, 
please contact your HR Business Partner.  
 
 



5. How do I effectively give feedback to employees and others?  
 
Providing feedback is one of a manager's most important responsibilities. Here are some ideas to 
help you get started:  

 Be timely and direct.  
 Be as honest as possible without getting personal.  
 Describe behaviors using examples as well as the impact of those behaviors. Also, look 

for ways to focus the discussion by clarifying strengths and development areas within the 
context of objectives.  

 Be focused on actions and summarize next steps. Clarify what's working well and where 
changes should be made. Work together to develop a plan to address any areas of 
unsatisfactory performance.  

 Be open to feedback.  
 
 
6. How do I deliver corrective feedback to employees and others?  

 When corrective feedback is required, make sure you understand the root cause of the 
behavior that you're looking to correct.  

 Share data that supports your feedback/messages and keep the discussion focused on 
specific ways to improve performance.  

 Remain open minded, solicit and listen to the employee's point of view, and show 
empathy for his/her concerns.  

 Ask the employee to summarize the takeaways of the meeting and next steps. Consider 
developing a written action plan that clearly provides the key performance concerns and 
specific actions that are required to address those concerns.  

 
 
7. How do I give positive feedback to employees and others?  
 
First, be sure the positive feedback you are giving describes the effective behavior taken and why 
it was effective. Provide positive feedback just as timely and directly as any other feedback. Also, 
be sure to clarify your comments so that the employee understands what you (or others) identify 
as his/her strengths.  
 
8. How do I reward or recognize employees?  

 Employees can be recognized for their contributions in many different ways. When in 
doubt, treat others as they want to be treated.  

 Find out how employees prefer to be recognized to ensure consistency with their specific 
circumstances and individual preferences.  

 
9. How do I solicit and receive candid feedback from my direct reports and others?  
The ability to be candid is closely linked to the level of trust that exists between two people. Here 
are a few things that may help build trust between you and others:  

 Communicate that you're seeking feedback as an opportunity to learn and develop.  
 Let the person know if there is a specific area for which you want feedback.  
 Listen actively, and don't interrupt, defend, rationalize, or discount.  
 Ask clarifying questions.  
 Summarize your understanding of what you heard and agree on the subsequent actions 

that will be taken.  
 Thank the person for the feedback.  

 
 
 
 
 



For Employees  
 
10. How do I initiate Ongoing Feedback from my manager?  
 
To initiate Ongoing Feedback from your manager, let him/her know:  

 Performance feedback is important to you, and you'd like to ensure she/he consistently 
provides you with feedback.  

 The specific areas on which you want feedback.  
 
 
11. How do I effectively solicit and gather feedback about my performance and 
development?  
 
Feedback may be requested throughout the year by:  

 Periodically contacting stakeholders (peers, clients, team members, etc.) who can 
provide meaningful feedback about your performance strengths and development areas.  
Be sure to clarify your data/information needs and ask specific questions.  

 Look to your manager and those stakeholders who have had an opportunity to observe 
your performance strengths.  

 Taking advantage of ad hoc opportunities to gather feedback, for example, during 
regularly scheduled project update meetings.  

 Follow up with these individuals on any action you are taking as a result of the feedback 
given.  

 
12. How do I receive feedback effectively from my manager and others?  
 
The ability to be candid is closely linked to the level of trust that exists between two people. Here 
are a few things that may help build trust between you and others:  

 Communicate that you're seeking feedback as an opportunity to learn and develop.  
 Let the person know if there is a specific area for which you want feedback.  
 Listen actively, and don't interrupt, defend, rationalize, or discount.  
 Ask clarifying questions.  
 Summarize your understanding of what you heard and agree on the actions you'll take.  
 Be open and receptive to feedback.  
 Thank the person for the feedback.  

 
 
13. How do I give feedback effectively to my manager and to others?  
 
There are many ways for you to provide feedback to your manager. Here are some ideas to help 
you get started:  

 Be timely and direct. Share your thoughts quickly and honestly without getting personal.  
 Be specific. Describe behaviors using examples as well as the impact of those behaviors.  
 Be focused on actions and summarize next steps. Clarify what's working well and where 

changes should be made.  
 Be open to feedback yourself. Ask for information about whether your performance is 

meeting your manager's needs and expectations.  
 
 
14. How do I make the most of my feedback?  
Work with your manager to identify opportunities to optimize performance strengths and work on 
development areas. Opportunities may include training, developmental assignments, etc. Also, 
communicate to others regarding what you're doing differently in response to corrective feedback, 
and let them know that you may check in with them to see if your performance is improving.  
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Coaching 
Toolkit 
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Coaching: An Ongoing Process 
 
Effective coaching is an ongoing process with each of your Provider Representatives. For each coaching 
conversation, you will need to develop a focused plan, you need to implement coaching, and finally to evaluate the 
Provider Representative’s progress afterwards. The coaching conversation should focus directly on the Provider 
Representative’s specific tasks and behaviors. 

For each coaching conversation, you will need to: 

Develop a focused PLAN. 

P 
 

IMPLEMENT coaching. 

I 
EVALUATE Provider 
Representative’s ongoing 
progress. 

E 
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PLAN – Prepare to Coach/Observe and Assess 
 
• Review action steps from the last Co-visiting Report and/or coaching conversation. 

Review data, action plans, and MBO’s. 
• Prioritize which aspects of current performance you plan to address during the 

coaching conversation. 
• Assess the Provider Rep’s Ability and Willingness to perform a specific task 

(Can’t/Won’t, Could, or Can). Plan how to match your coaching style (Directive, 
Participative, or Encouraging) to the Provider Rep’s task-specific Ability and 
Willingness.  

• At the beginning of the coaching conversation, discuss the Provider 
Representative’s overall objectives (e.g., account strategy, provider discussions, 
specific issues, etc.).  

• Observe Representative’s performance with provider and/or colleagues. 

IMPLEMENT – Provide Feedback 
 
• Observe Provider Representative’s performance with provider and/or colleagues. 
• Offer the Provider Representative the opportunity to analyze his/her performance.  
• Assess how effectively the Provider Representative demonstrated the tasks 

observed. Refer to performance standards/competencies for PBCC                       
• Focus on one to three tasks to discuss. 
• Provide feedback based on observable behaviors, no judgments 
• Explore ideas for getting results, improvement, and development. 
• Commit to action. 

EVALUATE – Establish Coaching Continuity 
 
• Document action steps, milestones, and accountability for achieving 

performance and development objectives. 
• If the coaching conversation occurs during a field visit, complete a Co-

visiting Report.  
• Create coaching continuity by monitoring completion of action steps and 

providing positive reinforcement and guidance as appropriate.  
• Plan for the next coaching conversation. 

Coaching:  
 
Using the PLAN-IMPLEMENT-EVALUATE Framework 
The process of coaching includes the need to PLAN, IMPLEMENT, and EVALUATE (PIE).  

 

I 

E 

P 
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When planning for a coaching conversation, identify the specific tasks/skills to focus on during the 
interaction. A Provider Representative’s performance readiness can be described as a combination of 
demonstrated task-specific ABILITY and WILLINGNESS. Managers should be: 

• DIRECTIVE with those who CAN’T or WON’T perform the specific task; 
• PARTICIPATIVE with those who COULD perform the specific task; and 
• ENCOURAGING with those who CAN perform the specific task.  

A Provider Representative’s performance readiness may vary by task. For example, you may need to 
adopt a Directive coaching style for one task and a Participative coaching style for another task.  

Could 
 

Can 

Couldn’t 

Performance Readiness 

 
High PERFORMANCE READINESS BY TASK 

D
em

on
st

ra
te

d 
W

ill
in

gn
es

s 
 

     
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Low  
Demonstrated 

Ability 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refer to the PBCC performance standards for skills and behaviors. The standards show people what good looks like 

Enthusiastic but Inexperienced  

Experienced but Demotivated  
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Performance Readiness Behaviors:  
What You Observe 

 
PROVIDER REPRESENTATIVE READINESS LEVELS 

CAN’T/WON’T COULD CAN 

C
A

N
’T

 

Needs to Learn the Basics 
 
• Lacks skill and experience, 

does not see clearly how to 
move forward or know what 
resources to draw upon. 

• May be unaware of 
performance issue. 

• Lacks confidence in own 
ability to build provider and 
internal relationships and 
achieve results.  

Needs to Expand Skills 
(Enthusiastic but Needs 
Experience) 
 
• Asks questions and seeks 

clarity. 

• Enthusiastically takes on more 
than he/she can handle.  

• Delivers results but may 
experience setbacks. 
 

Needs to Engage 
(Experienced but 
Demotivated) 
 
• Avoids taking initiative or avoids 

the Manager.  

• Demonstrates ability but shows 
evidence of poor motivation or 
attitude. 

Needs to Stretch 
 
• Makes optimal decisions 

about how to get results. 

• Develops fresh approaches 
to meeting customer needs. 

• Proactively alerts you to 
problems and opportunities. 

• Assists in the development 
of other Provider 
Representatives. 

 
W

O
N

’T
 Needs to Turn Around 

• Demonstrates unacceptable 
performance (does not meet 
performance expectations) 
or marginal performance 
(barely meeting minimum 
expectations) on a sustained 
or intermittent basis. 

 

 

 ▼ ▼ ▼ 
MANAGER COACHING STYLE 

Match your coaching style to the Provider Representative’s performance readiness for a specific task. A 
Provider Representative’s performance readiness level may vary based on his/her Ability/Willingness to 
perform a particular task. 

DIRECTIVE 
High Guidance 

PARTICIPATIVE 
Balanced Guidance  

and Support 

ENCOURAGING 
High Support 
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Manager’s Coaching Style: 
What You Do 
 

DIRECTIVE 
High Guidance 

Be Directive With Can’t Be Directive With Won’t 

• Provide specific direction about what and how. 
• Describe what they most need to learn. 
• Team the Provider Representative with an experienced 

peer and/or meet regularly to provide feedback. 
• Provide opportunities to practice and any training needed 

to build skills. 
• Offer encouragement and positive feedback and express 

confidence, when appropriate. 
• Check in regularly with Provider Representative. 

• Clearly communicate need for improved performance 
against standards. 

• Describe consequences of failure to improve. 
• Closely supervise performance improvement efforts. 
• Contact HR and Next Level Manager. 
• Provide a written action plan describing specific 

performance expectations that must be met within a 
specified time frame. 

 

PARTICIPATIVE 
Balanced Guidance and Support 
Be Participative With Could (Needs to Expand Skills) Be Participative With Could (Needs to Engage) 

• Ask employee how he/she would approach the situation; 
support employee’s ideas when possible.  

• Modify ideas and suggest other approaches or resources, 
as appropriate. 

• Set realistic limits for employee’s efforts at new tasks.  
 

• Discuss and clarify mutual expectations with regard to 
initiative or “checking in.” 

• Discuss how behavior impacts team/individual performance 
and provide examples. 

• Determine if employee needs more direction or if they can 
improve behavior on their own.  

• Explore root causes and agree to needed changes. 

 

ENCOURAGING 
High Support 
Be Encouraging With Can 

• Outline and clarify desired outcomes. 
• Let employee decide on what and how. 
• If asked, share ideas or best practices. 
• Run interference and eliminate barriers. 
• Continue to offer feedback. 
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Coach O.F.T.E.N.  
Now that you’re clear about what you have observed and which coaching style to use, it is time to coach your 
Representative. The Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide details a suggested structure for your coaching conversation. 

 

O • Establish purpose and tone 
• Ask for their view 

OPEN  
 

F 
• Focus on one to three tasks to discuss 

FOCUS  
 

T • Offer feedback 
• Describe observable behaviors, benefits 

TRANSITION  
 

E 
• Explore ideas for improvement, development 

ENGAGE  
 

N 
• Commit to action 

NEXT STEPS  
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The Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide 
 

DIRECTIVE 
High Guidance 

PARTICIPATIVE 
Balanced Guidance and 

Support 

ENCOURAGING 
High Support 

OPEN 
Offer the Provider Representative 
the opportunity to share his/her 
view of task performance. 

Review performance against 
standards (PBCC standards, PSI 
Quality Standards). 

Provide clear guidance about what 
the Provider Representative needs 
to learn and/or why performance 
needs to improve. 

Offer the Provider Representative 
the opportunity to share his/her 
view of task performance. 

Review performance against 
standards (PBCC standards, PSI 
Quality Standards). 

Establish an open tone and 
acknowledge what the Provider 
Representative did well and any 
areas for improvement on the task. 

Offer the Provider Representative 
the opportunity to share his/her 
view of task performance. 

Review performance against 
standards (PBCC standards, PSI 
Quality Standards). 

Establish an appreciative tone and 
acknowledge the Provider 
Representative’s positive impact 
on results and relationships. 

FOCUS 
Identify one or two tasks that most 
impact performance and the 
negative impact on results and 
others as the Focus of the 
coaching conversation. 

 

Identify one or two tasks that most 
impact performance and the 
positive or negative impact on 
results and others as the Focus of 
the coaching conversation. 

 

Identify one or two tasks that most 
impact performance and the 
positive impact on results and 
others as the Focus of the 
coaching conversation. 

 
TRANSITION 

Describe observable behaviors 
and gain agreement that 
information/training is needed or 
that a problem exists. 

 

Describe observable behaviors 
and gain agreement on how to 
take performance to the next level. 

 

Describe observable behaviors 
and note any current or future 
challenges that could be a barrier 
to sustaining high performance. 

 
ENGAGE 

Tell the Provider Representative 
what to do differently and how to 
complete or improve on the task. 

 

Ask questions to discover what 
and how the Provider 
Representative has been getting 
results; solicit his/her ideas for 
taking performance to the next 
level and support them, when 
possible. 

 

Learn more about how the 
Provider Representative is getting 
the desired results and develop 
possible solutions to any 
challenges or barriers. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
Develop a plan of action for what 
the Provider Representative will do 
to improve and how you will follow 
up. 

 

Negotiate a plan of action for what 
and how the Provider 
Representative will continue to 
achieve results, develop further, 
and how you will follow up. 

 

Support a plan of action for what 
you and the Provider 
Representative will do to sustain 
high performance and how you will 
follow up. 
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Evaluate Ongoing Progress 
 

As a Manager, you need to continually evaluate and 
document your Provider Representatives’ performance 
against PBCC standards and objectives.  

If the coaching conversation occurs during a field visit, 
you also need to document your performance 
observations in the Co-visiting Report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Create coaching continuity by monitoring completion of action steps and providing positive reinforcement and 
guidance on an ongoing basis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Co-visit Checklist 
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STEP 4 – OBSERVE Provider Interactions 
• For each interaction:  

 Observe Provider Representative’s interactions with providers/colleagues 
 Compare actions and results observed during interactions with the defined objectives 
 Assess how effectively Provider Representative accomplished the task within each competency (refer to 

the behaviors listed in the Co-visiting Report)  

STEP 5 – PROVIDE FEEDBACK ON PERFORMANCE 
• After each interaction and at the end of the co-visit, use the Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide to structure the 

coaching conversation with the appropriate coaching style:  
 OPEN – Establish tone, set purpose for discussion, encourage Provider Representative to analyze 

performance 
 FOCUS – Identify tasks that impact performance and impact on results and others 
 TRANSITION – Describe observable behaviors, gain agreement 
 ENGAGE – Explore ideas for getting results, improvement, and development areas 
         

 
 

  IMPLEMENT 
 
 
 

STEP 6 – Establish Coaching Continuity 
• At the end of the co-visit:  

 Review co-visit objectives and provide honest and fair feedback 
 Agree on Next Steps and provide additional support that will be helpful to the Provider Representative  
 Take notes and complete the co-visit reports 

  EVALUATE 
 
 
 

STEP 1 – PLAN FOR CO-VISIT 
• Review data 

 Co-visiting Reports 
 Personal notes 
 Sales and activities results 
 Progress on previously agreed-upon actions 
 MBO 
 Provider plans 

• Determine focus for co-visit coaching 
 Assess Provider Representative’s Ability/Willingness to complete a specific task (Can’t/Won’t, Could, Can) 
 Determine coaching style (Directive, Participative, Encouraging) 

STEP 2 – REVIEW BUSINESS AND SET COACHING OBJECTIVES 
• Meet with the Provider Representative prior to the first interaction to review:  

�   Specific Providers   �   Providers scheduled for the co-visit 

STEP 3 – ESTABLISH INTERACTION OBJECTIVES 
• Prior to each interaction, discuss with Provider Representative: 

�   Provider plans   �   PBCC objectives 
 
 
 

  PLAN 
 
 

COULD 
 
 
 

CAN 

 
 
 

COULDN’T 
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PREPARATION   

Flip charts, hand-outs, exercises that should be 
prepared before the workshop session begins 

You’ll find a summary list in Section 10, Page 54 

 

 

Welcome and introduction 
Your roles  
Triangle Production Exercise 
What is coaching? 
Driving Activity Task focus 
Observe and Assess Performance 
Offer Feedback 

 

Alert!!! 

Please review materials upfront and adjust pictures, names, 

Role play scenario’s and videoclips were needed to make it 

Relevant for your platform or your situation 
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Case for change: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Improving the Impact of Our Coaching Interactions
• Make you more effective at your job

• Help you move the provider faster along adoption ladder by providing more focused and specific 
guidance on early-stage (targeting, needs recognition) and closing activities (committments and 
follow up)

• Improve your skills in key areas necessary for success in role

• Help guide you toward next-level performance

• Share high performer best practices that would help in closing more opportunities

• Increase your engagement with the role and company

 

This course will teach you Coaching Basic concepts and will also allow enough exercises to experience the impact of Coaching 

This facilitator’s guide helps you to combine Flipcharts, PowerPoint, a coaching toolkit, a participant workbook, videoclips, exercise 
materials and templates/check lists to make it a unique coaching teaching experience 

 You are as successful as your team is 
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Participation in this classroom experience will enable learners to: 

• Describe how the roles of Leader, Manager, and Coach are different and complementary. 
• Identify how Manager coaching style impacts coachee’s performance. 
• Assess ‘Ability’ and ‘Willingness’ to complete a specific task effectively. 

Conduct a focused coaching discussion based on observable behaviors that result in a commitment to action 

       Please hang the flipchart with the objectives on the wall (see what flipcharts to prepare in section 10 – page 53 of this guide) 

Section 1:  OBJECTIVES OF THE COACHING BASICS COURSE  

 

[Type a quote from the document or the summary of an 
interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere in 
the document. Use the Drawing Tools tab to change the 
formatting of the pull quote text box.] 

Look at your team as a bell shape curve: you might have 

1or 2 high performer 

1 or 2 who or performing below expectation 

6 to 8  who are meeting expectations (the middle pack) 

Coaching will shift the efficiency (the bell shape) to the right: 

Your team becomes high performers 

Coaching efficiency can be measured : 

Quantitative: numbers of days, visits, reports (see 
standards example) but also  

Qualitative: (360° survey on impact of development team) 
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Facilities 

 Main training classroom 
 

Equipment 

 Facilitator computer loaded with Coaching Basic PPT slides and  possible videos if available 
 LCD projector, external speakers, screen, remote control 
 Flipchart easels (two located at the front of the main training room) 

o See pre prepared flipcharts in chapter 10 (from of p 53) of this guide 
 Timer or stopwatch for triangle production exercise 
 

Supplies 

 Name tents/markers 
 Flipchart pads (one for each flipchart easel) and Flipchart markers 
 Post its (different sizes and colors will work) 
 Scotch tape (one roll for every three Participants) 
 

Participant Materials  

 Participant Guide (1 per participant) 
 Coaching Basics  Toolkit  (1 per participant) 
 Triangle Production Exercise Worksheets  (1 per 3 participants) 
 Laminated Driving Task Place Mat  (1 per participants if possible, at least 1 per table) 
 Laminated Driving Tasks Cards  (1 set per participant) 
 
 

Section 2:  FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS CHECKLIST  
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Preparation and Setup (one week before the training date) 

 Review this guide and all Participant materials. (participant workbook & toolkit) 
 Preview and if needed adjust the PowerPoint® presentation which you will use to guide the session - download video 
 Ensure production of Driving Place Mats, Driving Task Cards, Triangle Production Exercise Worksheets 
 Reserve the required room, catering, etc... 
 

Preparation and Setup: ideally the evening before, if not possible, set up at least one hour before the start of the session) 

 Check to ensure that the room setup is appropriate for the number of Participants.  
 Test the computer, projector, and mouse. 
 Place a name tent and marker at each Participant’s seat. 
 Place a Participant Guide at each Participant’s seat. 
 Place a Coaching Toolkit at each Participant’s seat. 
 Prepare a set of Driving Task Cards in an envelope at each Participant’s seat. 
 Place Driving Place Mats at each table. 
 Prepare a Parking Lot flipchart to capture open issues.                    
  

PRE-WORK 

Section 3:  FACILITION PREPARATION CHECKLIST   
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15 minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 

 Welcome and Introduction 

 
Program Introduction 

Slide 01 

Show slide 01. 

Welcome Participants to the workshop. 

Introduce yourself. 

Say: Please fill out your names on your name tents. 

Inform Participants about the training facility, location of restrooms, phones, etc.  

Refer Participants to their Participant workbook and the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

 
Explain that these will be used extensively during this workshop. The Participant Workbook is 
designed to be a practical reference and will be used in class for exercises and activities. It 
echoes much of the relevant material Participants will see in the presentation to support note-
taking. 

Section 4:  INTRODUCTION TO COACHING BASICS:  
 
 Welcome and introduction 
  Your roles 
 Triangle Production Exercise 
 What is coaching? 
 Review data 
 Driving Activity Task focus 
 Observe and Assess Performance 
 Offer Feedback 
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Introductions  
Slide 02 

Show slide 02. Optional 

Explain that Participants will do a “Fast Fact Finder” activity with others attending the 
workshop.  

Ask Participants to first introduce themselves by sharing their name, then search for one other 
member of the class who: 

• Is from a different place. 

• Has the same birthday month. 

• Manages same number of direct reports as you do. 

The first Participant pair to find each other based on these three criteria “wins.” 

Ask Participants to take their seats following the activity.”  

Say: This activity allowed you to meet one another, but I still need to learn more about you. 
Please tell me your name and where you are from. 

 

 
 

Objectives 
Slide 3 

Show Slide 03. 

Review: Workshop Objectives – you’ll also have the objectives on the flip (see Section 10) 
hanging on the wall to refer to it throughout the workshop 

 

 

 

Refer to prepared flipchart 1 on the wall (see appendix p 53) 
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Agenda 
Slide 04 

Show Slide 04. 

Review: Workshop Agenda to give participants a rough estimation  of the timing 

 

Manage time to make sure breaks and start/end time are respected 
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30 minutes  Introduction to coaching 
 Your Roles 

 
Your Roles 

Slide 05 
 
 
 

Show slide 05. 

 

Say: Now, let’s shift to a direct look at your roles.  

 

 

 
Same Task, Different 

Focus 
Slide 06 

Show slide 06. 

Your Roles: Leader, Manager, and Coach 

Say: As a Supervising Manager you have several critical roles to fulfill. You must be a Leader, a Manager, 
and a Coach. Let’s explore how these roles are alike and how they differ. 

Explain that when fulfilling each role, you need to be focused on the same three primary tasks.  

You need to: 

1. Decide what needs to be done. 

2. Create networks and relationships to achieve the goals. 

3. Ensure that people actually do the work.  

What is different for each of these roles is its key focus.   
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30 minutes  Introduction to coaching 
 Your Roles 

Before revealing the animated descriptors under the hats on the slide: 

Say: Now let’s do a “lightning definition” of each role’s key focus.  

Assign each table group one of the roles (Leader, Manager, or Coach). 

 Say: Take no more than 2 minutes to come to agreement about what one word best defines the focus 
(primary concern) of your assigned role. Write the word on a big post it or on the flip chart 

Ask the table groups to share their ideas in the large group. 

Reveal the animated descriptors of each role on the slide.  

Refer to Participants workbook page 2 

Review the focus or the main concern of the three different roles. 

• The Leader’s focus is change.  WB page 3 

• He/she will motivate the teams, explain why something needs to change or what the scoop 
is 

• More change requires more leadership.  

• The Manager’s focus is complexity.  WB page 4 

• He/she will make sure everything is in place to get the job done 

• Good management looks at data, team structure, tools needed, networks, relations,... 

• The Coach’s focus is capabilities. WB page 5 

• Coaches develop their teams 

• They agree on ‘what good looks like’, they observe performance, give honest feedback and 
help their team developing skills 

See also: “What Leaders Really Do,” by John Kotter, Harvard Business Review 
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 Introduction to coaching 
 Your Roles 

 
Application Activity: 

Which Hat? 
What Actions? 

Slide 7 

Say: Now that you are thinking actively about how these 3 roles—Leader, Manager, and Coach—are 
complementary but different, let’s apply your understanding to a real-world challenge you are facing. 

Show slide 7 

Give example:   ‘We have experienced recently organizational changes ‘   (sounds familiar?) 

As a Leader, my role is to provide a clear business rationale for why these changes are important and 
how they support our goals.  

As a Manager, my role is to help my team map out tactical steps to help them implement the new 
processes in their job that have come about as a result of the organizational changes.  

As a Coach, my role is to observe how my team implements those tactical steps and provide 
performance feedback to them.” 

Say: Now go to page 6 of your workbook and write the challenge you are facing right now and what you 
can do as a leader, a manager and a coach 

 Say: Once you’ve identified what action(s) you might take in each of these roles, share your ideas with 
1-2 others at your table  

The purpose of the exercise is focus and to manage expectations: to link right resources on each role 

This course will help you develop your coaching skills. Other resources will help you with Leadership 
and Management skills 
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30 minutes  Introduction to coaching 
 Your Roles 

 
Three Complementary 

Roles 
Slide 8 

Show slide 8 

Summarize the activity highlighting the following key points. 

 One role is not better than another. 
 One role is not replaced by another. 
 Each role is different and necessary. 

Say: In summary, as a Leader, you coach around organizational vision, direction, and change; as a 
Manager, you coach around achieving business results and as a Coach, you coach around 
development and performance.  

It’s also important to note, as we have discovered as we explored each role, that there are not always 
clear, distinct boundaries between the roles. By nature, the roles often overlap.  

While much is written and much can be learned about each of these roles, we will be focusing on your 
role as a coach in this workshop. 
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 Introduction to coaching 

45 minutes Triangle Production Exercise 

 
Triangle Production 

Exercise 
Slide 9 

Show slide 9 

Say: let’s get right to “work.”  

(Note: The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate the impact that Supervising Managers have on 
the staff they coach. In this activity, you play a Manager of a production team that produces “triangles.” 
You demonstrate three different approaches as a Manager through three rounds of “play.” In one round, 
you focus on production volume; in another, you focus on quality. In the final round, you take a “hands-
off” approach, allowing the Participants to work to their own result. You should intentionally withhold the 
purpose of the exercise from Participants for added impact during the debrief. 

Say: For this exercise, we will break into 3 groups: Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3. (Note: You may 
alternately choose to break up the audience into 2 groups and run only the “quality” and “maximum 
production” rounds, skipping the laissez-faire approach. However, running all three rounds is 
recommended if time allows.) 

Assign each person in the room a number: 1, 2, or 3. 

A nice way to form groups ad random is to ask participants to line up in regards of month of Birth, 
meaning that people who were born in January are on the far left all the way up to the persons born in 
December on the far right. 

It will bring a lot of energy in the room 

Once the line is made, you walk along the line assigning numbers 1-2-3-1-2-… 

(Note: Ideally, you will have a class that can be divided evenly by three. If you do not, make two groups 
divisible by 3, and have the third group contain the remaining Participants. For example, if there are 18 
Participants, divide them into 3 groups containing 6 people. However, if you have 17, divide Participants 
into 2 groups of 6 people, and one group of 5 people.) 

Say: Much of this workshop focuses on how you can effectively coach your team. To kick things off, we 
are about to conduct an exercise that will demonstrate some of the fundamentals. 

Text on Pre prepared flipchart: see picture: 
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Title: Triangle production  (see section 10 – flipchart 2) 

- Draw as many triangles as possible in 2 minutes 

- Draw them as the example shown 

- Each team member is responsible for 1 side of the triangle 

 

Ask Group 1 to remain in the room. Have the remaining 2 groups leave the room for round 1.  

Direct the Participants to remain close by. This is not a break! 

 

 
Triangle Production 

Exercise  
Slide 9 

 
Keep slide displayed 

throughout the exercise 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Round 1 

Instruct Group 1 to work in triads. 

Distribute one copy of the Triangle Production Exercise worksheet to each triad in Group 1. 

Refer to the flip chart and give Group 1 these directions: 

Say: As you know, things at PSI change all the time, and that is the case in this situation.  

Say: I will serve as your Manager for the next 2 minutes. Working as a team, your objective is to make 
as many triangles as possible, with the highest quality possible, modeled after the example on the page. 
There is only one process guideline: each team member has to contribute one side to the formation of 
each triangle. 

Direct Participants to put their names on the sheet. After they have put their names on the sheet, direct 
them to begin making triangles and time them for 2 minutes. 

Conduct Round 1 of the exercise (2 minutes).  

(Note: While the groups are working, emphasize maximum production without disclosing that intent. 
Roam the room energetically and encourage teams to make more triangles. Comment on how other 
teams are doing to increase competition, such as, “The other team is really producing a lot of triangles,” 
and offer frequent verbal praise such as, “Great job!” or “Good plan!” You may need to provide 
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additional worksheets to accommodate the number of triangles they are making.) 

Announce that time is up at the end of 2 minutes. 

Instruct each team to mark their sheet with a number 1, list the names of the team members, and 
indicate the total number of completed triangles.  

Collect Triangle Production Exercise pages from the Group 1 triad teams.  

 
Triangle Production 

Exercise 
Slide 9 (Continued) 

 
Keep slide 9 displayed 
throughout the exercise 

 

Ask Group 1 Participants to leave the room and not to talk to other participants about the exercise. 
Send in Group 2 without disclosing to Group 2 the nature/content of the exercise or experience. 

Review Group 1’s worksheet results during intervals when groups are exiting and entering the room. 

Round 2 

Instruct Group 2 to work in triads. 

Distribute one copy of the Triangle Production Exercise worksheet to each triad in Group 2. 

Refer to the flipchart and give Group 2 these directions: 

Say: I will serve as your Manager for the next 2 minutes. Working as a team, your objective is to make 
as many triangles as possible with the highest quality possible, modeled after the example on the page. 
There is only one process guideline: each team member has to contribute one side to the formation of 
each triangle. 

Direct Participants to put their names on the sheet. After they have put their names on the sheet, direct 
them to begin making triangles and time them for 2 minutes. 

Conduct Round 2 of the exercise (2 minutes).  

(Note: While the groups are working, emphasize the criteria of highest quality without disclosing that 
intent. Look closely over the shoulders of team members, and insist that they slow down, look more 
closely at the prototype triangle, and perhaps use a straightedge to ensure lines are not roughly drawn. 
Your behavior should be to micromanage their work effort and indicate only tentative approval of their 
results. 

Announce that time is up at the end of 2 minutes and collect Triangle Production Exercise pages from 
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the Group 2 triad teams.  

Instruct each team to mark their sheet with a number 2, list the names of the team members, and 
indicate the total number of completed triangles.  

 Ask Group 2 Participants to leave the room and send in Group 3 without disclosing to Group 3 the 
nature/content of the exercise or experience.  

Review results during intervals when groups are exiting and entering the room.  

Round 3 

Instruct Group 3 to work in triads. 

Distribute one copy of the Triangle Production Exercise worksheet to each triad in Group 3. 

Refer to the flip chart and give Group 3 these directions: 

Say: As you know, things at PSI change all the time, and that is the case in this situation. Imagine that 
you have a new Manager with a different set of objectives that he (or she) wants you to accomplish. 

Say: I will serve as your Manager for the next 2 minutes. Working as a team, your objective is to make 
as many triangles as possible with the highest quality possible, modeled after the example on the page. 
There is only one process guideline: each team member has to contribute one side to the formation of 
each triangle. 

Direct Participants to put their names on the sheet. After they have put their names on the sheet, direct 
them to begin making triangles and time them for 2 minutes. 

Round 3 

Conduct round 3 of the exercise (2 minutes). 

(Note: Do not give the Participants further instructions. Walk around the room and appear distracted 
with other matters such as reviewing your Facilitator Guide, listening to voice mail, checking e-mail, etc. 
The more disinterested in the production of triangles you can appear, the better this will work. If 
Participants ask you questions, give vague answers, and say “Don’t worry about it” several times.) 

 Announce that time is up at the end of 2 minutes. Have each team mark their sheet with a number 3, 
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list the names of the team members, and indicate the number of completed triangles. 

Collect the Triangle Production Exercise pages from the Group 3 triad teams.  

Ask a Group 3 Participant to invite the remainder of the class back in from the hall. 

Review Group 3’s worksheet results.  

 

Debrief 
 Facilitate a discussion about the impact of the “Manager’s” coaching style on each team’s performance 
for maximum 20 minutes. 

Go back to the flip chart and give the instructions one more time to the full audience. 

Ask: Did anyone hear the Manager state anything other than these three guidelines for producing 
triangles together? 

Reveal and review the teams’ results, showing the selected worksheets from each round to the class 
and noting the differences in productivity and quality. 

Keep slide 9 displayed. 

Ask: What do you think accounts for the difference we see in results on these three worksheets? 

Let them come up with ideas 

• Explain that everyone can have the same tools, resources, instructions, etc., but end up 
producing different results.  

• The Manager’s coaching behavior while the groups were producing triangles was the only 
significant difference in each round of the exercise. 

 Say: Even though Managers communicate written objectives with their team through MBO’s, the 
Manager’s coaching behavior still has the ability to profoundly influence the “what” and “how” of results. 

Ask: What are some real-life examples when you experienced a coaching style that was more “hands-
on” or “hands-off?” Did the difference in your behavior influence your performance? 
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Ask: In what situations do you think it is effective to offer a lot of oversight to help your team to 
accomplish their work? In what situations would you see it being more effective to step back and “let go” 
more? 

Ask: What kind of “culture” was your Manager creating in the exercise? 

Suggested Responses: 

• For Group #1, the Manager was creating a “results- oriented” culture. (quantity) “What” was 
emphasized with little regard to “how” results were achieved. 

• For Group #2, the Manager was creating a “perfection-oriented” process culture (quality) in which 
“how” was all that mattered. 

• For Group #3, the Manager was creating a “culture of confusion” in which his/her disengagement 
led to very inconsistent results achieved in an unpredictable manner, but it might also create 
innovation. 

Say: The biggest variable in the kind of culture your team experience at work is you, the Manager. Most 
Supervising Managers can’t rely solely on their position or their authority to get results through their 
people.  

Summarize: Their behavior as Supervising Managers is likely to have a significant influence on their 
team’s performance — both the results achieved and how they achieve them. Supervising Managers, in 
the way they set the culture, coach, recognize, and reward has enormous impact on how their teams 
perform. 
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45 Minutes  Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 What is coaching? 
 

 
Coaching@PSI:  
What and How? 

Slide 10 

Show slide 10 

Say: As you saw in the Triangle Production Exercise, what you do and say as a Coach has a very 
powerful influence on results.  

For that very reason, coaching is a core competency for Supervising Managers and is part of your 
job requirements. 

 
What is Coaching? 

Slide 11 

Show slide 11 

Say: Simply put, coaching is about developing your people.  

A key skill in the process of coaching is providing feedback about performance. Feedback can serve to reinforce, 
enhance, or correct behaviors demonstrated on the job. 

And, although it is important for Supervising Managers to observe the on-the-job performance of their teams 
during provider visits, coaching is not a single event and is not limited to co-visits. 

Coaching goes for every team, internally as well as field based. And for every task you ask your team. 

The examples in this course focus on Field based teams (the biggest group in most companies) 

 
Slide 12 

Show slide 12 

Say: Coaching and feedback should be an ongoing activity within the performance management process at PSI. 
Sometimes supervising Managers believe that a successful co-visit is one in which the Provider Representative 
takes the Manager on a full day of provider visits. The time available for coaching may be limited to the few 
minutes between visits and a rushed conversation at the end of the day. Just as an “outstanding” Representative 
is not purely defined by high visit volume, an “outstanding” Coach should be more focused on quality coaching 
opportunities rather than the quantity of visits observed. Every interaction with a Provider representative is an 
opportunity to coach.  
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45 Minutes  Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 What is coaching? 

 
How do You Coach? 

Slide 13 

Show slide 13 

Refer Participants to page 1 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit.  

Say: There are 3 major parts of this coaching framework: 

Plan—Implement—Evaluate.  

We will refer to this framework throughout the workshop. Here is a quick overview of what we will 
cover. 

Click to advance slide animation of each section of P-I-E. and refer to Flipchart 3 (section 10) 

To Plan for coaching, you review data, assess performance readiness, and identify the task focus for 
the coaching conversation.  

To Implement coaching, you observe and assess performance, ask the Provider Representative for 
his/her view of performance, offer feedback, explore ideas, and commit to action. 

And finally, to evaluate the Provider Representative’s ongoing progress, you must document your 
observation and follow up as agreed. 

 
How Do You Plan 
for Coaching? 
Slide 14 

Show slide 14 

Refer Participants to page 2 of the Coaching Toolkit.  

Say: Let’s look more closely at how you plan a coaching conversation. 

Note that this first phase is not just “plan,” but rather create a focused plan for coaching. Observing 
performance in the field and other interactions offers many potential aspects of provider interaction to 
discuss. Each time, you can compare the observations versus the standards or ‘how good looks like’ 
Planning requires creating a clear focus for your coaching, which is more likely to help the Provider 
Representative know what he or she most needs to do more, less, or differently.  
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45 Minutes  Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 What is coaching? 

 
Review Data 
Slide 15 
 

Show slide 15 

Say: How do you begin? By revisiting the next steps and follow-up agreed upon in the last coaching 
conversation. If coaching took place during a co-visit, review the follow-up activities you noted in the 
Co-visiting Report and use them as a basis for planning the upcoming coaching conversation. 

Other sources of data, such as sales and activities results since the last discussion, your Manager 
notes, the Provider Representative’s performance objectives in the MBO, and customer plans, can all 
inform the optimal focus for coaching. 
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45 minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 

 Driving Activity: Task Focus 

 
How Is Your 

Driving? 
Slide 16 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Show slide 16 

Again: if this activity doesn’t make sense for your platform, you might consider changing to 
subject of the exercise to any activity that’s appealing for your country. 

Example: driving a scooter, hiking/walking – orientation at different seasons, different 
conditions, different participants. Repairing materials – card reading – compass reading - … 

Say: Let’s do a brief activity related to developing a focused plan for coaching.  

Ask: How many of you consider yourselves “good drivers?” All the time? Even before your morning 
coffee? How many of you think you are “outstanding” drivers?  

Even if you were driving a large truck? Or, driving at night?  Or, in winter weather?  Or, in blinding rain? 

Or, in the mountains? Can we agree that driving is not a single, simple task? It takes lots of different 
skills to drive different types of vehicles in many kinds of situations.  

To get us into the right mindset, let’s spend a little time learning more about our driving competencies. 

Direct: At your tables, you’ll be working in groups of three. Each group needs one of the Driving Place 
Mats that are on your tables, and each of you has a set of Driving Task Cards.  

Say: On your place mats, you see a Performance Readiness by Task grid. We’ll be spending a lot of 
time with this today, but without going into too much detail now, I’d like for each of you to think about 
your Willingness and your Ability to perform each task presented on the Driving Task Cards. Then, 
place each of your Driving Task Cards onto the grid and explain your rationale to your partners. When 
you’re all done, we’ll come together as a group and see who we want to drive to dinner tonight! 

Manage time so that the activity does not take more than 10 minutes. 
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 Debrief as a group. 

 Point out that (in all likelihood) each group has cards all over the mat, meaning that their Ability and 
Willingness certainly varies widely depending on the task on the card. Offer a few examples of task 
card placement to the group, drawn from various place mats that you see in the room. 

Say: In this workshop, we are going to spend a lot of time asking you to do assessments of your direct 
reports. It is tempting to label ourselves as “good” or “bad” drivers, rather than “good at a particular 
driving task.”We are all not one-dimensional drivers, we’re not one-dimensional Managers/Coaches, 
and our teams are not one-dimensional either. A Provider Representative may be able to perform well 
at describing informed choice to a Provider but be poor at active listening to concerns. In order to make 
sure that we are coaching to the right skills at the right time, Performance Readiness by Task is a key 
concept that we will be learning and using. 

Say: Part of planning your coaching conversation is to determine which 2-3 tasks you want to focus 
upon. So, let’s be clear about what we mean by competencies, skills, and tasks. 

 
Competencies-
Skills-Tasks-

Behaviors 
Slide 17 

 

Show Slide 17 

A COMPETENCY is a broad category of associated skills, knowledge, behaviors, and/or abilities that 
combine to describe what is required for successful performance. In this example, a competency that a 
Manager might coach to is “1/1 interaction” which means PBCC for your provider Reps…  

…and the specific SKILL,  Moving your provider up in Adoption continuum.  

A Manager would determine a specific TASK or the application of that skill. In this example, the 
Manager would focus on the task “Open and identify provider needs focused on the target population.” 

Finally, the Manager would observe BEHAVIORS such as seeing and hearing the Provider  
Representative open by saying, “During our last conversation, we were discussing challenges in long 
term Family Planning ...” 

Ask Participants if they have any questions. 

Ask participants to put Tasks on post-its they want to coach one member of their teams on: 
discuss in group if these are tasks and what kind of behaviors you could observe. 
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60 Minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 Observe and Assess Performance  

 
Performance Readiness Defined 

Slide 18 
 

Show slide 18 

Say: When we refer to “performance readiness,” we are talking about a combination of 
demonstrated Ability and Willingness to perform a specific task.  

Define the terms “Demonstrated Ability” and “Demonstrated Willingness” as shown on 
the slide. There is no judgment on being a good/bad Provider Reps: people are 
good/less good for different tasks 

Go back to the post-its and select 1 or 2 tasks you want to coach one member of 
your teams on: define how the ability (can he do it) and willingness (is he willing 
to do it) is for each task 

 
Assessing Performance 

Readiness 
Slide 19 

 

Show slide 19 

Refer Participants to page 3 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Explain: You have some experience now with this concept from the Driving Task 
activity. Let’s apply it within the context of assessing the selected tasks of the post 
its for a Provider Representative’s performance. This is one of the key concepts of 
this workshop and what drives much of the Coaching Basics Toolkit.  

• The three levels of Provider Representative demonstrated Performance 
Readiness by Task include those who CAN, those who COULD, and those who 
CAN’T or WON’T. 

• Supervising Managers need to vary the level of support and the degrees of 
freedom they offer to Provider Representatives based on the demonstrated 
Performance Readiness by Task. 

• Supervising Managers should be Directive with those who CAN’T or WON’T 
perform the specific task, Participative with those who COULD perform the 
specific task, and Encouraging with those who CAN perform the specific task. 

Illustrate how the same Provider Representative might be at different levels of 
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performance readiness depending upon the task (analyzing data, assessing beliefs, 
product knowledge).  

Share a personal example or an example from the Participants of your own varying 
levels of performance readiness for different tasks. 

 
How Do You Implement Coaching 

Slide 20 

Show slide 20 

Say:  Now let’s transition to the implementation step of the process… actually having the 
coaching conversation.  You will: first read the points, then go into details 

• Observe performance: as said and done 

• Ask for the coachee’s view and let them compare observations versus the standards 
for each task  (Standards = how good looks like) 

How clear are you about the effectiveness of what you see and hear? Can you 
recognize and describe what “good” looks like? 

We’ll look deeper  into that in a moment 

• We’ll discuss in a bit how to offer feedback: 

For now: Feedback is what you observe, what is said and done 

• Next: Explore ideas how to continue ‘perfect’ behavior or how to bring observed 
behavior up to the standards 

• Commit to action 
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Assess Performance Against 

Standards 
Slide 21 

Show slide 21 
 
Say: An essential part of being an effective Coach is knowing the performance 
standards for Provider Representatives—what they are supposed to do and recognizing 
what “good looks like” when they do it well. 
 
Performance standards exist in various forms and sources. 
 
• Describe briefly the standards of the tasks on the selected post its 

 

 
PBCC Skills Reflection Sheet 

Slide 22 
 

Show slide 22 
 
Say: The PBCC framework includes extensive descriptions of the specific skills and 
behaviors that Provider Representatives should use in provider interactions.  The PBCC 
Reflection Sheet helps you to document your observations and assessment of Provider 
Representative Performance against these standards, and provides you with the 
behaviors that should be the focus of your coaching. 
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60 Minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 Offering Feedback 

 
Ask for Their View of 

Performance 
Slide 23 

 
Show slide 23 
 
Say: Before you offer feedback on what you observed, encourage the Provider Representative to 
analyze his/her own performance. 
This builds engagement in the coaching process and helps him/her to build self-awareness 

It will also encourage the people to think over their own performance when you’re not there. 

 

 
Slide 24 

Flipchart exercise:  

Ask participants to share the things they don’t like about getting feedback – what gives a good grasp of 
what to do to give feedback in a good way. 

You could also ask if there are behaviors they actually do and maybe could stop doing in giving 
feedback. 

 
Successful Feedback 

Slide 25 
 

Show slide 25  

Say: Tips for making feedback successful: 
Why: explain why you coach: what is in it for the coachee? Make them ‘open’ to receiving feedback: they win! 
When: As close to the event as possible. No much use to give FB of anything happened a while ago 
How: Perceived as intended (certain/consistent) No turning around the subject: fair observation shared 
in an adult and kind way 
Where: Neutral locations provide a more relaxed context for meaningful discussions about 
performance.  Preferable not in front of others, not in a threatening environment (the boss’s office) 
What: Focused on behavior: we go more in detail on next slides 
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60 Minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 Offering Feedback 

 
Feedback is Based on 
Observable Behaviors 

Slide 26 

Show slide 26 

Explain: The distinction between judgment and behavior is absolutely critical to effective coaching.  

Judgments are often based off of assumptions, prejudices, and biases that we may not even be aware 
we have. Judgments are usually subjective. If we provide feedback based on judgment alone, we may 
find that we jumped to a wrong conclusion and then our feedback may be inappropriate. Instead, 
supervising Managers should base feedback on observable behaviors. 

Behaviors are those words and actions that you could see and hear if you were watching a videotape. 

Emphasize that in assessing performance, Managers are making judgments (e.g., Is this behavior 
effective relative to the performance standard?). However, they should be supported by behavioral 
observations. 

 

 
Judgments or 

Observable Behaviors? 
Slide 27 

 

 Show slide 27 

Ask Participants (as a large group) to identify whether the statement is a judgment or an observable behavior.  
(animated: each line comes with a mouse click) 

Answers: 
• “Ivan is resistant to change.” (judgment) 
• “She doesn’t really understand the commercial model.” (judgment) 
• “He talks more than he listens.” (behavior) 
• “That closed question showed that you understood the provider’s point.” (behavior—“closed question” and 

judgment—“showed that you understood” is an inference based on the behavior). 
• “You had great body language during that visit.” (judgment) 
• “Your key messages were not convincing.” (judgment) 
• “Your key messages were supported by data.” (behavior) 
• “You were doing fine, then you blew the closing.” (judgment) 

For each/any of the judgment statements, ask Participants for an example of a behavior that might support that 
judgment. (Example: Behaviors that demonstrate “great body language” might include direct eye contact.)  
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60 Minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 Offering Feedback 

 
Observing Behaviors 

Skill Practice 
Slide 28 

 

Show slide 28 

Please consider video-recording a scenario of your own. 

Say: Let’s observe behaviors. 

Explain that Participants are to focus on a representative’s behavior and notice observable behaviors. 

Show the video interaction. 

Debrief Participants’ behavioral observations. 

Possible Observation: Will states that his previous manager had discussed this issue with him several 
times before; he acknowledges that he does, in fact, focus mostly on certain providers. A judgment 
statement might be “Will is resistant to change”. The behavioral observation to support this is Will’s 
question, “Why should I change?” 

Say:  At your tables, discus what provider representative competency needs to be addressed by the 
supervising manager. What is the observed performance readiness level for the tasks associated with 
this competency? 

Possible Responses – Customer Focus Orientation, Customer Plan and Execution.  Performance 
Readiness is “High Ability, Low Willingness”. 

Video Script: Narrator – During your second field visit with Will, you have confirmed your suspicion that he is only 
pursuing relationships with familiar providers, and is avoiding PBCC visits that would be more 
challenging. You decide to open a conversation with Will, and ask him whether or not the agreed-upon 
parameters for success were achieved during his visits. Will says that all of his interactions today have 
been successful. You agree, and ask if he has any thoughts about how to use those skills to advance 
his position among more challenging providers in his territory.  

Will replies, "I think I know what you're getting at. The previous supervising manager brought this up a 
few times too. Look, I know I visit mostly providers that I have good relationships with. But that's more 
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60 Minutes Introduction to Coaching Basics 
 Offering Feedback 

beneficial for my territory. You see, these providers produce the majority of my business, so it's more 
effective for me to focus on them. At one point, they were all unfamiliar, but I spent a lot of time building 
my relationships with them. Interacting with the others take more time, and doesn't provide the results 
we need. Why would I change?” 

 
 
 

60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
Coaching Styles 

Slide 29 

Show slide 29 

Say: Research has shown that effective coaches vary their coaching style according to the Provider 
Representative’s level of readiness for, or current performance on, a specific task. 

Section 5:  HOW TO IMPLEMENT COACHING  

   Directive, Participative and Supportive Style 
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
Assessing Performance 

Readiness 
Slide 30 

 

Show slide 30 

Refer Participants to page 3 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Explain: You have some experience with this concept from the Driving Task activity. Now, let’s apply 
it within the context of assessing a Provider Representative’s performance. This is one of the key 
concepts of this workshop and what drives much of the Coaching Basics Toolkit.  

• The three levels of Provider Representative Performance Readiness by Task include those who 
CAN, those who COULD, and those who CAN’T or WON’T. 

• Managers need to vary the level of support and the degrees of freedom they offer to provider 
Representatives based on the Performance Readiness by Task. 

• Managers should be Directive with those who CAN’T or WON’T perform the specific task, 
Participative with those who COULD perform the specific task, and Encouraging with those who 
CAN perform the specific task. 

Illustrate how the same provider Representative might be at different levels of performance readiness 
depending upon the task (analyzing data, assessing beliefs, product knowledge).  

Share a personal example or an example from the Participants of your own varying levels of 
performance readiness for different tasks. 

 
“Can’t” Performance 
Readiness Behaviors 

 

Show slide 31 

Refer to page 4 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: A provider representative who CAN’T perform a task needs to learn the basics, practice, as well 
as observe and work with others more skilled to build confidence. 

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the CAN’T/WON’T performance readiness level 
shown on the slide.  
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
Directive Coaching With 

Can’t 

Show slide 32 

Refer to page 5 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: The Directive coaching style, when used with a Provider representative at a CAN’T level of 
readiness for a task, is focused primarily on helping him or her learn the basics through telling, 
teaming, and training. 

Review the specifics of the coaching behaviors on the slide. 

 
Won’t Perform.Beh. 

 

Show slide 33 

Refer to page 4 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: A Provider representative who WON’T perform a task needs to turn around his/her performance 
in a timely way.  

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the WON’T performance readiness level shown on 
the slide.  

 
Directive Coaching Style 

 

Show slide 34 

Refer to page 5 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: The Directive coaching style, when used with a Provider representative at a WON’T level of readiness for 
a task, is used to communicate that his/her performance is unsatisfactory, the consequences, and to create an 
action plan for improvement. 

Explain: Note that PSI Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) enables you to address unacceptable 
performance (does not meet performance expectations) or marginal performance (barely meeting minimum 
expectations) on a sustained or intermittent basis in a timely fashion.  

Say: It is critical for you to understand the PIP policy and process and to consult with HR and your Manager 
about performance issues that are highly concerning to you. 
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
What Does “Directive” 

Sound Like? 
Slide 35 

 

Show slide 35 

Click to advance slide through three dialogue bubbles, reading them for Participants as you go. 

• “To make sure you get started in the right direction, I want to review a few steps in our process 
that I view as non-negotiable and see if you have any questions on how to proceed.” 

• “Although I appreciate your input, I simply don’t agree with your assessment of the provider. I 
believe there’s always some way to try to improve the situation. With that in mind, here’s what I 
need you to do by tomorrow afternoon. First, think of two to three things that you will do this 
quarter to try to address the performance. Second, I need you to …” 

• “I’d like you to present this at our next district meeting. You’ll have 10 minutes at the most to 
present the information, so you’ll need to be concise and present the most salient facts. How 
about this? Start working on this tomorrow, and call me by Friday to let me know how you’re 
progressing.”  

Ask: What would be the impact of using a Directive style with a Representative who is demonstrating 
high performance on a task? 

Suggested Response: Demotivation, perception of micro-managing and lack of trust, confusion 

Ask: Has anyone had to use the Directive style with a Provider representative? 

Solicit one example from Participants or supply your own example. Ask them to refrain from revealing 
any identifying information about the person in the example they are sharing. 

 
“Can” Performance 

Readiness Behaviors 

Show slide 36 

Say: Provider representatives who CAN perform a task very well both need and seek to stretch, to 
achieve, and learn even more. 

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the CAN performance readiness level. 
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
Encouraging Coaching 

Style 
Slide 37 

 

Show slide 37 

Refer to page 7 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: The Encouraging coaching style, when used with a Provider representative at a CAN level of 
readiness for a task, is about asking, listening, and providing new and different opportunities to 
advance the business and the team. 

 

Review the specifics of the coaching behaviors on the slide. 

 
What Does 

“Encouraging” Sound 
Like? 

Slide 38 
 

Show slide 38 

Click to advance slide through three dialogue bubbles. 

• “You clearly have a strong understanding of this provider’s business … what do you plan to do next?” 
• “Put yourself in my shoes here. If you were running the district, what decision would you make … and 

why?” 
• “It sounds like you have a good handle on this. Just keep me informed on what you and your 

counterparts are doing so there are no surprises, and by all means, let me know how I can help you 
out.” 

Ask: What would be the impact of using an Encouraging style with a Provider representative who is not 
demonstrating satisfactory performance on a task? 

Suggested Response: Floundering, diminishing confidence within provider representative, and diminished 
trust in Supervising Manager 
 
Ask: Has anyone had to use the Encouraging style with a Provider representative? 

Solicit one example from Participants or supply your own example. Ask them to refrain from revealing any 
identifying information about the person and just describe the experience. 
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
Could Behaviors Needs 

to Expand Skills  
Slide 39 

 

Show slide 39 

Explain: The COULD level of performance readiness covers a wide range that includes varying 
degrees of Ability and Willingness. 

Say: Behaviors you may see in those who are highly enthusiastic but still have room to grow in terms 
of skills and experience, include curious questioning, volunteering for too many things, and a rapid 
learning curve. 

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the COULD Provider representative readiness. 

 
Participative Coaching 

With Enthusiastic/ 
Inexperienced Reps 

 

Show slide 40 

Refer to page 4 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: The Participative coaching style, when used with a Provider representative at a CAN’T level of 
readiness for a task, is focused primarily on helping him or her expand their skills and realistically 
manage their desire to “do it all” (just not all at once).  

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the COULD Provider representative readiness. 

 
Could Behaviors Needs 

to Engage 

Show slide 41 

Say: Behaviors you may see in those who are highly demotivated for a task include a lack of 
engagement in activities and work relationships, and a sense of defensiveness and/or deflation. 

Review the behavioral specifics that correspond to the COULD Provider representative readiness. 
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Participative Coaching 
Style With Demotivated 

Reps 

Show slide 42 

Refer to page 4 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Say: The Participative coaching style, when used with a demotivated Provider representative at a 
COULD level of readiness for a task, is used to help re-engage his/her motivation and better apply 
his/her knowledge and skills, proactively and willingly. 

Review the specifics of the coaching behaviors on the slide. 

 
What Does 

“Participative” Sound 
Like? 

Slide 43 
 

Show slide 43 

Click to advance slide through four dialogue bubbles. 

• “Let me see if I understand your perspective.” 
• “Can you think of an approach other than the one you’ve already tried that might yield the 

results we’re after?” 
• “Now that I’ve explained the general direction I think we need to take, I’d be interested in 

hearing your honest critique so that we can include any alternative suggestions you might have 
that would improve the plan.” 

• “Help me understand how you arrived at that decision.” 
Suggested Response: If you inherit a Provider representative who is actively on a formal 
Performance Improvement Plan, a Directive approach is appropriate. Otherwise, it is probably more 
effective to begin with a Participative style to explore any performance issues that are of concern. 

Ask: What should you do as a new Supervising Manager who has inherited a Provider representative 
whose level of performance readiness has been treated as CAN’T/WON’T by the previous Manager? 

 
Lunch 

 

Show slide 44 

Offer Participants one hour for a lunch break. 
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60 Minutes How to implement Coaching? 
 Coaching Styles 

 
The Coach O.F.T.E.N. 

Guide 
Slide 45 

 

Show slide 45 

Refer Participants to pages 6 and 7 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. 

Review the Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide on page 6. 

• Open: Establish tone, set purpose for discussion, encourage Provider Representative to analyze 
performance. 

• Focus: Identify tasks that impact performance and impact on results and others. 
• Transition: Describe observable behaviors/gain agreement. 
• Engage: Discuss getting results, developmental areas, obstacles. 
• Next Steps: Plan of action and follow-up. 
 
Say: The Coach O.F.T.E.N. Guide can help you both Plan and Implement the coaching conversation, 
as we will see during the skills practice we are about to engage in.  

Explain that the comprehensive table on page 7 can help one better understand how to demonstrate 
how to adjust their coaching styles to be Directive, Participative, or Encouraging for each step of the 
coaching conversation.  

Point out an example of the difference in styles for Next Steps: 

• Directive: Develop and document a written plan of action and gain commitment for what the 
provider Representative will do to improve and how you will follow up. 

 

• Participative: Negotiate a plan of action and gain commitment for how the Provider 
representative will continue development of skills and behaviors.  

 

• Encouraging: Support a plan of action and gain commitment for how you will partner with the 
Provider Representative to sustain high performance. 
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 

 
Coaching Skills 

Practice 

Show slide 46 

 
Role-Play With Your 

Representatives 
 

Show slide 47 

Say: Now we’re going to begin practicing your coaching skills in a series of role-plays that will be 
somewhat like what you face with your real Provider representatives.  

 

Show slide 48 

Say: Each one of you will have the chance to play the Supervising Manager at least once this 
afternoon.  

Distribute the Recorder Checklist to each Participant. 

Section 6:  COACHING SKILL PRACTICES  

   Case studies and role plays 
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 
Role-Play Guidelines 

Slide 48 
 

Explain the Role-Play Guidelines and timing. 

Plan: Working as a triad, spend 10 minutes developing a plan for coaching Isabelle using the Coaching 
Conversation Worksheet in your Participant Guide. 

Implement: Then, assume your different roles of Manager, Provider Representative, and Recorder and 
role-play the coaching conversation for 10 minutes.   

Evaluate: You can then discuss the interaction with your colleagues for 5 minutes. If you were the 
Recorder, complete the Recorder Checklist.  If you were the Supervising Manager, ask the Recorder 
what statements/phrases seemed most true to the Participative coaching style. Ask the person playing 
the Provider Representative what was most helpful or made the most impact on her, given her profile 
and current performance. 

 
Case Study #1: Isabelle 

Slide 49 
 

Say: So, let’s meet “your” first Provider Representative now. 

Show slide 49 

Review Representative profile of Isabelle. 

Facilitate group discussion to identify any key concerns regarding Isabelle’s performance. 

Highlight the task to be assessed. 

• Ask Participants what readiness level they perceive Isabelle is at for the task of “Identifying/confirming 
customer needs.” 

• Confirm that Participants will need to use a Participative coaching style that would help Isabelle become 
more engaged and motivated to perform.  
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 
Role-Play #1 Debrief 

 
Facilitate a large group debrief:  

• What were the challenges for those of you who role-played the Supervising Manager? 

• What are some examples from the Recorders’ notes of specific language that Participants felt exemplified the 
three coaching styles?  

• Offer practical guidance aligned with the Participative coaching style based on specific Participant questions 
and experiences in the role-play.  

 
Case Study #2: Marlena 
 

Show slide 50 

Review the Provider representative profile of Marlena. 

Facilitate a group discussion of the any key concerns regarding Marlena’s performance. 

Highlight the task to be assessed. 

• Ask Participants what readiness level they perceive Marlena is at for the task of “Competent 
PBCC interaction.” 

Confirm that Participants will need to use a Participative coaching style that would help Marlena further 
develop her skills and capitalize on her eagerness to grow and achieve. 

 Review the Role-Play Guidelines and timing again as needed. 

Plan: Again working as a triad, spend 10 minutes developing a Plan for coaching Marlena using the 
Coaching Conversation Worksheet in your Participant Guide. 

Implement: Then, assume your different roles of supervising manager, Provider representative, and 
Recorder and role-play the coaching conversation for 10 minutes. Each person should now be playing 
a different role than in Role-Play #1. 

Evaluate: You can then discuss the interaction with your colleagues for 5 minutes. If you were the 
Recorder, complete the Recorder Checklist.  If you were the Manager, ask the Recorder what 
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 
statements/phrases seemed most true to the Participative coaching style. Ask Marlena what was most 
helpful or made the most impact on her, given her profile and current performance. 

Role-Play #2 Debrief 
 

Facilitate a large group debrief:  

• What were the challenges for those of you who role-played the Manager? 

• What came easily and why? 

• What are some examples from the Recorders’ notes of specific language that Participants felt 
exemplified the three coaching styles?  

• Offer practical guidance aligned with the Participative coaching style based on specific Participant 
questions and experiences in the role-play.  

 
Break 

 

Break for 15 minutes. 

 

 
Case Study #3: David 

Show slide 51  

Explain that Participants will now go through another role-play, but half of them will practice coaching 
one profile (David) using an Encouraging style, while the others will coach a different profile (Stefan) 
using the Directive style. 

Randomly divide Participants into two groups of triads and assign them a profile to work on. 

First, show the slide.  
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 
Slide 51 

 
Review the Provider representative profile of David. 

Facilitate a group discussion of any key concerns regarding David’s performance. 

Highlight the task to be assessed. 

• Ask Participants what readiness level they perceive David is at for the task of “Sharing 
information with customers.” 

Confirm that Participants will need to use an Encouraging coaching style that would help David 
continue to stretch by identifying new opportunities. 

 
Case Study #4: Stefan 

Slide 52 
 

Show slide 52 

Review the Provider representative profile of Stefan. 

Facilitate a group discussion of any key concerns regarding Stefan’s performance. 

Highlight the task to be assessed. 

• Ask Participants what readiness level they perceive Stefan is at for the task of “Demonstrating a 
professional relationship/reliability.”  

Confirm that Participants will need to use a Directive coaching style that would address Stefan’s 
unsatisfactory results and make clear his need to improve by adhering to a specific action plan.  

 Review the Role-Play Guidelines and timing. 

Plan: Again working as a triad, spend 10 minutes developing a Plan for coaching David using the 
Coaching Conversation Worksheet in your Participant Guide. 

Implement: Then, assume your different roles of Supervising manager, Provider representative, and 
Recorder and role-play the coaching conversation for 10 minutes. Each person should now be playing 
a different role than in Role-Play #1 and #2. 

Evaluate: You can then discuss the interaction with your colleagues for 5 minutes. If you were the 
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155 minutes Coaching Skill Practices 

 Case Study Role-Plays 
Recorder, complete the Recorder Checklist.  If you were the Manager, ask the Recorder what 
statements/phrases seemed most true to the Participative coaching style. Depending on which 
Representative you coached, ask David or Stefan what was most helpful to him, given his profile and 
current performance. 

Role-Play #3 and #4 
Debriefs 

 

Facilitate a large group debrief of Role-Plays 3 and 4, first of David, then of Stefan:  

• What were the challenges for those of you who role-played the supervising manager? 

• What came easily and why? 

• What are some examples from the Recorders’ notes of specific language that Participants felt 
exemplified the three coaching styles?  

• Offer practical guidance, in turn, aligned with the Encouraging and Directive coaching styles based 
on specific Participant questions and experiences in the role-play.  

Role-Play Wrap-Up Say: For each of you, there is likely to be one of the three styles you have now learned about and 
practiced that is the most comfortable for you. It will be important for your own growth as a Manager to 
learn how to adapt your style effectively to the readiness level of the Provider representative, which 
may mean stretching and seeking additional practice and feedback opportunities. 
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20 Minutes Evaluate Ongoing Progress 
 Checklists and Documentation 

 
How do you Evaluate 

Progress? 
 

Show slide 53 

Say: In the Evaluate step, you document your observations in the Co-visiting Report, monitor, and 
review progress with the Provider representative. 

Refer to your PIE flipchart 

 
Evaluate Ongoing 

Progress 
Slide 54 

 

Show slide 54 

Refer to page 8 of the Coaching Basics Toolkit. Review the Co-Visit Checklist on page 9. 

Say: This checklist can help you ensure that you are monitoring not only the Provider representative’s 
performance and ongoing progress, but your own thoroughness in terms of the Plan-Implement-
Evaluate framework for coaching. 

The PBCC Co-Visiting Interaction Skills Reflection sheet is also a useful tool for capturing both the 
Provider representative’s and your own perspective and what consensus view you developed of 
behaviors demonstrated and observed. 

 

Section 7:  EVALUATE ONGOING PROGRESS  

   Checklists and Documentation 
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20 Minutes Evaluate Ongoing Progress 
 Checklists and Documentation 

 
Document Your 

Observations for 
Follow-Up 
Slide 55 

 

Show slide 55 

Say: The Co-visiting Report is an example of a documentation summary that may be used. 

Note: Your region/country may have a different form to assess Provider Representative performance after Field 
Trips. 

Say: The Co-visiting Report should be completed after each field visit with a Provider Representative. It provides 
a record of what tasks and behaviors were observed during the field visit and what follow-up is needed. 

Explain that the purpose of the Co-visiting Report is to facilitate coaching conversations between Supervising 
Managers and Provider Representatives. It is intended to be a coaching tool and not an assessment tool. It 
addresses certain competencies and tasks. 

Ask: In what way is the Co-visiting Report a coaching tool? 

Suggested Response: The Co-visiting Report is a summary record of tasks and behaviors observed. The 
behavioral specifics are discussed with the Provider Representative during the coaching conversation, and the 
follow-up activities can help create coaching continuity between field visits and other coaching opportunities. It is 
the face-to-face coaching conversation where the greatest amount of coaching takes place. 
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20 Minutes What if Performance doesn’t improve? 
 Common Performance Issues 

 
What if Performance 
Does not Improve? 

Slide 56 
 

Show slide 56 

Say: Now you’ve been coaching, you’ve varied your coaching style to the specific task, and you’ve 
provided ongoing feedback. What happens if you do not see the improvement in performance that 
you hoped for?  

Solicit input for examples of common performance issues & Capture input on a flipchart. 

Suggested Responses: 

• Inconsistent performance: strong at some tasks and weak at others  
• Roller coaster performance with highs and lows, but no sustained performance  
• Poor execution of PBCC  
• Decline in attitude and motivation  
• Decline in quality of discussions with providers  
• Unable to handle objections around difficult topics  
• Can’t or won’t prioritize focus on appropriate providers  
• Too much time off-territory (e.g., starting late, leaving early)  
• Consistently late to work or meetings  
• Resists change  
• Resists coaching  
• Late on administrative tasks (expense reports, visit reporting)  
• Misconduct (violating policies)    

 

Section 8:  WHAT IF PERFORMANCE DOESN’T IMPROVE?  

   Counseling and PIP 
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20 Minutes What if Performance doesn’t improve? 
 Common Performance Issues 

 
Root Causes: Within or 

Beyond Control? 
Slide 57 

 

Show slide 57  OPTIONAL 

Review environmental versus individual factors that affect Provider Representative performance.  

Ask  ideas from Participants about potential reasons for lack of performance improvement and put 
them on post its.  

Suggested Responses: 
• Provider representative does not agree that performance issue exists. 
• Provider representative is unclear about expectations. 
• The consequences for not improving performance were minimal, inconsistent, or not motivating. 
• Provider representative resists changing behavior. 

Click to build slide animation for responses.  

Ask: How can a Supervising Manager support an employee when poor performance is related to 
environmental/external factors? What are the individual factors that may affect performance? 
Where does “attitude” come in?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Common Manager 
Barriers 

 

Show slide 58. OPTIONAL: the slide might not be valid for you platform 

Ask: What are some barriers or obstacles that keep Supervising Managers from taking action: 

Flipchart responses. 

Click to build slide animation for responses. 

Review common barriers presented on slide.  
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20 Minutes What if Performance doesn’t improve? 
 Common Performance Issues 

 
oaching vs. Counseling 

 

Show slide 59. 

Say: Let’s discuss the difference between coaching and counseling. In this course, we use the term 
coaching when supporting Provider Representatives who are willing and able to improve, while 
the term counseling has been used to refer to situations when the Provider Representative is 
unaware of, or unconcerned about, the consequences of the behavior. 

 
Counseling Process 

Slide 60 
 

Show slide 60 

Say: We can look at this from a process perspective.  Focusing on the behavior(s). Once the 
Provider Representative recognizes the problem, the Supervising Manager can return to coaching 
rather than counseling. 

With at “Impact on Others”, continue your focus on specific behaviors. If employee behavior did not 
change, it may be time to alert your Director about the situation. 

When discussing the consequences, they must be real consequences, not threats, and you must 
be prepared to carry out consequences. Human Resources should be notified if behavior has not 
changed.   

If necessary, you may have to take disciplinary action with the Provider Representative, up to and 
including termination. Hopefully, it will not come to this. You are rooting for the employee to change 
behavior, but if they do not change, you need to take the appropriate action. 

Remember, do not make judgments, and concentrate on behavior(s) that are not meeting 
standards. 
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20 Minutes What if Performance doesn’t improve? 
 Common Performance Issues 

 
If Performance Doesn’t 

Improve 
Slide 61 

 

Show slide 61 

Say: It is possible that unsatisfactory performance, while not the Supervising Manager’s “fault,” 
may be enabled by using the wrong coaching style.  If you haven’t already, first try Directive 
coaching. 

Document to support your observations, as these will be needed in order to provide the Provider 
Representative with clarity about the issues, and to support HR/or legal action that might need to be 
taken in the future.  

If no improvement occurs, you may need to create a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) in 
consultation with HR and your Manager. Monitoring results within the time frame in which the PIP is 
active will be critical. 

The bottom line is: as Manager and Coach, you need to Manage them up or manage them out to a 
role where there is a better fit or out of the organization altogether. 

Ask: Has anyone had any experience with a PIP? What questions do you have? 
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10 minutes Workshop Summary 
 Key Concepts 

 
Workshop Summary 

 

Show slide 62 

Say: Let’s take the last few minutes to sum up what we’ve covered. 

 
 

Key Concepts 
 

Show slide 63 

Review key concepts: 
• Plan – Implement – Evaluate framework  
• Performance Readiness by Task 
• Three styles of coaching 

Section 9:  WORKSHOP SUMMARY  
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10 minutes Workshop Summary 
 Key Concepts 

 
Ongoing Coaching and 

Feedback 
 

Show slide 64 
 
Say: Reinforce the importance of coaching and feedback as a critical ongoing process throughout 
the year, one which helps Provider Representatives navigate effectively from setting objectives to 
the Year-End Review. 
 
Ask Participants to take a few minutes to complete the Action Planning worksheet in the Participant 
Guide (Do more of, Start doing, Stop doing). 

  

 
Thank You 

 

Show slide 65. 

Thank Participants for their input and cooperation. 
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List of  

 

    

 

 

Please prepare  following flipcharts for reference during the workshop:  

Flip 1:    Course Objectives         

 Describe difference between manager, leader and coach 
 Experience impact coaching style on one’s performance 
 Assess ability and willingness for a specific task 
  Conduct focused coaching discussions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREPARE UPFRONT!! 
 

 

Section 10:  APPENDIX : 

   Flipcharts and exercises 
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Flip 2: Triangle production exercise (goes with slide 10) 

 

- In 2 minutes 
- Produce as many Traingles as possible 
- Each member draws 1 side of the triangle 

 

Flip 3: The PIE process (goes with slide 14-15-21 and 54) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAN: 

 Review data 
 Assess Readiness 
 Identify task focus 

IMPLEMENT: 

 Observe Performance 
 Assess Performance 
 Ask for their view 
 Offer Feedback 
 Elicit Ideas 
 Commit to action 
  

  EVALUATE: 

 Documet 
 Follow up 
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Materials for Exercises throughout the workshop: 

 

Activity Name Slide # Facilitator Guide page Materials needed 
Fast Fact Finder: Icebreaker 2 7 open space & instructions - small gift (lolly?) for winner 
Your Roles 6 9&10 flipchart or big post it - timer (2 minutes) 
3 different roles 7 11 Participant workbook page 6 
Break up in groups of 3 after 8 13 open space to line people up 
Triangle production 9 13 Prepared Flipchart 2  - stock of triangle production sheets  

   pens - ruler or straight object - timer - tape. 
Drivers task focused 16 22 Place mats - driver task cards 
Competencies - > Behaviors 17 23 post its and pens to write down tasks to coach 
combine 2 previous exercises 19 24 laminate map - post it with tasks to coach 
TRIZ after slide 24 24 27 TRIZ: how to make a feedback session aweful? 
judgment/observable behavior 27 28 Facilitate quiz and ask to make it a behavior 
Facilitate discussion VC 28 29 videoclip needs adjustments? 
Role Plays (4 types of C Styles) 49 - 52 39 - 44 Participant workbook p11 - 
Performance issues 56 47 brainstorm performance issues on Flip 

PREPARE UPFRONT!! 



Coaching 
Basics
PSI Managers & Supervisors



Introductions
Fast Fact Finder

 Find at least one 
person who ...
 Is from a different place?
 Has same birthday 

month?
 Manages same number 

of direct reports as you?



Workshop Objectives
Describe how the roles of Leader, Manager, and 

Coach are different and complementary.

Assess a Representative’s Ability and Willingness
to perform a specific task effectively.

Identify how a Manager’s coaching style
impacts Representative performance.

Conduct a focused coaching conversation based on observable 
behaviors that results in a commitment to action.



Agenda
TOPIC TIME

Introductions and Understanding Your Roles 30 minutes 

Triangle Production Exercise (if enough participants) 30 minutes 

Coaching: What and How 40 minutes 

Break 20 minutes 

How to Implement Coaching 60 minutes 

Coaching skill Practice: case 1 30 minutes

Lunch Break 60 minutes 

Coaching Skills Practice: Case Study 2 & 3 Role-Plays 90 minutes 

Break 15 minutes 

Coaching Skills Practice: Case Study 4 Role-Plays 30minutes 

Evaluate Ongoing Progress 15 minutes

What if Performance Does not Improve 30 minutes

Conclusion 10 minutes



Your Roles



Same Tasks, Different Focus
1. Decide what needs to be done.
2. Create networks and relationships to achieve the 

goals.
3. Ensure that people actually do the work.

Page 3 - 5

Copes with
change

Copes with
complexity

Copes with
capabilities



Which Hat? What Action?

As a Leader, I would …?

As a Manager, I would …?

As a Coach, I would …?

Page 6

Think of a current challenge you face at work.

What can you do to address this issue 
from the perspective of your three different roles?



Three Complementary Roles
 One role is not better than another.
 One role is not replaced by another.
 Each role is different and necessary.



Triangle Production Exercise

 Three groups
 One group in the 

room at a time
 Goal: 

Achieve results 
according to the 
criteria your Manager 
shares with you



Coaching
What  and How?



• Coaching is driven by the Supervising Manager’s ability to 
provide targeted feedback to reinforce, enhance, or correct 
behaviors that impact the Provider Representative’s 
performance.

• Coaching is not a single event and is not limited to field visits.

An ongoing process in which 
Supervising Managers and Provider 
Representatives discuss how to 
develop and effectively apply job-
related skills.

What is Coaching?

Copes with
capabilities



Performance Management

Objective Setting 
and Development

Planning at start year 
or project

Implement and
Update Plans

Mid year or mid 
project evaluation

Year-End or end of 
project performance 

Discussion



How Do You Coach?

Page 8

Develop a focused PLAN.

P
IMPLEMENT coaching.

I
EVALUATE
Representative’s ongoing 
progress.

E



How Do You Plan for Coaching?

Page 8

1. Review data
2. Assess readiness
3. Identify task focus 

Develop a focused PLAN.

P



Review Data 
What has happened since the 

last coaching opportunity?

• PBCC Co-visiting Reports 
• Manager notes 
• Sales and activities results 
• Progress on previously agreed-

upon actions 
• MBO (objectives)
• Provider plans 



How is Your Driving?

NEEDS DEVELOPMENT OUTSTANDING?

FULLY PERFORMING



Competency: 1:1 Provider Behavior Change Communication
Competencies, Skills, Tasks, Behaviors

Skill: move up in adoption continuum
Task:
Open and identify needs 
focused on the target 
client population

Behavior:
“During our last 
conversation we 
were discussing 
challenges in 
malaria treatment …”



Assess Performance Readiness 

Task-
Specific

Assess
Readiness

• Confidence
• Motivation

Demonstrated
Willingness

• Knowledge
• Experience
• Skill

Demonstrated
Ability



Performance Readiness Levels 
by Task

Could

Can

Can’t / Won’t

Enthusiastic but Inexperienced 

Experienced but Demotivated 

D
em

on
st

ra
te

d
W

ill
in

gn
es

s

Demonstrated
Ability

HighLow

High



How Do You Implement Coaching? 

• Observe performance
• Ask for their view
• Offer feedback
• Explore ideas 
• Commit to action

IMPLEMENT coaching.

I



Assess Performance 
Against Standards

Agree on Performance Standards for:

• PBCC Skills
• Territory management (targeting & segementation
• Medical (project) knowledge
•....

Observe
Performance

Assess
Performance





What are the behaviors you 
dislike, receiving feedback?



Successful Feedback
What:

Focused on 
behavior

When: 

As close to the 
observation  as 

possible 

How:

Perceived as 
intended

Where:

Neutral, private 
location

Why:

To help develop

Feedback



Feedback is Based on 
Observable Behaviors

Judgments

subjective

personal bias

prejudices

reactions

assumptions

Observable 
Behaviors 

word / actions

see it

hear it

evidence of it

others agree



Judgments or Observable Behavior?

 “Ivan is resistant to change.”
 “She doesn’t really understand the commercial model.”
 “He talks more than he listens.”
 “That closed question showed that you understood the 

provider’s point.”
 “You had great body language during that call.”
 “Your key messages were not convincing.”
 “Your key messages were supported by data.”
 “You were doing fine, then you blew the closing.”



Observing Behavior Skills Practice



Coaching 
Styles



Performance Readiness Levels by Task

Could

Can

Can’t / Won’t

Enthusiastic but Inexperienced 

Experienced but Demotivated 

D
em

on
st

ra
te

d
W

ill
in

gn
es

s

Demonstrated
Ability

HighLow

High



Can’t Performance Behaviors

Needs to Learn the Basics 

Directive
High Guidance

• May be unaware of a performance issue

• Not sure how to move forward
• Lacks skill and experience

• Lacks confidence



Directive Coaching Style:
High Guidance for Can’t

 Provide specific direction about what and how.
 Describe what they most need to learn.
 Team the Rep with an experienced peer and / or meet 

regularly to provide feedback.
 Provide opportunities to practice and any training needed 

to build skills.
 Offer encouragement and positive feedback and express 

confidence, when appropriate.
 Check in regularly with Representative.



Won’t Performance Behaviors

Needs to Turn Around

Directive
High Guidance

• Unacceptable or marginal performance
• Does not own the performance issue
• Tends to be defensive, challenging



Directive Coaching Style
Highest Guidance for Won’t

 Clearly communicate need for improved performance 
against standards.

 Describe consequences of failure to improve.
 Closely supervise performance improvement efforts.
 Contact HRBP and Next Level Manager.
 Provide a written action plan describing specific 

performance expectations that must be met within a 
specified time frame.



What Does “Directive” Sound Like?
“To make sure you get started in the right direction, I want 
to review a few steps in our process that I view as non-
negotiable and see if you have any questions on how to 
proceed.”

“Although I appreciate your input, I simply don’t agree with 
your assessment of the provider. I believe there’s always 
some way to try to improve the situation. With that in mind, 
here’s what I need you to do by tomorrow afternoon. First, 
think of two to three things that you will do this quarter to 
try to address the performance. Second, I need you to …” 

“I’d like you to present this at our next district meeting. 
You’ll have 10 minutes at the most to present the 
information, so you’ll need to be concise and present the 
most salient facts. How about this? Start working on this 
tomorrow, and call me by Friday to let me know how you’re 
progressing.”



• Assists in development of other Representatives• May assist in development of other Representatives

Can Performance Behaviors

Encouraging
High Support

• Proactively alerts you to problems and opportunities

• Fresh approaches to meeting customer needs

• Optimal decisions on how to get results

• Proactively alerts you to problems and opportunities

• Develops fresh approaches to meeting Provider needs

• Makes optimal decisions on how to get results

Needs to Stretch



Encouraging Coaching Style
High Support

 Outline and clarify desired outcomes.
 Let employee decide on what and how.
 If asked, share ideas or best practices.
 Run interference and eliminate barriers.
 Continue to offer feedback.



What Does “Encouraging” Sound 
Like?

“You clearly have a strong understanding of 
this provider’s business … what do you plan 
to do next?” 

“Put yourself in my shoes here. If you were 
running the district, what decision would 
you make … and why?” 

“It sounds like you have a good handle on 
this. Just keep me informed on what you 
and your counterparts are doing so there 
are no surprises, and by all means, let me 
know how I can help you out.” 



Could Performance Behaviors:
Inexperienced but Enthusiastic

Participative
Balanced Guidance and Support

• Delivers results, may have setbacks
• Enthusiastically takes on more than he / she can handle

• Asks questions, seeks clarity

Needs to Expand Skills  



Participative Coaching Style
Moderate Guidance and High Support

 Ask employee how he/she would approach the 
situation; support employee’s ideas when 
possible. 

 Modify ideas and suggest other approaches or 
resources, as appropriate.

 Set realistic limits for employee’s efforts at new 
tasks. 



Could Performance Behaviors:
Experienced but Demotivated

Participative
Balanced Guidance and Support

• Lack of motivation overshadows ability
• Avoids taking initiative, avoids Manager

Needs to Engage

• Has negative influence on team collaboration



Participative Coaching Style
Balanced Guidance and Support

 Discuss and clarify mutual expectations with 
regard to initiative or “checking in.”

 Discuss how behavior impacts team/individual 
performance and provide examples.

 Determine if employee needs more direction or 
if they can improve behavior on their own. 

 Explore root causes and agree to needed 
changes.



What Does “Participative” Sound 
Like?

“Help me understand how you arrived at that 
decision.”
“Let me see if I understand your perspective 
…”
“Can you think of an approach other than the 
one you’ve already tried that might yield the 
results we’re after?” 

“Now that I’ve explained the general 
direction I think we need to take, I’d be 
interested in hearing your honest critique so 
that we can include any alternative 
suggestions you might have that would 
improve the plan.”



Lunch
60 Minutes



Coach O.F.T.E.N. 

N • Commit to action
NEXT STEPS

E • Explore ideas for improvement, development
ENGAGE

T • Offer feedback
• Describe observable behaviors, benefits

TRANSITION

F • Focus on one to three tasks to discuss
FOCUS

O • Establish purpose and tone
• Ask for their view

OPEN

Implement coaching.

I



Coaching 
Skills Practice



Role-Play With Your Representatives 



Role-Play Guidelines
 Groups of three

 Manager
 Representative
 Recorder or observer

 Plan the coaching conversation together 
 Role-play
 Discuss

 What was hard; what was easy?
 What impact was there?
 What would you do differently next time?



Case Study #1: Isabelle

• Years in role: 12 
• Title: PSI Provider Representative 
• Last promoted: Interviewed for a position as supervisor but was not selected
• Past performance: Well above objectives years ago, but has fluctuated between average or 

above objectives; five years ago was considered as innovator in approach to customers
• Current performance: Barely at objectives
• Task to be assessed: Identify / confirm provider needs
• Recent observation(s) related to this task:

• Low active listening to provider
• Often interrupts customer dialogue with key messages
• Long history with some previous providers is apparent, but does not consistently yield 

new opportunities
• Tends to demonstrate impatience with new provider team members
• Over relies on product knowledge in provider interactions
• Usually asks closed questions 
• Inconsistently reaches out to other office members 

• Business impact of performance: Focus on a single solution rather than an expanded 
portfolio limits provider engagement and results



Case Study #2: Marlena

 Years in role: Nine months
 Title: PSI Representative
 Last promoted: Recent internal transfer; background in data analysis 

management in Medical dept.; no prior sales experience
 Past performance: Usually meeting objectives
 Current performance: Improving results; too early to rank
 Stakeholder feedback: “Seems eager to learn and easy to like”
 Task to be assessed: PBCC: Ask  relevant open questions & active listening

 Recent observations related to this task:       
• Demonstrates interest in all physician office staff members
• Establishes positive relationships with customers in a short period of time
• Still learning to offer customers services helping to use PSI products in targeted clients’ types
• Exhibits a healthy balance of sharing and soliciting ideas in meetings
• Asks a lot of questions about how best to use the portfolio of products’ resources and often has 

disease education questions

 Business impact of Marlena’s performance: Positive results with strong potential for  DALY’s growth in territory if 
able to increase skill in linking Provider needs to PSI products and solutions



BREAK



Case Study #3: David

• Years in role: Four
• Title: PSI Representative

• Past sales performance: Exceeded objectives; was nominated for Rep of the 
year award two years in a row

• Current sales performance: Well above objectives to date

• Stakeholder feedback: Positive comments from peers around sharing best practices in district meetings
• Task to be assessed: Sharing information
• Recent observations related to this task:

• Demonstrates an excellent understanding of territory and in-depth knowledge of key accounts
• Appropriate use of probing questions in provider interactions
• Able to convert provider’s expression of concerns into an opportunity to extend the dialogue
• Facilitated a meeting with providers at a very large office; did a superb job of discussing his products with the 

entire clinical staff and engaging them all in the conversation
• Exhibits genuine confidence in PSI products and solutions

• Business impact of David’s performance: Performance with key providers has translated into opportunities to 
engage with some previously reluctant opinion leaders.



Case Study #4: Stefan

• Years in role: Four
• Title: Product Specialist

• Past Sales performance: Below or at objectives 
• Current sales performance: Below objectives since introduction of current  organization structure

• Stakeholder feedback: Sometimes combative with peers in team meetings and reluctant to share information

• Task to be assessed: Achieve provider’s commitment and do follow up

• Recent observations related to this task:
• Lack of planning evident in random interactions without taking into account the adoption stairway
• Had not followed up with commitments made in last visit
• Offers a mix of personal stories and data-supported information in each interaction 
• Unable to offer the informed choice
• Blames change in territory for downward trends in results

• Business impact of Stefan’s performance: Lack of positive trust development within providers 



How do you Evaluate Progress?

• Document 
• Follow-up

EVALUATE Coachee’s 
ongoing progress.

E



Evaluate Ongoing Progress



Document Your Observations
for Follow-Up



Coaching 


Counseling:

What if Performance 
does not Improve?



• Knowledge 
• Ability 
• Skill 
• Motivation 
• Commitment 
• Health (physical or mental) 
• Personal problems 

Root Causes: 
Within or Beyond Control?

Individual 
Factors

• Lack of sponsors
• Company processes 
• Lack of communication 
exchange

• Changing business 
priorities

Environmental 
Factors



Common Manager Barriers
“It will be hard to 

replace her.”
“His DALY’s are OK.” “I like him – I don’t want 

any hard feelings.”
“Giving feedback makes 

me uncomfortable.”

“I’m not sure who to 
contact for help.”

“I’m not sure how to 
implement a PIP.”

“She has a family to 
support.”

“It’s too much 
documentation!”

“I inherited him and he 
deserves a clean slate!”

“The last Manager 
didn’t deal with him, 

why should I?”
“What impact will this 
have on her career?”

“What will my peers 
think of me?”

“What will the other 
Representatives in the 

district think?”

“I can coach through 
this.”

“He can’t lose his job; 
it’s a bad economy right 

now.”

“It’s too much hassle!” “Maybe it’s a phase; 
she’ll improve on her 

own.”

“I don’t want to 
demotivate her.”



Coaching vs. Counseling
Coaching
Provider Representative 
is willing and able to 
participate in 
performance 
improvement.

Counseling
Provider Representative 
needs assistance; needs 
help to recognize problem, 
or is not willing/able to 
improve performance.



Sees
Problem?

Sees
Problem?

Counseling Process
Focus On 
Behavior

Impact On 
Others?

Impact On 
Self?

Disciplinary 
Action

Sees
Problem?

YES YES YES

Coaching Coaching Coaching

NO NO NO



If Performance Doesn’t Improve
 First, try Directive coaching / counseling.
 Document to support your observations!! 
 If no improvement, create a Performance 

Improvement Plan (PIP).
 Consult with HR and your Manager.
 Monitor results within the PIP.
 Manage up or manage out.



Coaching 
Workshop     

Summary
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DIRECTIVE PARTICIPATIVE ENCOURAGING

Match Your Coaching Style

Can

Can’t/Won’t

Experienced but Demotivated 

D
em

on
st

ra
te

d 
W

ill
in

gn
es

s

Demonstrated 
Ability

HighLow

High

Develop a focused PLAN.

P
IMPLEMENT coaching.

I
EVALUATE
Representative’s ongoing 
progress.

E

Could

Can

Can’t / Won’t 

Enthusiastic but Inexperienced 

Experienced but Demotivated 



Ongoing Coaching and Feedback

Developing & 
Performing

Develop a focused
PLAN.

P IMPLEMENT coaching.

I

Develop a focused
PLAN.

P
IMPLEMENt coaching.

I

EVALUATE
Representative’s 
ongoing progress.

E

EVALUATE
Representative’s 
ongoing progress.

E

EVALUATE
Representative’s 
ongoing progress.

E
IMPLEMENT coaching.

I
Develop a focused
PLAN.

P



Coaching 
Basics
PSI Managers & Supervisors
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Workshop Objectives 
 
• Describe how the roles of Leader, Manager, and Coach are different and complementary.  

• Understand how Supervising Manager’s coaching style impacts Provider Representative’s 

performance.  

• Assess a Provider Representative’s Ability and Willingness to complete a specific task effectively.  

• Conduct a focused coaching discussion based on observable behaviors that result in a commitment to 

action.  
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Your Roles: Leader 
 
 
 
 
Focus  ______________________  
 
 
The Leader’s focus is change. 
• In today’s evolving business environment—which includes technological advances, workforce 

demographic shifts, increased global competition, increased and/or decreased regulation—major 

changes are more and more necessary to survive and compete effectively.  

• More change requires more leadership.  

 

Actions of a Leader 
• Sets a direction by developing a vision 

• Identifies strategies for producing the changes needed to achieve the vision 

• Aligns people with the vision – builds their commitment to achieving it 

• Motivates and inspires people to keep moving in the right direction even in the face of obstacles 

 

Adjectives 
Authentic, creative, credible, confident, courageous, ethical, innovative, optimistic, passionate, 
trustworthy 

 

 

 

Leader 
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Your Roles: Manager 
 
 
 
 
Focus  ______________________   
 
The Manager’s focus is complexity. 
• Organizations can become chaotic simply because of their size. 

• Good management brings a degree of order and consistency to key dimensions like the quality and 

profitability of the products and services rendered. 

 

Actions of a Manager 
• Sets targets and goals  

• Establishes plans to achieve the targets 

• Allocates resources to achieve the plans 

• Puts in place systems to monitor plan implementation (create if needed) 

• Staffs jobs with qualified people 

• Communicates plans 

• Delegates responsibilities 

• Monitors results to plans 

• Problem solves as needed 

 

Adjectives 
Collaborative, decisive, focused, organized, proactive, responsive, results-oriented, risk-taker, resilient, 
tactical 

 

Manager 
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Your Roles: Coach 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus  ______________________   
  
The Coach’s focus is capabilities. 
• To deal with all of the necessary change organizations, they need to be agile in regard to developing 

new or different skills. 

• A Coach equips people with the tools, knowledge, and opportunities they need to be capable and 

effective as the environment evolves. 

 

Actions of a Coach 
• Communicates expectations and behaviors 

• Observes performance 

• Provides actionable feedback 

• Works one-on-one with individuals 

• Guides people to learn for themselves 

• Orchestrates resources and opportunities 

 

Adjectives 
Calm, candid, competent, flexible, friendly, objective, persistent, resourceful, respectful, supportive 

 

Coach 
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Leader, Manager, Coach: Application Activity 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

My Challenge:  ______________________________  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Think of a current challenge you face at work. 
What can you do to address this issue from the perspective of 

your three different roles? 

As a Leader, I would___________________________________ 

As a Manager, I would __________________________________ 

As a Coach, I would ____________________________________ 

Leader 
Manager 

Coach 
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Notes 
How to Coach: Plan-Implement-Evaluate 
 
 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Develop a focused 
PLAN. 

 P IMPLEMENT coaching. 

 
 I EVALUATE 

Representative’s ongoing 
progress. 

 E 
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Notes 
How to Coach: Plan 
 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Develop a focused PLAN. 

P 
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Notes 
How to Coach: Implement 
 
 
 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

IMPLEMENT coaching. 

I 
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Notes 

How to Coach: Evaluate 
 
 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

EVALUATE Provider 
Representative’s ongoing 
progress. 

E 
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Role-Play 1 Guidelines 
• Work together in groups of three to PLAN the coaching conversation using the Coaching Conversation 

Worksheet (page 14) and Recorder Checklist (page 16).       

• Conduct the role-play with each person taking the role of: 

Manager:   . Adopt the appropriate coaching style for the Provider Representative. Use the Coaching 

Conversation Worksheet to structure your coaching conversation. Try to make your tone and word 

choices match your coaching style.   

Representative: Adopt the appropriate persona of the described Provider Rep. 

Recorder: Keep notes of the specific words used by the Supervising Manager to communicate the 

appropriate coaching style. Note what you felt worked and what may not have worked. 

• Discuss: 

 

• What was hard; what was easy? 

  

  

  
 

• What impact was there? 

  

  

  
 

• What would you do differently next time?  
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Case Study #1: Isabelle 
 Scenario should be adapted to ensure relevancy to specific country context. 

 
• Years at PSI: 7 

• Title: Provider Representative  

• Last promoted: Interviewed for a head office position but was not 

selected 

• Past performance: Well above objectives years ago, but has 

fluctuated between average or above objectives; at the start, a firm 

supporter of PBCC, but lost focus 

• Current sales performance: Barely at objectives 

• Stakeholder feedback: “Sometimes causes tension with other team members who get tired of her 

constant complaining about provider’s objections” 

• Task to be assessed: Identify/confirm customer needs 

• Recent observation(s) related to this task: 

• Inconsistent active listening to customer 

• Sometimes interrupts customer dialogue with key service messages 

• Long history with some previous customers is apparent, but does not consistently yield new 

opportunities 

• Makes statements blaming mobilizers for difficulty achieving results 

• Tends to demonstrate impatience with new team members 

• Over relies on product knowledge in customer interactions 

• Sometimes asks closed questions  

• Inconsistently reaches out to other office members  

• Business impact of Representative’s performance: Focus on a single product rather than offering 

informed choice limits customer engagement and results 
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Coaching Conversation Worksheet 

Use the following questions to help you prepare for and plan your next coaching conversation with your 
Provider Representative, implement the coaching conversation effectively, and evaluate by documenting 
your observations in the Co-visiting Report, as appropriate.  

PLAN - Prepare to Coach/Assess Readiness 
Identify the specific task that you plan to discuss with the Provider Representative and select an 
appropriate coaching style. 

What was the focus of your previous coaching conversation with the Provider Representative?  

  

  
Based on your observation of the PBCC interaction, what is your Provider Representative’s task-specific 
level of readiness? (Can’t/Won’t, Could, or Can) 

  
Which coaching style will you apply? 

• Directive – with those who Can’t or Won’t 

• Participative – with those who Could 

• Encouraging – with those who Can 

  

IMPLEMENT - Observe and Provide Feedback  
Focus your coaching conversations to positively reinforce effective performance and to facilitate any 
behavioral changes you expect. 

O (Open) 
What will you say to establish the appropriate tone and purpose for the coaching conversation? 

  

  

F (Focus)  
Based on your plan and your observations, what specific task performance do you most need to discuss 
during this coaching conversation? How will you communicate a clear Focus for the coaching 
conversation? 
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T (Transition)  
How will you Transition to sharing the task-specific behaviors observed? (What did you hear?  
What did you see? What was the impact on the provider? What results were achieved?) 

  

  

E (Engage – Directive, Participative, Encouraging)  
What questions do you most need to ask the Provider Representative to understand his/her perspective? 

  

  
What are the key behavioral messages you want the Provider Representative to take away from this 
coaching conversation?  

  

  
Given these key behavioral messages, what do you most need for the Provider Representative to 
understand? 

  

  

N (Next Steps)  
What clear, measurable, and attainable Next Steps will you establish to improve or advance your 
Representative’s performance of the tasks/skills focused on during this coaching conversation? 

  

  
What are the time frames for the action steps you agreed upon in the coaching conversation? How will 
you follow up? 

  

  

EVALUATE - Establish Coaching Continuity 
Review co-visit objectives and provide honest and fair feedback. Complete the PBCC Co-visiting Report and 
note tasks that require follow-up coaching. How will you provide additional support that will be helpful to 
the Provider Representative?   
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Recorder Checklist: Participative Coaching 
 

Directions: For each role-play, circle the “Yes” or “No” to reflect your observations about 
the “Manager’s” ability to implement the Participative coaching style based on the 
observations you made during the role-play. 

 

Did the “Manager”… Did you observe this? 
Seek to understand the Provider 
Representative’s perception of performance? Yes No 

Review performance against standards 
(BPCC Standards, PSI Behaviors)? 

Yes No 

Set a Participative tone? Yes No 

Reinforce positive behaviors? Yes No 

Focus the discussion on one to two 
tasks/behaviors and opportunities for 
development on those? 

Yes No 

Ask open-ended questions? Yes No 

Communicate behavioral observations, not 
judgments? Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative for ideas of 
what to do differently? Yes No 

Help the Provider Representative develop an 
action plan? Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative to restate the 
agreed-upon action plan? Yes No 

Restate key points of the conversation? Yes No 

Offer ongoing support? Yes No 
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Role-Play 2 Guidelines 
• Work together in groups of three to PLAN the coaching conversation using the Coaching Conversation 

Worksheet and Recorder Checklist. Conduct the role-play with each person taking the role of: 

• Manager: Adopt the appropriate coaching style for the Case Study Provider Representative. Use 

the Coaching Conversation Worksheet to structure your coaching conversation. Try to make your 

tone and word choices match your coaching style.   

• Representative: Adopt the appropriate persona of the Case Study Representative. 

• Recorder: Keep notes of the specific words used by the Manager to communicate the appropriate 

coaching style. Note what you felt worked and what may not have worked. 

• Discuss: 

• What was hard; what was easy? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What impact was there? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What would you do differently next time?  
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Case Study #2: Marlena 
• Years at PSI: Three 

• Years in role: Nine months 

• Title: Provider Representative 

• Last promoted: Recent internal transfer; 

background in data analysis management in 

Medical dept.; no prior sales experience 

• Past performance: Usually meeting 

objectives 

• Current sales performance: Improving results; too early to rank 

• Stakeholder feedback: “Seems eager to learn and easy to like” 

• Task to be assessed: PBCC overall 

• Recent observation(s) related to this task:               

• Demonstrates interest in all physician office staff members 

• Establishes positive relationships with providers in a short period of time 

• Still learning to offer provider services helping to use PSI products in targeted patients’ profiles 

• Exhibits a healthy balance of sharing and soliciting ideas in meetings 

• Asks a lot of questions about how best to use the informed choice resources and often has 

education questions 

• Business impact of Provider Representative’s performance: Positive results with strong potential for 

growth in number of insertions if able to increase skill in helping provider to address patients 

objections to PSI  solutions 
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Coaching Conversation Worksheet 
Use the following questions to help you prepare for and plan your next coaching conversation with your 
Provider Representative, implement the coaching conversation effectively, and evaluate by documenting 
your observations in the Co-visiting Report, as appropriate.  

PLAN - Prepare to Coach/Assess Readiness 
Identify the specific task that you plan to discuss with the Provider Representative and select an 
appropriate coaching style. 

What was the Focus of your previous coaching conversation with the Provider Representative?  

  
Based on your observation of the customer interaction, what is your Provider Representative’s task-
specific level of readiness? (Can’t/Won’t, Could, or Can) 

  
Which coaching style will you apply? 

• Directive – with those who Can’t or Won’t 

• Participative – with those who Could 

• Encouraging – with those who Can 

  

IMPLEMENT - Observe and Provide Feedback  
Focus your coaching conversations to positively reinforce effective performance and to facilitate any 
behavioral changes you expect. 

O (Open) 
What will you say to establish the appropriate tone and purpose for the coaching conversation? 

  

  

F (Focus)  
Based on your plan and your observations, what specific task performance do you most need to discuss 
during this coaching conversation? How will you communicate a clear Focus for the coaching 
conversation? 
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T (Transition)  
How will you Transition to sharing the task-specific behaviors observed? (What did you hear?  
What did you see? What was the impact on the provider? What results were achieved?) 

  

  

E (Engage – Directive, Participative, Encouraging)  
What questions do you most need to ask the Provider Representative to understand his/her perspective? 

  

  
What are the key behavioral messages you want the Provider Representative to take away from this 
coaching conversation?  

  

  
Given these key behavioral messages, what do you most need for the Provider Representative to 
understand? 

  

  

N (Next Steps)  
What clear, measurable, and attainable Next Steps will you establish to improve or advance your Provider 
Representative’s performance of the tasks/skills Focused on during this coaching conversation? 

  

  
What are the time frames for the action steps you agreed upon in the coaching conversation? How will 
you follow up? 

  

EVALUATE - Establish Coaching Continuity 
Review co-visit objectives and provide honest and fair feedback. If the coaching conversation occurred on 
a co-visit, complete the PBCC Co-visiting Report and note tasks that require follow-up coaching. How will 
you provide additional support that will be helpful to the Provider Representative?   
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Recorder Checklist: Participative Coaching 
 

Directions: For each role-play, circle the “Yes” or “No” to reflect your observations about 
the “Manager’s” ability to implement the Participative coaching style based on the 
observations you made during the role-play. 

 

Did the “Manager”… Did you observe this? 
Seek to understand the Provider Representative’s 
perception of performance? Yes No 

Set a Participative tone? Yes No 

Review performance against standards 
(PBCC Standards, PSI Behaviors)? 

Yes No 

Reinforce positive behaviors? Yes No 

Focus the discussion on one to two tasks/behaviors 
and opportunities for development on those? Yes No 

Ask open-ended questions? Yes No 

Communicate behavioral observations, not 
judgments? Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative for ideas of what to 
do differently? Yes No 

Help the Provider Representative  to develop an 
action plan? Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative to restate the 
agreed-upon action plan? Yes No 

Restate key points of the conversation? Yes No 

Offer ongoing support? Yes No 
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Role-Play 3 Guidelines 
• Work together in groups of three to PLAN the coaching conversation using the Coaching Conversation 

Worksheet and Recorder Checklist. Conduct the role-play with each person taking the role of: 

• Manager: Adopt the appropriate coaching style for the Case Study Representative. Use the 

Coaching Conversation Worksheet to structure your coaching conversation. Try to make your tone 

and word choices match your coaching style.   

• Representative: Adopt the appropriate persona of the Case Study Representative. 

• Recorder: Keep notes of the specific words used by the Manager to communicate the appropriate 

coaching style. Note what you felt worked and what may not have worked. 

 
• Discuss: 

• What was hard; what was easy? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What impact was there? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What would you do differently next time?  
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Case Study #3: David 
• Years at PSI: Four (five previously with 

another NGO); six years as pharmacist 

prior to sales 

• Years in role: Four 

• Past sales performance: Exceeded 

objectives; was nominated for Provider 

Rep of the year award two years in a row 

• Current sales performance: Well above 

objectives to date 

• Stakeholder feedback: Positive comments from peers around sharing best practices in meetings 

• Task to be assessed: Sharing information 

• Recent observation(s) related to this task: 

• Demonstrates an excellent understanding of territory and in-depth knowledge of key accounts 

providers 

• Appropriate use of probing questions in provider interactions 

• Able to convert provider’s expression of concerns into an opportunity to extend the dialogue 

• Facilitated a meeting with providers at a very large office; did a superb job of discussing products 

and services with the entire clinical staff and engaging them all in the conversation 

• Exhibits genuine confidence in PSI products and solutions 

• Business impact of Provider Representative’s performance: Performance with key accounts has 

translated into opportunities to engage with some previously reluctant providers 
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Coaching Conversation Worksheet 
Use the following questions to help you prepare for and plan your next coaching conversation with your 
Provider Representative, implement the coaching conversation effectively, and evaluate by documenting 
your observations in the Co-visiting Report, as appropriate.  

PLAN - Prepare to Coach/Assess Readiness 
Identify the specific task that you plan to discuss with the Provider Representative and select an 
appropriate coaching style. 

What was the Focus of your previous coaching conversation with the Provider Representative?  

  
Based on your observation of the provider interaction, what is your Provider Representative’s task-specific 
level of readiness? (Can’t/Won’t, Could, or Can) 

  
Which coaching style will you apply? 

• Directive – with those who Can’t or Won’t 

• Participative – with those who Could 

• Encouraging – with those who Can 

  

IMPLEMENT - Observe and Provide Feedback  
Focus your coaching conversations to positively reinforce effective performance and to facilitate any 
behavioral changes you expect. 

O (Open) 
What will you say to establish the appropriate tone and purpose for the coaching conversation? 

  

F (Focus)  
Based on your plan and your observations, what specific task performance do you most need to discuss 
during this coaching conversation? How will you communicate a clear Focus for the coaching 
conversation? 
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T (Transition)  
How will you Transition to sharing the task-specific behaviors observed? (What did you hear?  
What did you see? What was the impact on the customer? What results were achieved?) 

  

  

E (Engage – Directive, Participative, Encouraging)  
What questions do you most need to ask the Provider Representative to understand his/her perspective? 

  

  
What are the key behavioral messages you want the Provider Representative to take away from this 
coaching conversation?  

  

  
Given these key behavioral messages, what do you most need for the Provider Representative to 
understand? 

  

N (Next Steps)  
What clear, measurable, and attainable Next Steps will you establish to improve or advance your Provider 
Representative’s performance of the tasks/skills  focused on during this coaching conversation? 

  

  
What are the time frames for the action steps you agreed upon in the coaching conversation? How will 
you follow up? 

  

EVALUATE - Establish Coaching Continuity 
Review co-visit objectives and provide honest and fair feedback. If the coaching conversation occurred on 
a co-visit, complete the CCI Co-visiting Report and note tasks that require follow-up coaching. How will you 
provide additional support that will be helpful to the Representative?   
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Recorder Checklist: Encouraging Coaching 
 
Directions: For each role-play, circle “Yes” or “No” to reflect your observations 
about the “Manager’s” ability to implement the Encouraging coaching style 
based on the observations you made during the role-play. 
 

Did the “Manager”… Did you observe this? 
Seek to understand the Provider 
Representative’s perception of performance? Yes No 

Review performance against standards 
(PBCC Standards, PSI Behaviors)? 

Yes No 

Set an Encouraging tone? Yes No 

Express appreciation for the Provider 
Representative’s high performance? Yes No 

Focus the discussion on one to two 
tasks/behaviors that exemplified high 
performance? 

Yes No 

Ask open-ended questions? Yes No 

Communicate behavioral observations, not 
judgments? Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative for ideas of 
how the Supervising Manager can support 
continued high performance at these tasks? 

Yes No 

Empower the Provider Representative to 
establish an action plan? Yes No 

Summarize key points of the conversation? Yes No 

Offer ongoing support and partnership? Yes No 
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Role-Play 4 Guidelines 
• Work together in groups of three to PLAN the coaching conversation using the Coaching Conversation 

Worksheet and Recorder Checklist). Conduct the role-play with each person taking the role of: 

• Manager: Adopt the appropriate coaching style for the Case Study Representative. Use the 

Coaching Conversation Worksheet to structure your coaching conversation. Try to make your tone 

and word choices match your coaching style.   

• Representative: Adopt the appropriate persona of the Case Study Representative. 

• Recorder: Keep notes of the specific words used by the Manager to communicate the appropriate 

coaching style. Note what you felt worked and what may not have worked. 

• Discuss: 

• What was hard; what was easy? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What impact was there? 

  

  

  

  

 
• What would you do differently next time?  
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Case Study #4: Stefan 
• Years at PSI: Nine 

• Years in role: Four 

• Past Sales performance: Below or at 

objectives  

• Current sales performance: Below 

objectives since introduction of new 

structure 

• Stakeholder feedback: Sometimes 

combative with peers in team meetings 

• Task to be assessed: 4 Pillars: Knowledge, Relevance, Balance, Service 

• Recent observation(s) related to this task: 

• Lack of planning evident in random presentation of key messages 

• Had not followed up with commitments made in last call 

• Offers a mix of personal stories and data-supported information in each interaction   

• Unable to put product limitations in perspective in a confident way 

• Blames change in territory for downward trends in results 

• Business impact of Provider Representative’s performance: Lack of positive trust development within 

Provider accounts  
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Coaching Conversation Worksheet 
Use the following questions to help you prepare for and plan your next coaching conversation with your 
Provider Representative, implement the coaching conversation effectively, and evaluate by documenting 
your observations in the Co-visiting Report, as appropriate.  

PLAN - Prepare to Coach/Assess Readiness 
Identify the specific task that you plan to discuss with the Provider Representative and select an 
appropriate coaching style. 

What was the focus of your previous coaching conversation with the Provider Representative?  

  
Based on your observation of the provider interaction, what is your Provider Representative’s task-specific 
level of readiness? (Can’t/Won’t, Could, or Can) 

  
Which coaching style will you apply? 

• Directive – with those who Can’t or Won’t 

• Participative – with those who Could 

• Encouraging – with those who Can 

  

IMPLEMENT - Observe and Provide Feedback  
Focus your coaching conversations to positively reinforce effective performance and to facilitate any 
behavioral changes you expect. 

O (Open) 
What will you say to establish the appropriate tone and purpose for the coaching conversation? 

  

  

F (Focus)  
Based on your plan and your observations, what specific task performance do you most need to discuss 
during this coaching conversation? How will you communicate a clear Focus for the coaching 
conversation? 
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T (Transition)  
How will you Transition to sharing the task-specific behaviors observed? (What did you hear?  
What did you see? What was the impact on the provider? What results were achieved?) 

  

  

E (Engage – Directive, Participative, Encouraging)  
What questions do you most need to ask the Provider Representative to understand his/her perspective? 

  

  
What are the key behavioral messages you want the Provider Representative to take away from this 
coaching conversation?  

  

  
Given these key behavioral messages, what do you most need for the Provider Representative to 
understand? 

  

  

N (Next Steps)  
What clear, measurable, and attainable Next Steps will you establish to improve or advance your Provider 
Representative’s performance of the tasks/skills Focused on during this coaching conversation? 

  

  
What are the time frames for the action steps you agreed upon in the coaching conversation? How will 
you follow up? 

  

  

EVALUATE - Establish Coaching Continuity 
Review co-visit objectives and provide honest and fair feedback. If the coaching conversation occurred on 
a co-visit, complete the PBCC Co-visiting Report and note tasks that require follow-up coaching. How will 
you provide additional support that will be helpful to the Provider Representative?   
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Recorder Checklist: Directive Coaching 
 
Directions: For each role-play, circle “Yes” or “No” to reflect your observations about the 
“Manager’s” ability to implement the Directive coaching style based on the observations 
you made during the role-play. 

 

Did the “Manager”… Did you observe this? 
Seek to understand the Provider Representative’s 
perception of performance? Yes No 

Review performance against standards 
(PBCC Standards, PSI Behaviors)? 

Yes No 

Set a serious tone? Yes No 

Focus the discussion on one to two tasks/behaviors 
that require improved performance? Yes No 

Communicate behavioral observations, not 
judgments? Yes No 

Communicate consequences/impact of behavior on 
Provider Representative or others? Yes No 

Clarify performance expectations that are not being 
met? Yes No 

Provide specific direction for change? Yes No 

Discuss opportunities for support or training? Model 
or role-play? Yes No 

Discuss an action plan. Yes No 

Ask the Provider Representative to restate the 
agreed-upon action plan? Yes No 

Summarize key points of the conversation? Yes No 

Communicate how Supervising Manager will follow 
up? Yes No 
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Notes 
Common Performance Issues 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
Root Causes 
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Notes 
Potential Reasons for Lack of Improvement 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
Common Manager Barriers 
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Action Planning 
The true measure of any training program’s value is in how Participants change their behavior on the job 
as a result of what they have learned. Based on what was discussed in today’s workshop, write down at 
least one thing that you will do more of, stop doing, or start doing as a result of this program: 

• Do More Of: 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

• Stop Doing: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

• Start Doing: 
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Task: Parking Lot 
Parking 

 

 
Task: Street Parking 

 

 
Task: Checking Oil 

 

 
Task: Highway Driving 

 

 
Task: Night Driving 

 

 
Task: Driving an  
Automatic Transmission 

 

 
Task: Defensive Driving 

 

 
Task: Ice/Snow Driving 

 

 
Task: Driving a Manual 
Transmission 

 

 
Task: Changing a Tire 

 

 
Task: Driving a Race Car 

 

 
Task: Driving a Tractor 
Trailer 
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Assesment Place Map

Demonstrated Ability
HighLow

High

Performance Readiness By Task
Enthusiastic but Inexperienced 

Experienced but Demotivated 

Could

Can

Can’t / Won’t



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Territory management: screening new providers

Observed strengths

Follow up activities DateObserved areas for development

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N

collaboration with didi's: how the coach them?

e.g. PBCC: Adjust message to adoption ladder            
e.g. PBCC: closing and commit next steps
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Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths
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Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths
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Additional comments
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Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



PSI Co-visiting Form

Additional comments

Observed areas for development Follow up activities Date

Co-visiting objectives Achievement Y/N Observed strengths



 
 

FIELD COACHING GUIDE 
 
REP: __________________________MGR: _____________________Zone: ______________DATE: ________ 
 
RATING SCALE:  4 = Exceeds Expectations    3 = Meets Expectations     2 = Development Opportunity      1 = Below Expectations  
A. STRATEGIC PLANNING RATING COMMENTS 
Respect visit cycle    
Segmentation/Prioritizing providers   
Health Facility Data Sheet    
Provider Strategy Planner    
Weekly Planner   
Avg. Rating (add total & divide by 5)  

 

 

 PROVIDER  
B. MD SKILLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg. COMMENTS 
VISIT OBJECTIVE 
(SMART, according to needs) 

          

PREPARATION 
(visuals, proof sources, 
gadgets, strategy planner) 

          

OPENING 
(relates to objective, gains 
provider interest, sets theme) 

          

OPEN QUESTIONS 
(uncover needs) 

          

VALUE PROPOSITION 
Solution Impact 
Proof Cost/Risk 

 

          

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
SELLING USED 

          

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES 
Clarify Empathize 
Solution Confirm 

 

          

COMMITMENT/CLOSE           

USE OF VISUALS           

SELF-COACHING                  
POST-VISIT NOTES 

          

NEXT VISIT OBJECTIVE           

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE           

AVG. RATING (1st – Avg. each line under MD skills by dividing sum by total providers 
rated.  2nd – Sum the total average & divide by 12) 

 

 RATING SCALE: 4 = Exceeds Expectations    3 = Meets Expectations     2 = Development Opportunity      1 = Below Expectations  

                           What do the MDC do well?                                                                           What could the MDC improve? 
  



 
 

 
Goal and Objectives 
 
This is a tool to help provide constructive feedback to MDC to maximize their potential, growth and 
development and monitor progress.  
 
Supervisor will use this form to provide feedback to MDC on strategic planning, territory management 
and communications skills as observed during field visits. Supervisor and MDC may complete form jointly 
during field visit. The form may be modified to include other important parameters as deemed necessary 
and important. 
 
 
Instructions 
 
Completed during each field visit and used to monitor MDC provider visits, application of skills and 
provide feedback. 
 
A. STRATEGIC PLANNING 
Covers important strategic planning tasks. 
Rate MDC on how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale. Insert any 
constructive feedback, things to work on and things that went well under “comments”. 
 
B. MEDICAL DETAILING SKILLS 
Box B covers all the important detailing skills to be executed for each provider visit.  
Provider 1 is the first provider visited on the day. There is space for up to 8 provider calls. Use another 
sheet if there are more visits. You may also choose to record the provider’s name. 
For each skill, rate the MDC performance in implementing that skill during the individual provider visit. 
Use the rating scale provided or another suitable scale. Record constructive comments and feedback on 
the particular skill under “comments”. 
 
C. DISTRIBUTION OF FORM 
One copy to MDC. 
One copy in MDC Personnel File 
One copy to MIS  
 
RATING SCALE 
4.  Exceeds Expectations – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 
3.  Meets Expectations – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well 
2.  Development Opportunity – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed 
through training or practice 
1.  Below expectations – >50% - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has 
been made 
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 Field Coaching Guide                                           
(Every medical detailer will receive a supervision visit every month) 

 
 

Name of Medical Detailer: ___________________________  Name of Supervisor:______________________________   Date: _____________ 
 
 
District:___________________________ Province:_____________________________ 
 

 
Rating scale for each criterion:  (5): Excellent;  (4): Good;    (3): Satisfactory;      (2): Below Standard; (1): Unacceptable 
 
Remember! 

o A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard. However MD should be encouraged to continue to improve their selling skills.  
It should be the goal of all MD to achieve a “4”.   

o In rating the MD, take into account the response of the provider. Even if the MD shows an understanding of selling skills, they must also elicit a  
response from the provider. More specifically, the use of selling skill does not guarantee the MD an effective rating. 

o Rate each skill equally and individually. MD can demonstrate a high level of performance in one category, but not in another.   
Base your ratings only on the behaviors that you observe.  

o Use the examples listed as a guide, it is not necessary for MD’s behavior to be identical to the examples. Use best judgment to rate MD’s behavior. 
o Your rating should be based on your observations for the entire field-visit with the MD. 

 
Field Work Quality 

A: Medical Detailing Skills:  Overall Score:   ________  (Total of ratings divided by 9) 

Criterion Rating Comments 
1. OBJECTIVE 
MD has a visit objective for the provider.  The objective should be SMART (Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time Bound), according to the needs of the 
provider and should build on previous visits with provider 
 
eg. During my last visit, Dr. Smith stated he was not inserting IUDs with younger 
married clients. Today my objective is to find out why Dr. Smith is not currently 
recommending IUDs to this population and close the visit by asking him to recommend 
IUDs to this client type with his next 3 patients by next month 

1   2   3   4   5 

 



 
2 

2. OPENING 
Should relate to the objective and set the stage for an open exchange of information.  
The opening should gain provider interest and set the theme for the visit. Makes a 
smooth transition from general conversation into opening. 
 
Eg. Spacing births not only helps reduce maternal mortality but helps families care for 
their children and provide schooling, while saving money for the future.   

1   2   3   4   5 

 

3. UNCOVER NEEDS USING OPEN QUESTIONS 
Understands both what the provider wants and why it is important.  Uses clarifying 
questions to build a full picture of what the provider wants. Listens actively & 
attentively. 
 
eg. What has been your experience with counseling your clients on the management 
of side effects with oral contraceptives?  [If provider is counseling – thank them and 
reassure them that they are doing the right thing – If provider is not counseling ask 
why not and record and consider how to address this barrier]. Hope your client 
received good counseling when getting oral contraceptives. While I am here I would 
also like us to use this sample within a fictitious clinical scenario of a young women 
who is using OCs for the first time. It should be fun…Is that OK? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

4. VALUE PROPOSITION | FEATURE and BENEFITS SELLING 
Consistently motivates provider behavior change that aligns with PSI objectives by 
delivering value propositions. 
 
Value Propositions have four parts: Offer, Impact, Proof, Cost 
Offering – What MD offers to the provider and what specific behaviour change is 
required 
Impact – Description and quantification of the benefit to the provider of making the 
behaviour change 
Proof – Evidence that substantiates MDs claim of impact 
Cost – Cost or risk to the provider in making the behaviour change 
 
Ex.  
Need uncovered: Provider doesn’t feel confident in her technique in inserting IUDs 
correctly. 
Value Proposition: Sister, will you consider attending IUD training with PSI? You’ll 
gain confidence in your abilities under the guidance of an experienced provider.  
Providers receiving clinical supervision from PSI trained providers have reported 
improved skills and appreciate the support.  Direct supervision minimizes risks of 
adverse events with insertions so you can reduce worry while building your experience 
and confidence. 

1   2   3   4   5 
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5. OVERCOMING OBSTACLES: 
Does not get defensive with provider and sees the obstacle as an opportunity to clarify 
clients motivations to learn more about what he/she needs.  MD overcomes obstacles 
effectively by clarifying, empathising, providing solution, and confirming understanding. 
 
Links benefits to the need (the “why”). Builds provider’s confidence in relation to 
provide correct, relevant information and/or promise to find answers back to provider. 
Provides relevant features/benefits which clear up the misconception. Gains 
agreement that the benefit has been accepted. 
 
eg. Dr. I just to clarify, your concerned clients will not return after inserting an IUD 
because it last up to 12 years.  I completely understand. Dr. Smith down the street had 
the same concern when he began offering IUD service.  Now, however his satisfied 
clients have told their friends and family who now come to the clinic for birth spacing 
methods and other needs.  Dr., would you be willing to offer IUDs to more clients to 
help generate more clients for other services? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

6. CLOSING / GAIN COMMITMENT 
Recognize the appropriate time to close and gains provider commitment to mutually 
beneficial next steps. Inspires provider’s enthusiasm for keeping commitments made. 
 
eg. Dr., thank you very much for your time today. You have been a huge supporter for 
IUD insertions and have done a great job counseling your clients.  Can I ask for you to 
offer IUDs to the next newly married who comes to you and is looking for birth spacing 
options? Do you have any other questions for me? 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

7. LINKING TO OTHER HEALTH AREAS 
Properly link from one to another health area  
 
eg. Thank you for agreeing to counsel clients on how to manage side effects with oral 
contraceptives.  That same client may also have young children who could benefit 
from using safe water tablets.  Did you know 1 out of 5 children in the area die every 
year due to unsafe water?  

1   2   3   4   5 

 

8. USE OF VISUAL AIDS 
Use presentation skill (using pen to present detailing pieces) with eye contact and 
follow instruction of using detailing pieces when communicate with providers.  

1   2   3   4   5 
 

9. TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 
Always, be able to handle any questions of provider appropriately & correctly. Use a 
reference document as needed to convince providers. or promise to find answers and 
get back to provider. Always, encourage provider to provide counseling to their clients. 

1   2   3   4   5 
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B: Strategic Planning:   Overall Score: _______   (Total of ratings divided by 5) 
Criterion Rating Comments 

1. RESPECT VISIT CYLE  
MD has segmented and prioritized providers and uses a visit cycle to plan weekly and 
monthly schedule.  
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

2. HEALTH FACILITY DATA SHET 
Completely fills out one sheet for each and every group practice clinic, single practice 
provider, pharmacy and other health facility covered by MD. 
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

3. PROVIDER STRATEGY PLANNER 
Completely fills out one sheet for top 10-20 providers in a given health service/product 
area.   
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

4. FILLS OUT POST VISIT NOTES 
Is filling out the Provider Visit History and Notes completely in a way that 
demonstrates they have probed well and clearly know the providers' barriers to 
behaviour and has a follow-up plan for the next visit. That's the key here.  Has the 
med rep really figured out what he should be talking to the provider about? 
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 

 

5. FILLS OUT WEEKLY PLANNER & SENDS TO MANAGER WEEKLY 
 
(5):Yes;   (4): NA;   (3): NA;   (2): NA;     (1):No 

1   2   3   4   5 
 

WHAT DID MD DO WELL?                                                                                       WHAT COUD MD IMPROVE? 
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Field Work Quality 
 
A: MEDICAL DETAILING SKILLS  RATING: ______________ 
 
B: STRATEGIC PLANNING   RATING: ______________ 
 
         (Total of above ratings)   TOTAL: ______________ 
 
 
OVERALL SCORE:  _________________ 
(Above total divided by 14)             
 
 
Circle Overall Performance Rating Consistent with Score:   
 

Excellent Good Satisfactory Below Standard Unacceptable 

5.0-4.6 4.59-3.6  3.59-2.6  2.59-1.6 1.59-1.0 
     

 
 
Supervisors Signature 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
 
 
Medical Detailer’s Signature 
 
 
____________________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: _____________________ 
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    Goal and Objectives 
This is a tool to help provide constructive feedback to MD to maximize their potential, growth and development and monitor progress.  
 
Supervisor will use this form to provide feedback to MD on strategic planning, territory management and communications skills as observed during 
field visits. Supervisor and MD may complete form jointly during field visit. The form may be modified to include other important parameters as 
deemed necessary and important. 
 
 
Instructions 
Completed during each field visit and used to monitor MD provider visits, application of skills and provide feedback. 
 
A. Medical Detailing Skills 
Section A covers all the important detailing skills to be executed for each provider visit.  
For each skill, rate the MD performance in implementing that skill during the provider visits for the overall day. Use the rating scale provided or 
another suitable scale. Record constructive comments and feedback on the particular skill under “comments”. 
 
B. Strategic Planning 
Covers important strategic planning tasks. 
Rate MD on how well they are implementing strategic planning using the rating scale. Insert any constructive feedback, things to work on and things 
that went well under “comments”. 
 
 
C. DISTRIBUTION OF FORM 
One copy to MD. 
One copy in MD Personnel File 
One copy to MIS  
 
RATING SCALE 
5.  Excellent – Going above and beyond what is expected. No room for improvement 
4.  Good – 90-100%.  Meeting expectations and doing job well.  This should be the goal for all MDs 
3.  Satisfactory – 50-89%. Room for improvement.  Development in this area is needed through training or practice 
2.  Below expectations – >50% - A rating of “2” is considered the lowest acceptable standard.  However MD should be encouraged to continue to 
improve their selling skills.  
1. Unacceptable - Repeated coaching and training has been given and no improvement has been made 

 



Introducing Coaching to Your 
Field Team

Sample Presentation



Coaching:

What good looks 
like, and what it 
will do for you



Today’s Agenda
I. Coaching Objectives
II. Why Coaching Matters
III. What Coaching Is
IV. What We Are Going To Do
V. What You Can Expect
VI. What We Are Asking of You



Improving the Impact of Our Coaching 
Interactions

I. Coaching Objectives

Objectives:
• Make you more effective at your job

• Help you move the customer faster along prescribing continuum by providing more 
focused and specific guidance on early-stage (targeting, needs recognition) and 
closing activities (committments and follow up)

• Improve your skills in key areas necessary for success in role

• Help guide you toward next-level performance

• Share high performer best practices that would help in closing more opportunities

• Increase your engagement with the role and company



Improving the Impact of Our 
Coaching Interactions

Research indicates that sales individuals who are consistently coached by their 
managers outperform others by a significant margin

II. Why Coaching Matters

Team Percentage to Goal by Coaching Time per Rep per Month

Percentage 
to Goal

N = 2,400

90%
92%

107%

80%

100%

120%

Low
(<2 Hours per

Rep per Month)

Average
(2-3 Hours per
Rep per Month)

High
(3+ Hours per

Rep per Month)

Coaching Time



What Coaching Is

Coaching is an ongoing and dynamic series of job- embedded interactions 
between a sales manager and sales rep, designed to diagnose and 

develop/reinforce behaviors, specific to that individual.

III. What Coaching Is

Ongoing
Coaches provide frequent and 
continuous support to direct 
reports throughout the year.

1
Embedded
Coaches observe and 
evaluate direct reports’ sales 
behaviors within current roles.

2

Behavioral
Coaches correct, reinforce, or 
develop behaviors of direct 
reports and the underlying 
causes of those behaviors.

Root Cause-Oriented
Coaches help direct reports 
determine the underlying 
causes of behavior.

3
5

Specific
Coaches tailor their 
approach to each unique 
individual on their team.

4



Coaching Sessions Allow Managers 
to Provide Guidance

IV. What We Are Going To Do

• Ask you to self-identify major obstacles to 
goal at hand

• Help you to identify root causes of 
performance problems

• Assess proficiency in target skill, behavior, 
or activity

• Collaborate on ideas for solutions or 
alternative courses of action

• Briefly summarize events leading up to 
session

• Mutually agree on a limited number of 
specific goals for the session Identify how 
we will measure progress

• Identify how you will measure progress

• Outline and document next steps and 
relevant timelines for you and me

• Schedule next one-on-one coaching 
session

• Further understand the areas you feel you 
have been successful

• Recognize accomplishments, focusing on 
areas of your improvement since the 
previous coaching session

Aim 
Coaching 

Here

1 3

2 4

Establish Purpose

Reinforce Positive Achievements

Dive Deeper into Challenge Areas

Confirm Progress and Plan Next Steps

#1

Problem



What You Can Expect
You can expect me to…

V. What You Can Expect

• Use open-ended questions to identify root causes of 
performance problems

• Help you accurately assess proficiency in target 
skill, behavior, or activity

• Ask for your ideas on solutions or alternative 
courses of action

• Provide honest feedback in a positive tone and 
share insights on problem-solving approaches



Preparing for Coaching Sessions

VI. What We Are Asking of You

Preparation

Officer Name

Officer ID

Prospect Name

Prospect ID
Date

No.

Question

Weight
Yes

No
Unknown

Score

1 Are you broadly conversant in the prospect's industry (market changes, major players, regulatory issues, etc.)?

4

0

2 Does the prospect value long-term relationships for their financial needs?

4

0

3 Does the prospect fit th
e target profile (i.e. Bierly profiles) for the Frost services you are recommending?

4

0

4 Does Frost have a relationship with any of the prospect's centers of influence?

4

0

5 Do the decision makers know your story and the Frost story (i.e., Frost has a range of services/products, offers access to 

product specialists)?*

4

0

6 Has this prospect had a successful experience with a Frost division/product?

2

0

7 Does the prospect appear to meet Frost's credit and cash flow requirements?

8

0

8 Do you know what drives the prospect's financing needs?

8

0

9 Do you know what is preventing the prospect from getting to their long- and short-term business objectives? (i.e., what 

keeps them up at night?)*

6

0

10 Is there a compelling event that will drive the timing of the buying decisions?

6

0

11 Does the prospect have a relationship with a Frost contact (previous or current employee)?

4

0

12 Have you identified a value-added service for this prospect above and beyond the immediate opportunity (i.e., something 

that would deepen the prospect relationship)?

2

0

13 Have you identified the ultimate decision maker/buyer?

8

0

14 Is the prospect dissatisfied with the financial services other institutions provide?

8

0

15 Do the decision makers share private information with you or seek advice on their strategy? (Are you becoming a trusted 

advisor?)*

6

0

16 Can you articulate to the prospect what differentiates Frost relative to its competitors?  

4

0

17 Have you customized your sales approach to the decision maker type (e.g., driver, analytic, amiable, etc.)?

4

0

18 Does the decision maker understand your strategy to add value to their business with the proposed solution?

6

0

19 Do the prospect's priorities (e.g., price, structure, flexibility) align with the proposed Frost solution?

4

0

20 Have you introduced a Frost manager/decision maker to the prospect?

2

0

21 Has the prospect demonstrated commitment to the project (versus preliminary exploration of financing options)?
2

0

100

Number of Positive Parameters:

0

Number of Negative Parameters:

0

Number of Parameters Unknown:

0

Opportunity Score:

0

Deal-Specific Next Steps:

Date Committed:

Owner:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Prospect Roadmap

V. Closing

IV. Proposal 

Generation

III. Strategy Execution

       II. 
Opportunity           

           
           

           

Analysis

I. Opportunity 

Qualification

Officer Name

Officer ID

Prospect Name

Prospect ID
Date

No.

Question

Weight
Yes

No
Unknown

Score

1 Are you broadly conversant in the prospect's industry (market changes, major players, regulatory issues, etc.)?

4

0

2 Does the prospect value long-term relationships for their financial needs?

4

0

3 Does the prospect fit th
e target profile (i.e. Bierly profiles) for the Frost services you are recommending?

4

0

4 Does Frost have a relationship with any of the prospect's centers of influence?

4

0

5 Do the decision makers know your story and the Frost story (i.e., Frost has a range of services/products, offers access to 

product specialists)?*

4

0

6 Has this prospect had a successful experience with a Frost division/product?

2

0

7 Does the prospect appear to meet Frost's credit and cash flow requirements?

8

0

8 Do you know what drives the prospect's financing needs?

8

0

9 Do you know what is preventing the prospect from getting to their long- and short-term business objectives? (i.e., what 

keeps them up at night?)*

6

0

10 Is there a compelling event that will drive the timing of the buying decisions?

6

0

11 Does the prospect have a relationship with a Frost contact (previous or current employee)?

4

0

12 Have you identified a value-added service for this prospect above and beyond the immediate opportunity (i.e., something 

that would deepen the prospect relationship)?

2

0

13 Have you identified the ultimate decision maker/buyer?

8

0

14 Is the prospect dissatisfied with the financial services other institutions provide?

8

0

15 Do the decision makers share private information with you or seek advice on their strategy? (Are you becoming a trusted 

advisor?)*

6

0

16 Can you articulate to the prospect what differentiates Frost relative to its competitors?  

4

0

17 Have you customized your sales approach to the decision maker type (e.g., driver, analytic, amiable, etc.)?

4

0

18 Does the decision maker understand your strategy to add value to their business with the proposed solution?

6

0

19 Do the prospect's priorities (e.g., price, structure, flexibility) align with the proposed Frost solution?

4

0

20 Have you introduced a Frost manager/decision maker to the prospect?

2

0

21 Has the prospect demonstrated commitment to the project (versus preliminary exploration of financing options)?
2

0

100

Number of Positive Parameters:

0

Number of Negative Parameters:

0

Number of Parameters Unknown:

0

Opportunity Score:

0

Deal-Specific Next Steps:

Date Committed:

Owner:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Prospect Roadmap

V. Closing

IV. Proposal 

Generation

III. Strategy Execution

       II. 
Opportunity           

           
           

           

Analysis

I. Opportunity 

Qualification

• Gather and review information on top 
opportunities. Prepare to discuss details. 

• Self-assess performance in recent weeks

• Identify areas where you want coaching or 
assistance

• Follow up on previous coaching discussions

• Review opportunity (customers / skills) 
background/ updates

• Discuss strengths, reasons why we should win

• Discuss challenging areas and ideas to improve 
skills or move customers forward

• Agree on next steps and action items

Agenda



Questions, Concerns, or Feedback?
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To define field visit management, explain why it is valuable, and provide learning 
resources for conducting effective field visits with Representatives 

 
 

In this module, you will find: 
 
 What is Field Visit Management? 
 The value of Field Visit Management 
 The 4 steps of Field Visit Management 
 Resources for Field Visit Management 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Conduct effective field visits with field representatives 

 

 Purpose 

Field Visit Management 
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As a Supervisor of PSI field staff representatives, it is suggested that you allocate the majority of 
your time to being in the field observing their provider interactions and coaching them to 
enhance provider performance.   
 
BEST PRACTICE:  
Field Representative Supervisors should conduct at least one field visit per month per Field 
Representative. Newer Field Reps or Field Reps needing enhanced performance improvement 
may require more than one field visit per month. 
 
The Manager of Supervisors should conduct at least one field visit with Supervisors on a 
quarterly basis. Manager should observe Supervisor and Field Rep working together in Field to 
assess Supervisor’s management and coaching skills, Field Rep skills and operating 
environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
Field visit management entails the supervisor working in the field alongside provider 
representatives while they are interacting with their providers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Field Visit Management consists of four steps:  
 

1. Plan: Define objectives and strategies to produce best results 
2. Schedule: Schedule your time effectively in order to spend the appropriate amount of 

time in the field with each and every member of your team 
3. Conduct: During the visit, observe behavior and give feedback 
4. Follow up: Following up after a field visit is critical to sustaining the value gained 

during the field visit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What? 

How? 
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WIIFM? What’s 
in it for me? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The responsibility for motivating, managing, and developing 
your team lies with the Supervising Manager. This is a 
continuous process, and field visits are an important part of that 
process. 

 
 
Supervising manager benefits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

• The Supervising Manager has the information needed to 
accurately evaluate every Field Representative’s knowledge 
and skills.  

• Minor performance problems can be solved before they 
become severe. 

• The Supervising Manager stays abreast of market 
conditions, competitors' activities, and the needs of 
professional Field Representatives. 

• Developmental plans can be tailored to meet the specific 
needs of individual Field Representatives. 

Shared benefits 

 

 

 

 
 

 

• Supervising Managers achieve supervising objectives when 
their teams achieve the developmental and business 
objectives. 

• Annual performance reviews are less stressful and more 
productive because they are based on first-hand knowledge 
of how Field Representatives are performing. Therefore, 
surprises and misunderstandings are avoided. 

Field Representative benefits 

 

 

 
 

 

• Field Representatives get the motivational and 
developmental support they need on a continuous basis. 

• Field Representatives see field visits as positive events that 
help them improve their performance. 
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Company benefits 

 

• The company can measure the effectiveness of marketing 
strategies. 

• Performance development needs are identified.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

To learn more about the 4 Steps of Field Visit Management, complete the self-learning course 
”A Guide for Supervisors of Provider Representatives.” This course consists of 5 Modules: 
Module 1: The Value of Field Visit Management 

Module 2: Planning for Field Visits 

Module 3: Scheduling Field Visits  

Module 4: Conducting Field Visits 

Module 5: Following Up after Field Visits 

 
 
Example of coaching on a field visit: 
 
 Prior to your field visit, review past field coachng reports to reorient yourself to the 

developmental needs of your employee.  Review other relevant documents such as 
provider quality assessments and clinic volume.  

 Discuss with the Representative the objective of the call prior to entering the clinic. Ensure 
they have a plan for that call.  

 Observe the provider interaction.  Was the provider accurately profiled?  Did the 
representative engage in a dialogue with the provider?  Were barriers to change addressed, 
(i.e., knowledge, opportunity, ability, motivation)? Was there a commitment or were next 
steps achieved with the provider? 

 Take time to debrief with the representative immediately following the call.  Avoid the 
temptation to quickly move onto to the next call. 

 Ask the representative for their view, "What went well?  Did you achieve your objective? 
What would you change?" 

 Keep in mind that feedback is based on observable behaviors, (i.e., words/actions, what you 
see, what you hear, evidence).  Conversely, judgments are subjective, have personal bias, 

Example 

Resources 
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prejudices, reactions and assumptions.  Always anchor your feedback in observable 
behaviors.   

 Provide your observations, and if required, actually model them for the representative.  
Collectively explore additional ideas, and commit to action.  Consider leveraging another 
member of your team who may excel in a certain area with which your representative is 
struggling.   

 At the end of the day, debrief on the entire day.  Agree with the representative on 1-2 
specific areas for improvement regarding their ability to positively impact provider behavior 
change.  Complete the Field Coaching Guide with the representative, and send a copy 
within the next 1-3 business days.   

 
 
 
 

Self-Learning Questions: 
 

• What is Field Visit Management? According to Best Practice, how often should a 
manager or supervisor conduct a field visit with each Representative? 
 
 
 

• What are the four steps involved in Field Visit Management? 
 
 
 

• What is the value of conducting field visits? 
o Value for the Supervisor? 

 
 

o Value for the Representative? 
 

 
 

 

 
Action Items:  
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Within one month of completing this module, complete the following activities: 
 

1. Complete the Field Visit Management Self-paced course “A Guide for Supervisors of 
Provider Representatives” (5 modules). 

2. Supervisors: Plan and schedule field visits with your Representatives. 
 
Due Date: Enter the date one month from today here and mark your calendar. 
 

 
 
 
 



 

   

 
 
 

 
 

PREVIEW 

Field Visit Management: 
A Guide for Supervisors of 
Provider Representatives 

 



  

 
                                   Module 1: The Value of Field Visit Management 

 
What is in it for you as a Supervisor? 

                                                                          for your Provider Representatives? 
              for your Country Platform? 

 
 
 

 
 

   Module 2: How to Plan for spending a day in the Field with your  
          Provider Representative 
 
 
 
 

 
 
    Module 3: How to Schedule your time so you spend the appropriate  
            time  with each and every member of your team 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
           Module 4: How to conduct a Field Visit Day? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Module 5: How to do the Follow Up after a Field Visit Day? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

MODULE 1 

The Value of Field Visit 
Management by Supervisors 
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       Field visit management is you as a supervisor, 
working in the field with your Field Representative 
while they are interacting with 

        their providers.  
It consists of :  

• Planning (see Module 2): define objectives and strategies to produce best results 
• Schedule (see Module 3): Helps you schedule your time to have visits with all 
• Conduct (see Module 4): Gives guidance to observe behavior and give feedback 
• Follow up (see Module 5): is critical to sustain the gain of the field visit 

 This module leads you to examine your assumptions 
about field visits and their value to you, to your team, 
and to the company.  

 
 When you have completed this module, you will be 

able to explain the value of field visits from three 
points of view: 
 
• Supervisor  

 
• Field Representative (also called medical detailer) 

 
• PSI or local Platform 

 
 
 

Representative
Benefits

Manager
Benefits

Company
Benefits

 
 

What is field visit 
management? 

Learning Objective 



 
 
 

 
The Supervisor’s  
Role  

The Supervisor’s role is directing the team to achieve 
PSI objectives. This course focuses on the care and 
development of Field Representatives; success in this 
area in turn affects success in all the others. 
 

Personnel People are your most valued asset. The Supervisor 
might develop and support this asset in a number of 
ways. 
 

 • Recruiting and selecting new Field 
Representatives. 
 

 • Training Field Representatives to assure ongoing 
development and performance improvement. 
 

 • Developing the full potential of Field 
Representatives through continuous joined 
development of objectives, performance 
evaluation, coaching or counseling and further 
opportunities. Evaluation of progress is based on 
established standards and documented by field 
visit reports and performance appraisals. (see 
supervision support toolkit) 

 
 • Recommending individual recognition, merit 

increases and promotions as a means of 
motivating and grooming Field Representatives 
for advancement in the company. 

 
Communication Effective Supervisors maintain a system of 

communication between the field and the office. 
 

Organization The Supervisor is responsible for recommending 
changes in personnel assignments, territory 
configurations, and deployment of Field 
Representatives as necessary to achieve maximum 
marketing effectiveness in the Supervising. 
 

Information I 
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Product/Service knowledge Supervisors must maintain their own product and 

service knowledge and make sure that all Field 
Representatives are fully versed in all aspects of 
product, service and disease knowledge. 
 

Control Supervisors must develop and use necessary controls 
to assure that personal, management, and objectives 
are being met. 
 

Professional & trade relations Supervisors develop and maintain key contacts with 
other health professionals (e.g. organizations, 
pharmacists, distributors, hospital administrators, 
etc.) to maintain a positive image and collect local 
market information. 
 

Market Supervisors analyze market characteristics in their 
Supervising to establish and implement strategic 
plans for penetrating the local market. 
 

  
Sales objectives Supervisors are responsible for leading their Field 

Representatives to achieve the sales objectives 
established for their territories. 

 



 
 
Benefits of Field Visits The responsibility for motivating, managing, and 

developing your team lies with you as the Supervisor. 
This is a continuous process, and field visits are an 
important part of that process. 
 

  
Supervisor benefits 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shared benefits 
 
 
 

Field Representative benefits 
 
 
 
 
Company benefits 

• The Supervisor has the information needed to 
accurately evaluate every Field Representative’s 
knowledge and skills.  

• Minor performance problems can be solved 
before they become severe. 

• The Supervisor stays in touch with market 
conditions, competitors' activities, and the needs 
of professional Field Representatives. 

• Developmental plans can be tailored to meet the 
specific needs of individual Field Representatives. 

• Supervisors achieve Supervising objectives 
through their team achieving the developmental 
and business objectives. 

• Annual performance reviews are less stressful 
and more productive because they are based on 
first-hand knowledge of how Field 
Representatives are performing. Therefore, 
surprises and misunderstandings are avoided. 

• Field Representatives get the motivational and 
developmental support they need on a 
continuing basis. 

• Field Representatives see field visits as positive 
events that help them improve their 
performance. 

• The company can measure the effectiveness of 
marketing strategies. 

• Performance development needs are identified.  
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 1. In the space provided below and on the next 
page, collect your own thoughts about the 
benefits of field visits from all points of view: the 
Supervisor's, the company's, and the Field 
Representative's. For each point of view an 
example benefit is provided to get you started. 

 
2. Your lists should state benefits supporting job 

descriptions, goals and objectives for each point 
of view. 

 
 

The Supervisor’s  
point of view 

From the manager’s point of view, field visits provide 
opportunities to: 
 
Example: Develop ideas to share with other 
professional Field Representatives. 
 
Your Ideas 

•         

•         

•         

•         

•         
 

  

Performance Self-Check 



 
 
The company’s  
point of view 

From the company’s point of view, field visits provide 
opportunities to: 
 
Example: Reinforce positive performance and raise 
overall performance through coaching. 
 
Your Ideas 

•         

•         

•         

•         

•         
 

The Field Representative’s  
point of view 

From the Field Representative’s point of view, field 
visits provide opportunities to: 
 
Example: Review events with a manager who 
understands the market environment. 
 
Your Ideas 

•         

•         

•         

•         

•         

 
When you feel your lists are complete, compare them 
with the feedback beginning on page 17. 
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Feedback Your lists may look something like the ones below, 

although you may have included additional points not 
included here. 
 
Remember, a correctly stated benefit must support 
accomplishing job descriptions and objectives. 
 

The Supervisor’s  
point of view 

From the manager’s point of view, field visits provide 
opportunities to: 
 
• Develop ideas to share with other professional 

Field Representatives. 
 

• Observe skills firsthand. 
 

• Reinforce positive behavior. 
 

• Correct negative behavior. 
 

• Directly assess performance of each Field 
Representative. 
 

• Check understanding of product and service 
knowledge. 
 

• Gain complete picture of how Field 
Representatives are doing and what challenges 
they face. 
 

• Gather data for reports. 
 

• Build close working relationships with their team. 
 

 
 

 



 
 
The company’s  
point of view 

From the company’s point of view, field visits provide 
opportunities to: 
 
• Reinforce positive performance and raise overall 

performance through coaching. 
 

• Respond to the needs of field. 
 

• Identify overall training needs. 
 

• Assess effectiveness of company plans 
and strategies. 
 

• Gain insights into market trends and 
characteristics. 
 

 
 

The Field Representative’s  
point of view 

From the Field Representative’s point of view, field 
visits provide opportunities to: 
 
• Gain a manager’s perspective on the 

market environment. 
 

• Discuss specific sales challenges to generate 
options and ideas. 
 

• Obtain feedback on their performance from 
someone who can act as an extra set of eyes and 
ears to know exactly what happened during a  
sales call. 
 

• Receive coaching or counseling for skills that need 
development and reinforcement. 

• Feel a part of a supportive team, where progress 
toward desired performance is encouraged. 

 Continued… 
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The Field Representative’s  
point of view, continued • Check progress toward annual performance 

improvement goals.  
 

• Hear from a reliable source how strategic plans 
are progressing in other territories and 
Supervising. 
 

• Share concerns, disappointments, frustrations 
with someone who cares and understands. 
 

• Hear new and useful information about products, 
services and competitors. 
 

• Build trust and personal rapport with the 
Supervisor. 

 
 
 

 
 

 After you have compared your lists, discuss them 
with your colleague. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Performance Discussion 



 
 

 
 Using the checklist below as a guide, consider how 

you might implement ideas you have generated and 
discussed with your colleagues. 
 

Consider . . .  What changes in my and the Field 
Representatives’ point of view need to be made? 
 

 Do I need to gather more information about job 
descriptions, goals and objectives? 
 

 Do I need to identify more benefits? 
 
 
 

 
 

Action Checklist 
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 Field visits are more likely to produce positive results 
when they are thoughtfully planned. This means 
carefully thinking through objectives for the visit and 
how these objectives will be accomplished.  
 
During field visits you will be concerned with three 
types of objectives: 
 
1. Development objectives aimed at improving or 

reinforcing the Field Representative’s 
performance. These are shared responsibilities. 
 

2. Business objectives supporting results for the 
company. These are the responsibility of the 
Supervisor. 

 
3. Visit objectives for each provider visit and each 

product discussed. These are the Field 
Representative’s responsibility. 
 

Sales Call
Objectives

Developmental
Objectives

Business
Objectives

 
 
This module emphasizes development and business 
objectives. 

Developmental
Objectives

Business
Objectives

 
 

 Introduction 
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 Although the thinking that goes into planning a field 
visit should be thorough, the overall process should 
be kept simple. Some documentation will be needed, 
but this should be kept to a minimum.  
 
The ideas here are offered as enhancements to 
consider in the planning process you already use. 

 
 When you have completed this module, you will be 

able to work with your Field Representatives to: 
 
• Establish meaningful development and business 

objectives for field visits. 
 

• Plan field visits so that objectives are met. 
 

Learning Objective  
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Overview of the Process The process of planning field visits includes several 

components. 
 
• Consider the development and business reasons 

for field visits and the information you may need 
to gather. 
 

• Effectively involve Field Representatives in the 
planning process. 
 

• Apply well-defined criteria in determining 
development objectives. (see coaching course) 
 

• Develop your own plans for field visits. 
 

• Keep the number of development and business 
objectives to a maximum of two each. 

 
 
 

 
 

Planning
•Define business and
development needs

•Collect information
•Develop business and
development
objectives

•Plan field visit

Scheduling Conducting Follow-up
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Reasons for Field Visits The overriding reason for making field visits is to 

fulfill your role as a developer of Field 
Representatives—to observe firsthand how Field 
Representatives are doing and to coach them in 
achieving their full potential. 
 

 
 
Development 

Example reasons for scheduling field visits: 
 
• Staying informed about a Field Representative’s 

performance 
 

• Helping newly hired Field Representatives in their 
initial orientation and development 
 

• Investigating a performance problem 
 

• Supporting a Field Representative who has asked 
for your help 
 

Business 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Development & Business 

• Learning about a new territory or changes in the 
market 
 

• Evaluating a promotional strategy 
 
• Recruiting speakers for special events 

 
• Following up on action plans discussed during a 

Field Representative’s annual performance 
appraisal or previous field visits 

 
 For all situations you will need to define specific 

development objectives. And to do that, you will 
need to involve the Field Representative and gather 
specific information. 

Information i 
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Sources of Information In the previous module we discussed why you work in 
the field with your team. Next we must consider what 
you need to know about the Field Representative and 
the territory, and where to get that information. For 
each of the situations described below, consider 
where you would look for information to help you 
plan development and business objectives for the 
field visit. A first idea has been provided for you in 
each case. Add your ideas in the space provided. 

 
Reason for Field Visits—
Development 

Sources of Information 

1. Staying informed about a Field 
Representative’s performance 
 

Example: Last field visit report 

Your Ideas: 

 

2. Helping newly hired Field 
Representatives in their initial 
development 

 

Example: Files left by previous Field Representative  

Your Ideas: 

 

3. Investigating a performance 
problem 
 

Example: Previous performance appraisals 

Your Ideas: 

 

4. Supporting a Field 
Representative who has asked 
for your help 
 

Example: Discussion with the Field Representative 

Your Ideas: 

 

Practice 
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Reason for Field Visits— 
Business 

Sources of Information 

5. Learning about a new territory 
or changes in the market 

Example: Previous manager’s or Field 
Representative’s records and documents 

Your Ideas: 
 

6. Evaluating a promotional 
strategy 

Example: Promotional Plan  

Your Ideas: 

 

7. Recruiting speakers for special 
events 

Example: The prospective speaker’s curriculum vitae 

Your Ideas: 

 

8. Following up on action plans 
discussed during a Field 
Representative’s annual 
performance appraisal 

Example: Notes made during performance appraisal 
discussion 

Your Ideas: 

 

Compare your list with examples on the next page. 
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Feedback 
Reason for Field Visits— 
Development  

Sources of Information 

1. Staying informed about a Field 
Representative’s performance 
 

• Last field visit report 

• Review of current performance against plan 

• Current issues 

• Marketing requirements 
 

2. Helping newly hired Field 
Representatives in their initial 
development 

• Files left by previous Field Representative 

• Goals and needs stated by Field Representative 

• Input from training department 
 

3. Investigating a performance 
problem or to assist a Field 
Representative in solving it 
 

• Previous performance appraisals 

• Analysis of specific behavior 

• Development needs previously identified and 
addressed 

4. Supporting a Field 
Representative who has asked 
for your help 

• Discussion with the Field Representative 

• Last performance appraisal 

• Records of achievement 

• Field Visit Reports and notes from previous field 
visits 
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Feedback, continued 
Reason for Field Visits— 
Business 

Sources of Information 

5. Learning about a new territory 
or changes in the market 
 

• Previous manager’s or Field Representative’s 
records and documents 

• Input from Field Representatives 

• Business contacts such as doctors, pharmacists, or 
others 

6. Evaluating a promotional 
strategy 

• Promotional strategy plan 

• Promotional literature 

• Correspondence from Marketing 

• Field Representatives’ feedback 

• Providers’ reactions 

7. Recruiting speakers for special 
events 

• Curriculum vitae 

• Hospital organization charts 

• Medical publications 

• Medical interest groups 

8. Following up on action plans 
discussed during a Field 
Representative’s annual 
performance appraisal 

 

• Notes made during performance appraisal 
discussion 

• Performance development goals set by the Field 
Representative 

• Marketing strategies 
• Employee Development Plan (see toolkit) 
• Business or project objectives 
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Criteria for Determining 
Development Objectives 

Having considered reasons, examined information 
and involved the Field Representative, you are ready 
to define development objectives for the field visit. 
Well-stated field visit development objectives should 
meet four criteria. 
 

1. Relevant Development objectives must be meaningful to Field 
Representatives. They must believe that 
accomplishing these objectives is in their own best 
interest and a way of moving toward achieving 
professional and personal goals. 
 

2. Specific Development objectives should be phrased in clear 
terms. They should focus on performance 
behaviors—what is said and done! 
 

3. Manageable yet challenging Development objectives should be attainable and 
within the control of the Field Representative. They 
should be realistic, but challenge the Field 
Representative’s skill level and application. 
 

4. Priority order Development objectives should not be a list of points 
taken from the annual performance appraisal. 
Concentrate on just one or two important objectives. 
Move on to others only when these have been 
accomplished. 
 

Information I 
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Typical Development Objectives Here are some examples of development objectives 

that meet the four criteria. 
 

Example 1 “Our objectives are to review your progress on each 
topic discussed during the quarterly review and to 
observe your application of core messages to check 
that it fits provider-identified needs.” 
 

Example 2 “As part of your plan to increase results, you 
identified a need to establish a specific call objective 
for each PBC discussion and note results on the 
provider's card. The call objective will state what you 
want the provider to agree to do. Your notes should 
include indicators of progress and call objectives for 
subsequent visits.” 
 

Example 3 “Two objectives for this field visit are to assess your 
progress with the (xyz) program for in (provider or 
hospital) and to observe your use of supportive 
materials for (abc) products or services.” 
 

Example 4 “You’re working to increase the call frequency rate to 
at least XX per day. We’ll review your new planning 
system and your progress in applying it.” 
 

Example 5 “Our objectives for this trip are to check on the status 
of [Product] at your provider/ hospitals and analyze 
your second quarter performance in relation to your 
annual statement of objectives.” 
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1. Choose two of your supervising's Field 
Representatives. 

2. Use the two worksheets here to record your field 
visit plans for each. 

3. After you have completed the two worksheets, 
discuss your work with a colleague. 

 
Field Representative 1  

1. Reason for field visit 

 

 

 

2. Sources of information to 
review 

 

 

3. Potential benefits of a field visit 
for the: 

Field Representative 
 
 
 

Company 
 
 
 
You, the Supervisor 
 
 

 

 

4. Possible development 
objectives reflecting the 4 
criteria 
 
 

 
 

 

Practice 
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Field Representative 2  

1. Reason for field visit 

 

 

 

2. Source of information to review 

 
 

 

3. Potential benefits of a field visit 
for the: 

Field Representative 
 
 
 

Company 
 
 
 
You, the Supervisor 
 
 

 

 

4. Possible development 
objectives reflecting the 4 
criteria 
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Joint Planning for 
 Field Visits 

When you arrive for a field visit with little notice or 
preparation, Field Representatives are likely to think 
that you have come to spy on them and find faults. 
The purpose of field visits is not to police events but 
to support and reinforce good performance. Joint 
planning between you and the Field Representative 
helps reinforce this message. 
 

 
 
 
 

 Below is a partial list of preparation steps you may 
need to complete before a field visit. Review the list 
and add your own ideas to it using the worksheet on 
the next page. Then share your ideas with a 
colleague. 
 

What you need to do • Prepare your field visit development and business 
objectives. 

• Call about one week before the visit and ask for 
the Field Representative's development 
objectives. 

• Explain your field visit development and business 
objectives. 

• Ask if there is anything you can bring or do on the 
field visit to help the Field Representative. 

• Ask if there are likely to be foreseeable problems 
with achieving what is wanted from the visit—for 
example, provider canceling appointment. 

• Review development and business objectives the 
night before the field visit. 

 

Information 

Practice 

I 
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What you need to do  
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 Field Representatives should prepare for a field visit 
as well. Below is a partial list of preparation steps you 
should ask Field Representatives to complete before 
a field visit. Review the list and add your own ideas 
below. Then share your ideas with your colleagues. 
 

What the Field Representative 
needs to do 

• Review most recent sales and call data. 

• Plan a normal day allowing time for coaching after 
each call when possible. 

• Review last field visit report. 

• Define development objectives. 

• Review Supervisor's development and business 
objectives. 

• Plan for any special activities. 

 
What the Field Representative 
needs to do 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Practice 
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 Below is a brief profile of a Field Representative. 
Prepare development objectives for the next field 
visit with this person. 
 

Field Representative profile • Worked the same territory for 4 years. 

• Has good service and product knowledge. 

• Sales results are flat, all products not growing. 

• Presents same promotional message to all 
Providers, without taking into account the 
adoption continuum 

• Providers never ask questions. 
 

Field visit development objectives  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Colleague review Review your objectives with a colleague using the 
criteria on the next page.  

 
 
 
 

Practice 
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Colleague Review Checklist 

 Can all of the development objectives be 
accomplished on a single field visit? 

 Are development objectives prioritized? 

 Are the development objectives relevant to the 
Field Representative’s profile? 

 Do the development objectives address the 
problems contained in the profile? 

• Sales plateau 

• Provider's lack of involvement 

• Field Representative's motivation after 4 years 
in the territory 

• PBCCommunication skills  

(Why is the Field Representative using the 
same message? 

What questions are asked to the providers?) 
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Example The Field Visit Plans presented below and on the next 

page illustrate how objectives and plans can be 
concisely summarized on one page. 
 
 

Example Field Visit Plan 1: (Before involving the Field Representative) 
 

Field Representative Charles Lewis Work Date 9 Feb 13 

Supervisor Objectives 

1. Ensure questioning and listening skills meet performance standards. 

2. Reinforce benefits of giving provider informed choice. 
 

Supervisor Preparations 

1. Review field visit reports for last 4 visits—look for improvement in using 
informed choice approach. 

2. Analyze call frequency data for target providers for last 6 months. 
 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Field Representative Preparations 
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Example Field Visit Plan 2: (After joint planning with the Field Representative) 
 

Field Representative James Brown Work Date 28 Mar 13 

Supervisor Objectives 

Observe: 

1. Use of reprint for [Product] meets the performance standards. 

2. Opening call is linked to patient profile of discussion. 
 

Supervisor Preparations 

1. Review performance standards from "Provider Behavior Change 
COMMUNICATION" course. 

2. Review performance standards regarding openings from " Provider 
Behavior Change COMMUNICATION " course. 

 
 

Field Representative Objectives 

1. Demonstrate use of benefits and informed choice perspective in all product 
discussions. 

 
 
 

Field Representative Preparations 

1. Select appropriate reprints. 

2. Plan discussions based on previous call notes in progress planner. 

3. Prepare a role play for practice in the morning before calling on providers. 
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Use the two blank "Field Visit Plan" forms on the next 
two pages to prepare field visit plans for two of your 
Field Representatives. Complete only the areas for 
Supervisor Objectives and Preparations. 
 
 

  

 
 

After completing both forms, discuss with a colleague 
your thinking behind objectives and preparation 
steps. Make refinements as needed. 
 

 
 

Performance Self-Check 
 

Performance Discussion 
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Field Visit Plan 
 

Field Representative Work Date 

Supervisor’s Objectives 

Supervisor’s Preparations 

Field Representative Objectives 

Field Representative Preparations 
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Field Visit Plan 
 

Field Representative Work Date 

Supervisor’s Objectives 

Supervisor’s Preparations 

Field Representative Objectives 

Field Representative Preparations 
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 Consider how you will implement the concepts 
presented in this module. 
 

  What changes need be made in the way I plan for 
field visits? 

 Do I need to gather more information? 

 Do I need to identify more sources of 
information? 

 How well do I use communication channels to 
gain Field Representatives’ involvement in 
planning for field visits? 

 Can I make better use of memos, either on paper 
or e-mail, to involve Field Representatives in 
planning for field visits? 

 How will I inform Field Representatives of my 
development and business objectives? 

 How will I keep my manager informed of field visit 
planning? 

 

 
 

 On the following page is a checklist you can use when 
planning field visits. 
 

Action Checklist 
 

Performance Aids 
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 Planning the visit 

  Establish what business issues need to be addressed 
during a field visit. 

 Establish what knowledge or skills are to be observed. 

 Plan all field visits with Field Representatives. 

 Jointly write the development objectives for each visit, 
remembering to give the Field Representative's 
development objectives the highest priority. Reinforce 
Field Representatives when their objectives match yours. 

 Review development and business objectives before 
the visit. 

 Ensure the Field Representative understands the intention of the visit,  

the place and the time. 

 Collect all information and supporting materials 
required for the visit—e.g., company documents, sales 
results, planning documents. 

 
 



 
 
        

MODULE 3 

Scheduling 
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 Scheduling your time to allow for frequent field visits 
is likely to be a major challenge. There are meetings 
to attend, reports to write, budgets to prepare.  
 
The focus of this module is on the scheduling of your 
field visits so they fit within the actual time you have 
available. It presents criteria to be considered when 
distributing your field visit time across all your Field 
Representatives. 
 

 
 

 When you have completed this module, you will be 
able to: 
 
• Analyze field visit frequency needs of your team 

to ensure that all receive their fair share of your 
time. 
 

• Recognize and avoid common mistakes 
supervisors make in distributing field visit time. 
 

• Complete a year’s schedule for visits with all your 
Field Representatives to support their 
development. 

 
 
 

Conducting Follow-up
Scheduling
•Professional
representative and
district manager
considerations

•Scheduling guidelines

Planning

 
 

 

Introduction 
 

Learning Objective 
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Field Visit Distribution 
Management 

Your field visit schedule should be aligned with the % 
in field described in your objectives and should be a 
balanced distribution of your time throughout the 
year. 
 

Every country has standards (= how good looks like)  
for scheduling field visits. In addition, you should 
have personal standards to ensure optimal support 
for all your Field Representatives. This may demand 
more field visits with some Field Representatives than 
your country standards expect. That means 
scheduling your time in such a way that you see all 
your Field Representatives, not focusing on only a 
few. 
When scheduling your field visits consider these 
questions for a productive and fair time distribution: 

 
• Are you spending too much time with the 

good performers? 

• Do you spend too much time with people who 
have performance problems? 

• Do you tend to spend too much time with Field 
Representatives who work in the same region as 
you live? 

• Could any of your Field Representatives claim you 
are never around? 

• Are you seeing each Field Representative in a 
variety of situations? 

• Do you have a personal bias that leads you to 
spend more time than necessary with some 
people and not enough time with others? 

• Are you spending enough time with newly hired  
Field Representatives? 

 
 

Information 

 
I 
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Guidelines for Scheduling 
 

This list of guidelines is a thinking process for 
scheduling field visits. This list reflects the best 
practices exhibited by many supervision managers. 

• Your management requires you to visit each Field 
Representative at least once per month, or maybe 
a certain number per quarter or per year. 

• Your personal requirement is to not let xx weeks 
go by without seeing an individual representative. 

• Assess each representative’s experience and 
performance to determine their need for support, 
especially for coaching. 

• Based on the assessment, determine how many 
days per month or per quarter each 
representative ‘deserves’. 

• Add the days for all your team. 

• Prioritize the representatives based on their 
experience and performance profiles. 

• You’ll have the biggest gain with your middle 
performers and should spend most of your 
coaching time with them. But never forget to 
spend time with high performers (to keep them 
motivated and to share best practice) and your 
less performers (to manage them up or out) 

• Determine the number of days you have 
available. 

• Considering individual needs, priorities, their 
locations in the district and your availability, you 
are now ready to create a schedule for field visits. 

 
 

 Proceed to the practice on the next page to apply 
these guidelines. 
 

 
 

Practice 
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Practice 1 

 
The chart on the next page illustrates field visits 
made by a Supervisor with four of the seven in total, 
Field Representatives during one year. Below are 
brief profiles of the four Field Representatives 
included on the chart. 
 

Representative 1 Having recently joined the team from another 
company, she has good experience and seems to 
work well on her own. Her field assignment began in 
March, in a territory near by. 
 

Representative 2 A senior Field Representative, this person has been 
with the company many years. In fact, he trained his 
last manager some ten years ago. His performance, 
though never outstanding, gives no reason for 
concern. He lives the farthest away. 
 

Representative 3 This is an extremely ambitious Field Representative 
who is seeking promotion. He values contact with his 
Supervisor, but tends to take constructive feedback 
defensively. Besides investing a lot of time and effort 
in the job, he seeks opportunities to claim credit 
whenever possible. This Field Representative lives 
almost as far away as Representative 2. 
 

Representative 4 This person, who lives very near by, is constantly 
calling for help and advice, and so seems to take up a 
lot of the manager's time. The Field Representative’s 
results are not satisfactory in a territory with strong 
growth trends for competitive products and services. 
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Practice 1, Field Visit Plan 

In this practice example, the country standard is to 
work with each Field Representative at least once 
every two months. The Supervisor’s personal goal is 
to work with each Field Representative once every 
five weeks. 

What are your observations about how this 
Supervisor distributed field visit time?  Note your 
observations in the space provided. 
 

Reps Months 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1   X X X        

2      X X     X 

3 X X  X  X X   X X X 

4 X X X X X  X  X X X  

5             

6             

7             

 
Observations  
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Feedback, Practice 1 When we look at the distribution of field visits for 

these four Field Representatives, we can see some of 
the unintentional reasoning that may have been 
applied. Compare your reactions with this additional 
information. 
 

Representative 1 The Supervisor saw her each of the first three months 
when she joined the company. Since then, as a result 
of her general competence and desire to work alone, 
it has been tempting to concentrate on what seem 
like other priorities. The Supervisor has not followed 
either the country or his personal standards. The 
Supervisor is out of touch with this Field 
Representative. 
 

Representative 2 This experienced Field Representative has seen it all 
and has settled into a well-established niche. 
Although the Field Representative frequently meets 
his targets, the Supervisor has tried to increase 
motivation because it is felt he could improve. The 
Field Representative, however, seems not to respond. 
The Supervisor feels frustrated by this. There are no 
real problems, and as he lives the farthest distance 
away, it is easy to attend to more urgent matters. The 
Supervisor has not followed either the country or his 
personal standards for frequency of field visits. 
 

Representative 3 
 

Because this Field Representative values field visits, 
makes requests for them, organizes the day well, and 
fits in with the manager's schedule, he has a high 
frequency of visits. The Supervisor has found these 
easy and rewarding days, and so has spent extra time 
with this Field Representative. He has over-scheduled 
time with this person. 
 

Representative 4 
 

This Field Representative is constantly requesting 
assistance and guidance. Because it is so convenient, 
the Supervisor gives a disproportionate amount of 
time. Other Field Representatives may well think, “To 
get support from our manager I need to be ambitious, 
a nuisance, or live nearby.” 

Practice 2 A Supervisor with a group of seven Field 
Representatives put together a plan to distribute field 
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visit time. Here is some background information on 
each Field Representative. 
 

Representative 1: An average performer who lives close by. 
 

Representative 2: Another average performer. Making a field visit to 
work with this person requires overnight travel. 
 

Representative 3: A slightly above average Field Representative who 
lives farthest away. 
 

Representative 4: A new Field Representative who joined the district in 
January and lives only minutes away. 
 

Representative 5: A senior Field Representative, above average in all 
respects, who lives far enough away to require an 
overnight stay. 
 

Representative 6: A Field Representative with several years’ experience, 
with  performance is below average and who lives in 
the same town as the Supervisor. 
 

Representative 7: A Field Representative whose performance is always 
just below targets and who is not a particularly 
pleasant person to be with. Working with this person 
requires over an hour of travel each way. 
 

Standards: 
 
 
 
 
Other Factors: 

The company standards are to work with each Field 
Representative at least eight times per year. This 
manager’s personal standard is to be with all 
representatives at least every six weeks. 
 
The Supervisor had several meetings in February that 
limited field visits. Also, meetings and interviewing 
prevented the manager from working with all Field 
Representatives every month. 
 

Instructions, Part 1 Review the Supervisor’s field visits from January 
through May and note below your observations for 
each of the Field Representatives compared to the 
guidelines.  
 

 
Practice 2, continued 
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Reps Months 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

1 X  X X X 

2 X  X  X 

3 X     

4 X X X X X 

5 X   X  

6 X X X X X 

7 X    X 

 
Observations  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practice 2, continued 
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Feedback, Part 1 You may have noted in the January through May time 
period: 

 

• The Supervisor tended to spend too much time 
with Field Representatives 1, 4 and 6. All of them 
live near by. 

• Time allocated for Field Representative 2 seems 
right, considering the company’s and the 
Supervisor’s personal standards. 

• Representative 3 deserves more frequent 
reinforcement and coaching, despite the travel 
distance. 

• By only visiting with Representative 5 two times, 
opportunities were missed for learning about 
highly effective practices and for reinforcing 
them. 

• The reason to see Representative 6 each month is 
to observe behavior and determine his willingness 
and ability to improve. 

• Representative 7 needed more time with the 
manager, yet got the second least attention. 
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Practice 2,continued 
 
Instructions, Part 2 Complete the field visit schedule for the remainder of 

the year as if you were the district manager. 
 

 When you are finished, discuss your completed 
schedule with a colleague. 

 

Reps Months 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1 X  X X X        

2 X  X  X        

3 X            

4 X X X X X        

5 X   X         

6 X X X X X        

7 X    X        
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Practice 2, continued 
 
Feedback, Part 2 On the next page is an example of a field visit 

schedule for the remainder of the year. 
 

 Representative Comments 
 1 Spread apart visits to allow more 

time for others. 
 

 2 Continue the previous normal 
pattern. 
 

 3 This representative has a good 
probability for significant 
performance improvement 
through coaching. 
 

 4 Now that this person is progressing 
well, it is time to shift to a normal 
pattern. 
 

 5 More frequent field visits with this 
representative provide an 
opportunity to learn about and 
reinforce effective practices, and 
to make those practices available 
to other representatives in the 
district. 
 

 6 Continued observation is required 
for assessment of ability to 
perform. 
 

 7 Continued observation is required 
for assessment of ability to 
perform. 
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Reps Months 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1 X  X X X  X  X  X  

2 X  X  X  X  X  X  

3 X     X X  X  X  

4 X X X X X  X  X  X X 

5 X   X  X  X  X  X 

6 X X X X X X X  X X X X 

7 X    X X X X X X X X 
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Handling Conflicting Needs All Field Representatives need their fair share of your 
field visit time allocation within the year. But “fair 
share” does not mean “the same.” A new hire, for 
example, will initially need extra field visit time. 
Anticipating well in advance all the demands on your 
time, including meetings and holidays, will help you 
to plan more effectively. 
 

 The chart below provides examples of conflicting 
needs and how they may be handled. Add your ideas 
to the chart. 

 

Situation Demands Actions 

Newly hired Field 
Representative 

Product, service and 
disease knowledge 
application and skills 
development 

Plan time in first year for 
more frequent visits 

Above average performer Reinforcement, learn 
about best practices 

Arrange as usual; plan 
ahead. 

Below average performer Evaluation and 
development 

Plan time for more 
frequent visits 

Meetings Unavailable Put these dates in diary 
and plan around them  

Holidays Unavailable Put these dates in diary 
and plan around them 

Interviewing, 
administration days 

Unavailable Put these dates in diary 
and plan around them 

Add your additional ideas 

 

  

Information 
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  Using the simulated calendar below, apply the 

considerations from page 55 and guidelines from 
page 56 to prepare a field visit schedule for your 
district. 

 After completing your calendar, discuss it with a 
colleague for any needed refinement. 

 
 

Reps Months 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

1             

2             

3             

4             

5             

6             

7             

8             

9             

10             

 
 
 
 

Performance Self-Check 
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 Consider your schedule of field visits over the past 
year and your planned schedule for the coming year, 
and ask yourself :  
 

 Do I need to identify my country standards for 
frequency of field visits? 

 

 Do I need to develop personal standards for 
frequency of field visits? 

 

 Can I identify how many, when, and with whom I 
have conducted field visits over the past year? 

 

 Am I spending too much time with some Field 
Representatives, and not enough time with 
others? 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Action Checklist 
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 Here are some tips to keep in mind when scheduling 
field visits. 
 

 • Spend time with Field Representatives who really 
need you—by your determination or theirs. 
 

• Don’t neglect more experienced representatives 
and representatives who are performing well. 

 
 • Following a new project release or major 

marketing strategy change, immediate field time 
with every representative should be a high 
priority. 
 

• Base your schedule on each Field Representative's 
level of development needs. 
 

 • Alter or arrange your schedule according to 
current problems or opportunities in a territory. 
 

• Schedule visits to coincide with quarterly reviews. 
 

• Make adjustments when you sense a change in a 
Field Representative's behavior, whether positive 
or negative. 
 

• Plan each month's field visit itinerary using last 
month's actual, annual holidays, meeting 
schedules, and routing schedules. 
 

• Review each quarter your field visits frequencies 
for all Field Representatives to ensure adequate 
attention to everyone. 

 
 
 

Performance Aids 



 

 
 

MODULE 4 
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 The success of the field visit depends on your ability 
to observe behavior and give carefully considered 
feedback by coaching or counseling.   
The intention here is to fine-tune and supplement 
your existing skills. Detailed training in coaching and 
counseling is covered in a separate course entitled 
"Coaching Basics."   

  

 
When you have completed this module, you will be 
able to: 
 

• Cite the five actions that are likely to provide a 
good start to the day. 

• Cite the four actions needed prior to each 
provider visit. 

• Cite at least eight personal behaviors that are 
important for the Supervisor to exhibit 
throughout the field visit. 

• List the three actions to summarize the day with 
the Field Representative. 

 
 
 

Scheduling Follow-up
Conducting
•Prepare for the day
•Prepare for each call
•Exhibit supporting
behaviors

•Summarize the day

Planning

 

Introduction 
 

Learning Objective 
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Module Overview This module covers the conduct of the field visit, from 

the start of the day, through all the provider visits, to 
the conclusion of the day.   

• First we will look at how the day begins. The 
starting point is the review of the day's plans with 
the Field Representative. 

• Next we consider the skills of observing 
behavior—that is, the things people do and say. 

• During the day there are many opportunities for 
the Supervisor to assist the Field Representative.  

• Following the provider visit the Supervisor should 
give feedback. Coaching is an essential part of 
giving feedback. We look at some rules for 
reinforcing performance and some situations 
where these rules apply. 

• Finally, we consider how the day can be 
summarized. 

 
 
 

 
 

Conclude
the Day

Make
Calls

Begin
the Day

• Review
plans

• Clarify
expectations

• Agree on
activities

• Observe calls

• Note
observations

• Provide feedback
and
reinforcement

• Summarize
results

• Discuss
follow-up
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Exercise List below your own activities for starting the field 
visit day with a Field Representative.  If you have not 
made field visits yet, think about the activities your 
former district manager might have followed when 
starting a field visit with you. 
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Reviewing Plans for the Day Before the first provider visit of the day it is 

important for you and the Field Representative to 
have some time together to prepare.  Here are some 
suggestions for productively starting the day. 
 

At the beginning of the day 1. Get an early start to allow plenty of time for 
discussing the plans for the day before the first 
provider visit. 

2. Review development objectives. 

3. Review your business objectives. 

4. Discuss the schedule for the day. 

5. Review times and logistics. 

6. Ask and answer any questions. 

Compare this list of activities with your list of 
activities for the start of the day. 
 

 

Information I 
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Exercise List below your own activities preceding each 

provider visit.  If you have not made field visits yet, 
discuss with other Supervisors about the activities 
regularly followed before each provider visit. 
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Before each provider visit Before every provider visit it is important that you 

and the Field Representative understand and agree 
upon the provider visit objectives, how the 
development objective applies, and your respective 
roles during the provider visit. 

1. Review background information on the provider. 

2. Review the provider’s current perspectives and 
needs for the products or services planned. 

3. Confirm the Field Representative's provider visit 
objectives. 

4. Discuss anticipated difficulties and how they will 
be handled. 

 

Review
Background

Review
Customer
Needs

Confirm
Call
Objectives

Anticipate
Difficulties

 
 

Compare these activities with your list of activities to 
prepare for each provider visit. 
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Observing Behavior Once the provider visit begins it is your responsibility 

to observe the behaviors of the Field Representative 
and the provider.  Your mental recording of their 
interactions will be useful later in giving feedback to 
the Field Representative on what happened during 
the provider visit. 
 
Avoid judgments. Behaviors are actions taken and 
words spoken.  Only the things people do and say are 
behavior. They can be observed, seen or heard, and 
any number of people would agree on what was said 
or done. Behavior can be recorded accurately. The 
reason for focusing on behavior is that it helps avoid 
disagreements over opinions or interpretations. 
 

 
 
 

 In the spaces below add your own examples of 
positive and to improve behaviors. 
 

Examples of Positive Behaviors 
Observed 

• Asked an open question. 

• Described the patient's disability. 

Your Ideas •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

  

Practice 
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Examples of to improve Behaviors 
Observed 

• Held materials so the provider had to lean 
forward. 

• Talked so softly the provider twice asked for 
repetition of what was said. 

Your Ideas •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  

 •  _______________________________________  
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Feedback Here are some examples of positive and to improve 

behaviors you might have noted during a provider 
visit. 
 

Positive behaviors • Stated what was understood by the provider's 
response. 

• Converted features into benefits. 

• Reminded the provider the informed choice. 

• Introduced the Supervisor. 

• Pointed with a pen to a place on the literature 
where the appropriate data was presented. 

• Smiled/laughed at humorous statements by the 
provider. 

• Looked at the provider while talking. 

 
 

To improve behaviors • Didn’t adjust the content to the adoption ladder. 

• Talked while searching the materials. 

• Did not answer the question asked. 

• Began talking while the provider was reading a 
patient chart. 

 
 Add more positive and to improve behaviors and 

discuss with a colleague. 
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Managing Your Own Behavior 
During Field Visits 

 
 
Besides observing the Field Representatives' and 
providers' behaviors, you need to be conscious of 
your own behavior.  The way you behave can 
reinforce a positive working relationship with the 
Field Representative or undermine all of your good 
intentions. 
 

 Here are some suggestions for appropriate Supervisor 
behavior during field visits.  
 

Behaviors to exhibit                 
                                                 
 
                                                 
 

 

 

           
 
                                                

 

 

 

1. Act as an extra set of eyes and ears for the Field 
Representative in order to help the professional 
recall later what was said and done. 

2. Sit out of the direct visual line between the Field 
Representative and provider in order to observe 
without distracting either. 

3. Minimize your involvement.  If the provider 
directs a question to you, answer it, and then 
redirect the discussion to the Field 
Representative. 

4. Let the Field Representative schedule the day, 
recognizing that this planning is also part of their 
development. 

5. Act as a consultant to the Field Representative.  
Offer to help with problems without imposing 
your views. 

6. Coach promptly following a provider visit. 

7. Give appropriate positive reinforcement for 
continued development. 

8. Recognize and reinforce observed previous 
development skills. 

9. Act as a role model.  Show rather than tell. 

Information  
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Behaviors to exhibit,               
continued 
 
                                                 
 

 

 

                                               
 

 

10. At the end of the day summarize 
accomplishments compared to expectations. 

11. Show enthusiasm.  If you aren’t enthusiastic 
about the job, how can you expect the Field 
Representative to be enthusiastic? 

12. Listen to the Field Representative.  When you’re 
not sure about what the Field Representative 
means, ask—don’t assume. 

13. Coach or counsel, as warranted, in a neutral, 
unemotional, and professional manner. 

14. Ask for any questions or concerns.  Conclude with, 
“What else can I do to help you?” 

15. Jointly decide on actions to be taken and dates 
for the next field visit. 

 
  

Behaviors to avoid                 
 

                                                
 

                                                 
 
 
 

                                                
 

 

 

1. Writing notes when the Field Representative and 
provider are talking (distracting). 

2. Being used routinely to help with particularly 
difficult providers (does not encourage the Field 
Representative to fulfill his role). 

3. Telling the Field Representative what to do and 
say (runs the risk of them becoming dependent 
on you). 

4. Focusing exclusively on the negatives (damage the 
Field Representative’s self-esteem). 

5. Ignoring or minimizing negative behavior 
(encourages its continuation). 

6. Correcting a Field Representative during the 
provider visit. (Unless it's critical, and then do it 
with tact!  Remember, the Field Representative 
has to return to see that provider.) 
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Exercise Read through once more the behaviors to exhibit and 
avoid.  Beside each behavior, note a C, S, or N 
indicating: 

C—I do this Consistently. 
 

S—I do this Sometimes. 
 

N—I Never do this. 
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 The Supervisor has great influence over the day and 
can take certain actions to assure a successful visit.  
 
Below are five valuable behaviors. For each one, 
develop two examples based on your experience: 
 
1. An example of how behaving in this way can be 

beneficial. 
2. An example of how failing to behave in this way 

can have negative consequences. 
 

The first example is done for you to illustrate this 
practice exercise. 
 

Behavior 1 
Focus on behavior—who said what and who did 
what—without placing an immediate interpretation 
on the observed event. For example, “The doctor 
asked two questions together.  He asked if taking the 
drug with food was necessary and what about 
interactions with some specific other medication.”  As 
opposed to, “The doctor seemed ready to prescribe.” 
 
Beneficial consequence: 
 

Concentrating on exactly what was said and done 
helps to analyze situations more comprehensively.  
Describing the observed performance prevents 
jumping to conclusions or an opinion. 
 
Negative consequence of failing to behave in this 
way: 

A question by the provider could indicate a concern, a 
readiness to prescribe, or even a way to stop the Field 
Representative’s discussion.  What other signals were 
given, verbally and nonverbally?  Without verification, 
an incorrect conclusion might occur.  Also, accurate 
behavioral description avoids debate over opinions or 
interpretations. 

 

Practice 
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Behavior 2 
Avoid intrusion into the Field Representative and 
provider interaction unless it is necessary to correct 
an error or respond to a question directed to you. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
  
  
  
  
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
  
  
  
  
  

 

Behavior 3 
Jointly decide on follow-up actions the Field 
Representative undertakes. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
  
  
  
  
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
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Behavior 4 
At the end of the day summarize accomplishments 
compared to expectations. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
  
  
  
  
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
  
  
  
  
  

 

Behavior 5 
Maintain neutral body posture, facial expression, and 
voice tone when coaching. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
  
  
  
  
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
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Feedback 
All your beneficial consequences should, in some way, 
make it easier for the Field Representative to 
understand and achieve their and your development 
objectives.  The beneficial consequences should show 
your concern to remove obstacles and constraints. 
 

 Check that your examples of negative consequences 
are not simply the reverse of the beneficial 
consequences.  For example, “Field Representative 
learns how to handle a difficult situation,” and, “Field 
Representative does not learn how to handle the 
situation.” 

You will find it easier to derive these negative 
consequences if you put yourself in the Field 
Representative's position.  If applicable, try to recall 
your own experiences as a Field Representative:  
“How did I feel a few years ago when the Supervisor 
intervened in my conversation with the provider?” 
 

  

Behavior 2 
Avoid intrusion into the Field Representative and 
provider interaction unless it is necessary to correct 
an error or respond to a question directed to you. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
 

 Field Representatives get an opportunity to show 
their knowledge and skill. 

  
Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
 

 You undermine the Field Representative’s credibility 
with the provider. 
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Feedback, continued 
 

 

Behavior 3 

 
Jointly decide on follow-up actions the Field 
Representative undertakes. 
 

 Beneficial consequence: 
 Encourages the Field Representative to think openly 

and explore ideas together. 
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
 Telling the Field Representative what to do says you 

believe he is not capable of creating good follow-up 
actions. 

  

Behavior 4 
At the end of the day summarize accomplishments 
compared to expectations. 

  

 Beneficial consequence: 
 Helps the Field Representative realize his 

accomplishments. 
  

 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
 The Field Representative does not hear confirmation 

that you recognize all his accomplishments. 
  

Behavior 5 
Maintain neutral body posture, facial expression, and 
voice tone when coaching 

  

 Beneficial consequence: 
 Encourages the Field Representative to think 

creatively. 
  
 Negative consequence of failing to behave in this way: 
 Showing your biases tells the Field Representative 

what to do.  This leads to dependence on you and 
your workload increases. 
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The Post-Provider visit Discussion 
Guidelines 

Conducting an effective post-provider visit discussion 
is a pivotal step in the field visit.  It is your 
opportunity to discuss specific behaviors while they 
are fresh in both your and the Field Representative's 
memory. 
 

Timing Coach as close to the event as possible. 

Accuracy Coach based on an accurate behavioral observation. 

Location Ensure the location is private. 

Practice Begin coaching after the first provider visit so there 
will be an opportunity to carry out the follow-up 
actions in provider visits later in the day. 

Responsiveness to Field 
Representatives 

Listen and respond to the Field Representative's own 
interpretation of performance based on the 
coaching. 

Confirmation Seek confirmation that the Field Representative 
values the coaching and agree to take follow-up 
actions in later provider visits. 

Motivations Give positive reinforcement for incremental 
improvements to encourage the Field 
Representative’s continuing efforts. 

Quantity Limit coaching to a small number of subjects to allow 
complete concentration and focusing by the Field 
Representative. 

 

Information 

 
I 
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Exercise Discuss the list of guidelines on the previous page 

with your colleagues. In the space below, note how 
applying the guidelines benefit the Field 
Representative and the Supervisor. 
 
 

Guidelines Benefits from applying the guidelines 

Timing Rep: 

Mgr: 

Accuracy Rep: 

Mgr: 

Location Rep: 

Mgr: 

Practice Rep: 

Mgr: 

Responsiveness to Field 
Representatives 

Rep: 

Mgr: 

Confirmation Rep: 

Mgr: 

Motivations Rep: 

Mgr: 

Quantity Rep: 

Mgr: 
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Reinforcing Behavior When discussing a provider visit it is important to 

reinforce those behaviors you want the Field 
Representative to continue, and discourage those 
behaviors you want the Field Representative to stop.  
There are five basic rules for reinforcing and 
discouraging behavior. 
 

  
 Rule 1.  People will be more likely to repeat a 

behavior if it is followed by a pleasant event. 
 
Rule 2.  People are more likely to imitate behaviors of 

people they admire—people they view as 
having status or success. 
 

Rule 3.  People will usually repeat negative behavior if 
no unpleasant event follows. 
 

Rule 4.  People will be less likely to repeat a behavior 
if it is followed by an unpleasant event.  
 

Rule 5.  People will be less likely to repeat a positive 
behavior if it is followed by nothing at all 
(that is, it is ignored). 
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 For the following examples, write the number of the 
rule that is illustrated. 
 

 ____ I tried out that new idea of yours and the 
provider did not like it at all. 

 
 ____ I saw a colleague make the presentation to 

the providers at the group meeting. It was 
very successful. I think I will try that technique 
next time. 

 
 ____ It was certainly worth listening to what he 

had to say . . . I know he has very good results 
in this area. 

 
 ____ I have asked my manager several times now 

for some assistance with this. He says he will 
help but then never gets around to it. I won't 
ask again. 

 
 ____ The Supervisor said that because we had such 

a good day he was going to drop in on me 
next week as well. 

 
 ____ Usually I don’t look forward to field visits from 

my manager, but last time the day went so 
well that I am looking forward to the next 
time. 

 
 ____ My manager wants me to complete 

paperwork after each provider visit, but he 
never says anything when I don’t do it. 

 
 

Practice 
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Feedback Check your answers with these. 

 
 4 I tried out that new idea of yours and the 

provider did not like it at all. 
 

 2 I saw a colleague make the presentation to 
the providers at the group meeting. It was 
very successful. I think I will try that technique 
next time. 

 
 2 It was certainly worth listening to what he 

had to say . . . I know he has very good results 
in this area. 

 
 5 I have asked my manager several times now 

for some assistance with this. He says he will 
help but then never gets around to it. I won't 
ask again. 

 
 4 The Supervisor said that because we had such 

a good day he was going to drop in on me 
next week as well. 

 
 1 Usually I don’t look forward to field visits from 

my manager, but last time the day went so 
well that I am looking forward to the next 
time. 

 
 3 My manager wants me to complete 

paperwork after each provider visit, but he 
never says anything when I don’t do it. 
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Guidelines for Summarizing the 
Day 

 

After all provider visits and their feedback discussions 
have been completed for the day, it is important to 
summarize the total field visit. 

1. Restate the development and business objectives 
of the day. 

2. List behaviors plus positive results supporting 
both the development objectives and business 
objectives. 

3. Identify relevant behaviors omitted, incomplete 
or incorrectly applied. 

 
Examples of Statements Beginning 
the Summary 

• Your creativity was evident today. You did...(List 
behaviors seen.) ...(List behaviors seen.) 

• Your problem-solving ability was at its best. With 
Dr. Martin you ... ...(List behaviors seen.) 

• You know your people well, and they expressed 
appreciation for your efforts and your willingness 
to help.  In the case of... ...(List behaviors seen.) 

• Today I saw evidence of improving relationships 
with your providers.  For instance ... 

• Your PBC communication skills were evident.  
Today you focused on... 

• An area we should continue to work on is … 

• An opportunity for further development is your use 
of … 

• As you noted after several provider visits today, 
some questions failed to get the information you 
sought.  You suggested … 

• At midday you pointed out your summary twice 
lacked a close.  Your provider visits during the 
afternoon all included a close and the response 
was positive in each one. 

• In three provider visits today we agreed your 
discussion of reprints omitted the methods 
section... 

 

Information  
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 Completing this performance check will help you put 
new ideas to work in your district immediately. When 
you have completed your answers, discuss them with 
a colleague. Once you are satisfied with your 
answers, discuss them with the manager. 
 

 List five actions that can get the day off to a good 
start. 
 
1.  
  
  
2.  
  
  
3.  
  
  
4.  
  
  
5.  
  
  
  

 List four actions taken before each provider visit. 
 
1.  
  
  
2.  
  
  
3.  
  
  
4.  
  

Performance Self-Check 
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Performance Self-Check, 
continued 

List eight behaviors that are important for the 
Supervisor. 
 
1.  
  
  
2.  
  
  
3.  
  
  
4.  
  
  
5.  
  
  
6.  
  
  
7.  
  
  
8.  
  

  
 List the three actions you can take to summarize the 

day with the Field Representative. 

1.  
  
  
2.  
  
  
3.  
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The Big Question 
 
 

 
There is one question you should always ask yourself 
at the end of a field visit day. 
 
 
 
Am I leaving the Field Representative 
encouraged to work well alone? 
 
 
 
 
 

 What can I do to answer "YES" to that question? 
  
  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 

Action Checklist 
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 A checklist for successfully conducting field visits: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Meet early with the Field Representative to 
review plans for the day. 

 Clarify expectations for the day. 

 Agree on activities for the Field Representative 
and Supervisor before each provider visit. 

 Observe the Field Representative and the 
customer during the provider visit. 

 Review, coach, counsel, and reinforce the  
Field Representative throughout the day. 

(see coaching basics training) 

 Summarize the field visit day and discuss plans for 
follow-up. 

 

 

Performance Aids 
 



 

 
 

MODULE 5 

Following Up 
 



 

  

                                                                                              

 Follow-up is a critical component in sustaining the 
gain from the field visit. It is a building block for the 
next field visit and a contribution to the Field 
Representative’s annual appraisal. 
 
This module presents ideas for reflecting and 
reporting on the day’s events and monitoring the 
performance improvement results. 
 
 
 

  

  

Introduction 

Learning Objective 

  
After completing this module, you will be able to: 
 
1. Prepare 2 field visit reports for Field 

Representatives with whom you recently 
worked. 

 

Each report will contain: 
• Behavioral descriptions of observations 
• Actions the Field Representative will take to 

maintain or continue development 
• Actions the Supervisor will take to support 

the Field Representative’s development 
• A method for monitoring performance 

development 
 
2. Discuss with your manager what makes a good 

day for both Field Representatives and their 
managers. 

 

 
 



 

   

 
Module Overview Good field visits end as they begin—with 

development objectives. Development objectives 
should be viewed as part of a continuous 
performance improvement strategy. As one field visit 
comes to a close, objectives for the next visit are 
prepared. 
 
Once the field visit is completed, the Field 
Representative continues working alone. Keeping in 
touch to monitor and reinforce performance takes 
planning and organization. This module will present 
suggestions on how to follow up. 

Finally, documenting the field visit gives you a 
reference point to return to on an ongoing basis, 
especially at performance appraisal time. 

Documentation need not be burdensome or detailed. 
Following the criteria we present will help you make 
sure your field visit reports are useful for you and the 
Field Representative. 
 
The diagram here summarizes the key components of 
follow-up. 

  
  
 
 

Scheduling Conducting

Follow-up
• Describe behaviors
• Professional

representative’s
follow-up

• District manager’s
follow-up

• Monitoring actions

Planning

 
 



 

  

 
 

Field Visit Reports Concise, well-prepared field visit reports are 
invaluable documents for tracking skill development 
of Field Representatives and your efforts to help 
them succeed. They need not be burdensome or 
time-consuming.  
 

Purpose The primary purposes of the field visit report are: 

• To document performance issues. 

• To motivate by recognizing and reinforcing 
desired performance. 

• To clarify goals and plans. 

• To supply useful information for preparation of 
annual performance reviews and performance 
development goals. 

• To supports laws, policies, regulations. 

• To assure continuity. 
 

Guidelines A well-prepared field visit report should be written in 
brief behavioral style and limited to one page, if at all 
possible. A suggested format is illustrated on the next 
page. 
 
 

 

Information 

 
I 



 

   

Suggested Format for Field Visit Reports 
Field Representative  Work Date  

Supervisor  Location 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 
 

Manager Objectives 
 
 
 

Observations (attach PBCC coaching sheet) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervisor   3) N+2 
 



 

  

Do’s and Don’ts for Field Visit Reports 
 

Do Don’t 

• Summarize the day's activities related to 
the agreed development objectives. 

• Note the location of the calls. 

• Focus on behavior. 

• Highlight areas of excellence and 
improvement. 

• Note any agreements, including follow-
up actions and completion dates. 

• Highlight opportunities for development. 

• Include a distribution list. 
 

• Describe the entire day’s activities in 
detail. 

• Use slang. 

• Make irrelevant personal comments. 

• Make inappropriate remarks about 
competitors. 

• Exaggerate specific strengths or 
weaknesses. 

• Threaten the Field Representative’s job 
security 

• Criticize providers’ personalities or 
abilities. 

• Criticize policies. 

 
 
 



 

   

 
 

 An example of a completed field visit report appears 
on the next page. Study this report, and then work 
with your colleagues to answer the questions below. 
 
When you have completed your discussion of this 
example, continue to Example 2 on page 111. 
 

Example 1 What, if anything, is missing from this report? 
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 What value has this report for the Field 

Representative and his/her manager?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 What would you add to make this report appropriate 

for your country? 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
Example Field Visit Report 1 

Practice 

 



 

  

 
Field Representative   Marilyn Schmidt Work Date 2 Feb 13 

Supervisor Carl White Location Backer 

Field Representative Objectives 
1. Use open questions to determine provider’s perspective of [product or service]. 
2. Demonstrate listening skills progress by using paraphrases and summaries. 
 

Manager Objectives 
Observe and assess time management as possible cause of decreased daily call average. 
 
 

Observations 
1. Open questions achieved objectives for all 4 providers in discussions of [product/service]. 

With 3 Providers, samples were requested for trials with patients taking [competing 
product]. One provider requested published evidence concerning dosage. 

2. Paraphrases and summaries were used properly in all discussions.  
3. Contingency planning lacking. Could see others, rather than wait long time (more than 1 

hour) for important doctor. 
 

Field Representative Actions 
1. Develop contingency plan for calls. 
2. Incorporate “benefits” into [product/services] discussions. 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
1. Review contingency planning. 
2. Identify “benefits” message for [product]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervisor   3) N+2 
 



 

  

Example Field Visit Report 2 
 
Field Representative   Ray Kirk Work Date 2 Feb 13 

Supervisor Helen Moss Location Area IV 

Field Representative Objectives 
1. Territory management planning: Provider priorities, routing. Discuss/review early a.m. 
2. Reprints—demonstrate use, get manager sign-off for PBCC. 

Supervisor Objectives 
Assign and discuss role for next district meeting. 
 
 

Observations 
1. Provider priorities based on Ray’s data analysis, supported by office observations and 

statements showing interest in [disease]. Well done! 
2. Satisfactorily met criteria for completing PBCC.  
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
1. Practice introductions to shorten time needed. 
2. Prepare to informed choice segment on [;;;] and chairing the workshop feedback 

discussion at next district meeting. 
3. Use “reasonable expectations” as means to give balanced perspective. Two providers 

stated appreciation for knowing what could go wrong and probability of occurrence. 
 

Supervisor Actions 
1. Observe introduction and open the call during next field visit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervising  Manager   3) N+2 
 



 

   

 
Example 2 What, if anything, is missing from this report? 
  
  
  
  
  
  

 What value has this report for the Field 
Representative and district manager? 

  
  
  
  

 What would you add to make this report appropriate 
for your country? 

  
  
  
  
  
  



 

  

Feedback 
 
Example 1 What, if anything, is missing from this report? 
  
 Methods of monitoring actions were not included 
  
  
  
  

  

 What value has this report for the Field 
Representative and Supervisor?  

 • documents performance issues and 
improvements 

 • clarifies goals and plans 
 • documents follow-up actions 
  
  
  
 What would you add to make this report appropriate 

for your country? 
  
  
  
  
  
  



 

   

Feedback 
 
Example 2 What, if anything, is missing from this report? 
 • No follow-up monitoring activities identified 
 • No follow-up actions identified for district 
 manager 
 • No identification of performance issues for 
 further development 
  

  
 What value has this report for the Field 

Representative and Supervisor?  
 • documents performance improvements 
 • clarifies rep’s goals and plans, and. manager’s 
 goals 
  
  
  
 What would you add to make this report appropriate 

for your country? 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 



 

  

 
 

 Use the blank form on the next page to write a field 
visit report for a Field Representative you have 
worked with recently. When finished, be sure to save 
it to use in your Performance Self-Check review with 
your colleague and then with your own manager. 
 
You may want to organize your thoughts in the space 
below before entering information on the worksheet. 
Refer to the guidelines in this module as you work. 
 

Notes  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Practice 



 

   

Field Visit Report 
 

Field Representative  Work Date  

Supervisor  Location 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 
 

Supervisor Objectives 
 
 
 

Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervisor   3) N+2 
 



 

  

 
 

Planning Objectives for the Next 
Visit 

Development is a continuous process. Each field visit 
should be a step up in the building of knowledge and 
skills. Periodic reinforcement of past achievements 
maintains progress. Ideally, all of this takes place in a 
smooth progression as shown in the diagram below. 
 

Development Continuum  
  

 
 
 

Follow-up

Conducting

Scheduling

Planning

Follow-up

Conducting

Scheduling

Planning

Time
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Criteria The criteria that apply to follow up development 

objectives you define at this point are the same ones 
we discussed in Module 2, Planning. Development 
objectives need to be: 
 
• Relevant to the job. 

 
• Specific, focused on behavior. 

 
• Manageable yet challenging. 

 
• In priority order. 

 
  

In addition to these criteria, follow-up development 
objectives should: 
 
• Enable the Field Representative to consolidate 

knowledge and skills. 
 

• Maintain consistency with previous development 
objectives. 
 

• Reflect the overall plan for the Field 
Representative’s development. 
 

 



 

  

 
Example  Development Objectives 

 
Our objectives for this trip were to check on the status 
of [Product/service] at your hospitals, review your 
second quarter performance with regard to your 
annual statement of objectives, and to observe your 
skill of using open questions to get providers involved. 
 

 Observations 
 
You found some gaps in the information about the 
informed choice in Safe Abortion centers (SAS). 
However, your performance measured against 
objectives during the second quarter showed 
considerable improvement and matched expectations. 
You followed the guidelines for effective use of open 
questions in two meetings with providers, but not with 
three others. 
 

 Follow up Development Objectives 
 
During our next field visit you suggested we work on 
three objectives: 1) to complete the information 
needed on the informed choice in SAS; 2) to continue 
the review your performance in relation to your 
annual statement of objectives; and 3) to observe 
your use of open questions to get providers involved. 

  
In this example, do the follow-up development 
objectives 
 
• Enable the Field Representative to consolidate 

knowledge and skills? 
 

• Maintain consistency with previous development 
objectives? 
 

• Reflect the overall plan for the Field 
Representative’s development? 
 

  

  

  



 

   

 
Feedback The follow-up development objectives met all the 

criteria. The Field Representative had met some 
objectives, but not all of them. So the development 
objectives for the next visit 

• Consolidated the Field Representative’s skill 
development needs. 

• Reinforced the original objectives. 

• Reflected the long-term plan for the Field 
Representative’s development. 

 
 



 

  

 
 

 Below are descriptions of two field visits. In the space 
provided, write follow up development objectives for 
the next field visit based on the criteria. 
 

Case 1 The objectives for this field visit were: 1) to observe 
the nurse advocate program for [Product/service]in 
City; and 2) to observe the Field Representative’s use 
of support materials in discussions of family Planning 
products and services. 
The results of the field visit were: 1) the nurse 
advocate program in City Hospital was progressing 
well, with new opportunities for seeing people and 
for making a contribution; 2) discussions of family 
Planning products and services were limited. Of the 
three calls that were planned, one was changed to 
meet the provider’s interest. The second opportunity 
lacked the proper introduction. After a coaching 
discussion and practice, all the criteria for effective 
use were met in the third provider call. 
 

 Based on this information, write follow-up 
development objectives for the next field visit. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Practice 



 

   

 
Case 2 Since the beginning of the year this Field 

Representative’s call frequency on targeted providers 
has increased from 2 to 3, well below the expected 5. 
The provider record cards and routing planner also 
showed little evidence of use.  
 
 

  
Based on this information, write follow-up 
development objectives for the next field visit. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

 
Feedback Development is a continuous process. Reinforcement 

of past achievements maintains progress.  
 

Case 1 In this situation, there is clearly a need to consolidate 
the knowledge and skills of the Field Representative.  
 
• The nurse advocate program seems to be 

functioning well. To reinforce this achievement, 
the objective for the next field visit should be to 
continue monitoring these results. 
 

• Since the Field Representative still has some 
difficulties using support materials, this objective 
will need to be repeated with continued coaching. 
 

Your suggested follow-up development objectives 
should not be a complete departure from the themes 
of the previous objectives. The need here is to build 
on each success and to coach the Field 
Representative along a development plan. 
 
 
 

Case 2 Your follow-up development objective for this Field 
Representative needs to be a restatement of the 
original one. There has been minimal progress on the 
call frequency rate and little evidence of progress 
using customer records and the routing planner. 
Coaching will be needed before the next visit. Your 
objective should focus on the specific behavior of 
using records and a routing planner to increase call 
frequencies. 
 

 



 

   

 
 

 
Reinforcing Performance 
 
 

 
In the preceding “Module 4: Conducting,” we 
examined the importance of providing positive 
reinforcement to the Field Representative during the 
field visit. Now we have the opportunity to give this 
reinforcement following the field visit. Remember, 
Field Representatives are more likely to repeat 
behavior that is followed by a positive event. 
 

 Look for opportunities to “catch the Field 
Representative doing it right.”  When you have 
worked with a Field Representative on improving a 
particular aspect of performance and the Field 
Representative demonstrates improved performance, 
reinforce it positively and immediately.  
 

 What you want is for this new behavior to continue, 
and people tend to continue a behavior they find 
rewarding. This does not mean that you will never 
again need to coach. But the more you reward 
improvements, the more likely the Field 
Representative will view coaching as supportive. 
 

 Another reminder—what you view as positive reward 
may not be viewed that way by the Field 
Representative. Words of encouragement and 
congratulation are always welcomed, but extra 
assignments may not be. Some Field Representatives 
will be proud that you’ve asked them to prepare an 
important report or to work with a junior Field 
Representative. Other Field Representatives may feel 
“punished” by such assignments. It’s critical to know 
what motivates each person. 

 

Information  



 

  

 
 

 Take a few minutes now to consider ways to provide 
appropriate reinforcement for performance you 
observe during a field visit. 
 

Reinforcing good performance Write your suggestions for reinforcing desirable 
performance in the space below. An example is 
provided to get you started. 
 

 Example: Phone the Field Representative to praise 
improvement and offer continuing support. 
 

 Your Ideas 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Practice 



 

   

 
Improving problem performance  Write your suggestions for appropriately following up 

when the Field Representative’s performance is less 
than acceptable. Again, an example is provided to get 
you started. 
 

 Example: Break the performance into smaller 
segments. 

 
 Your Ideas 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



 

  

 
Feedback Compare your lists with the ones below. Discuss your 

suggestions with your colleagues and note ideas that 
you think will be especially useful to you in working 
with your Field Representatives. 
 

Reinforcing Good Performance 
• Telephone the Field Representative to praise 

improvement and offer continuing support. 

• Send a congratulatory e-mail or memo. 

• Recognize accomplishment at a meeting. 

• Make it possible for others to hear about it. 

• Give leadership assignments at district meetings. 

• Ask the Field Representative to work with a peer 
who needs help. 

• Put achievements in the field visit report. 
 
 
 
 

Improving Problem Performance • Break the performance into smaller segments. 

• Analyze the performance problems. 

• Coach, if the Field Representative wants to 
change behavior. 

• Identify negative consequences for undesired 
behavior. 

• Counsel, if the Field Representative shows no 
signs of wanting to change behavior. 

• Arrange practice. 

• Suggest ways of helping memory recall. 

 
 



 

   

 
 

 
Monitoring Results 

 
There are opportunities for the manager to monitor 
progress and results between scheduled field visits. 
Ideally, these opportunities should come from the 
Field Representative. If he is unable to generate 
ideas, the Supervisor should suggest some known to 
produce the desired results. For example: 
 
• Ask the Field Representative for his ideas on 

keeping you aware of his development progress. 
 

• Ask the Field Representative what he intends to 
do between today and your next field visit. 
 

• Ask the Field Representative to call you or send 
you an e-mail memo on a scheduled date to give 
you an update on progress. 
 

• Suggest the Field Representative practice with a 
colleague and call weekly to tell you about 
progress. 

 
 

\ 
 

 
 
 

 What other monitoring actions can you suggest here?  
Write your suggestions below. 

  
  
  
  
  

Information 

Practice 

 



 

  

 
Feedback The purpose of monitoring is to be sure that the Field 

Representative’s performance is improving, not 
declining, between field visits. Ideas from the Field 
Representative may include: 
 

 • Agree on a regular time to review progress, either 
by phone, electronically or in person. 

• Work with a colleague to review progress on the 
objectives. 

• Include progress comments on weekly reports or 
special reports. 

• Arrange breakfast meetings before next field visit 
to review progress. 

• Seek information from a friendly provider who 
enjoys teaching. 
 

 
 Discuss these suggestions with your colleagues and 

add any additional ideas you generate. 
  

  

  

 



 

   

 
 

 
Reflections on “A Good Day” 

 
The comments below came from Field 
Representatives who were asked: “What makes for a 
good field visit with your manager?”  
 

The Field Representative’s  
point of view 

It was a good day because my manager . . . 

• Was happy with my performance and 
complimented me. 

• Shared ideas being used successfully by other 
provider reps in the district. 

• Did not interfere with any of my discussions. 

• Gave me suggestions on how to handle obstacles. 

• Gave specific examples of how my performance 
had improved. 

• Reviewed my performance objectives and gave me 
suggestions on how to reach my goals. 

• Allowed time for a lunch so that we could discuss 
problems and concerns. 

• Helped me improve my skills by observing and 
listening during my discussions and then, after the 
call, pointing out things I had missed. 

• Cleared up some product-related questions. 

• Helped me to secure funding for a special project. 

• Helped me to evaluate each call and develop 
specific plans for follow-up. 

• Helped me address some obstacles that I had with 
specific providers. 

• Was relaxed and occasionally talked about 
nonbusiness matters. 

• Treated me to lunch. 

• Helped me recognize communications skills that 
needed improvement as well as ones that I did 
well. 

 

Information 
 



 

  

 
 

 Now consider the day from your point of view as the 
manager. Note your thoughts about what makes for a 
good field visit day. 
 

The Supervisor’s  
point of view 

Example: Field Representative’s plans flowed 
smoothly, allowing opportunities for me to observe 
skills. 
 
Your Ideas 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Discuss your list with a colleague and add any new 
ideas to your list. 

 
 

Practice 



 

   

 
Feedback These comments came from Supervisors: 
 

• The Field Representative planned a normal day, 
leaving time for coaching between appointments. 

• The provider rep prepared contingency plans. 

• We were able to keep to our plans and timetable. 

• The Field Representative had prepared questions 
for discussion with me. 

• The Field Representative showed enthusiasm and 
seemed to enjoy the day. 

• The provider rep was prepared to discuss 
development issues. 

• I could tell that the Field Representative had 
practiced the skills we worked on during the 
previous field visit. 

 
 
 



 

  

 
 

  Get the Field Visit Report you completed in the 
practice, page 117 in this module. Then, use the 
blank form on the next page to develop a second 
report for a recent field visit with another of your 
Field Representatives. 

 

 Recall the objectives the Field Representative and 
you had, and your observations of the Field 
Representative’s performance. If you did not have 
prepared objectives, write objectives you might 
have had. 

 
 

Performance Self-Check 

 



 

   

 
Performance Self-Check Field Visit Report 
Field Representative  Work Date  

Supervisor  Location 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 
 

Supervisor Objectives 
 
 
 

Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervising  Manager   3) N+2 
 



 

  

 
Performance Self-Check 

 Review your list of thoughts concerning how a 
Field Representative and Supervisor might both 
conclude that the time spent together was 
beneficial. 

 Prepare to discuss this with your manager and 
your colleague. 

 
 

 

 Following are blank Field Visit Reports, supplied for 
your use on the job. 

 

 

 

Performance Discussion 
  How is my use of the telephone? 

 Can I make better use of e-mail memos? 

 How will I inform my Field Representative about 
my expectations? 

 How will I keep my manager informed about my 
field visit activities? 

 Do I need to complete field visit reports for other 
recent field visits? 

 Do I need to develop monitoring activities for 
recent field visits? 

 What actions do I need to take to follow up on 
recent field visits? 

 

Action Checklist 
 

Performance Aids 



 

   

Field Visit Report 
 

Field Representative  Work Date  

Supervisor  Location 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 
 

Supervisor Objectives 
 
 
 

Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervising  Manager   3) N+2 
 



 

  

Field Visit Report 
 

Field Representative  Work Date  

Supervisor  Location 

Field Representative Objectives 
 
 
 

Supervisor Objectives 
 
 
 

Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Field Representative Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supervisor Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Field Representative Signature) 

 
 

(Supervisor Signature) 

Copies to:   1) Field Representative   2) Supervising  Manager   3) N+2 
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To provide guidance to supervisors on how to conduct counseling for performance 
issues that PSI Field Representatives may display 
 
To provide guidance to field staff on how to handle provider performance issues 

 
 

 
In this module, you will find: 

 
 Why it is important to provide counseling to remediate performance issues. 
 Guidance on providing counseling to PSI Field Representatives in order to improve 

performance issues 
 Template forms that can be used to document PSI field staff performance issues and 

progress 
 Guidance on how to handle provider performance issues 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 
1. Utilize the guidance and forms provided to counsel PSI Field Representatives or 

Providers that are displaying performance issues. 

Counseling 
 

 Purpose 
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WIIFM? 
What’s in it for me? 

 
 

 
 
 
There are often situations in which SMART Objectives have been agreed upon (more 
information in “Management by Objectives” module) and Coaching has been consistently 
conducted (more information in “Coaching” module), yet the PSI Field Representative displays 
poor performance. For instance, a PSI Field Representative may not be demonstrating the 
ability to positively impact provider behavior change or may not be completing the 
administrative aspects of their job accurately enough or in a timely way.   
 
There may be many reasons why performance issues occur. These may be related to the 
individual, such as ability, motivation, health, etc., or may be environmental factors, such as 
company processes and changing business priorities. If the PSI field representative needs 
assistance, needs help recognizing the problem, or is not willing or able to improve 
performance, counseling is required.  
 
 

It is critically important for the Supervisor to counsel the Representative in order to 
remediate the performance issue that is disabling him/her from achieving the 
desired business results. This will lead to improved performance and allow the 
employee to progress in their career. This will also improve any negative influences 
that the employee may be having on the rest of the team. Finally, this will play a 
large role in building a strong relationship between the Representative and 
Supervisor.  

 
 
 
 
The following are steps to remediate PSI Field Representative performance gaps by using 
counseling, documentation and disciplinary action: 
 

o Assess if the performance gap is a "skill" (competency) or "will" (motivation) issue   
o Begin with verbal coaching and document all discussions  
o Apply solutions to address the "skill" issue such as training and mentoring.  If it is a "will" 

issue, it may require discussions on whether this position is the right job fit for the 
individual. This may also require discussions on the impact the lack of performance has 
on the employee as well as on the rest of the team and on the company. 

o Set a time frame for the expected improvement given the need to absorb new skills via 
a Performance Expectations Memo.  
Template: 

What? 

How? 
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Performance 

Expectations Memo.d 
  

o If there is no improvement after the expected time frame, deliver a Performance 
Improvement Plan that outlines possible consequences that may involve termination.  
Consult with your own Manager and with HR. 
Template: 

  
Performance 

Improvement Plan.do 
 

Note:  If there is any suspicion of fraud by a PSI Field Representative or Supervisor/Manager, 
the remediation process will follow a different path.  Immediate action through a 
comprehensive investigation should be conducted, and depending upon the outcome, 
disciplinary action including termination may be warranted.  All PSI materials (training and 
Territory Management Files of the Rep and Managers) should be delivered to PSI in the event 
that the field employee leaves the company due to voluntary or involuntary termination.  PSI 
should consider developing a Code of Conduct and Ethics which each manager and 
representative would sign at the start of employment.  This document would provide clarity on 
expectations and consequences when policy is broken. 
 
 
Performance issues may also occur with Providers. For instance, a Provider may not be 
achieving the franchise quality standards.  The process of managing a performance issue, 
whether it is a field representative or a provider, is very similar.   
 
 
 
The following are the steps that should be taken to remediate Franchise Provider performance 
gaps:   
 

o Discuss your observations with the provider and note quality deficits in your provider 
performance report and/or your clinic notes. Be specific about the gaps you are 
observing and the remediation steps.  Check for provider understanding.  Assess if the 
gap is related to opportunity, attitude, or motivation.  Discuss the provider situation 
with your Supervisor/Manager in order to identify additional actions that can be taken.   

 
o Prioritize this provider for a subsequent visit within a reasonable period of time.  Assess 

the provider and document the identified gap areas along with possible solution (i.e., 
training, coaching, and equipment).  Outline a time period by which the gaps should be 
corrected.  This time period should be agreed upon with your Manager.  Outline 

How? 
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consequences of not correcting within a reasonable period of time, which can be loss of 
franchise status.   

 
o If the gap areas persist, issue a written notice that their franchise status is being 

revoked.  Work out the logistics of picking up PSI owned equipment and resources.  A 
letter that discontinues the franchise should be sent from the Supervisor/Manager. 

 
o Example of Best Practice From Kenya: 

PSI Criteria Prov 
Retention.doc  

 
 

Self-Learning Questions: 
 

• What are some reasons that Performance issues occur? 
 
 
 

• Why is it important to counsel a PSI Field representative that is displaying a 
performance issue? 
 
 
 

• What should a supervisor do if a PSI Field Representative is displaying poor performance 
due to lack of ability? 

 
 
 

• What should a supervisor do if a PSI field representative is displaying poor performance 
due to lack of willingness? 

 
 
 

• What is the first form that can be used to remediate a performance issue that a PSI Field 
Representative is displaying? 

 
 

Example 
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• If there is no improvement after counseling, what should a supervisor do? What is the 

form that should be used? 
 

 
 

 
 

Action Items:  
 
 

1. Attend the coaching one day course when available. This course provides additional 
information on the process of counseling. 
 

2. If there are any known performance issues with PSI Field Representatives or providers, 
utilize the guidance and forms provided to resolve them. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
TO:  LOC:  
 
FROM:  LOC:  
 
SUBJECT: Performance Expectations Memo DATE:  

 
 

 
This memo is to summarize the conversation we had on X date regarding my 
expectations of you going forward.   
 
During the last X months, we have had numerous discussions regarding your 
performance (site the dates you spoke on Field Trip Visits, Year End Review, etc.). We 
have discussed (insert text) as an area in which you have not been meeting expectations. 
These discussions have not resulted in an improvement in performance.   
 
Specifically, you have not been meeting expectations in the following behaviors: 
• Insert items 
• Insert items 
 
1:  Below Average Provider Visit and Sample Activity (Titling each section helps 
employee clearing identify the major issue.)  
 
Expectation:  (What is it that the company (and you) expects of the individual? Sample 
follows): Routing should be based on 2012 targets for your assignment, with a goal of a 
minimum of 8-10 targeted provider calls per day, including 2 pharmacy calls per day.  It 
is expected that representatives meet the required reach and frequency targets as 
established by the tactical plan.  Routing should be based on segments and targets, not 
towns or group practices.  It is expected that representatives deliver two full product 
discussions on every call.  Product discussions should each last an equal amount of time.  
These discussions should be centered on the most important message for the provider, 
using PBCC, along with other differentiating messages. 
 
Failure to Meet Expectations:  (In this section, we include examples of how the employee 
does not meet the expectation. This should be clear examples of observed or recorded 
behavior, actions, failure to act etc). Between January 2012 through April 2012 you 
reported monthly calls of 55, 30, 34 and 84, respectively.  For the same time period, you 
reported the following calls with samples: 24, 6, 9 and 32, respectively.  This is an 
average sampling rate of 17.8% which compares to the district average of 53.12% and a 
national average of 47.01% for this timeframe.   
 
Required Improvement:  (This is where you indicate what you specifically expect the rep 
to do, when and how.  Sample follows): You should be making and recording “x-
number” weekly calls or “y-number” monthly against targeted providers.  At least x% of 
your calls should be supported with samples. 



 
2. Use of PBC Resources. (Titling each section helps employee clearing identify the 

major issue.)  
 
Expectation:  (What is it that the company (and you) expects of the individual? Sample 
follows):  The Company expects representatives to deliver relevant approved messages in 
a persuasive way to reinforce beliefs and utilization.  Use of approved resources that 
support the delivery of relevant, approved messages is required. 
 
Failure to Meet Expectation: (In this section, we include examples of how the employee 
does not meet the expectation. This should be clear examples of observed or recorded 
behavior, actions, failure to act etc.) During our last two field visits, you did not use ANY 
approved resources.  You stated that you were not comfortable using approved resources 
to supplement your discussions and therefore did not like to use them.  
 
Required Improvement: (This is where you indicate what you specifically expect the rep 
to do, when and how.  You should also provide ideas on how to achieve the required 
improvement such as remedial studying or coaching.  Sample follows): Effective 
immediately, you are to use approved resources to supplement your PBC calls based 
upon the providers’s beliefs on every call.  This includes: job aids, reprints, etc.  In order 
to get you comfortable and prepared we discussed the following actions: 

• Pick a job aid every week and read it over, practice PBC discussions using the aid 
and then the following week use it regularly. This should be done with every job 
aid and reprint until you have done this will all of them. 

 
Measurement: (In this section, you should note how you would assess progress and the 
employee’s success in meeting the expectations. A sample follows): I will measure your 
improvement through my observations on field visits.  The more you practice and use 
these resources, the more familiar you will be with the material and the easier it will be 
for you to use on provicer calls. 
 
3. Provider Knowledge 
 
Expectation: It is expected that a representative have a sound knowledge of their 
providers, office and markets.  This is demonstrated through rapport and advocacy with 
providers and key members of each office staff.  
 
Failure to Meet Expectation:  On our field visits on (dates), I observed that you had a 
difficult time seeing providers.  I observed very little rapport with office staff members.  
Rarely, if at all, did staff members address you by name.  In many of the offices, you had 
to be reminded of the dates and times to make appointments.  All calls to providers 
preceded with an introduction as if you were meeting with them for the first time.  This is 
not what is expected for someone calling on these providers for 6 months.   
 
 



Required Improvement: You are expected to know your providers, office and markets.  
You should have rapport and advocacy with key members of each office staff.  You are 
expected to use your knowledge of provider beliefs and needs to deliver a targeted 
message to your providers during every PBC discussion.  To obtain this required 
improvement, we discussed the following plans of action: 
 

• You are to prepare an assessment for each of your targeted offices that include: 
name of the office, number and name of target providers, name of key office staff, 
office hours, policy concerning pharmaceutical representatives, your access 
situation and your level of advocacy and rapport.  This is due to me by (date). 

• You are going to review with me, examples of targeted messages based on your 
analysis by (date).  

 
Measurement: I will measure your improvement during field visits, during which you 
can present findings and demonstrate use of the above information. 
 
The objective of providing you with this feedback is to help you improve your 
performance in areas in which you are currently deficient so you may successfully fulfill 
the objectives of your position.  To that end, I am available to work with you and provide 
you with guidance and counseling. (During our conversation, you agreed XXXX) It is my 
hope that you will use the direction provided in this memo towards the re-establishment 
of an acceptable standard of performance.  If improvement in these areas is not achieved, 
you will be placed on a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) which may result in further 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 
 
 



 
 
TO:  LOC:   
FROM:  LOC:   
SUBJECT: Performance Improvement Plan DATE:  

 
(Introductory paragraph – what has occurred requiring individual to go on  
Performance Improvement Plan – sample below).  
 
During the past few months, we have had numerous discussions regarding your performance.  
[PROVIDE DATES, IF POSSIBLE]  We discussed key areas that needed improvement such as 
territory management, product presentations and administrative duties.  These discussions have 
not resulted in the improvements required in order for you meet the performance standards of a 
PSI representative. 
 
During my field visit on _________ , I reviewed these expectations again and advised you that 
you would be given a 60 day Performance Improvement Plan effective 
_____________________.                            . 
 
That plan is set forth below. 
 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PLAN 
 
1. Promotional Materials and Product Presentations. [Titling each section helps employee 

clearly identify the major issue; the process below should be outlined for each issue that 
requires improvement.]  

 
Expectation:  [What is it that the Company (and you) expects of the individual]  For example:  
PSI expects that its representatives will comply with all medical/legal requirements in the 
detailing and promoting of products and is expected to provide balanced product discussions in a 
persuasive manner. ….  USE language 
 
Failure to Meet Expectation:  [In this section, we include examples of how the employee does 
not meet the expectation.  Provide clear examples of observed or recorded behavior, actions, 
failure to act etc.]   In this example, the manager would indicate instances where the rep did not 
offer balanced discussions with providers to reinforce informed choice regarding Family 
Planning, or no trial closes, etc…..  
 
Required Improvement:  [Indicate specifically what you expect the rep to do, when and how.]  
Example:   Effective immediately, you are expected to deliver balanced believable product 
discussions in a persuasive manner.  Presentations should be appropriately adapted to the needs of 
the provider, should contain trial closes and, when appropriate, a closing question.  Use approved 
product literature and job aides in discussions with providers. [INLCUDE EXAMPLES OF 
TRIAL CLOSES AND CLOSING QUESTIONS]  [MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW 
TO IMPROVE SKILLS – FOR EXAMPLE, REMEDIAL STUDYING OR OTHER 
COACHING] 
 
Measurement:  [In this section, you should note how you would assess progress and the 



employee’s success in meeting the expectations.]  Example:  I will measure your improvement 
through observation, feedback from providers and/or employees.  
 
[This methodology is repeated for each and every area covered by the PIP.  End with a 
conclusion.]  
 
Conclusion 
 
I will monitor your performance against this performance improvement plan over the 
next 60 days.  It is important for you to understand that, unless you show immediate and 
sustained improvement in these areas, your employment may be terminated.  You also 
need to understand that this plan does not guarantee you two months to 
demonstrate improvement.  Your continued employment depends upon immediate 
improvement.  If you demonstrate improvement, then I will evaluate your overall 
performance at the end of the PIP period.  You also need to understand that successful 
completion of this plan will not relieve you from continued compliance with the 
expectations set forth in this document.  Additionally, placement on a PIP memo will 
have an impact on your rewards and award eligibility.  There will be a 50% reduction in 
your annual bonus target.  You will also be ineligible for any annual awards.  You will 
not be eligible to receive any discretionary awards for the next 12 months, nor will you 
be eligible for any promotions or developmental opportunities during the next 12 months.  
Your planned Performance Based Increase has been eliminated for the year. We need to 
see immediate and sustained improvement in these areas both in the short and the long-
term.   
 
It is my sincere desire that you turn the present situation around and remain employed with the 
Company.  I will make myself available to help you in every reasonable way.  If you have any 
questions about this document or what I expect from you, please ask me.  
 
I will work with you on an on-going basis (e.g., field visits, E-mail and/or phone conversations).  
I will follow-up with written documentation of your progress on an as-needed or monthly basis.  
The ultimate responsibility for your success or failure is your own.  I hope that you take 
advantage of this opportunity to turn this situation around. 
 
 
Signed:   _____________________/Date_______  (Business Manager) 
 
Reviewed by:  _____________________/Date_______  (Business Director) 
 
I have read and understand the document: 
Provided to:  _____________________/Date_______  (Employee’s Signature) 
 
 
 
CC:  PSI Personnel File (Signed-Original) 
         Employment Practices Consultant (via email) 
          Region Office 
 
 



CRITERIA FOR RETAINING A PROVIDER IN THE TUNZA NETWORK 

Preamble 

Tunza family health network is a branded network of private clinics that was established by 
PSI in Dec 2008, under its Reproductive Health program. The projects aim is to increase 
access to and use of long acting methods of family planning by women of reproductive age 
in rural and peri-urban areas of Kenya. 

Private family planning service providers who meet a set of minimum quality standards are 
selected to join the Tunza network. Service providers who accept the quality standards and 
policies specified by PSI sign an MOU with PSI committing to remain in the network for at 
least one year, and are required to complete a one week training to improve their clinical 
skills in IUDs and implants. Service providers who perform well in the training and are 
certified as being competent in insertion of IUDs and Implants begin to enjoy various 
benefits including: branding of their clinic with Tunza logo and colors, supportive 
supervision, branded items, continuous medical education and quarterly newsletter with the 
latest family planning updates. 

 Deficient Quality negatively affects utilization of services, safety and benefits to the clients and efficient 
use of health resources 

Criteria to remain in the Tunza Network 

Parameters 
Agrees to the Terms set out  in the Memorandum of Understanding 

Attain 85% proficiency within 6-months of training. 

Adheres to the Quality of Care standards (e.g. service delivery protocols, client counseling to ensure 
informed choice, infection prevention, and use of proper equipment). 

Reports all adverse events and complications to the HSD team immediately clients present at the 
facility. 

Attends all Tunza Refresher trainings unless they have communicated plausible reasons for their 
inability to the HSD team. 

Has communicated a  desire to remain in the Tunza network 

 

Dropping out procedure 



1. The first 3 criteria are absolute and will be a basis for drop off without any further remedial 
action. 

2. HSD Quality Assurance Officer  identification of providers who do not follow the set Tunza 
procedures based on the criteria based above 

3. The HSD Quality Assurance Officer  will inform the QA Manager  

4. The QA manager will evaluate the case and identify if there are ways in which the provider can 
be capacity built so that s/he can meet the minimum set guidelines. An Improvement plan will 
be developed, documented and implemented with clear set goals and timelines. This will take 
place within 3 months and provider evaluated by the end of the quarter. If no progress is made, 
PSI Kenya will then communicate in writing, the intention to drop the provider out of the 
network.  

5. If there is no remedial action to make sure the provider meets the issues at hand, or the 
provider does not want to be in the network, a letter  will be written to the Provider by the HSD 
Deputy Director explaining that they are no longer in the Network and the reasons why 



Provider-initiated IUDs (PI-IUDs) are those IUD insertions that result from a provider 
proactively suggesting family planning to a client who would benefit from it but may not 
necessarily be seeking.  PI-IUDs are critical to Phase 4 as PSI improves its operational and cost-
efficiencies.  Of course, IPC is a critical demand generator for every WHP IUD program, but it 
requires significant and continuous donor input.  Our network providers already see many Sara’s 
everyday without the benefit of IPC.  If they converted even a tiny fraction of those women to 
IUD users, our health impact would increase significantly.    

 

STEPS TO LAUNCH PI-IUDs 

1. Choose the target audience(s) that you want providers to proactively counsel. 
2. Identify the providers who serve these target audiences and are already at the 

Adoption or Advocacy stage of the Adoption Stairway. 
3. Develop messages and any materials for the Reps to use with these providers. 
4. Train the Reps to use these messages and materials. 
5. Train the Supervisors to coach the Reps on these messages and materials. 
6. Begin implementing with immediate on-the-job coaching from Supervisors. 

 
These are described further below. 

1. Choose the target audience(s). 
The PBCC Manager should make this decision with input from relevant key staff, such 
as the WHP Manager and perhaps some select PBCC Supervisors or Reps.  Guidance 
for the working meeting during which this decision can be taken is provided in this 
packet. 

 

2. Identify the providers.  
Each PBCC Rep will identify the appropriate providers from his or her own call list of 
providers.  This will happen during the skills training discussed below in #4.  The lesson 
plan for this training is provided in this packet. 
 

3. Develop messages and any materials. 
There are 3 types of messages: 1) opening statements, 2) addressing barriers, and 3) 
closing statements.  The opening and closing statements will be written in the 
aforementioned skills training.  A first draft of the messages that address barriers will 
be written during the working meeting mentioned above in #1. 
 
It is not necessary that Reps have job aids to use when speaking with Providers about 
PI-IUDs.  However, if you wish to develop materials, you can use the template visual 
aid provided in this packet, adapting it for your situation.  Please do not wait to begin 
this initiative until after you have developed your materials.  In fact, it is often better 
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for Reps to first get experience in the field with the messages, as this can then better 
inform the development of the materials.  
 

4. Train the Reps. 
The lesson plan for this training is included in this packet.  It … 

• … reviews some basic skills, which could be omitted depending on the needs 
of your Reps.   

• … teaches the messages for addressing barriers that were drafted during the 
working meeting described above in #1. 

• … drafts and then teaches messages for opening and closing statements. 
 

5. Train the Supervisors. 
There already exists a generic training for Supervisors that teaches how to plan and 
implement field visits with Reps and how to provide feedback to Reps.  Depending on 
the needs of your Supervisors, you will need to adapt this training.  It is also provided 
in this packet. 
 

6. Begin implementing. 
Since these messages are new for Reps, it is critical that they receive extra on-the-job 
support from their Supervisors in the beginning. We recommend full day coaching 
visits twice a month for the first couple months.  Once the Rep is confident and 
competent, then supervision can reduce to the normal once-a-month frequency. 
  

In summary, this packet contains the following elements: 

I. Guidelines for the working meeting described above in #1. 
II. Sample visual aid for Reps to use with providers, as described above in #3. 

III. Lesson plan for the Rep skills training described above in #4 with accompanying 
PowerPoint, Activity Appendix & sample study aid  

IV. Generic lesson plan for training supervisors, as described above in #5. 
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SECTION I 
Guidelines for Working Meeting  

To Choose Target Audience  
 And Develop Messages 

 
 
 
 

• Meeting Objective 
1. Choose the provider type(s) for this initiative 

- If more than one provider type is chosen, group must also decide timing of the 
roll out.  To keep things manageable, ideally no more than one to three 
providers would be addressed in the beginning as Reps must memorize 
messaging for each provider type.  

2. Draft messages to address provider barriers to PI-IUDs 
 

• Materials Needed 
- Flipchart paper and markers 
- Projector  
- Lesson plan and PowerPoint from Section III of this toolkit 
- Blank writing paper and pens 

 
• Meeting Owner 

PBCC Manager  
 

• Other Participants 
- WHP Manager and/or Social Franchise Marketing Manager – someone who 

understands the types of providers in the network and their client profiles. 
- Select PBCC Supervisors and/or Reps – a few key individuals who have a realistic, on 

on-the-ground perspective of the providers in the network 
 

• Amount of Time Required 
- To choose the provider type(s): 30-40 minutes 
- To develop first draft of messages: about one hour for every provider type 
 

• Steps to Choose Target Audience 
1. On a flipchart list all the different ‘types’ of Sara’s that are seen by providers in the 

network.  Some examples may include Sara’s who … 
- are pregnant  
- had an abortion 
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- need emergency contraception 
- want to space their children 
- want to stop having children 
- are unsatisfied short-term method users 
- etc. 

 
2. Apply the following criteria to choose the priority Sara type(s) 

- Ease of Persuasion – how easy do you think it will be to convince a provider to 
initiate discussion of family planning with these women? 

- Health Impact – what is the size of this potential group of Sara’s?  
- Programmatic Priority – what is the Foundation expecting from us? 
 
For example, it is a WHP priority that all PAC services include family planning 
counseling and your team may believe it will be relatively easy to persuade a 
provider to offer such counseling.  However, currently there may be few of your 
providers who are providing much PAC.  Therefore, you would probably choose 
this target audience but want to supplement it with another group. 
 

 
• Steps to Develop Messages 

1. For each provider type chosen, brainstorm as a group all the possible barriers 
that a PBCC Rep could encounter when suggesting PI-IUDs.  Write these on a 
flipchart paper. 
 

2. Split your group into pairs.  Divide the list evenly among half the group and 
then again among the other half so that every barrier has been given to two 
different pairs.   
 

3. Share slides 14 to 19 from the PowerPoint for the lesson plan in Section III.   
These slides are explained on pages 10-12 in the accompanying lesson plan. 
They explain how Reps should address barriers they encounter and provides an 
example Study Aid with draft messages for barriers to PI-IUDs for PAC clients.   
 

4. Be sure to share the following tips provided in the lesson plan that describe 
what makes a strong argument: 

 
o Brevity -- Powerful arguments are always brief and focused.  Don’t overload your 

response with too many points or the provider will not remember even one.  It’s 
better to try one argument, wait for her reaction and then only if it did not 
succeed, try another argument. 
 

o Benefits – whenever possible, your response should include a benefit that is 
relevant for the specific provider you are speaking with.  In general, providers are 
motivated by … 
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 Personal benefits – e.g., to grow their business or build their reputation, 
etc. 

 Client benefits – i.e., how the suggested service is right for the client 
because it will improve their health, save them money, etc. 

 Societal benefits – i.e, how the suggested service will help the community 
or country by, for example, reducing maternal mortality or increasing CPR, 
etc. 
 

o Proof – when possible, the response should include some sort of proof that the 
benefit will be realized.  E.g., if you are emphasizing the safety of IUDs, you can 
reference the fact that the MoH or WHO has approved the method. 

 
5. Ask each pair to develop messages for their list of barriers. 

 
6. After an appropriate amount of time, ask the pairs that worked on the same 

barriers to team up and agree on a final draft for each barrier.  
 

7. Do not try to polish these drafts in this group.  It will likely be 
counterproductive.  Instead, take what they’ve produced and then finish the 
drafts on your own, keeping true to the spirit of what people have agreed 
upon, but finalizing language and grammar, etc. 

 
8. If there is time, you can send your messages to jayers@psi.org for feedback. 

 
9. Put your final messages into a Study Aid for your Reps. Section III of this toolkit 

has an example Study Aid for clients who have had an abortion.  You can use 
this format or create your own.  Remember, however, that this is a tool for 
your Reps to study with.  They would never use it in front of a provider; it is not 
a visual aid (as we have provided in Section II).  It is only for personal study 
purposes. 

mailto:jayers@psi.org
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SECTION III 
LESSON PLAN for FIELD REPS 

 

 
Objectives: 
By the end of this training, participants will… 
- Describe why provider-initiated IUDs (PI-IUDs) are important 
- Draft & memorize closing and opening statements for calls promoting PI-IUDs 
- Memorize the suggested responses to common barriers and questions to PI-IUDs 
 
Prep Work 
Before this training, you should have …  
- held the working meeting described in Section I and 1) chosen the type of clients for whom you want your providers to initiate FP discussions, and 2) 

developed messages to address provider barriers to PI-IUDs.   
- Put the messages into a Study Aid and then made one copy for every Rep.  (A sample Study Aid for clients who have had abortions in provided in this 

Section.  You can use this format or create your own.) 
-  
 
 
Note – lp has some basic skills stuff that you can cut – 1.5 hours 
 
 
 
 
0830-0900 
30 min 

INTRODUCTION 
 
• DO:  Use your favorite techniques to introduce the participants to each other and acquaint them to the 
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objectives of the training. 
 

0900-0930 
30 min 

DISCUSSION: Background to PI-IUD Initiative 
 

• DO: Show slide 2 
• SAY: We know that PI-IUDs are a key PBCC strategy for Phase 4.  Why is it so important? 

 
Probe for … 
o Having to do more with smaller budgets  

 
• DO: show slide 3 
• SAY: Many of our providers are at adoption/ advocacy but not at inserting at rates that meet their 

“potential” as defined in the WHP Program Management Tool.   
 
While this might be because Reps are rating their providers too generously, it is also because of the 
specific behavior that the Reps are promoting with the providers.   
 
In other words, the behavior on the Adoption Stairway is “insert IUDs” and providers may not have any 
objections to inserting IUDs.  Yet they still rely on walk in’s or IPC to generate customers. 

 
 
 

 DO: show slide 4 
 SAY: If the Reps begin to promote “proactively suggest FP/IUDs to potential clients” with Reps then this 

changes the behavior on the Adoption Stairway and providers would no longer be at adoption/advocacy.   
 
They would now be at the bottom of the stairway.  This also means there would be more to talk about 
with the providers – their barriers to proactively suggesting IUDs 

 
• DO: show slide 5 
• SAY: Let’s make sure we’re all clear about what exactly “Provider-initiated IUDs” are. 

 
o  It is providers proactively suggesting IUDs to Sara who comes in for something besides an FP 

MATERIALS 
- PowerPoint 
- Flip Chart & Markers 
 
Slide 2 

 
Slide 3 

 
 
Slide 4 

 
Slide 5 
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method.  This initiative can be phased in by starting w the obvious/easier Sara’s and building over 
time to more ambitious/difficult Sara’s.  
 
 

• DO: Show slide 6 
• SAY:  So, wow do we do this? 

 
 

 
 

• DO: show slide 7 
• SAY:  

o #1:  Select specific sub-group of Sara’s that would 1) be easy to begin with and 2) result in 
increased # insertions we need to have. 
 
 DO:  On a flipchart, draw a circle w the label “WRA” in it and then ask what subgroups exist 

within this larger WRA group?  Probe for … 
• PPIUDs 
• PAIUDs 
• EC IUDs 
• Young & unmarried 
• Married & want to space 
• Etc.  

 
o #2: Identify HPs that are already at adoption or advocacy to target.  (They already love IUDs but 

wait for walk-ins and IPC). 
 Explain that this means we need to really KNOW our HPs! 

 
o #3: Develop messages & communication materials. 

 What messages?  (that address barriers!) 
 What materials?  (that support addressing these barriers) 

 
o #4 Train Reps to promote this behavior w HPs (using the messages and materials). 

 
Slide 6 

 
 
Slide 7 
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o #5 Train Supervisors to coach on this. 

 
o #6 Immediately follow up trainings w in-the-field coaching. 

 
• DO: Show slide 8 
• SAY:  Now, let’s deep dive on #s 3 & 4 – developing messages and training on them 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 8 

 

0930-1000 
30 min 

DISCUSSION: Identifying Barriers 
 
 
 

• DO: Show slide 9 
• SAY: What are the 3 main parts of any call?   

o Opening/ identify & Address Barriers/ Closing 
 

These are the 3 parts we need messages for.  The messages in these 3 parts will all promote the idea of 
proactively suggesting IUDs to Sara’s who would benefit from it. 

 
• SAY:  We’ll start with the “meat” of the conversation – the middle where we identify and address barriers.  

How do we identify barriers?  
o Probe for “ask open ended questions” 

 
• SAY:  What’s the definition of an open versus a closed question?  

MATERIALS 
- PowerPoint 
- Flip Chart & Markers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 9 
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o Probe for “Closed questions can be answered with one word or a number.  Open questions require 
more explanation.” 
 

• SAY:  Give an example of each. 
 

• SAY:  Which gives you more info? 
o Probe for “open”. 

 
• SAY:  Which makes a provider feel better? 

o Probe for “Open questions can make the provider feel like you value his/ her opinion, like you are 
truly interested, etc.” 
 

• DO:  Show slide 10 and summarize the answers given above. 
 

• DO:  Show slide 11 
• SAY:  Let’s put this into action and practice forming open-ended questions.  I will read a closed question 

from the PowerPoint slide.  Shout out to me how they would sound as open questions. 
  

o DO:  Write onto a flipchart the key words that they use to turn the sentence into an open one. 
E.g…. 

 What your experience with … 
 Tell me about… 
 What do you think would happen if your clients adopted an IUD? 
 How would your clients react if … 

 
• DO:  Refer to the flipchart and make the point that it’s not hard to make open-ended questions.  In 

general, there are just a few ‘go to’ phrases that you can always use. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 10 

 
Slide 11 
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1000-1020 
20 min 
 
 
 
 
 

EXERCISE: Practice forming open questions 
 

 
• DO:  Show the exercise instructions on slide 12. 

 
• ASK:  group to stand and form a circle. SHOW the stack of index cards. EXPLAIN that each one has an 

objective written on it – something that a Rep wants to learn from a HP.  Each person will take a turn 
choosing a card and then formulating an open-ended question that would result in Sara revealing that 
piece of information.  Everyone will get a chance to practice with every card.  Repeat the exercise until 
everyone has mastered each one. 
 

• DO:  As participants use each of the key words that appear on the flipchart poster from the previous 
exercise, somehow mark that word on the poster itself (e.g., w a small dot or check mark).  The point is to 
show how often the same words get used over and over.  
 

• DO:  Debrief, pointing out that just a few questions can uncover a lot of the information that you need 
“tell me about/ describe/ etc., your experience w XYZ/ your family/ etc.” 

 
 

MATERIALS: 
- PowerPoint 
- Activity #1 – Practice Forming 

Open Ended Questions (one set of 
cards for each group) 

 
 
Slide 12 

 
 

1020-1040 BREAK 
 

 

1040-1100 
20 min 
 
 
 

EXERCISE – How to avoid “waiting to speak”  
 

NOTE:  This session is a trick.  It is supposed to seem like an energizer and then you reveal that it was 
actually a demonstration of the dynamic of ‘waiting to speak’.  Therefore, introduce this session by saying 
it’s time to do an energizer.  Do not reveal the real reason for the session too early. 

 
 

• SAY We need to do an energizer now to get the energy flowing again.  Everyone stand up and make a 
circle. 

 
• DO:  Explain that participants will throw the ball to whomever in the circle they want.  The person who 

catches the ball must list the three people they admire most in the world and then throw the ball on to 

MATERIALS 
- A ball 
- Flipchart poster w the golden rule  
- Flipchart & markers 
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the next person.  
 

• Once all participants have gone, ASK the group: who can remember all of the people that everyone listed?  
(Note: it is unlikely that anyone will be able to name all of the people listed.  That is expected.) 

 
• ASK when you were waiting for your turn to speak, were you actively listening to the others’ answers, or 

were you thinking of what you were going to say? (Participants will likely state that they were thinking 
about what they were going to say.)  

 
• SAY what you just experienced is called “waiting to speak,” which is not active listening.  When you are 

waiting to speak, you hear what the other person is saying but you are not fully taking in the information.  
But when you listen actively, that means you are listening to learn.  When we listen to learn, making sure 
they fully understand what the other person is saying before they answer.  Effective PBCC Reps listen 
more than they speak.  

 
• DO  Show this flipchart poster and affix to wall for remainder of training. 

 
 

The Golden Rule 
Listen more than you speak 

 
 

 
• SAY:   Preventing “waiting to speak” is all about attitude, i.e., the frame of mind or how you approach the 

situation.  What are some ways we can put ourselves in the right frame of mind so we can avoid waiting to 
speak? 
  

• DO:   Write ideas down on flipchart.  Answers should include things like … 
 

o Be curious— 
o Really think about what the provider is saying instead of what you want to say next,  
o Don’t assume you know what the provider will say next,  
o Be open 
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o Care about what she’s saying 
 
 

 
1100-1120 
20 min 
 

DISCUSSION:  Active listening techniques 
 

o SAY:  In addition to the techniques above about not “waiting to speak”, there are four simple 
techniques, that can help you “actively listen” to your provider. 
 

o DO:  Show a flipchart with the following techniques written on it in bright colors.  Keep this poster 
affixed to the wall throughout the training. 

 
ACTIVE LISTENING 

 
• Empathize 

 
• Affirm 

 
• Paraphrase 
 
• Clarify 
 

 
 

o DO:  Ask group to define each term and give an example or two. 
 

o Empathize – showing that you feel what provider is going through, that it is normal.  (Note: do 
not come across like you pity her – that is sympathy not empathy) 

 
• E.g., “I know how you feel.” 
 

o Affirm what they do well, so as to encourage positive behaviors 
 

• E.g., “That’s great that you counsel women who are interested in family planning!” 
 

 
o Paraphrase – restate in your own words what the provider said to make sure you understand and 

MATERIALS 
- Flipchart poster w active listening 

techniques  
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to show you are actively listening. 
 

• E.g., “What I hear you saying is that you don’t think your clients would appreciate it 
if you proactively suggested they practice family planning.” 

 
o Clarify with questions to get more information and understand the REAL issue. (ASK for 

responses to the potential Sara statements below) 
 

•  “My clients would not appreciate it if I suggested the practice family planning.” 
o “Can you tell me more about that, please? “ 

 
Responses could be as varied as “They would be offended” or “They would think I am trying 
to make more money from them.” etc. 
 

 
 

1120-1150 
30 min 
 
 
 

EXERCISE:  Practice active listening techniques 

 
• DO Divide group into trios.  One person will be the Speaker, one the Active Listener and one the Observer. 

 
• SAY The Active Listener will interview the Speaker about one of the items below, using as many active 

listening techniques as possible.  The Observer will keep track of how many times s/he uses each using the 
score card in Activity #2 

 

o The person you admire the most and why. 
o Your last Christmas (or Ramadan, etc.) holiday. 
o Your childhood best friend. 
o Your proudest moment. 
o Your hopes for the future. 

 
• DO Allow about 5 minutes for each round, debriefing in between each.  Make sure each person has at 

least one turn playing every role. 

MATERIALS 
- Activity #2 – Scorecard for Active 

Listening Techniques.  (1 for each 
trio) 
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• ASK when you were the Active Listener, how did the techniques help you to get more information?  When 

you were the Speaker, how did you feel?  How did your partner’s questions help you to give more 
information?  When you were the Observer, what did you see? 

 
1150-1235 
45 min 

DISCUSSION:  Addressing Barriers 
 

 
NOTE:  From here on the workshop must be tailored to whatever target audience(s) that your team has 
previously chosen (e.g., the provider will proactively suggest IUDs to post-abortion Sara’s or post-
partum Sara’s, etc.).  In the lesson plan instructions below, this will be referred to as “XYZ-Sara’s”. 
 

 
 

• DO: Show slide 13 
• SAY:   

o Let’s step back and review where we are.  We’re deep diving on the “meat” of any conversation – 
the middle where we identify the provider’s barriers.  To identify said barriers, we needed to first 
review the basic core skills that are used during this activity – asking open-ended questions and 
actively listening.  
 

o Let’s assume that we're going to ask our providers to proactively suggest IUDs to “XYZ-Sara’s”. 
 

o If you asked a provider to proactively suggest IUDs to her, what barriers might you hear? 
 List out the responses on a flipchart. 

 
• SAY:  Thinking back to our lit of active listening skills, which skills do you think we would employ when we 

hear a barrier? 
o Probe for the following and explain each on Slide 17: 

 
 Clarify  
 Empathize 

MATERIALS 
- Flipchart and markers 
- Study Aids (1/ participant) 
 
Slide 13 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 17 
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 Address 
 

• SAY:   Of course, it’s important that all the Reps be aligned on the best responses for the most common 
barriers.  And this is why we’ve developed a Study Aid with a first draft of such responses.  A Study Aid is 
not a Job Aid – you would never use it DURING a call with a provider.  This is something for you to study 
on your own.  You can take it on calls with you, but you would never pull it out during a conversation with 
a provider and refer to it.     
 
This is just a first draft and we’ll improve it with any suggestions that we end up agreeing on here in this 
workshop 
 

• SAY:  Management met before the workshop and decided that for this initiative we would begin with the 
target groups of XYZ-Sara’s 
 
 
NOTE:  Here, insert the type(s) of Sara’s that you’ve previously chosen for this initiative.  If you’ve 
chosen to ask providers to proactively suggest IUDs to more than one type of client, explain the timing 
for rolling this out. 
 

 
• DO:  Show slide 18 & 19 of the Study Aid and walk them through one example.   
• DO:  On a flipchart write the following three words: 

o BRIEF 
o BENEFITS 
o PROOF  

 
• SAY:   

o Brevity -- Powerful arguments are always brief and focused.  Don’t overload your 
response with too many points or the provider will not remember even one.  It’s better 
to try one argument, wait for her reaction and then only if it did not succeed, try 
another argument. 
 

o Benefits – whenever possible, your response should include a benefit that is relevant for 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide 18 

 
Slide 19 
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the specific provider you are speaking with.  In general, providers are motivated by … 
 Personal benefits – e.g., to grow their business or build their reputation, etc. 
 Client benefits – i.e., how the suggested service is right for the client because it 

will improve their health, save them money, etc. 
 Societal benefits – i.e, how the suggested service will help the community or 

country by, for example, reducing maternal mortality or increasing CPR, etc. 
 

o Proof – when possible, the response should include some sort of proof that the benefit 
will be realized.  E.g., if you are emphasizing the safety of IUDs, you can reference the 
fact that the MoH or WHO has approved the method. 

 
 

• DO:  Show slide 20 and hand out a copy of the Study Aid to each person, and ask him or her to thoroughly 
read it.  Explain that they need to learn each of these responses and will practice them today in role plays. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Slide 20 

 

1235-1305 
30 min 
 

EXERCISE – Round Robins to Memorize the Study Aid 
 

• DO:  Break the group into smaller teams of 4-8 people, depending on the number of participants.  Show 
slide 21 and explain the rules of the Round Robin.  

 
NOTES: 

 
- Participants should not try to role play this activity.  The person playing the Rep does not need to 

pretend to greet the provider and ask questions, etc.  Rather, the person opposite the person 
playing the Rep should simply read the barrier out loud and then the Rep should give the proper 
response. 

 
- This exercise could take longer depending on the number of Study Aids (i.e., target audience 

Sara’s) and the number of barriers in each aid.  Also, it could take more time if the participants are 
having difficulty with this exercise.  Ideally, you would continue this until you are sure that 
everyone has memorized the proper responses. 

 

 
 
 
 
Slide 21 
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1305-1405 LUNCH 
 
 

1405-1420 
15 min 

DISCUSSION - Openings 
 

• DO:  Show slide 23. 
 

• SAY:  Of course, the provider doesn’t just blurt out her barriers the minute a Rep walks through the door.  
There’s a conversation, and as we said every conversation has an Opening to kick it off.  What makes a 
good opening?  More specifically, what 3 parts does it have? 

 
Probe for … 
o Greeting 
o Opener 
o Open Ended Question 

 
o DO:  Show slide 27. 

 
• SAY:  If this initiative is about the HP identifying IUD candidates who are PA/EC, then the Opening will 

change in one specific way.  Everything will be same as during a normal call with a provider, but the actual 
Opener itself will be different.  This sets the topic of the call so this will become a Description of the Client 

 
o DO: Show slide 29 

 
 

• DO:   Show slides 30 & 31, reading out loud the example of an Opening for a “normal” (non-PI-IUD) call 
with a provider.  Highlight the Opener portion that sets the topic for the conversation.  Highlight the type 
of open-ended question used. 
 

 
slide 23 

 
 
slide 27 

 
 
slide 29 
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• “Provider, government statistics show that the CPR in this district is 12%, the lowest in the country. 
There is a huge unmet need for FP. Among FP options, the IUD is often overlooked despite being a 
safe, effective and convenient choice.  What are your thoughts about the IUD as a FP method?” 

 
 

• DO:   Show slides 32 & 33, reading out loud the example of an Opening for a PI-IUD call with a provider.  
Highlight the Opener portion that describes the client type.  Highlight the type of open-ended question 
used. 

 
• “Provider, imagine that you have a client named Sara.  She’s 27 years old, has two children, and has 

come to you because she’s pregnant and wants to terminate.  After you help her, how would you feel 
about recommending an IUD to her?” 

 
• SAY:  Good openers … 

o …. paint a picture of the type of Sara that the provider should proactively counsel. 
o … are brief and specific -- though not TOO specific. 

 
  

 
 
slide 31 

 
 
 
slide 33 

 
 

1420-1450 
30 min 

EXERCISE – Writing Opening Statements 
 

• DO:   Show Slide 34.  Break the group into pairs.  Depending on the number of different Sara types this 
initiative will target, assign an even number of pairs the same Sara type that you have chosen (For 
example, assume there are two types of Sara’s being targeted – PPIUD-Sara’s and PAIUD-Sara’s – and that 
you have 16 participants.   Assign four pairs the PPIUD-Sara and four pairs the PAIUD-Sara).  Ask each pair 

 
 
 
slide 34 
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to write an opening statement relevant to their type of Sara.  After 10 minutes, combine two sets of pairs 
into one group of four and ask them to write one statement.  Using the visual scheme below, continue 
combining groups and asking for a new statement until you have just one statement for each type of Sara.  
 

Round 1  Round 2  Round 3 
Pair 1 > Group 1 of 4 

participants > 
Final group 

of 8 
participants 

Pair 2 
Pair 3 > Group 2 of 4 

participants Pair 4 
 

• DO:  Debrief the final statements w the group, improving them where necessary. 
 

• SAY:  These can now be your “go to” opening statements for your first call with providers under this 
initiative” 

 

 
 

1450-1505 
15 min 
 

GROUP DISCUSSION - Closings 
 

• DO:  Show slide 35. 
• SAY:  And then we have the Closing.  This is critical to get right and will be a little different than the close 

you would use during a ‘normal’ visit with a provider. 
 
 

 
• DO:  Show slide 39 
• SAY:  Any good call has two parts: 

o Soft close  – This to “check in”, letting you understand how the provider feels about what you’ve 
discussed  

o Hard close – this is used to get commitment to the action you want the provider to take.  
 
 
 

• DO:  Show slide 43 
• SAY:  A soft close …. 

slide 35 

 
 
slide 39 

 
 
slide 43 
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o … is the  “check in” question before asking for a commitment in the hard close. 
o … lets you know if you’ve got a good chance of succeeding with your hard close. 
o … is worded in such a way that makes it hard for the provider to say no. 
o ... then makes it harder to say no at the hard close. 

 
 

• DO:  Show slide 45 and read the examples: 
o Don’t you think Sara would be thankful if you helped her avoid another abortion?  
o Wouldn’t it be better for Sara if she avoided another abortion?  

 
 

• DO:  Show slide 47 
• SAY:  A hard close asks the provider to commit to taking a specific action. 

o The ask can be…  
o “small” - e.g., trying the behavior just once before the next visit or  
o “big” - e.g., adopting the behavior consistently 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• DO:  Show slide 49 and read the examples: 
o SMALL:  Provider, would you try suggesting an IUD to your next PAC client? 
o BIG: Provider, would you start suggesting IUDs to your PAC clients? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
slide 45 

 
 
slide 47 

 
 
slide 49 
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• DO:  Show slide 50  
• SAY: Putting it all together, you could say something like … 

o “Provider, if a woman like Sara came to you, do you agree she would benefit from you suggesting 
you adopt an IUD?”  (assume the answer is Yes) “Then, Provider, would you be willing to try this 
just once?” 

 

 
slide 50 

 
 

1505-1525 BREAK 
 

1525-1605 
30 min 

EXERCISE – Write Closing Statements 
 

• DO:   Show Slide 51.  As with the Opening exercise, break the group into pairs.  Depending on the number 
of different Sara types this initiative will target, assign an even number of pairs the same Sara type that 
you have chosen.  Following the same scheme used above for writing the opening statements, combine 
groups until a final closing statement is written for each type of Sara. 
 

• DO:  Debrief the final statements w the group, improving them where necessary. 
 

• SAY:  These can now be your “go to” closing statements for your first call with providers under this 
initiative. 

 

 
 
 
slide 51 

 

1605-1650 
45 min 

EXERCISE – Role Plays 
 

• DO:  Break group into trios.  One person will role play the provider, one the PBCC Rep and one the 
Observer.  Give the provider and PBCC Rep their appropriate role play descriptions from Scenario 1 in 
Appendix 3 and the Observer the score card.  Explain that the Provider and Rep will read their role plays 
without letting the other see.  The Observer will use the scorecard to mark the techniques that the Rep 
uses and the information that s/he uncovers.  Allow ten minutes for the role play and then debrief with 
the entire group, highlighting the key lessons learned, information gathered, etc. 
 
Repeat the exercise with Role Play #2, allowing participants to change roles.  Debrief after 10 minutes. 

MATERIALS 
• Appendix 3 – Role Play 

 
 
slide 52 
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Repeat a third time. 
 

 
NOTE:  The exercises in Appendix 3 are for Sara’s who are post-abortion.  If you have chosen a different 
or additional target group, you will need to create three role plays for each Sara type.  Try to use the 
role plays in the Appendix as a guide, changing details where needed. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

1650-1730 
40 min 

GROUP DISCUSSION – Next Steps 
 

• DO:  Show slide 53 
• SAY:  Next, you will have to identify which of your providers are appropriate for this initiative.  For this you 

need to understand … 
1. … which providers see XYZ-Sara’s (i.e., the Sara’s that have been chosen as a target audience for 

this initiative), and  
2. … of those providers, which are at the Adoption or Advocacy stage for the behavior “insert IUDs”.  

 
• DO:  Give participants 20 minutes to refer to their reports and identify these providers. 
• SAY:  Now, when you visit these providers, your objective is to introduce the concept of provider-initiated 

IUDs. 
 

• DO:  Share any timeline that has been set for this initiative – when they should begin this, when and how 
they will report on it etc.  This should have all been decided during your pre-planning meeting. 
 
 

 

MATERIALS 
• Each Rep should have brought the 

appropriate reports that show the 
stage on the Adoption Stairway 
where each of their providers fit 
and what type of clients the 
providers see (e.g., post partum, 
post abortion, etc.) 
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SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 
ACTIVITY #1 
Print one set for every group in this activity.  Cut the pages along the dotted lines in order to form cards 
with one message per each card.  Every group receives one full set of cards.  
 

 
 
 

You want to learn if the provider has ever suggested  
FP to a client that came in for another service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You want to know what type of clients  
for which the provider thinks the IUD is appropriate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You want to understand how a provider feels about proactively recommending 
an IUD to a post-abortion care client. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You want to understand if the provider thinks 
 IUDs are appropriate for birth spacing. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

This provider says she routinely counsels women  
who have had an abortion to adopt a family planning method and you want to 

understand what motivates her to do so. 
ACTIVITY #2 



SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 
Print one scorecard for each group of three.  
 

SCORE CARD  
 

 ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 
Mark every time 
the Rep uses a 
closed-ended 
question. 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Mark every time 
the Rep uses an 
open-ended 
question. 
 
 
 
 
 

   

What barrier(s) 
did the Rep 
uncover? 
 
 
 
 
 

   

How did the Rep 
address the 
barrier(s)? 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 



SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 
ACTIVITY #3 
Print one set (scorecard and all three scenarios) for each group of three.  
 

Opening: 
 

Did it paint a picture of a 
PA/EC Sara? 

 
 

Did it end in an open-ended 
question? 

 
 
 
 

Mark every time 
the Rep uses a 
closed-ended 
question. 
 
 
 

 

Mark every time 
the Rep uses an 
open-ended 
question. 
 
 
 

 

What barrier(s) 
did the Rep 
uncover? 
 
 
 

 

How did the Rep 
address the 
barrier(s)? 
 
 
 

 

Soft close: Did the Rep use 
one? 

Was it closed-
ended? 

Did it lead to a 
“yes” answer? 

 
 
 
 

Hard close: Did the Rep use 
one? 

Was it a small 
ask? 

Did it lead to a 
“yes” answer? 

 
 
 



SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 

 
SCENARIO 1 
 
PBCC Rep 
Your provider is not meeting her potential for IUD insertions.  You 
understand that she sees about 10 clients a month for abortion and you 
know that if just 2 of those clients adopted an IUD she would meet her 
monthly potential. 
 
 
 
 
SCENARIO 1 
 
Provider 
You believe in the IUD and insert about three every month, but these three 
are always referred by IPC Agents and they specifically request the IUD. You 
also see about 10 clients every month who want to terminate their 
pregnancy. 
 
When the Rep opens the conversation by asking you what you think about 
proactively suggesting IUDs, you say this wouldn’t work because women in 
your district do not like IUDs. 
 
If the Rep asks how you know this, you explain that all your IUD clients come 
referred by PSI IPC Agents.  You understand that women need a lot of time to 
choose the IUD and so it would not be a good use of your time to counsel 
her. 
 
During the close, if the Rep uses a soft close correctly, you agree with it and 
then you also agree with the hard close.  If the Rep doesn’t use a soft close 
first, then you make a point to not agree to the hard close, no matter what 
the argument is. 
 

  



SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 

SCENARIO 2 
 
PBCC Rep 
Your provider is not meeting her potential for IUD insertions.  You 
understand that she sees about 10 clients a month for PAC or abortion and 
you know that if just 2 of those clients adopted an IUD she would meet her 
monthly potential. 
 
 
 
 
SCENARIO 2 

 
Provider 
You believe in the IUD and insert about three every month, but these three 
are always referred by IPC Agents and they specifically request the IUD. You 
also see about 10 clients every month who either want to terminate their 
pregnancy or require PAC because they have had an incomplete abortion.   
 
When the Rep opens the conversation by asking you what you think about 
proactively suggesting IUDs, you say that you think this is a good idea and 
that you do this already.  If the Rep points out that the MIS shows no 
PAC/abortion clients receive IUDs, then you admit that while you intend to 
do this, in actuality you do not have much time to do this.  You probably do it 
very rarely.   

 
If the Rep addresses this barrier successfully (i.e., suggests an easy way to do 
it or to remember to do it), then in the soft close, agree.  If the Rep does not 
address this successfully, then do not agree to the soft close. 
 
 
 

  



SECTION III 
Activity Appendix for Lesson Plan 

 
 

SCENARIO 3 
 
PBCC Rep 
Your provider is not meeting her potential for IUD insertions.  You 
understand that she sees about 10 clients a month for PAC or abortion and 
you know that if just 2 of those clients adopted an IUD she would meet her 
monthly potential. 
 
 
SCENARIO 3 

 
Provider 
You believe in the IUD and insert about three every month, but these three 
are always referred by IPC Agents and they specifically request the IUD. You 
also see about 10 clients every month who either want to terminate their 
pregnancy or require PAC because they have had an incomplete abortion.   
 
When the Rep opens the conversation by asking you what you think about 
proactively suggesting IUDs, you say you have tried this before but it was 
never successful.  When the Rep asks why, you say you are not sure.  If the 
Rep asks you how you did this, then explain that you told the client how 
irresponsible it was to have gotten into this situation and that she needed to 
start acting like an adult and taking responsibility for herself.  (In other words, 
you reveal that you were very rude to the client.) 

 
During the close, if the Rep uses a soft close correctly, you agree with it and 
then you also agree with the hard close.  If the Rep doesn’t use a soft close 
first, then you make a point to not agree to the hard close, no matter what 
the argument is. 
 



Provider- Initiated IUDs
Field Rep Training



WHY
are provider-intiated IUDs

CRITICAL?



Stairway: “Insert IUDs”

SLIDE 3

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

But we know the number of 
insertions is low per 

provider!!



Stairway: “Suggest IUDs”

SLIDE 4

The goal of 
medical dethe 
medical rep to 
…tailing is for

Now we have something 
new to talk about with 

these Providers!



“Provider-intiated IUDs”

MEANS
proactively suggesting adoption of IUD to a 

Sara who would benefit from it. 



HOW
do we begin promoting this?



1 Choose a sub-group of Sara’s as the target audience.

Identify which HPs are at Adoption & Advocacy for “inserting IUDs”.

Develop messages (& materials).

Train PBCC Reps to promote provider-initiated IUDs.

Train Supervisors to coach on provider-initiated IUDs.

Begin implementing with immediate in-the-field coaching.

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

STEPS TO ROLL OUT PI-IUD INITIATIVE



HOW
do we identify HP barriers to proactively 

suggesting IUDs to Sara?

Messages & Training Reps3 4



Messages & Training Reps

• What are the 3 main parts to a call?

3 4

Opening
Identify & 
Address 
Barriers

Closing



Are Answered 
With …

Result In … Makes HP Feel …

Open 
Ended 
Questions

More than 1 
word; a sentence, 

etc.

Opening up the 
conversation, getting 

more information

You care about what HP 
thinks/ feels

Closed 
Ended 
Questions

Yes/ No, a 
number, etc.

Ending the 
conversation, getting 

just the answer to 
the exact question 

asked

• You’re judging her 
answer

• She’s just a source of 
information



Turn These Into Open-Ended Questions
(record answers)

• Do you proactively suggest IUDs to your clients?
• Do your post-partum clients ever adopt IUDs?
• Would your clients benefit from using an IUD?
• Would your clients react positively if you suggested an IUD?



EXERCISE

• Form 4 groups – 2 English and 2 French.
• Stand in a circle.
• The first person takes the first slip of paper in the stack and turns the 

closed-question into an open-ended question.
• The group critiques the open-ended question.
• The next person takes the next slip of paper and does the same.
• Etc.



Messages & Training Reps

• What are the 3 main parts to a call?

3 4

Opening
Identify & 
Address 
Barriers

Closing



When we hear an barrier/obstacle/etc, we…?

1
•Clarify – to understand what the real obstacle is

2
•Acknowledge – its legitimacy to show respect

3
•Address – either immediately or in next visit



When we hear an obstacle, we…?

1
•Clarify – to understand what the real issue is

2
•Acknowledge – its legitimacy to show respect

3
•Address – either immediately or in next visit



When we hear an obstacle, we…?

1
•Clarify – to understand what the real obstacle is

2
•Empathize – to acknowledge its legitimacy

3
•Address – either immediately or in next visit



When we hear an obstacle, we…?

1
•Clarify – to understand what the real obstacle is

2
•Empathize – to acknowledge its legitimacy

3
•Address – either immediately or in next visit



STUDY GUIDE
responses to barriers to 
provider-initiated IUD

TARGET AUDIENCE
PAC Clients

Version 1: Aug.12.2015



BARRIER: Attitude: “It’s not my job to proactively suggest IUDs; I’m just supposed to 
give the service she’s seeking.”

CLARIFY
Can you tell me more about that?

ACKNOWLEDGE
That’s completely understandable

ADDRESS
But the fact that she’s come to you means she needs your help and guidance.  
Obviously she’s not ready to have children. She needs you to help her by showing 
her what she should do.

19



Pass Out Study Aids

• Read through the study guide & learn the responses. 
• Feel free to make edits to anything you think could be improved.



EXERCISE
Round Robin

• Form groups.
• Stand in a circle.
• The first person pretends to be the Provider and takes the first barrier from 

the stack of Study Aid messages.  S/he reads the barrier to the person 
beside her/him.

• That person pretends to be the Rep and addresses the barrier in the way 
described in the Study Aid.

• Group critiques the Rep’s response.
• The Rep then takes the stack of paper and pretends to be the Provider.
• Etc.



Role Plays 

• Get into groups of 3.
• One person = Provider, one = Rep & one = Observer
• Provider & Rep read your scenarios.  Don’t let the other person see 

your scenario!
• Observer, use the scorecard.
• Rep & Provider act out the scenario.  Rep tries to uncover and 

address Provider’s barrier.
• Observer checks each observation on scorecard.



Opening
Identify & 
Address 
Barriers

Closing

Do Providers Immediately 
Describe Their Barriers?

Opening



3 Parts of a Strong Opening

• Introduce self
• Build rapportGreeting

• Establish topic of visit
• Capture provider’s attentionOpener

• Kick off discussion
• Begin search for needs/barriers

Open-Ended 
Question
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3 Parts of a Strong Opening

• Introduce self
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3 Parts of a Strong Opening

• Introduce self
• Build rapportGreeting

• Establish topic of visit
• Capture provider’s attentionOpener

• Kick off discussion
• Begin search for needs/barriers

Open-Ended 
Question



“Normal” Opening

Greeting

Opener

Open-Ended 
Question

“Provider-Initiated” Opening



“Normal” Opening

Greeting

Opener

Open-Ended 
Question

Greeting

CLIENT 
DESCRIPTION

Open-Ended 
Question

“Provider-Initiated” Opening



Example of a Normal Opening (sans greeting)

• “Provider, government statistics show that the CPR in 
this district is 12%, the lowest in the country. There is a 
huge unmet need for FP. Among FP options, the IUD is 
often overlooked despite being a safe, effective and 
convenient choice.“

Opener

Open-Ended 
Question



Example of a Normal Opening (sans greeting)

• “Provider, government statistics show that the CPR in 
this district is 12%, the lowest in the country. There is a 
huge unmet need for FP. Among FP options, the IUD is 
often overlooked despite being a safe, effective and 
convenient choice.“

Opener

• "What are your thoughts about the IUD as a FP 
method?”

Open-Ended 
Question



Example of a “P-I” Opening (sans greeting)

• “Provider, imagine that you have a client 
named Sara.  She’s 27 years old, has four 
children, and has come to you because she 
needs PAC.”  

Opener

Open-Ended 
Question



Example of a “P-I” Opening (sans greeting)

• “Provider, imagine that you have a client 
named Sara.  She’s 27 years old, has four 
children, and has come to you because she 
needs PAC.”  

Opener

• “After you help her, how would you feel 
about recommending an IUD to her?”

Open-Ended 
Question

Paints a picture of the Sara who 
needs proactive counseling

Is brief & 
specific, but not 

TOO specific.



• Get into pairs
• Jointly write an opening statement for your Sara.

Exercise



Opening
Identify & 
Address 
Barriers

Closing

How to Get Commitment?

Opening Closing



2 Parts of a Strong Closing?

Soft Close

•To “test the 
waters”

Hard Close

•To get 
committment



2 Parts of a Strong Closing

Soft Close

•To “test the 
waters”

Hard Close

•To get 
committment



2 Parts of a Strong Closing

Soft Close

•To test how 
provider feels

Hard Close

•To get 
committment



2 Parts of a Strong Closing

Soft Close

•To test how 
provider feels

Hard Close

•To get 
comitmment



A Soft Close …

• Is the  “check in” question before asking for a 
commitment in the hard close.

• Lets you know if you’ve got a good chance of 
succeeding with your hard close.

• Is worded in such a way that makes it hard to say no.
•Once the provider says yes to the soft close, it’s then 

harder to say no at the hard close.
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A Soft Close …

• Is the  “check in” question before asking for a 
commitment in the hard close.

• Lets you know if you’ve got a good chance of 
succeeding with your hard close.

• Is worded in such a way that makes it hard to say no.
•Once the provider says yes to the soft close, it’s then 
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A Soft Close …

• Is the  “check in” question before asking for a 
commitment in the hard close.

• Lets you know if you’ve got a good chance of 
succeeding with your hard close.

• Is worded in such a way that makes it hard to say no.
•Once the provider says yes to the soft close, it’s then 

harder to say no at the hard close.



EXAMPLES

•“Wouldn’t it be better for Sara if she 
avoided another abortion?”
•“Don’t you think Sara would be 
thankful if you helped her avoid 
another abortion?” 



EXAMPLES

•“Wouldn’t it be better for Sara if she 
avoided another abortion?”
•“Don’t you think Sara would be 
thankful if you helped her avoid 
another abortion?” 



A Hard Close …

•Asks the provider to commit to taking a 
specific action.

•Can be… 
•“small” - e.g., to try the behavior just once 
•“big” - e.g., adopt the behavior consistently



A Hard Close …

•Asks the provider to commit to taking a 
specific action.

•Can be… 
•“small” - e.g., to try the behavior just once 
•“big” - e.g., adopt the behavior consistently



EXAMPLES

•SMALL – “Would you try suggesting 
an IUD to your next PAC client?”
•BIG – ”Will you start suggesting 
IUDs to your PAC clients?”



EXAMPLES

•SMALL – “Would you try suggesting 
an IUD to your next PAC client?”
•BIG – ”Will you start suggesting 
IUDs to your PAC clients?”



Examples

Soft Close

•“If a woman like Sara 
came to you, do you 
agree she would 
benefit from you 
suggesting an IUD?”

Hard Close

•“Are you willing to 
try this once?” 



• Get into pairs
• Jointly write a closing statement for your Sara.

Exercise



Role Plays



1 Choose a sub-group of Sara’s as the target audience.

Identify which HPs are at Adoption & Advocacy for “inserting 
IUDs”.

Develop messages (& materials).

Train PBCC Reps to promote provider-initiated IUDs.

Train Supervisors to coach on provider-initiated IUDs.

Begin implementing with immediate in-the-field coaching.

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

0 Build sense of urgency around this initiative.
W O R K P L A N     S T E P S



Thank You!



STUDY GUIDE
responses to barriers to 
provider-initiated IUD

TARGET AUDIENCE
PAC Sara 

Version 1: aug.12.2015



BARRIER: Doesn’t know when IUD can be inserted post abortion
CLARIFY
Because we don’t want to disrespect the Provider, here we need to carefully investigate and understand the provider’s 
experience PA IUD insertion
• What’s your opinion about IUDs being inserted after abortions?

ACKNOWLEDGE
I know a lot of providers who say the same thing.

ADDRESS
Fortunately, the IUD can be immediately inserted post-MVA and 15 days post-MA, at the follow up visit.
• Show some proof of this fact from a third-party, e.g. MoH guidelines.

2

BARRIER: Fear: “She doesn’t want the IUD.”

CLARIFY
How do we know that.

ACKNOWLEDGE
I see what you mean; that does make sense.

ADDRESS
But we can be sure she doesn’t want to be pregnant right now.  And since the IUD is immediately 
reversible, she can get pregnant again whenever she wants.



3

BARRIER: Fear: “She will be offended if I suggest this.”

CLARIFY
Can you tell me more about that?

ACKNOWLEDGE
That’s completely understandable

ADDRESS
She looks up to you and seeks your advice for many things.  Of course, she would appreciate your 
advice on this matter.

BARRIER: Attitude: “It’s not my job to proactively suggest IUDs; I’m just supposed to 
give the service she’s seeking.”
CLARIFY
Can you tell me more about that?

ACKNOWLEDGE
That’s completely understandable

ADDRESS
But the fact that she’s come to you means she needs your help and guidance.  Obviously she’s not 
ready to have children. She needs you to help her by showing her what she should do.
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BARRIER: Fear: “She doesn’t want the IUD.”

CLARIFY
How do we know that.

ACKNOWLEDGE
I see what you mean; that does make sense.

ADDRESS
But we can be sure she doesn’t want to be pregnant right now.  And since the IUD is immediately 
reversible, she can get pregnant again whenever she wants.

4



BARRIER:  “I know it takes women a lot of time to choose the IUD and so it is not a 
good use of my time to proactively counsel her on the IUD.”

CLARIFY

ACKNOWLEDGE

ADDRESS

5



BARRIER: “It’s not my job; I am here to give clients what they ask for.  PSI’s job is to 
bring me clients for the IUD.”

CLARIFY

ACKNOWLEDGE

ADDRESS

6
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Provider Behavior Change Communications Program – Self Assessment Tool 

Use the questions below to identify initial or ongoing needs for successfully implementing a Provider Behavior Change Communications program. Designate under 
the appropriate column whether the elements are fully implemented, partially implemented, or not implemented at all. Corresponding modules from the Provider 
Behavior Change Communications Toolkit incorporating proven best practices in the pharmaceutical industry are listed to the far right.  

Section 1: Program Assessment    Comments Module 
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Program Background & Organization 
Objectives & activities of PBCC program are aligned with the reproductive 
health objectives of the platform 

    1.1 

Staff Roles, Responsibilities & Reporting Structure 
Job descriptions for PSI Field Rep, PSI Field Rep Manager, and other PBCC 
program staff include PBCC roles  

    1.2 

Education/experience/skills of PSI Field Rep, PSI Field Rep Manager, and 
other PBCC program staff align with qualifications outlined in job 
description 

    1.2 

Proportion of time PSI Field Rep Manager spends in the field versus the 
office aligns with designation in job description 

    1.2 

Workload Models for PSI Field Rep and PSI Field Rep Manager are used to 
effectively focus staff time & effort 

    1.3 

Reporting structure of PSI Field Representative and Field Rep Managers is 
accurately represented in department organigram 

    1.1 

Providers are segmented and prioritized to ensure optimal visit frequency     1.4 

PSI Field Representatives are physically based within their geographic 
territory 

    1.2 

2:
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Messaging 
Key messages have been created  (from DELTA marketing plan, if available) 
to inform the development of marketing materials 

    2 

Adoption Stairway elaborated for each desired behavior with input from 
Technical, Marketing, Research, Sales, and Health Service staff 

    2 

Features & Benefits, Value Propositions and Obstacle Handling developed 
for each service, product and/or behavior 

    2 

Marketing Materials 
PSI Field Representatives have job aids for each product or service 
(Features & Benefits, Value Propositions, Overcoming Obstacles, etc) 

    2 

Effective visual aids and marketing resources have been created with input 
from Technical, Marketing, Research, Sales, and Health Service staff 

    2 

3.
   

Communications Skills 

Training program (or “Learning Map”) in place for Field Representatives     3 - Overview 



Field Representatives trained to effectively communicate Features & 
Benefits, Value Propositions and Obstacle Handling for each service, 
product and/or behavior 

    
3 –Initial 
Curriculum 

Quarterly refresher or advanced communications skills modules are 
conducted 

    
3 – Advanced 
Skill Building 

Information is effectively shared between staff through meetings and other 
outlets (email, blogging, Facebook, etc) so they can use each other as 
resources and learn from each other 

    TBD 

Technology (MIS, GPS, etc) is utilized by field staff to improve 
communication, planning, and reporting 

    TBD 

Territory Management Skills 

Providers within a territory are segmented and prioritized according to 
performance and potential 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives maintain proper visit frequency through calendar 
cycle planning 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives determine visit frequency and monthly schedule 
according to provider segmentation 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

PSI Field Representatives use Provider Strategy Planner and Visit Planning 
and History tools correctly and consistently 

    
3 – Territory 
Mgmt 

4.
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Supervision, Reporting and Monitoring, and Goal Setting 

Field staff performance is routinely measured and monitored by Field Rep 
managers 

    4 

Managers conduct monthly Field Visits with Field Representatives and 
provide coaching on PBCC skills 

    4 

PSI Field Representatives submit weekly or monthly reports to track visits 
made to providers 

    4 

PBCC staff have MBOs in place that include execution of PBCC skills as well 
as other job functions 

    4 

A performance improvement process is in place     4 

Section 2: PSI Field Observations    Comments 

 How are Field Representatives implementing PBCC best practices in the 
field? 

  
  Learning Modules 

 Does the Field Representative have a clear plan for the day?      Communication Continuum 
Planning 
Segmentation & Prioritization 

 Does the Field Representative prepare for each visit?  If so, how?     Communication Continuum 
Engaging Openings 

 Does the Field Representative have a clear objective for each visit related to 
the desired provider behavior change? 

    Communication Continuum 



 

 Does the Field Representative appear to have a strong relationship with 
each provider? Does the Field Representative know the provider’s 
motivations and needs? 

    Professional Relationships 
Uncovering Provider Needs 
Listening to Learn 
Communication Continuum 

 Is the Field Representative actively using open questions to identify 
provider needs? 

    Uncovering Provider Needs; 
Listening to Learn 

 Is the Field Representative knowledgeable on the 
product/service/behavior?  Can he/she answer provider’s product/service-
related questions? 

    Foundational Learning 

 Does the Field Representative offer tailored solutions to the individual 
provider’s needs and explain the benefits to the provider? 

    Value Proposition 
Features & Benefits 
Uncovering Provider Needs 
Listening to Learn 
Communication Continuum 

 Does the Field Representative ask for a commitment from the provider to 
implement the solution or desired behavior change? 

    Closing 

 If/when the provider objects to performing the desired behavior, does the 
Field Representative deliver a relevant, effective solution?  

    Overcoming Barriers to 
Change 

 Does the Field Representative engage with additional stakeholders (e.g., 
assistants, family members, counselors) at the facility? 

    Professional Relationships 

 Does the Field Representative make use of visual aids, brochures, leave-
behinds, or other marketing materials? 

    2 – Communications & 
Marketing Development 

 Does the Field Representative commit to specific follow-up when 
objections or needs haven’t been resolved? 

    Overcoming Barriers to 
Change 
Communication Continuum 

 Does the Field Representative take notes after each provider visit?     Communication Continuum 
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	- Flip charts to prepare
	- Overview exercises
	Facilities
	 Main training classroom

	Equipment
	 Facilitator computer loaded with Coaching Basic PPT slides and  possible videos if available
	 LCD projector, external speakers, screen, remote control
	 Flipchart easels (two located at the front of the main training room)
	o See pre prepared flipcharts in chapter 10 (from of p 53) of this guide
	 Timer or stopwatch for triangle production exercise

	Supplies
	 Name tents/markers
	 Flipchart pads (one for each flipchart easel) and Flipchart markers
	 Post its (different sizes and colors will work)
	 Scotch tape (one roll for every three Participants)

	Participant Materials
	 Participant Guide (1 per participant)
	 Coaching Basics  Toolkit  (1 per participant)
	 Triangle Production Exercise Worksheets  (1 per 3 participants)
	 Laminated Driving Task Place Mat  (1 per participants if possible, at least 1 per table)
	 Laminated Driving Tasks Cards  (1 set per participant)
	Preparation and Setup (one week before the training date)
	 Review this guide and all Participant materials. (participant workbook & toolkit)
	 Preview and if needed adjust the PowerPointP®P presentation which you will use to guide the session - download video
	 Ensure production of Driving Place Mats, Driving Task Cards, Triangle Production Exercise Worksheets
	 Reserve the required room, catering, etc...

	Preparation and Setup: ideally the evening before, if not possible, set up at least one hour before the start of the session)
	 Check to ensure that the room setup is appropriate for the number of Participants.
	 Test the computer, projector, and mouse.
	 Place a name tent and marker at each Participant’s seat.
	 Place a Participant Guide at each Participant’s seat.
	 Place a Coaching Toolkit at each Participant’s seat.
	 Prepare a set of Driving Task Cards in an envelope at each Participant’s seat.
	 Place Driving Place Mats at each table.
	 Prepare a Parking Lot flipchart to capture open issues.
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